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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Objective: This research proposes an innovative framework (CITE) as an analytic tool 

for tracing the dynamics of meaning-making in conflict, and pilots the application of this 

framework in a case study of the ongoing conflict between the US government and al-

Shabaab, to assess its utility for anticipatory intelligence.  

 

Problem Statement: The globalization of the security environment has tasked 

researchers and policymakers alike with addressing the heightened uncertainty of future 

events, which stems from the nonlinear effects of this highly dynamic, networked 

landscape. Anticipatory intelligence emerged as one response to this challenge, and while 

some experts within this domain have drawn on complexity science to navigate the 

dynamics of national security conflicts, there is a visible gap in methods that attend to the 

social dimension—the role of meaning—in conflict systems. Narratives have anticipatory 

value in revealing the meaning that parties assign to conflict, which indicates the future 

trajectory of action that parties may take. The CITE Framework bridges a critical 

intersection between the intelligence and conflict resolution fields by advancing an 

analytic tool for tracing narrative conflict dynamics in order to anticipate and disrupt 

patterns of interaction that sustain and escalate violence. 

 

Methodology: The ongoing conflict between the US government (USG) and Harakat al-

Shabaab al-Mujahideen (HSM) was selected as the case study to pilot the CITE 

Framework because of its dynamic character and substantial escalation in recent years. 

Preliminary data collection drew on open-source data to compile a set of discursive and 

kinetic interactions between the opposing parties between January 2015 and May 2020. 

HSM discourse was limited to English content from its media wing, al-Kataib, and USG 

discourse was limited to releases from the White House (WH), State Department (SD), 

and Department of Defense (DOD). Initial collection produced 365 discursive actions and 

353 kinetic actions. Data analysis was structured by the four stages of the CITE 

Framework, which are grounded on concepts from three narrative theories within the 

communication and conflict resolution fields.  

 

Stage One Analysis: Compile the episodes of interaction between opposing parties: 

The objective of the first analytic stage was to elicit a set of discrete episodes of 

interaction (i.e., conversations) that appeared within the initial data set, and integrate 

relevant third-party discourse (e.g., al-Qaeda). The conceptual model for this stage was 

based on Pearce and Cronen’s (1980) communication theory on the Coordinated 

Management of Meaning (CMM). There were five major episodes that emerged in this 

stage; the summaries below reflect the divergent language used by opposing parties to 

discuss the same events:  
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• Episode 1 – 9/11 and the Global War on Terrorism/Global War on Islam   

• Episode 2 – Minnesota martyrs/Radicalized foreign fighters  

• Episode 3 – Allegations of civilian casualties from USG airstrikes in Somalia  

• Episode 4 – President Trump’s proclamation on Jerusalem as the capital of Israel  

• Episode 5 – Strategic shift by HSM in prioritizing kinetic attacks on USG forces  

 

Stage Two Analysis: Identify the moral grammar of opposing conflict parties:  

Existing CMM work (Pearce and Littlejohn 1997) suggests that narratives reveal the 

sacred values that parties perceive to be threatened, and conflicts are often sustained 

when opposing narratives draw on incommensurate moral grammars. Simmons’ (2020) 

Root Narrative Theory (RNT) offers a structural foundation for identifying and 

translating the moral grammar of opposing parties, based on the protagonist, antagonist, 

and plot elements within their conflict narratives. Stage Two findings revealed three 

dominant root narratives that were maintained across selected episodes:  

• Defense narrative (USG): The external terrorists (antagonist) are threatening the 

physical security (sacred value) of the state (protagonist). The defense narrative 

was used by all three USG components and was used to reinforce the need for 

kinetic defensive measures.  

• Stability narrative (USG): Radicalized citizens (antagonist) are threatening the 

physical security (sacred value) of the state (protagonist). The stability narrative 

was used chiefly by the SD, and the WH to a lesser extent, when discussing the 

domestic threat of violent extremism, fueled by hateful ideologies.   

• Liberation narrative (HSM & AQ): Majority-led governments (antagonist) are 

threatening the dignity (sacred value) of the minority group (protagonist). HSM 

and AQ use several variants of a liberation narrative to discuss the cultural 

disrespect experienced by Muslims at the hands of foreign (US) and regional 

(Somali, Kenyan) governments, which manifests as physical violence. 

 

Stage Three Analysis: Track the narrative dynamics within and across episodes:  

Cobb’s (2013b) theory on Better-Formed Stories (BFS) offers insight into the 

relationship between conflict dynamics and the qualities of party narratives about the 

conflict. Specifically, simplistic features encourage narrative closure and radicalization, 

which fuels escalation. Stage Three coded the escalation tactics used in narratives within 

selected episodes, which appeared along four dimensions: time, scope, style, and tone:  

• HSM escalation tactics: HSM used considerably more escalation tactics overall 

than all three USG components combined. It drew most heavily on time and tone 

tactics but used all four categories of tactics more than any of the USG 

components. 

• USG escalation tactics: The WH used the most escalation tactics and the DOD 

used considerably fewer escalation tactics than the WH and SD. The WH and SD 

prioritized time and tone tactics; the DOD prioritized time and style tactics to a 

lesser degree. 
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Stage Four Analysis: Engagement opportunities to alter anticipated outcomes: This 

stage uses findings from the previous stages to anticipate undesirable outcomes that may 

follow from the visible interaction patterns that emerged in analysis, in order to identify 

engagement opportunities within selected episodes to disrupt these patterns by shifting 

the quality of interaction. Recommendations include three types of opportunities to 

support de-escalation by translating the moral grammar of opposing parties and 

increasing narrative complexity: 

• Substantive opportunities for a party to add complexity to its own narratives: 

o Convey solidarity with an ally without delegitimizing the opposing party. 

o Avoid characterizations that reinforce narratives of the opposing party. 

o Reframe security objectives: State protection in lieu of enemy eradication. 

• Procedural opportunities to elaborate the opponent’s narratives in interaction: 

o Avoid ambiguity and binary categories when refuting falsehoods. 

o Locating core values in opposing narratives that can be elaborated. 

o Recognize opponent strengths without compromising security objectives. 

• External opportunities to add complexity to messaging for target audience(s). 

o Acknowledging responsibility for specific outcomes, when warranted. 

o Elaborating local, concrete storylines. 

o Increasing media engagement.  

 

Conclusion – Assessing the Anticipatory Value of the CITE Framework: As an 

analytic tool, the CITE Framework yields indicators of anticipated outcomes that follow 

from specific patterns of interaction and offers insight into locating engagement 

opportunities that help to disrupt these patterns (and, by extension, the undesirable 

outcomes that are expected to follow from these dynamics). The findings from this case 

study demonstrate that the CITE Framework has both anticipatory and strategic value: It 

provides a mechanism for discerning the specific moves and countermoves that reinforce 

or exacerbate conflict and supports inquiry into alternative moves that help to disrupt this 

anticipated trajectory.   
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The globalization of the security environment has tasked researchers and policymakers 

alike with addressing the heightened uncertainty of future events, which stems from the 

nonlinear effects of this highly dynamic, networked landscape. Anticipatory intelligence 

emerged as one response to this challenge, and while some experts within this domain 

have drawn on complexity science to navigate the dynamics of national security conflicts, 

there is a visible gap in methods that attend to the social dimension—the role of 

meaning—in conflict systems. This research proposes an innovative framework (CITE) 

as an analytic tool for tracing the dynamics of meaning-making in conflict, and pilots the 

utility of this framework in a case study of the ongoing conflict between the US 

government and al-Shabaab. Narratives have anticipatory value in revealing the meaning 

that parties assign to conflict, which indicates the future trajectory of action that parties 

may take. This research bridges a critical intersection between the intelligence and 

conflict resolution fields by advancing a tool for analyzing narrative conflict dynamics in 

order to anticipate and disrupt patterns of interaction that sustain and escalate violence.  
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CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION: 

ANTICIPATORY INTELLIGENCE & CONFLICT DYNAMICS 

“Complexity” is a topic that has generated ongoing debate as well as growing concern 

within the United States Intelligence Community (IC). Within the intelligence field, there 

is a division between those who believe that the rise of globalization in the post-Cold 

War era has created more “complex” intelligence challenges than those of previous 

periods in history, while others contend that “the world has always been complex.” The 

growing urgency that stems from this debate surrounds the heightened uncertainty that 

stems from strategic complexity, and the necessary institutional changes that are required 

in order for the IC to cope with increasing uncertainty and maintain its effectiveness in 

this environment.  

The use of the term “complexity” in the context of this debate is tied directly to 

complexity science, a field which comprises an “interdisciplinary confluence of 

cybernetics, non-linear chemistry, network analysis, and the mathematics of dynamic 

systems” (Williams 2020, 15). Broadly, complexity theory is concerned with “the 

properties of the systems of things in their interwoven causality, rather than taking each 

thread on its own” (ibid.). However, Brown (2019a) offers additional clarity on the 

relevance of this paradigm in conceptualizing the globalized character of the strategic 

environment: “A system is a collection of various actors that form a network subject to 
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simple rules, but not beholden to any central authority. Systems can be open (liable to be 

influenced by actors outside the system) or closed. Complex systems are always open.”  

Proponents of the complexity paradigm contend that the post-Cold War strategic 

environment exhibits more complexity than previous periods in history. Kerbel (2015) 

argues that the “complex” character of this environment stems from its interdependent 

open systems “defined by fluid, heterogenous, widely-distributed, nonhierarchical 

networks.” He further suggests that these characteristics lie in stark contrast to the merely 

“complicated” Cold War environment that exhibited properties more akin to a “closed 

and discrete” system comprised of “static, homogenous (state-centric) and dichotomous 

hierarchies” (Kerbel 2019; Kerbel 2015). Ultimately, Kerbel makes this comparison to 

highlight the increasingly difficult challenges that the present security environment 

creates for intelligence work. In particular, the nonlinear character of complex systems 

makes prediction virtually impossible and creates a security environment that is 

characterized by heightened uncertainty (Kerbel 2015).  

However, there are also individuals both within and outside of the IC who make 

the counterargument that complexity is not a new phenomenon. Robert Jervis’ (1997, 33-

34) application of complexity theory to the study of international relations supports the 

notion that the socio-political environment has always been characterized by complexity, 

although policy decisions have not always reflected awareness of such. He references 

World War I as a basic demonstration of the complex character of the global system in 

past periods, noting the importance of indirect relationships that factored into the 

outbreak of the war. Similarly, Porter (2015) makes a compelling counterargument 
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against the idea that the Cold War was a conflict that lacked complexity. He asserts that 

“the Cold War period played out not as a discrete, sealed off conflict between two giants. 

It was coiled within larger, interlocking historical processes, such as the unraveling of 

European colonial empires and the ascent of nationalisms and militant faiths.”  

Perhaps even more importantly, Porter (2015) draws attention to the tendency for 

both policymakers and military personnel to juxtapose current national security issues 

with nostalgic recollections of the Cold War period. He argues that reflections on the 

Cold War are characterized by an oversimplified “narrative of stability” that depicts the 

Cold war as “quaintly straightforward and passé,” arguing that such logic stems “from 

troubling impulses about how to interpret and handle the present” (Porter 2015). 

Ultimately, Porter’s (2015) argument aims to establish the complexity of historical 

conditions in order to contradict “the notion of an exceptionally dangerous present,” 

which serves as the grounds for justifying precipitous actions within the national security 

domain. It functions to derail the logic that the present conditions of complexity and 

heightened uncertainty warrant the need for “extraordinary measures” (ibid.).   

While the international system may have always exhibited complex 

characteristics, the changes associated with increasing global interdependence and 

interconnectivity has inevitably led to a more heightened awareness of complexity and 

the strategic uncertainty that it produces. Hendrickson (2018, 232) points to the major 

role of the Information Age in directly contributing to this “indeterminacy challenge,” 

while Kerbel (2015) also highlights the growth of transportation networks in creating 

more “physical interconnectivity.” In its Decadal Survey of the Social and Behavioral 
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Sciences, which focused on “advancing intelligence analysis,” the National Academy of 

Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (2019, 49) emphasized that today’s biggest 

“security risks grow out of complex, interacting trends and developments around the 

world.” 

This growing global interconnectivity and interdependence has been linked to 

changing trends and patterns such as the emergence of asymmetric warfare (Brown 

2019b), information warfare, and the growing role of non-state actors in the international 

system (Clark 2019, 14-15; National Academy of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 

2019, 49). In the most recent Global Trends report by the National Intelligence Council 

(NIC) (2017, 6), one of key implications highlighted was that “the nature of conflict is 

changing.” Contributing factors include “diverging interests among major powers, an 

expanding terror threat, continued instability in weak states, and the spread of lethal 

disruptive technologies” (ibid.). In particular, Keen (2006, 89) highlights the heightened 

uncertainty associated with conflicts involving non-state actors—specifically 

transnational terrorist organizations—to the extent that the state is waging conflict against 

an “unknown enemy.”   

Such changes have forced the IC to acknowledge the complexity of the current 

security environment and the heightened uncertainty that accompanies it. As a central 

player in protecting and maintaining national security, the IC faces increasing pressure to 

adapt and respond to this challenge, and there has been a continuous push for innovation 

and creativity within the IC in effort to maintain its effectiveness as an institution. 

However, a report by the National Academy of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
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(NASEM) (2019) highlights the challenges that intelligence analysis faces within this 

environment, arguing that: 

 

It is difficult not only to forecast the future state of a complex system but also to 

understand its current dynamics. Analysts cannot be certain that they adequately 

comprehend the causes of past events, that they lack proven methods for 

projecting how many events may unfold in the future. As a result, they are often 

surprised by developments, even those that in hindsight appear to have been 

predictable (NASEM 2019, 91).  

 

The report further suggests that what is “equally difficult for analysts is to help policy 

makers evaluate how their policy choices may interact with the complex dynamics of the 

issues at hand” (ibid. 91-92).  

The complexity of current security environment makes decision-making anything 

but straightforward, for both our own leaders and those of our adversaries. The biggest 

strategic challenge that stems from this complexity is the heightened uncertainty in 

predicting future events. Jervis (2020) illustrates this pervasive uncertainty in the conflict 

between the US and Iran directly following a US airstrike in Iraq that killed one of Iran’s 

top military officials, General Qassem Soleimani (BBC News, 2020). Jervis offered the 

following assessment on the heightened uncertainty for both parties in the aftermath of 

the event:  

…[W]e are in a situation where multiple actors are trying to anticipate what 

others will do, knowing that others are doing likewise. … My guess is that neither 

President Donald Trump nor the Iranians know what they will do next (and what 

they think they will do may be different from what they will do when the time 

comes.) While it is possible for analysts to do a better job of predicting how 

events will unfold than the decision-makers themselves, we should not count on 

this. The fact that no one I know predicted that Trump would order Iranian Gen. 

Qassem Soleimani’s assassination should give us further pause about what will 

come next (Jervis 2020). 
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This analysis offers a vivid characterization of the security challenges that stem from this 

globalized strategic environment, both analytically and strategically: when faced with 

conditions of heightened uncertainty, prediction becomes much more difficult, if not 

altogether impossible.  

Operating in a Globalized Strategic Environment: Lessons from Complexity Science 

The basic premises of complexity science offer insight into the specific system features 

that produce complex behavior, which have corresponding implications for intelligence 

analysis. Williams (2020, 15) describes the Latin derivative of “complexity” as roughly 

translating to mean “weaving together,” and highlights the central conditions that 

generate complex behavior. Complex systems are comprised of “a large number of 

components, within irreversible time, where the components interact through feedback-

driven relationships in a nonlinear manner” (Williams 2020, 22).  

Interaction and Non-Linear Causality 

Experts on complexity theory point to the dynamic interaction of interdependent system 

elements as a critical characteristic that generates complexity within a system (Jervis 

1997, 39; Clemens 2013, 2). Williams (2020, 17) explains that complex systems are 

characterized as such because they “exhibit behavior which cannot be simply reduced to 

the sum of their components behavior in a straightforward fashion.” Bergendorff (2009, 

60-61) offers further elaboration on the central role of interaction in complex systems: 

“Interaction has to be rich so that any element in the system influences, and is influenced 
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by, quite a few others. Interaction is non-linear, so that the overall behavior cannot be 

reduced to its elements.” Jervis (1997, 39) likewise argues that complex behavior is a 

product of interaction, to the extent that he proposes treating “interaction itself [as] the 

unit of analysis.”  

These premises have critical implications for intelligence analysis because they 

suggest that causality— at least in the traditional sense— is no longer possible to 

determine in complex systems. Many of the traditional analytic methods and models 

employed within the intelligence field are grounded upon linear assumptions (Kerbel 

2014). In the context of intelligence analysis, these assumptions must be made explicit, 

because they directly inform the analyst’s expectations for behavior, relationships, and 

outcomes in an assessment of a given issue. Specifically, linear problems tend to exhibit 

relatively straightforward relationships between cause and effect, as well as input and 

output (Jervis 1997, 34-35).  

However, Kerbel (2015) explains that “complexity defies the desire for clear and 

identifiable cause-and-effect dynamics,” and research on complexity theory highlights the 

central role of interaction in contributing to this challenge. Jervis (1997, 34) confirms 

that, in a systems context, “actions often interact to produce results that cannot be 

comprehended by linear models.” Therefore, while linear reasoning looks for one-to-one 

connections of direct causality, Brown (2019a) explains that in a systems context, a 

single outcome is often the result of multiple factors and is likely to have both direct and 

indirect effects on other parts of the system. Consequently, in complexity science, “the 

language of dependent and independent variables becomes problematic” (Jervis 1997, 57-
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58). Because causality becomes muddied in complex systems, so too, does the capacity to 

predict the direct effects that a given action will have on the rest of the system. This 

challenge has both analytic and strategic implications within the national security 

domain.  

Feedback and Emergence 

In complexity theory, macro-level emergent behavior is a product of micro-level 

interactions within the system, which create system feedback. Brown (2019a) effectively 

summarizes the concept of feedback and why it matters for intelligence analysis. He 

describes feedback as “the exchange of information between interdependent agents,” 

noting that “feedback is something new that potentially prompts actors to take action or 

change their behavior.” Brown offers examples of feedback in both ecological and human 

systems. For example, he cites the emergence of specific weather patterns that are 

produced when “tiny interactions between individual molecules feedback upon 

themselves” (Brown 2019a). Emergent system behavior is a product of feedback, and 

feedback creates complexity as the dynamic interactions between agents have both direct 

and indirect effects on other agents and interactions within the system. Bergendorff 

(2009) offers additional clarity of the feedback processes that generate emergent behavior 

in biological systems. He explains that: 

…[T]he simple interaction of elements consists of species that not only use 

energy from the environment but also interact with other species, thus changing 

the configuration of the environment and their own prospects for survival. In 

these systems, local interaction produces emergent properties that establish the 

conditions for the adaptation and evolution of interacting species” (Bergendorff 

2009, xii).  
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Bergendorff’s (2009) explanation reinforces the central role of interaction 

processes in generating complex behavior and highlights the dynamic relationship 

between system elements and their environment. Williams (2020, 22) further clarifies the 

relationship between the micro-level interactions of elements within system and the 

overall behavior of the system itself: “Emergence means that, at the level of the system 

rather than that of its component parts, new behaviors emerge which are not reducible to 

the behavior of those components on their own. The whole acts in a new way.” The 

ability to study these dynamic interactions requires a “holistic methodology” or, 

according to Williams (2020, 17) “a relational account of how systems operate.” Holistic 

thinking supports a “bigger picture” perspective. Rather than examining elements in 

isolation, a holistic approach considers an element within the context of its relationships 

with other elements and the broader system itself.   

The challenge of establishing causality in complex systems likewise arises in 

future-oriented issue of prediction. The IC places high value on analytic methods that 

yield causal explanations and accurate predictions; the most common future-oriented 

methods involve some form of probabilistic analysis. However, the heightened 

uncertainty that stems from increasing interconnectivity and interdependence on the 

globalized security environment means that traditional forms of prediction become 

virtually impossible. Jervis (1997) explains why traditional prediction methods fall short 

of being useful in the context of complex systems. He explains that: 

It is common to test the validity of propositions by making comparisons between 

two situations that are identical except for one variable. When we are dealing with 

systems, however, things cannot change one at a time— everything else cannot be 
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held constant. To try to estimate the role of one element or action, we have to 

understand complex interactions…” (Jervis 1997, 73-74).  

 

This argument reinforces the issues that arise when traditional methods of explanation 

and prediction—which abide by the linear logic of cause-and-effect—are applied to 

understand complex system behavior. Ironically, however, the heightened uncertainty 

that stems from these complex conditions places growing pressure on national security 

officials to explain certain phenomena (i.e., identify causality) and identify the most 

appropriate course of action to produce the desired outcome in a given situation (i.e., 

predict outcomes).  

In the context of the current globalized environment, the traditional concepts of 

“explanation” and “prediction” become less relevant. In the face of complex challenges, 

problems even arise with the notion of “strategy” in the most basic sense, reflecting a 

linear logic that presumes that a given action or plan will produce a specific outcome. 

However, explanation, prediction, and strategy are at the heart of the work that is done 

within the intelligence community. Although the traditional meaning of these terms 

become less relevant in the context of complex systems, this does not mean that the 

concepts should be abandoned all together. It does, however, suggest the need to adapt 

existing concepts and corresponding methodologies to better suit these evolving 

conditions.  

Conflicts as Complex Systems  

The biggest strategic challenge that stems from complex system behavior within the 

national security domain is the heightened uncertainty and corresponding inability to 
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predict future outcomes. At the core of this heightened uncertainty is the dynamic 

interaction of multiple, interdependent system elements. Therefore, the capacity to cope 

with the uncertainty of these conditions involves grappling with these system dynamics, 

and complexity science equips us with the language and concepts to navigate this 

process. Conceptually, the key premises and concepts of complexity science help to shift 

our focus away from causal drivers and focus more on interaction process dynamics. 

Complexity science lays the groundwork for treating national security conflicts as 

complex systems, and pivots away from preoccupation with conflict causes to focus 

instead on conflict dynamics. 

The National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) (2019, 

117) identifies complexity science as one of four main areas of study for enhancing 

intelligence analysis since “many— perhaps most— of the actors and entities monitored 

by intelligence analysts are functioning as elements of a system, and perhaps multiple 

systems.” By extension, treating these actors as elements of a conflict system facilitates 

the capacity to analyze a conflict through a complexity-based lens. The types of conflicts 

that preoccupy the IC exhibit many of the fundamental properties of complex systems. 

The boundaries of these conflicts tend to be fluid and difficult to define. There is often 

significant overlap between multiple conflicts, and the events that unfold in one conflict 

can affect the direction of a different conflict. Littlejohn and Domenici (2007, 59) capture 

this complexity in their discussion of conflicts as systems: “Systems are never isolated; 

they always connect to other systems. … When you take a systems view, you make a 

decision about what system to look at, while also recognizing that other systems 
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constitute the environment. This is important, because systems both influence and are 

influenced by their environments.” Jervis offers additional evidence to support the view 

of conflicts as complex systems. He contends that in conflict, “processes of escalation 

display similar negative feedbacks in that the actions of one state call up 

counterbalancing responses from the adversary, although the feedback is positive in the 

sense that the level of conflict feeds on itself” (Jervis 1997, 141). 

These features are consistent with Fry’s (2019, 2, 51) contention that the nature of 

war has evolved with the rise of globalization, and that the heightened “geopolitical 

uncertainty” of the current environment requires a more complex lens for studying 

conflict and war. Moreover, he suggests that “this complexity is relational,” and argues 

that “war can no longer be reduced to just a particular geography, mode of conflict, or 

transparent chronology” (ibid. 7). In a globalized, complex world,  

…[W]ar can no longer be reduced to, or be seen as, a visual and spatial 

occurrence of enacted violence, because it has now become a dynamic gathering 

of competing conflicting forces of overt and masked aggression enacted across 

multiple spatial-material and immaterial domains. As such it creates contained 

and unconfined effects and affects produced by, and manifest in, concrete, 

informational and virtual events (Fry 2019, 51).  

 

The Global War on Terror (GWOT) is a quintessential example of a complex 

conflict system— it represents both a holistic, macro-level conflict and a complex set of 

interconnected sub-conflicts that span across an array of geographic areas. It involves 

complex networks of alliances comprised of both state and non-state actors, and the 

complexity of the system stems from both interactions between these different parties as 

well as dynamics within these parties. The broader system environment includes a long 

list of state actors whose involvement varies in form, degree, and location. Non-state 
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actors include transnational actors (e.g., Al Qaeda Central) and their regional branches 

(e.g., Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula [AQAP]), as well as local affiliates (e.g., Al-

Shabaab [HSM]). Additionally, Crenshaw and LaFree (2017, 116) highlight the 

organizational complexity and blurry party boundaries of non-state actors, which evolve 

via internal “splits, splinters, and factions.”  

These interaction dynamics— both within and between parties— are the 

processes through which the GWOT derives its complex character. While the GWOT can 

be viewed as a broader system environment made up of multiple, interconnected conflict 

subsystems, it can also be studied as a singular conflict system that intersects— or has 

bled over— into overlapping conflict systems. The complexity of these interactions 

becomes spatially visible in specific locations, such as Iraq, where the USG battle against 

Al-Qaeda and the Islamic State overlaps with USG conflict with regional military groups. 

However, these conflicts further bleed into the USG conflict with Iran, who provides 

backing to many of the Shi‘a militia groups (Smyth 2019). These intersections create 

both conceptual and strategic challenges, such as the “the conflation of insurgency and 

global terrorism” (Tan 2009, 12). 

The analysis of the GWOT as a complex conflict system illuminates the 

disconnect between complex system behavior and causality in the traditional sense. In a 

conflict system like the GWOT—where complexity is derived from the dynamic 

interaction of multiple, interdependent system agents—causality is indeterminable, 

prediction is speculative, at best, and motivations (i.e., intended outcomes) lose relevance 

because all of these factors are at the behest of the system dynamics. Simply put, process 
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dynamics trump cause-and-effect. Traditional analytic methods— being grounded on 

linear reasoning— tend focus on why things happen, but the more important question in 

the context of complex systems is how they happen.  

This conceptual shift is reflected in Faisal Devji’s (2005, 13) provocative 

argument that “the jihad displaces politics by ethics as a way of engaging with its 

accidental universe.” He offers the following example to illustrate the operational 

implications of such a conceptual shift:  

For instance, the attacks of 9/11, immaculately planned and executed as they 

were, lacked intentionality because Al-Qaeda could neither control nor even 

predict their global repercussions. Hence the actions of this jihad, while they are 

indeed meant to accomplish certain ends, have become more ethical than political 

in nature, since they have resigned control over their own effects, thus becoming 

gestures of duty or risk rather than acts of instrumentality, properly speaking 

(Devji 2005, 4-5).  

 

Devji’s argument portrays an organization whose strategy has been adapted to thrive in a 

complex system environment. While intentionality and instrumentality remain embedded 

in Al-Qaeda’s operations, Devji’s assertion about the characteristic shift of these 

actions— from political to ethical— is critical because it changes the meaning of these 

actions. Intentionality is no longer assessed by the successful achievement of ends, but 

rather the symbolic quality of the process. That is, the focus lies on the significance of the 

actions themselves, rather than their ability to bring about a particular outcome. This 

conceptual shift reflects an organization’s capacity to navigate the uncertain conditions of 

a complex security environment and has critical implications from both an analytic and 

strategic standpoint. It also raises questions as to what measures the IC has taken to adapt 

and respond to the evolving dynamics of complex conflict systems.  
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Responding to Uncertainty: A New Intelligence Objective 

The IC faces continuous pressure— both internally and externally— to adapt and 

improve existing intelligence processes in order to support decision making for US 

policymakers in an increasingly complex and uncertain security environment. One of the 

most notable criticisms of the IC came in the aftermath of the 2001 attacks on the World 

Trade Center, when the 9/11 Commission Report criticized the Intelligence Community 

for a “failure of imagination” in being unable to prevent the attacks from happening 

(National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States 2004, 399). The 

Commission followed with the subsequent conclusion that “it is therefore crucial to find a 

way of routinizing, even bureaucratizing, the exercise of imagination” (ibid. 344).  

However, Pease (2020, 37) notes that there are also instances when IC has also 

been rebuked for being too imaginative, citing a rebuke from the 2005 the Weapons of 

Mass Destruction (WMD) Commission which “blamed CIA analysts for, in effect, 

imagining a threat that was no longer there.” He cites this example to emphasize the 

delicate balance between imagination and pragmatism that is required by intelligence 

analysts (ibid.). There is no shortage of criticism that faults the IC for an array of 

intelligence failures, and the emphasis on these failures in undoubtedly due to the 

consequential function of the institution in preserving national security. However, one 

could argue that the IC takes these failures as much, if not more, seriously than external 

critics, and this is visible in the continuous push for creativity and innovation across 

multiple domains within the IC. Over the last two decades, the IC has made remarkable 
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advances in the innovative use of technology and machine learning, among other 

substantive developments within the national security arena.  

Additionally, the institutionalization of analytic models and structured analytic 

techniques (SATs) has arguably been one of the most notable efforts to respond to the 

challenge of generating more creative thinking and enhancing the rigor and validity of the 

analytic process (Pease 2020, 64; Pherson 2019). Katherine Hibbs Pherson and Randolph 

H. Pherson (2017, 22) have played a pivotal role in the development and integration of 

SATs into intelligence analysis, and they discuss the utility of the tools in allowing the 

analyst to “create an explicit framework to structure your analytic research.” They argue 

that “visualizing your structure helps you clarify your anchors, think consciously about 

the quality of your thinking, and exercise your creativity through diagramming” (ibid. 

22).  

In correspondence with the push for new analytic methods and techniques, the IC 

has adapted its overarching mission objectives in order to become better equipped to 

address the uncertain dynamics of the globalized strategic environment. One of the most 

visible efforts to address this challenge appeared in the 2014 National Intelligence 

Strategy (NIS) in the form of a new mission objective: anticipatory intelligence, and this 

designation carried over in the 2019 version as well. The 2014 NIS outlines the 

anticipatory intelligence objective to “sense, anticipate, and warn of emerging conditions, 

trends, threats, and opportunities that may require a rapid shift in national security 

posture, priorities, or emphasis” (Clapper 2014, 7). The definition shifted slightly in the 

2019 NIS, in outlining the function of this objective to “identify and assess new, 
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emerging trends, changing conditions, and under-appreciated developments to challenge 

long-standing assumptions, encourage new perspectives, identify new opportunities, and 

provide warning of threats to US interests” (Coates 2019, 9). 

There is a limited amount literature on anticipatory intelligence a standalone 

objective, in comparison to more established concepts in the field, and this lack of 

material is likely impacted by the vague definition of the term. Moreover, the usage of 

the term “anticipatory intelligence” has been limited to the United States IC and appears 

to have only emerged as a distinct concept shortly after the Arab Spring in 2011(Kerbel 

2019; Gentry and Gordon 2019, 153). Even within the IC, the concept does not seem to 

have a uniform application. According to Gentry and Gordon (2019, 153), the Central 

Intelligence Agency (CIA) does not include anticipatory intelligence in their trainings 

and the term itself is limited in use within the agency.  

Additionally, existing references to “anticipatory intelligence” within the field 

present a variety of conflicting views about specific characteristics of anticipatory 

intelligence, its perceived utility, and its relationship to specific types of future-oriented 

analytic methods. While some practitioners use the term interchangeably to discuss 

estimative intelligence, forecasting, and similar predictive efforts (Hall and Citrenbaum 

2010, 167-185; Pherson and Pherson 2017, 54; Clark 2019, 267-418), others are skeptical 

of the utility of the concept altogether. For example, Gentry and Gordon demonstrate 

explicit skepticism in their review of the term:  

We confess that when we first heard the term, we both thought it was a joke. Our 

next reaction, after learning that ONDI people were serious about the term, was 

that it is an oxymoron. After all, by virtually all definitions, intelligence focuses 

on assessing the likelihood of future events and their implications. Intelligence is 
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not history. While analysts often study the past, they do so to help them better 

understand the present and future (Gentry and Gordon 2018, 153). 

 

While there is substantial criticism of the concept that stems both within and outside of 

the IC, some have offered constructive feedback on how to make anticipatory intelligence 

a more useful concept. Most notably, Josh Kerbel (2019) is one of the primary 

individuals within the IC to advocate for redefining the term to reflect the principles of 

complexity science.   

Engaging with Uncertainty in Anticipatory Intelligence 

Kerbel’s (2019) proposed definition of anticipatory intelligence emphasizes four key 

concepts from complexity theory: complexity, emergence, foresight, and holism. He 

redefines anticipatory intelligence as “the intelligence process or practice whereby 

potentially emergent developments stemming from the increasingly complex security 

environment are foreseen via the cultivation of holistic perspectives” (Kerbel 2019; 

emphasis added). The core concepts of this definition stem from the principles of 

complexity science and offer more useful guidance for the design of future-oriented 

analytic methods that attend to the dynamic, nonlinear behaviors associated with complex 

systems.  

Traditional linear-based analytic methods tend to focus on predicting future 

outcomes and mitigating uncertainty about future threats. However, Kerbel (2019) and 

other members of the IC argue that anticipatory intelligence would benefit more from 

methods that are more akin to the notion of “foresight” in complexity science. They 

contend that the IC should learn to “embrace uncertainty” rather than trying to reduce it 
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(Brown 2018). This conceptual shift prioritizes adaptability and preparing for a range of 

possible developments over predicting specific outcomes. Kerbel (2019) explains further 

that foresight as a method “involves imagining how a broad set of possible conditions 

(trends, actors, developments, behaviors, etc.) might interact and generate emergent 

outcomes.”  

The utility of foresight in future-oriented analysis connects directly to the concept 

of emergence in complexity science. Kerbel (2019) argues that “the fundamental purpose 

of anticipatory intelligence is to anticipate emergence.” He lists several types of socio-

political phenomena that would qualify as examples of emergent behavior within the 

international environment, including “political and economic contagion (e.g., Arab 

Spring, Brexit repercussions, 2008 financial crisis); pandemics; terrorism; mass 

migration; organized crime; super-empowerment of individuals and non-state 

organizations’ Russia’s and China’s disruptive potential; and cyber-security” (Kerbel 

2016a). While these events may appear to “spark” instantaneously at the surface level, 

Kerbel (2019) argues that “the conditions enabling it are often building for some time…” 

and that “those conditions should be the focus on anticipatory intelligence.” This 

argument reiterates a shift away from focusing on outcomes and attending more to the 

system dynamics that stem from micro-level interactions between system actors.  

Complexity-Based Anticipatory Intelligence Methods 

Complexity science emphasizes the central role of interaction in generating complex 

behavior and necessitates a holistic approach to analysis which supports the exploration 

of a range of plausible alternative futures. While there are a range of future-oriented 
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analytic methods that are grounded on linear logic, there are also a variety of existing 

anticipatory intelligence methods that are grounded on the principles of complexity 

science. Many of these methods are computational and mathematically-based, focusing 

specifically on “providing ways to identify and mitigate unintended consequences” and 

“considering a wide range of alternatives” (National Academies of Science, Engineering, 

and Medicine 2019, 92).  

Activity-based intelligence (ABI) is one particular approach that developed in 

response the rise of conflict involving non-state actors, as a method of intelligence 

analysis that could be used in cases when the target (adversary) is unknown (Biltgen and 

Ryan 2016, 65). ABI draws heavily on quantitative-based simulation and computational 

modeling to study activity data and transactions between agents, as well as explore 

plausible future trajectories (Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 326; Patton 2010, 135). In 

particular, agent-based modeling (ABM) and systems dynamics modeling offer 

particularly promising methods for studying micro-level system interactions and 

exploring multiple future scenarios (Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 321). While systems 

modeling is focused on positive and negative feedback loops (Forrester 1995, 3), 

Colander and Kupers (2014, 53) describe ABM as “the workhorse of complexity 

science,” arguing that these models “allow scientists to study systems that are beyond 

tractable mathematics. Scientists can play out what happens in a computer with all its 

variations, rather than having to build formal theory.”  

Many of these approaches utilize algorithms and rule-based learning to produce 

analytic models that allow the analyst to process bigger quantities of data and generate 
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findings that surpass the cognitive capabilities of human analysis alone (Biltgen and Ryan 

2016, 308; National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine 2019, 4). 

However, the according to the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and 

Medicine (2019, 4), these different tools and methods are only useful “if conceptual 

frameworks from SBS [Social and Behavioral Sciences] work provide the basis for their 

design.” The organization further contends that “understanding the human dimension is 

critical to addressing virtually any security challenge,” and that “integrating the 

understanding of human beings and social processes that comes from SBS research into 

the [intelligence] analyst’s work as it evolve in the coming decade will be critical” (ibid. 

62; 3).  

“Wicked Problems” and the Social Dimension of Conflict Systems 

Existing complexity-based anticipatory intelligence methods offer a range of holistic 

approaches for studying conflict dynamics. The heavy emphasis on computational and 

mathematical modeling allows the analyst to process much larger quantities of data and 

produce unique findings that would otherwise go unnoticed without the assistance of 

these technological tools. One visible gap in these approaches, however, is that they offer 

limited insight into the social dimension of conflict, with regard to the relationship 

between meaning and action in shaping conflict dynamics.  

The infamous notion of “wicked problems” stems from the dynamic and 

subjective character of meaning in social systems. The term was coined by two urban 

planners in reference to the specific form of challenges that arise from “the properties of 
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social systems” (Rittel and Webber 1973, 170). Their inherently “wicked” character of 

these problems relates to the way that “they defy efforts to delineate their boundaries and 

to identify their causes, and thus to expose their problematic nature” (ibid. 167). 

Furthermore, they exhibit circular causality in the sense that “every wicked problem can 

be considered a symptom of another problem” (ibid. 165). Rittel and Webber (1973) even 

go as far as to say that they are impossible to solve. Specifically, they posit that wicked 

problems “rely on elusive political judgment for resolution. (Not “solution.” Social 

problems are never solved. At best, they are only re-solved— over and over again)” (ibid. 

160).  

In his work on Discourse and Social Dynamics, Jay Lemke (1995) effectively 

captures the nature and importance of what I regard as the “social dimension” of conflict 

systems. He argues that “human social communities are material ecosystems, but they are 

complex material ecosystems in which meanings— cultural and social attitudes, beliefs, 

and values— play a role in the material activities that take place within the system to 

maintain and change it” (Lemke 1995, 105). Similarly, Williams (2020, 32) points out 

that “differentiated complexity theory acknowledges the additional layers of complexity 

inherent in social systems above those of the natural world.” I would argue that the added 

layer of complexity in social systems is tied directly to the role of meaning as both as 

structural constraint and a product of action. As human agents engage in interaction, they 

assign and ascribe meaning to their own actions and the actions of others within the 

system. The dynamics of meaning-making, in turn, are used by parties to determine the 

appropriate course of action to be taken within that specific context. The dynamic role of 
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meaning is fundamental to conflict interaction, and yet it appears to be largely 

unaddressed within the intelligence field, at least in what is visible in the public domain.   

Meaning and Context: A Social Constructionist Paradigm 

In the social sciences, the discussion of meaning is commonly tied to the concept of 

“culture.” However, the definition and properties of this term vary widely across different 

areas of research. While there are a range of existing socio-cultural models and 

frameworks that are used within the IC, they largely regard culture as a fixed, static 

entity, rather than a fluid symbolic process. The most prominent example of this 

approach within the IC is the widespread use of PMESII framework, which identifies six 

socio-cultural domains that are designed to be a starting point for identifying the causal 

drivers or “forces” of within a particular context (Clark 2019, 271). The PMESII 

framework and similar approaches tend to treat “culture,” “ideology,” and similar 

categories not only as fixed, discrete concepts, but more importantly, often draw treat 

these concepts as explanatory variables. This problematic approach is especially visible 

in premises on the GWOT that correspond to Samuel Huntington’s (1993) classic theory 

on the “clash of civilizations.” Roy (2004, 329) calls attention to arguments that cite 

culture and religion as causal drivers of conflict, noting that that these arguments are 

grounded on logic “in which cultures are defined as a set of permanent and objective 

patterns that determine the collective behavior of actors. Cultures are defined as objects.” 

Similarly, Sageman (2008, 82) contends that “Global Islamist terrorist ideology is not 

unified. There is a high level of disagreement among the various advocates.” 
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In lieu of this static perspective, Monk and Winslade (2013, 32) clarify the 

meaning of culture and related concepts from a social constructionist standpoint, 

explaining that “culture is better understood as the constantly shifting process by which 

people actively give meaning to things and about how competing narrative trajectories 

interact in the moment. It is less about a static set of ready-made assumptions about how 

a particular category of people might be expected to respond.” Similarly, Whalen (2018, 

20) describes constructionism as “knowledge grounded in human activity,” and contends 

that meaning is produced through social experience as humans engage in interaction. 

While meaning-making is a central focus of social constructionism, Pearce (1995, 90) 

identifies several key premises that help to clarify just what this entails. One major 

underlying assumption holds that meaning is produced in interaction, and thereby is 

context-dependent, to the extent that any form of action by an agent “has no meaning 

outside of its context.” Monk and Winslade (2013, 36) reinforce this argument and, 

consequently, point out the limited utility of analyzing an individual in isolation from his 

or her socio-cultural context. Pearce (1995, 108) contends that, while there are numerous 

distinctions among the spectrum of different social constructionist approaches, they all 

regard the “social world” as “fluid” and view knowledge as situated in the “local, 

historical, specific, unfinished world of actions.”  

This research illuminates a visible intersection between complexity science and 

social constructionism in the shared emphasis on interaction and process dynamics. 

However, social constructionism emphasizes the interdependent relationship between 

meaning and action, in the way that meaning both structures and is produced in action. 
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Moreover, it provides the foundation to begin visualizing an approach for addressing the 

social dimension of conflict systems, one that attends to the dynamics of meaning-

making.   

Reorienting the Problem Space for Wicked Problems 

The premises of social constructionism provide a foundation for reorienting our 

understanding of the social dimension of conflict systems. Turnbull and Hoppe (2019) 

outline the implications that stem from this type of reorientation in the context of 

addressing “wicked problems.” They articulate the limitations of the concept in its 

original form and propose a useful approach to reframing it in a way that addresses these 

shortcomings. Specifically, they question the implicit assumption that “[wicked] 

problems can be analyzed from above, as though ontologically distinctive and 

autonomous from social activity around those problems,” arguing that this view 

essentially “isolates the problem itself from the surrounding context” (Turnbull and 

Hoppe 2019, 320). Additionally, they elaborate on the how this analytical “distancing” 

includes separating wicked problems “from the relationships between policy workers 

dealing with them” (ibid. 316). By isolating the problem from its context and connection 

to policy agents themselves, this process essentially strips the problem of the subjective 

character that renders it intractable.  

Turnbull and Hoppe (2019, 321) explain why this is so problematic: “All 

problems are only problems for those involved in experiencing or treating them, which 

means they are inevitably viewed from somewhere, such that bound up in their 

viewpoints are innumerable interpretations, perspectives, and social relations with other 
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interested actors.” Moreover, they respond to this issue by reframing “wicked problems” 

as an issue of “problemacity, conceived as the distance between those who question or 

inquire into a policy problem” (ibid. 315). Through this alternative framing, Turnbull and 

Hope (2019) re-situate “wicked problems” within the respective contexts that imbue them 

with meaning. Furthermore, their reframing situates the policymaker (i.e., the actor who 

seeks to address the respective “wicked problem”) within this respective context, in order 

to account for the dynamics that stem from the relationship between the problem and 

problem-solver. By approaching the challenge of wicked problems from an alternative 

lens, Turnbull and Hoppe (2019) are able to reorient the meaning of the concept in a way 

that opens up a wider range of alternatives for responding to such pervasive challenges. 

Addressing the Social Dimension of Conflict Systems: Narrative Methods 

The type of reorientation that Turnbull and Hoppe (2019) propose can likewise be 

extended to the realm of anticipatory intelligence and the challenge of addressing the 

social dimension of conflict systems. This research draws on the intersection of 

communication and narrative-based conflict resolution work to develop a methodological 

framework that helps to fill this existing gap.  

In their most recent decadal survey, the National Academies for Science, 

Engineering, and Medicine (2019, 85) highlighted the “study of narrative” as one the four 

most promising areas of inquiry to support intelligence analysis, along with complexity 

science, social network analysis, and the affective sciences. While narrative work is has 

not gone unexplored within the national security domain, existing applications of 
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narrative methods appear to be largely related to notion of “countering” enemy 

narratives.  

Information Warfare and Counternarratives  

The increasing focus on information warfare has spotlighted the increasingly prominent 

role of narrative in security conflicts. Russia’s interference with the 2016 US presidential 

election shed light on the range, scope, and effectiveness of the country’s propaganda 

tactics (Poznansky 2016). Likewise, the widespread and effective use of social media and 

online propaganda for recruitment by transnational terrorist organizations such as the 

Islamic State (IS) provoked Western efforts to disseminate de-radicalizing 

counternarratives (Logan 2016). The growing importance of information warfare has 

demonstrated the power of words and stories in driving action, and national security 

officials have allotted resources to support research on “weaponized narrative” (Allenby 

and Garreau 2017). 

Within the last decade, there has been vase increase in USG countermessaging 

and counternarrative efforts designed to target potential Salafi jihadist recruits. However, 

Greenberg (2019b, 28) contends that while these initiatives suggest the USG embraced 

the social constructionist perspective, it did so “with little to no regard for the context in 

which it was created or the life of the individual who created it.” He explains further that:   

Programs like the Sociocultural Content in Language and the Metaphor project of 

the US Office of the Director of National Intelligence, or the Narrative Networks 

program disseminated through the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency, 

were predicated on the notion that experts might ‘systematically analyze 

narratives and their psychological and neurobiological impact’ with little to no 

foreknowledge of the context in which they are created or the environment 

towards which they are projected (Greenberg 2019b, 28). 
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The extent to which narratives are studied in isolation, far removed from the contexts in 

which they were created, has direct implications for the counternarratives that stem from 

such analysis. For example, the Islamic State is known for its extensive media efforts, in 

producing high-quality propaganda videos and polished magazine publications. However, 

research demonstrates the tendency for government countermessaging efforts to focus 

only on the “linear nature” of the imagery, audio, and texts that are featured in these 

releases (Salazar 2017, 67; Greenberg 2019a, 295).  

In addition to this issue, Cobb et al. (2016) offer a compelling argument in 

problematizing the overarching logic behind counternarrative and countermessaging 

approaches more generally. They caution that efforts to “counter” a certain narrative are 

likely to backfire because this approach translates as “a form of attack and this actually 

strengthens the dominant narrative as it immunizes itself against these arguments/logics” 

(ibid. 12). Furthermore, they suggest that the focus on “messaging places emphasis on the 

content of the exchange but communication is really about the meaning systems that are 

struggling for dominance” (Cobb et al. 2016, 7).  

These critiques highlight several parallels between the problematic aspects of 

existing narrative work within the national security domain and the traditional 

conceptualization of “wicked problems.” In both cases, the problem in question is 

stripped of its context and analyzed in isolation when, in fact, the force and meaning of 

the problem is derived from the context itself, which continues to evolve as the conflict 

progresses. Narrative is an incredibly powerful tool for tracing the relationship between 

meaning and action over the course of a conflict trajectory, but this capacity requires a 
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reorientation in focus similar to the one that Turnbull and Hoppe (2019) propose. The 

ability to use narrative as a lens for studying conflict requires a reorientation away from 

analyzing the problem “from above” to an approach that re-situates the problem within its 

original context and removes the distance between the problem and the problem-solver. 

In the context of intelligence analysis, this shift requires expanding the analytic lens 

beyond just the objective events, to account for the meaning that conflict parties assign to 

those events, which they use to determines their respective courses of action.  

Analyzing Narrative Dynamics in Conflict Systems  

Within the national security domain, narratives are regarded as an influential tool, and 

narrative work is often associated with the strategic objective of “winning hearts and 

minds” (Sageman 2018, 157). Outside the realm of national security, narratives have a 

basic function in society as a primary sense-making device. Narratives play a critical role 

in everyday life as a mechanism for organizing meaning and reducing uncertainty in new 

and unknown situations. Smith (2005, 18) details the way that narratives help people deal 

with situations of heightened uncertainty by connecting their understanding of the past 

with present events, which in turn allows them to make decisions about the future. He 

defines narratives as “the stories we construct and exchange in the effort to make sense of 

the world” (ibid.). Moreover, he argues that “social action can be seen as deeply 

embedded in a narrative framework. People make sense of the world with stories and act 

accordingly” (ibid.). This argument reflects the social constructionist view that meaning 

and action are inherently intertwined, but it also implicitly demonstrates the utility of 
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narrative as a mechanism for discerning the meaning that parties assign to a given 

conflict.  

This perspective is directly relevant for national security conflicts to the extent 

that narratives provide a lens for tracing the dynamics of meaning-making within a 

specific conflict context. In other words, a social constructionist approach to conflict 

analysis attends to the dynamics of meaning and action that unfold in interaction. It 

attends to both the action sequences that unfold as kinetic events as well as the narratives 

that conflict parties tell about these events, thereby revealing the meaning that different 

parties assign to the conflict interaction. From a national security standpoint, the meaning 

that parties assign to an interaction inherently structures the range of possible actions and 

responses that are deemed appropriate by these parties. Greenberg (2019b, 33) further 

clarifies the structuring function of narratives to the extent that “the organization of 

events into sequences, the assignment of antagonists, and the ascription of feelings are 

not merely exercises in communication but postulations on reality.” Similarly, Suleiman 

(1999, 11) argues that “language… does not just reflect reality, but acts on it, configuring 

it and shaping it to accord with a given ideology. This is why troops deployment and 

military action… are invariably accompanied by lexical deployment and action.”  

Despite the more limited use of narrative methods specifically within the realm of 

intelligence analysis (Townsend and NASEM 2018), the utility of narrative has been 

explicitly recognized more broadly within the defense community. However, a vast 

majority of this work is used to support psychological operations (PSYOPs) by the 

Department of Defense (DOD) (Yager 2018). These applications reflect a strategic logic 
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that is grounded on linear reasoning, operating on the assumption that there is a direct 

connection between cause-and-effect. In other words, narratives serve an instrumental 

function in allowing us to achieve a desired outcome. Much of this work is done in the 

context of stabilization operations, focusing on the role of narratives in changing the 

attitudes of a specific population (Wright 2018; Thomson 2018). For example, Seese, 

Linera, and McQuagge (2018, 25) propose the use of a narrative-based PSYOPs approach 

that focuses on “precise end-states and the detailed psychological effects required to 

achieve them.” While these methods treat “counternarrative” as an instrumental tool for 

changing population attitudes, the narratives of adversaries are likewise regarded as 

instrumental devices (Meredith 2018, 23). Therefore, analysis of these narratives has 

focused predominantly on “uncovering” the “true” motivations that lie behind this form 

of strategic communication.  

These efforts, without question, coincide with the premises of social 

constructionism and explicitly acknowledge the critical role of meaning in shaping 

conflict dynamics. Yet, these efforts fall short in their capacity to attend to the “social 

dimension” of nonlinear interaction dynamics that characterize complex conflict systems. 

This should not suggest that strategy should be abandoned altogether, but rather that 

effective strategy in complex environments requires learning to operate by a different set 

of rules. Devji’s (2005, 19) analysis of al-Qaeda’s emergence as a global jihadist 

movement effectively illustrates the implications of such a shift, describing the extent to 

which the organization “operates in a landscape of relations that are not determined by 

causes and intentions.” He further illustrates the analytical implications that stem from 
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this shift, in his review of a transcript from November 2001 in which Osama bin Laden 

responds to the 9/11 attacks: 

What is of interest here is not why Bin Laden uttered these sentences, their truth 

or untruth, nor even what they might reveal about the workings of his mind, but 

rather what they tell us about the jihad as a series of global effects.  

… Osama bin Laden describes the events of September the eleventh not as hostile 

or vengeful actions so much as a set of communications. Indeed, he calls the acts 

of the hijackers’ speeches that were understood by everyone, Arab and non-Arab, 

even by the Chinese. And how were these speeches so widely understood? 

Because they were disconnected from the causes and intentions not only of the 

attacks upon America but also of the mass media that transmitted them, instead 

achieving meaning as a series of global effects.  

… Osama bin Laden’s claims about the missionary work inadvertently performed 

by the hijackers’ actions cannot be confined to rhetoric because they possess a 

certain analytical weight— not least because it is exactly in this way, rather than 

by any traditional processes of recruitment and indoctrination, that Al-Qaeda 

attracted its own myrmidons (Devji 2005, 13-15).  

 

Devji’s (2005) analysis exemplifies a reorientation in logic that is compatible with 

the premises of complexity science as well as social constructionism. His analysis moves 

away from the traditional inclinations to uncover or explain the hidden motivations of the 

speaker, the objective accuracy of his statements, and psychological explanations of why 

he says what he says. Instead, he focuses on the visible qualities of Bin Laden’s rhetoric 

and assesses the performative functions of his speech. Put more simply, he treats this 

speech as a form of action and focuses on the role of this action in shaping the future 

conflict dynamics that unfold. This approach reflects the type of reorientation the 

Turnbull and Hoppe (2019) propose in addressing “wicked problems.” It restores the 

subject to its original context and focuses on the meaning that is created in the act itself, 

rather than trying to uncover the motivations and causes that are presumed to lie beneath 

the act.  
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This type of shift is particularly valuable in the domain of anticipatory 

intelligence because narratives embedded in conflict discourse reveal the meaning that 

parties assign to the conflict at different points in time, and the meaning parties assign to 

a context functions to determine the course of action that these respective parties choose 

to take. This argument highlights the potential utility of narrative methods as a lens for 

tracing the dynamics of meaning-making in national security conflicts, only to the extent 

that these methods reflect an underlying logic that is compatible with both complexity 

science and social constructionism. I propose here that there is a subset of 

interdisciplinary research within the communication and conflict resolution fields that 

exhibits such compatibility and can provide the theoretical foundation for the design of a 

narrative-based methodological framework that supplements existing anticipatory 

intelligence efforts.  

Theoretical Foundations: Communication, Narrative, and Conflict Resolution 

This research aims to design and test a narrative-based methodological framework that 

supplements existing anticipatory intelligence efforts by attending to the social dimension 

of conflict systems. Put more simply, it aims to create a new analytic tool for tracing the 

dynamics of meaning-making in conflict systems. There is a subset of interdisciplinary 

narrative research that provides the theoretical foundations for developing such an 

approach. Specifically, there are three core theories within the communication and 

conflict resolution fields that inform the design of this framework. The next three sub-

sections provide a brief overview of these theories and the specific elements from each 
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approach that were integrated into the design of the analytic tool that is proposed in this 

research.   

Conversation Analysis and Conflict: Coordinated Management of Meaning 

The Coordinated Management of Meaning (CMM) is a communication theory that is 

grounded on systems principles and provides the methodology structure and 

corresponding heuristics to identify and articulate the interdependent relationship 

between meaning and action in conflict (Pearce & Cronen, 1980; Pearce, 1989). CMM, 

developed by W. Barnett Pearce and Vernon E. Cronen, regards communication as a 

process that involves coordinating actions as well as making and managing meaning that 

is produced in interaction (Pearce, 2007, xiii).  

 In its original form, CMM functioned as a pragmatic approach to managing 

episodes of interpersonal conflict, offering a variety of terms and heuristics that help 

practitioners to articulate the interdependent relationship between meaning and action. 

Specifically, these tools support inquiry into the micro-level dynamics of meaning-

making that unfold in the turn-by-turn interaction between two individuals in conflict, 

which manifest in the stories people tell about the interaction. CMM is distinctly focused 

on process dynamics to the extent that it aims to assist practitioners in identifying and 

disrupting unwanted repetitive patterns of interaction (URPs) (Pearce and Cronen 1980). 

In order to do this parties must have the appropriate tools that “help us discern critical 

moments [in an interaction] and make decisions about how to act into them” (Pearce 

2007, 95). CMM provides the pragmatic-based structural components for the design of a 
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methodological framework focused on analyzing the micro-level dynamics of meaning-

making in conflict.  

Politics, Power Dynamics, and Moral Grammar: Root Narrative Theory 

Additionally, CMM contends that individuals and communities establish a set of intra-

personal (or intra-group) rules for meaning and action. In any given interaction between 

two parties, the rule systems of both parties combine with the dynamics of the interaction 

to generate a “grammar of action” which establishes the range of appropriate actions that 

parties may take in that particular context. Pearce and Littlejohn (1997, 55) translate the 

implications of this premise in a conflict context: “Most forms of conflict are played out 

within some frame, a grammar that provides options and moves from which to choose. 

One person’s moves are governed by rules, but they are also governed in party by the 

contingent responses of the other person.” Cronen (1995, 223) further contends that “the 

emergent rules of human interaction are intrinsically moral in character. That is, they 

have to do with what we can do, must do, or must not do at particular situated moments.” 

Pearce and Littlejohn (1997, 55) refer to such rules systems as constituting the “moral 

grammar” of a particular individual or community, and they argue that intractable 

conflicts are particularly challenging because opposing parties tend to be “acting within 

incommensurate grammars.”  

Simmons (2020) draws on this concept in his narrative-based conflict resolution 

work on Root Narrative Theory, which offers a narrative-based typology for analyzing 

the moral grammar of political conflict. His framework explicitly attends to the power 

dynamics of conflict, but the struggle for power in conflict is often waged in moral terms. 
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Specifically, Simmons (2020, 31) contends that there are a set of “root narratives” which 

structure the dynamics of political conflict, each of which is focused on a specific form of 

injustice that results from the abuse of a specific form of social power. Root Narrative 

Theory provides a macro-level framework that can be used to identify the moral grammar 

of conflict parties, and by extension, identify the meaning that these parties assign to 

interaction, with regard to the abusive power and injustice that they perceive the conflict 

to be about.  

Simmons (2020, 25) argues that this framework “helps us to identify the presence 

of rival moral grammars in empirical discourse so that we can reconstruct a model 

(complex and contradictory as it usually is) of the moral logics that a party to conflict 

tends to employ.” This is valuable for intelligence analysis in two ways. First, the ability 

to identify a given party’s moral grammar offers insight into what kind of actions we can 

expect from that respective party, since meaning and action are intertwined in interaction 

dynamics. Additionally, Root Narrative Theory functions as a mechanism for translating 

the incommensurate moral grammars of opposing parties. In other words, it supports a 

party’s capacity to engage more effectively with a particular adversary by drawing on the 

moral grammar of the opposing party. 

Narrative Dynamics and Conflict Transformation: Better-Formed Stories  

Simmons’ (2020) research overlaps with Sara Cobb’s (2013b) work on narrative 

dynamics in conflict. While conflict narratives can function as a mechanism for reducing 

uncertainty in conflict (Littlejohn and Domenici 2001, 222; Cobb et al. 2016, 7), this 

process also inherently shapes the trajectory of a given conflict. Specifically, as conflict 
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narratives become more coherent and simplified (thereby reducing uncertainty about the 

situation), this process helps to sustain, and even escalate the conflict patterns that lead to 

violence (Cobb 2013b, 37-38; Cobb, Laws, and Sluzki 2014, 1053; Smith 2005). In cases 

where parties appear to be stuck in a spiral of conflict, Cobb (2013b) argues that conflict 

parties— with or without assistance from a third-party facilitator— can encourage 

conflict transformation by infusing complexity into simplified conflict narratives.  

 This approach does not treat the narrative itself as a causal driver of conflict, but 

instead attends to relationship between the qualities of conflict narratives and process 

dynamics—or patterns of interaction—that shape the conflict’s trajectory. This focus is 

process-oriented rather than actor-oriented, which repositions the analyst/practitioner to 

focus on the role of conflict narratives in shaping the relational patterns of interaction that 

escalate conflict. In other words, this reorientation attends to the quality of the 

communication process.  

Re-Orienting the Problem Space of Conflict Systems: The CITE Framework  

This research proposes a new analytic tool for understanding conflict dynamics. The 

CITE Framework fuses key elements of Pearce and Cronen’s (1980) Coordinated 

Management of Meaning theory (CMM), Simmons’ (2020) Root Narrative Theory 

(RNT), and Cobb’s (2013b) theory on Better-Formed Stories (BFS) to create a structured 

analytic process for tracing the dynamics of meaning-making in conflict. These three 

foundational theories show us how meaning manifests in the narratives that parties tell 

about conflicts, and how this meaning plays a central role in shaping conflict dynamics.  
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 Building on this existing research, the CITE Framework offers a four-stage 

analytic tool for assessing the turn-by-turn interactions between conflict parties, in order 

to track the narrative dynamics of conflict. Conflict narratives have anticipatory value in 

revealing the meaning that parties assign to conflict; this meaning, in turn, provides an 

indicator of the future trajectory of action that parties are likely to take. However, this 

anticipatory value is not confined to the potential for anticipating future conflict 

trajectories, but also offers insight into proactive strategies for altering undesirable 

outcomes that are expected to follow from these interaction dynamics.  

 The CITE Framework bridges a critical intersection between the intelligence and 

conflict resolution fields by advancing a structured method for analyzing narrative 

conflict dynamics in order to anticipate and disrupt patterns of interaction that sustain and 

escalate violence. This framework offers a structured approach for discerning specific 

patterns of interaction within a particular conflict context, as well as the types moves that 

function to reinforce, or escalate, that interaction. As an analytic tool, the CITE 

Framework not only yields indicators that can be used to anticipate future interaction 

patterns within a given context, but also offers insight for locating engagement 

opportunities that help to disrupt these patterns and by extension, the undesirable 

outcomes that are expected to follow from these interaction patterns. In this sense, the 

CITE Framework has both anticipatory and strategic value.  

 The name of this proposed tool—CITE—is an acronym that is derived from the 

four distinct, but interdependent analytic stages that comprise the framework:  

 

• Stage One: Compile the episodes of interaction between two conflict parties.  
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• Stage Two: Identify the moral grammar used by parties in these episodes.  

• Stage Three: Track the narrative dynamics within and across episodes.  

• Stage Four: Engagement Opportunities to alter anticipated outcomes within episodes.  

 

 The purpose of this research is two-fold: to introduce the CITE Framework as a 

new analytic tool for understanding conflict dynamics and pilot the use of this framework 

through a case study. In order to assess the potential utility of this new analytic tool, the 

CITE Framework will used to analyze the ongoing conflict dynamics between the US 

government (USG) and al-Shabaab (HSM). This assessment will be determined based on 

the extent to which the case study findings can be used to answer the following research 

questions:  

 

1) How do conflict narratives offer anticipatory insight into the future direction of 

conflict dynamics? 

2) How do conflict narratives provide engagement opportunities to alter anticipated 

outcomes?  

 

 The next two chapters lay the groundwork to preface a more in-depth discussion 

of the CITE Framework and its specific stages in a thorough review of relevant literature. 

Chapter Two explores varying definitions and existing methods of anticipatory 

intelligence, to support the argument on the need for a supplemental approach that attends 

to the social dimension of conflict systems. Chapter Three turns to the fields of 

communication and conflict analysis and resolution (CAR) to provide a comprehensive 

overview of the three main theories that informed the design of the CITE Framework, 
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which can help to fill the existing intelligence gap outlined in Chapter Two. Chapter Four 

introduces the CITE Framework itself; it provides an in-depth discussion of each of the 

four stages that comprise the framework and makes a case for the value of this analytic 

tool for understanding conflict dynamics.  

 Chapter Five shifts to the case study methodology, to address the logistical details 

of data collection and analysis involved in the application of the CITE Framework to 

study the conflict dynamics between the US government and al-Shabaab. The findings 

from this case study are addressed in Chapters Six and Seven. Specifically, Chapter Six 

provides important background context for the case study and then discusses the case 

study findings associated with Stage One of the CITE Framework, and Chapter Seven 

addresses findings from the remaining framework stages. Finally, Chapter Eight 

concludes with a reflection on the strengths and weaknesses of the CITE framework and 

an overall assessment of its utility for the selected case study, as well as its potential 

value as a supplemental anticipatory intelligence method.    

The Strategic Value of Anticipatory Intelligence 

The 2019 National Intelligence Strategy posits that “the strategic environment is 

changing rapidly, and the United States faces an increasingly complex and uncertain 

world in which threats are becoming ever more diverse and interconnected” (Coates 

2019, 4). While the IC’s strategic intelligence mission objective is geared towards 

“address[ing] issues of enduring national security interest,” the more recently-established 

anticipatory intelligence mission objective reflects the IC’s efforts to adapt to the 
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increasingly dynamic, complex conditions of the strategic environment by “address[ing] 

new and emerging trends, changing conditions, and underappreciated developments”  

(ibid. 7). This distinction, however, warrants an important clarification: while the NIS 

presents these mission objectives as categorically distinct, strategic and anticipatory 

intelligence are not mutually exclusive in practice. Strategic intelligence can be—and 

often is—future-oriented, and anticipatory intelligence, likewise, can have strategic 

implications for US actions and policies.  

Conflict narratives reveal the meaning that parties assign to a given situation, and 

this meaning plays a critical role in shaping conflict dynamics because it is used by 

parties to determine how to respond in any given moment. In this sense, narrative 

dynamics have an anticipatory function, to the extent that they provide indicators of the 

possible types of actions that we can expect an opposing party to take, based on meaning 

that is visible in that party’s narratives about the conflict. DeGennaro and Munch (2018, 

41) allude to the anticipatory insight of narratives in cases such as the Arab Spring, 

contending that, while area studies experts saw it coming, “US federal leadership was 

seemingly caught by surprise.” They draw on this example to reinforce the argument that 

“Humans react through emotion and are often difficult to predict, however, if you 

understand underlying brief or narratives, many reactions can be predicted” (ibid.). In 

short, the narratives embedded in conflict discourse can, and often do, forecast kinetic 

actions in violent conflict contexts (Salazar 2017; Cobb et al. 2016).  

However, the anticipatory value of narrative dynamics is also strategically 

significant. Simmons’ (2020, 201) argues that “the stories we tell have enduring 
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implications for the change we are likely to see.” In other words, the interdependent 

relationship between meaning and action in conflict is not confined to our adversaries. 

Our own narratives about conflict are intertwined with our kinetic actions as well, and the 

qualities of these narratives evolve over the course of interaction. Just as the relationship 

between meaning and action allows us to forecast the actions of our adversaries, so too 

does it allow us to identify corresponding patterns between our own narrative qualities 

and specific forms of action.  

This interdependence of meaning and action in conflict dynamics presents an 

opening to identify the narrative qualities that support escalation or de-escalation. This 

capacity has anticipatory import with regard to specific conflict developments we can 

expect to emerge from certain types of interaction patterns, but it also gives us a non-

kinetic opportunity to attempt to shift the conflict trajectory by addressing specific 

qualities in our own conflict narratives as well. While this research aims to fill a gap in 

anticipatory intelligence, the anticipatory merit of the method proposed here cannot— 

and should not— be separated from the corresponding strategic value of attending to 

qualities of conflict narratives. These narrative qualities play a critical role in shaping 

interaction patterns in conflict, and by learning to recognize these patterns, we might also 

begin to understand how certain moves reinforce or escalate conflict. As we work to 

understand and recognize these patterns, we increase our capacity to learn to engage in 

ways that may disrupt undesirable conflict patterns. The CITE Framework offers a new 

analytic tool for understanding conflict dynamics and provides insight into developing 

context-specific engagement tactics that support de-escalation.   
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CHAPTER TWO - LITERATURE REVIEW (PART I): 

ANTICIPATORY INTELLIGENCE 

The nature of conflict and warfare has evolved with the rise of globalization (Fry 2019, 

272), and the US Intelligence Community (IC) has been tasked with addressing 

increasingly complex challenges in a strategic environment characterized by heightened 

uncertainty (Kerbel 2019). Over the last decade, the IC has devoted significant resources 

towards responding to this challenge. The tangible results of these efforts are most 

notably reflected in the range of innovative projects being undertaken within the research 

and development (R&D) domain, spearheaded by the Intelligence Advanced Research 

Projects Activity (IARPA) (which is part of the Office of the Director of National 

Intelligence (ODNI)).  

However, the IC’s efforts to adapt to this dynamic environment are also visible in 

the macro-level shifts in the institution’s overarching strategic plan. One of the most 

significant conceptual shifts at the macro-level appeared in the 2014 National Intelligence 

Strategy (NIS), which introduced a new foundational mission objective: anticipatory 

intelligence (Clapper 2014) and was carried over in the 2019 NIS as well (Coates 2019).  

There is a limited amount literature on anticipatory intelligence a standalone 

objective, in comparison to more established concepts in the field, and this lack of 

material is likely impacted by the vague definition of the term, as it is used in an official 

capacity. Even within the IC, the concept does not seem to have a uniform application. 
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According to Gentry and Gordon, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) does not include 

anticipatory intelligence in their trainings and the term itself is limited in its use within 

the agency (2019, 153). Within the limited scope of references to “anticipatory 

intelligence” within the field, there appears to be a variety of conflicting views on the 

specific characteristics of anticipatory intelligence, its perceived utility, and its 

relationship to a range of different future-oriented analytic methods. While some 

practitioners use the term interchangeably to discuss estimative intelligence, forecasting, 

and similar predictive efforts (Hall and Citrenbaum 2010, 167-185; Pherson and Pherson 

2017, 54; Clark 2019, 267-418), others are skeptical of the utility of the concept 

altogether (Gentry and Gordon 2019, 153). 

 To further complicate matters, the NIS identifies its anticipatory intelligence 

objective as one of three foundational mission objectives guiding the IC. The other two 

foundational mission objectives in the 2019 NIS are strategic intelligence and current 

operational intelligence (Coates 2019, 7). From an outsider’s perspective, these 

distinctions generate more confusion than clarity, conveying the implicit suggestion that 

the form and function of these three conceptual objectives are just as easily distinguished 

in practice. Specifically, these categorizations create the assumption that anticipatory 

intelligence cannot have a strategic function, operational intelligence does not draw on 

future-oriented methods, and so forth. In reality, however, these distinctions are fuzzy at 

best.  

 This chapter explores existing definitions of anticipatory intelligence and 

predominant future-oriented analytic methods that are often associated with anticipatory 
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intelligence, placing an emphasis on definitions and methods that are compatible with 

complexity science. It focuses on the utility of these complexity-based approaches in the 

context of the current globalized security environment. This discussion lays the 

groundwork to support the argument that these existing methods would benefit from a 

supplemental approach that attends to the social dimension of conflict systems, which is 

the visible gap that this research aims to address. 

Defining Anticipatory Intelligence: Process, Focus, and Function  

Defining anticipatory intelligence is not a straightforward task, in part, due to the lack of 

literature on anticipatory intelligence, but also the variety of connotations that the term 

“intelligence” can have, more generally. For instance, the term “intelligence” may be 

used to reference a process or activity (i.e., “doing intelligence work”), but is also “used 

to denote the final produce of that process” (McDowell 2009, 11). With respect to 

intelligence as a process, McDowell (2009, 12) describes intelligence as a form of 

“applied research” in the sense that it “demands a high degree of interpretation, coupled 

with some inevitable, considered speculation.”  

When discussing intelligence as a product, one of the most commonly used 

classifications organizes intelligence products according to their hierarchal value, which 

is either tactical, operational, or strategic. At the lowest level, tactical intelligence informs 

decision making on-the-ground, specifically in supporting military officials in “planning 

and executing battles and engagements,” while operational intelligence supports decision-

making one level up to inform broader goal-oriented planning that extends beyond 
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immediate activities and is focused on attaining objectives within a particular setting 

(Rosenbach and Peritz 2009). At the highest level, Rosenbach and Peritz (2009) classify 

strategic intelligence as products that support policymaking and decisions at the national 

and international level. However, just as the NIS mission objectives are extremely fuzzy 

in practice, these hierarchically based intelligence functions are not mutually exclusive. 

For example, McDowell (2009, 7) asserts that while strategic intelligence is concerned 

with macro-level issues, good strategic intelligence should “constantly retain pragmatic 

links to the inevitable tactical and operational impact and outcomes” that are tied to these 

macro-level issues. He maintains, “Certainly any strategic intelligence product that 

doesn’t answer the question ‘What can we do about it at a practical level?’ is incomplete” 

(ibid.). 

These hierarchal categories have important implications when discussing 

anticipatory intelligence as a product in that the IC’s foundational mission objectives— 

strategic intelligence, anticipatory intelligence, and current operations intelligence— as 

products— are not mutually exclusive. In other words, an anticipatory intelligence 

product may function to support tactical, operational, or strategic level decision-making. 

As such, defining anticipatory intelligence as a product offers little clarity about the 

characteristics that distinguish this objective from its more traditional counterparts.  

The next logical angle to explore addresses whether a more useful distinction 

might come from assessing the focus— or rather, the temporal orientation— of 

anticipatory intelligence as a characteristic that is distinct from strategic and operational 

intelligence. Given that the very meaning of term “anticipatory” connotes future-oriented 
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focus on what is to come, it seems logical that the temporal orientation might be plausible 

characteristic that makes it distinct from the IC’s strategic and operational intelligence 

objectives. However, with minimal research, one can quickly confirm that that strategic 

intelligence, as a mission objective, is not limited in focus to current issues. In fact, the 

very meaning of strategy— defined broadly as being “directly concerned with the 

development and use of an overall plan that encompasses all the details necessary to 

achieve the main aim” (McDowell 2009, 11)— necessitates a forward-thinking planning 

component. Indeed, McDowell (2009, 5) further contends that intelligence analysis is a 

“wider process of problem solving that involves data gathering and analysis, 

interpretation, and speculative consideration of future developments, patterns, threats, 

risks, and opportunities.” By this logic, all forms of intelligence analysis involve future-

oriented thinking to some extent, which means that the future-oriented focus of 

anticipatory intelligence methods is of limited use in determining how the anticipatory 

intelligence mission objective is distinct from its counterparts.  

Because these traditional categories fall short in providing clarity on this issue, 

perhaps there might be additional insight to be found by re-examining the definitions that 

are provided in the actual NIS document itself, particularly with regard to sorting out the 

relationship between anticipatory and strategic intelligence. The definitions of these 

objectives in the most recent version of the NIS are as follows: 

Strategic Intelligence is the process and product of developing the context, 

knowledge, and understanding of the strategic environment required to support 

US national security policy and planning decisions. This work includes 

identifying and assessing the capabilities, activities, and intentions of states and 

non-state entities to identify risks and opportunities for US national security 

interests. Strategic intelligence involves assimilating a variety of information— 
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including knowledge of political, diplomatic, economic, and security 

developments— to create a deep understanding of issues of enduring importance 

to the United States. Strategic intelligence also provides in-depth assessments of 

trends and developments to recognize and warn of changes related to these issues 

that will affect the future strategic environment (Coates 2019, 8; emphasis added). 

 

Anticipatory Intelligence involves collecting and analyzing information to 

identify new, emerging trends, changing conditions, and undervalued 

developments, which challenge long-standing assumptions and encourage new 

perspectives, as well as identify new opportunities and warn of threats to US 

interests. Anticipatory intelligence usually leverages a cross-disciplinary 

approach, and often utilizes special tradecraft to identify emerging issues from 

“weak signals,” cope with high degrees of uncertainty, and consider alternative 

futures.  

 Anticipatory intelligence looks to the future as foresight (identifying 

emerging issues), forecasting (developing potential scenarios), or warning. 

Anticipatory intelligence explores the potential for cascading events or activities 

to reinforce, amplify, or accelerate conflict. It may uncover previously 

unconnected groups or regions and include indicators or benchmarks to identify 

key developments as trends change over time. Anticipatory intelligence assesses 

risk, intelligence gaps, and uncertainties by evaluating the probability of 

occurrence and potential effects of a given development on US national security 

(Coates 2019, 9; emphasis added).  

 

These definitions reinforce earlier conclusions in this section, namely that strategic 

intelligence can be future-oriented and anticipatory intelligence can have strategic value. 

A more useful distinction, however, can be found in the description of the types of 

activities associated with each of these objectives.  

 While strategic intelligence aims to develop a “deep understanding” of “enduring” 

issues, anticipatory intelligence seeks to identify “changing conditions” and “encourage 

new perspectives.” The most apparent distinct in these descriptions pertains to the nature 

of the issues in focus. Specifically, it connotes that strategic intelligence is associated 

with the use of long-standing, well-established methods that inform decision-making on 

consistent, familiar national security matters. In contrast, the details surrounding 
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anticipatory intelligence activities seem to exhibit a distinctly innovative character and 

are designed to support adaptive decision-making in the context of a highly dynamic 

security environment.  

At the most basic level, my take on the key distinction between strategic and 

anticipatory intelligence boils down to the classification of the issue that the decision-

maker needs to address: those which are constant (in the sense that they have always 

been, and will likely always be, a standard national security issue) and those which are 

dynamic (issues that emerge as indirect products of interaction between interdependent 

system actors).  

For the purposes of my research, the distinction between strategic and anticipatory 

intelligence has nothing to do with temporal orientation (which means strategic 

intelligence can be future-oriented) or product function (which means anticipatory 

intelligence can have strategic value). Rather, it stems from the underlying logic behind a 

given intelligence method: Whereas strategic analysis is more often grounded on linear 

reasoning, anticipatory analysis draws on complexity science. This key premise is used to 

structure the discussion on anticipatory intelligence over this course of this research, and 

by extension, also provides the grounds for why I chose to frame the utility of my work 

as a supplement to existing anticipatory intelligence methods.  

Assessing Methodological Rationales: Linear versus Systems Logic 

The implicit logic that undergirds an analytic method is important to examine because 

these underlying assumptions shape how we understand a problem, and by extension, 
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inform the logic of reasoning that guides our response to this problem. Many of the 

established analytic methods and models employed within the intelligence field are 

grounded upon linear assumptions in their approach to explain and respond to strategic 

challenges (Kerbel 2014), which runs counter to the logic that stems from the study of 

complex systems. In the context of intelligence analysis, these assumptions must be made 

explicit, because they directly inform the analyst’s expectations for the behaviors, 

relationships, and outcomes in their assessment of a given issue.  

For example, linear problems tend to exhibit relatively straightforward 

relationships between cause and effect, as well as input and output (Jervis 1997, 34-35). 

This distinction does not imply that linear thinking is insignificant. Jervis (1997, 260) 

notes that “although thinking in terms of one-way, linear, and additive processes often 

misleads, it is unlikely that we could have come to see the world in these terms if this was 

never appropriate.” To be sure, there is no shortage of issues that can be explained and 

addressed using linear logic. However, the traditional “rules of linearity” (Kerbel 2014) 

that have largely governed analytic thinking within the IC fall short in their ability to 

yield insight into the challenges that stem from the dynamic character of complex 

systems.  

The fundamental role of interaction in generating complex behavior explains why 

complex systems defy linear reasoning. Jervis (1997, 34) elaborates on this incompatibly 

in explaining that “actions often interact to produce results that cannot be comprehended 

by linear models.” This incompatibly carries two important implications for intelligence 

analysis. First, if existing analytic methods are grounded on linear propositions, then their 
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utility in understanding systems behavior is called into question. Secondly, where linear 

models fall short in analyzing system interactions, complexity theory offers insight into 

generating supplemental models to fill this gap.  

Jervis’ (1997) extensive research on complexity theory in the context of 

international relations offers a basic foundation to illuminate the types of strategic 

challenges that emerge from complex system behavior. He posits that interaction is a 

critical variable in generating “complex” behavior, and proposes three specific rules of 

interaction that impact policymaking within the international strategic environment: “[1] 

…Two or more elements produce results that cannot be understood by examining each 

alone; [2] the fate of an actor’s policy or strategy depends on those that are adopted by 

others; [3] behavior alters the environment in the ways that affect the trajectory of actors, 

outcomes, and environments” (Jervis 1997, 60). The remainder of this section focuses on  

these premises, along with other applications of complexity science in social systems, to 

discuss the basic distinctions between linear and systems logic, and the implications that 

these differences have on the effectiveness of certain analytic methods.  

Linear Causality versus Circular Causality  

Historically, intelligence analysis has been driven by a logic that prioritizes causation and 

identification of the “drivers” that prompted a given problem to surface. This logic is 

visible in many of the structured analytic techniques that are used within the IC. For 

example, Prunckun (2010) outlines the steps of the “fishbone analysis” technique, which 

creates a visual aid to support the causal analysis of a given problem. He explains that 

“fishbone analysis is aimed at identifying the problem’s causes so that the analyst can 
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suggest treatments” (Prunckun 2010, 147). Visually, the head of the fish specifies the 

problem to be analyzed. The fish skeleton is comprised of major bones, which are “the 

major categories of information concerning the issues” (e.g., machinery, people, methods, 

materials), and there are a series of “contributing issues” that are represented as minor 

bones that extend from the major bones (ibid. 146-147).  

The broad range of explanatory-focused methods, models, and structured analytic 

techniques (SATs) share an important trait: they are predicated on the implicit 

assumption that it is, in fact, possible to determine causality. This assumption comes into 

question in the context of complex systems. The complex character of a system is derived 

from the dynamic interaction of interdependent elements, both with other elements and 

with the broader system environment. These dynamic, interdependent interactions 

essentially defy the ability isolate one-to-one, linear, cause-and-effect relationships. 

Moreover, these interaction processes produce specific types of “feedback,” (Williams 

2020, 20), which ultimately determines how a system will behave (Jervis 1997, 126).  

Jervis (1997, 126) highlights both analytic and strategic difficulties that stem from 

these feedback processes: “When we are dealing with cycles in which causation is mutual 

or circular rather than one-way…it is difficult for observers to assign responsibility and 

for actors to break out of reinforcing patterns that seem to come from everywhere and 

nowhere.” These dynamics create heightened uncertainty and limit the explanatory value 

of many traditional analytic methods. In complex systems, the circular causality that 

results from feedback loops likewise obscures the relationship between inputs and 

outputs. In such an environment, correlations, relationship dynamics, and feedback 
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mechanisms become more useful areas for exploration, rather than trying to isolate causal 

variables and generate explanatory findings.  

Additionally, Williams (2020, 21) discusses the role of positive feedback in 

reinforcing certain behaviors, which can create an “amplificatory relationship between 

inputs and outputs.” These feedback processes limit the analyst’s ability to anticipate the 

effects that a singular policy or action will have on a system within a given moment. 

Because of the interdependence of systems elements and the amplificatory effects of 

feedback processes, “the direction as well as the size of the effect can be reversed as the 

stimulus increases” (Jervis 1997, 36). Clearly, the disproportionality of inputs and outputs 

in complex systems feeds into the heightened uncertainty of the strategic environment 

and challenges the analyst’s predictive capabilities.  

Target-Centric Analysis versus Holistic, Conflict-Centric Analysis  

The traditional intelligence cycle is commonly defined as a “target-centric approach,” 

meaning that “the target is the subject of the intelligence question” (Biltgen and Ryan 

2016, 10). Clark (2019) is widely known for his role in institutionalizing the target-

centric approach, and he integrates complexity science into this framework, suggesting 

that the intelligence cycle is better understood as a “network process, a social process, 

with all participants focused on the objective” (Clark 2019, 39-40). This perspective 

acknowledges the range of different stakeholders that work simultaneously, and in 

coordination, towards the shared goal of creating an intelligence product. This process is 

“target-centric” because the range of efforts by all of these stakeholders are centered 

around the “objects (targets) of interest” (ibid. 41).  
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In addition to viewing intelligence activities as comprising a network process, 

Clark (2019, 46) goes further to suggest that the target itself is comprised of a complex 

system. He discusses several cases that demonstrate the utility of this framework in 

analyzing targets that are non-state actors (ibid. 14-15). For example, he highlights the 

organizational system components that are visible within an insurgency or a drug cartel 

(ibid. 333, 46). In such cases, this approach views the target organization as comprising 

the larger system— which has a definitive structure and function— while simultaneously 

considering the internal system components, each with their own structure, function, and 

subcomponents, and all of which are engaged in dynamic processes that produce specific 

behaviors (ibid. 46).  

However, by confining the boundaries of the system to the target (i.e., the 

adversary of concern), the analytic process fails to integrate the dynamics that emerge 

from the target’s interaction with other actors, namely its interaction with the US. In their 

report on the role of social and behavioral sciences in intelligence analysis, the National 

Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine note that:  

Americans often think of their country as constant pole in a world in flux. Yet the 

IC— not to mention the world— must take into account that the United States is a 

source of uncertainty. …Changes in world structures are being driven not just by 

the actions of China and Russia but also by a United States whose current 

approaches interactions, including trade, reflect a view that they are a zero-sum 

game to win or lose (2019, 61).  

 

This key limitation demonstrates a need to expand the system boundaries and define a 

new set of parameters that includes the US and other relevant agents within the scope of 

the analysis.  
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This is a gap that could be feasibly be integrated into the design of supplemental 

approach to anticipatory analysis. In contrast to the traditional target-centric approach to 

intelligence analysis, a conflict-centric approach casts a wider, more holistic net in 

viewing the system as comprising the dynamic interaction between the USG and the 

adversary, as well as other actors. The biggest distinction between these approaches is the 

integration of USG actions and their implications into the scope of analysis, which is an 

existing gap that has been highlighted by experts within the intelligence field (Gentry and 

Gordon, 2019, 159-160; Kerbel and Olcott 2010, 19). A conflict-centric approach 

accounts for the role of other agents in shaping system dynamics in lieu of confining the 

focus to the target actor alone. Whereas the target-centric approach is narrowly focused 

on threat actors, a conflict-centric approach generates a wider system lens that allows the 

analyst the study an adversary’s actions in the context of interaction with the USG and 

other involved parties.  

Decomposition versus Contextualized Analysis  

The traditional, linear premise that “multipart challenges are additive” carries the 

implication that decomposition is the best strategy for understanding and addressing these 

types of challenges. (Kerbel 2019; Heuer 1999, 94; Hall and Citrenbaum 2010, 77). For 

example, Heuer’s (1999, 85) publication on the Psychology of Intelligence Analysis is 

regarded as a classic resource within the IC, and he identifies “decomposition” as one key 

tool for dealing with complex analytical problems. Heuer (1999, 94) contends that “the 

essence of analysis is breaking down a problem into its component parts, assessing each 

part separately, then putting the parts back together to make a decision.”  
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Without discounting the utility of this approach for certain types of issues, the 

premise that the whole can be understood by adding the separate parts together is an 

assumption that runs contrary to the principles of complexity science. The analysis of 

component parts of an issue in isolation fails to account for the role of interaction 

between these parts in shaping system behavior and the broader system environment.  

The “decomposition” approach to analysis is equally visible in the cognitive 

models that are commonly used by USG leaders in decision-making. Kerbel critiques the 

way that policymaking is often segmented into “distinct categorical ‘stove-pipes,’” which 

is aptly visible in the traditional DIME model that categorizes actions in correspondence 

with four types of national power: Diplomatic, Information, Military, and Economic 

(Kerbel 2009). The underlying logic of this model fosters thinking about categories of 

action in a siloed, decontextualized manner, and disregards the overlap and 

interdependence of these different sectors, thereby placing limitations on decision-

making. This cognitive model constrains thinking about system connections and regards 

these categories action both as static entities and independent of the context in which they 

are carried out. 

The proclivity for decomposition and the isolated study of individual variables in 

approaches such as the DIME model lies in stark contrast the holistic approach that is 

needed to study the dynamic interactions that produce complexity within a system. 

Williams (2020) offers a practical account of the key distinctions between these 

contrasting approaches. He explains that: 

…certain kinds of systems exhibit behavior which cannot be simply reduced to 

the sum of their components behavior in a straightforward fashion. This is not to 
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say however that the complexity sciences refuse explanatory reduction, since to 

reduce remains essential to explanation as such, rather than mere description. 

Instead, this reduction rests upon understanding the mechanism-independent 

properties of systems-qua-systems, that is to say a relational account of how 

systems operate (Williams 2020, 17; emphasis added). 

 

Similarly, Jervis (1997, 45) argues that interaction directly influences strategic decisions 

because agents will adjust or shift their actions in a given situation based on their 

assessment of the interaction. He suggests that “actors sometimes fail to appreciate both 

the degree to which their strategies are sensitive to those of others and the ability of the 

adversary to change its behavior in reaction to what the actor is doing” (ibid.).  

While the strategic implications of this assertion are quite obvious, it also holds 

important implications for analysis. Context is critical for understanding the significance 

of action, and the meaning of one agent’s actions is largely determined by the behavior of 

the other agents involved in the interaction (Jervis 1997, 47). Jervis argues that “the fate 

of an actor’s policy or strategy depends on those that are adopted by others” (ibid., 60). 

He offers concrete examples to demonstrate this point: “In a game of chicken, you can 

stand firm if and only if you believe that your opponent will not do so; …Pakistan can 

proclaim a willingness to sign the Non-Proliferation Treaty if India signs largely because 

it knows that India will not sign” (ibid., 46). There is limited utility in analyzing the 

actions of a single party in isolation from the interaction context in which the actions take 

place.  
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Implications for Anticipatory Intelligence: Prediction versus Foresight 

The concept of anticipatory intelligence is often used in conjunction, or synonymously, 

with the notion of prediction. However, Jervis (1997) addresses the limitations of linear-

based prediction methods in their ability to inform strategic decision-making. He asserts 

that, “in explaining outcomes, we also are prone to examine one side’s behavior and 

overlook the stance of the other with which it is interacting” (Jervis 1997, 42). 

Additionally, he notes that in complex systems, “behavior alters the environment in ways 

that affect the trajectory of actors, outcomes, and environments” (ibid. 60). He draws on 

ecological research in describing this interaction as a form of “coevolution,” suggesting 

that agents behave in ways that change the system while the system simultaneously 

shapes the behavior of agents within the system (ibid. 48).  

Similarly, Jervis (1997, 50) argues that in political systems, “each dispute, policy, 

or action affects others and reshapes the political landscape, inhibiting some behaviors 

and enabling others.” He cites “campaign financing reforms” as a specific set of actions 

that produced changes in the political system. These actions produced numerous changes 

to the system environment, including the creation of new agents (PACs), which also 

created changes in processes (in “how funds are solicited and given”), as well as changes 

in relationships (in shifting “the allies and adversaries that are available to political 

actors”) (ibid.). The complexity of these interactions increases the likelihood that a 

system will evolve in unanticipated ways and contributes to the heightened uncertainty of 

the current strategic environment. However, this does not render anticipation as a futile 

effort, but rather suggests that a different type of analytic process that is needed for doing 
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so. Jervis (1997, 79) contends “when we deal with the third kind of interaction, we need 

to track the circular processes at work as actors respond to changes in their environments, 

which are in part a product of what they and others did earlier.” 

Kerbel (2019) contends that anticipatory intelligence is based on “foresight” and 

is explicit in distinguishing the meaning of this term from comparable concepts like 

“prediction,” “forecasting,” and “projection,” which tend to be used interchangeably with 

anticipatory intelligence within the IC. He argues that foresight is distinct from its other 

future-oriented counterparts in being a more imaginative process that is better equipped 

to cope with higher levels of uncertainty because it “involves imagining how a broad set 

of possible conditions… might interact and generate emergent outcomes” (ibid.).  

While Kerbel’s explanation offers clarity on the distinction between these terms, 

Pease (2020) suggests that this distinction does not always translate on the customer’s 

side of things. He explains that, to some extent, the analyst’s understanding of these 

different terms and their meanings is irrelevant if the customer lacks such understanding 

because the ultimate purpose of the IC is to support the intelligence customer.  

We do a range of activities that look forward. We project, we forecast, we warn, 

we weight likelihood, we identify trends. We try hard to figure out what is driving 

events today in order to anticipate tomorrow. And because our customers think of 

all this as prediction, we must acknowledge that we are in the prediction business 

(Pease 2020, 108).  

 

Pease’s (2020) point is an important one, because it highlights the relationship between 

the analyst and the customer (i.e., policymaker), and illustrates the extent to which the 

customer’s understanding and expectations of intelligence analysis plays a role in 

analysts’ selection of specific analytic methods.  
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Re-Examining the Role of the Analyst  

The nature of the relationship between the analyst and the intelligence customer is a 

critical one because the customer determines type of intelligence product that is desired 

which, in turn, impacts that analyst’s selection of the analytic methods that are most 

likely to yield the type of product that the customer needs. The Intelligence Community 

Directive 203 is the central governing document which outlines the IC’s expectations for 

intelligence analysis as both a process and a product.  

 The document identifies fives central analytic standards, two of which emphasize 

that the both the process and product of intelligence analysis should be “objective” and 

“independent of political consideration” (Clapper 2015, 2). The IC, as an institution, 

prides itself on producing objective intelligence products and upholding an intelligence 

process that is designed to “resist politicization,” which essentially translates to “letting 

no customer preferences taint the analytic process” (Pease 2020, 139-140). However, the 

analytic tradecraft standard in IC Directive 203 also states that analytic products should 

“demonstrate customer relevance and address implications” (Clapper 2015, 4). It 

specifies that “analytic products should provide information and insight on issues 

relevant to the customers of US intelligence and address the implications of the 

information and analysis they provide. Products should add value by addressing 

prospects, context, threats, or factors affecting opportunities for action” (ibid.).  

 In the most literal sense, the expectation for both objectivity and relevance creates 

an impossible juxtaposition for analyst, which suggests that perhaps a more nuanced 

interpretation of the expectations is in order. The expectation for “objectivity” in 
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intelligence analysis is inherently problematic because the very nature of the intelligence 

process is subjective: analysis is, by its very nature, interpretive. However, the positive 

connotation of “objectivity” within the research world largely lies with the idea that 

“good” research is both rigorous and free of bias (which, in the realm of intelligence 

analysis, would easily translate as “apolitical” or free of political influence). To some 

extent, the IC’s emphasis on objectivity has created an artificial separation between 

intelligence products and the realm of decision-making that these products are designed 

to inform, when in reality, the utility of any intelligence product is largely derived from 

its contextual relevance in relation to the problem at hand.  

A recent NASEM (2019, 73) report on intelligence analysis emphasizes that “if 

the analysis is to be useful, it must provide sufficient context to support clients in making 

sound decisions, as well as realistic, accurate indication of risk and urgency.” It further 

highlights the nuanced approach that this requires: “…analysts bear a grave responsibility 

in considering how to convey the level of risk in a way that is actionable— providing any 

available guidance about possible responses— without usurping the decision-makers 

role” (ibid. 74). The analyst’s ability to satisfy all of these criteria requires a nuanced 

approach that navigates the delicate balance of providing intelligence products that are 

free of political bias but convey relevance for the decision making by supporting 

exploration on the various risks and opportunities associated with all the available 

courses of action for responding to a respective issue.  
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Reorienting the Relationship Between the Analyst and the Customer  

Kerbel and Olcott (2010) make a provocative argument that reframes the relationship 

between the analyst and the customer in a way bridges the disconnect described above 

without tainting the integrity of the intelligence product. Specifically, they propose 

redefining the relationship between the analyst and the customer to be interactive, 

whereby the analyst becomes a “synthesist” and “a provider of knowledge services, 

rather than a producer of information” (Kerbel and Olcott 2010, 16). This proposal 

comprises a transformation in both the relationship between the analyst and the customer 

as well as in the nature of the product that the analyst delivers. Kerbel and Olcott (2010, 

18) contend that value of the deliverable pertains less to the data itself and more on the 

analysts “ability to place data in context, to understand how actions, events, and actors 

might all intersect and interact to affect outcomes.” 

Kerbel and Olcott (2010, 18, 16) contend that this approach is more akin to 

synthesis than analysis and encourages a more holistic, imaginative approach to problem-

solving by enabling the “synthesist” to support the client in exploring “what ‘new 

information’ might mean, and the possible effects of a given policy.” In this way, the IC 

becomes a “secure ‘sounding chamber’” for policymakers, specifically in the sense that 

they “share the burden of transforming information into policy with someone who could 

offer insight about the costs and benefits of various policy paths” (ibid.). As 

policymakers are tasked with decision-making in a security environment that is becoming 

increasingly complex and uncertain, this added support becomes an invaluable resource. 

Holmes (2020) offers a complementary argument on the problems that stem from the 
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artificial separation of analysis and policy, arguing that the analyst’s capacity to provide 

relevant information to customer will continue to be hindered “without more consistent, 

substantive, and aggregated feedback from their customers.” He criticizes the current 

“compartmentalized” intelligence environment and describes the traditional intelligence 

cycle as a “closed loop” that hinders the IC’s capacity to improve both its processes and 

products. Holmes (2020) points to the military’s use of the OODA loops an “helpful 

operational analogy” of a more effective process, “especially because it is driven by 

recurring feedback,” this type of shift will require both a cultural change within the IC 

and a change in the relationship between the analyst and customer.  

Similarly, Kerbel and Olcott (2010) identify existing shortcomings that must be 

addressed in order for this reimagined relationship to be successful. First, they contend 

that in order to bridge the analysis-policy divide, “the Intelligence Community would 

have to abandon its present taboo on analysts factoring the effects of US actions of 

policies into their work and recognize the implications of US actions on their analysis” 

(Kerbel and Olcott 2010, 19). This critique overlaps with the issue of target-centric 

analysis and is a key shortcoming that is addressed in the framework proposed in this 

research. Additionally, Kerbel and Olcott (2010, 19) stress that the effectiveness of the 

“synthesist-client” relationship is also impacted by whether the analyst moves beyond 

threat assessment to integrate “positive phenomena” into the discussion as well. They 

contend that “at present the IC rarely, if ever, tries to understand why things haven’t 

happened” (ibid.). This notion is distinct from the traditional notion of “opportunity 
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analysis,” and is another key component that is integrated into the framework that I 

propose in this research.  

By reimagining the one-way provider-customer relationship as an interactive 

synthesist-client relationship, Kerbel and Olcott (2010) essentially re-structure the macro-

level problem-solving process to more effectively engage with complex issues. However, 

the ability to support this reorientation is dependent, to some extent, on the available 

range of analytic methods and models that the analyst can draw on to support the needs of 

policymakers.   

Descriptive, Predictive, and Prescriptive Modeling 

Clark (2019, 139) distinguishes between descriptive and normative (prescriptive) 

conceptual models in intelligence analysis, suggesting that descriptive models provide 

some form of representation to enhance one’s understanding of a specific phenomenon, 

whereby normative models have a “decision-support” function that aims “to show a best, 

or preferable, course of action.”  

Similarly, a decadal survey on the utility of social and behavior sciences in 

intelligence analysis distinguishes between descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive 

analytic techniques (NASEM 2019, 41). The report includes “a helpful, although not 

entirely accurate” analogy in the context of climate science: “In that field, descriptive 

analytics indicate the current weather conditions, while predictive analytics indicate the 

forecast. Prescriptive analytics might result in recommending the use of cloud seeding to 

trigger precipitation” (ibid.). Broadly, descriptive analytic techniques are “exploratory” 

and focus on summarizing and identifying data patterns, while predictive analytic 
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techniques draw heavily on computational modeling to make “predictions” based on 

certain variable associations (NASEM 2019, 41). In contrast from descriptive and 

predictive approaches, the report describes prescriptive analytic techniques as being 

“useful for identifying which variables can be manipulated to result in a desired change in 

the variable of interest” (ibid.). This notion coincides with Clark’s (2019) description of 

normative modeling.  

The previous discussion on linear versus systems-based logic outlines a series of 

arguments to demonstrate that anticipatory intelligence analysis could benefit from 

additional methods and analytic tools that support holistic, contextualized analysis of 

conflict systems. However, this only fulfills part of the analyst’s obligation to the 

customer. These findings must be accompanied by empirically informed, contextualized 

feedback that addresses the implications of these findings for the policymaker, as well as 

the corresponding risks and opportunities of available strategies, and the extent to which 

different courses of action are likely to support direction towards preferred future 

trajectories. The ability to meet this need depends on the available scope of methods and 

tools that support these functions. The model that is proposed as part of this research 

transcends the descriptive/normative distinction in order to support existing anticipatory 

intelligence methods.  

Normative Modeling and the Social Dimension of Conflict Systems  

Complexity science offers valuable insight into operationalizing a holistic approach to 

anticipatory intelligence analysis, one that focuses on the dynamic interaction that 

unfolds between the US government (USG) and its adversaries in conflict, rather than 
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limiting the scope of analysis to the study of individual target agents in isolation from the 

rest of the system. By reframing the problem from a holistic perspective, not only do we 

gain more understanding of systems dynamics, but this new paradigm also imbues us 

with agency—as a stakeholder within the system—to try to shift and influence the 

trajectory of those dynamics. Bergendorff (2009, 54) argues that one of the unique 

features of social systems is that “humans have the capacity to choose and change their 

ways of life. Humans create their own bifurcations by setting up political alternatives and 

following one strategy instead of another.” This statement not only highlights the utility 

of complexity science for anticipatory intelligence, but further reinforces the added value 

of normative-based modeling in supporting customer needs, by assessing the range of 

available strategies in a given context, as well as the potential benefits and consequences 

that those strategies may have in shaping the conflict trajectory.  

However, the utility of such models is also determined by the extent to which they  

attend to the social dimension of conflict systems, with regard to the relationship between 

meaning and action in shaping conflict dynamics. Lemke (1995, 105) addresses this 

interconnection in suggesting that  “human social communities are material ecosystems, 

but they are complex material ecosystems in which meanings— cultural and social 

attitudes, beliefs, and values— play a role in the material activities that take place within 

the system to maintain and change it.” I would argue that the added layer of complexity 

in social systems is tied directly to the role of meaning in these systems, as both as 

structural constraint and a product of action. As human agents engage in interaction, they 

assign and ascribe meaning to their own actions and the actions of others within the 
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system, which in turn, guides their actions within a specific context. This process is 

fundamental to the study of conflict dynamics, and yet it appears to be largely 

unaddressed within the IC, at least in the public domain.   

Pearce and Littlejohn (1997, 80-81) propose approaching “what is said and done 

in a conflict as a move in a game that is incomplete and framed within many contexts. 

The ability that needs to be developed is that of focusing on what one wants to create 

rather than responding to what other people have done.” This suggestion speaks both to 

the strategic importance of meaning in conflict, as well as the utility of normative models 

that assist the customer in understanding and assessing the range of potential actions and 

outcomes that may unfold in the future trajectory of a specific conflict. This assertion 

reaffirms existing intelligence analysis objectives but does so in a way that reorients the 

problem space and brings value added to existing anticipatory intelligence methods.  

While there is no comprehensive list of anticipatory intelligence methods, there 

are a diverse variety of future-oriented approaches that support the intelligence customer 

by reducing the uncertainty associated with future strategic challenges in various ways. 

This chapter includes a detailed review of the dominant future-oriented methods that are 

currently used within the IC. The discussion of each method is focused on two main 

objectives: (1) to assess its compatibly with complexity science and (2) whether it attends 

to the social dimension of conflict systems. It will address key strengths and limitations 

of existing methods in order to lay the groundwork for the proposal of an analytic 

framework that is designed to fill the gap that is illustrated in this discussion.   
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Anticipatory Intelligence: Assessing Future-Oriented Analytic Methods  

In order to assess the utility specific future-oriented methods, we first need to establish a 

more comprehensive understanding of how these different methods overlap or contradict 

one another along the future-oriented spectrum between prediction and foresight. Noel 

Hendrickson (2018) provides a useful framework to facilitate this discussion. Her work 

on Reasoning for Intelligence Analysts is one of the fundamental texts that is widely used 

to teach intelligence analysis. In this primer, she argues that there are four types of 

reasoning that the analyst employs to answer intelligence questions, one of which is 

“futures exploration,” which deals with question of “when and where might this change?” 

(Hendrickson 2018, 219).  

Hendrickson lays out three different types of future-oriented approaches, or 

paradigms. The key to selecting the appropriate approach is largely dependent on the 

degree of uncertainty that characterizes the specific problem that the analyst needs to 

understand (ibid. 219-221). The three approaches she identifies are the forecasting 

paradigm, the megatrend paradigm, and the scenario paradigm. She summarizes the key 

characteristics of each approach as follows:  

The Forecasting paradigm tries to find identifiable, formally representable, and 

stable patterns to locate the probability of specific outcomes. The Megatrend 

paradigm tries to find groups of similar trends to locate the probability of general 

patterns. And the Scenario paradigm tries to find the most critical forces and the 

ways they could go to locate the plausibility of specific outcomes (Hendrickson 

2018, 228). 

 

The key distinction between these different approaches lies in the degree of uncertainty 

surrounding the given intelligence problem that the analyst is tasked with addressing. 
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Hendrickson specifies that the forecasting paradigm is most useful when dealing with 

lower degrees of uncertainty and the scenarios paradigm is more appropriate when 

uncertainty is higher. In viewing these three paradigms along a spectrum based on the 

degree of uncertainty that is factored into a strategic challenge, the forecasting paradigm 

falls on one end of the spectrum and the Scenarios paradigm on the other end, with the 

megatrends paradigm situated midway between these respective approaches (ibid. 221; 

225). The key features of these three paradigms are briefly discussed the subsections 

below, to lay the groundwork for discussion of specific analytic methods that fall along 

this spectrum of future-oriented paradigms.  

Forecasting Paradigm 

The methods that fall within the scope of the forecasting paradigm represent the 

approaches that are more akin to the classic notion of “prediction.” Hendrickson (2018, 

221) explains that “the forecasting paradigm is the only one that makes specific 

judgments of what will (likely) happen in the future. As such, it is the only approach that 

uses terms like prediction, estimate, or forecast in their literal sense of assessing that a 

specific event will/will not happen.” Moreover, the intelligence product that results from 

forecasting largely constitutes “an account of the future exclusively in terms of causal 

forces that are constant from the present” (ibid. 223).  

The linear logic of such methods corresponds with the assumption that causality 

can, in fact, be determined and that these causal forces will remain constant over time. 

The ability to prove causality is arguably one of the most important conclusions that an 

analyst can offer to the intelligence customer. However, research shows that the logic of 
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linear causality does not apply to complex systems behavior (Jervis 1997; Williams 

2020). The nonlinear character of complex systems contributes to heightened uncertainty 

and inhibits the ability to provide definitive explanations for specific outcomes.  

The issue of prediction in complex systems runs parallel to challenges of 

determining causality. The heightened uncertainty of complex system dynamics limits the 

ability to predict specific outcomes or assign probability to different scenarios. Pease 

(2020) illustrates the use of forecasting methods within the data science domain, 

specifically regarding the development of algorithms that are used to calculate 

predictions about the future using big data. While acknowledging the beneficial 

contributions of this work in the intelligence field, he cautions the analyst against 

assuming that that “there is a reliable formula for forecasting,” largely because any given 

algorithm that is used to analyze patterns for forecasting purposes “presumes the pattern 

will continue” (ibid. 108).  

However, the likelihood that behavior will deviate from previous patterns is 

substantially higher in complex systems, and Pease (2020) acknowledges the role of the 

social dimension in producing conflict dynamics that defy prediction. He admits that,  

Even in conventional military conflicts, variables pile up quickly, making some 

predictions a fool’s game. Often troop morale or a commander’s creativity— the 

most human of factors— will be critical. Now we are not only talking about 

variables but unmeasurable variables of real, yet indeterminate, impact. …Move 

to unconventional warfare and predictions become even more challenging. (Pease 

2020, 111) 

 

The social dimension of complex issues further contributes to the heightened uncertainty 

of the future and inhibits the ability to predict specific outcomes. Consequently, the 

overall utility of forecasting approaches for anticipatory intelligence seems relatively 
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limited, given that such methods are more appropriate in cases that exhibit lower levels of 

uncertainty.  

Megatrends Paradigm 

The Megatrends paradigm is more suitable when there is some uncertainty that must be 

factored into an analysis. This increased uncertainty is factored into this approach by 

“estimat[ing] the most probable general pattern” that will develop, in contrast the 

narrower focus of forecasting efforts to “estimate a specific outcome” (Hendrickson 

2018, 223). More specifically, the contrasting function of the two approaches is 

determined by the different underlying logic of each method.  

Hendrickson (2018, 223) explains that the forecasting approach “presuppose[s] a 

stable, rule-governed pattern among the past, present, and future,” whereas the 

megatrends approach “projects the most probably general pattern according to its 

potential and state of development.”  This shift in underlying logic accordingly shifts the 

goal of analysis from predicting specific future events to assessing trends, or “change[s] 

in the frequency (i.e., the increasing or decreasing occurrence) of a specific type of event 

over time” (ibid.). In the intelligence field, trend analysis is distinct from, but also 

intertwined with, pattern analysis. Hall and Citrenbaum (2010) provided further 

elaboration about the nature of this relationship: 

Trend analysis is defined as discerning meaning from functional-oriented events 

or activities that occurred in the past to understand how functionally similar 

events or activities could happen in the future. Patterns analysis is different in that 

it involves discerning a consistent series of related action or events. Patterns 

enshroud trends and sometimes obscure trend clarity. Patterns enable people to 

seek, find, and understand trends and their connections and influences once they 
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appear. Patterns help us understand the meaning and, more importantly, the 

implications of trends (Hall & Citrenbaum 2010, 142) 

 

To this end, trend analysis examines historical patterns of events and factors in the 

potential for changes in estimating the probable future developments.  

However, Hendrickson (2018) specifies that there are several characteristics that 

distinguish megatrends analysis from the more basic approach to trend analysis. She 

contends that there are two ways that one can understand this distinction. The first is to 

view a “megatrend” as “an especially influential trend, one that has a high level of causal 

impact” in the sense that there are multiple “causal forces” in play that can be identified, 

thereby allowing the analyst to assign higher levels of confidence to their future estimates 

(Hendrickson 2018, 223). The second approach views a “megatrend” as “clusters” of 

trends or a “trend of trends” (ibid.). In other words, “the pattern of change it postulates is 

a matter of other smaller patterns of change that are all interconnected under a larger 

framework” (ibid. 223-224).  

The utility of both approaches lies in the ability to account for multiple changing 

factors that may influence the trajectory of future patterns of events, which demonstrates 

a more dynamic perspective than the forecasting approach. However, like the forecasting 

approach, the megatrends approach prioritizes causal analysis, specifically to the extent 

that that it “consider(s) how a causal force fits into the bigger picture of broader causal 

forces and how that shapes things” (Hendrickson 2018, 225). Because the ability to 

isolate direct cause and effect relationships is limited in complex systems, the overall 

logic of this approach also appears to be limited in supporting complexity-based methods 

of anticipatory intelligence.  
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Scenarios Paradigm 

The Scenarios paradigm is best used for intelligence issues that are characterized by a 

high degree of uncertainty, and consequently, represents the most valuable approach for 

dealing with the strategic challenges associated with complex system dynamics. The key 

characteristic of the scenarios paradigm that differentiates it from both the forecasting 

and megatrends paradigm lies its “signature” feature “to highlight multiple competing 

outcomes for the client to consider rather than only a single one” (Hendrickson 2018, 

226). Clark (2019, 317) defines a scenario as “a specifically constructed vignette that 

describes the future state of a target in story form.” He characterizes scenarios as a type 

of model that “usually begins in the present and unfolds to some future time” (ibid. 321).  

Proponents of scenario-based approaches would likely align themselves with 

Kerbel (2019) and others who view the international system through a complexity lens 

because, according to Hendrickson (2018, 225), they are “typically the most skeptical 

about human ability to make future estimates or about the usefulness of such estimates to 

clients.” To this end, the use of scenarios moves away from the predictive and 

probabilistic efforts of the other two paradigms and focuses instead on a broader 

supposition of “plausibility” (ibid.). Hendrickson (2018, 226) explains the meaning of 

“plausibility” in the context of intelligence analysis: “to say that an outcome is ‘plausible’ 

means that it is understood to have a higher chance of occurring than something that is 

merely possible… but there is no probability assigned to it.” To this end, an analyst may 

identify multiple “plausible” scenarios that she regards as “viable options” of future 
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developments, but none of these scenarios are distinguished as more probable than others 

(ibid.).  

Scenarios play a fundamental role in simulation and gaming methodologies (Clark 

2019, 317). In contrast to the previously discussed paradigms, scenario-based approaches 

do not offer specific predictions about the future. Hendrickson (2018, 226) describes 

scenarios as being “comprehensive alternative visions of the future,” and Clark (2019, 

317) underscores the extent to which scenarios, as an intelligence product, “establish the 

boundaries of a customer’s uncertainty” and “give decision makers a feel for what might 

happen if they pursue a certain course of action in a complex situation that cannot be 

quantified.”  

In contrast to more predictive, probabilistic methods, this type of approach is 

more conducive to encouraging imagination and exploring the potential impact of 

unexpected, but not impossible, future developments. Hendrickson (2018) elaborates on 

this point in contending that “by analysis, it is what explorers of the future use to guide 

them when there are no predictions with respect to a key question. Rather than a specific 

event or a general pattern, there are instead multiple plotlines for how things might be” 

(Hendrickson 2018, 226). The expanded scope of this approach makes it a more useful 

approach for assessing long-term future developments (ibid. 228) but also demonstrates 

an underlying logic that is highly compatible with complexity science, indicating that the 

methods associated with the scenarios paradigm will offer more promising insight for 

understanding the challenges that stem from complex system behavior. The more 
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pressing matter for scenario-based methods, then, concerns how well they attend to the 

social dimension of complex issues.  

From Futures Paradigms to Specific Methodologies 

Hendrickson’s (2018) typology of futures paradigms provides useful context for a more 

detailed discussion of specific future-oriented methods to be explored in the remaining 

sections of this chapter. This discussion is concentrated on four future-oriented 

methodologies and associated modeling approaches that are commonly associated with 

anticipatory intelligence: estimative intelligence, strategic warning analysis, activity-

based intelligence, and gaming. The purpose of this discussion is two-fold:  

 

1) To assess the underlying assumptions of each specific approach and assess its 

compatibility with complexity science (and accordingly, its utility for anticipatory 

analysis).  

2) To explore the extent to which each approach attends to the social dimension of 

complex strategic challenges and identify the existing gaps that remain to be filled within 

this domain. 

Estimative Intelligence  

According to Robert Clark (2019, 268), anticipatory intelligence is merely a newer term 

for estimative intelligence. Pherson and Pherson (2017) also seem to regard the two 

concepts as interchangeable. They assert that estimative analysis “looks to the future, 

asking what might happen next and proactively anticipating courses of action that 
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decision makers may take in response to potential stimuli” (Pherson and Pherson 2017, 

54; emphasis added). Estimative analysis is also commonly regarded as synonymous with 

forecasting (ibid.). Clark (2019, 267-268) describes estimative intelligence as a form of 

“probabilistic analysis” that involves “estimating the future state of a target.” However, 

Clark (2019, 268) echoes Pease’s (2020, 108) caution on using the term prediction and is 

careful to articulate the distinction between estimating/probability and prediction, while 

acknowledging the common tendency to use the terms interchangeably. 

Clark (2019) identifies estimative intelligence as a product that is distinct from its 

more traditional counterparts. He classifies intelligence research, current intelligence, and 

indications and warning intelligence (I&W) as the three main types of intelligence 

products, each of which comprises some form of “assessment of the current situation” 

that is provided to the customer (Clark 2019, 96-97, 267). Consequently, he situates 

estimative intelligence outside of this framework because it moves beyond the analysis of 

current variables to estimate probable future events (ibid. 267).  

Causal Modeling  

Although Clark (2019, 267) discerns estimative intelligence as a separate type of product 

from the three forms of “current intelligence,” estimative analysis is similar to these 

approaches in being grounded on causal reasoning. According to Clark (2019, 313), “a 

good estimate [is] one that accurately describes the forces acting on a target model and 

the assumptions about those forces” (313). Similarly, Pherson and Pherson (2017, 54) 

contend that “estimative analysis by definition is carried by its underlying framework of 

drivers, influences, and assumptions in the absence of hard data.”  
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While Clark (2019, 270) presents three different methods for estimative analysis, 

he argues that regardless of which method the analyst is using, the first stage of the 

process involves identifying the existing and potential future driving “forces” that affect 

the target. He suggests using the PMESII categories (Political, Military, Economic, 

Social, Infrastructure, Information) as a starting point to generate a list of “social and 

environmental forces” but also integrates specific systems concepts into the discussion as 

key types of “background forces” that influence the direction of outcomes, one of the 

most important of which is feedback (Clark 2019, 271-272, 278). In his discussion of 

these forces, Clark (2019, 279-280) acknowledges the influence of feedback in defying 

certain behavioral expectations, explicitly recognizing that: inputs and outputs will not 

always be proportional, the effects of feedback can be delayed in becoming visible, and 

certain effects are produced by the combined synergy of multiple factors rather than 

singular elements. This process of generating a list of important factors or “forces” 

functions as an initial brainstorming phase.  

Once these factors are identified, the analyst moves into causal modeling to 

determine which of these factors are the most important in shaping future outcomes 

(Clark 2019, 282). Clark maintains that, “as used in intelligence, causal models depict 

both elements of the target and elements affecting the target and describe how those 

elements are related by probabilities” (ibid.). There are four qualities that must be 

identified to determine causality in the relationship between two variables. They must 

have “proper time sequence of change in the nodes, no spurious relationships, covariation 

of changes, and a theory of causality” (ibid. 285). Clark (2019) details three specific 
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analytic techniques for estimative intelligence— extrapolation, projection, and 

forecasting— all of which are dependent on the analyst’s ability to identify the causal 

drivers of a given issue.  

However, the linear notion of causality has limited utility in anticipatory 

intelligence because the interaction-driven feedback in complex systems produces 

behaviors that defy the ability to isolate direct cause-and-effect relationships between 

variables. Brown (2019a) expresses skepticism towards the value of intelligence 

forecasting for this very reason. He argues that “events resulting from such complex 

causal paths are practically impossible to forecast because of the contingency inherent in 

any number of the many independent variables.” To this effect, he dismisses forecasting 

as “fantasy” to the extent that it can accurately predict future events, when in reality, 

“human agency and a seemingly unlimited capacity for innovation creates new blossoms 

of adjacent possibilities from which emerge still others, perhaps without limit” (ibid.). As 

agents (e.g., individuals, groups, and institutions) around the world become increasingly 

interconnected and interdependent, the ability to isolate singular cause-and-effect 

relationships between inputs and outcomes becomes significantly more challenging, and 

some might argue virtually impossible. 

In such an environment, one should be wary of anyone who claims the ability to 

accurately predict future events on the basis of causal modeling. To this effect, however, 

Clark (2019) offers a surprisingly nuanced view of causality, and his response seems to 

reflect an increasingly cautious stance on forecasting by the larger Intelligence 

Community, generally. In the newest edition of his book, Clark devotes an entire 
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section— eight chapters— to “anticipatory intelligence and modeling” (read: estimative 

intelligence). He introduces three specific methods for estimative intelligence and argues 

that all three methods begin with causal modeling. However, before moving into the 

logistics of these methods, he makes an explicit point about the main caveat of using 

estimative methods: 

An important principle in making any estimate is to consider the phenomena that 

are involved, to determine whether prediction is event possible. … So, a basic 

question to ask at the outset of any predictive attempt is: Does the principles of 

causality…apply? That is, are the relevant phenomena governed by the laws of 

cause and effect? (Clark 2019, 289).  

 

The ability to establish causality for a specific issue is affected by the amount of 

uncertainty surrounding the variables involved, and Clark (2019) employs specific 

terminology to facilitate a more substantial discussion on the specific factors that can 

heighten or diminish this uncertainty. He maintains that events which manifest from 

convergent phenomena are predictable, whereas developments stemming from divergent 

phenomena are not predictable (Clark 2019, 313).  

Convergent phenomena are essentially behaviors that abide by the linear rule of 

causality (Clark 2019, 291). Therefore, if a system exhibits such behavior, then future 

behaviors “can be predicted from the average behavior of its component parts” (ibid. 

289). In contrast, the array of non-linear behaviors that interact to produce the type of 

“complexity” that is inherent to complex systems represent divergent phenomena. Clark 

(2019, 290) provides further elaboration on the qualities of divergent phenomena: “In 

chaos theory, such phenomena are the result of strange attractors— those creators of 

unpredictable patterns that emerge out of the behavior of purposeful actors. When dealing 
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with divergent phenomena, making estimates is at the highest level of difficulty, or 

almost insurmountable.” The argument that Clark is making here is a reasonable one: that 

causal modeling can be used to estimate future events if the behavior in focus abides by 

the principles of causality; When concerned with behaviors that violate this logic, 

causality-based methods lose their predictive value.  

If an analyst wants to determine whether causality can be established for a given 

issue, the type of evidence available will impact that assessment. Clark (2019, 197, 289) 

employs the same terminology here to distinguish between convergent and divergent 

evidence. When comparing two different pieces of evidence, the two items are 

convergent if they denote the same conclusion and divergent if they suggest different 

conclusions. He is careful to articulate that having two items which support different 

conclusions is not the same as having two items that demonstrate contradictory 

conclusions (ibid. 197). When dealing with divergent evidence, the analyst may very well 

be presented with two different conclusions that are both true.  

Clark (2019, 197) offers the following example of such an instance: “The 

evidence that Iraq was acquiring aluminum tubes that fit the dimensions of their Medusa 

rocket, cited earlier, diverged from the conclusion that the tubes were for gas centrifuges. 

But both conclusions nevertheless could have been true. The Iraqis could have purchased 

the tubes for both purposes.” The available evidence on a given issue undoubtedly plays a 

role in the analyst’s initial assessment on the value of causal modeling in a given 

situation. It would seem that the confidence of analytic prediction would be higher with 
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increasing amounts of convergent evidence and much more uncertain with greater 

amounts of divergent evidence.  

Clark (2019) illustrates the strategic implications that result from these different 

forms of behavior with two historical examples of CIA efforts to anticipate significant 

events in Russia, arguing that one was “predictable” because it resulted from convergent 

phenomena and one which was a divergent phenomenon that was virtually impossible to 

predict. In the first case, “CIA analysts warned policymakers of Russia’s looming 

economic crisis two months before the August 1998 ruble crash,” but in the second case, 

“the CIA was unable to predict the rise of Vladimir Putin to the Russian presidency until 

his handling of the Chechen war dramatically increased his popularity” (ibid. 290).   

Fundamentally, Clark (2019, 289) asserts that “convergent phenomena make 

prediction possible; divergent phenomena frustrate it.” This is a relatively simple 

argument, albeit an invaluable one, because it reinforces one of key caveats of traditional 

intelligence methods that has been emphasized thus far in this chapter. The IC is tasked 

with an unending list of issues that vary in scope, topic, and importance. For some of 

these challenges, the analytic methods that are grounded on linear, causal-based 

assumptions are both relevant and useful for better understanding the task at hand. In 

other cases, these approaches fall short in offering clarity and guidance on matter. The 

revised notion of anticipatory intelligence is focused on addressing the “other” cases— 

these are the cases that can be better understood from a complexity-based framework.  
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Estimative Methods: Extrapolation, Projection, and Forecasting 

Clark (2019) contends that estimative intelligence is useful when the analyst is dealing 

with a situation that involves convergent phenomena. He specifies three different 

methods that can be used in estimative analysis: extrapolation, projection, and 

forecasting. All three methods involve “combining data to estimate an entity’s present 

state and evaluating the forces acting on the entity to predict its future state” (Clark 2019, 

287). The basic distinction between these methods is that extrapolation operates on the 

assumption that the future forces remain unchanged from the present forces, while 

projection assumes that the future forces have changed from the present forces. 

Forecasting also assumes that the future forces have changed from the present but is 

distinct from projection in assuming that new forces have been introduced into the 

situation (ibid. 313-314; 291).  

 Additionally, Clark (2019, 298) offers the following point to distinguish 

extrapolation from projection and forecasting: “Extrapolation is a simple assertion about 

what a future scenario will look like. In contrast, either a projection or a forecast is a 

probabilistic statement about a future scenario,” which can be expressed in if-then form. 

In this context of intelligence analysis, Clark (2019, 299) defines probabilistic reasoning 

as “a systematic attempt to make subjective estimates of probability more explicit and 

consistent.”  

Clark (2019, 295) describes extrapolation as “the most conservative method of 

prediction,” that essentially predicts future outcomes based on an extension of historical 

conditions. Because extrapolation assumes that the forces acting on a target will remain 
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unchanged, this method is more useful for short-term future estimates, and should be 

used in situations where there is little uncertainty (ibid. 295-296). Concurrently, these 

features indicate the limited utility of this approach in supporting anticipatory 

intelligence.  

In contrast to extrapolation, projection is more useful for making “medium term” 

future estimates because it accounts for the likelihood that the key forces in play will 

change over time (Clark 2019, 307; 298). There are several techniques that can be used 

assess the probability of future outcomes in projection, including “influence trees or 

diagrams” and “influence nets” (ibid. 300; 304-305). Additionally, Clark (2019, 314) 

mentions sensitivity analysis as a tool to “help the customer identify the significance of 

changes in probabilities that inform a projection.” However, he also highlights a point 

that has critical relevance for anticipatory intelligence. Clark (2019) specifies that 

projection and its associated techniques are only effective in situations that are unaffected 

by feedback processes. He contends that “if feedback loops emerge and are needed in 

influence diagrams, you will need to use techniques designed to handle dynamic 

feedback situations, such as simulation modeling” (Clark 2019, 304). As such, the 

prominent role of feedback in shaping the behavior of complex systems renders 

projection as an ineffective method of anticipatory intelligence.  

The incompatibility between anticipatory intelligence and forecasting— at least in 

the context of Clark’s approach to forecasting— is less straightforward. The fact that 

forecasting accounts for the role of new forces, in addition to changing forces (Clark 

2019, 314), suggests that it is a method that is better equipped to deal with higher levels 
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of uncertainty. This speculation is further supported by Clark’s (2019, 309) push for an 

approach to forecasting that is both “nonlinear” and requires “multidisciplinary analysis.” 

Additionally, in discussing the variety of factors that can contribute to the emergence of 

“new forces,” in a given situation, Clark (2019, 308) explicitly addresses the need to 

account for the array of “background forces” associated with the effects of feedback in 

complex system. He contends that “because of the resulting complexity, most forecasting 

relies on the use of scenarios,” and moreover, typically involves “defin[ing] alternative 

futures of the target framework, not just the most likely one” (ibid. 314; 308).  

While these specific components are compatible with complexity theory, the 

analytic process that is used to define these scenarios is not. Forecasting, like 

extrapolation and projection, is rooted in causal modeling, which we’ve established as 

having limited utility for analyzing complex systems behavior. Moreover, although 

forecasting produces multiple alternative futures that exhibit varying trends and events, 

this method applies probabilistic reasoning and, consequently, assigns a statistical 

likelihood to each potential outcome, in order to ultimately identify the “more likely 

forecast future” (Clark 2019, 310). The high level of uncertainty that is produced by 

complex systems behavior effectively frustrates the ability to make value-based 

predictions about future events. While there are some elements of complexity science that 

have been integrated into Clark’s (2019) account of forecasting, the underlying causal 

logic and probabilistic approach fall short of being useful for anticipatory intelligence.  

On the utility of forecasting, Pease (2020, 108) offers the following advice: “my 

own rule of thumb… [is to] run from anyone who makes forecasting appear formulaic. 
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Rather, we must analyze each situation to diagnose what is predictable and whether we 

have something useful to say about the future.” This nuanced view carries over to Clark’s 

(2019) in his acknowledgement that the utility of estimative intelligence—including 

extrapolation, projection, and forecasting— is limited to cases that involve convergent 

phenomena, and estimative methods very clearly fall short in supporting the revised 

anticipatory intelligence objective.  

When the analyst is tasked with an issue that stems from divergent phenomena, 

Clark (2019) recommends bypassing estimative methods in favor of more functional 

alternatives. Specifically, he recommends using “high impact/low probability analysis,” 

which is deigned to inform the customer of “the unlikely outcomes that could have sever 

adverse effects on their interests” (Clark 2019, 294). His description of plausible scenario 

development and monitoring process is more akin to strategic warning analysis, which is 

specific method that will be discussed in the next section.  

Outcome Scenarios 

This more nuanced view of estimative intelligence is further expanded in Clark’s (2019) 

description of the intelligence product that results from these three different estimative 

methods. Despite the key distinctions between extrapolation, projection, and forecasting, 

they are all grounded on causal modeling. Consequently, these three methods also 

produce the same type of intelligence product, which Clark (2019, 317) terms as 

“outcome scenarios,” that “convey to the customer the possible courses of events” and 

“emphasize major forces that could shape the future.” In addition to offering a more 

nuanced approach to probabilistic analysis, Clark’s (2019) use of “outcome scenarios” as 
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the estimative intelligence product exemplifies the permeable boundaries of 

Hendrickson’s (2018) futures exploration paradigms with regards to assessing the 

features of specific methods. Whereas the underlying logic of estimative methods 

substantially align with the premises of Hendrickson’s (2018) forecasting paradigm, 

Clark’s (2019) integration of scenarios, and explicit acknowledgement that specific 

situations will exhibit varying degrees of uncertainty, overlaps with certain features of the 

Hendrickson’s (2018) scenarios paradigm. 

More specifically, Clark (2019) contends that there are four types of scenarios 

that the analyst can draw on to present findings. The driving-force scenario, system-

change scenario, and slice-of-time scenario are all appropriate forms to use when the 

analyst is dealing with convergent phenomena, whereas the demonstration scenario is the 

form that is used for “high impact-low probability” analysis when divergent phenomena 

are present (Clark 2019, 320-321). With the exception of demonstration scenarios, the 

other three forms are largely grounded on causal assessments of “driving forces.” 

However, Clark (2019, 320) contends that the utility of outcome scenarios as a product 

lies in the ability for the analyst to provide the customer with several “possible” future 

scenarios that vary based on “alternative levels of change for each [uncertain] factor or 

force.” In this context, the notion of “prediction” seems to be somewhat more nuanced. 

Whereas Hendrickson’s (2018, 228) forecasting paradigm renders prediction as 

assessing the “probability of specific outcomes,” Clark’s (2019) approach to estimative 

intelligence maintains the specificity of this objective, while also expanding the scope of 

application to situations with higher degrees of uncertainty by allowing the analyst to 
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present multiple probable, specific outcomes to customer. Pherson and Pherson (2017) 

justify the logic behind this approach. They contend that: 

The job of an analyst is to provide accurate depictions of the range of potential 

events so that no matter what happens, clients are not surprised. The key to 

success for an estimative or strategic foresight analysis is to imagine and portray 

the range of realistic scenarios, what decision makers might observe as the future 

is unveiled, and the implications of the alternatives and choices available to deal 

with those futures (Pherson and Pherson 2017, 54). 

 

While estimative methods are largely designed to provide customers with 

information that helps them better prepare for possible future developments, the linear 

logic that grounds these predictive methods offer limited utility for analyzing complex 

systems. Jervis (1997, 29) attributes the limitations of prediction as being due to the 

“interconnections” in complex systems, which means that “many effects are indirect, 

mediated, and delayed,” and any given behavior can “influence events in places or times 

far removed.” This feature, in conjunction with the dynamic character of complex 

systems, places severe limitations on extent to which humans can effectively predict 

specific future outcomes. Without discrediting the more nuanced view of estimative 

intelligence that is posited by Clark (2019), along with Pherson and Pherson (2017), this 

approach has limited use in the context of anticipate intelligence.    

Traditional Socio-Cultural Frameworks in Intelligence Analysis 

The previous section on causal modeling in estimative intelligence briefly discussed the 

integration of the PMESEII framework. This technique exemplifies the characteristics of 

traditional socio-cultural frameworks that are used within the IC. The PMESII framework 

is one of the more traditional socio-cultural models designed to address the social 
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dimension of intelligence issues, but these approaches are notorious for viewing social 

factors as static, siloed categories that are often used as explanatory variables, and linked 

to the motivations and causal drivers of adversary behavior.  

The static nature of these frameworks is directly tied to the institutionalized 

meaning that is assigned to corresponding terminology. Namely, the concepts of 

“society” and “culture” are treated as bounded, static categories. This characterization is 

visible in Hall and Citrenbaum’s (2010, 235) description of “cultural analysis” which 

they define as “knowing a particular culture, its people, and their patterns of behavior 

deriving from traditional, culturally induced attitudes, behaviors, social norms, and 

conditions.” The problem with this definition is that it treats culture and social norms as 

static, external entities that operate as explanatory variables or causal “drivers” of the 

specific actions and behaviors of individuals within a particular culture or society.  

Salazar (2017) further illuminates the extent to which such traditional views of 

culture and meaning connect directly to the US government’s conceptualization of 

narrative as a causal driver of violence, and he suggests that this logic largely grounded 

the widespread USG countermessaging and counternarrative efforts within the GWOT. 

Specifically, he outlines four phases of rationales that emerged within Western discourse 

over the course of the GWOT to explain the growing popularity of Salafi jihadism. He 

contends that “a third, explanatory discourse [was] superimposed on the explanatory 

medico-psycho-sociological one: the narrative explanation, according to which every 

social action is driven by a ‘story’ one tells both oneself and others, and this ‘story’ is 

powerful by itself” (Salazar 2017, 138; emphasis added). Salazar (2017, 138) further 
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articulates how “narrative determinism”— or attribution of narrative as a cause of 

radicalization— promoted a growing emphasis on countermessaging and 

counternarrative, explaining: “The montage is simple: Potential terrorists tells each other 

a story about Islam that annuls History. We, therefore, must produce counterpropaganda 

and offer a counter-history, a counter-narrative.” The strong emphasis on 

counternarrative as a “soft” strategy to support counterterrorism and counterinsurgency 

efforts within the GWOT indicates that this broad conflict system is an overarching 

context that would benefit from narrative analytic methods that draw on a more dynamic 

view of meaning as fluid and negotiated in interaction.  

When the definitions of social concepts such as culture and narrative are 

operationalized in an analytic framework, the fixed, static nature of these terms translates 

over into findings that stem from analysis. This issue is visible within the national 

security domain, and most notably appears in relation to the widespread use of PMESII 

framework. PMESII is an acronym that is commonly integrated in traditional, target-

centric approaches to intelligence analysis, specifically to structure the analyst’s 

assessment of system effects within six categories or domains: Political, Military, 

Economic, Social, Infrastructure, and Information (Clark 2019, 119).  

This traditional framework identifies four different categories of action that are 

available to the intelligence customer (otherwise known as “instruments of national 

power,”), separating actions as either diplomatic, information, military, or economic 

(DIME), and the PMESII framework establishes the six socio-cultural domains where the 

customer may see the effects of actions (ibid.). In the realm of anticipatory intelligence, 
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Clark (2019, 271) argues that the PMESII factors are a useful starting point for 

identifying the causal drivers or “forces” that will determine future outcomes.  

The PMESII framework is a prime example of the limited utility that comes from 

imposing static, bounded categories to understand the social dimension of national 

security challenges. Such approaches fail to capture the dynamic interaction of agents 

within a conflict system, and this issue is compounded by fact that these approaches 

encourage examination of separate categories of variables in isolation from other system 

elements and the broader system itself. This siloed, “stovepipe” approach has been 

subject to criticism within IC (Kerbel 2015) and is often connected to the causal-based 

modeling associated with estimative intelligence methods, which are largely incompatible 

with complexity science.  

The PMESII framework is commonly used to support both current intelligence 

analysis and future-oriented approaches. Clark (2019) suggests that the PMESII model 

improves the accuracy of estimative intelligence by accounting for a diverse range of 

environmental factors or “drivers” that affect the strategic issue in focus. To support this 

implication, he references a historical case of conflict between the US and Japan in 1941. 

Clark (2019, 272) argues that Japan had a visible “military edge” in the situation, but an 

assessment of the PMESII factors revealed an overall dominance in all other domains of 

power: political (more allies), economic (more natural resources), social (larger 

population), infrastructure (better manufacturing capabilities), and information (eventual 

media edge). This example highlights the overall problem with the PMESII framework in 

treating the social dimension of conflict as a set of bounded, static variables.  
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The use of static, socio-cultural categories in intelligence analysis conjoins with 

overlapping socio-cultural work within the defense community. The US militarily has 

devoted substantial resources to development and application of human, socio-cultural 

behavioral (HSCB) modeling. However, many of these efforts demonstrate the same 

issues as the PMESII framework in viewing social-cultural factors as static, causal 

drivers. For example, a report on HSCB information by the Institute for Defense 

Analyses concludes that “cultural, societal, and religious norms are drivers of behavior” 

and as such, “understanding what a cultural, ethnic, or religious group values and how it 

deals with property and leadership, with crime and redress, provides a necessary 

foundation for working effectively with the population and leadership” (Numrich 2010, 

4). Not only does this statement reinforce the view of “culture” as a static, bounded label 

that is assigned to a specific population, but it suggests that culture operates as a 

motivating variable that can be used to “explain” the actions of groups and individuals 

that fall within that assigned category.  

This type of approach demonstrates a siloed study of cultural factors that fails to 

account for the influence of other elements of the system. Moreover, the regard for 

cultural norms as causal driver of behavior demonstrates linear thinking, when in fact, 

cultural norms function as one of many different variables that shape behavior within a 

complex system. This conclusion is reinforced in Numrich’s (2010, 11) review of specific 

HSBC initiatives. For example, he summarizes the Defense Advanced Research Projects 

Agency’s (DARPA) initiative to support planning in the context of “complex military 

operations” in “large-scale system [environments].” Numrich (2010, 11) contends that the 
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Conflict Modeling, Planning and Outcomes Exploration (COMPOEX) project “begins 

with the military’s deconstruction of the influences in terms of [PMESII factors],” which 

are “characterized as either attributes in a virtual or simulated world, or as political or 

social actors.” There are several problems that this approach poses, the first being that it 

is grounded on the linear premise that the system can be understood by decomposing its 

parts and analyzing them in isolation. Additionally, it treats PMESII factors as fixed 

attributes of the system environment or fixed characteristics of system actors.  

Socio-Cultural Factors as Dynamic Variables  

This largely static, causal view of socio-cultural factors juxtaposes the systems-based 

view of meaning as dynamic and made in interaction. Lemke (1995, 157) offers clarity on 

this idea in his assertion that “making meaning is a practice, a process, an activity. It is 

not itself a formal system. All formal systems, all meaning relations, are immanent in and 

enacted by our actions, by what we do in using them.” There is a visible inconsistency 

between the dynamic characterization of meaning that Lemke (1995) offers and the static 

view that seems to guide traditional analysis within the intelligence and defense 

communities.  

This static view of these socio-cultural approaches are not limited to the IC. 

Whalen (2018) draws on contributions from relational sociology in calling for a shift 

more broadly across the social sciences as well. He highlights the dynamic nature of 

social systems in asserting that human activity is comprised of interaction; Human agents 

interact with other human agents and also interact with the system environment. 

Fundamentally, interaction is a process. Therefore, his argument outlines the value that 
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would come from “shifting the traditional, substantive view of many social disciplines to 

a relational, processual viewpoint,” or the “transformation of the social sciences into 

studies of human processes rather than studies of static human substance” (Whalen 2018, 

82).  

This assertion is further validated by a recent RAND report on the future of social 

and behavior research and modeling, which cites the tendency for existing models to 

exhibit “fixed” system boundaries, thus affirming the need for modeling approaches that 

reflect the dynamic nature of complex social systems (Davis et al., 2018, 14, xiv). 

Moreover, the report specifies that the dynamic nature of complex systems necessitates a 

reorientation of modeling objectives that moves away from “prediction” and focuses 

more on “possible futures exploration” (ibid. 92).  

Davis et al. (2018, 1; xiii) contends that this shift will produce modeling 

approaches that support “planning under uncertainty” and “anticipate how [socio-

behavioral] phenomena may plausibly unfold.” Moreover, they reinforce the utility of this 

shift in contending with the challenges that are inherently unique to social systems, often 

being “problems with no a priori solutions,” and argue that in the context of these 

challenges, “solutions, if they are found at all, emerge from human interaction” (ibid. 

xvii). Davis et al. (2018) acknowledge the inherent challenges of modeling social systems 

due to their “structurally dynamic” character that stems from interaction (ibid. xiv). 

However, the authors contend that research efforts should move beyond the dominant 

“narrow and fragmented” approach to prioritize the development of models that 
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“emphasize relationships” and “reflect [the] subtleties” of complex systems dynamics 

(Davis et al., 2018, xv, xvi).  

Conflict systems are inherently social systems because they are product of human 

interaction. This matters for national security because there is a reciprocal relationship 

between the meaning that is produced in interaction and the material conditions of the 

system. In conflict systems, socio-cultural factors are dynamic variables that differ in 

both meaning and importance within a given episode of interaction. There is a visible 

need for an anticipatory intelligence method that allows the analyst to identify both the 

dominant contextual factors at play within an episode of interaction between adversaries, 

as well as trace their visible shifts in importance over the course of the ongoing 

interaction.  

Jervis (1997, 38) highlights the importance of dynamic processes in complex 

systems, contending that “the status of a system at a particular point… depend[s] not only 

on the state of the particular variables, but also on how that state was reached.” This calls 

for a model that focuses on conflict dynamics, in lieu of analyzing the motives, goals, and 

actions of discrete agents in isolation from the conflict system. This type of approach 

moves beyond the analysis of static factors and drivers of conflict, to examine how 

conflict emerges and is altered through the patterns of interaction that unfold between 

opposing parties.  
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Strategic Warning Analysis 

Strategic warning analysis is another future-oriented method, which “monitor[s] 

indicators of possible ‘low-probability, high-impact’ events” (Gentry and Gordon 2019, 

15). While some regard warning analysis to be a “critical subset” of estimative analysis 

(Pherson and Pherson 2017, 54; Clark 2019, 294), others view warning intelligence as a 

standalone function that is separate from estimative intelligence (Gentry and Gordon 

2012, 12). Warning intelligence— also sometimes called indications analysis— was 

developed in early stages of the Cold War, when the USG was fearful of “surprise 

military actions” and “undeclared initiation of war” from Communist adversaries (Grabo 

and Goldman 2015, 1).  

According to Pease (2020, 125), warning is “one type of prediction [that] may be 

the most important thing done in intelligence” because it is focused on the “identification 

of a potential threat before it arrives.” However, he also alludes to varying functions that 

warning analysis can have within the intelligence domain, noting that “sometimes 

[warning analysis] is not a prediction per se but the identification of a vulnerability 

inherent to the situation” (ibid.). This latter function seems to deviate from forecasting 

events to support the discovery function of intelligence analysis (Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 

71) by exposing previously unknown weaknesses in our own capabilities or position, 

which would represent a wider, more holistic form of analysis as opposed to limiting the 

scope of analysis only to the actions of the adversary. 

The specific terminology that is used to define and describe warning analysis 

offers conflicting signals on its compatibility with complexity science. For example, 
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Gentry and Gordon (2019) define strategic warning analysis as “the process of alerting 

senior leaders to the emergence of important threats and opportunities that require a 

policy decision to deter, defend against, or exploit” (1; emphasis added). Likewise, Grabo 

and Goldman (2015) contend that the function of warning analysis is “to anticipate, 

insofar as collection and analysis will permit, what the enemy is likely to do, and 

particularly whether hostile nations are preparing to initiate military action in the 

foreseeable future” (2; emphasis added). While the italicized terms in this definition 

suggest the possibility that this approach corresponds with methods that are more akin to 

foresight, additional descriptions of the method exhibit contradicting terminology with 

these ideas.  

For example, Gentry and Gordon (2019) assert that one of the primary functions 

of strategic warning intelligence is “accurate prediction, or forecasting, of events of 

importance” (114; emphasis added). Similarly, Clark (2019, 97-98) acknowledges that 

some forms of warning analysis can be “time sensitive” if its function is to support 

tactical operations or contribute to current intelligence, but this principle is less 

applicable to strategic warning analysis because its primary function “involves 

identifying and forecasting emerging threats.” The contradicting terminology across these 

different descriptions reinforces Kerbel’s (2019) assertion of the IC’s tendency to misuse 

and digress from the traditional meaning of the complexity science concepts that they 

employ in their work.  
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The Indications and Warning (I&W) Method  

The specific method associated with warning intelligence is known as Indications and 

Warning (I&W) analysis, which involves identifying and monitoring specific indicators 

that support the analyst’s ability to assess the probability that a given event will occur. 

Grabo and Goldman (2015, 10) define an indicator as “a known or theoretical step which 

the enemy should or may take in preparation for hostilities.” Gentry and Gordon (2015, 

132) discuss the steps of this process in more detail: They describe a linear process that 

begins with generating a broad list of “possible” conflict developments in which an 

adversary takes action in some way against the US, and then further refining the list to 

only the “plausible” scenarios. The next step in the process is indicator development.  

Gentry and Gordon (2019, 132) explain that “for each scenario, analysts identify a 

path that could lead to the end-state,” and they generate a set of indicators that are 

associated with specific points along this hypothesized path. The predictive capability of 

warning analysis lies in monitoring these indicators and detecting changes that indicate 

movement by an adversary along one of the hypothesized trajectories. Biltgen and Ryan 

(2016, 115) note the important role of activity data that informs indicator development. 

Specifically, warning analysts collect activity data for the adversary in question and use 

this information to establish a “baseline” of activity patterns for the target. From that 

point, the analyst continues to monitor the target’s movements to track any deviation 

from their normal patterns, and the “abnormal” actions serve as warning indicators that 

signal a change in the trajectory of movement (ibid. 120).  
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Gentry and Gordon (2019, 133) identify four key characteristics that speak to the 

validity of an indicator, namely in their ability to be “predictive, diagnostic, 

unambiguous, and collectible.” While these features are intended to add rigor to the 

process, they appear to do so within a linear framework. The authors specify that 

indicators should be able to “consistently, causally predict the end-state of warning 

concern” (Gentry and Gordon 2019, 133). This requirement limits the utility of warning 

analysis in addressing complex issues because the inherent characteristics of such a 

system often defy the ability to draw cause-and-effect conclusions with any confidence. 

Likewise, Gentry and Gordon (2019, 133) establishes the “diagnostic” capacity of an 

indicator in terms of the extent to which it informs the likelihood of one scenario taking 

place over others. This probabilistic function has limited value in the analysis of complex 

systems, because the inherent interconnection and dynamic interaction of system 

elements hinders one’s ability to rank the likelihood of plausible outcomes with any 

amount of confidence.  

As a form of measurement, the use of indicators offers limited utility for 

analyzing the dynamics of complex systems. Jervis (1997) highlights some of the analytic 

challenges that are posed by the fundamental role of interaction in complex systems 

behavior. He asserts that, “If [complex] systems are troublesome for actors, they also 

pose methodological problems for analysts by complicating the concepts of power and 

causation, confounding standard tests of many propositions, and undermining the 

yardsticks of indicators of the success of policies” (Jervis 1997, 91). While his criticism 

of measurement efforts is directed at policymakers who want to quantify the success of 
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their actions in hindsight, many of his points can be equally applied to the use of 

indicators as a measurement of prediction.  

For example, he contends that “looking at a single yardstick to measure success in 

a complex system is likely to mislead because it fails to capture the multiple and indirect 

effects that will become increasingly important as the system reacts to the actor’s 

behavior” (Jervis 1997, 89). Likewise, if the analyst establishes a set of indicators that are 

focused on detecting changes in the actions or strategies of an adversary, they are likely 

to overlook other developments in the system that could indirectly change the trajectory 

of action for the target in focus. Moreover, Jervis (1997, 89) explains that “the meaning 

of the yardstick is especially vulnerable when two sides are in conflict. As each alters its 

behavior to try to defeat the other, many of the standard indicators of success will be 

drained of meaning even if neither side intends this effect.” The interdependence of 

elements and actors in complex systems brings an added layer of difficulty to establish 

informative indicators because, while the meaning of the indicators stays consistent over 

time, this meaning is likely to change for actors in question, which can effectively shift 

the trajectory of actions that could possibly unfold over the course of the interaction.  

The inherent complexity that stems from the interactions between system 

components and the broader system environment presents a particularly daunting maze 

that would prove difficult to systematically navigate and track via an established set of 

indicators. However, the use of indicators is not irrelevant altogether. Jervis (1997) 

alludes to the limited use of indicators as a function of tracking outcomes or predicting 

developments, but alternatively, they could be used a mechanism for tracing interaction 
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processes and identifying critical moments in these interactions. He contends, “because 

actors are part of the system, it may not be possible to judge progress or the success of a 

policy by using a fixed yardstick. We can, however, try to trace the ramifications of an 

action and detect the operations of the systems dynamics (Jervis 1997, 74; emphasis 

added). This alternative use of indicators represents a potential opening to explore as an 

element of supplement anticipatory intelligence methods.  

As an overall method, strategic warning analysis demonstrates several 

incompatibilities with the complexity-based approach to anticipatory intelligence. Pease 

(2020) reinforces this conclusion by inferring that this method is more useful in situations 

characterized by lower levels of uncertainty. He contends that “the most effective 

warnings come with clear and compelling evidence. …Quite appropriately, the 

intelligence collectors get the credit for this type of warning. Understandably, the vaguer 

and more contradictory the evidence, the more reluctant the customer will be” (Pease 

2020, 126). It is also worth noting that Gentry and Gordon (2019) appear to agree with 

this conclusion on the incompatibility of the two concepts. They criticize the vagueness 

of the concept of anticipatory intelligence as it is used within the IC and, in contrast to 

others who view anticipatory intelligence as a “longer-range” supplement to the more 

“immediate, policy relevant” function of warning analysis, they contend that “the 

anticipatory intelligence concept damages the strategic warning function” (Gentry and 

Gordon 2019, 153-154).  

However, the assertion that the underlying premises of warning analysis are 

incompatible with complexity science should not be construed as a dismissal of the 
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method altogether. There are other types of challenges that warning analysis can help us 

to understand, and its benefits are not limited to the intelligence field. In fact, Gentry and 

Gordon (2019, 140-142) highlight Gregory Stanton’s work in the conflict resolution field, 

noting that relevance of his work on identifying and monitoring the stages of genocide as 

one “variant of the I&W method.” The utility of any analytic method will be dependent 

on the type of challenge that the customer wants to understand. Moreover, the limited 

applicability of the method as a whole does not mean that there is no insight to be gained 

from existing literature on the topic. Gentry and Gordon (2019) provide the most current 

and comprehensive review of new developments, as well as key challenges, in warning 

analysis, and there are multiple facets of their evaluation which translate in relevant ways 

to anticipatory intelligence.  

Horizon Scanning 

While I&W analysis is the dominant method for conducting warning analysis, Gentry and 

Gordon (2019) review a range of associated techniques and approaches that have been 

developed in recent years. This discussion includes a category of approaches that they 

label as “horizon scanning,” and they describe the emergence of horizon scanning as “a 

manifestation of the widespread perception that the world is becoming more complex” 

(Gentry and Gordon 2019, 149). While horizon scanning is relatively underdeveloped as 

formal category of techniques, there are several general characteristics of the concept that 

appear consistent with the revised definition of anticipatory intelligence. The compatible 

concepts associated with horizon scanning include “strategic foresight,” imagination, 

emergence, and long-term future orientation (Gentry and Gordon 2019, 149). Despite this 
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theoretical overlap, horizon scanning appears to be underdeveloped as a formal concept, 

but it is a worthwhile concept that could potentially support the anticipatory intelligence 

objective.   

Risk Assessment, Mistakes and Unintended Consequences 

One of the more tangible insights that comes from the literature on warning analysis is 

Gentry and Gordon’s (2019, 159) recommendation that warning analysis should account 

for the possibility that leaders will make mistakes in their policies and actions. The 

underlying assumptions of realism and rational choice theory largely undergird political 

analysis and leadership decisions, which can influence the analyst’s tendency to assume 

that decision-making is grounded on rationality. Gentry and Gordon (2019, 159) 

emphasize a means for countering this dominant assumption by ensuring that the analytic 

process “anticipates mistakes” that will be made by leaders in future conflicts. 

To some extent, this argument is merely a reframed account of risk assessment. 

Within the intelligence field, Clark (2019, 348) contends that risk analysis must be 

factored into an analyst’s study of a target program or set of operations. He defines risk 

analysis as “an interactive process in which an analyst identifies and prioritizes risks 

associated with the problem, assesses the effects of the risk, and then identifies 

alternative actions to reduce them” (ibid.). While Clark’s (2019, 348) account of risk 

assessment is focused on logistical details that fall within the programmatic, technical, 

production, and engineering domains, Gentry and Gordon’s (2019) attention to leadership 

errors could qualify as a form of risk assessment at the strategic level, as opposed to the 

more tactical application that is highlighted by Clark. 
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However, an important point that Gentry and Gordon (2019) clarify on this matter 

is that these unexpected mistakes are not confined to adversarial leaders; analysts must 

also account for the errors that their own leaders will make in future situations. 

Specifically, they argue that “leaders make such mistakes for reasons that recur,” and 

elaborate further on why this is a critically important— but significantly overlooked— 

factor in intelligence analysis:  

By observing their own leaders, warning analysts may be able to craft warning 

messages in ways that help their principals to avoid or ameliorate such errors or 

help them appreciate why foreign leaders misunderstand them. …Yet many 

national intelligence cultures, especially strongly in the United States, prohibit 

assessment of their own countries and their leaders. … Psychologists have long 

noted that people in general are prone to see unfavorable intentions in others’ 

decisions, while they tend to see their own aggressive or mistaken actions as 

unavoidable given their situations. Consequently, threat warning analysts are 

likely to make excessively harsh judgments about the policies of adversaries and 

to dismiss others’ perceptions of one’s own country’s actions as precipitating 

factors (Gentry and Gordon, 2019, 159-160).  

 

Clark (2019) highlights an overlapping issue in the tendency for policymakers to 

overlook “unintended consequences” of their actions. He contends that “when an 

organization or person acts, they often focus on solving the highly visible problem and 

fail to recognize the possible adverse consequences of the selected solution” (Clark 2019, 

311). The ability to anticipate both our own mistakes and unintended consequences of our 

actions could be somewhat mitigated by including US actions in the scope of analysis on 

a given issue.  

While it is impossible to know whether or not this gap has received more 

substantial attention within the realm of classified work, the language used to articulate 

the 2019 NIS strategic objectives suggests this gap may very well extend to the work that 
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takes place behind closed doors. A review of the section that defines the IC’s 

counterterrorism objective serves to illustrate this point. The analytic components of this 

objective demonstrate a comprehensive approach to understanding the activities, 

ideological and motivating factors, and financial networks of adversaries engaged in 

terrorism, and give explicit recognition to the importance of “context,” in terms of 

understanding how a specific adversary fits within the broader “global terrorism 

landscape” (Coates 2019, 12).  

Additionally, the document emphasizes the challenges that stem from “the 

dynamic nature of the terrorist threat” (ibid. 12). There is no indication, however, of an 

effort to understand the significance of the adversary’s actions as moves in an ongoing 

conflict with other parties, including the USG. This language treats USG actions as 

merely a counter response to foreign threats, instead of treating USG actions and 

decisions as a dynamic factor in conflict systems. By integrating our own actions into the 

scope of analysis, this shift opens a new angle of understanding to supplement existing 

analytical efforts, because it allows us to study the meaning of the adversary’s actions as 

moves and countermoves in an ongoing relationship.  

Opportunity Analysis 

A second key point that comes from Gentry and Gordon’s (2019) critical reflection on 

warning analysis pertains to the type of events that the analyst is trying to predict. 

Historically, warning analysis is focused on forecasting future threats posed by 

adversaries, with particular emphasis on military threats (Gentry and Gordon 2019, 111; 

114). Clark (2019, 98) confirms that “the traditional approach to I&W has been to 
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develop indicators, or norms, for military force deployments and activity.” While more 

recent developments have expanded the scope of this focus, Gentry and Gordon (2019, 

227) emphasize that “warning is about threats and opportunities.” They assert that 

“effective warning cannot be about just military threats. Warning must address a broad 

range of threats and offer policy opportunities to decision-makers if it is to survive as a 

distinct intelligence function” (ibid.). 

However, the connotation of the term “opportunities” in this context appears 

limited to preemptive action as a means of threat reduction. Pease’s (2020) reinforces this 

meaning in his explanation of the term. He contends that intelligence analysts “owe it to 

[the customer] to provide [their] clearest thinking about the minimum level of action that 

might avert the threat. In the directorate of analysis, we call this ‘opportunity analysis.’ It 

should be a required part of warning.” (ibid. 128). If the meaning of “opportunity 

analysis” were to be extended beyond the confines of preemptive threat aversion, this 

could present openings to consider non-kinetic opportunities that could function as an 

indirect form of threat prevention based on their capacity to influence the trajectory of 

ongoing conflict with an adversary.  

To this end, “opportunities” coincide with the integration of risk management 

techniques in the intelligence field. According to Clark (2019, 348) risk management 

involves “the definition of alternative paths to minimize risk and set criteria on which to 

initiate and terminate these activities. It includes identifying alternatives, options, and 

approaches to mitigation.” In the context of complex conflict systems, “opportunities” 

manifest as critical moments in an ongoing interaction that represent entry points for one 
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of more parties to act strategically in a way that aims to shift or disrupt the ongoing 

pattern of interaction. In other words, “opportunities” are moments when the system 

conditions are conducive for employing specific low-risk strategies for de-escalation, and 

parties must draw on a wide range of strategic tools in order to maximize their ability to 

disrupt a perpetuating cycle of violence. 

The Role of Perception in Social Systems 

In his critique of military applications of socio-cultural modeling, Numrich (2010, 3) 

argues that one vital factor that traditional approaches seem to exclude is the role of 

perception in shaping actions and decisions. He contends that “in all things human, 

perception is reality,” to the extent that “the way the different factions of the population 

perceive and react to the situation is at the core of working effectively in the human 

environment” (ibid.). Numrich (2010, 3-4) characterizes perception as dynamic factor 

and acknowledges the socio-cultural influence on perception to the extent that an 

individual’s “perception and consequent reaction are based upon expectations 

conditioned by experience and societal norms.” To this end, he also emphasizes that “all 

actions, kinetic and non-kinetic, change perceptions and influence a population” (ibid. 5).  

Warning analysis is distinct from traditional socio-cultural models in that it 

explicitly attends to the role of perception in conflict. Gentry and Gordon (2019, 121) 

argue that effective warning analysis pays heed to “leaders’ perceptions— not objective 

situations,” and cite the tendency of analysts to assess “the likely actions of others based 

on what the analysts see as the ‘objective’ situation of the intelligence target, not the 

situation the assessed actor sees.” Similarly, they refer to the military’s view of threats as 
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“composed of ‘capabilities’ and hostile intentions” (ibid. 111) and cite the explicit need 

to incorporate warning indicators that reflect the “purpose of threatening behavior” (ibid. 

131).  

The intelligence and defense communities share an overlapping preoccupation 

with discerning adversary intentions and perceptions, and this aspiration is highly visible 

in the objectives of warning analysis. While perception is unquestionably a subjective 

concept, there are numerous positivist techniques that are embedded in warning analysis 

and related threat assessment efforts that attempt to “measure” perception. For example, 

Prunckun (2010, 150) identifies four specific methods that the US Army recommends for 

measuring perception in analysis, such as identifying “demographic and cultural factors 

that shape perceptions and reactions,” and “monitor[ing] editorial and opinion pieces of 

relevant newspapers for changes in tone or opinion shifts that can steer or may be 

reacting to the opinions of a society, organization, or group.”  

The emphasis on analyzing perception in warning analysis is useful to the extent 

that it demonstrates the IC’s awareness of the social dimension of conflict as inherently 

subjective in nature. A substantial portion of the IC’s intelligence collection efforts are 

focused on acquiring material evidence on the target’s capabilities, particularly at the 

operational level. Strategic warning analysis confirms the IC’s recognition that material 

data must be supplemented by analysis that attends to the role of meaning in shaping 

national security conflicts. However, the concept of perception, as it is used in this 

context, implies that meaning is a cognitive phenomenon. To this end, the range of 

techniques that are used in warning analysis to assess the adversary’s intentions and 
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perceptions are confined to a psychological paradigm: they confine the role of meaning to 

the individual’s state of mind. These approaches fail to attend to the dynamics of 

meaning-making that unfold in interaction between parties in conflict.  

Moreover, this view reinforces the problematic approach of the more traditional 

socio-cultural models discussed in the previous section, because it designates “society” 

and “culture” as static, bounded categories that operate as causal drivers of perception. In 

other words, it supports the inclination to cite specific socio-cultural norms as 

explanatory variables that help us understand how the adversary thinks and reasons. The 

emphasis on perception in warning analysis fails to account for the dynamic, fluid 

character of socio-cultural factors as embedded layers of context in a social system.  

This issue is further compounded in restricting the role meaning to the cognitive 

realm. In arguing that existing anticipatory intelligence efforts fail to attend to the social 

dimension of complex systems, I am referring to meaning that emerges in interactions 

between human actors in a system. Meaning is both a driver and a product of interaction 

and it is not confined to cognitive reasoning. As human agents engage in interaction, they 

assign and ascribe meaning to their own actions and the actions of others within the 

system. The production of meaning is a dynamic, collective process that transpires 

externally in public sphere, not in the individual mind. The premises of social 

constructionism informs the conceptualization of meaning as “realized relationally” 

(Lemke 1995, vii) and “worked out socially between people through interaction” 

(Littlejohn and Domenici 2001, 215). Additionally, this implies that meaning is “never 

singular; it is always multiple and continually embedded in context” (ibid. 214-215).  
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This is a critical distinction for intelligence analysis because these contrasting 

views of meaning draw on different types of data. The type of data that is used to assess 

an adversary’s perception of an issue is impossible to validate and to some extent, 

involves speculation. In contrast, if the objective shifts to study the meaning that that is 

produced in interaction, the analyst gains the ability to collect empirical data, grounded in 

specific actions, to inform the analysis. This is a gap that does not appear to be addressed 

in existing anticipatory intelligence efforts. 

Activity-Based Intelligence 

Activity-based intelligence (ABI) is another major future-oriented methodology 

associated with anticipatory intelligence. As an overall methodology, it is highly 

compatible with the principles of complexity science though, as with any approach, it is 

not without its limitations. ABI is a much newer methodology, and to date, the most 

comprehensive manual on ABI was the published in 2016 by Patrick Biltgen and Stephen 

Ryan. They specifically advance ABI as functioning to support anticipatory intelligence, 

specifying that “in some circles, ABI has been conflated with predictive analytics and 

automated sensor cross-cuing, but the real power of the ABI method is in producing 

anticipatory intelligence” (Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 303). Moreover, their definition of the 

concept from the outset is an immediate indication that this approach is compatible with 

complexity principles. The authors contend that “anticipation is about considering 

alternative futures and what might happen… not what will happen” (ibid. 303, emphasis 

added). Like Kerbel (2019), the authors view anticipation as synonymous with 
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“foresight” and distinct from “prediction” and “forecasting” (Biltgen and Clark 2016, 

303, 305).  

However, Biltgen and Ryan (2016, 304) present a slightly more nuanced 

argument that softens the critique of forecasting methods by defining prediction as a 

“statement of fact” about a future event that “lacks estimate of likelihood, timing, 

confidence, or other factors that would justify this prediction.” The notable feature that 

distinguishes forecasting from strict prediction is the incorporation of “quantification and 

justification” to support the resulting conclusions (ibid. 303). This observation aligns 

with, and gives credence to, Clark’s (2019) point on estimative intelligence as distinct 

from prediction, even when the customer fails to acknowledge it as such. This subtle 

differentiation reinforces the utility of forecasting methods for understanding certain 

types of strategic challenges, but Biltgen and Ryan (2016) explain why it has limited 

utility in a systems context. They maintain that: 

Forecasts of the distant future are usually inaccurate because underlying models 

fail to account for disruptive and nonlinear effects. In contrast, foresight is better 

equipped to deal with situations that are characterized by higher levels of 

certainty, because it deviates from the attempt to postulate the relative probability 

of specific future events and instead, broadens the scope of consideration to 

examine a range of possible alternative futures, or scenarios of what may happen 

(Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 305). 

 

Whereas strategic warning analysis dates back to the Cold War period, ABI was 

developed in response to the increasing complexity that accompanied the Information 

Age (Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 3). Specifically, ABI emerged in the context of the Global 

War on Terror (GWOT) because the growing role of influential non-state actors in the 

global system created new challenges for analysts. Biltgen and Ryan (2016, xx, 12) 
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contend that “the fight against terror marked the transition from reporting on known 

targets to discovering the unknown” and thus, “ABI enables discovery as a core 

principle.” Ultimately, the traditional “target-centric” approach to intelligence analysis 

(Clark 2019) has limited utility if the analyst cannot identify the target. To this end, “it 

was in this environment, forged by the demands of asymmetric warfare and enabled by 

accelerating technology, in which ABI emerged as one of the first examples of data-

driven intelligence analysis approaches, focused primarily on spatial and temporal 

correlation as a means to discover” (Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 51). This data was used to 

study “activities”, or “events and transactions conducted by entities (people or vehicles) 

in an area” (ibid. 8).  

Biltgen and Ryan (2016) illuminate the role of ABI methods in supporting the 

IC’s counterterrorism mission using spatiotemporal data:   

Sometimes, the analysts would discover a series of unusual events that correlated 

across data sets. When integrated, it represented the pattern of life of an entity. 

The entity sometimes became a target. The subsequent collection and analysis on 

this entity, the resolution of identity, and the anticipation of future activities based 

on the pattern of life produced a new range of intelligence products that improved 

the effectiveness of a counterterrorism mission (Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 8).  

 

One of the fundamental distinctions between ABI and more traditional intelligence 

methods is that ABI often involves analyzing data without a specific question in mind. 

The appropriate forms of analysis that the analyst draws upon are largely determined by 

objective they set out to accomplish in the analysis; In contrast to predictive and causal 

forms of analysis, ABI is “exploratory,” in that it seeks to “discover relationships and 

connections by examining data in bulk, and sometimes without an initial question in 

mind” (Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 234).   
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Discovery Intelligence: ABI and High-Impact, Low Probability Analysis 

The exploratory function of ABI has led some to label this intelligence approach as a 

form of “discovery intelligence” which Biltgen and Ryan (2016, 71) define as “the 

category of intelligence primarily focused on identifying relevant and previously 

unknown potential information to provide decision advantage in the absence of specific 

requirements to do so.” The objective of discovery intelligence seems to substantially 

overlap with that of anticipatory intelligence, in the sense that its “discovery” function 

seems well suited for use in futures exploration. 

Interestingly, Biltgen and Ryan (2016, 71) identify one other specific approach 

that accompanies ABI as a form of discovery intelligence: high-impact, low probability 

assessment. While both approaches draw largely on activity-based data, these two forms 

of analysis differ in their use of this data. Biltgen and Ryan (2016) specify that warning 

analysis focuses on activity patterns. In the context of intelligence analysis, activity 

patterns are otherwise known as “patterns of life,” or “the specific set of behaviors and 

movements associated with a particular entity over given period of time” (ibid. 115). In 

warning analysis, these activity patterns constitute contextual data that allows the analyst 

to establish a “baseline” for normal behavior with respect to a specific actor, and they 

monitor for “abnormal” behavior that deviates from the established baseline activity 

patterns (ibid. 120). Moreover, Biltgen and Ryan (2016, 121-122) explicitly identify the 

underlying logic of this approach, in that it “assumes what is ‘abnormal’ is most 

important” and constitutes “potential indicators of events that require warning.”  
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While warning analysis is focused on activity data as indicators of possible future 

developments, ABI uses activity data for a different function: to identify the unknown 

entities or actors (Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 122). Biltgen and Ryan (2016, 122) illustrate 

the distinction between the two approaches according to the type of question they aim to 

answer. Warning analysis explores the “what” and “when” aspects of an intelligence 

issue, while ABI is focused on the “who” to establish the identity of the unknown target. 

To this end, ABI is concerned with “data correlations as opposed to establishing activity 

baselines” (ibid.). 

In the previous section on strategic warning analysis, we discussed the I&W 

method and the potential utility of indicators for tracing interaction processes and 

identifying critical moments. In this context, the use of activity data to establish baselines 

is an aspect that could be used to inform the development of supplemental anticipatory 

intelligence methods, with respect to devising a systematic process to identify critical 

moments or “windows of opportunity” to shift the trajectory of a conflict. However, in 

shifting the conversation back to ABI, the focus on data correlation is a notable feature 

that suggests potential compatibly with complexity science and warrants further 

exploration.  

ABI Pillars: Shifting the focus from causality to correlation 

The exploratory function of ABI is well-suited for the type of security challenges that 

stem from emergent behaviors in complex systems. Furthermore, there are four 

underlying premises, or “pillars,” that ground this methodology, and ABI’s focus on data 

correlation is derived combining these key premises. The first underlying principle of 
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ABI is “georeference to discover,” which involves “focusing on spatially and temporally 

correlating multi-INT data to discover key events, trends, and patterns” (Biltgen and 

Ryan 2016, 9). This pillar shapes the exploratory function of ABI that was highlighted in 

the previous section.  

The second underlying principle of this ABI as a methodology is “data 

neutrality,” which means that all types and sources of data are prioritized (Biltgen and 

Ryan 2016, 9), including open-source data (Clark 2019, 391). To this end ABI exhibits 

“multi-INT integration” by fusing multiple types of data in an all-source analysis 

approach (Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 52). This approach runs contrary to highly criticized 

“stove piping” approach that examines specific variables of a situation in isolation from 

their surrounding context, as if they occur in a vacuum (ibid. 49). 

The third underlying principle of ABI is “sequence neutrality,” which is a critical 

component in allowing ABI methods to avoid the problems associated with the linear 

logic underlying many traditional intelligence methods. The concept of sequence 

neutrality in ABI demonstrates an effort to navigate the causality trap that stems from 

misguided “narrative fallacy” and instead, focuses on correlation. Biltgen and Ryan 

(2016, 47-48) contend that, when analyzing a sequence of events, narratives are often 

employed as an explanatory mechanism by “weaving a logical relationship around [the 

events],” and thereby reducing the actions to a simple, straightforward causal chain of 

events: “Because event B happens after event A, event B must therefore have been 

caused by event A.” This tendency grows increasingly problematic with the growing 
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number of uncertain variables that are factored into a given intelligence issue. ABI 

maneuvers around this inclination in the following way:  

If we re-examine our approach, focusing on correlation rather than causation, we 

begin to see that the sequence in which events occur becomes fundamentally 

irrelevant— our only goal is to examine whether those data points can be 

correlated in space and time and only then begin to contextualize the meaning of 

those potential correlation (Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 49). 

 

The fourth and final principle of ABI is “integration before exploitation,” 

meaning that it supports “correlating data as early as possible, rather than relying on 

vetted, finished intelligence products, because seemingly insignificant events in a single 

INT may be important when integrated across multi-INT” (Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 9). 

Biltgen and Ryan (2016, 52) specify the benefits that stem from this approach in 

establishing “multi-INT correlations” in the earlier stages of analysis, which thereby 

“enables discovery of that which would be otherwise ignored.” 

The combination of these principles supports a shift away from the logic of linear 

causality toward a more appropriate emphasis on establishing correlation, thus setting 

ABI apart from many other methodologies. Biltgen and Ryan (2016) offer an example 

scenario in which an analyst uses ABI to illustrate how these principles come together to 

transcend the traditional causality trap. They walk through the process of georeferencing 

data, integrating multi-INT data, and developing data-driven questions. To this end, they 

distinguish between “forensic correlation” and “linear-forward correlation” (ibid. 49). 

Biltgen and Ryan (2016, 50) contend that “humans have an intuitive bias to see causality 

when there is only correlation,” but “by first exploring spatial correlation and only then 

examining temporal attribution, you are able to find correlations across vast chunks of 
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time that other analysts, viewing data in a linear-forward construct, would likely have 

missed.” 

Conceptually, these pillars coincide with the principle of complexity science and 

allow the analyst to pivot away from the traditional adherence to linear reasoning. 

Specifically, the spatiotemporal focus establishes multiple dimensions for data collection 

and analysis and fusing the spatial and temporal domains also supports a more holistic 

view of the data by allowing the analyst to make connections outside of temporal 

sequencing of events. The underlying premises that foster this process offer useful insight 

for developing supplemental anticipatory analysis methods. Specifically, it illustrates an 

explicit process for analyzing nonlinear interactions. By examining the data from 

multiple dimensions— achieved by superimposing a spatial lens over the traditional 

temporal paradigm— ABI establishes an explicit process that facilities discovery of 

nonlinear interactions and indirect effects in complex systems.  

Dynamic, Contextualized Analysis 

While the underlying principles of ABI present a nonlinear approach to intelligence 

analysis, the focus on activity data (Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 56) makes ABI an inherently 

dynamic approach as well, which further reinforcing its utility for anticipatory 

intelligence. Biltgen and Ryan (2016, 56) explain that ABI came to fruition in the 

“imagery and geospatial world” because the utility of “still images” declined in the 

context of conflict with non-state actors. They highlight the function of ABI in such 

contexts in focusing on activity data. Broadly, activity refers to “information relating to 

‘things people do’… even when we do not know their identities” (ibid. 56-57). The 
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dynamic nature of activity data in ABI is directly relevant for understanding complex 

system interactions.  

Moreover, the scope of activity data that is collected for ABI often involves 

micro-level actions that comprises the everyday activities of individuals (Biltgen and 

Ryan 2016, 57-58). There are two main categories of activity data that is collected at this 

level. Activities can include both transactions and events (ibid. 58). Transaction data in 

ABI is closely related to the study of interaction between agents in complexity science. 

According to Biltgen and Ryan (2016, 59), a transaction constitutes an “exchange of 

information” between actors and is significant because it conveys “the instantaneous 

expression of a relationship between two entities.” In ABI, a transaction “is defined by its 

temporal registration” and therefore, always has a discrete beginning and end point 

(Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 59).  ABI categorizes transaction data based on the medium of 

the exchange that takes place. Whereas in-person interaction is classified as a “physical 

transaction,” online communication is considered to be a “logical transaction” (ibid. 60-

61). Moreover, transaction data is not limited to linguistic exchanges. Biltgen and Ryan 

(2016, 61) offer an example of a logical transaction that involves the indirect exchange of 

financial information, specifying that in a “financial transaction through two bank 

accounts… each account is a proxy for an individual, or entity, and the flow of funds into 

one account and out of another represents an exchange.”  

While this category of activities is undoubtedly useful data in terms of 

understanding complex system dynamics, the parameters imposed by these subcategories 

exclude certain forms of indirect interaction. Specifically, with regard to the social 
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dimension of complex systems, these specifics fail to consider the interaction effects that 

take place through public discourse. For example, if a terrorist organization carried out an 

attack somewhere in the world and the White House administration issued a press release 

in response to this attack, this indirect interaction would qualify neither as a physical nor 

logical transaction. By excluding this form interaction from the scope of analysis, the 

analyst overlooks the potential effects that this rhetoric may have in shaping the 

trajectory of responses by the target organization. This is a specific gap that supplemental 

anticipatory analysis methods could help to fill.  

The second category of activity data in ABI is events. An event constitutes 

“recognizable movement or change conducted by an entity that has a specific meaning 

when viewed within a relevant context” and events are typically “defined by their spatial 

metadata components” (Biltgen and Ryan 2019, 61). As such, events are distinct from 

transactions in that they can have varying, or possibly indefinite, temporal parameters. 

Biltgen and Ryan (2016) offer two distinct examples that would both be considered 

events in ABI: an IED attack and a person living in a residence (ibid.). These two events 

have very different temporal parameters, in that that the IED attack has a discrete 

beginning and end point, whereas the time frame for the latter example could be 

indefinite.  

These two examples of events also illustrate the attention to context in ABI. When 

comparing these two activities in isolation, one could reasonably conclude that the IED 

attack is the more useful piece of information for intelligence purposes. However, this 

assessment fails to situate both events within their respective context. Contextualization 
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is the process that allows the analyst to derive the full meaning and significance of the 

data that is collected, and ABI appears to account for this critical point. Biltgen and Ryan 

(2016, 59) note that events are a primary source of activity data, but they also provide 

contextualization for other activities, and contend that “this is important because most 

activity conducted by entities does not occur in a vacuum; … it occurs simultaneously 

with activities conducted by different entities that occur in either the same place or 

time— and sometimes both.” This premise is highly compatible with complexity science 

because it acknowledges that system complexity stems from the simultaneous 

interactions of multiple system agents. Moreover, this methodology appears to account 

for the role of indirect relationships in complex systems. Biltgen and Ryan (2016, 59) 

specify that the “co-occurrence” is one specific type of “noncausal relationship” that is 

assigned to events that are connected by both spatial and temporal proximity, noting that 

these connections “provide us an indirect way to relate entities together based on 

individual data points.” 

The attention to context in ABI extends beyond the use of assessing the 

relationships between different activities. Biltgen and Ryan (2016) argue that “the fusion 

of activity and context” is critical in ABI, because the significance of activity data is 

derived from the contextual data that infuses it with meaning. They offer a very basic 

example that illustrates the strategic significance of contextual data in allowing the 

analyst to effectively anticipate the future actions of the entity in focus:  

Consider the case of a car approaching a four-way intersection. Will the car go 

straight, turn left, or turn right? There is a 33% chance of each event. Contextual 

info might show that the left-path is a dead-end road and the right path leads to a 

popular dept store. Who is the driver? Do they live on a dead-end road? Have they 
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shopped at the store before? Are they likely to? Activity data and contextual data 

help understand the nature of events and transactions— and sometimes even to 

anticipate what might happen (Biltgen and Ryan 2019, 62-63).  

 

In this case, the analyst’s ability to anticipate the car’s future direction is highly limited 

when only drawing upon the activity data. However, by using contextual data to situate 

the action in focus, the analyst gains a more detailed understanding of the entity’s 

previous actions and habits, as well as his relationship with his surroundings.  

To this end, Biltgen and Ryan (2016) allude to the broad array of information that 

constitutes contextual data. Context includes anything that gives the analyst a fuller 

picture of an entity’s environment. For example, the weather patterns can directly impact 

an individual’s activity, and therefore could be useful information for the analyst (ibid. 

62). However, the individual’s “biographical data” and “relational data” are also critical 

contextual layers that influence the meaning of the activities carried out by the individual 

in focus (ibid. 63-65). The life script of an individual influences the meaning of his 

activities, as does his relationship with other agents, “through formal and informal 

institutions, social networks, and other means” (ibid. 65). In this sense, ABI attends to 

some of the contextual layers that fall within the realm of the social dimension of conflict 

systems, thereby offering useful insight in the development of supplemental analytic 

methods.  

The dynamic nature of activity data and integrated contextualization mechanisms 

in ABI are extremely useful for studying the nonlinear relationships and interactions of 

complex systems. Of the overall methodological approaches discussed thus far, ABI 

provides the most relevant guidance in designing supplemental tools and techniques to 
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support the anticipatory intelligence objective. However, there is at least one visible 

limitation that ABI appears to share with estimative intelligence methods and strategic 

warning analysis. To reiterate a previous point, ABI deviates from the traditional target-

centric approach to intelligence analysis because it is designed to discover unknown 

targets, rather than study those which have already been identified. In spite of this 

difference, the established parameters of data collection are spatially distinguished, and 

limited to populations in a specific geographic area. To that end, the method does not 

appear integrate the USG into the scope of analysis. Because the goal is target discovery, 

the role of USG actions in affecting system dynamics is not explicitly addressed. The 

focus of this approach seems to be limited to discovering and countering the adversary. 

Despite this limitation, the specific modeling tools and techniques associated with ABI 

offer additional insight on developing methodological designs that support the analysis of 

complex systems dynamics.  

Exploratory Modeling in ABI 

Biltgen and Ryan (2016, 303, 305) contend that modeling and simulation are a 

fundamental component of anticipatory intelligence. There is some overlap in their view 

on modeling functions with that of Edward Waltz (2014), whose modeling expertise falls 

predominantly within the quantitative domain. Waltz’s (2014) view on the overall use of 

modeling in intelligence analysis overlaps with Clark’s (2019) system-based, target-

centric approach to intelligence. He presumes that models can be used to replicate the 

behavior of a target system, thereby allowing the analyst to “interact” with the model 

system in order to better understand system dynamics, specifically with regard to the 
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effects of specific actions or events (Waltz 2014, 139). Moreover, he identifies several 

types of systems that analyst might model. These categories include, but are not limited 

to, physical systems, cyber systems, and “human (social) systems” (Waltz 2014, 158). 

Waltz defines social systems as “natural systems of human-social activity dominated by 

human behavior and interaction within a cultural context,” and provides several examples 

of target systems that might be modeled within this category, including “political-military 

organizations, social groups, economies, [and] nation-states” (ibid. 158). The type of 

system that the analyst seeks to model is likely to affect the specific approach or 

approaches that she chooses to integrate into the research process.  

However, this determination is also critically influenced by range of available 

modeling techniques and their respective functions. Waltz (2014, 23) establishes the 

varying functions by identifying “categories of model representations,” which presumes 

there are four different model functions: prescriptive, descriptive, exploratory, and 

predictive. He clumps exploratory and predictive models together in terms of their ability 

to “represent the dynamic behavior of a system,” and contends that “these models are 

useful to national policy makers and operations planners who desire to explore the 

potential effects of their planned actions” (ibid.). However, Waltz (2014) offers 

additional elaboration on how these two types of models are distinct, despite certain 

overlapping objectives.  

Specifically, he describes exploratory modeling as a useful tool to “provide 

support to ‘thinking’— providing rigor, explanation, and anticipation to the analytic 

process” (Waltz 2014, 153; emphasis added.). Waltz (2014) conceptualizes predictive 
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models as providing more concrete findings on the likelihood of specific system effects, 

arguing that findings of this nature directly inform decision making for the customer. As 

such, he claims that predictive models are sometimes referred to as “action models” (ibid. 

155). For Waltz, predictive models provide statistical forecasts, whereby exploratory 

models are designed “to gain insight into potential behaviors and emergence” (ibid.). 

Biltgen and Ryan (2016, 308) offer a similar distinction between these two approaches, 

arguing that “predictive modeling says that future events will occur, but anticipatory 

modeling allows the analyst to formulate hypotheses and explore what might happen.”  

These overlapping perspectives are consistent with Kerbel’s (2019) explicit point 

that “anticipation” is akin to “foresight” as it pertains to complexity science, the meaning 

and function of which is very different from that of “prediction” and “forecasting” 

(despite the tendency within the IC to use the terms interchangeably). The purported 

function of exploratory models, per both Waltz (2014) as well as Biltgen and Ryan 

(2016) directly supports the underlying purpose anticipatory intelligence as foresight. 

Biltgen and Ryan (2016, 303) review several different forms of “exploratory models,” 

along with supporting tools and technology that facilitate the evaluation of possible 

alternative futures and inform decision-making.  

Simulation and Computational Models 

Exploratory analysis in ABI commonly draws on simulation and computational models, 

which are fundamental tools that are used within the IC to support learning and allow 

analysts to “experiment with mock scenarios” in order to explore multiple future 

trajectories and inform decision making (Patton 2010, 135). Kerbel (2019) references 
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simulation as a key tool for anticipatory intelligence, and Waltz (2014, 23) likewise 

argues that simulation models support anticipatory intelligence by allowing the analyst to 

explore the target system’s “behavior under varying conditions” and “identify [target] 

vulnerabilities.” Clark (2016, 400) also echoes this argument and explains that this 

process is “useful for helping decision makers chose among alternative actions by 

determining the likely outcomes of those actions.”  

The term “simulation” has different meanings within the IC. Waltz (2014, 159, 

209) acknowledges that, in some cases, the term is used to reference human gaming, but 

contends that “simulation modeling” in the context of ABI and exploratory modeling 

refers to “computational experiments” or “computational tools that operate models over 

time to produce dynamic behavior.” Likewise, in their detailed manual on ABI, Biltgen 

and Ryan (2016, 326) explicitly acknowledge that the scope of their discussion on 

anticipatory analysis is largely focused on “analytic, algorithmic, or simulation-based 

models that exist as computational processes.” These computational processes are 

quantitively-based, whereas Waltz (2014, 95) considers qualitative-based modeling to fall 

within the parameters of structured analytic techniques. He defines these qualitative 

approaches as “procedural analytic methods externalize mental models and the analytic 

procedures themselves in conceptual, explicit representations” (ibid.).  

There are strengths and limitations to both types of processes, but the research and 

development within the realm of ABI is focused mainly on quantitative, computational 

approaches. Specifically, simulation modeling constitutes a form of experimentation 

(Clark 2019, 141) that allow the analyst to model system dynamics using mathematical 
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equations and numeric input and output variables (Waltz 2014, 102). Clark (2019) 

articulates the benefits of using simulation models to understand complex system 

dynamics: 

Simulation models are mathematical descriptions of interrelationships believed to 

determine a system’s behavior. Simulations differ from other types of models in 

that the equations that constitute them cannot be solved simultaneously. You 

usually turn to simulation modeling when it is impossible or impractical to 

measure all of the variables necessary to solve the set of simultaneous equations 

that would fully describe a system (Clark 2019, 400). 

 

These models are useful for analyzing complex systems because they allow the analyst to 

incorporate and explore a much wider array of interacting variables and system effects 

that the human analyst cannot comprehensively identify without computational 

assistance.  

Additionally, there are numerous available quantitative approaches that can be 

integrated into a simulation to account for the high levels of uncertainty that characterize 

complex systems (Waltz 2014, 174). Waltz (2014, 173) identifies several different 

statistically based methods and contends that each one is designed to locate and quantify 

two different categories of uncertainty: “uncertainty in system description (simulation 

inputs) and uncertainty in system behavior (simulation outputs).” These methods speak to 

the IC’s innovative use of technology as a tool for understanding complex strategic 

challenges.  

However, the extent to which computational modeling helps us to understand 

complex systems behavior depends on the underlying logic upon which it is build. For 

example, Minhas, Hoff, and Ward (2018, 208) contend that using additive and 

multiplicative effects (AME) model for network analysis will show first-, second-, and 
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third-order network dependencies. They contend that “even bilateral events and processes 

take place within a broader system, and occurrences in one part of the system may be 

dependent upon events in another” (ibid. 208-209). Additionally, Minhas, Hoff, and 

Ward (2018, 211) explain how the additive component of AME involves “model[ing] 

first- and second-order dependencies” and the multiplicative component involves “an 

accounting of third-order dependence patterns that can arise in relational data.” The 

problem with this approach, however, is that this AME model is “built on a generalized 

linear modeling framework” (ibid. 208). In other words, although this model exhibits the 

capacity to illustrate more complex relationships beyond dyadic connections, the nature 

of these relationships is still linear (i.e., are directly linked in a cause-and-effect 

relationship).  

Hainmueller, Mummolo, and Xu (2018, 163) tackle this problem head on in their 

research on multiplicative interaction models, which are built on a linear regression 

model. They argue that this is problematic because it “assumes interaction effect is 

linear” (ibid. 167), and assumption which they suggest “often does not hold in practice” 

(ibid. 185). To test their hypothesis, Hainmueller, Mummolo, and Xu (2018, 181) 

replicate 46 published studies that used multiplicative interaction modeling to show that 

“fitting linear interaction models can mask nonlinearities in interaction effects and 

therefore result in misspecification bias.” They propose that this limitation can be 

addressed through a “checklist of simple diagnostics to assess the validity of these 

assumptions and offer flexible estimation strategies that allow for nonlinear interaction 

effects and safeguard against excessive extrapolation” (ibid. 163). This research 
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demonstrates that, although technological modeling advancements hold the potential to 

yield findings which lie beyond the capacity of information that human analysts can 

produce without these tools, these models are only as good as the underlying logic that is 

used to constructed them.  

Agent-Based Modeling and Systems Dynamics Modeling  

Although the use of simulation and computational models is not limited to ABI, there are 

two specific types of “advanced exploratory models” that are often used to support ABI: 

agent-based modeling and system dynamics modeling (Biltgen and Ryan 2016). Biltgen 

and Ryan (2016, 320) define agent-based modeling (ABM) as “an approach that develops 

complex behaviors by aggregating the actions and interactions of relatively simple 

‘agents.’” Colander and Kupers (2014, 53) describe ABM as “the workhorse of 

complexity science,” arguing that these models “allow scientists to study systems that are 

beyond tractable mathematics. Scientists can play out what happens in a computer with 

all its variations, rather than having to build formal theory.”  

Agent-based modeling and simulation is particularly useful for responding to 

complex, dynamic challenges. For example, Colander and Kupers (2014) discuss the use 

of agent-based simulation to explore an issue related to traffic flows within a town in the 

Netherlands. In a case like this, decision makers would likely have a finite set of possible 

policies or institutional changes that could be used to address the problem. ABM can help 

to narrow down these options by modeling the potential changes that each specific action 

might produce in the system. In this specific example, Colander and Kupers (2014, 60) 

analyzed traffic flows in other contexts to generate strategic options for the case. They 
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noticed that “German highways have much shorter ramps,” and then were able to 

introduce this change into their model to see if it had an impact on the traffic flows. 

Although this example is not directly tied to national security and intelligence challenges, 

it demonstrates the utility of agent-based simulation as a tool that supports alternative 

futures exploration by allowing the analyst the explicitly model system dynamics and 

observe the direct and indirect changes that take place when certain inputs are introduced.  

The underlying logic of this technique is influenced by complexity science in 

several ways. First, ABM is largely focused on micro-level interactions between system 

agents (Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 321), which complexity theory regards as the source of 

macro-level emergent behavior. Following from this premise, the modeling process 

involves “aggregating the actions and interactions of relatively simple ‘agents’” (ibid. 

320). In order to do this, the analyst establishes “a set of simple rules and replicator 

dynamics” that are used to define system behavior, as opposed to “a set of static 

equations” (Colander and Kupers 2014, 52). In computational modeling, rule-based 

learning takes place when “a series of known logical rules are encoded directly as an 

algorithm,” and allows the analyst to “translat[e] a descriptive model into executable 

code” (Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 308). This technique facilitates systematic analysis of 

micro-level system interactions, while allowing to analyst to visualize a dynamic array of 

complex interactions that exceed beyond the confines of system behavior that the 

individual analyst is capable of identifying without this computational assistance.  

Moreover, because the ABM is focused on interactions between system agents, 

the rules that are written to define the system reflect the “goals” of actors in social, 
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political, and economic contexts, and “goal-seeking adaptation” becomes visible in the 

simulation process as agents respond to changes in their environment (Waltz 2014, 174; 

Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 321). Biltgen and Ryan (2016, 321) explain why this is such a 

useful tool for anticipatory intelligence: “ABM is a valid technique when analysts can 

specify some simple rules and objectives they believe an adversary would employ but 

cannot define macro-level behaviors. Simulations reveal the likely decision pathways 

based on how multiple agents interact and influence a changing environment.” The 

integrated technology that is used to create these models allows the analyst to visualize 

and identify specific system dynamics and effects that are produced at the macro level 

from the basic set of rules that are defined at the micro level, thereby revealing “unknown 

behaviors and relationships… that result from purposefully complex interactions of 

otherwise simple rules and objectives” (ibid. 320). This is an invaluable tool for 

anticipatory intelligence. 

However, ABM is not without its limitations. Biltgen and Ryan (2016) 

acknowledge that the value of this approach is, to some extent, dependent on the user’s 

capability and knowledge of the target issue and its surrounding environment. They 

contend that agent-based models “can’t do what they aren’t told: rule-based models are 

limited to user-defined rules, and statistically generated models are limited to the 

provided data” (Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 327). To this end, the model is only as good as 

the analyst that develops it. There is another significant limitation to agent-based 

modeling that specifically pertains to its ability to address the social dimension of 

complex security challenges. Many ABM approaches account for social, political, and 
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economic contextual factors in the process of constructing and building the micro-level 

rules that govern agent behavior in the system. However, that process fails to account for 

the central role of meaning as both a product and a driver of interaction between system 

agents.  

This limitation likewise applies to system dynamics modeling, which is another 

key technique that is used in ABI. System dynamics modeling, as the name would 

suggest, is focused on the dynamic interaction of system elements, and “defines 

relationships between variables in terms of stocks and flows” (Biltgen and Ryan 2016, 

321). Jay Forester (1971) originally developed this approach for use in the business world 

but it has been since integrated into the intelligence domain because of its ability to 

“model the human domain and its related complexities” (Biltgen and Ryan 2014, 322).  

Specifically, systems dynamics modeling is focused on the role of feedback processes in 

generating complex, nonlinear, behavior (Forrester 1995, 3).  

A complex system is shaped by multiple forms of positive and negative feedback, 

and positive feedback has a de-stabilizing function while negative feedback feeds into the 

stabilization and organization of a system (Jervis 1997, 126). Brown (2019a) reinforces 

the central role of feedback across multiple types of complex systems by comparing 

examples of feedback in an ecological system and a social system. He describes feedback 

as “something new that potentially prompts actors to take action or change their 

behavior,” explaining that “ants respond to stimuli on the ground and release pheromones 

to signal other ants to change their order of march” (Brown 2019a). Similarly, within a 

social system, “a video of a brutal act of violence on YouTube inspires some to mimic it 
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and horrifies others into revulsion” (ibid.). These feedback processes constitute micro-

level interactions between agents within the system, and the combination of these various 

feedback processes combine to produce the emergence of macro-level system changes. 

Williams (2020, 21) attests to the particularly complex character of social systems that 

results for the reality that human interaction produces “innumerable forms of feedback,” 

pointing out that this feedback can be anything “from language to price mechanisms, 

political affects to mass media communication.”  

System dynamics modeling is an invaluable technique for anticipatory 

intelligence because it allows the analyst to explicitly visualize the dynamic feedback 

processes and result from multiple, simultaneous interactions within a complex system, 

thus allowing the analyst to closely examine specific parts of the system while also 

providing a holistic view of the system that is created and maintained through these 

dynamic, nonlinear interactions. This function benefits anticipatory intelligence because 

it supports the analyst’s ability to explore the dynamics of future alternative scenarios 

with regard to specific intelligence issues. In contrast to the future-oriented methods that 

are grounded on causal modeling, ABM and system dynamics modeling allow the analyst 

to acquire a more holistic understanding of the system itself, as well as the direct and 

indirect effects that stem from these interactions and feedback processes. Jervis (1997) 

highlights the strategic utility of these approaches in noting first, that “understanding 

feedbacks… may allow actors to follow indirect routs to their goals” (287) and 

furthermore, that it supports “doing more than one thing,” to the extent that “effective 
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action is often made possible by employing multiple policies that constrain and work 

with the dynamics of the system” (291).  

Biltgen and Ryan (2016) validate this argument in their discussion on the 

application of systems dynamics modeling at the Intelligence Advanced Research 

Projects Activity (IARPA). One specific past project was the PAINT initiative, which 

used the modeling technique to explore potential “drivers of nefarious technology 

development” (ibid. 322). The project modeled various feedback loops in the system, 

using “lines and nodes [to] represent the direct and impact” of the feedback processes 

(ibid.). Additionally, Biltgen and Ryan (2016, 322) explain that, “since many of the 

indicators of complex processes are not directly observable, PAINT examined input 

activities like sanctions that may prompt the adversary to do something that is 

observable.”  

Biltgen and Ryan (2016, 321, 323) contend that one of the major limitations of 

both ABM and system dynamics modeling is the inability to validate the dynamics and 

effects that these models yield. However, this limitation only applies if the analyst is 

attempting to forecast, or effectively predict, the most likely outcome, which is an 

objective that falls outside the parameters of anticipatory intelligence. The fundamental 

objective of anticipatory intelligence is to explore a variety of possible alternative future 

scenarios so that decision making can be prepared for unexpected strategic developments. 

The concept of validation, at least in its original context, is irrelevant when the objective 

is exploratory rather than predictive, thus reinforcing the utility of the dynamic 

approaches in anticipatory intelligence. 
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Social Dynamics and Meaning Production  

The biggest limitation of ABI is unrelated to this positivist view of validity. Rather, it 

pertains to the extent to which ABI and its associated techniques effectively attend to the 

social dimension of national security challenges. In comparison to more traditional 

future-oriented methodologies, ABI is uniquely qualified in its ability to make sense of 

complex system dynamics and agent-based interaction. However, in many cases, the use 

of machine learning and computational models fall short in attending to the dynamic 

production of meaning in interaction. 

Greene, Park, and Colaresi (2018, 223) illustrate the challenges of using machine 

learning for research in highly dynamic conflict contexts in their inquiry into “whether 

changing standards of human rights have polluted highly influential quantitative 

measures of state practices.” The algorithms that are used to process the qualitative data 

in human rights reports and assign numerical scores to states draws upon a set of 

indicators that have been developed by human coders (ibid.). However, such efforts are 

directly shaped by the dynamics of meaning-making in conflict systems, because the 

meaning of human rights and the nature of activities that surround human rights work 

evolve over time.  

Green, Park, and Colaresi (2018, 223) treat this issue as a supervised learning 

problem to confirm that the “standards of human rights have changed over time.” They 

explain that:  

While mapping from natural language to numerical human rights scores is a 

highly complicated function, we show that these two distinct data generation 

processes imply divergent overall patterns of accuracy when we train a wide 
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variety of algorithms on older versus newer sets of observations to learn how to 

automatically label texts with scores” (Green, Park, and Colaresi 2018, 223).  

 

Jervis (1997) alludes to the way in which meaning is produced in human interaction and 

illustrates why this should matter for intelligence analysis. He asserts that “interaction 

and experience can produce deeper changes in our values and thus determine our later 

behavior” (ibid. 52). Additionally, he describes the dynamic nature of this process, and 

suggests that, as meaning is produced in interaction, it may implicitly function to 

perpetuate certain conflict dynamics in ways of we are unaware. Jervis (1997, 53) 

contends, that “through these processes, acting can accustom the person to the behavior 

and the values it embodies and can lead to its continuation if not intensification.” The 

dynamics of meaning-making matter for intelligence analysis because they shape the 

trajectory of conflict.  

While meaning is both a product and a driver of interaction, it also shapes the 

structure of complex social systems, and consequently, the strategic environment in 

which intelligence analysis and policymaking reside. Snyder (1993, 16) addresses the 

structural implications of meaning-making and why this matters for the national security 

domain, arguing that system structures “can be viewed as social constructions rooted in 

intersubjective understandings about the norms and social purposes that establish a 

structure for social interactions. This can help in explaining where particular structures 

come from and by implication what might cause them to change.” Snyder’s point 

highlights the strategic utility of understanding the meaning-based structural constraints 

and boundaries that shape the system environment.  
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Pearce (2007) illuminates the critical insight and corresponding strategic 

implications that stem from better understanding the processes by which meaning is 

produced in interaction. He contends that “by describing the [meaning-based] process by 

which [the] events and objects [of our social systems] are made, it positions us to take 

actions that reproduce and/or change those events and objects” (ibid. xi). The use of 

machine learning and computational models as analytic tools give us a much more 

advanced avenue for understanding and mapping complex system behavior, but this line 

of inquiry must also be accompanied by other methods that explicitly attend to the 

dynamics of meaning-making in conflict systems.    

Defense Intelligence and Military Operations  

The Intelligence Community is comprised of seventeen components— two of these are 

independent agencies, eight are elements within the Department of Defense (DOD), and 

the remaining seven elements are sub-components of other agencies and departments 

(Office of the Director of National Intelligence, n.d.). While IC’s DOD operations are 

dictated by the Military Intelligence Program, the other nine non-DOD components are 

guided by the National Intelligence Program. Rosenbach and Peritz (2009, 41) break 

down the practical implications of this distinction in their explanation that “the IC serves 

two distinct customer sets— the President and senior civilian policymakers, and military 

commanders. They further distinguish the IC’s defense intelligence components from the 

rest of the IC in that the “DoD’s intelligence capabilities primarily focus on providing 

units at all levels of the armed forces with the information necessary to successfully 
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accomplish their respective missions” (Rosenbach and Peritz 2009, 40). Given the clear 

overlap between intelligence and defense work, it makes sense to expand the search for 

complexity-based, meaning-focused analytic methods into the realm of military 

operations, without limiting the scope of inquiry strictly to efforts that fall within the 

parameters of “defense intelligence.” The next two sections will focus on the two most 

relevant avenues that emerged from this line of inquiry: the use of gaming for scenario 

development and the integration of counternarrative efforts into certain types of military 

operations.  

Gaming Approaches for Scenario Development 

One of the most promising avenues for attending to the social dimension of national 

security challenges is the widespread use of gaming within the defense community. 

Kerbel (2019) specifically cites gaming as one of “several existing practices that 

demonstrate synthetic thinking and encourage creativity.” Gaming approaches have a 

wide range of applications within the national security domain, and the different forms of 

gaming are explicitly distinguished within the field. For example, the use of “analytic 

gaming” techniques within the IC is treated as a similar, but separate, method from 

wargaming methods that are predominately used by the military. This section focuses on 

the general features of gaming that apply consistently across these different approaches, 

to discuss the overall utility and limitations of gaming as a method for attending to the 

social dimension of strategic challenges and assess its overall compatibility with 

complexity science. 
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Gaming approaches are firmly situated within Hendrickson’s (2018) scenarios 

paradigm because their key function is to support the ability for players to explore 

numerous possible trajectories for future scenarios. Waltz (2014, 208) cites the key 

function of analytic gaming as mechanism that allows the analyst “to consider 

uncertainties, alternative explanations, internal processes, and outcomes of intelligence 

and policy activities.” To this end, gaming methods support the main objectives of 

anticipatory intelligence as a tool for “exploration and learning,” as players engage in an 

“immersive experience” that allows them to “explor[e] alternative strategies” over the 

course of the game (ibid. 208-209). In addition to supporting this exploratory function, 

gaming methods are a useful supplement for attending to complex problems because 

gaming is a fundamentally dynamic process that is grounded on interaction between 

human agents.  

Multi-Party, Dynamic Conflict Analysis 

More specifically, the use of gaming as a form of scenario development is concentrated 

on micro-level interactions, in that “the participants are confronted with an unfolding 

situation that causes analysis of the situation and consideration of alternative choices and 

“move” decisions at points in time (“turns”),” and “the trajectory of events (or game 

“path”) is determined by the choices of the participants (and within limits determined by 

the game controllers)” (Waltz 2014, 209). Additionally, Waltz (2014, 209) contends that 

as players engage in this dynamic, turn-by-turn interactions, they develop a fuller 

realization that “actions have effects and may limit future options.” While agent-based 

simulations have a similar function in allowing the analyst to visualize the dynamic 
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system interactions that produce complex challenges, gaming methods are unique in their 

ability to allow the analyst to be a participant in the system and observe the effects that 

stem from specific decisions and actions. 

To this extent, gaming serves another critical intelligence function in being one of 

the very few techniques that explicitly factors in the role of US actions in shaping system 

behavior. This utility is further reinforced by the gaming process itself, which encourages 

players to move beyond thinking about the direct effects of their actions to consider the 

possible second- and third-order dynamics that may be influenced by a given decision or 

strategy. Although the specific parties will vary with different games, the game scenario 

establishes an environment that encompasses multiple parties that vary with respect to 

their role and position in the conflict situation.  

Hall and Citrenbaum (2010, 60-61) describe the utility of wargaming in allowing 

the analyst to visualize the interactions of allies, enemies, neutral parties, and civilians, 

and explore the impact of specific US actions in shaping the trajectory of possible 

scenario developments in this dynamic context. They contend that “wargaming helps 

people understand possible second- and third-order effects, coming from both tangible 

and intangible actions. Both effects and actions have consequences…” (ibid. 66). This 

specific function illustrates the compatibility of gaming methods with the principles of 

complexity science. Within the context of anticipatory intelligence, gaming methods 

account for the importance of indirect affects in shaping nonlinear system behavior and 

creates a framework that prevents the analyst from focusing only on the direct, linear 

effects of action in the game environment.  
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Gaming as a Form of Uncertainty Reduction 

The culmination of these features yields an analytic product that is distinct from the 

probabilistic “predictions” associated with forecasting methods. Pease (2020, 112) argues 

that the most valuable quality of future-oriented analysis is not accuracy, but rather 

“usefulness.” For policymakers, useful analysis helps with reducing uncertainty and 

“framing their expectations” of possible future scenarios (ibid. 111-112). Pease (2020, 

111) describes what “useful” analysis might look like in the context of gaming: “We 

might tell a policy customer, for example, ‘We have gamed this conflict three times, Blue 

won twice, and casualties ranged from 10,000 to 50,000.’ Such a perspective helps them 

think about possible costs, and often uncovers surprising twits, without claiming a 

prescience we clearly don’t have.” Additionally, Pease (2020, 112) clarifies that the 

specific outcomes of gaming— e.g., “when Red Commander did X, it prompted Blue 

Commander to do Y”— are not the most important function of model, but rather, it is 

“what the actual Blue Commander learns about key dynamics of the situation, the 

interplay between variables, or the unexpected results of some of his favorite options.” 

Again, this reiterates the utility of gaming in directly the analyst’s attention away from 

direct cause-and-effect relationships and towards a more holistic view that regards system 

behavior as a product of multiple, simultaneous interactions between different system 

agents. 
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Identifying “Windows of Opportunity” 

Gaming is unquestionably a useful analytic method for supporting the anticipatory 

intelligence objective. It represents a holistic approach for exploring plausible future 

scenarios by accounting for the impact of US actions on system dynamics. To this end, 

Hall and Citrenbaum (2010, 70) contend that wargaming is a useful method for 

identifying potential “windows of opportunity” in a given context. However, their 

definition of this concept is restricted to 

…a time, place, or circumstance in which one side or the other can strike to take 

advantage or the quick ascendancy of sensitive variables. Such a time is also a 

time in which one side or even all sides are susceptible to the exponential 

influence of variables or when such susceptibility is noticed by one side in a 

competition and used to gain advantage over an opponent (Hall and Citrenbaum 

2010, 68).  

 

This definition is limiting in that it is only concerned with situations that exhibit some 

form of vulnerability that will allow one party in conflict to gain advantage over the 

adversary. This restricts the scope of strategic opportunities in a way that ignores the type 

of advantages associated with shifting the conflict dynamics.  

 In this context, a “window of opportunity” might represent a critical moment in 

the interaction where the strategic action by one or more parties could feasibly de-

escalate the ongoing conflict. This move may have no effect on the extent to which one 

party has the “advantage” over another, but successful de-escalation could preserve 

resources and reduce violence. This function further reinforces the utility of gaming a 

method for anticipatory analysis.  
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The Social Dimension of Gaming 

The underlying assumptions and functions of gaming as a future-oriented analytic 

method is largely compatibly with complexity science. Additionally, of all the existing 

analytic methods, gaming is without question the most useful approach for attending to 

the social dimension of intelligence challenges. McGrady (2019) describes wargaming as 

an inherently “human activity,” and contends that that “their advantage is to bring the 

human element into a problem.” Moreover, he emphasizes the critical role of wargaming 

in supporting other analytic methods because it attends to the human domain of strategic 

challenges that is not fully captured in the algorithm-based simulations or “mapping 

human terrain” (ibid.). To this end, gaming approaches are further distinguished from 

these counterpart approaches in beginning to deal with the role of meaning as both a 

driver and a product of human interaction. 

McGrady (2019) homes in on this critical feature in his compelling argument on 

the influence of stories in decision-making and conflict. He contends that wargaming is a 

mechanism that allows the analyst to “sort through” the stories we tell about conflict, 

allowing us “to make better decisions by sharpening and refining the stories we tell 

ourselves,” but even more importantly, serving as a “tool that enables defense 

professionals to break out of the stories we have locked ourselves into” (McGrady 2019). 

Stories help us process, organize, and understand the world around us. They are a 

meaning construct and they influence human decisions and actions. To this end, 

McGrady (2019) asserts that the most valuable function of wargames is that “they help us 

understand the human stories that go into decisions.”  
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He offers a detailed illustration of how storytelling produces meaning, and how 

this meaning both layered and deeply embedded in human action:  

There can be many different types of stories being told, but in general they circle 

around what is possible, what is unexpected, what worked and led to victory, or 

what failed and led to defeat. These stories are important. Because the stories we 

tell ourselves— for example, that China and Russia are significant threats— get 

overlaid with other stories, such as those that tell us leaders are doing enough to 

counter them when they are not. You can break down the layers of stories within 

games, starting with the personal image that the players want to present 

themselves within the game all the way to the institutional reasons for having the 

game (McGrady 2019).  

 

McGrady’s (2019) explanation depicts wargaming as a method that attends to the role of 

meaning in shaping conflict dynamics in a way that none of the other existing methods 

seem to do. Moreover, McGrady’s (2019) argument acknowledges the multiple, dynamic 

layers of meaning that shape system behavior in his reference to both individual and 

institutional stories that get “overlaid” with one another and inevitably shape the way we 

understand specific strategic challenges. His statement also seems to place a heavier 

emphasis on identifying the layers of meaning that drive USG government actors. 

Although players devote substantial attention to analyzing adversary actions in an effort 

to gain a strategic advantage in the game, McGrady’s (2019) detailed discussion on the 

function and focus of stories highlights the popular use of gaming as self-reflection tool.  

In addition to allowing us to analyze the role of stories in shaping actions and 

decision-making, wargames also represent a form of storytelling that allows us “to create 

new ideas and understandings to feed into the cycle of research” (McGrady 2019). 

McGrady (2019) argues that “wargames are the front-end, door-kicking tool of new 

ideas, dangers, and concepts.” In this sense, gaming represents the very type of creative, 
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synthetic approach to analysis that Kerbel (2019) advocates as an authentic form of 

anticipatory analysis.  

Gaming Limitations 

Gaming methods are unquestionably one of the most useful forms of anticipatory 

intelligence tools for attending to the social dimension of complex systems. However, it 

is not without its limitations. McGrady’s (2019) arguments on the importance of stories 

in wargaming demonstrates a nuanced, progressive approach to analysis that attends to 

the role of meaning in a way that no other existing methods appear to address. However, 

the extent to which the range of existing methods regard meaning as a cognitive- versus 

interaction-based phenomenon is not consistently explicit. For example, McGrady (2019) 

discusses the role of stories in the context of USG decision-making, and his discussion 

implicitly treats stories as a form of shared meaning in an intra-party context.  

However, his argument falls short in addressing the meaning that is produced in 

inter-party interaction. Despite this shortcoming, McGrady’s (2019) perspective 

represents the far end of the gaming spectrum in viewing meaning as a social 

construction. Hall and Citrenbaum’s (2010) take on the utility of wargaming reinforces 

the flawed emphasis on “perception” that is associated with strategic warning analysis. 

They contend that wargaming supports “pendulum thinking” in intelligence analysis, in 

considering “the enemy’s view of the friendly, enemy’s view of the self, enemy’s view of 

the friendly’s view of the self and enemy,” and so forth (Hall and Citrenbaum 2010, 60). 

This approach suggests that, as an overall methodology, gaming has not completely 
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disengaged from the inclination to speculate on the adversary’s cognitive reasoning 

processes.  

Another minor limitation to gaming approaches is their inherently linear design. 

The back-and-forth interaction between opposing players undoubtedly influences players 

to draw on temporal reasoning and sets them up to fall into the trap of identifying causal 

relationships rather that correlational ones. Jervis (1997) explains why this logic can be 

problematic in the context of complex systems:  

Quite often, we look at a series of negotiations or interactions and, noting that the 

final one produced a satisfactory result while the earlier ones did not, give credit 

to the tactics or conditions that were present later but not earlier. While this may 

be correct, it overlooks the possible role of the previous rounds and the parties’ 

behavior in them in paving the way for the subsequent success (Jervis 1997, 79). 

 

This point does not negate the utility of gaming all together. Rather, it indicates a need to 

integrate other dimensions of logic that counterbalance the inclination to focus on 

temporal connections. To this end, ABI’s fusion of spatio-temporal data exemplifies a 

process for addressing this issue.  

The most significant limitation of gaming, in its ability to support the IC’s 

anticipatory intelligence objective, is that games lack an explicit systematic framework 

that players can use to guide their analysis, both in the process of playing and in 

retrospective reflection of the events. Waltz (2014, 209) argues that games are distinct 

from computational simulations because they “are uniquely human events or live 

performances and are not replicable.” To this point, McGrady (2019) contends that this 

is, in fact, a strength and not a weakness, and argues that efforts to make gaming more 
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systematic or analysis actually negate its unique capacity to support creativity and 

innovation.  

However, I would offer some push back to McGrady’s assertion in arguing that a 

game’s capacity to yield insight into the social dimension of conflict— specifically, the 

role of meaning as both a product and a driver of interaction—would be further enhanced 

if players had an explicit tool which could guide them in assessing the variety of 

contextual variables that actively shape the moves and countermoves of opposing parties. 

Without such a guiding framework, players may easily overlook critical details of the 

interaction that   could open up opportunities, or critical moments, to shift the trajectory 

of the game. Lemke (1995, 107) contends that “in the dynamics of complex, tightly 

coupled systems with strong multiple feedback loops, even small local changes can 

produce surprisingly global effects.” However, in any given episode of interaction, there 

are layers of meaning that contextualize that specific moment, which function as “a set of 

contextual constraints on possible actions and possible meanings” (Lemke 1995, viii).  

The ability to identify strategic openings in interaction is largely dependent on the 

ability to identify the alternative set of actions that are possible within these imposed 

constraints. This objective would be facilitated by a systematic framework that could 

operate as a tool for guiding the analyst in attending to the layers of meaning that are in 

play within a given context-specific interaction. Existing gaming methods fall short in 

fulfilling this objective.  
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The Use of Narrative in Military Operations 

The military’s interest in narrative work largely emerged in the context of the Global War 

on Terror (GWOT), as the USG came to grips with persuasive power of narrative and the 

strategic advantage of its adversaries in their capacity to engage more successfully in the 

narrative space. Casebeer (2018, 130) contends that “indeed, a failure on our part to come 

to grips with the narrative dimensions of the war on terrorism is a weakness already 

exploited by groups such as al Qaeda and ISIL; we can fully expect any adaptive 

adversary to act quickly to fill story gaps and exploit weaknesses in our narrative so as to 

ensure continued survival.” While the USG— specifically, the military— seems to 

clearly recognize the important role of narratives in shaping conflict dynamics, the ability 

to translate this knowledge into effective practices has proved to be significantly 

challenging.  

The Department of Defense and the State Department’s Counterterrorism Bureau 

led many of the USG’s narrative-based efforts in counterterrorism (CT), 

counterinsurgency (COIN), and countering violent extremism (CVE) initiatives, 

respectively. Many of these initiatives have been subject to widespread criticism from 

subject-matter experts on terrorism and Middle East Studies, who have taken issue 

particularly with the underlying logic behind many of the USG’s initial counternarrative 

initiatives. Many of these programs are grounded on the premise that narrative is a causal 

driver of radicalization and violence, a rationale that Salazar (2017, 138) has termed 

“narrative determinism,” in which the underlying problem is viewed to be the narrative 

itself. This logic is one that examines a narrative in isolation, thereby stripping it of the 
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context that imbues it with meaning. Among the numerous problems that arise from this 

line of reasoning, Greenberg (2019b, 3) articulates one of the issues of this approach in 

supporting “the tendency among counter-narrative specialists to imagine narrative as 

being divested of a narrator.” He further cautions against the use of narrative methods 

that treat the narrative itself as if it exists in a vacuum outside of its context, warning that 

“In labeling or approximating the meaning of memes or narratives, the analyst is always 

at risk of precipitating their very purchase” (ibid. 30). 

Additional problems in US counternarrative efforts, such as the State 

Department’s Public Diplomacy 2.0 initiative, stem from the logic that the effectiveness 

of narrative, as a strategic device, is maximized by revealing misinformation and 

publicizing the “truth” (Greenberg 2019b, 28-32). Sageman (2008, 156) further 

reinforces this critique, arguing that the US seems to understand the GWOT as a “War of 

Ideas,” when in fact, it is a “war for ‘hearts and minds.’” He further explains,  

I am not sure this strong emphasis on ideology, religion, and fighting ‘extremist 

Islam’ is fruitful. …It is not about how they think but how they feel. Let us not 

make the mistake of over-intellectualizing this fight. It is indeed a contest for the 

hearts and minds of potential terrorists not an intellectual debate about the 

legitimacy of an extreme interpretation of a religious message (Sageman 2008, 

156-157).  

 

Across the wide range of criticisms that have been expressed, both on specific 

counternarrative projects as well as underlying issues of these efforts at-large, many of 

these arguments share a common point of emphasis that such projects are often ground on 

logic that is devoid of context.  

In response to the widespread ineffectiveness of these USG counternarrative 

projects, Greenberg (2019b) argues the following:  
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If the failure of the world’s respective politico-defense centers in stemming the 

tide of cultural conflict has taught us one thing it is that the Humanities ought to 

reclaim what was rightfully theirs to begin with, namely: intercultural 

understanding and the tools required for doing so, including narrative analysis and 

aesthetic critique. … It falls to the humanist to recenter the role of the subject and 

to re-focus collective interest on the human circumstances of cultural production 

(Greenberg 2019b, 32). 

 

However, research suggests that the military has not only been receptive of scholarly 

feedback, but also interested in learning from, and collaborating with, many academic 

experts. This inclination is particularly visible in the projects and papers associated with 

the DOD’s Strategic Multilayer Assessment (SMA) program. The next several 

subsections will provide a brief overview of several key trends that are visible in SMA 

work within the last five years and assess the extent to which these efforts provide insight 

in attending to the social dimension of complex systems.  

Narrative Applications in PSYOPs 

In an SMA paper written at the height of the conflict between the US and the Islamic 

State (IS), Moore et al. (2016, 3) argued that “ISIL is outmaneuvering the US and our 

allies in the narrative space by using narratives that resonate with target audiences.” USG 

efforts to influence the behavior and attitudes of a specific population fall within the 

domain of psychological operations (PSYOPs). Moore et al. (2016, 6) allude to logic 

which undergirds narrative-based PSYOP work: “The purpose of maneuver in the 

narrative space is to gain decisive advantage in influencing and shaping the human 

domain in order to bring about social change that shapes the OE [operational 

environment] for mission success. This can only be achieved through comprehensive 

engagement in the narrative space.” 
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These narrative based PSYOP efforts are not without their shortcomings, which 

will be the subject of discussion in the following section. However, it would be unfair to 

address these issues without acknowledging the visible progress that is apparent in more 

recent USG narrative initiatives, in comparison to problematic logic of predecessor 

projects. For example, Wright’s (2018) work questions the traditional one-way, linear 

logic behind many PSYOP initiatives, which broadly aim to persuade and influence a 

target audience. Wright (2018, 63-64) points out that for many PSYOPs initiatives, the 

objective is to change the attitudes of the target audience, because attitudes shape 

behavior. However, he contends that “there is often a big gap between attitudes and 

actual behavior,” and moreover, that “behavior can itself change attitudes.” This is not 

only a conceptual shift, but also a practical one, because it changes the rules of the game, 

and opens up a whole new area of strategies that can be explored.  

Additionally, many SMA publications explicitly acknowledge the effectiveness of 

narrative based PSYOPs work depends on the extent to which these narratives resonate 

with the target audience. Seese, Linera, and McQuagge (2018, 30) contend that “in order 

to garner and hold [the] attention [of a target audience], the narrative must engage them.” 

By this logic, such narrative efforts much be context-specific, and align with the meaning 

that the target audience has assigned to conflict in focus (Wright 2018, 61). Additionally, 

much of this research acknowledges that another critical factor to consider in the use of 

narrative as a means of persuasion is the extent to which the narrative “messenger” is 

perceived as credible by the target audience (Moore et al. 2016, 11).  
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One of the more substantial shifts that stands out in more recent SMA work is the 

compelling argument by Polyak, Ellis, and Ziemer’s (2018, 110) in favor of abandoning 

the traditional rational choice logic that guides military operations planning in order to 

develop a form of Indications and Warning analysis (I&W) that draws on a “logic of 

appropriateness perspective.” They contend that “the art of mapping a population’s 

thinking, behavior, and influencers should start with a theory of the social construction of 

reality, a firm grasp of the identities and social structures vying for dominants within the 

population, and a sense of the life interests of a population’s various subgroups” (ibid. 

110).  

The authors offer useful clarification to distinguish between the traditional notion 

of rational behavior and the Logic of Appropriateness. While the former assumes that 

“material interests” are “primary motivator” that underlies an individual’s behavior, the 

latter “asks, ‘what are normatively, and ethically appropriate behaviors given who I am in 

this situation?’” (Polyak, Ellis, and Ziemer 2018, 108-109). Their argument effectively 

demonstrates the social constructionist view that a problem cannot be analyzed in 

isolation from its context, which imbues it with meaning. 

 This point is critically important for anticipatory intelligence because the 

underlying assumptions that ground a given method will ultimately determine the extent 

to which it provides useful information. Polyak, Ellis, and Ziemer (2018, 109) contend 

that: “By clearly linking interests and behaviors to roles and the rules of right and wrong 

associated with them, the Logic of Rationality becomes subordinated to the Logic of 

Appropriateness. Interests and behaviors in this view depend on contextualized identity, 
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which inevitably draws upon a limited range of acceptable behaviors.” This work 

effectively illustrates that the dynamics of conflict are more complex than models those 

models which regard material interests as universal priority lead us to believe. The logic 

of appropriateness paradigm that Polyak, Ellis, and Ziemer (2018) put forth re-

contextualizes a problem rather than analyzing it in isolation. Rather than assuming that 

material interests are a universal priority, this work opens the door for exploring the more 

complex set of variables that are factored into the assessment of appropriate action. For 

example, an individual’s behavior may give consideration to the actions that are 

appropriate within his or her respective value system, but also base their judgment on 

appropriate actions in the context of the preceding action to which they are responding. 

Polyak, Ellis, and Ziemer’s (2018) work offers compelling support for the case 

that anticipatory intelligence methods would benefit from supplemental efforts that attend 

to the social dimension of conflict systems, namely because their main argument 

effectively demonstrates interdependent relationship of meaning and action. Put more 

simply, the behavior of all parties’ in a given conflict is determined by how these parties 

understand what is going on and what they understand the conflict to be about. Polyak, 

Ellis, and Ziemer’s (2018) work is one of the more promising examples to hint at the 

potential recognition by the DOD— if not the USG more broadly— that social 

constructionism can offer useful insight for addressing the social dimension of conflict.  

Other recent SMA initiatives suggest that this recognition likewise extends to the 

realm of complexity science. There are visible indicators within these efforts that seem to 

hint at the makings of such a conceptual shift towards reasoning that is more compatible 
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with complex systems behavior. For example, Seese, Linera, and McQuagge (2018, 25) 

call for PSYOP work to evolve to include “not only reactive but proactive real-time 

influence efforts,” and they contend that this change necessities a corresponding 

conceptual shift in treating “behaviors and problem conditions…. as fluid and dynamic, 

rather than static and unchanging.” This assertion is a useful shift for approaching 

challenges within the context of conflict systems because it hints at a reorientation away 

from thinking in terms of linear casualty and focuses instead on the role of interaction 

dynamics in shaping the overall conflict trajectory.  

The intersection of complexity science and narrative is especially visible in SMA 

efforts to use machine learning and computational modeling for narrative analysis. For 

example, Casebeer (2018, 129) proposes a system for forecast[ing] counter-narratives” 

through an automated analysis of media content that is focused on “detecting emerging 

themes which enable violence to take root.” He contends that “operators need to be able 

to detect and analyze stories in progress, forecast their effects, formulate and enact 

alternative stories in a human-in-the-loop fashion, and assess the behavioral impact of 

their counter-narrative strategy” (ibid. 131).  

This need, according to Casebeer (2018, 136, 134), could be met by a system that 

combines narrative templates, automated content analysis, and agent-based modeling to 

forecast the narrative influence of both the adversary and the USG under specific 

conditions, as a means for enhancing our “ability to understand the second and third-

order effects of operations and adversary radicalizing narratives on the military 

operations environment.” This particular initiative shows how technology can be 
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harnessed to anticipate plausible outcome scenarios that account for the feedback loops 

that drive interaction in complex systems in ways that extend beyond that human capacity 

for analysis without this technological assistance.   

Re-Assessing Key Premises: Narrative Instrumentality   

The diverse range of narrative based SMA efforts over the last several years suggests that 

the DOD is beginning to recognize the utility of work that is grounded on social 

constructionism, and likewise, initiatives that draw on complexity science. However, 

many of these counternarrative projects— particularly within the domain of PSYOPs— 

are not without their shortcomings.  

For example, the previous section highlighted the visible influence of social 

constructionism in Polyak, Ellis, and Ziemer’s (2018, 109) argument on the “Logic of 

Appropriateness” is a more useful paradigm for understanding behavior within a specific 

context than the “Logic of Rationality.” By extension, however, this paradigmatic shift 

would likewise reinforce the argument that function of narratives in conflict is not purely 

instrumental. In other words, the “Logic of Rationality” is visible in analyses that purport 

to “get behind” the adversary’s discourse and “uncover” the “true” motivations for why 

they said what they said.  

For example, Meredith (2018, 22) argues that US military operations must be 

grounded on “good analysis,” and must account for the human dimension of the 

operational environment. Yet, he maintains that one of the challenges faced in these 

efforts involves establishing a “firewall against people’s instrumental speech,” which he 

contends is “telling us something other than what we actually need to hear” (ibid. 23). If 
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we analyze conflict dynamics and party narratives based on the assumption that parties’ 

actions and decisions are strictly driven by rational, material interests, then this approach 

seems logical. This is a logic in which discourse (and narrative) functions as an 

instrumental tool to deceive, manipulate, and mislead the adversary in an effort to gain 

the strategic advantage and come closer to attaining an overall conflict objective.  

This logic, however, is problematic for several reasons. Let’s assume for a brief 

second that underlying “logic of rationality” behind this instrumental view of discourse 

holds up, and we are tasked with the dilemma of uncovering the “true” intent behind what 

parties say and do in a given conflict context. This underlying premise creates a practical 

dilemma for the analyst, who is tasked with the challenge of discerning the hidden 

motivations of an adversary with very little empirical data to work with (since we can 

safely assume that the adversary’s conflict narratives are only instrumental tools, and 

therefore of no use). This operational logic leaves the analyst with the daunting— and 

arguably, impossible— task of accurately diagnosing cognitive intentions and offers 

little-to-no insight on how this might be done.  

Luckily, there are alternative paradigms that offer more promising analytic 

direction. The previous section revised Polyak, Ellis, and Ziemer’s (2018) argument in 

favor of adopting a “Logic of Appropriateness,” and outlined a set of conditions that 

reflect a social constructionist view of reality. While there is undoubted an instrumental 

component to narratives that parties tell in conflict, the reality of acting and decision-

making is a more complex endeavor than the “Logic of Rationality” leads one to believe.         
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While an adversary’s narratives are unlikely to spell out the details of specific 

future operations, the language of these narratives establishes a grammar of action that 

corresponds with that party’s value system, which in turn, gives us insight into the range 

of actions that are both permissible and unacceptable. The utility of the narratives that 

parties tell over the course of conflict lies not in whether these accounts reflect a 

“truthful” rendering. Rather, these narratives provide an empirical account of the relative 

meaning that different parties assign to conflict.  

Conflict narratives are a reflection of how we experience and understand what is 

taking place, and this matters from a national security standpoint because decision-

making takes place within the context of this understanding. From an analytical 

standpoint, narratives establish the grammar of action for conflict parties, to the extent 

that they provide a lens into a party’s value system as well as the meaning that parties 

assign to the interaction.  

From an anticipatory standpoint, this data allows us to generate a refined subset of 

plausible future scenarios based on the scope of actions that fall within the boundaries of 

the narrative grammar. While this paradigmatic shift does not appear to be prevalent in 

existing narrative-based DOD work, it brings added value to the national security domain 

as a supplementary lens for attending to the social dimension of conflict.  

Re-Assessing Key Premises: Ends-Ways-Means Logic  

The military’s inclination to regard conflict narratives as purely instrumental is implicitly 

linked to the linear logic of the core premise within military doctrine that “ways + means 

= ends” (Seese, Linera, and McQuagge 2018). Whereas the former inclination runs 
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counter to the logic of social constructionism, the latter is challenged by the premises of 

complexity science. The issues associated with using linear reasoning to address an issue 

in a system where behavior defies this logic has been well addressed over the course of 

this chapter and should not require reiteration. Instead, it offers an example to 

demonstrate how this problem arises in practice.  

Seese, Linera, and McQuagge’s (2018) narrative work correspond with military 

PSYOPs that aim to change the attitudes and behavior of a target population. They 

emphasize the role of emotions in this process and argue that narratives are a powerful 

tool for engaging a target audience and tapping into important emotions (ibid. 30). In this 

particular project, the authors are interested in “behavior-focused Psychological 

Operations programs” and propose a methodology that “expands upon the traditional 

approach by focusing on precise end-states and the detailed psychological effects 

required to achieve them” (ibid. 25).  

This argument assumes that there is a direct, one-to-one relationship between 

cause and effect. In order to achieve Outcome X, I need to change Variable Z for the 

target audience. Or worded differently, in order to achieve Outcome X, I need to 

implement Action Y in order to change Variable Z for the target audience. When 

examining the relationship between the acting party and the target audience in isolation, 

this logic appears to be sound. However, when that relationship is contextualized (i.e., 

when that relationship is viewed within the context of the broader conflict system), the 

direct cause-and-effect relationship is called into question, because it fails to take into 
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account the range of direct and indirect effects that stem from the multiple, simultaneous 

interactions taking place within the system.  

Put another way, outcome-oriented strategic planning becomes much more 

challenging in a systems context because decision-makers are tasked with anticipating all 

of the possible scenarios that could develop based on direct as well as indirect changes 

that occur throughout various parts of the broader system. The need to adapt our 

approach is apparent. What is less clear, however, is what specific aspects of our 

approach would benefit most from adaptation. The arguments outlined by Seese, Linera, 

and McQuagge (2018) seem to imply that we can rise to this challenge by refining our 

methodologies. (Read: By changing Method X, we can more effectively address Problem 

Z).  

However, drawing inspiration from complexity theory, the question becomes: can 

we redefine the problem itself? There is evidence to suggest that this question has already 

been addressed within the USG. In an SMA white paper, Jones (2018, 10) argues: “We 

have built a powerful strategic assessment enterprise dedicated to the pursuit of precision. 

However, we have not— though we know we are operating in a rapidly evolving 

strategic environment— put equal effort into updating our understanding of the problems 

we seek to measure.” He appears to agree with the idea that perhaps reframing the 

problem is more useful than working continuously to refine our attempts to solve it. 

“Once we get the questions right, the answers become easier” (Jones 2018, 10).  

While Jones’ (2018) arguments are made specifically in the context of US 

stability operations overseas, his points correspond with the underlying premises of 
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complexity science and easily translate in relevance to the domain of anticipatory 

intelligence. He explains,  

We obsess over improving our precision, but we ignore our problem with 

accuracy. We are attempting to measure and do the wrong things better— but 

show little inclination to evolve our understanding of the problems we are 

working so diligently to resolve. Shifting one’s focus from symptoms (threats) to 

problems (governance); and from the effectiveness of how government performs, 

to the goodness of how governance is perceived, will improve accuracy and offer 

a truer measure of political stability (Jones 2018, 10). 

 

Jones (2018) reinforces this point again in illustrating how the definition of “success” 

stems from how we define the problem that we seek to address. He poses two different 

definitions of “success” for stability operations and assesses how these definitions match 

up with the perceptions of the target population. According to Jones (2018),  

When success is believed to be a combination of defeating threats and building 

effectiveness, it drives a logic and campaign approach that is often completely 

counterproductive to shaping these perceptions in positive directions. …When 

success is believed to be a facilitation of goodness, one realizes that the broad 

categories of security force capacity and military assistance; democracy and 

governmental institution building; and development and infrastructure; are not 

ends unto themselves that add up to “effectiveness.” Better we think of these as 

lines of operation through which we conduct carefully crafted activities designed 

and implemented in ways most likely to move negative perceptions in positive 

directions (Jones 2018, 15; emphasis added).  

 

The shift that Jones (2018) proposes is one that reorients the problem in a more useful 

way in the context of complex systems. Ultimately, this shift moves away from focusing 

on how to bring about precise outcomes and, instead, focuses on how to improve the 

quality of the engagement process. While arguments like the one Jones (2018) is making 

appear to be limited within the DOD, the potential value of this reframing is clear and 

constitutes a shift that will be reflected in this research.  
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The Use of Narrative Methods in Intelligence Analysis: A Visible Gap 

While the defense community at-large appears to have embraced narrative as a “soft” 

method of engagement, the use of narrative for analytic purposes appears to be more 

limited within the Intelligence Community. However, there is some evidence to suggest 

that the IC has looked to external research in the Social and Behavioral Sciences (SBS) 

for insight on methods that could supplement existing work on intelligence analysis.  

 For example, the National Academies for Science, Engineering, and Medicine 

(NASEM) released “A Decadal Survey of Social and Behavioral Sciences: A Research 

Agenda for Advancing Intelligence Analysis” (2019). NASEM coordinated a variety of 

initiatives to gather information for this extensive report, one of which included a 

workshop focused on “Understanding Narratives for National Security” (Townsend and 

NASEM 2018). The workshop included multiple panels to address a diverse range of 

narrative research that could supplement existing analytic approaches and facilitated a 

conversation between SBS researchers and members of the IC on exploring the utility 

and limitations of using narrative in intelligence analysis.  

Using Narrative in Intelligence Analysis: Workshop Proceedings  

A report on the workshop proceedings indicates that panel presentations and follow-up 

discussions addressed key concepts and broader methodologies that are commonly used 

in the study of narrative, as well as specific initiatives that are especially relevant for the 

IC. Conceptual discussions addressed distinctions between internal sensemaking 

narratives and the external use of narrative for persuasion (Townsend and NASEM 2018, 
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14); the use of qualitative versus quantitative narrative methods (ibid. 10); the variation in 

how researchers define narratives and stories (ibid. 9); and creative ways that narrative 

studies have been extended beyond the traditional understanding of narrative, such as the 

use of communication methods like conversation analysis, and the study of nonverbal 

combination and visual narratives (ibid.). Panel presentations also addressed the critical 

relationship between narrative and power (ibid. 28), and elicited connections between 

language and behavior (ibid. 10).  

Additionally, several panelists discussed specific narrative projects that 

demonstrate relevance for intelligence analysis. For example, James Pennebaker 

discussed his “arc of the narrative” project, which analyzed a variety of different types of 

narratives, ranging from novels and movie scripts to Supreme Court decisions, which 

revealed that “the arc of the narrative pattern… can be predictive of positive emotional 

states and successful outcomes” (Townsend and NASEM 2018, 8-9). Pennebaker further 

demonstrated the impact of this pattern in reporting that “the movie scripts containing the 

arc of narrative pattern had higher ratings than those that did not” (ibid. 9). Michael 

Young addressed the innovative use of narrative in computer science through a method of 

constructing virtual, interactive narrative models that synthesize large amounts of data 

from which he “creates a structure for the story and the underlying discourse to convey 

the story” treating storylines as “primary building blocks” (Townsend and NASEM 2018, 

21-22). Young explained that that these storylines constitute “events or actions that 

propel a story forward— and the algorithm he develops to model the story sequences the 

blocks and searches for all possible threads that might connected them” (ibid. 22).  
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In a follow-up discussion, Sara Cobb drew on the research of both Pennebaker 

and Young to suggest that, “just as new structure patterns can be created in Young’s 

example, it may be possible to design bots that can create structure patterns to encourage 

positive outcomes for real world issues, such as conflict de-escalation” (Townsend and 

NASEM 2018, 24). These projects and insights not only highlight the utility of narrative 

as a lens for attending to the social dimension— the dynamics of meaning-making— in 

conflict, but also present narrative-based methods that correspond with the dynamic 

analysis and computational modeling and simulation approaches that distinguish activity-

based intelligence from its more traditional counterparts.  

In its final report, NASEM (2019, 88) highlighted the innovative potential of 

narrative analysis methods that use computational software, machine learning, and 

natural language processing to generate findings from big data. However, the report also 

highlights the current limitations of these methods that relate to technical pitfalls of using 

machines, such as the potential for inaccurate interpretation, missed nuances, and limited 

ability to detect humor and satire (ibid.). In raising these limitations, the report offers the 

following conclusion: “Thus, effective use of machine learning, like other development 

tools for narrative analysis, requires human judgment” (ibid.).  

This conclusion does not suggest that researchers should abandon these narrative-

based efforts, but rather, points to a critical gap that warrants more attention and 

resources to support future developments. If anything, the fruitful discussions that 

emerged from these workshop proceedings reinforce the utility of narrative research as a 

lens for addressing the social dimension of conflict systems. One participant, Michael 
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Dahlstrom, explicitly addresses why intelligence analysts should care about the role of 

meaning in conflict, explaining that “people do not make their decisions based on 

reality— they make their decisions based on the narratives that create their symbolic 

reality” (Townsend and NASEM 2018, 14-15). While this suggests that the social 

dimension of conflict is relevant for intelligence analysis broadly, Dahlstrom’s comments 

further demonstrate why it is particularly important for anticipatory intelligence, noting 

that the study of “how symbolic reality moves and shifts in relation to the international 

landscape” can support existing foresight methods and provide indicators that help 

analysts to anticipate potential shifts in the conflict trajectory.  

This diverse array of arguments and discussion points reinforce the argument put 

forth in this research on one specific gap that remains to be filled in anticipatory 

intelligence: the lack of methods that focus specifically on the dynamics of meaning-

making in national security conflicts. Because humans are social beings, actions are 

shaped by the meaning that parties assign to a given situation, which shapes how they act 

into that moment. Because meaning and action are intertwined, the study of meaning can 

offer insight in the dynamics of interaction in conflict. Narrative analysis is particularly 

useful for tracing the dynamics of meaning within a specific conflict context. While the 

proceedings of this narrative workshop speak to the innovative applications of narrative 

that are already underway with the SBS community, they also speak to existing gaps that 

remain to be filled, and by extension, reinforce the value of the primary objective of this 

research in working to address one of these remaining gaps.  
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Potential Utility, Internal Reluctance, and Opportunities for Buy-In 

While the NASEM workshop on narrative provided an opportunity for SBS researchers 

to discuss their narrative work and its utility for the IC, it also provided an opportunity 

for collaboration by incorporating feedback from intelligence analysis experts within the 

IC. Individual representatives addressed the elements of narrative methods that they 

found most useful, but also addressed the potential reluctance of analysts to draw on 

narrative methods. Josh Kerbel addressed the specific ways that narrative methods could 

bring added value to support existing analytic efforts, specifically noting the extent to 

which narrative “has the potential to be a very powerful tool for dealing with 

complexity,” and its capacity to “introduce a more human element into [analysts’] 

thinking” (Townsend and NASEM 2018, 37-38).  

Additionally, Kerbel discussed the utility of narrative as a tool for future-oriented 

analysis and suggests that the value of narrative in this particular area is dependent on the 

role of the analyst and the function of intelligence. Specifically, he noted that narrative 

methods have limited utility “if the analyst’s job is prediction,” but on the contrary, is a 

valuable tool if the analyst’s job is “to inform the client of what is possible so that the 

client can make a more informed decision” (Townsend and NASEM 2018, 39). The latter 

scenario not only corresponds to Kerbel’s (2019) argument on viewing anticipatory 

intelligence as “foresight” rather than “prediction,” but also reinforces one of the initial 

arguments from earlier on in the chapter in calling for a reorientation of the analyst’s role 

to better support the customer’s needs.   
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However, IC representatives also speculated on the potential reluctance that 

analysts may have for incorporating narrative methods into their methodological 

repertoire. Karen Monaghan noted that “the Analytic Tradecraft Standards were written 

in a way that is somewhat antithetical to narrative” specifically, in the way that narrative, 

as a lens for studying meaning, could be seen by analysts as a problematic contrast to the 

criteria for objectivity (Townsend and NASEM 2018, 38). However, other participants 

suggested that this disconnect could be alleviated by reframing the view that narrative is 

incompatible with objectivity, and instead, “to think in terms of competing narratives: 

one may be better than another, but they both exist as possible outcomes for the question 

at hand” (ibid.). Additionally, Kerbel offered feedback on potential reluctance that might 

possibly stem from the terminology associated with narrative and proposed that analysts’ 

openness to narrative methods could be supported through careful attention to phrasing. 

For example, he argued that although analysts work with narratives, the term itself is 

uncommon, but the connotation of narrative translates to what analysts refer to as 

“analytic lines” (ibid. 40).  

Kerbel also advised that the ability for external SBS researchers to “obtain buy-

in” from analysts on certain methods “would require an understanding of the IC culture” 

and is “more likely to be accepted if it is applied to an area that is not related to secrets” 

(Townsend and NASEM 2018, 40). These advisements are important to take into account 

if external academics want to increase the opportunity for collaboration with, or 

contribute to, the IC. These are all considerations that have been factored into the 

arguments and design of this research.  
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Anticipatory Intelligence: Insights on Supplemental Methods 

The rise of globalization has tasked the IC with addressing increasingly complex 

challenges as populations around the world become increasingly interconnected and 

interdependent. In this globalized strategic environment, conflict dynamics defy the linear 

reasoning that grounds traditional analytic methods, and the reliance on ABI methods 

serve as just one example of the IC’s efforts to adapt to these changing conditions. 

However, in the same way that this dynamic environment warrants new analytic methods, 

it also necessitates a reassessment as to the type of product that we expect to yield from 

these methods. Biltgen and Ryan (2016, 12) describe intelligence as “the business of 

resolving uncertainty and understanding the unknown.” In a globalized strategic 

environment, anticipatory intelligence is no longer about the prediction and control of 

precise outcomes. Rather, it is about developing a holistic, contextualized understanding 

of a problem and a subset of plausible future scenarios that could potentially unfold in 

context.  

The underlying logic of complexity theory has informed, and continues to 

support, this analytic shift. Complexity theory supports a more holistic approach for 

understanding how seemingly “emergent” macro-level system behaviors are in fact a 

product of micro-level interactions between elements within the system (Williams 2020, 

19). Jervis (1997, 39) reinforces this notion in regarding interaction as the unit of analysis 

in complex systems. This focus on interaction carries critical implications for complexity-

based methods for anticipatory intelligence analysis because it shifts the focus from 

discrete, isolated agents to the dynamic, contextualized interaction between agents in a 
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system. Likewise, complexity science provides the foundation for understanding conflicts 

as conflict systems, whereby emergent outcomes are a product of micro-level interactions 

between system agents. 

While the influence of complexity science is visible within several of the IC’s 

anticipatory intelligence methods, these efforts fall short in attending to the social 

dimension of complex systems, or put more simply, the dynamics of meaning-making in 

conflict. Moore (2016, 3) argues that “in order to prevent, shape, and win future conflicts 

our forces must embrace the challenge of understanding and influencing the human 

domain. To achieve victory in future conflicts, US forces will require the ability to 

maneuver more effectively than our opponents in the narrative space.” The ability to 

attend to the social dimension (or “human domain”) of conflict, however, requires a 

conceptual shift in treating the role of meaning as a central factor in conflict, not a 

peripheral one.  

The epistemological foundations of social constructionism can offer both 

conceptual and operational support in making such a shift, and conflict narratives provide 

empirical data that the analyst can use to trace the “meaning dynamics” of a particular 

conflict. Smith (2005, 18) explains that “social action can be seen as deeply embedded in 

a narrative framework. People make sense of the world with stories and act accordingly.” 

This argument reflects the social constructionist view that meaning and action are 

inherently intertwined, but it also implicitly demonstrates the utility of narrative as a 

mechanism for discerning the meaning that parties assign to a specific conflict. In other 

words, the analysis of conflict dynamics from a social constructionist paradigm attends to 
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the action sequences that unfold as kinetic events. However, as these kinetic actions 

unfold, they are accompanied by the narratives that conflict parties tell about these 

events, thereby revealing the meaning that different parties assign to the conflict 

interaction. From a national security standpoint, the meaning that parties assign to the 

interaction inherently structures the range of possible actions and responses that are 

deemed appropriate by each conflict party. This highlights the anticipatory value of 

tracking the narrative dynamics of conflict.  

The process of generating “new” research is hardly a freestanding endeavor; it is 

done by standing on the shoulders of those who built knowledge before you. Although 

there is a limited amount of literature on anticipatory intelligence as a standalone 

objective, there is no shortage of insight from intelligence experts on the remaining gaps 

to be filled. My research aims to supplement the complexity-based anticipatory 

intelligence methods through the design and application of a narrative-based analytic 

framework that attends to the dynamics of meaning-making in conflict. This framework 

draws on existing research within the interdisciplinary communication and conflict 

resolution fields, and fuses concepts from three overlapping theories to develop an 

anticipatory intelligence method for tracking narrative conflict dynamics. 

The next chapter will discuss the overarching logic that connects these three 

theories and provide a detailed discussion of each specific theory and its key components 

that have informed this research. This discussion will lay the groundwork for the 

introduction of the CITE Framework itself, which will be the focus of Chapter Four. 
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CHAPTER THREE - LITERATURE REVIEW (PART II): 

COMMUNICATION & CONFLICT RESOLUTION 

The previous chapter included a detailed review of existing future-oriented analytic 

methods to demonstrate a visible gap in complexity-based methods that attend to the 

social dimension— the dynamics of meaning-making— in conflict. This chapter 

discusses the epistemological influences of social constructionism in the study of 

meaning and explores the utility of narrative as lens for analyzing the dynamics of 

meaning-making in conflict interaction. These discussions lay the groundwork for a more 

comprehensive discussion of three specific theories that informed the design of the CITE 

Framework, which is proposed as an analytic tool for addressing the social dimension of 

conflict systems. 

Social Constructionism and the Importance of Meaning 

The underlying premises of social constructionism support inquiry and exploration into 

the role of meaning in interaction between human agents in a conflict system. Whalen 

(2018, 20) contends that the central role of meaning in social systems is the key 

difference between the “social world” and the “natural world.” Meaning both structures 

and is produced in interaction, and it has critical implications for national security and 

intelligence issues. As human agents engage in interaction, they assign and ascribe 
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meaning to their own actions and the actions of others within the system. The production 

of meaning is a dynamic, complex process that fundamentally shapes decision-making 

and actions in the strategic environment, and yet it appears to be largely unaddressed by 

existing anticipatory intelligence methods.  

Social constructionism is an epistemological perspective that gained traction in 

the social sciences in the 1960s with Berger and Luckmann’s (1990) publication on the 

subject, and it was particularly influential in the sociology and communication fields. 

Social constructionism intersects with social theory and is regarded as an “interpretivist” 

way of knowing (Leeds-Hurwitz 1995, 4) that stands in stark contrast to the traditional 

positivist view of knowledge that associated with experimental research (Pearce 1995, 

89). Social constructionism offers insight into the “social dimension” of complex systems 

because it is “centered on the study of meanings” (Leeds-Hurwitz, 1995, 4). 

Consequently, the underlying premises of social constructionism help to shed light of the 

central role of meaning processes in constituting the added layer of complexity that is 

inherent to social systems, and the conceptualization of meaning from this perspective 

coincides usefully with dynamic language of complexity science.  

Social constructionism holds that meaning is produced through the process of 

interaction between social agents, but it simultaneously shapes and reinforces the shared 

norms and implicit structures that effectively define the boundaries and limitations of 

acceptable actions within a given context (Monk and Winslade 2013, 35). To this end, 

meaning is produced in interaction, but as parties engage in this interaction process, they 

draw on existing meanings that manifest as patterns and norms, which serve as resources 
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that parties may draw on in determining how to act in a given moment. Whalen (2018) 

explains that we live in a socially constructed environment to the extent that:  

Individuals and groups, through interaction, create ideas... [and] eventually these 

ideas… become habitualized and institutionalized. In the process of 

institutionalization, meaning is embedded in society in the form of language, 

artifacts and significant symbols. Knowledge and what is taken for reality 

becomes embedded in institutions, and thus social reality becomes a social 

construction and social reality will vary with social relativity (Whalen 2018, 56).  

 

In the context of theory and research, the epistemological distinctions between positivism 

and interpretivist views such as social constructionism reinforce and characterize the 

implicit dichotomy between the “hard” (e.g., biology or mathematics) and “soft” sciences 

(e.g., anthropology or psychology). Positivist critics tend to view the “soft” science 

research methodologies as lacking rigor, given that the standard positivist criteria that are 

used to validate research are largely incommensurate with those methods that are 

grounded on interpretivist premises.  

However, Flood and Carson (1993, 32) contend that the interpretivist paradigm is 

important in a systems context. They argue that systems science “is characterized by 

investigation of relational as opposed to an experimental nature,” and that this shift 

represents a “second dimension of science” which, by extension, requires an 

interdisciplinary approach that “may stretch the length of [the] hard-soft spectrum.” More 

specifically, they address the unique role of social constructionism in attending to “the 

people dimension of complexity” that “reflects humans as social beings” and addresses 

social complexity “as defined through action concepts” (ibid. 33). They offer a detailed 

explanation of how the interpretive paradigm enables the study of the social dimension of 

complex systems:  
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Understanding cannot simply arise from observation and theory. … Observation 

is not enough to properly appreciate human actions. Deeper understanding is 

necessary. We much understand that action concepts are only transparent in the 

context of a certain set of social rules. It is in terms of these that we can 

understand people and their actions. Beyond observation of actions is a set of 

social rules, a social practice that helps us to understand people’s actions. A third 

deeper layer is constitutive meaning. It lies behind an observation of an action and 

the social practice. The constitutive meaning sets the terms by which ppl speak 

and act. Rules, practices, and constitutive meaning help to cast light on social 

phenomenon like differences between cultures. We need to deal with this sort of 

complexity (Flood and Carson 1993, 33). 

 

In the above statement, Flood and Carson (1993) describe the process in which meaning 

is produced via actions and social practices. The empirical validity of social 

constructionism lies in the view of meaning-making as an external, social process. In a 

systems context, we can speculate on the psychological variables and motivations of 

actors as they engage in interaction but, as cognitive traits, we are limited in the ability to 

back this speculation with empirical evidence. On the contrary, when we are dealing with 

social processes that manifest in interaction between actors, these actions provide 

empirical data that can be effectively collected and analyzed.  

However, in their research on complex systems, Flood and Carson (1993) address 

one of the most compelling epistemological critiques of social constructionism that took 

shape in the emergence of critical theory. They position critical theory as a response to 

“the interpretivist approach” in citing its failure to address the “material conditions, the 

effects of things on people” (Flood and Carson 1993, 33). They elaborate on the utility of 

critical systems thinking in supporting an interdisciplinary, multi-dimensional view of 

system dynamics:  
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Critical systems thinking shares the soft systems thinkers’ critique of the hard 

approaches… but is able to reflect more fully upon the circumstances in which 

such approaches can properly be employed. Critical systems thinking also locates 

major shortcomings in the soft systems paradigm, particularly its failure to 

question its own theoretical underpinnings and to be reflective about the social 

context in which it is employed (Flood and Carson 1993, 253).  

 

While the underlying premises of social constructionism offer insight on attending to the 

social dimension of complexity, critical theory attends to some of the limitations of social 

constructionism, primarily in exploring the interdependence of material and social 

elements of systems. The intersection of these epistemological theories is especially 

visible in the Communication field and manifested in the form of pragmatism (Habermas 

2000; Pearce 1995). 

Communication and the “Pragmatic Turn” 

The “pragmatic turn” conceptualized communication as “a way of doing things rather 

than describing things” (Pearce 1995, 91). This view foregrounded communication “as a 

primary social process, not a means of doing other things or a process in which the more 

important things are before, behind, or after” (Pearce 1995, 91). From this perspective, 

communication performs a direct function as a specific type of action. Pragmatist 

communication approaches are focused on relational, social interaction processes, rather 

than treating individual actors as the primary unit of analysis (ibid.). Moreover, Pearce 

(1995) illuminates how this view effectively fuses the most useful parts of social 

constructionism and critical theory. He argues that the “pragmatic turn” holds the view 

that “social actions have an imminent rationality… or “grammar” … that organizes 
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them,” and that “persons in communication are embodied, material entities in a real 

world” (Pearce 1995, 91). To this end, “certainty is possible within the grammar of 

particular language games as a matter of ‘experience’ … but not as a general propositions 

or intrapsychic cognitions” (ibid.). 

While the focus on social action reinforces the utility of the pragmatist view in a 

systems context, the utility of this approach is further compounded by its functional 

character. Weinburg (2014, 14) characterizes pragmatists within the realm of social 

constructionism according to their more realistic approach to research, in the extent that 

they dismissed “the misconceived dream of transcending the human condition” in favor 

of a more feasible approach to “merely improve the human condition.” Likewise, Pearce 

(1995, 100) contends that pragmatic social constructionists “are interested in knowing 

how to act so that our actions fit into ongoing, unfinished patterns, contributing to the 

determination of the meaning of these patterns.” This is directly tied to communication 

because, arguably, “our actions have to engage [the] grammar” that organizes social 

action” (ibid.). From this perspective, research has a functional purpose beyond 

producing knowledge, and therefore, places higher priority on theory in the form of 

models as opposed to propositions, given its more practical contribution as part of a “tool 

kit” to guide action (ibid. 101).  

This subset of work within the Communication field originated in the domain of 

interpersonal communication (Craig 1995, v), and the unique fusion of constructionist, 

critical, and pragmatic perspectives established an alternative paradigm for understanding 

communication processes. Pearce (2007, 32) describes this conceptual shift as one that 
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deviated from the traditional “transmission model” of communication in favor of a 

“social constructionist” model.  

The Transmission Model of Communication 

Chetro-Szivos (2014, 239) explains that the transmission model of communication views 

“communication as a process to impart a message from a sender to a receiver through the 

use of a medium where the speakers share communicative commonality.” This view has 

several important implications for understanding and engaging in communication. The 

transmission model exhibits a restricted view of the communication process as merely the 

“transfer of information” from one entity to another (Pearce 2007, 30; Pearce 1976, 37). 

This concept of communication as the transfer or exchange of information implies that 

communication primarily has a descriptive and/or expressive function in the sense that 

communication is a medium for verbalizing our thoughts and feelings to an external 

party. From this standpoint, then, effective communication prioritizes clarity and 

precision to ensure that sender’s intended message is accurately received by the receiver. 

It is assumed that these communication qualities will enhance the potential that 

“messages are transmitted without distortion,” to prevent misinterpretation by the 

receiver (Pearce 2007, 30). From this view, accuracy becomes the primary goal of 

communication (ibid. 37), by extension, any issues surrounding the communication 

process can be attributed to some combination miscommunication by the sender and/or 

misunderstanding by the receiver.  

In their, discussion on the limitations of US military countermessaging initiatives, 

Cobb et al. (2016) highlight the extent to which the logic behind these programs is 
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grounding on the transmission model of communication, and why this framework is 

problematic. They contend that “messaging is linear in nature (from sender to receiver), 

rather than recursive (receivers are senders and vice versa). The former approach disables 

attention to communication system dynamics” (Cobb et al. 2016, 7). Similarly, Chetro-

Szivos (2014, 240) argues that “transmission of a message takes place between 

independent persons sending information back and forth without accounting for the 

relational dimensions or consummatory nature of communication.”  

Pearce (2007) offers one reason why this view of communication is problematic 

within the context of interpersonal conflict. He contends that if the cause of conflict is 

attributed to communication, then we assume that the problem is “miscommunication” 

and consequently, become included to “explain ourselves more and more clearly,” which 

leads him to pose the question: “what happens if I understand clearly what you’ve said 

but we continue to disagree about its implications?” (Pearce 2007, 32). In the context of 

conflict, this communication paradigm provides no way of moving forward in conflict, 

because when parties run into problem, this view “points to no further actions than to 

apologize” (ibid. 34), which may or may not resolve the issue, dependent on the severity 

of the conflict. Pearce (2007) further highlights the individualist undertones of the 

transmission model, which reinforce the propensity to assign blame to one or more 

parties in conflict and overlook potential issues in the communication process itself. He 

contends that “we look for relationships between what people do and what meanings 

(beliefs, attitudes, values) they have in their heads” (ibid. 88). To this end, we become 
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inclined to explain an individual’s actions as “caused” by certain internal traits, without 

considering the role of certain interaction patterns that can perpetuate conflict.  

Chetro-Szivos (2014) also explains why this communication paradigm is likewise 

incompatible with complexity science. He contends that “reducing communication to 

information exchange… does not align with the pervasive order of our universe, which is 

interconnected, whole, and in a continual process of interaction” (Chetro-Szivos 2014, 

243). The transmission model treats communication as a linear process that transmits 

information from “a source to a receiver” (Pearce 2008, 1), which fails to translate as a 

useful concept in understanding the dynamics of conflict systems.  

The Social Construction Model of Communication 

The social construction model of communication— as the name suggests— views 

communication as the primary social interaction process through which human beings 

constitute their reality (Pearce and Littlejohn 1997, x). Whereas the transmission model 

views communication as the transfer of information, the communication perspective 

associated with the social construction model views communication as “performative” 

(Pearce 2008, 2), meaning that it is “a process of doing things and making things, not just 

talking ‘about’ them” (Pearce 2007, 4; 29).  For example, Salazar (2017, 25) addresses 

the performative function communication in the Islamic State’s establishment of a 

caliphate. He argues, “Words ‘perform.’ Once the Caliphate has been declared, it exists. 

It is performative. … We might as well accept the power of this proclamation. We might 

as well accept that words, in politics, have the power to create.”  
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To this end, Bruner (1990, 19) clarifies that “saying and doing represent a 

functionally inseparable unit.” In other words, the concepts of rhetoric and discourse are 

not reduced to speech, but instead, treated as a distinct form of action that performs a 

social action. Because this paradigm views communication as performative, the social 

construction model is focused on the communication process itself. Pearce (1989, 18) 

articulates the focus on process as “the object of investigation” as distinct from the 

transmission model, in which the communication process “was only thought of as a 

transparent tool used to express or describe ‘other things.’”  

The social construction model of communication is further distinguished from the 

transmission model in viewing communication as a relational process. Watzlawick, 

Bavelas, and Jackson (2011, 4) offer insight into the practical implications of this shift to 

the extent that, not only are the sender and receiver both impacted by the communication 

process, but likewise, the effects on these parties are “inseparably linked.” Consequently, 

they conclude that “we would prefer to focus less on the sender-sign or receiver-sign 

relations and more on the sender-receiver relation, as mediated by communication” 

(ibid.). Chetro-Szivos (2014, 242) references this shift and links it to quantum physics 

(and implicitly, complexity science) in supporting the premise that “interrelations and 

interactions between the parts of the whole are more important than the parts 

themselves.” The narrative and communication literature that is used to ground the 

framework design proposed in this research is situated firmly within this social 

constructionist communication paradigm.  
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Communication and Conflict Dynamics 

This paradigmatic shift carries several important implications for the study of conflict 

dynamics. First, meaning is generated in “the emerging patterns of interaction” between 

parties (Pearce, 2007, 37), and cannot be separated from the context of interaction in 

which it is produced. Craig (1995, vii) explains that social communication approaches 

pivot away from psychology-based views of behavior in favor of an external focus on 

visible “communication practices in their social and cultural contexts.” Additionally, 

Pearce (1989, 23) addresses the “inherent tension” between the notions of “action” and 

“meaning” that stem from this view; Interaction is by-and-large a reflexive process 

because it produces, but is also structured by, shared meaning that manifests in material 

ways in the social world. Pearce (1989, 23) describes the process “in which resources are 

expressed in practices and in which practices (re)construct resources.”  

Watzlawick, Bavelas, and Jackson (2014, 4) contend that this focus on “the 

behavioral effects of communication” represents a pragmatic approach, and they go 

further to suggest the use of the term “communication” to connote “all behavior, not only 

speech.” From this perspective, all forms of action can be regarded as a form of 

communication, meaning kinetic action serves as much of a communicative function as a 

rhetorical action. Leeds-Hurwitz (1995, 7) points out that this view expands the scope of 

communication to include nonverbal actions and, moreover, means that “not all 

communication is intentional.” These ideas reinforce the key premise of the social 

construction model that communication as performative (Pearce 2008, 2).   
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Additionally, social approaches emphasize the study communication through a 

relational lens. Pearce and Cronen’s (1980, 100) definition of communication is 

inherently relational because it involves “conjoint action.” Likewise, these approaches are 

grounded on social constructionism in viewing meaning as a product of communication, 

but McNamee and Gergen (1999, xi) specify that this process involves the “relational 

construction of meaning.” Leeds-Hurwitz (1995, 6) argues that the “social” nature of 

these approaches pertains to the way that “they describe events occurring between people 

in the process of interaction rather than reporting on how events are perceived through a 

single person’s understanding,” which places “an emphasis on visible behavior over 

cognition.” Watzlawick, Bavelas, and Jackson (2011, 3) reinforce this notion from a 

systemic perspective to the extent that the study of communication is preoccupied with 

“the relationship between parts of a wider system.” They contend that, with the shift, “the 

observer of human behavior then turns from an inferential study of the mind to the study 

of the observable manifestations of relationship. The vehicle of these manifestations is 

communication” (ibid.).  

The performative view of communication pivots away from this study of 

individual perception and psychology and instead, offers a relational lens for studying 

dynamic interaction in conflict. Leeds-Hurwitz (1995, 7) points out the way that this view 

of communication enables the research to study the processes of interaction as well as the 

products that emerge from interaction. This perspective is useful because it connects the 

abstract concept of “meaning” with material practices that are manifestations of that 

meaning. Pearce (2007, 4) highlights the limited attention to the role of meaning in 
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interaction and contends that “some people ignore the soft stuff because they don’t have 

the tools for working on it.” The narrative and communication literature that will be 

explored in this chapter not only provides the descriptive tools for tracing the dynamics 

of meaning-making in conflict processes, but the pragmatic nature of this research also 

provides normative insight on the possible risks and benefits of strategic alternatives for 

action within these conflict contexts.  

Communication, Discourse, and Narrative: Key Concepts and Connections 

There are several important terminological distinctions that must be established before 

diving into the discussion of the three primary theoretical contributions that this research 

is grounded upon. Specifically, we need establish a working understanding of the 

relationship between stories and narratives, and the relationship between narrative and 

discourse.  

Halverson, Goodall Jr., and Corman (2011, 11) point out that the lack of 

differentiation between “stories” and “narratives” is actually quite common, and they 

suggest the need to make a “pragmatic distinction” between the two terms. Specifically, 

they propose an approach to define stories, narratives, and master narratives in way that 

creates an explicit structural relationship between the three concepts (ibid.). In his 

narrative research, Bruner (1994, 64) contends that “we shall be able to interpret 

meanings and meaning-making in a principled manner only in the degree to which we are 

able to specify the structure and coherence of the larger contexts in which specific 

meanings are created and transmitted.” In line with this argument, the precision and 
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specificity of the terms and concepts that are used for analysis plays a critical role in the 

analyst’s ability to effectively articulate findings as well as translate their implications for 

policy and practice. Existing narrative and discursive work that can be used to clarify 

specific terms and their relationship to one another.  

There is a wide range of research to draw on to establish and operational set of 

concepts that support the analysis of micro-level dynamics of conflict systems as well as 

macro-level conditions, but moreover, support the ability to identify and explore the 

interdependent relationship between the two, which is a critical necessity for anticipatory 

intelligence. In particular, the use of narrative and discourse as macro-level concepts and 

their correspondence with stories and conversations as their micro-level counterparts 

offers a preliminary interpretive structure to facilitate this capacity.  

Research on discourse and narrative overlaps with the social constructionist view 

of communication in viewing language as performative (Wodak and Myer 2001, 36; 

Mills 2004, 39). Mills (2004, 117, 7) suggests that, in its most traditional form, discourse 

analysis can be understood as “analyzing language use in context,” and she elaborates 

further that the study of discourse is grounded on the assumption that language is “a 

system with its own rules and constraints,” rather than as a transparent medium of human 

thought. Gleeson (2014, 10) too, describes the way that discourse establishes a set of 

norms—which she defines as subjective ideas that become stable, accepted 

understandings and by virtue of that status, naturally diminish room for counterclaims or 

alternative ideas.” Third (2014, 17) addresses the constraining role of discourse, to the 

extent that it defines “what can be meaningfully said about a particular subject, who can 
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say it, and in what context it can be said,” emphasizing the way that it makes only certain 

“practices” permissible and as such, inevitably shapes the conduct of its subject.  

Tirado and Gálvez (2007, 230) regard discourse writ large as “the institutional use 

of language,” which manifests as “a collective and dynamic process through which 

meanings are constructed, acquired and transformed.” By extension, they distinguish 

between discursive practices, which establish the macro-level “guidelines and rules of our 

social relationships,” and micro-level conversations in which people position themselves 

and others within a “system of rights and responsibilities” (ibid. 233).  

Fairclough (1992, 8, 86) makes this macro-micro connection between discourse 

and conversation more explicit in proposing that the study of social processes and 

changes requires bridging macro- and micro- analysis, or “mediat[ing] the relationship 

between the dimensions of social practice and text.” He associates micro-analysis with 

the type of work performed by conversation analysts, which involves detailed exploration 

of “how participants produce and interpret texts on the basis of their member resources,” 

whereas macro-level analysis explores “the nature of the members’ resources (including 

orders of discourse) that is being drawn upon in order to produce and interpret texts, and 

whether it is being drawn upon in normative or creative ways” (Fairclough 1992, 85). 

This suggestion is especially useful because it frames the two perspectives are being two 

sides of the same coin and avoids imposing an artificial separation of these intertwined 

perspectives. In fact, Fairclough (1992) highlights the extent to which micro- and macro- 

analysis are intertwined. He suggests that micro-analysis cannot be carried out without 

some understanding of broader macro-order and available resources, but he also 
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acknowledges that “micro-analysis is the best place to uncover information: as such, it 

provides evidence for macro-analysis” (Fairclough 1992, 86). 

Narrative is generally regarded as a specific form of discourse (Elliot 2005, 36; 

Bruner 1995, 77). Monk and Winslade (2013, 40) describe narrative as being embedded 

in the broader discourse of “built-in assumptions about how the world is, how people 

should be, and how people should respond when the ‘rules’ are broken.” Elliott (2005, 3) 

describes the organizing function of narrative in discourse, to the extent that it allows the 

speaker to achieve coherent meaning by “organiz[ing] a sequence of events into a 

whole.” She argues that narratives are always “chronological,” “meaningful,” and 

“inherently social in that they are produced for a specific audience” (ibid. 4). Similarly, 

Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011, 12) allude to way that “storytelling,” as a 

process, functions to achieve both coherent and coordination, to the extent that it 

produces “a coherent sequence of actions that allows others to understand and respond to 

a set of recognizable patterns.” While some approaches regard “stories” and “narratives” 

as interchangeable, existing research that treats these two concepts as distinct from one 

another is more useful for this research.  

Stories, Narratives, and Master Narratives 

Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011) emphasize the structural distinction between 

stories and narratives, and these definitions are developed as part of their research on the 

influence of master narratives in Islamist extremism. The clarity of their definitions, as 

well as the overlapping context of their work, offers useful guidance to begin 

operationalizing specific terms for the purposes of this research. Halverson, Goodall, and 
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Corman (2011) distinguish between stories, narratives, and master narratives to facilitate 

their analysis of meaning-making in conflict dynamics. They define a “story” as “a 

sequence of related events situated in the past that is recounted for rhetorical or 

ideological reason” (ibid. 14). While stories may manifest as a variety of different types 

of “resources,” such in the news, read in an online forum, or conferred interpersonally, 

Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011, 14) maintain that that they “all share a similar 

structural integrity.” 

Cobb (2013b, 8) offers a similar argument in suggesting that, “although it is 

certainly the case that large-scale narratives do provide context for interaction at mezzo 

and micro levels, it is also the case that the micro-level conversations where narratives 

are adopted, elaborated, and promulgated are extremely critical to the macro level,” and 

she suggests that this process can be traced by analyzing the storylines that are produced 

at the micro-level. Not only are storylines a useful entry point for studying the dynamics 

of conflict, but moreover, they represent an essential entry point for shifting the dynamics 

of conflict. Bruner (1995, 55, 47) argues that stories are “viable instruments for social 

negotiation” and offer a means to “deviate from larger culture.” He elaborates that “the 

function of a story is to find an intentional state that mitigates or at least makes 

comprehensible a deviation from a canonical cultural pattern” (ibid. 50).  

In contrast, Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011, 14) argue that a narrative 

represents “a coherent system of interrelated and sequentially organized stories that share 

a common rhetorical desire to resolve a conflict by establishing audience expectations 

according to the known trajectories of its literary and rhetorical form.” They address the 
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performative nature of narratives to the extent that “these conflicts… play out through the 

actions of protagonists and antagonists in the narrative” but moreover, they highlight the 

circular relationship between narrative and stories (ibid.). The performative ability of 

narrative “depends on assemblage of smaller stories, each one containing some element, 

event, or meaning that is assumed to support the overall narrative. In this way the 

individual stories serve as units of proof in support of a narrative that is itself employed 

to accomplish a particular goal” (ibid.).  

Frank (2012, 121) reinforces this structural relationship between stories and 

narratives in conceptualizing narratives as “templates that people use as resources to 

construct and understand stories.” He acknowledges that there is not always a one-to-one 

relationship between stories and narratives; stories may involve features of multiple 

narrative “templates” (ibid. 123). However, this flexibility is not unlimited. Frank (2012, 

123) explains that the performative capabilities of a given story “are constrained by a 

finite number of narrative templates,” which are embedded within a respective 

sociocultural context.  

Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011, 14-15) add a third structural dimension to 

this typology by distinguishing between “narratives” and “master narratives.” They 

define the latter as “a transhistorical narrative that is deeply embedded in a particular 

culture,” and suggest that master narratives, as the highest level of their structural 

approach, can be distinguished by the use of “story forms and archetypes” (ibid.). Nelson 

(2001, 6) also focuses on master narratives in her work, and her conceptualization of the 

term overlaps with that of Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011) to the extent that they 
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are culturally embedded and draw heavily on archetypes and “stock plots.” Additionally, 

she emphasizes the social function of master narratives to justify action and explains that 

their effectiveness resides in the moral influence that they wield, as “repositories of 

common norms” (Nelson 2001, 6).  

This connotation of “master narrative” overlaps with narrative work that focuses 

on the role of genre in conflict. In the same way that Frank (2012, 123) describes the way 

that stories are constrained by “narrative templates,” Smith (2005) contends that 

narratives are likewise constrained by genres. He explains that “particular narratives 

cannot just take on any form we wish. They cluster in genres with defined attributes” 

(Smith 2005, 23). Similarly, Chouliaraki and Fairclough (2007, 144-145) describe genre 

as “an articulatory device which controls what goes with what and in what ordering, 

including what configuration and ordering of discourses,”  which suggests that, in 

contrast to master narratives, genre operates to structure and constrain other forms of 

discourse outside narratives. Moreover, they suggest that genre functions across multiple 

levels of interaction and is not restricted to macro-level dynamics, noting that “structures, 

conjectures and events all have generic properties” (ibid. 145). As such, genre operates as 

one type of “regulative device” that can “mediate social structure and event” (ibid. 144).  

Narrative, Communication, and Conflict Resolution 

The emergence of Conflict Analysis and Resolution (CAR) as a distinct field of study 

dates back to the 1950s and 1960s, when, in the midst of the Cold War, social scientists 

became more interested in exploring the possible causes of violent conflict, with a 

particular focus on interstate conflict (Sandole 2015, 168; Ramsbotham, Woodhouse, and 
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Miall 2011, 4). This interdisciplinary field has produced a diverse and valuable range of 

research that draws from concepts in psychology, sociology, anthropology, political 

science, economics, and religion, among various other disciplines. This diversity has 

opened up new ways for understanding various forms of conflict and correspondingly, 

innovative approaches for them.  

There is a wide range of overlapping narrative and communication research 

within conflict resolution field, and these approaches have contributed valuable insight 

into understanding conflict dynamics, by giving us the language to identify and trace the 

meaning that is produced in interaction and the social rules that structure these processes 

(Cobb 2013b, 9). The overlapping contributions of communication and narrative-based 

conflict resolution work suggests that it would be counterproductive to treat 

communication, narrative, and discourse as separate, isolated paradigms. While there is a 

substantial body of work within the conflict resolution field that provides insight on the 

use of narrative as a lens for analyzing conflict dynamics, there are overlapping concepts 

and heuristics within the communication field that reinforce and strengthen this work. 

With respect to the three core theoretical works that informed the design of the 

CITE framework, this overlap is explicit. Solon Simmons’ (2020) work on Root 

Narrative Theory addresses, and builds upon, Sara Cobb’s (2013b) work on better-formed 

stories, and Cobb’s communication background (and more specifically, her work with 

CMM theorist, W. Barnett Pearce), is apparent in her narrative-based conflict resolution. 

These distinct linkages were not established at the start of this research, but the pieces 

came together over the course working through various iterations of the framework that 
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eventually came to be. The bulk of this chapter will be dedicated to discussing these three 

works, and the critical elements of each approach that informed this research. While the 

overlapping premises of these three theories supports the capacity to fuse these ideas, it 

will become clear over the course of this chapter that each specific theory brings 

something unique and vital to this research.  

The ability to recognize the utility of these theories, however, depends on the 

extent to which the reader understands how and why narratives are a critical component 

of conflict. The next two sections address the functions of narrative in conflict contexts 

and explore the critical relationship between narrative and power.  

The Role of Narrative in Conflict Systems   

Existing studies of narrative within the conflict resolution field offer insight into 

functions of narrative in the context of conflict. Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011) 

highlight several critical roles that narratives play in shaping the social dimension of 

conflict. They discuss the ways in which narratives are used to make sense of experiences 

(by allowing us to “connect new information to existing information”) but also how they 

are used to “justify resulting actions” (Halverson, Goodall, and Corman 2011, 15). Most 

importantly, for the purposes of anticipatory intelligence, narratives function to reveal 

“where… people want to be in the future and what they are working toward” (ibid.). This 

section takes a closer look at the different characteristics of narrative as a tool for 

reducing uncertainty, as a structural constraint, and as a mechanism for tracking conflict 

dynamics.  
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Narrative as a Tool for Reducing Uncertainty  

On the most basic level, narrative is a sense-making tool that humans use to organize 

meaning in everyday life. Letiche, Lissack, and Schultz (2011, 241) argue that narratives 

“guide us through uncertainty and change,” and further contend that they “are a key tool 

we all use in dealing with and reducing uncertainty. Having a willingness to act means 

one is not paralyzed by uncertainty. …Narratives enable people to confront emergent 

situations that are ambiguous or unequivocal, so as to promote real-time problem-

solving.” Put another way, Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011, 16) explain that 

narratives help us “connect new information to existing patterns of meaning.” In this 

respect, narrative functions to reduce uncertainty in new and unknown situations by 

helping us to draw on existing knowledge and experience, to establish relationships 

between this information and the situation of uncertainty.  

In the workshop on “Understanding Narratives for National Security,” Pauline 

Cheong described humans as “narrative beings” in that “we make sense of our role in 

large part through the stories we know are truth and share” (Townsend and NASEM 

2018, 15). In situations of heightened uncertainty— such as conflict settings— Cheong 

highlights the critical role of narrative in structuring how people understanding and 

interpret the interaction. However, she also addresses the use of narrative in reducing 

uncertainty through coherence, in which case, narrative becomes “a means of uniting 

culturally provided templates… thus, truth becomes less about facts and evidence and 

more about narrative fidelity” (ibid. 16).  
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Similarly, Simmons (2020, 3) points out that in such conflict situations, 

“uncertainty displaces expertise and emboldens the layperson’s intuitive and emotional 

relationship to ideas.” These arguments highlight the inverse relationship between 

uncertainty and narrative coherence. In situations of high uncertainty, narratives function 

as a sense-making device for reducing uncertainty. Narrative coherence corresponds with 

the extent to which we feel confident about our understanding of a situation. Therefore, 

narrative coherence decreases the uncertainty of a situation and makes us feel more 

confident about our understanding of the situation. The relationship between uncertainty 

and narrative coherence is an important one that will be addressed in more detail later in 

this chapter.  

Narrative as a Structural Constraint 

While narratives are a tool for reducing uncertainty, they also function as a structural 

constraint in establishes the range of acceptable courses of actions that an actor may take 

in a particular situation. Sara Cobb explains that “narrative is a playground of ideas that 

supports our understanding of meaning, and meaning, empirically, is structured by story” 

(personal communication, December 13, 2019). In this sense, narratives are gateway in 

revealing the extent to which meaning and action are intertwined. Meaning manifests in 

narratives, and this in meaning, in turn, structures the logic of action for a particular 

party. 

 Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011, 17) draw on famous metaphor coined by 

anthropologist, Clifford Geertz, on the webs of meaning that humans weave; They 

contend that this metaphor illustrates the ways that “the political, ideological, and 
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economic life in all cultures is organized by narrative patterns.” These narrative patterns, 

then, reveal the value systems that ground a particular community. Narratives provide the 

templates which establish the boundaries of acceptable actions within a particular value 

system and reveals the ideals and preferred conditions that are upheld within this value 

system.  

Additionally, Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011, 18) contend that “master 

narratives define and defend principles of a particular… social order,” but also articulate 

the dynamic nature social orders, to the extent that they are “actively constructed and 

shaped by people as they communicate with each other, arguing that some ways of 

behaving and relating to one another are preferable to others.” Similar to the case that 

Polyak, Ellis, and Ziemer (2018) make in support of the case that conflict parties act 

based on the “Logic of Appropriateness,” Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011, 17) 

contend that master narratives “provide every society with its own sense of rationality.” 

This point reinforces the value of narrative analysis in context anticipatory intelligence in 

that narrative is a device that reveals the value system of particular party, and this value 

system implicitly structures decision-making and future courses of action that are deemed 

appropriate within a specific context.   

While Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011) focus on the insight that is found 

in master narratives, Samantha Hardy’s (2008) work on narrative genres offers a parallel 

perspective, in the context of interpersonal conflict. She argues that “genre provides the 

rules and conventions by which narratives constrain narrators to normative meanings” 

(Hardy 2008, 250). Additionally, she explains that studying the attributes of conflict 
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stories told by individuals can “help identify underlying orientations to conflict and broad 

ideologies about social relations that affect conflict” (ibid. 253).  

Cobb (2013b) reinforces the structural function of genre and its relevance for 

anticipatory intelligence. Drawing on Hardy’s work, she contends that “in this light, 

genre is much more than tool for differentiations or categorizing narrative; it is a window 

into the way narrative structures both experience and interaction” (Cobb 2013b, 59). The 

structural function of narrative matters for anticipatory intelligence, because it allows the 

analyst to narrow down the range of plausible scenarios that may unfold based upon the 

scope of acceptable actions that are permissible for a given party within that party’s 

respective social order.  

Narrative as a Mechanism for Tracking Conflict Dynamics 

The structural function of narrative is tied to the way it reveals the value system of the 

speaker. From an analytical standpoint, narratives provide empirical data that reveals this 

value system, which can be used to estimate both plausible and unlikely courses of 

actions that we can expect a speaker to take, based on how those actions correspond with 

the moral framework that is discerned from the narrative. The “social dimension” of 

conflict attends to the interdependent relationship of meaning and action, and narratives 

provide the empirical data for tracking this relationship. 

Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011, 15) address the persuasive aspect of this 

relationship, to the extent that parties often use narratives to provide justification for 

corresponding actions, in an effort to legitimize their decisions and garner support from 

target audiences. Monk and Winslade (2013) offer a similar argument but are also careful 
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to point out that these efforts are typically crafted using existing narrative templates to 

maximize their persuasiveness. They explain that parties often draw on “stock story 

lines… to garner support and recognition” from other parties (Monk and Winslade 2013, 

40).  

An important point of clarification on this point, however, is that narratives are 

not merely a persuasive device that a party employs as a supplemental follow-up to a 

particular action. Tirado and Gálvez (2008, 227-228) argue that storylines are developed 

“through the explanations and accounts [provided by] the implicated parties” and contend 

that these storylines play a central role in structuring the direction of the interaction that 

unfolds. In this sense, meaning (which manifests in narrative), precedes and follows 

action; It influences and is influenced by action, which makes narrative an ideal 

mechanism for tracking conflict dynamics.  

The anticipatory value of using narrative as a tracking mechanism is clear in 

Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011, 15) assertion that narratives reveal “where… 

people want to be in the future and what they are working toward.” They discuss the 

critical role of that stories play within a given social order “to inspire, direct, and inform 

every aspect of an ideal life” (ibid. 16). Moreover, in the context of conflict, “these 

stories teach us how to identify our historical enemies and what might be done to defeat 

them” (ibid.). In this sense, narratives act as indicators of potential courses of action that 

a certain party may take, based on their understanding of what is happening in the 

conflict and what kind of resolution they want to see.  
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Drawing on Kenneth Burke’s work, Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011, 19) 

suggest that conflict narratives exhibit “an identifiable pattern that is born out of a desire 

to resolve a conflict and ends in satisfaction of that original desire.” From this standpoint, 

narrative templates and patterns simultaneously structure the range of acceptable actions 

that can be taken in a specific context, within the boundaries of a particular social order, 

but these patterns also provide normative guidance on future actions as they relate to their 

ability to bring about a preferred resolution to the conflict. In order to harness this 

anticipatory value, however, it first requires a deeper understanding of strategic function 

of narrative as it relates to the struggle for power in conflict.  

Narrative Power Dynamics: Negotiating Legitimacy, Agency, and Boundaries  

Research that is grounded on the social constructionist model of communication upholds 

the premise that power is a relational phenomenon (Burkitt 1999, 77; Schulze and Pishwa 

2015, 1), although specific works within this domain focus on the role of power to 

varying degrees. Critical discourse analysis is one notable example of an approach that is 

explicitly focused on the power dynamics that manifest in communication (Fairclough 

1992, 12). Taylor (2013, 15) describes the key purpose of critical discourse analysis in 

connecting the use of language in specific contexts to “the larger social environment, the 

power structures and relationships within it,” as well as the position and purpose of the 

speakers.  

 Littlejohn and Domenici (2007, 93) reinforce this view in suggesting first, that 

“power is a pattern of communication rather than some intrinsic or stable quality” but 
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furthermore, that that these patterns are “rarely contained strictly within the relationship 

of two people; it is fueled by arrangements in the larger social network.” This framing is 

particularly useful for understanding conflict as complex system, and Castells (2013) 

offers further insight into the role of power in a systems context.  

Castells’ (2013, 416) work re-conceptualizes the notion of power as it pertains to 

the network society, arguing that “power is primarily exercised by the construction of 

meaning in the human mind through processes of communication enacted in the 

global/local multimedia networks of mass communication, including mass self-

communication.” According to Castells (2013, 430, 417), mass communication networks 

are “the source of the construction of meaning in the public mind,” and that the symbolic 

construction of meaning emerges through the creation, formatting, and diffusion of 

messages and frames. He distinguishes, however, between the construction of meaning 

by the individual and the construction of meaning within the public mind. Individuals 

create meaning through the process of “sharing meaning through the exchange of 

information” (Castells, 2015, 5). According to Castells (2015, 6), meaning is constructed 

within the public realm through socialized communication, which extends beyond the 

realm of interpersonal communication. These ideas offer useful insight for the design of a 

framework that attends to the dynamics of meaning in complex conflict systems, 

specifically by highlighting the reality that the analysis cannot be limited to 

communication between two parties.  

Interestingly, one could make a case that this premise is just as relevant to 

interpersonal conflicts as it is to the more large-scale conflicts of concern within the 
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national security domain. In both cases, the analyst must account for the role of other 

parties in shaping the conflict dynamics between two specific actors. In this respect, scale 

is irrelevant; no matter if “other parties” constitute friends and co-workers or nation-

states and international organizations, the dynamics between the two primary parties and 

these other entities will impact that central relationship in focus— either directly or 

indirectly. However, there is a least one critical characteristic that brings an added layer 

of complexity to the task of analyzing the latter case: these large-scale conflicts take 

place within the public sphere, which means that the public itself is not just an audience 

but plays an active role in shaping the dynamics of conflict.  

Conflict in the Public Sphere: Examining the Critical Role of the Audience 

When conflict unfolds within the public sphere, the general public becomes a witness to 

the decision, actions, and interactions of conflict actors. In a sense, conflict is enacted on 

global stage in front of a public audience. The problem with this metaphor, however, is 

that the notion of the “audience” suggests that the public is a passive listener or 

uninvolved observer of the conflict, when in fact, the public plays a critical role in 

influencing the nature and direction of these conflicts.  

Bakhtin’s dialogical work offers a useful lens for reframing this relationship. 

Schuster (1985) discusses the critical importance of Bakhtin’s re-interpretation of the 

Aristotelian communication triangle. Whereas the traditional heuristic distinguishes the 

speaker, listener, and subject as the three points of the triangle, Bakhtin’s modification 

removes the “subject” and replaces it with the “hero,” “thus compelling us to reconcile 

our ideas about the interactive nature of speaking and writing (Schuster 1985, 594-595). 
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The agency of both the hero and the listener in Bakhtin’s model is what distinguishes it 

from the original Aristotelian heuristic. Schuster (1985) argues,  

Subjects are actually conceived as objects. They are passive, inert, powerless to 

shape discourse. In Bakhtin’s terms, the hero is as potent a determinant in the 

rhetorical paradigm as speaker or listener. The hero interacts with the speaker to 

shape the language and determine the form. At times, the hero becomes the 

dominant influence in verbal and written utterance (Schuster 1985, 595). 

 

In this way, Bakhtin’s model depicts a very different set of dynamics because all three 

components of the triad have agency in the communication process. This approach is 

consistent with the social constructionist model of communication because it views the 

relationship between the “speaker” and “listener” as one in which parties engage in 

communication as a back-in-forth interaction, whereas the Aristotelian version aligns 

with the one-way transmission model of communication.  

 The relevance of this shift in the context of conflict becomes clear if the analyst 

were to replace the speaker/hero/listener triad with Party A/Party B/Public Audience. 

Figure 3.1 demonstrates the critical role of the audience in shaping conflict dynamics and 

clarifies why analysis cannot focus only on the interaction between Party A and Party B 

in isolation of the conflict context.  

 Schuster (1985, 595-596) argues that “for Bakhtin, dialogue is no static model of 

speaker making utterance to listener concerning hero. The three elements of the dialogue 

speak, listen, and influence each other equivalently.” Moreover, Schuster (1985, 596) 

contends that, by altering the components (and by extension, the dynamics) of the 

rhetorical triangle, Bakhtin inevitably alters the overall character of the triangle itself, 

into “a rhetorical circle with speaker, hero, and listener whirring around the 
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circumference.” He further suggests that “Bakhtin’s paradigm is a model of complex 

interaction. Subject and Object lose their distinctive ontological status. Each is altered by 

the semantic shaping given to it through the ‘dialogic’ interaction” (ibid.). 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1. The Discursive Triad 

  

Bakhtin’s model provides a visual heuristic that illustrates the critical role that the 

public audience plays in shaping conflict dynamics. However, this illustration serves as 

confirmation that the analyst cannot fully assess the power dynamics between two parties 

without factoring in the role that the audience plays in shaping the struggle for power that 

unfolds in conflict.  

Winning Hearts and Minds: The Strategic Importance of Moral Grammar 

Bakhtin’s dialogical model highlights the agency of the public audience (or “listener”) in 

communication. In the case of the Global War on Terror, this premises would appear to be 
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consistent with the scope of efforts on all side of the conflict to “win the hearts of minds” 

of target populations. The central role of the public in affecting conflict dynamics is 

widely acknowledged in both the academic and defense communities.  

According to Wright (2018, 64), “considerable evidence suggests that public 

opinion, although not formally polled, helped drive inadvertent escalation before the two 

largest conflicts between European powers from 1815 and 1939. In both cases escalation 

between the states was in large part inadvertent, as would likely be the case between 

major powers today.” Smith’s (2005) work also illustrates the role of public opinion in 

driving state decision-making on whether or not to go to war, and his analysis goes a 

level deeper to look more closely at the narrative genres that functioned to shape public 

opinion on the topic.  

This research highlights the strategic use of narrative as powerful tool of 

persuasion in political conflict. Smith (2005) outlines the strategic purposes that 

narratives can serve for conflict parties, particularly in working to build power by means 

of gaining public support. He contends that “Narratives allocate causal responsibility for 

action, define actors and give them motivation, indicate the trajectory of past episodes 

and predict consequences of future choices, suggest courses of action, confer and 

withdraw legitimacy, and provide social approval by aligning events with normative 

cultural codes” (Smith 2005, 18).  

The relationship between meaning and power becomes visible in conflict 

narratives as opposing struggle to win the hearts and minds of the broader public, which 

in turn, is used to legitimate a particular course of action. The strategic efforts to win 
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public support often manifest in the use of normative, value-based language that 

coincides with the moral framework, or moral order, of a target population. Moral orders 

are socially constructed emergents that represent an implicit set of shared rules and norms 

for a group of people that functions to guide them on how to act appropriately in certain 

situations (Pearce and Littlejohn 1997, 51). When opposing parties speak about conflict 

in terms of values, rights, and duties, they are revealing pieces of their moral order, or 

“the pattern of one’s compulsions and permissions to act in certain ways and one’s 

prohibitions against acting in other ways” (Pearce and Littlejohn 1997, 54). Moral orders 

impose an implicit system of rules that govern the boundaries of action in conflict.  

Moreover, these moral orders emerge in narratives. McNamee and Gergen (1999, 

19) contend that, “as words function within relationships to name, direct, approve, 

correct, and so on, so do they acquire ontological and moral dimension. Local 

vocabularies come to represent a world of objects, individuals, actions, rights, duties, and 

so on.” As these moral orders emerge, they create an implicit set of “boundaries” that 

establish the range of actions that are socially permissible in a given situation (Pearce and 

Littlejohn 1997, 54). However, Pearce and Littlejohn (1997, 54) note that the meaning of 

these actions are always context-dependent, while McNamee and Gergen (1999, 19) point 

out that these boundaries are shaped by “the manner in which participants supplement 

and counter-supplement each other’s actions.” Pearce and Littlejohn (1997, 52) describe 

the rules and norms that constitute a moral order for a group of people as constituting a 

“grammar of action.” This creates a high risk for establishing a negative conflict spiral 
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because, by definition, a group’s moral order defines the acceptable norms and 

boundaries for action and by extension, provides guidance for how to behave in conflict. 

Castells (2013, 416) addresses the operation of power in the network society as 

“primarily exercised by the construction of meaning.” Consequently, he suggests that 

“violence, and the threat of violence always combine, at least in the contemporary 

context, with the construction of meaning in the production and reproduction of power 

relationships in all domains of social life” (ibid. 417). The interconnection between 

meaning and violence is fundamental to conflict. Positioning theory emphasizes the 

various ways in which opposing parties discursively locate themselves and their 

adversaries within the landscape of meaning. Specifically, the meaning-based power 

dynamics of conflict manifests in parties’ attempts to “occup[y] the ‘moral high ground’” 

(Harré and Slocum 2003, 129).  

These discursive efforts not only function to justify certain forms of action, but 

moreover, Harré and Slocum (2003, 129) suggest that “positioning one’s opponent(s) in 

various ways can reduce the scope of their actions markedly.” The exercise of power, 

then, not only aims to acquire more power, but also to reduce the power of the adversary, 

and existing narrative research provides insight into some of the primary mechanisms that 

facilitate these processes. Specifically, this research highlights the critical relevance of 

legitimacy, boundaries, and agency in shaping power dynamics in conflict, all three of 

which are critical issues that impact the ability of the conflict parties to garner support 

from their target audiences.   
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The Strategic Importance of Legitimacy  

The contentious struggle for legitimacy in conflict unfolds within the narrative landscape. 

Legitimacy is directly tied to power as it relates to a party’s ability to gain credibility and 

support within the public sphere. In any conflict context, this process is not limited to 

strategies for enhancing legitimacy, but also inversely involves working to de-legitimacy 

the adversary as an indirect means of enhancing party legitimacy.  Conflict resolution 

research illustrates the way that stories and narratives are used for this purpose. 

According to Davies and Harré (1990), parties in conflict engage in a perpetual struggle 

to legitimize their own party and de-legitimize the opposing party. Parties often seek to 

position themselves, position their adversary, or counter a position that has been assigned 

by the opposing party. The implications of this struggle for legitimacy highlight the 

specific ways that discourse works to shape and constrain the possible actions of all 

parties involved in conflict.  

Kathleen Gleeson’s (2014) research demonstrates the critical role of legitimacy in 

perpetuating large-scale conflict. Her case study focuses on the power dynamics that were 

visible in competing discourses on the GWOT in Australia. Her findings illustrate the 

central role of narrative as a tool for legitimizing Australia’s involvement in the GWOT, 

and extent to which the state garnered public support through the use of specific 

discursive devices that tapped into the “deep cultural grammar” to resonate with the with 

the public (Gleeson 2014, 5). While Gleeson’s (2014) case study illustrates importance of 

narrative legitimacy as a form of moral power, the most valuable aspect of her research 

involves the discursive power dynamics that played out within the public sphere as 
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alternative narratives emerged to contest the dominant narrative over the course of the 

conflict. She discusses the features of the other narratives that were “sidelined” in the 

broader discourse (ibid. 23) and identifies the varying strategies that were employed in 

these efforts.  

Specifically, Gleeson (2014, 108) cites two primary approaches for contestation-- 

to establish a counter narrative within the dominant discourse or attempt to establish a 

counter narrative outside of the dominant discourse. She reports that counternarratives 

within the dominant discourse offered alternative strategies for addressing terrorism and 

were usually either “sidelined” or “maligned,” whereas speaking “outside” of the 

dominant discourse was simply ignored; According to Gleeson, “their representations 

gained little traction in the popular media or the broader community” (ibid.).  

Bruner (1995, 50) highlights the use of stories as a source of power in their 

capacity to “legitimize action.” Cobb et al. (2016, 7) expand on how this is done in 

suggesting that “narrative preserves legitimacy and dictates action, as the performance of 

moral values.” This argument illuminates the extent to which legitimacy in conflict is 

intertwined with the established value systems of a social group, which suggest that 

acquiring legitimacy requires connecting with the core values of a social group, while 

delegitimizing an adversary involves framing their actions and motivations in a way that 

negates those core values. Bruner (2013, 50) contends that “devotions from the canonical 

[values]… have moral consequences.” This line of reasoning speaks to intractability of 

conflict when parties legitimize their actions on the basis of values system, this discursive 

logic not only hampers the opportunity for dialogue with adversaries whose actions are 
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viewed in as violations of those values, but moreover, shuts down the ability for members 

of that party to question this legitimacy internally. Cobb (2013b, 28) addresses these 

visible dynamics within the US surrounding the dominant narrative on the GWOT, noting 

that, because the legitimacy of this narrative was grounded on moral norms and values, 

“it was impossible to contest without being labelled ‘unpatriotic.’” 

This research demonstrates the critical role of legitimacy in shaping the power 

dynamics of conflict, and the extent to which parties value systems for self-legitimation 

and other-delegitimation. Moreover, it offers insight for a framework design by providing 

the language to begin building a set of indicators for tracing the legitimation and 

delegitimation processes in conflict, and the associated value markers on which these 

processes are grounded. By analyzing the discursive interactions of opposing parties in 

conflict, we should be able to identify the elements embedded in specific speech acts and 

storylines that implicitly function to perpetuate the unwanted repetitive patterns of 

conflict. This process augments the relational process by which conflict can escalate and 

violence becomes radicalized and could offer useful insight into how certain patterns of 

violent behavior are perpetuated by specific discursive dynamics. 

The Strategic Importance of Boundaries 

The legitimation and delegitimation processes in conflict overlap with exercise of power 

through boundary formation. Boundary formation is a social process (Pearce and 

Littlejohn 1997, 109), and Pearce and Littlejohn (1997) explain why this process is not 

confined to conflict contexts. They suggest that social boundaries are side effect from the 

way that humans “find meaning in association with others within a community” by 
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suggesting that these connections cannot be made “without a boundary to separate us 

from ‘outsiders’” (Pearce and Littlejohn 1997, 108). Similarly, Saville-Troike (2003, 13) 

addresses the extent to which communication can be used to “create or reinforce 

boundaries,” which can both increase unification of an-ingroup and emphasize exclusion 

of an out-group; she also highlights the way that a speaker can emphasize these 

boundaries to “maintain differential power relationship between groups.”  

While boundaries are not limited to situations of conflict, they can function to 

perpetuate conflict. Research suggests that stories and narratives are critical mechanisms 

for boundary formation (Pearce and Littlejohn 1997, 109; Frank 2012, 130; Cobb et al. 

2016, 7). The narrative mechanics that establish boundaries can be examined from two 

perspectives, to the extent that create in-groups and exclude outsiders. In the case of the 

former, Frank (2012, 130) discusses the extent to which stories have the capacity to 

“assemble” groups, as “fabrication mechanisms.” Likewise, in his review of specific 

forms of communication, Pearce (1989, 109) describes the extent to which certain 

patterns of communication attempt to “achieve coordination” by “maintaining boundaries 

around the group but not within it.” 

Cobb et al. (2016, 7) suggest that “rhetorical power” of narrative in successfully 

establishing group boundaries is tied to the extent to which “the internal structures or 

narrative draw on, and reflect, cultural narratives,” which “activities much more than 

rational logic.” While this speaks to the power of narrative in establishing boundaries, 

Pearce and Littlejohn (1997) allude to factors that impact the stability and permeability of 

social boundaries. They explain that “stories of ‘us’ and ‘them’ are told and retold” which 
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“create[s] a sense of coherence about who we are” (Pearce and Littlejohn 1997, 109). 

This argument provides insight into the way that establishing and re-telling specific 

conflict narratives can reinforce the boundaries of opposing parties and feed into the 

perpetuation of intractable conflict.  

While social boundaries are used to create community, they simultaneously serve 

an excluding function, and Nelson (2001) illustrates the extent to which exclusion can be 

understood as a specific type of power relation. She proposes a typology of four major 

“social forces” that perpetuate “oppressive power relations,” two of which are 

“expulsive” and “dismissive” (Nelson 2001, 113). Her use of “exclusion” overlaps with 

the notion of “exclusion” to the extent that a group is “driven out of the larger society,” 

while the “dismissive” force highlights a less severe form of “othering” through 

marginalization, whereby the subgroup remains within broader society but “is tolerated 

only on the fringes” (ibid.).  

Letiche, Lissack, and Schultz (2011, 48) reinforce the extent to which these 

practices are largely discursive, in pointing out that “boundaries are often found in 

narratives and labels.” Moreover, they address the extent to which boundaries will vary in 

stability, and directly connect the use of boundaries and labels as means to harness— or 

revoke— “social legitimacy” (ibid.). These processes are particularly relevant in shaping 

the dynamics of intractable conflict. Positioning theory illustrates the power dynamics 

that are visible when an actor is positioned as a “terrorist,” and the assignment of this 

label functions as both a form of delegitimation and exclusion. Heath and Waymer (2014, 

229, 239) argue that within such a context, the use of violence by the ascribed terrorist 
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can be understood as “a discourse resource engaged to achieve legitimacy as social 

capital” and as such, can be used to “enter the fray, participate in the discussion, and even 

dominate it.”  

Similarly, Castells (2013, 26) asserts one of the major methods for exercising 

power within the network society is through exclusion. Exclusion functions as one form 

of stripping individuals and groups of their agency within a given context. Butler (2016, 

31) captures one of the most problematic realities of life in the network society in the 

issue she raises about contemporary political life: “that not everyone counts as a subject.” 

While conceptualizing the social world as a globalized network does not directly address 

solutions to the problems of exclusion and delegitimation that are central to intractable 

conflict, it does, support critical reflection on the active exclusionary and delegitimation 

processes that function to perpetuate this conflict. The utility of CMM and overlapping 

narrative and discourse research in facilitating the IC’s assessment and response to these 

dynamics is because they manifest in communication processes.  

The Strategic Importance of Agency 

While legitimacy and boundaries represent two critical processes for exercising power in 

conflict, the concept of “agency” concerns a party’s capacity for action, and the relational 

power dynamics that enable or constraint this capacity. In that NASEM workshop 

proceedings on SBS narrative research, Michael Bamberg articulates the relationship 

between narrative, power, and agency. He defines agency as “the degree of control the 

character or narrator has in the situation,” and addresses the implications that stem from 

the degree of agency that a certain party may have (Townsend and NASEM 2018, 30). 
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Bamberg suggests that “a character with low agency is one who is being affected 

primarily by external forces rather than exerting force on them,” and contends that “there 

is a certain degree of moral order at stake when agency is navigated,” which is visible in 

the way that “high and low agency are connected to such values as blame and 

responsibility” (ibid.).  

In the context of conflict, agency is a “relational” concept because the actions 

only acquire meaning within the context of interaction (Burkitt 1999, 72). Moreover, 

Lannamann (1999, 85) argues that agency “arises in discursive practices” rather than 

existing as an “inner state,” and further reinforces the relational nature of agency in 

suggesting that agency is “jointly performed.” Burkitt (1999) also suggests that the 

relational nature of agency makes it inherently moral. He argues that agency cannot be 

exercised— as a “decision,” “plan,” or “strategy,” “using only the bare bones of rational 

laws,” and argues that “to act morally is… to negotiate a way through the complexities of 

various relational contexts (Burkitt 1999, 72-73). Nelson (2001, 22) offers a more 

specific definition of “moral agency,” based on two specific conditions: having 

“normative competence” and “control over one’s own resources.” 

In his discussion on power and agency, Fairclough (2015) proposes two types of 

power relations that are enacted in discourse and function to structure and constrain the 

agency of some, or all, involved participants. He distinguishes between “power in 

discourse” and “power behind discourse” (Fairclough 2015, 73; emphasis added). In 

referencing “power in discourse,” Fairclough (2015, 75-76) addresses the power 

asymmetry in discourse and refers to the extent to which the more powerful parties are 
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able to “control and constrain contributions of non-powerful participants.” Specifically, 

he proposes three forms of “constraints” that more powerful parties may impose on less 

powerful parties: they can control the “contents” of what can and cannot be said, the 

“relations” that can be established, and the “subject positions that people can occupy” 

(ibid. 76). This concept focuses solely on the way that more powerful parties can restrict 

the agency of less powerful parties in discourse. 

In addition to discussion the power asymmetry that is constituted “in” the 

discourse, Fairclough (2015, 83) argues that there is also “power behind discourse,” 

which alludes to way that social order is established through discourse. Whereas “power 

in discourse” constrains only the less powerful parties, “power behind discourse” attends 

to the socially constructed structures that constrain all participants (ibid. 86-87). 

Lannamann (1999, 86) makes a similar argument in contending that “our notions of 

agency and accountability are socially produced in situations we participate in but do not 

control.” Likewise, Burkitt (1999, 73) attests that “social action always takes place in the 

context of unacknowledged conditions: that is to say, in conditions that single person will 

not have chosen or designed.” However, in identifying and labeling these structural 

constraints, it is important to recognize the dynamic character of these structures, because 

they “are continually made and remade in social interchanges” (ibid.). While agency and 

structure are dynamic, mutually reinforcing forces in social systems (Smith and Jenks 

2006, 274), Candelin, Crichton, and Moore (2017, 27) suggest that discursive actions can 

provide “clues” that allow us to make connections between human action, institutional 

structures, and communication processes.  
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Positioning as a process is a relational concept because positions are “exhibited in 

what people say and do and what the others around allow them to say and do” (Harré 

2004, 97). The interactions that unfold within a social episode involve a dynamic 

negotiation of positions (Tirado and Gálvez 2008, 232). Schmidle (2009, 68) notes that in 

studying the way that individuals assign, accept, and refute certain rights and duties, one 

must also consider how the shared assumptions of a particular society influence the 

development of these patterns of actions. Although they must work within normative 

constraints of these shared assumptions, the dynamic nature of positioning as a 

negotiation process highlights the agency of the individuals involved, in their ability to 

question the way they themselves or others are positioned, to resist the way they are 

positioned by others, and even to consent to positions which they have been assigned 

(Tirado and Gálvez 2008, 231). 

According to Harré (1995, 120), “an agent is capable of bringing something 

about.” From the lens of positioning theory, people exercise their agency in 

communication processes when they demonstrate their ability to take, assign, or refute 

responsibility for any given action. This is often done linguistically through the use of 

first and second person pronouns (Harré 1995, 124). While assuming responsibility 

demonstrates agency, Harré (1995, 122) also points out the need to study the processes by 

which we present ourselves as being passive or patients. Ironically, however, he also 

draws attention to the paradoxical nature of passivity, given that that any form of self-

presentation is active, and thus, “in the very act of displaying oneself as patient one 

demonstrates one’s agency!” (Harré 1995, 136). Because these positioning processes are 
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discursive contracts, they can be used to trace the trajectory of power dynamics in 

conflict. More specifically, we can identify the specific discursive tactics that parties use 

to take, assign, or refute specific positions in conflict, and these actions serve as markers 

for identifying the specific conflict patterns that appear to constrain or enable the agency 

of parties over the course of conflict.  

Moreover, Cobb et al. (2016) attend to the narrative features that impact agency in 

conflict. They argue that “narrative is the architecture for meaning and action in a given 

operational environment. Meaning is governed by internal structures including plot, 

characters, and themes. As such, narratives anchor, justify, and forecast behavior (enemy 

and friendly alike)” (Cobb et al. 2016, 7). Cobb (2013b, 9) extends this argument to 

suggest that “narrative and discourse… are highly political processes by which some 

forms of life thrive, and others are banished.” Her work and similar research establishes a 

valuable foundation for not only identifying the patterns that perpetuate conflict, but to 

facilitate our capacity to identify micro-level openings that can be harnessed in an effort 

to disrupt these problematic patterns.  

Relational Power Challenges: Stabilized Patterns and Bounded Hegemony 

While this research maintains a relational view of power, this dynamic conceptualization 

of power does not mean that all parties have equal access and capacity to harness these 

dynamics. The concept of hegemony is directly connected to the notion of institutional 

power. Littlejohn and Domenici (2007, 91-92) define a social institution as “a set of 

widely shared beliefs, norms, or procedures for meeting the basic needs of a society,” and 

they argue that institutions are “constructed over time by patterns of interaction.” This 
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premise illuminates how, despite the relational, dynamic character of power, that it 

acquires stability via institutionalization through the perpetuation of certain patterns. 

Consequently, Littlejohn and Domenici (2007, 91) note the way that institutions are 

“resistant to change and tend to support the status quo.” They conclude that institutions 

“overlap one another and require an integrated means to address change. If an aspect of 

an institution needs attention or faces conflict, it is difficult to tweak the section that 

needs attention without moving the whole elephant” (ibid.).  

While power does not exist as an entity that is separate from interaction, it does 

operate as a structural constraint in interaction. Foucault (1982, 68) argues that power as 

a form of authority can manifest in “the rules and processes of appropriation of 

discourse,” to the extent that the dominant party in a society can control who has access 

to, and ability to participate in, discourse. When one party has dominant power over other 

parties in a conflict, these individuals and groups may experience issues with 

“gatekeeping,” whereby members of the more powerful party utilize their access to 

certain resources as a means to restrict the access of less powerful parties (Fairclough 

2015, 77). Harré and Slocum (2003, 103) offer a similar argument that the “local 

repertoire or meaningful actions” is not equally accessible to everyone within that 

context. Accessibility is limited by social categories and boundaries. 

However, it is also important to recognize that even when dominant parties have 

control over institutional meaning, their capacity for action does not exist outside of these 

institutions. Michaels (2013, 6) explicitly attends to extent to which parties in conflict are 

not always aware of the extent to which discourse functions to shape the trajectory of 
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conflict. He explores the role of the US military as both the creator and receiving 

audience of certain discourses on terrorism at various points of the GWOT (Michaels 

2013, 169-170), arguing that on many occasions, policymakers fell victim to the 

“discourse trap,” to the extent that the strategic use of language for a political purpose 

came to “take on a life of its own.”  

Michaels (2013, 170) argues that in attending to the role of power in discourse, 

analysts often overlook the fact that “bureaucrats are not immune from being socialized 

in the same rhetoric provided to outside audiences and don’t always speak, think, and act 

in a distinctive ‘language of power.’” Moreover, he argues that “the language we employ 

can be impacted by our worldview, but it can also constitute our worldview” (ibid. 6). 

This insight reinforces the way that discourse can function to perpetuate or escalate 

conflict dynamics.  

Additionally, it calls attention to the fact that dominant parties in conflict may find 

themselves constrained by the discursive boundaries they helped to establish. Frank 

(2012, 134) proposes a similar argument in his discussion of “institutional emplotment,” 

which involves “how much creativity people can exercise while working with the 

narrative resources available to them in an institutionalized setting.” These arguments 

highlight the importance of attending not only to the power dynamics between two 

specific parties in conflict, but also the institutional conditions (which are established by 

stabilized patterns of interaction) that structure this relationship, because these conditions 

function to constrain the scope of feasible actions that specific parties can successfully 

pursue in conflict. These constraints place limitations on parties (to varying degrees), and 
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therefore provide useful insight for anticipatory intelligence in allowing the analyst to 

narrow down the range of plausible trajectories that may develop in future interactions.  

Bridging Theory and Practice: The Three Pillars of the CITE Framework    

The broad scope literature reviewed thus far has been used to support the argument that 

the key premises which undergird the social constructionist model of communication 

offers insight in the understanding the anticipatory intelligence challenges that stem from 

the social dimension of conflict systems. Specifically, the social constructionist paradigm 

illuminates the interdependent relationship between meaning and action, which by 

extension, suggests that the study of meaning in conflict may offer insight in the future 

courses of action that parties are likely to pursue within a specific context. Additionally, 

this body of literature highlights the utility of narrative as an empirical mechanism for 

tracing the dynamics of meaning over the course of a conflict trajectory.  

Up to this point, the chapter has been focused on building a compelling case to 

support these assertions by addressing both the anticipatory and strategic value of 

pursuing this line of inquiry. It has illustrated why the isolated analysis of interaction 

between to conflict parties falls short if it fails to account for the role of public 

audience(s) in shaping these dynamics. This triangulated relationship reframes the way 

we understand power dynamics in conflict, because the struggle to win the hearts and 

minds of the public is a critical part of these power dynamics, and parties draw 

strategically on narratives as a tool for negotiating legitimacy, boundaries, and agency as 

they vie for power.   
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While this discussion serves to validate the central arguments of this research, it 

falls short in offering insight on how to translate these theoretical arguments into practice. 

The remainder of this chapter will shift gears and narrow its focus to three specific 

theoretical works that are situated within the broader body of work discussed thus far, 

both in their social constructionist orientation and their pragmatic function. Pearce and 

Cronen’s (1980) work on the Coordinated Management of Meaning, Simmons’ (2020) 

Root Narrative Theory, and Cobb’s (2013b) work on Better-Formed Stories form the core 

pillars that are fused together to produce the CITE Framework.  These three overlapping 

theories provide are used to design an analytic framework that supplements existing 

anticipatory intelligence efforts by providing a systematic approach to analyzing the 

dynamics of meaning-making in conflict. The next three sections will include a brief 

overview of each theory and a more detailed discussion of the specific components of 

each approach that were integrated into the CITE Framework.  

Conversation Analysis and Conflict: The Coordinated Management of Meaning 

The Coordinated Management of Meaning (CMM) is an interpersonal communication 

theory that is grounded on the social constructionist model of communication and 

coincides with the pragmatic turn in communication work (Pearce and Cronen 1980).  

Developed by W. Barnett Pearce and Vernon E. Cronen. in the 1980s, CMM originated as 

a form of conversation analysis that was designed to help practitioners identify 

problematic communication patterns that arise in interpersonal conflict. CMM gets its 

name from the core premise that communication is a “two-sided process of coordinating 
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actions and making and managing meaning” (Pearce 2007, xiii). Pearce (2007, 89) 

suggests that one major characteristic of CMM that is distinct from similar 

communication theories is its micro-level “focus on turn-by-turn coordinations” that 

unfold in interaction.  

Pearce and Cronen’s (1980, 98) work on CMM was heavily influenced by 

“natural systems theory” as an alternative to positivist reasoning. Complexity science 

structured their interest in studying the “conjoint action of holonic systems” (Pearce and 

Cronen 1980, 99). This notion shaped Pearce and Cronen’s (1980) view of social life in 

treating singular individuals as complex systems but, simultaneously, through the process 

of social interaction, these individuals become mutually constituted as elements of a 

broader complex systems. In this way, people are regarded as “holons” in that they are 

both whole as well as part of a larger whole (ibid.). By emphasizing that CMM in is 

interested in studying the “conjoint actions” of holonic systems, Pearce and Cronen 

(1980, 100) convey that the focal point of their work is on dynamic system processes and 

“patterns of interaction among systems,” rather than the stable qualities of individual 

systems. This led to the development of CMM as a form of conversation analysis that 

“includes a simultaneous focus on persons, systems in which persons are components, 

and patterns of conjoint actions explained by the properties of the interpersonal systems” 

(Pearce and Cronen 1980, 151). 

This influence of complexity science on this communication theory is particularly 

visible in the way the assumptions and explanations about the communication process 

reflect a logic of circular causality, rather than one-way, linear, cause-and-effect 
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relationships. In other words, the interdependent relationship between meaning and action 

means that meaning is both a product and a driver of interaction. The actions that conflict 

parties take in a particular conflict context are shaped by the meaning that each party 

assigns to interaction, but the interaction itself simultaneously feeds back into the 

meaning parties assign to the situation.  

Pearce (1989, 24) elaborates further on this circular causality in suggesting that all 

forms of human action are constituted as “practices” and the various forms of meaning 

that are made through communication processes constitute “resources.” He draws on 

these terms to reinforce the reciprocal relationship between meaning and action as 

inseparable facets of communication, arguing that “all forms of human activity as a 

recurring, reflexive process in which resources are expressed in practices and in which 

practices (re)construct resources” (ibid.). Littlejohn (2014, 187) builds on this assertion in 

noting that this relationship generates feedback loops that define system behavior, “such 

that resources shape practices, and practices further define, reconstruct, or change 

resources.” The interdependent relationship between meaning and action is the definitely 

feature of what is argued here as the “social dimension” of conflict systems, and CMM 

provides the concepts and heuristics to begin molding this abstract idea into a practical 

analytic method.  

Communication as a Dual-Sided Process 

Pearce and Cronen (1980) suggest that communication can be understood as a dual-sided 

process in which parties simultaneously attempt to coordinate their actions as well as 

create and manage meaning in interaction. They explain that the “management of 
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meaning” attends to intra-personal properties, while “coordinated management is 

explained in terms of interpersonal rules for meaning and action,” and together, the 

“coordinated management of meaning affords an opportunity to describe various forms of 

communication” (Pearce and Cronen 1980, 123).  

While the term “meaning” it itself a rather abstract concept, CMM treats meaning 

as the layers of context that structure social experiences and suggests that meaning 

becomes explicit in the stories that we tell about these experiences (Pearce 2007, 232; 

Rascon and Littlejohn 2017, 4). Littlejohn and Domenici (2001, 214) note that humans 

“naturally assign meaning to what we experience.” Similarly, Pearce and Littlejohn 

(1997, 108-109) contend that “all human beings use language to establish a sense of self 

and other, to define the boundary, and to create some sort of orientation toward others.” 

However, Littlejohn and Domenici (2001, 214-214) also point out that meaning is “never 

singular it is always multiple and continually embedded in context,” which necessarily 

means that people may assign different meanings to the same experience. By extension, 

they conclude that “meanings are never inherent in the symbol but are worked out 

socially between people through interaction” (ibid. 215). 

These arguments illustrate the extent to which we create and manage meaning as a 

form of sense-making, and as we engage in this process, we begin to assign definitions 

and boundaries as a means of organizing that meaning. Moreover, this process functions 

to reduce uncertainty about new experiences, by allowing us to establish connections 

with prior experiences. In the context of CMM, this effort to reduce uncertainty through 

meaning management represents an effort to achieve coherence in the meaning about this 
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new experience. That is, to achieve “a feeling of clarity and consistency” about our 

understanding of a particular experience, to the extent that we believe our “actions [are] 

appropriate [and we] feel understood” (Littlejohn and Domenici 2007, 28). Stories are a 

particularly useful mechanism for generating coherence to the extent that they allow us to 

connect a specific sequence of events and supply a logical argument about these 

connections. In narrative theory, this process constitutes “emplotment” by creating and 

enforcing a “preferred narrative” that “make[s] a coherent sequence out of something” 

(Frank 2013, 136-137).  

Stories serve a particularly important function in conflict. Pearce and Littlejohn 

(1997, 108-109) illustrate the role of stories about “us” and “them” that can emerge over 

the course of a conflict and suggest that intra-party coherence is achieved through 

retelling these same stories over the course of the interaction, which directly informs “the 

way we orient to others.” Additionally, Littlejohn and Domenici (2007) explain why 

conflicting parties seek to establish and maintain coherent meaning about the conflict. 

They point out that when a party is able to maintain internal coherence, they can feel 

confident about having “predictable set of practices” and processes that establish a 

consistent guide for action (ibid. 28). However, the extent to which opposing parties 

establish coherence relates to the level of uncertainty that parties experience in the 

interaction. Specifically, conflicts “are coherent when parties are acting in a way that 

feels consistent with their view of what a conflict should be and how it should be done. 

They lack coherence when they are unpredictable or inconsistent with what either party 

might want to be doing” (ibid.)  
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Stories have an important function in creating and managing meaning in conflict, 

and Pearce (2007) illustrates the importance of stories from an analytic standpoint in 

allowing the researcher to trace the processes in which meaning is made and managed 

over the course of a given interaction. He offers the following example: “Story-lines enter 

into the conversation, are interrupted, resumed, trigger counter-narratives. People respond 

to each other before the other is finished. Each person expects the others to have heard 

more than they said, and sometimes things other than what they said, and get irritated 

when this doesn’t happen” (Pearce 2007, 75). The extent to which conflicting parties 

introduce, develop, and counter certain storylines in conflict presents a critical opening 

for the analyst to trace the dynamics of meaning-making throughout the trajectory of a 

conflict. Additionally, Pearce and Cronen (1980, 210) argue that “meaning management 

describes the way a person can manipulate the logic of a system, including the ability to 

take the perspective of the other.” Pearce (2007, 232) offers a useful metaphor 

understanding the reciprocal relationship between meaning and action to the extent that 

coordinated actions represent “stories lived” and managing meaning is constituted in 

“stories told.” Additionally, Pearce and Cronen (1980, 210) contend there is always a 

constant tension that exists between the two dimensions.  

The reciprocal component to managing meaning in communication involves 

coordination, or “the process of meshing or organizing actions within an episode or 

interaction” (Rascon and Littlejohn 2017, 4). Meaning management focuses both on the 

meanings that an individual assigns to an experience, as well as the meanings that people 

create together in interaction, but the concept of coordination is specifically concerned 
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with interpersonal dynamics that are generated by the actions and counteractions that 

unfold between two parties in conversation (Pearce and Cronen 1980, 149). The study of 

coordination is more interested in studying the pattern of interaction that emerges as a 

“sequence of turn-taking” (Pearce 2007, 75-80), and is specifically interested in the 

“particular features of the pattern itself— for example, who speaks first— rather than 

characteristics of the persons communicating” (Pearce, 2007, 89). Additionally, Pearce 

(1989, xx) highlights other useful elements that pertain more the coordination aspect of 

communication, such as identifying the specific actors that appear to be “involved in 

setting patterns for coordination” in a particular context, such as judges, coaches, or 

polices officers.  

The capacity for parties to effectively coordinate their actions in communication 

is not contingent on whether parties are able to establish a shared understanding of the 

meaning of the actions on either side. This is particular true in conflict contexts, where 

one may find that the actions of opposing parties are well-coordinated, but these parties 

lack a shared meaning of the interaction (Pearce 2007, 86; Pearce and Cronen 1980; 273). 

In such cases, “each communicator may understand what is happening very differently, 

but the parties feel successful to the extent that their actions are perceived as organized” 

(Littlejohn and Domenici 2001, 214). Lannamann (2014) addresses the misconception 

that conflicts are uncoordinated. He explains, “To assume that undesired interactions are 

a failure of coordination is to ignore the fact that people regularly find themselves 

enmeshed in highly coordinated patterns of action that are predictable but highly 

undesirable. Family squabbles and wars are often highly coordinated” (ibid. 254). These 
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examples illustrate the complexity of interaction—at any level—that stems from parties’ 

“enmeshment in multiple systems” (Pearce and Cronen 1980, 187).  

Pearce and Cronen (1980, 169) drew on systems principles in creating CMM as a 

method of conversation analysis that “directs attention both to the characteristics of 

persons as processors of information and to interpersonal rule systems as the locus of 

action.” In other words, they attempt to navigate the challenges of enmeshment in 

multiple systems by treating individuals as “holons” that exist simultaneously as whole 

systems and parts of systems (ibid. 99). According to Pearce and Cronen (1980, 21), 

“individuals may be modeled as a system of rules for meaning and action, and the 

juxtaposition of two or more intra-personal rule systems produces an interpersonal rules 

system that exerts logical force, controlling and constraining various lines of sequential 

action.” The resulting set of concepts that were developed to support this process lay the 

groundwork for an empirical approach to tracing the dynamics of meaning-making in 

conflict. The next section will explore the structural function of meaning in establishing 

rule systems that delimit the boundaries of action in a given conflict context.  

Navigating Rule Systems in Interaction: Establishing a Grammar of Action  

In their original CMM work, Pearce and Cronen (1980, 151) emphasize that CMM aims 

to “simultaneously” describe and connect three interconnected system layers, attending 

specifically to: the dynamics of the individual as an intra-personal system; the dynamics 

of the individual as a system “component,” and the dynamics of interpersonal systems. 

Drawing insight from the circularity of complex system behavior, Pearce and Cronen 

(1980, 111) highlight the need for a communication theory that can “both represent the 
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logic of personal and interpersonal systems at any given time and describe the extent to 

which that logic is subject to change.” Moreover, they contend that such a theory should 

“not attempt to represent only the relations among the variables in reality, but also the 

recursiveness and changeable structure of reality” (ibid.). Following this logic, CMM 

provides the language to describe the role of meaning as a structural— albeit dynamic— 

property of interaction that emerges as product of the “holonic relation between 

interpersonal and intra-personal rule systems” (Pearce and Cronen 1980, 119).  

Murray (2012, 154) defines the concept of “rules” in CMM as the “socially 

constructed ‘oughtness’ that govern behavior and guide meaning-making.” Cronen (1995, 

223) further elaborates that CMM hold that “the emergent rules of human interaction are 

intrinsically moral in character. That is, they have to do with what we can do, must do, or 

must not do at particular situated moments. They also have to do with distinguishing that 

for which we are and are not responsible.” Leeds-Hurwitz (1995, 6) acknowledges that, 

although human interaction is structured by a set of rules and norms associated with the 

context in which the interaction takes place, that agency manifests in peoples’ ability “to 

change, violate, or negotiate the expected structures and rules of interaction.” However, 

she specifies that in such cases, social approaches to communication are more interested 

in process of how they do this, rather than why they do it (ibid.).  

CMM distinguishes between two types of interconnected rules. Constitutive rules, 

or “meaning rules,” inform a party as to how they should understand or interpret specific 

actions of events in a given context (Rascon and Littlejohn 2017, 5). Regulative rules are 

“action rules” that guide a party in how they should or should not act or respond in a 
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specific situation (ibid.). Littlejohn and Domenici (2007, 90) illustrate the extent to which 

these rules are intertwined in the way that constitutive rules “tell you what actions count 

as” and regulative rules “tell you how to respond.”  

While constitutive and regulative rules describe the source of “oughtness” that 

shapes the decisions and actions of an individual, “logical force” is the term used to 

describe the “perceived oughtness” of the interpersonal rule system that is generated from 

the interaction between two individuals in conversation (Pearce and Cronen 1980, 161). 

Pearce and Cronen (1980, 152) explain that in any given interaction, each party draws on 

his or her own intra-personal rule system to interpret and act into an interaction, and over 

the course of the interaction, the interpersonal logical force emerges to the extent that 

“each sequential act interlocks with the other person’s rules as the consequent of the 

preceding act and the antecedent of the subsequent act.”  

CMM work further differentiates between different types of logical force that can 

shape the trajectory of the conversation. For example, Pearce defines prefigurative force 

as the sense of “obligation” that to act in a particular way based on a previous action that 

took place (Pearce 1989, 40; Pearce 2007, 156). In conflict contexts, prefigurative force 

often manifests in party discourse that references past actions of an adversary to justify a 

particular decision or course of action (Littlejohn and Domenici 2007, 139). Murray 

(2012, 156) describes prefigurative force as a form of “antecedent causality,” since the 

sense the “oughtness” of prefigurative force is derived from past events.  

While prefigurative force stems from past events, “practical force” is the term 

used to describe its future-oriented counterpart. Pearce (2007, 162) describes practical 
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force as the sense of “oughtness” that stems from the desire to act in ways that elicit or 

enable certain future actions or outcomes. Some CMM work classifies practical force as a 

form of future-oriented causality to the extent that the obligation to act in certain ways is 

goal-oriented (Littlejohn and Domenici 2007, 139). 

Contextual force is a second type of logical force, which is associated with “the 

sense of obligation that derives from the definitions of self, other, relationship, situation, 

and so on, that one brings to the situation” (Pearce 1989, 40). Contextual force is visible 

when people justify their obligation to act in a particular way because of who they are, 

what they believe it, what type of interaction they perceive themselves to be in, and so 

forth (Pearce 2007, 162; Pearce 1989, 40). In CMM, the conceptual importance of logical 

force— regardless of type— is to denote the implicit set of rules that stems from the 

interaction itself. In any given conversation between two individuals, the distinct intra-

personal rule systems of each individual become enmeshed with logical force of the 

interaction itself to establish the “grammar of action” for the conversation.  

In CMM, the grammar of action refers to the implicit set of conditions that 

establish the range of appropriate actions that one may take in a particular context. Pearce 

and Littlejohn (1997, 52-53) argue that: “every social situation has a grammar of action, 

sometimes flexible and sometimes rigid. If the situation is to be coherent, the grammar 

must be followed.” Pearce and Cronen (1980, 21) highlight the fact that every individual 

engages in a variety of different activities and is constantly “enmeshed in multiple 

systems, each with its own logic of meaning and order.” To this end, they suggest that 
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“communication competence” is determined by the extent to which an individual is able 

to manage his or her “enmeshment in those systems” (ibid.).  

However, it is important to re-iterate the point that in any situation, regardless of 

context: “the emergent rules of human interaction are intrinsically moral in character. 

That is, they have to do with what we can do, must do, or must not do at particular 

situated moments. They also have to do with distinguishing that for which we are and are 

not responsible” (Cronen 1995, 223). Because these rules systems are inherently moral, 

so too is the grammar of action emerges from the enmeshment of these rule systems. In 

later research, Pearce and Littlejohn (1997) draw on the notion of intra-personal rule 

systems in their research on inter-group conflict by equating the intra-personal rule of an 

individual to the “moral order” that comprises the rules and norms of specific social 

community. Moral orders create an implicit set of “boundaries” to establish the range of 

actions that are socially permissible in a given situation (Pearce and Littlejohn 1997, 54). 

However, McNamee and Gergen (1999, 19) point out that these boundaries are shaped by 

“the manner in which participants supplement and counter-supplement each other’s 

actions.” This point effectively demonstrates that the premises of an interpersonal 

communication theory— in this case, the concept of enmeshment between two intra-

personal rule systems and the logical force of the interaction itself— likewise applies to 

communication at other levels.  

Additionally, overlapping concepts in positioning theory help to reinforce the 

utility of these premises while adding clarity on the normative character of the rules that 

govern meaning and action. Positioning theory highlights the way that actions are carried 
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out “in accordance with local rules, conventions, and customs of correct conduct,” 

whereas “rules” pertain to the “wide variety of normative constraints” that influence 

actions in conflict (Harré and Moghaddam, 2003, 3). Harré et al. (2009, 6) emphasize the 

overlapping concepts of CMM and positioning theory in describing the extent to which 

the latter attends to “the meanings that people discern in the actions of others and that 

they give to what they do themselves,” and this takes place within a “local moral 

domain.”  

According to Harré and Moghaddam (2003, 8), positions are “momentary clusters 

of rights and duties to think, act, and speak in certain ways that are evident in the flux of 

everyday life.” Positions, themselves, “pre-exist the people who occupy them, as part of 

the common knowledge of what is right and proper” in that specific context 

(Moghaddam, Harré, and Lee 2008, 11). However, positioning, as a process, is a 

relational concept because positions are “relative to one another” (Harré and Slocum 

2003, 128) and constantly negotiated within interactions (Tirado & Gálvez 2008, 232), 

which establishes a dynamic lens for analyzing the ways that parties establish the 

available courses action in a given moment on the basis of socially constructed rules and 

norms. 

Cobb (2013b, 9) argues that the communication field offers valuable insight into 

the importance of narrative and discourse “as a doing, as a practice,” and she specifically 

cites the value of the rule-based approaches such as CMM in tracing the discursive 

dynamics that structure and regulate action within a particular conflict context. Pearce 

and Littlejohn (1997, 55) reinforce this argument, noting that “most forms of conflict are 
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played out within some frame, a grammar that provides options and moves from which to 

choose. One person’s moves are governed by rules, but they are also governed in part by 

the contingent responses of the other person.” These arguments not only highlight the 

central role of meaning in conflict dynamics, but also highlights the necessity of 

intelligence methods that attend to the social dimension of conflict dynamics.  

Using CMM in Conflict Analysis: Identifying Unwanted Repetitive Patterns 

Conflict dynamics are particularly important in intractable conflict, also referred to as 

“protracted social conflict” (Azar, 1990) or “deep-rooted conflict” (Burton, 1987), to the 

extent that the patterns of interaction can reinforce of escalate the hostility between 

conflicting parties. Mitchell (2014, 61) highlights the need to attend to the “difficulties” 

that arise from the conflict dynamics that perpetuate over time. Likewise, Coleman 

(2014, 708) points out that tangible conflicts can become intractable if the conflict 

dynamics become particularly destructive, in which case the conflicts “appear to take on 

a life of their own.” He argues that “most intractable conflicts do not begin as such but 

become so as escalation, hostile interactions, sentiment, and time change affect the 

quality of the conflict” (ibid. 709).  

Mitchell (2014, 64) attends to the importance of conflict dynamics by 

distinguishing between conflict perpetuation, which is focused on conflict drivers, and 

conflict perpetuation, which involves the patterns of interaction that produce conflict 

dynamics. He describes the type of dynamics that support the perpetuation of a conflict to 

the extent that “the adversaries become trapped into a pattern of interaction— usually 

involving the exchange of violent or coercive behaviors— that seem dynamic yet oddly 
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stable” (ibid. 65). Pearce and Littlejohn (1997, 68) contend that conflict often becomes 

“self-sustaining” because “new causes for conflict are generated by the actions within the 

conflict itself,” and “the means by which the conflicting parties seek resolution become 

the provocation of continued conflict.”  

As a research paradigm, CMM provides a complete reorientation in focus by 

allowing the researcher to experience conflict through a communication lens. This 

theoretical shift entails understanding violence as a product of the patterns of interaction 

between conflicting parties. Therefore, strategies for addressing this violence involve 

identifying entry points to introduce constructive shifts in these patterns of interaction. 

Pearce (2007, 120) suggests that CMM can provide insight into violent conflict and 

references the use of CMM in research on family violence, which approached the conflict 

by “treating ‘violence’ as a speech act and looking at it in a sequence of turns.” This work 

coincided with Pearce and Cronen’s (1980, 246) theoretical premise on “unwanted 

repetitive patterns” (URPs) as a key driver of conflict.  

Littlejohn and Domenici (2007, 136) define URPs as patterns of communication 

in “which neither party wants nor seems to be able to change.” Similarly, Murray (2012, 

165) describes URPs as “episodes of… conflict that seem to reoccur again and again, yet 

the parties in these episodes feel powerless to stop the conflict from happening.” In 

conflicts that are sustained by URPs, the moves and countermoves of opposing parties are 

highly coordinated, but Oliver (2014, 273) suggests that when URPs persist, parties 

“experience an absence of choice, control, or agency, implying a strong unconscious 

influence in communication construction.” Littlejohn and Domenici (2007, 136, 90-91) 
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argue that power dynamics play a particularly important role in sustain URPs, and further 

suggest that that URPs may emerge and stabilize at the macro-level based on the 

dynamics of inter-party rule systems. From a CMM perspective, the inter-party rule 

system that structures any given interaction can be identified and articulated as the logical 

force at work in the interaction, which manifests in various forms as well as strengths.  

Pearce and Cronen (1980, 56, 244) point out that the logical force behind any 

given action is often made explicit when people “account for their actions or talk about 

their motives and intentions,” and their findings suggest that there is a direct connection 

between coordinated URPs and the “locus of blame” that parties assign in conflict. In 

their original theoretical work, they outlined a process for modeling the intra-personal 

rule systems of conflicting parties to demonstrate that way they “the juxtaposition of 

[these opposing rule systems] would create a strong logical force obligating” the 

persistence of URPs (ibid. 246). Their findings revealed several key characteristics that 

appeared to be commonly present in episodes that involved URPs, including “strong 

antecedent-to-act linkages”, “weak act-to-consequent linkages,” and a “narrow range of 

alternative speech acts” (ibid. 247).  

In other words, URPs appeared to be sustained when the actions of both parties’ 

actions were influenced by strong prefigurative and/or contextual force, and weak 

practical and/or implicative force. To further simplify these findings, conflict appeared to 

be sustained by actions that were motivated by the previous acts of the opposing party or 

enacted out of some sense of obligation based on what is appropriate for that party’s 

culture, organization, or some other context of meaning. In contrast, there seems to be a 
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limited presence in these cases of logical force that is future- or goal-oriented. To this 

same point, the dominant role of prefigurative and contextual force seems to influence the 

extent to which parties perceive a more limited range of appropriate options for actions 

within the conflict.  

Pearce and Cronen (1980, 247) summarize these findings in suggesting that “two 

persons with this rule structure have a high potential for feeling obligated (by antecedents 

and life scripts [or another meaning context]) to perform specific acts (because of the 

narrow range), regardless of the consequences.” They further conclude that “these data 

provide support for the central contention that the characteristics of an episode are 

functions of the rule structures that conversant employ. Moreover, the data are consistent 

with our predictions about the structural features of rules that produce the feeling of 

enmeshment in URPs, and with the formula that specifies the relationship among the 

variables” (ibid. 250). Another important characteristic that Pearce and Cronen (1980, 

247) observed in their study that “there seemed too a set of inflexible rules primarily at 

the relational level that governed the structure of the interaction, and a set of more 

flexible rules permitting discretionary strategy within these constraints.” This original 

research has since been extended and applied to other conflicts, which suggests the 

potential utility that some of these observations may offer as a source of guidance in 

analyzing the dynamics of national security conflicts.  

Using CMM in Conflict Analysis: Incommensurate Moral Grammars 

Pearce and Littlejohn (1997, 13) argue that in many cases of intractable conflict, the 

problematic patterns of interaction have less to do with “disagreement about particular 
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issues” and instead, are sustained because “each group’s worldview constitute[s] clusters 

of stories that [are] incommensurate with the other group’s stories.” They suggest that, in 

such cases, conflict becomes sustained, and even escalated, because opposing parties are 

drawing on incommensurate moral grammars in their interaction. Pearce and Littlejohn 

(1997, 14) draw on their observation of a dialogue between conservatives and 

progressives to describe the features that are common in conflict that is inherently moral: 

“That which each side holds most sacred compels it to oppose the other, and to the extent 

that the other resists and justifies that resistance within its own moral vocabulary, each is 

compelled to redouble its efforts to obstruct, eliminate, and disempower the other.”  

For Cronen (2014, 63), “two stories are incommensurate if one cannot be 

translated into the other.” Additionally, he makes the distinction between conflict that 

involves “incompatible positions” and conflict that involves incommensurate resources. 

Cronen (2014, 63) cites an example of political conflict in which the conservative 

argument holds that “spending cuts and lowering taxes on the wealthy will stimulate job 

growth,” while the opposing liberal argument claims that “more spending on public 

projects and raising taxes on the wealthy will better achieve the same ends.” He cites this 

example to illustrate that in many cases, two parties may “make different claims for 

different reasons with different data” but this is not an issue of incommensurability 

because, “while they differ over whether the need for uncertainty reduction or desire for 

more information is the better predictor of behavior,” they share the same standards on 

what constitutes an appropriate criteria for data collection, measurement, and so forth 

(ibid.).  
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In contrast, an example of political conflict in which parties have incommensurate 

grammars would be the traditional abortion debate, in which one party uses a “pro-life, 

anti-life” vocabulary and the opposing side uses a “pro-choice, anti-choice” vocabulary 

(Parrish-Sprowl 2014, 302). In Cronen’s (2014, 63) words, these two grammars “cannot 

be translated into the other.” Likewise, the opposite issue may arise in conflict in which 

opposing parties draw on the same vocabulary, but it holds a very different meaning for 

each party (Pearce and Littlejohn 1997, 68).  

There are several specific ways that that this particular issue can perpetuate an 

ongoing cycle of conflict. Pearce (2007, 210) suggests that when opposing parties are 

acting within incommensurate grammars, it inevitably reinforces a cycle of moves and 

countermoves in which each party acts in ways that are legitimate and sanctioned within 

its own intra-party rule system, but the meaning of this same act translates as 

“loathsome” and unacceptable within the grammar of the opposing party. In such cases, 

“the participants— and most observers— usually explain the uncoordinated patterns— or 

the well-coordinated unwanted patterns— as the fault of one side or another” (Pearce 

1989, 62), which feeds into an ongoing, reciprocal cycle of blame that is sustained in 

protracted conflict.  

In the example of the abortion conflict cited above, Parrish-Sprowl (2014, 302) 

explains that that both parties are “talking past each other in conversational patterns that 

do not mesh and remain coherent.” He contends that “each pattern can be considered 

coherent in its own conversation, but not when juxtaposed with the other” and this 
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essentially leaves parties trapped in an unwanted repetitive pattern that is perpetuated and 

likely to “become progressively more destructive” (ibid.).  

In his research on Islamic State rhetoric, Salazar (2017) illustrates the impossible 

task of dealing with the opposing party when they play by a different set of rules. He 

argues that the Islamic State’s claim to establishing a caliphate represented “a refusal to 

turn to procedures and terms normalized by the West and, for that matter, the world” 

(ibid. 20). Moreover, Salazar (2017) highlights the extent to which this move was 

incomprehensible to its adversaries. He explains that the terrorist organization established 

a caliphate “through a procedure that does not correspond to our frameworks for seizing 

power. Our political glossary, conveyed as it is by the media, is incapable of framing 

these notions and this procedure, of acclimatizing to them” (ibid. 21). Salazar (2017, 184) 

suggests that the conflict between the USG and the Islamic State, the US, as a state that 

abides by international law, “operates under a moral asymmetry that stacks the deck in 

this game of war, given that one of the players rejects the rules, fabricates its own pieces, 

and constantly redraws the board.” This problem that Salazar describes constitutes an 

issue in which parties are acting within incommensurate grammars, and CMM gives us 

the language to elicit, and engage with, these incompatibilities. 

While Pearce (2007) makes no claim in being able to “resolve” such conflicts, he 

does suggest there are potential ways to transform the dynamics of such conflicts. 

However, he indicates that this possibility cannot take place unless parties are willing to 

reframe their understanding of the conflict. Pearce (2007, 120) suggests that “the 

possibility for moving forward together begins when each side can acknowledge— not 
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necessarily approvingly— that the other is acting, within their own social worlds, out of a 

sense of duty & honor equivalent to their own.” In addition to providing the necessary 

tools to study and discern the specific dynamics that sustain and escalate conflict, CMM 

also offers resources that can support efforts to disrupt these problematic conflict 

patterns. The next section will focus on the specific tools and concepts that are relevant 

for analyzing and addressing national security conflicts.  

Units of Analysis in CMM: Speech Acts, Conversational Triplets, and Episodes 

Watzlawick, Bavelas, and Jackson (2011, 17) argue that this type of approach to 

communication is concerned with “interactional phenomena,” which suggests that 

communication perspective facilitates the study of conflict from a relational lens. This 

means that the actions of a single party in conflict cannot be separated from the 

interaction process. Lannamann (1995, 83) illustrates the implications of the perspective 

in shaping our understanding of conflict processes to the extent that “blaming and 

victimizing actions become relational acts because these actions can only be 

accomplished in the process of social interaction.” Consequently, actions in conflict 

cannot be analyzed outside of the context of interaction, because “they acquire meaning 

only as they are supplemented by the actions of others” (McNamee and Gergen 1999, 

14).  

As a practical theory, CMM offers a core set of tools and heuristics that are 

designed to facilitate inquiry and intervention into problematic patterns of 

communication. Because the theory is designed to analyze the dynamics of both intra-
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personal systems and interpersonal systems, the main heuristics that are used in CMM 

work feature multiple units of analysis.  

The smallest units of analysis in CMM work are the specific turns or moves that 

are enacted in a conversation between two parties. Specifically, CMM draws on the 

notion of the “speech act” as one of the smallest units of analysis in communication 

(Pearce 2007, 101). Pearce and Cronen (1980, 132) highlight the performative 

connotation of the term in describing speech acts as “the things one person does to 

another person by saying something.” However, Pearce (2007, 105, xiv) also emphasizes 

that speech acts should be treated as incomplete and always analyzed within the specific 

context in which they are enacted. He suggests that speech acts should be treated as a 

single “turn in unfinished, ongoing patterns of communication” (ibid. 105).  

Consequently, CMM also examines pairs or speech acts— or “interacts”— as a 

distinct unit of analysis as well. Barge (2014, 146) defines interacts as “the linkage 

between two sequential speech acts,” and he notes that interacts are a useful unit of 

analysis for both research and practice in attending to “the coordinated enactment of 

desired speech acts.” Specifically, Barge (2014) suggests that Pearce’s intent in 

establishing interacts as a distinct unit of analysis was to facilitate a more holistic view of 

the communication process and support parties’ awareness of their interdependence in 

interact and simultaneously recognize their agency to influence the trajectory of the 

interaction. He proposes that parties “should view their speech acts as the second turn in 

an ongoing conversation prompted by a preceding speech act, and that the meaning of 

that speech act depends on the next turn in the conversation, as well as what the person’s 
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speech act elicits from others” (ibid. 146). Communication work at this level is focused 

on interacts and “conversational triplets,” which Pearce (2007, 117) describes as “a three-

turn sequence” that is “the ideal or prototypical structure of a speech act” that would look 

at the original speech act, response, and counter-response.  

Rascon and Littlejohn (2017) offer a slightly altered set of terms and definitions 

of these smaller units of analysis for communication. Rather than specifying an 

individual turn in conversation as a “speech act,” they simply use the term “act,” which 

they define as “one contributing factor to a conversation” (Rascon and Littlejohn 2017, 

7). Similarly, they define an “interact” as “two elements that occur in sequence in the 

conversation” and likewise, conceptualize a “triplet” as constituting “two elements of the 

interact and an additional act in this same sequence of the conversation” (ibid.). These 

adapted terms and definitions are especially useful for analyzing conflict interactions, 

especially large-scale conflicts that involve violence. Whereas the connotation of the term 

“speech act” limits the analysis to discursive acts, Rascon and Littlejohn’s (2017) 

terminology allows the analyst to integrate kinetic actions and policy decisions as moves 

or turns in interaction, and more importantly, facilitates analysis of the relationship 

between discursive and kinetic actions in conflict, and the strategic implications of their 

interdependence in conflict.  

While the micro-level analysis of communication is focused on acts, interacts, and 

triplets, CMM regards these small series of turns as being part of larger “episode” of 

interaction. The concept of “episodes” was an influential part of Erving Goffman’s 

framing work, and Candlin, Crichton, and Moore (2017, 94) allude to the utility of the 
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term as a framing mechanism for communication, to the extent that episodes constitute 

“strips of activity or interaction.” Pearce (2007, 131) offers a very specific definition of 

episodes as “sequences of speech acts, punctuated with a beginning and an end, and 

united by a story.”  

However, Blong (2012, 48) cautions that episode punctuation is not objective, and 

parties may easily apply different frames or punctuation to a set of experiences, which in 

turn, shapes the meaning of the episode. She argues that while episodes constitute certain 

“categories of events,” they also “may have fuzzy boundaries.” Likewise, Pearce (2007, 

132) contends that “all episodes have a common structure” to the extent that they have a 

distinct beginning and end, and the actions and events that that take place within the 

episode are connected and made coherent through a story. However, as episodes emerge 

as patterns of communication that are established in interaction between two or more 

parties (Hutcheson 2012). To this end, Pearce (2007, 148) notes that “they have to be 

realized in coordinated actions.” Additionally, Pearce (2007, 132-133) suggests that 

“episodes come in clusters,” in the sense that certain patterns of interaction emerge and 

become sustained over time. 

Analyzing Conversation Episodes: The Serpentine Model 

Pearce and Cronen’s (1980) original CMM work, along with a variety of theoretical 

extensions that have been added over the years, offer a wide range of tools and visual 

heuristics that are designed to support inquiry and intervention in different types of 

communication contexts.  
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The Serpentine model is designed to support analysis of interpersonal systems, 

specifically in the way it “help[s] us step back and see patterns of communication in the 

turn-by-turn flow of conversation” (Marrs 2012, 83). This heuristic is typically used to 

map out the series of moves and countermoves that that two parties enact within a 

specific conversation, or “episode” of interaction. The primary function of model is to 

support episode analysis in allowing the practitioner to study the micro-level processes 

and patterns that can be discerned in visual display of the temporal sequence of actions 

and events that are enacted over the course of a particular conversation that takes place 

within a discrete period of time (Rascon and Littlejohn 2017, 33). 

The basic structure of the Serpentine model is shown below. The heuristic gets its 

name from the snake-like visual that is created from the markers that trace the back-and-

forth conversational moves between the two parties involved in the episode (Rascon and 

Littlejohn 2017, 33). The Serpentine model supports detailed analysis and critical inquiry 

into a specific episode of interaction by providing several layers of tools that allow the 

analyze to develop a detailed understanding of the different variables that play an 

influential role in shaping the trajectory of the interaction. The base layer of the model is 

created by outlining the series of turns that constitute the episode of interaction, as 

illustrated in figure 3.2. Rascon and Littlejohn (2017, 33) explain that “Acts within an 

episode are laid out in a line as A1, A2, A3, etc.”  

From this point, the analyst can begin to contextualize the empirical data (the 

visible acts that are carried out within the episode) by looking for indicators in the data 

offer insight into both the intra-personal and inter-personal rule systems that are 
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influencing the interaction. By analyzing the contents of the specific discursive acts of 

parties in conversation, the analyst can identify linguistic and grammatical components 

that serve as indicators of the implicit rule systems that structure the possible range of 

legitimate actions that either party may take within the specific context of the episode in 

focus.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.2. Serpentine Base Layer (Adapted from Pearce Associates 2004, 56). 

 

As these layers of meaning are explicitly developed and overlaid onto the visual 

model, the analyst can better assess the extent to which parties are coordinated in their 

actions, in addition to identifying specific incompatibilities in the grammar of action for 

each party. Both of these elements offer insight into different variables that may 

perpetuate or escalate conflict. Littlejohn and Domenici (2007, 131) point out that the 

Serpentine model can help to elicit issues that stem from parties’ inability to coordinate 

actions or alternatively, identify well-coordinated, ongoing sequence of actions that has 
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feed into “logic of interaction” and established certain expectations for the relationship 

that helps to sustain certain inflict patterns. 

Rascon and Littlejohn (2017, 34) argue that the serpentine model “can be used to 

describe actual moves in a real conversation or higher-level conversational moves in an 

ongoing set of interactions that are challenging to participants.” In both cases, they 

suggest that this model support the analyst’s ability to “trace an interaction across time, 

indicating meanings and rules that drive the participants to respond and acts in ways that 

they do” (ibid.).  

Similarly, Barge (2014, 146) argues that “the Serpentine model moves people to 

explore the temporality of communication by focusing on how previous moves in a 

conversation contextualize what follows and how later turns in the conversation can 

decontextualize our understanding of what earlier turns meant.” From an analytical 

standpoint, the Serpentine model facilitates a more holistic approach to analyzing the 

micro-level dynamics of conflict processes. Moreover, Pearce and Cronen (1980, 234) 

allude to its potential utility for anticipatory analysis in suggesting that “explanation and 

predictive power comes from the configuration of the individuals’ rules and applies to the 

pattern of sequential actions.” From a practical standpoint, Barge (2014, 146) suggests 

that the Serpentine model helps to “discern what is unfolding in the situation and make 

wise choices regarding what to do next.”  

Episode Structuration: The Hierarchy of Meaning Model 

The second key CMM heuristic that this research draws on is the Hierarchy model and is 

better understood as an additional dimension that can be overlaid onto the Serpentine 
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model rather than as a separate tool. The hierarchy model specifically attends to the 

multiple layers of context that bring meaning to, and therefore implicitly structure, the 

grammar of action for both parties in that particular situation. Littlejohn (2014, 191) 

contends that, from a CMM perspective, “all logics of meaning and action arise within a 

set of contexts that shape and inform one another. What one says and does is understood 

within a set of contexts that provides the rules of meaning and actions.”  

While this premise is shared by most social constructionist approaches, CMM is 

unique in suggesting that the layers of contexts that factor into communication are 

organized hierarchically. CMM holds that “every act we perform” is implicitly shaped 

and influenced by “multiple levels of contextualization,” and moreover holds that “the 

ordinal relationship among them is significant” (Pearce 2007, 189). In CMM, contexts 

can be understood as the fluid categories of meaning that structure our rule systems for 

meaning and action. In every interaction, there are numerous contexts (or categories of 

meaning) that factor into how involved parties understand the situation, which in turn, 

determines how parties choose to act in that particular situation. However, the various 

contexts that shape this interaction influence the interaction to varying degrees. 

Specifically, Littlejohn and Domenici (2001, 215) translate this to mean that “one context 

is embedded in another, each context changing the meaning of other contexts.  

Pearce and Littlejohn (1997, 78) reinforce the CMM premise that there is “never 

only one context [for action]. We are always acting out of and into contexts structured by 

stories of who we are, our relations to other people (whether present or not), of what we 

are doing, and of what is going on around us.” In an effort to make these concepts less 
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abstract, consider a basic scenario in which a conversation takes place between two 

individuals. The way that these two people understand and act accordingly in this 

situation is influenced by the type of relationship that the parties have (e.g. a conversation 

between a teacher and a student will have different dynamics than a conversation between 

a husband and wife), and the conversation will also be shaped by the type of episode that 

parties perceive themselves to be in (e.g., informal “water cooler” conversation between 

colleagues will exhibit very different dynamics than a situation than a formal 

conversation between the same two colleagues as panelists sitting before an audience). 

While culture and identity are two additional important categories of meaning, the 

use of these terms in CMM upholds these concepts as fluid, dynamic layers of meaning, 

rather than static, bounded categories. Whalen (2018, 34) reinforces the dynamic view of 

culture that in defining culture as “patterned ways of thinking, feeling and reacting… 

[that are] embodied in ideas and their attached values.” Similarly, Pearce and Cronen’s 

(1980) original CMM work opted to use the term “life script” over “identity” to convey 

the dynamic character of this category of meaning. They explain that “we prefer to think 

of the self simply as that cluster of episodes defined by the person as those in which s/he 

does or might participate” (ibid. 137).  

Holmgren (2004, 96) reinforces this dynamic perspective in explaining that 

“CMM assumes that the self is created in stories and that these stories are guidelines 

(scripts) for actions” and are continuously evolving. Although CMM discusses 

relationships, episodes, culture, and identity as common contexts that can be discerned in 

many different situations, CMM work is careful to acknowledge that there is no set 
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number or specific types of contexts that may influence a particular interaction, and 

moreover, that the hierarchical organization of these contexts will also vary as well 

(Littlejohn 2014, 191).  

Given the structural significance of these ordinal layers of meaning in any given 

situation, Pearce (2007) argues that a significant part of analyzing episode dynamics 

involves identifying the influential contexts that influence the intra-personal rule systems 

of the parties engaged in the interaction. Specifically, he argues that there will always be 

multiple contexts in play, and it is important to determine “their relative importance” 

because “if the context hierarchy changes, behavior must change to adapt” (Pearce 2007, 

144, 146). Consequently, by overlaying the hierarchy model onto the Serpentine model, 

we can better “understand changes over time” (ibid. 206).  

The process for discerning visible contexts and their ordinal relationship to one 

another involves analyzing the discursive acts within a particular episode, focusing 

specifically on the stories that are embedded in this discourse. Pearce (2014) explains 

how contexts are visible in the stories we tell— for example, parties may reference 

stories about their relationship with the other, stories about oneself, stories about one’s 

broader culture or organization, or stories about the current episode that is being enacted. 

For each specific action, some of these stories will hold more importance than others, and 

the ordinal relationship between these stories may remain consistent over time or change 

in any given turn in the interaction (Pearce 2014, 8). Cronen (2014, 57) explains how one 

can identify the hierarchy of organization in any given moment within an interaction. He 
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explains that “one story is higher-order than other if it contains elements that the lower-

order story needs to be coherent.”  

For example, Pearce (1989) describes the hierarchy of contexts at a particular 

moment in time for a classic “boy meets girl” situation. He explains, “at some point in 

their relationship, what they are doing together (the ‘episode’ they are enacting) is the 

context for their relationship” (ibid. 46). Their first meeting might be a “first date” 

episode, or perhaps they are paired together for a class project. In each of these cases, the 

context of the episode would constitute a higher-order level of meaning than the context 

of their relationship, because the type of episode that they are enacting will influence the 

nature of the relationship they have.  

To use Pearce’s (1989, 46) terms, “these situations [or episodes] provide the 

‘frame’ for what kind of relationship they have.” However, he goes on to explain that, if 

the boy and girl were to maintain their relationship after the episode ends, and end up 

getting married sometime later, then the ordinal organization of these contexts would 

change because, “now their relationship is the context for the episodes they enact: it 

provides the ‘frame’ for their rips to the beach and their work” (ibid.).  

These ordinal contexts and a critical part of communication because they are the 

source from which parties derive their intra-personal rules for meaning and action 

(Rascon and Littlejohn 2017, 41). Figure 3.3 is an example of how the hierarchy model is 

notated within an episode of interaction, and it demonstrates the ordinal relationship 

between different contexts (stories) in each distinct turn within the episode (Cronen 2014, 

57).  
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Figure 3.3. Contextualized Serpentine Model (Adapted from Pearce 2006, 20). 

 

The Hierarchy model is useful for analyzing conflict dynamics because these contexts 

determine intra-personal rules for meaning and action (Pearce and Cronen 1980, 138-

139), and consequently, “will prefigure what we do in the next moment” (Pearce 2014, 

8). Additionally, from a practical standpoint, Pearce (2104, 8) argues that hierarchy model 

may be used as a tool for “transcending horizons” because “we are always, in each 

passing moment, living in and out of multiple stories.” If we can learn how to effectively 

identify the dominant contexts that guide action for parties in conflict, then we may also 

learn how develop strategies to support ordinal shifts in certain situations as a way of 

disrupting problematic patterns of interaction.  
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The Pragmatic Function of CMM: Critical Moments and Episode Work 

The core concept of “critical moments” in CMM is central to the pragmatic function of 

the theory. The use of the term in CMM reflects the influence of systems theory in Pearce 

and Cronen’s work (1980), in equating “critical moments” in the communication process 

to “bifurcation points” in a systems context. In his complexity-based social science work, 

Lemke (1995, 128-129) defines bifurcation points as “the kind of action most likely to 

open up new dynamics pathways for the system,” noting specifically that bifurcation 

points most often involve low-level changes that become “amplified” in some way in 

their capacity to impact higher-level system behaviors. CMM holds that, within any given 

interaction, critical moments represent particular points in the ongoing conversation 

where “the choice of how to respond will have a significant impact on whatever may 

occur next” (Rascon and Littlejohn 2017, 48).  

Pearce (2007, 95) specifies that meaning and action should be understood as two 

facets of communication that are distinct but interdependent, in that “there can be no 

meaning without action and no action without meaning.” However, he explains that “they 

can be differentiated, and doing so can sometimes help us discern critical moments and 

make decisions about how to act into them” (ibid.). This terminology draws attention to 

micro-level patterns of communication that are created in interaction as parties attempt to 

coordinate their actions and establish coherence in the meaning that is made in this 

process.  

Pearce and Littlejohn (1997) use CMM as to ground their research on moral 

conflict. They argue that “conflict is a precarious pattern of interaction” and suggests that 
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the principles of CMM offer an effective lens both for identifying and addressing the 

problematic patterns that help to sustain, and even escalate, conflict (ibid. 77). While the 

capacity to alter conflict dynamics can be especially challenging in cases where parties 

draw on incommensurate moral grammars, Pearce and Littlejohn (1997, 104) point out 

that “the very fluidity of rhetorical situations provides us with the opportunity we need to 

create spaces in which new forms of communication can emerge.” Similarly, Littlejohn 

(2014, 186) note the extent to which many intractable conflicts become sustained because 

parties become “stuck” in a negative spiral of escalation and “participates cannot think of 

ways of changing this pattern,” which allows the pattern is sustained and “becomes 

‘normal’ and thereby reproduces itself.” 

In fact, Pearce (2007, 89) designed a game that he uses in his classes to 

demonstrate to students that “the pattern of interaction is more closely related to 

contingencies (what people do in critical moments) than to the beliefs, values, and 

personality traits of the participants.” For the purposes of the game, he creates two sets of 

rules, one set of “cultural rules” which all participants are required to follow, and a 

distinct set of “personal rules” for each of the individual participants (ibid. 89-90). These 

rules function to shape and constrain the possible actions that participants are permitted 

to take, and these imposed constraints on action have no relation to the belief systems or 

personal qualities of participants. The significance of this exercise is its ability to 

demonstrate that “the social world (the conversations produced) is contingent on the 

hook-up between the rules of one person and those of the other, on capricious things such 

as who speaks first, and the choices that people make in critical moments” (Pearce 2007, 
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92). Pearce (2007, 93) acknowledges the caveat to the exercise is that the strict adherence 

to the rules of the game is unrealistic — in the real world, the contextual rules that shape 

our social world are sometimes challenged or adapted, but the game is nonetheless 

effective in justifying the attention to the characteristics of the pattern of interaction itself, 

as opposed to the characteristics of individual participants.  

Pearce’s (2007) class demonstration highlights both the underlying logic that 

grounds CMM and its utility as a theoretical paradigm for analyzing conflict dynamics. 

Pearce and Littlejohn (1997, 19) allude to the extent to which CMM concepts assist 

analysts in “describing what particular patterns of communication afford and constrain. 

CMM is a useful paradigm for studying national security conflicts because it allows the 

analyst to articulate the particular features and patterns that are visible in the micro-level 

dynamics of interaction between the USG and its adversaries.  

CMM offers key concepts and heuristics—such as the Serpentine model-- that are 

explicitly designed to facilitate “episode work,” or the set of “processes we use to define 

or change whatever episode is occurring” (Pearce 2007, 131). Blong (2012, 60-61) argues 

that episode work not only “helps us observe the grammars of practice” that are enacted 

in a particular context, but also encompasses “what we do to maintain or shape a current 

episode or to construct a new episode within or around the current episode.”  

Pearce (2007, 232) calls attention to the way that CMM’s dual-sided view of 

communication— as process of coordination actions and managing meaning— provides 

entry points for shifting the grammar of action in conflict: inter-party coordination is 

visible in the “stories lived” and the negotiation of meaning can be discerned in the 
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“stories told.” Similarly, Cronen (2014) offers strategies that conflicting parties 

themselves may draw on directly themselves. He urges parties to exercise curiosity and 

strategic efforts to “appreciat[e] the logic of those with whom [they] disagree” and, 

drawing on the variety of concepts outlined in this section, encourages “finding places 

where coordination can be privileged over mutual understanding so that new ways of 

understanding can emerge for all participants” (ibid. 64). This statement effectively 

captures the pragmatic value of CMM in supporting the ability to respond to conflict 

challenges by exploring alternative avenues of inquiry.  

Assessing the Utility of CMM for Anticipatory Intelligence 

Although CMM was originally developed as an interpersonal communication theory, 

Cobb, Laws, and Sluzki (2014) demonstrate the extent to which any level of conflict can 

be studied from this micro-level, process-oriented perspective. They suggest that “even 

historical scenarios such as long-standing boundary conflicts between nations can be seen 

as a calculus of reciprocal moves that can each be labeled by the Other” within the 

framework of their respective value systems (ibid. 1050).  

Similarly, Pearce (2007, xv) argues that “CMM heuristics summon you to 

explore, to inquire, to a kind of very serious playfulness; they do not try to elicit your 

submission or belief.” Moreover, Cronen (2014) suggests that CMM offers a “systemic 

perspective” for addressing conflict. Rather than assessing the merit or basis of the 

positions of opposing parties, a CMM approach focuses on the conflict system itself. 

Specifically, Cronen (2014, 62) argues that “if the rules defining the context are changed, 

there would be no sensible place for [the problematic behavior]. This is not a situation 
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that calls for getting inside the arguments to assess their comparative strength.” 

Additionally, he emphasizes that conflict episodes are always “jointly enacted” by 

opposing parties and suggests that understanding the dynamics of an interaction “requires 

looking at how their ways of offering justification of an assertion has implications 

beyond the immediate moment” (ibid.).   

CMM provides the structural foundations to develop a systematic, empirical 

method for tracing the dynamics of meaning-making in conflict at the micro-level. 

Specifically, the Serpentine Model is a heuristic that allows the analyst to visible trace the 

relationship between meaning and action in shaping the turn-by-turn interaction between 

two opposing parties in conflict. Because CMM explicitly attends to the role of meaning 

in shaping process dynamics, it helps us to understand not just what parties are doing in 

conflict, but the meaning that they assign to these actions. Herein lies the value of CMM 

for anticipatory intelligence. The ability to discern the meaning that parties assign to 

specific conflict events can be used to anticipatory the range of plausible scenarios that 

that a given party is likely to pursue based on how each particular party understands what 

is happening and what they think they are doing in a specific conflict context.  

Harré (2004) effectively captures the anticipatory insight that stems from 

attending to the role of meaning in conflict. He contends, “how actions are interpreted as 

acts…determines the subsequent events that follow from them” (Harré, 2004, 91). 

Similarly, Cottor and Cottor (1995, 163) point out that collective meaning manifests in 

the stories we tell, and highlight the way that stories help to guide “future actions in that 

social context.” The utility of CMM in supplementing existing anticipatory intelligence 
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work is further compounded by the strategic value of this pragmatic communication 

theory, as a guide for identifying and addressing unwanted repetitive patterns (URPs) that 

sustain and escalate conflict.  

In Pearce and Cronen’s (1980, 183) terms, CMM offers means for “engaging with 

content and structure” in communication. The terminology and models embedded within 

this theoretical approach offers a “set of tools” and tangible strategies that allow 

practitioners to analyze and work to constructively address the dynamics of context-

specific communication processes (Pearce 2007, 39, 79). Pearce (2007, 3) summarizes 

the overall value and practical purpose of CMM in the following statement: “By looking 

more closely at the turn-by-turn process of communication, we can enhance our ability to 

discern those critical moments in which, if we act wisely, we can change the trajectory of 

the conversation and thus create a different ‘afterlife’” and improve our “social worlds.” 

However, this statement applies just as well to assessing conflicts as communication 

processes as well, in that CMM allows the analyst “to discipline and enable inquiry into 

specific moments of that process for the purpose of understanding, acting wisely, and 

intervening to improve the process (Pearce 2007, 78).  

The compatibly of CMM with existing complexity-based anticipatory intelligence 

methods is visible to the extent that CMM reorients focus away from the traditional 

notions of explanation and prediction as they relation to linear cause-and-effect 

relationships and offers and alternative form of explanation and prediction in the context 

of process dynamics. The added value that CMM brings to the table, however, is its 

ability to provide a framework for attending to the social dimension of conflict systems. 
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The Coordinated Management of Meaning theory (CMM) provides the necessary 

concepts and heuristics to structure a systematic, empirical approach for tracing the 

interdependent relationship of meaning and action in the micro-level dynamics of 

conflict. CMM helps us begin to understand how incommensurate moral grammars and 

unwanted repetitive interaction patterns can sustain and escalate conflict. However, 

existing CMM work falls short in offering an explicit set of narrative templates that allow 

the analyst to discern and label the moral grammars that parties draw on in a given 

conflict context. The next section shifts the discussion to the ways that Solon Simmons’ 

(2020) work on Root Narrative Theory fills this void.  

Politics, Power Dynamics, and Moral Grammar: Root Narrative Theory 

The previous chapter provided a detailed review of existing anticipatory intelligence 

methods to demonstrate the visible gap in complexity-based methods that attend to the 

social dimension— or the role of meaning— in conflict systems. The opening of this 

chapter drew on the epistemological foundations of social constructionism to highlight 

why meaning matters for intelligence analysis and argued more specifically that the 

communication theory on the Coordinated Management Of Meaning (CMM) provides 

the structural basis for developing an empirical approach for tracking the interdependent 

relationship of meaning and action in conflict dynamics.  

Using CMM as theoretical lens, we can understand communication as a dual-

sided process of coordinating actions and managing meaning. By extension, CMM 

reveals the role of meaning as a structuring mechanism for action, to the extent that 
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humans act within the boundaries of multiple, overlapping rule systems. The core 

concepts and heuristics of CMM offer a set of tools for empirically tracking the role of 

meaning in interaction. Specifically, the Serpentine model can be used to visualize the 

turn-by-turn interaction between conflict parties, and the hierarchy model helps the 

analyst to identify the contexts (or categories or meaning) that manifest in story form and 

play a critical role in shaping the dynamics of interaction between conflict parties. 

Moreover, it shows us how intractable conflict is sustained, and even escalated, when 

parties draw on incommensurate moral grammars and become stuck in a spiral of 

unwanted repetitive patterns (URPs).  

The overall logic and function of CMM reinforces the anticipatory value of 

attending to the social dimension of conflict to the extent that conflict stories reveal the 

meaning parties assign to particular conflict and by extension, tell us what type of 

resolution we can expect them to pursue. While CMM provides the structural foundation 

for the design of a meaning-focused anticipatory intelligence method, it falls short in 

providing the analyst with the means to identify the important components of moral 

grammar or the specific indicators that can be used to determine whether or not the moral 

grammars of two parties are, in fact, incommensurate. To this extent, CMM falls short in 

providing the narrative templates that support the analyst’s ability to code the meaning of 

conflict stories. This section turns to Solon Simmons’ (2020) work on Root Narrative 

Theory as an overlapping line of inquiry that fills this void. 
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Political Power and Moral Grammar: The Critical Role of the Audience 

The concept of “moral grammar” emerged in Pearce and Littlejohn’s (1997) CMM work 

on intergroup “moral” conflict and helps us to understand how conflict often becomes 

sustained when opposing parties draw on incommensurate moral grammars in 

communication across party lines. While this research is critically helpful in 

understanding the central role of meaning in conflict dynamics, it offers limited 

discussion on the strategic function of moral grammar, which is directly connected to 

power dynamics in conflict. This limitation may be related to the origins of CMM as an 

interpersonal communication theory.  

Pearce and Littlejohn (1997) conceptualize moral orders as socially constructed 

emergents that represent an implicit set of shared rules and norms for a group of people 

that functions to guide them on how to act appropriately in certain situations (Pearce and 

Littlejohn 1997, 51). When opposing parties speak about conflict in terms of values, 

rights, and duties, they are revealing pieces of their moral order, or “the pattern of one’s 

compulsions and permissions to act in certain ways and one’s prohibitions against acting 

in other ways” (Pearce and Littlejohn 1997, 54). Moral orders impose an implicit system 

of rules that govern the boundaries of action in conflict. In the case of a conflict between 

two individuals, it is enough to understand that the moral grammar that is employed by 

each party can tell us what specific values are factoring into their decisions on how to act 

in that particular context. Put more simply, the moral grammar reveals how meaning 

operates as a structuring mechanism in conflict dynamics.  
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Now, consider how this insight translates to a situation in which two politicians 

engage in a political debate on stage. The statements above likewise apply to this 

situation, in allowing us to articulate the structural constraints of meaning that are visible 

in the moral grammar that opposing parties draw on. Additionally, it helps us to 

understand how incommensurate moral grammar can help to perpetuate the conflict in 

this case. However, the discussion of moral grammar in CMM work gives limited 

attention to the strategic function of moral grammar, as a persuasive tool to build power 

in conflict that unfolds within the public sphere.  

The opening sections in this chapter drew on existing narrative-based conflict 

resolution work to articulate the relationship between narrative and power in conflict 

dynamics and discussed the extent to which Bakhtin’s dialogic adaptation to Aristotelian 

rhetorical triangle helps to illustrate the critical— and active— role of the audience (the 

public) in shaping the dynamics of conflicts that play out within the public sphere. 

Schuster (1985, 595-596) argues that “for Bakhtin, dialogue is no static model of speaker 

making utterance to listener concerning hero. The three elements of the dialogue speak, 

listen, and influence each other equivalently.” While the Serpentine model in CMM 

provides a heuristic to track the turn-by-turn moves between two opposing parties in 

conflict, this heuristic fails to factor in the role that the public audience plays in shaping 

this trajectory, as depicted in the discursive triad figure illustrated earlier in this chapter.  

This public nature of discourse creates a triangulated relationship and assigns a 

critical role to the audience in their ability to shape the conflict dynamics between two 

opposing parties. Consequently, analysis cannot focus only on the interaction between 
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Party A and Party B in isolation from the social environment of the conflict itself. In other 

words, you cannot analyze the moral grammar of conflict narratives separate from the 

target audiences that parties seek to engage. This triangulated, dialogic relationship that 

characterizes conflict within the public sphere shapes the qualities of conflict narratives 

within a particular context, but also, more generally, helps us to understand the 

correlation between moral grammar and conflict intensity. Though moral grammar does 

not always appear in conflict discourse, it is almost always immediately visible in the 

most contentious, high-stakes situations.  

Social Power and Persuasion: Reason, Emotion, or Moral Judgment?  

Jonathan Haidt’s (2013, 54) research offers insight into the relationship between human 

reason and intuition, and the extent to which the former operates at the behest of the 

latter. He argues that “the mind is dived into parts, like a rider (controlled processes) on 

an elephant (automatic processes) (ibid. 58). Haidt (2013, 53-54) suggests that reason 

(the rider) and intuition (the elephant) both constitute cognitive processes, and links 

intuition with moral judgment. While moral judgments sometimes emerge in the form of 

moral emotions, Haidt explains that “most moral intuitions are more subtle; they don’t 

rise to the level of emotions” (ibid. 53). The relevance of Haidt’s (2013, 59) work for 

understanding conflict dynamics becomes clearer in his assertion that moral reasoning in 

inherently social in nature. It is relational. He explains, “Moral reasoning is part of our 

lifelong struggle to win friends and influence people. …You’ll misunderstand moral 

reasoning if you think about it as something people do by themselves in order to figure 

out the truth” (Haidt 2013, 59).  
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While this statement clarifies the social nature of moral reasoning, it also 

highlights the relationship between moral reasoning and power dynamics in conflict. 

Haidt (2013, 146, 150) suggests that all societies and social groups construct moral 

matrices and that all individuals have “a working set of moral foundations” that we 

innately draw on when we make decisions about how to act in particular situations. This 

premise overlaps with CMM’s structural notion of implicit rule systems of “oughtness” 

that inform social action (Pearce and Cronen 1980).  

However, Haidt (2013, 156) explicitly attends to way that these moral foundations 

are strategically harnessed by conflict parties as they struggle to gain public support: 

“Political parties and interest groups strive to make their concerns become current 

triggers of your moral modules. To get your vote, your money, or your time, they must 

activate at least one of your moral foundations.” The moral dynamics of conflict are 

especially visible within the political sphere, and the use of moral language by politicians 

is often strategic.  

Sara Cobb (2013b, 37) argues that moral meanings “emerge as judgments” and 

that these meanings have material consequences in carrying the “constitutive power to 

open or close spaces for deliberation and learning.” Furthermore, she contends that 

“moral judgments are foundational to any public policy,” and that “all practical problems 

have a moral dimension” (ibid. 125).  

The moral attributes of political discourse conflict are also addressed by Solon 

Simmons (2013) in analysis of Meet the Press interviews. He argues that the “strategic 

and literary dimensions of political experience” are visible in the way that politicians 
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employ specific narratives devices that tap into the “moral visions” of their audiences 

(ibid. 6, 14). Simmons (2013, 21) outlines three basic “principles of moral reasoning” 

that can be used to understand the dynamics of American politics and proposes a fourth 

approach that focuses on the strategic use of literary devices to elicit public support on 

the basis of moral logic.  

His analysis demonstrates the extent to which politicians employ certain story 

forms and archetypes for strategic purposes, and his findings lead him to propose four 

main types of narratives that dominate political rhetoric, each of which “reflect[s] a 

distinctive kind of threat to civil society” (ibid. 21- 22). These narrative devices are 

intended to connect elicit support on moral grounds, which allows politicians to “to 

consecrate their causes and desecrate their opponents” (Simmons 2013, 15). Similarly, 

Kitis and Kitis (2015, 78) argue that political rhetoric is “fraught with moralistic 

attributions to other players, [which] serves to demonize them rather than confront them 

as equal and respected partners in an adversarial game.”  

Although the importance of certain moral foundations may vary across different 

contexts, the relationship between moral grammar and social power is universally 

relevant for high-stakes conflicts. Braddock’s (2020) communication research on the 

persuasive features of jihadist propaganda reinforces Haidt’s (2013) premises, though he 

draws on a slightly different set of concepts in doing so. Braddock (2020) explores the 

strategic importance of affect in propaganda videos produced by the Islamic State. He 

argues that many of these videos “don’t contain overt appeals to audiences. There are not 

ISIS members explaining why they felt the group deserves a caliphate. There are no 
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narrators describing the facts surrounding their campaign. In short, much of the group’s 

propaganda abandons logical argument as a strategic persuasive weapon” (Braddock 

2020, 165). This argument illustrates a clear overlap with Haidt’s rider/elephant metaphor 

on the relationship reason and intuition.  

Braddock’s (2020, 168) research digresses from Haidt’s work, however, in his 

deeper discussion on “discrete emotions” as “physical and psychological reactions to 

cognitive appraisals— judgments of the degree to which environmental factors facilitate 

or inhibit our goals.” He contends that the strategic importance of certain emotions is tied 

to the behavioral motivations— or “action tendencies”— that that these emotions tend to 

induce, arguing that these action tendencies are generally geared towards approaching or 

avoiding the emotion-arousing stimulus in specific ways” (ibid.). Braddock (2020, 165) 

cites one specific IS video, called Blood for Blood, and argues that it “was clearly 

produced to make audiences feel anger about the victimization of Muslims and pride in 

Muslim children for choosing to fight back against their attackers. Both emotions can be 

incredibly useful for motivating viewers to support ISIS, to attack the source of their 

anger, and to feel pride in doing so.” Although Braddock (2020) focuses on discrete 

emotions, it becomes clear in his example that moral judgment (or intuition) is the 

motivating force behind the emotions he describes. He links anger as a discrete emotion 

with an action tendency to “approach” (I.e., “attack, remove or reject”) the source of that 

emotion (ibid. 169).  

However, let’s reconsider the above analysis that Braddock (2020) offers about 

the Blood for Blood video. He suggests that it is designed to generate anger in the 
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audience, in order to motivate them to action. However, in his own example, it is not 

anger itself that is the motivating force for action but rather the source of moral 

indignation that carries the power to move the audience to take action. It is moral 

judgment that is the motivating force, rather than the discrete emotion itself. This 

distinction can be further clarified by examining several different types of situations that 

may lead an individual to experience anger.  

Consider Scenario One, in which a wife asks her husband to clean up the kitchen 

before he goes to bed, only to wake up and find a sink full of dirty dishes and a full 

dishwasher of items that have yet to be unloaded. Compare this to Scenario Two, where a 

woman watches video footage of white policemen detaining a black man on the ground, 

with his knee pressed into the man’s neck until the man loses consciousness and 

eventually becomes unresponsive. In both scenarios, the woman is likely to experience 

anger, but in the latter case, that anger stems from moral indignation and outrage at the 

visible injustice and suffering that results from the abuse of power.  

Emotional appeals acquire their power from moral intuition. Conflict parties are 

strategic in their use of moral grammar because they know the ability to gain legitimacy 

and support requires tapping into the moral foundations of their audiences. Haidt (2013, 

55) explains that “moral talk serves a variety of strategic purposes such as managing your 

reputation, building alliances, and recruiting bystanders to support your side.” This 

research argues that the narrative dynamics of conflict revolve around the negotiation of 

legitimacy, boundaries, and agency, and this struggle is always waged in moral terms. In 

order to fully explore these dynamics, however, the analyst must factor in the role of the 
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audience in shaping the trajectory of this process. Parties draw strategically on moral 

grammar in conflict narratives because they are conversing simultaneously with the 

opposing party and their target audiences. Haidt (2013) effectively illustrates the power 

of moral grammar as it relates to the audience: 

Moral judgments are not subjective statements; they are claims that somebody did 

something wrong. I can’t call for the community to punish you because I don’t 

like what you’re doing. I have to point to something outside of my own 

preferences, and that pointing is our moral reasoning. We do moral reasoning not 

to reconstruct the actual reasons why we ourselves came to a judgment; we reason 

to find the best possible reasons why somebody else ought to join us in our 

judgment (Haidt 2013, 52). 

 

The extent to which conflict parties draw on moral grammar in their narratives ties 

directly to the struggle for power and the role that the audience plays in legitimizing the 

cause and actions of one party over another. However, we know that while all people 

have a set of moral foundations, these foundations vary across communities and 

individuals.  

While CMM shows us how conflict can become sustained when parties draw on 

incommensurate moral grammars (Pearce and Littlejohn 1997), Haidt’s (2013) work 

helps to bridge the connection between a particular party’s strategic use of moral 

grammar and the target audience that the party seeks to influence. Therefore, in order to 

better understand the challenge of incommensurate moral grammars, we do analyze this 

usage within the broader conflict context and treat the narratives and counter-narratives 

of both parties as part of a broader conversation within the public sphere.  

In this sense, CMM provides the structural backbone to analyze the role of 

meaning in the moves and countermoves of opposing conflict parties, Root Narrative 
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Theory provides overlapping guidance offers a mechanism that allows the analyze to 

factor in the role of the audience in these dynamics and provides an explicit set of terms 

and templates for coding the moral grammar of opposing parties.  

Root Narrative Theory: Abusive Power, Injustice, and the Moral Imagination 

The actions and decisions that we make in any social situation are based on the meaning 

that we assign to that what is happening. In any given conflict context, parties choose an 

appropriate course of action based on how they understand the events that are taking 

place. From the standpoint of anticipatory intelligence, this means that the analyst’s 

ability to anticipate the scope of plausible actions that the adversary is likely to take 

requires developing a deep understanding of the meaning that the adversary assigns to the 

interaction taking place. This meaning can be empirically located in conflict narratives, 

and these narratives often exhibit a particular moral grammar.  

In his work on moral foundations and political conflict, Haidt (2013, 330) 

highlights the way that narratives “identify and reinforce the sacred core of each matrix.” 

In the same way that Pearce and Littlejohn (1997) argue that incommensurate moral 

grammars can function to sustain and escalate conflict dynamics, Haidt (2013, xxiii) 

likewise contends that “people bind themselves into political teams that share moral 

narratives. Once they accept a particular narrative, they become blind to alternative moral 

worlds.” In this sense, conflict narratives provide empirical data on the meaning that 

parties assign to the conflict and provide the means to empirically track the 

interdependent relationship between meaning and action in conflict dynamics.  
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Solon Simmons (2020, 11) argues that “narrative provides both the conscious 

language that justifies actions when these actions are subject to direct reflection and the 

primitive and structuring symbols that work on us at the level of our moral intuitions 

when they are not.” Specifically, he contends that we must “come to terms with the ways 

that power and moral discourse mutually define one another; how when we speak about 

justice and speak about power, we are speaking, inversely about the same thing” (ibid. 4). 

McNamee and Gergen (1999, 214, 206) reinforce this argument in highlighting the way 

discursive power is exercised as a means of justification for a certain course of action and 

in conflict, “power discourse is often employed within the context of blame.”  

However, it is important to recognize that the use of normative, value-laden 

language is by its very nature “moral,” but also strategic. In fact, Simmons (2020, 12) 

proposes that, “as morality is a key part of culture, it too must be thought of as a set of 

tools, and tools are not only useful, they are invented by people with specific goals.” This 

premise stems from his work on Root Narrative Theory, which offers a structured 

analytical method for discerning the incommensurate moral grammars of opposing 

parties in political conflict and understanding how these moral grammars are tied to the 

way that these parties understand the power dynamics of the unfolding interaction.   

The sociological influences on Root Narrative Theory are visible in the way that it 

attends not just to the relationship between meaning and action in conflict, but more 

importantly, focuses on how these dynamics are connected to social structures and the use 

of power. Simmons (2020, 12) contends that “a sociological imagination is important to 

ensure that we don’t just chase after any old kind of story that our disputants might tell, 
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but instead look for the kinds of stories about social structure and abuse of power that 

produce the incommensurable worldviews and normative interpretations that engender 

moral conflict.”  

To this effect, root narratives are conceptualized as stories about the abuse of 

social power and the resulting injustice that is produced by this act. Specifically, 

Simmons (2020, 15) explains that “a root narrative is defined as a way to imagine 

resistance against a form of social power that has been put to purportedly unjust uses.” 

Simmons’ (2020) work overlaps with that of Haidt (2013), as well as Pearce and 

Littlejohn (1997) in that root narratives are inherently normative. That is, they are “not 

just [about] how power works— its uses— but about how it should and should not 

work— its abuses” (Simmons 2020, 15-16; emphasis added). In this sense, Root 

Narrative Theory attends to the structural element that is missing from Haidt’s work by 

establishing the “links between the history of abusive power and the structure of our 

moral intuition” (ibid. 23).  

Specifically, Root Narrative Theory (Simmons 2020) draws on existing work to 

establish four main forms of social power: military power, political power, economic 

power, and status power, and Simmons holds that for each form of power, there is a 

specific opposing value that lies in opposition the injustice that stems from the abuse of 

each particular form of power. That core value provides the foundation for a specific form 

of moral authority and an associated “moral imagination” that conceptualizes peace as 

overcoming a specific form of injustice. Specifically, military power is conceptualized as 

“the means of defense” and the abuse of this form of power leaves its victims with a 
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desire for security. The abuse of political power, or “the means of administration,” leaves 

its victims with desire for liberty. Abusive Economic power— “the means of 

production”— is tied to the desire for equality, and abusive status power— “the means of 

socialization”— create the desire for dignity (Simmons 2020, 19).  

The direct relationship between these four forms of power and the corresponding 

moral imagination that emerges in response to the abuse of these forms of power provides 

the structural basis for twelve different story templates that can be used to code the moral 

grammar of conflict discourse. Simmons (2020) explains why this matters, and what 

specific forms of insight can be garnered by learning how to identify specific moral 

grammars that are visible in conflict dynamics. He contends that parties “develop 

political arguments using distinct moral grammars, each of which differs in the 

assumptions it makes about the source of social power and its attendant imaginary. As 

conflicting parties imagine the world in different registrars, they speak past one another 

using languages that differ in ways they fail to understand” (ibid. 19).  

In this sense, Root Narrative Theory provides a template for identifying the moral 

grammar of conflict narratives, which in turn, reveals the meaning that parties assign to 

conflict (specifically, the abuse of power and resulting injustice that a specific party 

perceives the conflict to be about), and by extension, learn to recognize the corresponding 

path to resolution that is likely to be pursued on the basis of that understanding.  

Primitive Sentences and Story Structures: Twelve Root Narratives 

Although Root Narrative Theory is a very much a macro-level paradigm for studying the 

power dynamics of conflict through a narrative lens, the empirical data that grounds these 
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macro-level insight stems from the micro-level analysis of moral grammar that is 

employed in conflict narratives. Simmons (2020, 26) argues that moral grammar of 

conflict narratives is visible in different variations of “primitive sentences” that model 

this basic structure: “The antagonist uses abusive power to create injustice for the 

protagonist.” He specifies that this sentence structure can be broken down into two 

distinct components: the antagonist function (which identifies the specific type of villain 

that is present in the narrative and the specific form of power that is abused by that 

villain), and the protagonist function (which specifies the “victim/hero” of the story and 

the specific form of injustice that is experienced due to the antagonist’s abuse of power) 

(ibid.). Simmons (2020, 13, 29) suggests that each root narrative is ground on a core 

value and constitutes a  source of moral authority, which “provide[s] the way for victims 

of social power networks to push back on power, transforming themselves from victims 

to heroes in the process.”  

Root Narrative Theory identifies the primitive sentences for the “big four” root 

narratives that are based on the themes of defense, consent, reciprocity, and recognition 

(Simmons 2020, 27). He argues that these four narratives constitute broad categories of 

moral authority (ibid. 13), in that the defining value of each narrative is closely tied to a 

moral imagination in which the conditions for peace are directly tied to overcoming a 

specific form of injustice. Specifically, the defense narrative emerges from the 

“securitarian imagination” which envisions “peace as security for the political 

community,” and the consent narrative is part of the “libertarian imagination” which 

understands “peace as liberty for the rational individuals that make up society” (ibid. 5). 
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The reciprocity narrative stems from “egalitarian imagination,” which sees “peace as 

economic equality for the people who labor with the sweat of their brow,” and 

recognition root narrative comes from the “dignitarian imagination,” which defines 

“peace as dignity for the oppressed peoples, who have been left outside the categories of 

prior politics” (ibid.).  

Simmons (2020) explains that “each these forms of peace are about overcoming 

injustice. Each is about the appropriate uses of power. Each is about realizing core 

values” (5). Each of the “big four” root narratives is grounded on a different core value, 

and each narrative has a unique antagonist function and protagonist function. Table 3.1 

lists the “big four” root narratives, each of which is named for the core value that gives 

meaning to that particular narrative. It also details the unique antagonist and protagonist 

function that structures each narrative and identifies the form of moral imagination that 

within which each of these narratives is embedded.  

The “big four” root narratives and their respective components provide a 

framework that “draws attention to the fact that there is a structure behind our moral 

judgments that is somewhat arbitrary and cultural in the way that language is” (Simmons 

2020, 24-25). It helps the analyst to recognize that the dynamics of meaning are arbitrary 

in that they are always particular and context-specific, but this arbitrary character is not 

unlimited. Rather, it reveals the extent to which the structural power dynamics of conflict 

shape the experience of conflict participants, and conflict narratives provide the empirical 

data to show us how these power dynamics shape the meaning that different parties 
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assign to the interaction, and by extension, what sort of resolution is deemed necessary 

based on that meaning.  

 

Table 3.1. "Big Four" Root Narratives 
 

Root 

Narrative 

Antagonist Function Protagonist Function Moral 

Imagination 

Defense Foreigners use armed 

violence 

To create physical 

deprivation in the State 

Securitarian 

Consent Governments use 

force of law 

To create political coercion 

of the Individual 

Libertarian 

Reciprocity Elites use bargaining 

power 

To create unfair competition 

for the People 

Egalitarian 

Recognition Majorities use biased 

folkways 

To create cultural disrespect 

of the Other 

Dignitarian 

 

Source: Adapted from Simmons 2020, 27. 

 

The set of “big four” root narratives, however, is only the base layer of root 

narrative theory. The conceptual utility of this basic structure is challenged by the 

complexity of large-scale conflicts that play out within a globalized strategic 

environment. Simmons (2020, 29) acknowledges this complexity and is careful to 

articulate that “most people don’t use a single moral logic— a single root narrative— in 

their evaluations. Instead, they adapt bits and pieces from the larger store of existing 

narratives, presenting a blend or array of logics that define their own political 

worldview.” In line with this premise, Simmons (2020, 31) suggests that one mechanism 

for discerning and sorting the varying pieces of moral logic within a particular narrative 

stems from “mixing and matching” the protagonist and antagonist functions of the “big 

four” root narratives, which produces a more elaborate “system” of twelve stories. In this 
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way, Root Narrative Theory provides a set of four, foundational “root narratives and a 

slightly larger set of ethical stances that derive from the way that each of the four roots 

inflect the others, resulting in twelve ethics,” which function as “markers of public values 

and political identity” (ibid. 6).  

Table 3.2 below lists each of these twelve narratives and their specific protagonist 

and antagonist functions. It also identifies the specific form of moral imagination from 

which each of these narratives emerges. Root Narrative Theory identifies four forms of 

moral imagination and establishes three different narrative strands within each 

imagination. Each narrative is named according to the core value that it represents. 

Specifically, the defense, unity, and stability narratives stem from the securitarian 

imagination; the consent, property, and merit narratives emerge from the libertarian 

imagination; the reciprocity, nation, and accountability narratives are part of the 

egalitarian imagination; and the recognition, liberation, and inclusion narratives stem 

from the dignitarian imagination (Simmons 2020, 32).  

While each of these narratives is named for a specific core value, the ability to 

discern these narratives in practice involves identifying the antagonist and protagonist 

functions that appear in conflict discourse. Simmons (2020) addresses the importance of 

these distinct components and the corresponding information that provide for conflict 

practitioners. The protagonist function of a root narrative is the defining component that 

establishes which moral imagination that particular narrative is connected with. This is 

clearly visible in table 3.2 because all three root narratives associated each moral 

imagination share the same protagonist function. For example, the defense, unity, and 
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stability narratives all stem from the securitarian imagination and all constitutes 

narratives in which a particular antagonist function creates some form of physical 

deprivation in the state.  

 

Table 3.2. Simmons' Twelve Root Narratives 
 

Root 

Narrative 

Antagonist Function Protagonist Function Moral 

Imagination 

Defense Foreigners use armed 

violence  

To create physical 

deprivation in the State 

Securitarian 

Unity Elites use bargaining 

power 

To create physical 

deprivation in the State 

Securitarian 

Stability Majorities use biased 

folkways 

To create physical 

deprivation in the State 

Securitarian 

Consent Governments use 

force of law 

To create political coercion 

of the Individual 

Libertarian 

Property Majorities use biased 

folkways 

To create political coercion 

of the Individual 

Libertarian 

Merit Foreigners use armed 

violence 

To create political coercion 

of the Individual 

Libertarian 

Reciprocity Elites use bargaining 

power 

To create unfair competition 

for the People 

Egalitarian 

Nation Foreigners use armed 

violence 

To create unfair competition 

for the People 

Egalitarian 

Accountability Governments use 

force of law 

To create unfair competition 

for the People 

Egalitarian 

Recognition Majorities use biased 

folkways 

To create cultural disrespect 

of the Other 

Dignitarian 

Liberation Governments use 

force of law 

To create cultural disrespect 

of the Other 

Dignitarian 

Inclusion Elites use bargaining 

power 

To create cultural disrespect 

of the Other 

Dignitarian 

 

Source: Adapted from Simmons 2020, 32. 

 

The protagonist element is the defining component of the moral imagination, 

because the idealized conditions of peace are tied directly to the type of injustice that is 
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experienced by the protagonist. The protagonist function is critical in root narratives 

because it tells us who the victim of the story is what specific form of injustice is linked 

to their suffering. Simmons (2020, 31) explains that, at the grammatical level, “it is the 

nature of the injustice that dominates the meaning of the story.” In this sense, the 

protagonist function reveals the source of moral indignation at the heart of the narrative 

and the corresponding conceptualization of peace that is idealized within that particular 

moral imagination.  

Although the protagonist function may contain the defining injustice that links 

each root narrative to particular moral imagination, it is the antagonist function that 

allows the analyst to distinguish between the narrative variants that shape meaning within 

each form of moral imagination. For example, the recognition, liberation, and inclusion 

narratives are part of the dignitarian imagination. In all three narratives, the outgroup— 

the “Other”— is the victim and cultural disrespect is the form of injustice that is 

experienced.  

However, in each narrative, this injustice is experienced as a result of a distinct 

antagonist and the abuse of a specific form of power. In the recognition narrative, cultural 

disrespect stems from the use of “biased folkways” by a majority group; cultural in the 

liberation narrative arises from the government use of force of law; and cultural 

disrespect in the inclusion narrative emerges from the use of “bargaining power” by 

elites. While cultural respect is the shared injustice experienced across these three 

narratives, the manifestation of this injustice will vary across these three strands in line 

with the different antagonist functions. In this sense, the antagonist function is critically 
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linked to the core value of each narrative because the source and nature of a perceived 

threat will effectively shape the opposing value that guides the hero’s efforts to counteract 

that threat.  

Simmons offers an example of what these distinct narrative strands within the 

dignitarian imagination might look like in the form of protest slogans. He explains that 

the discourse of current protests surrounding police brutality against black Americans fits 

a liberation narrative; the slogan “Black Lives Matter” demonstrates a dignitarian 

narrative in which the antagonist is the state. However, he posits what variations of this 

slogan might look like when the antagonist function is shifted, proposing that an 

inclusion narrative might adopt a slogan about “Black Livelihoods” and recognition 

narrative might address “black lifestyles” (personal communication, June 30, 2020).  

In this sense, the protagonist and antagonist functions offer distinct, but equally 

vital pieces of information for the analyst. Simmons (2020, 33) argues that Root 

Narrative Theory offers “a way to categorize the kinds of stories people tell in a way that 

directly relates to the organizational environment they are trying to change” suggesting 

that these stories focus on “specific types of institutional reform” and “point us in the 

direction of the substance of justice we most desire.” In this sense, the moral grammar of 

conflict narratives identifies the source and substance of the perceived threat for a 

particular party, but also tells us what type of strategy is needed to defeat that particular 

form of threat. In Simmons (2020, 4) words, “Root Narrative Theory does not just 

examine the stories we tell about how power leads to suffering, it reveals how justice 

depends on the ways in which we confront and overcome it.” This statement clarifies the 
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utility of this framework within the domain of anticipatory intelligence, to the extent that 

that the structural components of root narratives can tell us what sort of strategy we can 

expect our adversaries to pursue based on the type of threat that they perceive us to pose.  

The underlying premises of CMM (Pearce and Cronen 1980) effectively make a 

case for attending to the interdependent relationship between meaning and action in 

conflict dynamics, and Pearce and Littlejohn’s (1997) work draws our attention to the 

way that conflict dynamics are sustained and escalated by the use of incommensurate 

moral grammars by opposing parties in conflict. However, Root Narrative Theory 

addresses the explicitly strategic character of these dynamics by focusing the relationship 

between moral grammar and institutional power structures. According to Simmons, 

If we hope to transform violent conflicts, we have to look beyond emotions and 

family metaphors, placing the strategic development of political language—

political ideas—front and center in our analyses. The moral politics of our second 

nature forces us to examine legacies of abusive power and how those remain with 

us in the master narratives of political culture” (Simmons 2020, 11). 

 

Religion and Moral Grammar in the GWOT: Islamist Master Narratives 

Because Simmons’ (2020) research on Root Narrative Theory was only recently 

published, existing applications of the framework by other researchers are more limited. 

However, in the context of the Global War on Terror (GWOT), critics are bound to 

question of how a secular framework— which is largely grounded on Western 

philosophy— can offer insight into the heavily religious conflict narratives of jihadist 

groups. Experts are likely to question the decision to draw on Root Narrative Theory over 

alternative frameworks that were developed specifically for this particular conflict 

context. 
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Halverson, Goodall, Jr., and Corman’s (2011) typology of Islamist master 

narratives is one of the most notable approaches that offers a religious parallel to Root 

Narrative Theory. Based on an extensive analysis of discourse from a variety of Islamist 

extremist groups, Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011) developed a set of twelve 

dominant master narratives that appeared most frequently in the data they analyzed. They 

are careful to articulate that this list “does not represent a definitive collection of all 

possible master narratives employed by Islamist extremists. Rather, Islamist extremists 

selectively use certain master narratives that connect or resonate within a set of cultural 

and historical circumstances” and contend that these narratives will continue to evolve, 

and new master narratives will be developed, in adapting to changes in current conditions 

and circumstances (Halverson, Goodall, and Corman 2011, 7).  

In the same way that root narratives exhibit a specific story structure, Halverson, 

Goodall, and Corman (2011, 7) suggest that Islamist master narratives draw strategically 

on religious texts in order to evoke familiar story forms and archetypes that are more 

likely to resonate with the broader Muslim population. Much like root narratives, 

Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011) master narratives draw on a particular moral 

grammar which establishes the normative boundaries for legitimate action in conflict, but 

the normative dimensions of these narratives are largely grounded on theological values 

and virtues, whereas moral authority of root narratives is derived from secular values.  

The set of twelve master narratives largely draw from the Qur’an and other sacred 

Islamic texts (ibid. 7), and Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011) outline the story form 

and key archetypes that are featured in each master narrative. Specifically, they identify 
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six key story forms that this master narratives appear to conform to, based on one of the 

following themes: conflict with God, deliverance, ruse, betrayal, noble sacrifice, and 

invasion (ibid. 184). The importance of context has been highlighted at various points 

thus far in this chapter, and in previous chapters, which would seem to directly contradict 

the choice to pass over a master narrative framework that was developed explicitly within 

the context of the GWOT, in favor of alternative narrative framework that is largely 

grounded in Western thought.  

However, two intersection lines of argument by Pape (2006) and Haidt (2013) 

address the potential concerns related to this logic by reframing the role of religion in 

jihadist terrorism as more so a correlated variable than a causal driver. Pape’s (2006) 

quantitative research on suicide attacks suggests this specific form of violence can be 

understood as a strategic action that is carried out in support of a political goal.  

Specifically, Pape (2006, 39) argues that “suicide terrorist campaigns are directed 

at gaining control of what of what the terrorists see as their national homeland, and 

specifically at ejecting foreign forces from that territory.” However, he argues further that 

the broader efforts of a terrorist organization are likely to focus most on military forces 

that have established a physical presence on the ground where that organization operates 

(ibid. 47), and Pape’s (2006, 39) statistical findings further show that the suicide 

campaigns, as a specific coercive strategy, appear to be pursued only against democratic 

opponents. According to Pape (2006, 44), this tactic is used to target democracies because 

“their publics have low thresholds of cost tolerance and high ability to affect state 

policy.” However, these points alone bring no added clarity on the religious themes of 
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Islamist narratives and why Root Narrative Theory— which is devoid of religious 

concepts— provides a more useful lens for analyzing the conflict narratives surrounding 

the GWOT.  

Rather, this clarity is established by returning to Haidt’s (2013) work on moral 

foundations. Drawing on Pape’s research, he makes the following argument: 

Most military occupations don’t lead to suicide bombings. There has to be an 

ideology in place that can rally young men to martyr themselves for a greater 

cause. The ideology can be secular… or religious….  Anything that binds people 

together into a moral matrix that glorifies the in-group while at the same time 

demonizing another group can lead to moralistic killing, and many religions are 

well suited for that task. Religion is therefore often an accessory to atrocity, rather 

than the driving force of atrocity (Haidt 2013, 312). 

 

Haidt (2013) aptly illustrates that the religious themes of Islamist master narratives are 

not the “driving force” that leads to violence. Rather, the decision to carry out violence in 

pursuit of a shared objective is better understood through the broader lens that Root 

Narrative Theory provides. While conflict narratives function on one level as a sense-

making device, they are also harnessed as a strategic tool by conflict parties as 

mechanism for promoting their cause and gaining popular support. This strategy 

effectively draws on the structuring function of meaning in crafting a coherent account of 

events that provides the target audience with a precise understanding of who is to blame 

for their suffering and the form of abusive power that is the source of this injustice.  

The use of religious themes and archetypes in extremists’ narratives is certainly 

strategic, but only to the extent that it demonstrates a recognition by jihadist groups that 

context matters. The use of religious imagery and texts suggests that these organizations 

understand that strategic communication is more effective when these messages are 
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designed for a specific target audience. If the goal is boost recruitment and build popular 

support within the broader Muslim community, then it makes sense to draw on 

established resources within the social communities so that the narratives are more likely 

to resonate and connect with them. Returning to Haidt’s (2013) point, however, it is not 

the religious elements of these narratives that motivate action. Rather, these motivation 

stems from the relational dynamics of conflict narratives in illustrating the injustice and 

suffering that is experienced by the in-group as a result of the morally denigrate, ruthless 

outgroup.  

Simmons (2020, 5) echoes this point about the relational significance of conflict 

narratives, noting that “although the world is complex, our stories are often not. The story 

structures… are enough to drive us into mindless escalations. When we are united with 

one of them, we are easily divided from our neighbors.” However, Root Narrative Theory 

introduces another critical component to these conflict narratives, in suggesting that the 

source of moral indignation has structural roots, in that injustice experienced by the 

victim group is tied to the abuse of institutional power.  

Master Narratives VS. Root Narratives: Attending to Nuances and Peculiarities 

Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011) work on master narratives of Islamist extremism 

offers a comparable alternative to Root Narrative Theory, particularly given the fact that 

this alternative macro-level paradigm was designed specifically to address conflict within 

the context of the Global War on Terror. The previous section focused on the religious 

nature of these master narratives and established a case to support the argument that 

utility of Root Narrative Theory within this conflict system is not diminished despite its 
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lack of religious themes, because, in Haidt’s (2013, 312) terms, “religion is therefore 

often an accessory to atrocity, rather than the driving force of atrocity.” However, it is not 

enough to say that Root Narrative Theory offers an equally sufficient macro-level 

narrative paradigm when compared to Halverson, Goodall, and Corman’s (2011) master 

narrative framework.  

The decision to draw on Root Narrative Theory in this research over comparable 

alternatives is not because it offers a sufficient alternative, but rather because it offers a 

more useful paradigm in supporting the specific objectives of this research. This utility is 

visible from both an analytic and strategic standpoint. The analytic angle of this argument 

pertains to the nature of Root Narrative Theory as a macro-level framework that is 

flexible enough to attend to the nuances and peculiarities that differ in conflict narratives 

across different contexts.  

In any given context, conflict narratives manifest in different forms. The themes, 

characters, and plotlines exhibit various degrees of abstraction. Halverson, Goodall, and 

Corman (2011, 182) attend this spectrum by establishing a “vertical integration” model, a 

heuristic which suggests that master narratives are the middle layer of meaning that 

bridge the connection between concrete, personal narratives and the abstract, “rhetorical 

vision” of a specific organization. While personal narratives are the stories that 

individuals tell about discrete experiences, they contend that “master narratives occupy 

[the] middle ground [or “intermediate level of abstraction”] by virtue of the fact that their 

stories are sometimes explicitly recounted, but otherwise have a taken-for-granted 

character. They serve as common knowledge for members of a culture and provide a 
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potential pattern for personal narratives” (ibid.). Meanwhile, Halverson, Goodall, and 

Corman (2011, 182-183) contend that, “at the highest level of abstraction, master 

narratives knit together to form a rhetorical vision,” which informs the “goals for actions 

and behavior.”  

Accordingly, they argue that master narratives are used as a strategic tool in 

conflict in order to “weave a rhetorical vision that provides a stock of story forms, 

archetypes, and emotional responses from which new narratives might be constructed” 

(Halverson, Goodall, and Corman 2011, 179). For example, the “Crusader” master 

narrative exhibits a story form about “invasion,” and features the “crusader/colonizer” 

and “champion” as key archetypes (ibid. 184). Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011) 

are explicit in conveying that their framework is not exhaustive, but rather provides a 

base foundation to guide researchers in identifying other, new master narratives that 

emerge in specific conflicts. However, the challenge that arises in using this framework 

across varying contexts (albeit all within the broader system context of the GWOT) is the 

rigid character of the framework itself.  

Consider the previously mentioned example of the Crusader narrative. The 

crusader archetype is one of the more popular narrative devices that is used widely by 

different jihadist groups across various contexts. To some extent, however, these specific 

archetypes function as key words, which raises the question of whether the ability to 

identify narrative patterns relies too heavily on the ability to locate the specific 

archetypes that are associated with each form of master narrative. By extension, the focus 

on master narratives more generally suggests as push to identify commonalities and 
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shared patterns across multiple contexts. In this sense, this emphasis on macro-level 

trends also makes the analyst prone to ignore the interesting— and critically important— 

presence of context-specific peculiarities that stem from the local dynamics on the 

ground.  

Root Narrative Theory, like master narrative frameworks, is a macro-level 

paradigm for analyzing conflict narratives. However, it is unique from comparable 

approaches in its distinctly flexible character, which allows to analyst to attend to the 

nuances within these narratives that result from the intersection of global and local 

dimensions. An earlier section outlined the “big four” root narratives and the more 

elaborate set of twelve narratives that stem from “mixing and matching” different 

protagonist and antagonist functions from the big four root narratives.  

However, the flexibility of this framework become visible in Simmons’ (2020) 

detailed discussion of each antagonist function and protagonist function within the 

context of each form of moral imagination that is associated with the big four narratives. 

For each moral imagination, Simmons outlines numerous examples of alternative 

archetypes and plot elements that may be drawn on in different contexts, but which all of 

which reinforce a specific meaning that is particular to the moral imagination in which it 

is embedded.   

Simmons (2020, 18) explains that for each root narrative, “the basic moral 

grammar of the sentence… can be adapted to any context with clever concept 

substations.” Consider the defense narrative, which provides the moral grammar for the 

securitarian imagination. The basic sentence structure for all root narratives includes the 
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antagonist function and protagonist function, both of which include a character element 

and plot element. The basic sentence for the defense narrative is as follows: Foreigners 

[the antagonist character element] use armed violence [the antagonist plot element] to 

create physical deprivation [the protagonist plot element] in the State [the protagonist 

character element].  

However, Simmons (2020) provides a set of “cognate concepts” for each form of 

moral imagination that provides an array of alternative concepts can easily be swapped 

out with the original terms without chaining the meaning of the sentence. Table 3.3 

highlights some of the concepts that Simmons provides for each of the “big four” root 

narratives. The table outlines the base concepts for each root narrative in italics, as lists 

three example alternatives that could easily stand in for the original element.  

Table 3.3 demonstrates the flexibility of the Root Narrative Theory in adapting to 

a diverse range of contexts within compromising the structural integrity of the logic on 

which it is grounded. For example, consider the following two storylines: 1) Minorities 

use angry protest to create instability in the community. 2) Terrorists use violence to 

create war within the world.  

While the character and plot elements of these two examples are quite distinct, 

both of these examples would be classified as defense narratives. The flexibility of Root 

Narrative Theory is one of its most valuable features, because it allows us to identify the 

shared meaning across these narratives, without sacrificing the local character that is 

derived from the context in which they are situated. Simmons (2020, 28) explains that 

“the sentence construction of the story will vary widely from case to case, and story to 
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story while preserving the basic logic, which can easily be implied without reference to 

all the functional elements of the primitive sentence” (28).  

 

Table 3.3. Root Narrative "Cognate Concepts" 
 

Root 

Narrative 

Antagonist 

Character 

Antagonist Plot Protagonist Plot Protagonist 

Character 

Defense Foreigners 

Minorities 

Terrorists 

Enemies 

Armed violence 

Angry protest 

Criminal acts 

Threats of force 

Physical deprivation 

Crime 

Instability 

War 

The State 

The World 

The Nation 

Us 

Liberty Governments 

Tyrants 

Dictators 

Bureaucracies 

Force of law 

State Violence 

Intimidation 

Authority 

Political coercion 

Torture 

Domination 

Human rights abuse 

 Individuals 

Citizens 

Democracies 

Rule of law 

Equality Elites 

The Rich 

Capitalism 

Bigwigs 

Bargaining power 

Bribery 

Clout 

Influence 

Unfair competition 

Poverty 

Bad Deals 

Exploitation 

The People 

Workers 

Folk 

The little guy 

Dignity Majorities 

The West 

Ingroup 

Supremacists 

Biased Folkways 

Stereotypes 

Prejudices 

Ignorance 

Cultural Disrespect 

Discrimination 

Hate 

Silencing 

The Other 

Oppressed 

Minorities 

Colonized 
 

Source: Adapted from Simmons 2020, 28-30. 

 

An important clarification to this example, however, is that that ability to discern 

root narratives in practice is not about identifying the distinct concept labels themselves, 

but rather comes from inquiring into the relational meaning that these concepts take on 

when they come together to form the moral grammar of particularly conversation. In 

other words, suppose the “terrorist” antagonist character appears in a specific text. This 

does not automatically mean that we are dealing with a defense narrative. In fact, 

Simmons (2020, 145-146) explicitly discusses the meaning of “the People” as the 
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Protagonist character element and explains how the meaning of element is different 

within each form of moral imagination.  

Root Narrative Theory functions as structuration mechanism for sorting through 

the moral grammars that are employed in conflict narratives but does so in a flexible way 

that draws the analyst’s attention not just to the dominant root narratives that appear in 

conflict discourse, but also supports the ability to detect the undercurrents of other root 

narratives are visible in the conversation. In fact, Simmons (2020) cautions readers in 

assuming that that patterned use of root narratives is straightforward. He explains, “when 

we analyze or map a conflict, we find all the forms of moral authority blending into each 

other in bewildering intersections of abuse and privilege” (ibid. 5).  

Root Narrative Theory helps us navigate this complexity by providing a flexible 

structure for discerning micro-level patterns in the moral grammar of conflict discourse 

and understanding how these micro-level patterns can sustain and even escalate conflict. 

Simmons (2020, 5) equates Root Narrative Theory to “a kind of prism, separating 

arguments into their constituent wavelengths.”  

While master narrative frameworks are useful in providing a macro-level 

mechanism for identifying trends and patterns across different contexts, Root Narrative 

Theory stands out as a more useful macro-level structure because of its flexible character, 

which allows the analyst to focus on the intersection of the global and local, rather than 

glaze over it. Simmons (2020, 25) argues that Root Narrative Theory “helps us to identify 

the presence of rival moral grammars in empirical discourse so that we can reconstruct a 

model (complex and contradictory as it usually is) of the moral logics that a party to 
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conflict tends to employ.” The effectiveness of such an endeavor is dependent on the 

ability to discern the nuances and peculiarities that that these narratives acquire within a 

particular context, and Root Narrative Theory undoubtedly facilitates this process.  

Master Narratives VS. Root Narratives: Incommensurate Moral Grammars 

The flexible character of Root Narrative Theory— in comparison to similar macro-level 

master narrative paradigms— is critically significant from an analytic standpoint. In 

addition to this benefit, Root Narrative Theory also brings a unique strategic feature to 

the table in a way that comparable frameworks do not. The overlap between Root 

Narrative Theory and CMM (Pearce and Cronen 1980; Pearce and Littlejohn 1997) is 

visible in the follow statement by Simmons (2020, 7): “We live in the same world but we 

speak different moral languages. Learning to speak with one another is no guarantee of 

peace, but it is a precondition.”  

While power issues are inherent to large-scale, violent conflict, the struggle for 

power is often waged in moral terms. Root Narrative Theory provides a lens for 

discerning the relationship between power dynamics and the strategic use of moral 

grammar by conflict parties. However, CMM also reveals the extent to which conflict is 

often sustained, and even escalated, when parties draw on incommensurate moral 

grammars as they engage with one another and with their target audiences. Root 

Narrative Theory is designed to attend to that specific challenge, by allowing conflict 

practitioners to “generate accurate portraits of the moral vocabularies of the conflicting 

parties they study so that they can help them to re-narrative their conflict in terms more 

agreeable to their adversaries” (Simmons 2020, 6).  
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This point highlights the clear strategic advantage of Root Narrative Theory over 

similar macro-level narrative frameworks. This point reinforces the arguments 

established in an earlier section on the strengths and limitations in using Root Narrative 

Theory over Halverson, Goodall, and Corman’s (2011) master narrative framework. 

Consider the “Crusader” master narrative that was mentioned in this discussion. 

Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011, 8) provide the following brief synopsis of the 

crusader master narrative: “The Crusader master narrative recounts the occupation of 

Muslim lands and holy places by Western Christians in order to exploit, subjugate, and 

desecrate them.” The Crusader narrative provides the analyst with an explicit story form a 

set of archetypes that can be used to detect and identify the components of the crusader 

narrative within the conflict discourse of jihadist groups across a range of different 

contexts. However, these concepts are only useful in coding the disclosure of jihadist 

groups and can provide little insight into the moral grammar of the opposing parties, 

including the USG.  

Therein lies the distinction between this paradigm and that which Root Narrative 

Theory offers. In fact, the flexibility of the Root Narrative Theory actually can be used to 

analyze the components of Halverson, Goodall, and Corman’s (2011) master narratives 

and determine where these narratives are situated within the macro-level root narrative 

structure. In Halverson, Goodall, and Corman’s (2011, 110-117) crusader master 

narrative, the antagonist character is the “materialistic,” Christian “conqueror,” who 

invades and seizes minority territories and “desecrates” their holy sites. In cases where 

these crusaders allow Muslims to remain in these conquered lands, they are often treated 
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as “third-class subjects at the bottom of the social hierarchy” (ibid. 112). Variations of the 

narrative highlight the “genocidal” character of the crusades and “ruthless” character of 

the invaders (ibid. 114). The protagonist hero of the crusader narrative is the “champion 

archetype… who unites and leads the Muslims in a great victory over the Crusaders and 

liberates the holy city of Jerusalem for Islam” (ibid. 117). 

This is a tried and true “liberation” root narrative, which is a narrative strand 

within dignitarian imagination. Simmons (2020, 191) explains that, “in a liberation story, 

the ingroup abuses the very powers of the state to discipline the bodies of the outgroup, to 

the extreme of torture, imprisonment, and genocide.” There are several clear indicators in 

Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011) account that help to quickly identify the 

liberation foundations of this narrative. First, the conflict is between a majority group and 

a minority group, in which the minority group is subjugated by the majority group. The 

abusive form of power that is central threat in this narrative manifests as political power, 

and while the injustices experienced include physical harm, the crusader narrative falls 

distinctly within the dignitarian imagination because the enactment of violence is rooted 

in the cultural disrespect of the minority group. According to Simmons (2020, 191), 

“liberation is a rebellion against perceived cultural persecution at the level of the state 

itself.” 

By treating the crusader narrative as a liberation narrative, this effective takes a 

master narrative that is specific to a particular type of conflict party and relocates the 

meaning of this narrative within a broader— and more flexible— framework that can just 

as easily accommodate the narratives of other opposing conflict parties as well. The 
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ability to translate incommensurate moral grammars requires a structural framework and 

common set of concepts that allows the analyst to articulate the specific relational 

incompatibilities of these grammars. This is a prerequisite to effective engagement. 

Simmons (2020) summarizes the strategic advantage that root narrative theory brings 

over comparable alternatives: 

Root narratives are an important part of the analytic toolkit in that they provide 

the moral grammar for any given account of conflict, anchoring assumptions 

about the organizational means in play, the kinds of actors who matter, the 

historical exemplars for similar events, the ultimate goals actors bring to their 

actions, and even evaluations of rival descriptions likely to be offered of what 

actually happened. The moral grammars provide us with the conditions for the 

possibility of establishing the meaningfulness of our political accounts (Simmons 

2020, 24).  

 

Root Narrative Theory offers a flexible framework that allows the analyst to identify the 

presence of incommensurate moral grammars, but more importantly, support decision-

makers in their capacity to translate these incompatibilities and learn to engage more 

effectively with opposing party within the terms of their own moral grammar.  

Assessing the Utility of Root Narrative Theory for Anticipatory Intelligence 

While the strategic value of Root Narrative Theory is clear, the value of Root Narrative 

Theory for anticipatory intelligence is equally definitive, albeit implicit. Halverson, 

Goodall, and Corman (2011, 15) highlight the strategic importance of narrative for 

conflict parties, in that they can be used to “create not only a sense of coherence but 

moreover a preferred trajectory for future actions and events that moves listeners from a 

desire (which is always rooted in a perceived conflict) to the hope for satisfaction of that 

desire).” Root Narrative Theory provides a flexible macro-level framework that draws on 
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specific story templates to discern the meaning that different parties assign to a conflict 

context.  

Specifically, the root narratives in conflict discourse tell us how opposing parties 

vary in their understanding of what the conflict is about (a specific form of abusive power 

and corresponding injustice experience by the protagonist victim), who is to blame (the 

antagonist character element), and most importantly, what type of response is needed for 

its resolution (the role of the protagonist hero). Root Narrative Theory connects the 

power dynamics of conflict to the moral grammar of conflict discourse, and aptly 

demonstrates that, while conflict narratives are always context-specific, they are not 

complexity arbitrary. The value of this framework for anticipatory intelligence lies in the 

way that the moral grammar of a particular conflict party reveals their perceived source 

of moral indignation, which ultimately defines their moral imagination and the form of 

resolution that follows from this understanding.  

Meaning plays a central role in conflict dynamics— and is critically important to 

anticipatory intelligence— because the meaning that parties assign to conflict (i.e., the 

way they understand the interaction and specific events that unfold) will ultimately 

determine what they perceive to be an ideal resolution what specific actions are needed to 

bring about this resolution. Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011, 185) emphasize the 

critical role of story form in outlining “the narrative trajectory from the conflict to the 

resolution.” Root Narrative Theory gives us the tools to be able to identify these story 

components and understand their meaning within the context of different moral 

grammars.  
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The Coordinated Management of Meaning (CMM) theory provides the structure 

and heuristics to discern specific episodes and to analyze the micro-level dynamics of 

these conversation strands, and Root Narrative Theory allows us to translate the moral 

grammars that parties draw on in these conversation dynamics. While this process attends 

explicitly to the role of meaning in conflict, it likewise informs us about the type of 

strategy we can expect each party to pursue based on the meaning that is revealed in their 

conflict narratives. The analytic value Root Narrative Theory over similar macro-level 

narrative frameworks lies in its flexibility and attention to nuance, which emphasizes the 

intersection of global and local narrative elements, rather than diminishing these 

distinctions in favor of establishing broader generalizations.  

The utility of Root Narrative Theory (RNT) for anticipatory intelligence, and 

more specifically for this research project is clear. However, the use of CMM and RNT 

could be further augmented by introducing a third, overlapping narrative-based conflict 

resolution theory that attends specifically to the relationship between narrative qualities 

and conflict dynamics. Root Narrative Theory provides the mechanism for discerning the 

moral grammar of conflict narratives and informs the analyst on the desired resolution 

that is associated with the distinct moral grammar that a given party employs.  

However, is it possible to build on this framework in ways that allow that analyst 

to anticipate changes in conflict dynamics based on visible changes in a particular party’s 

moral grammar over time? Do conflict narratives exhibit features that serve as indicators 

of changes in escalation or de-escalation? While moral grammar of conflict narrative 

reveals the resolution that we can expect a give conflict party to pursue, is there further 
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insight to be garnered from conflict narratives as to the specific course(s) of action that 

will carried out in pursuit of this goal? Sara Cobb’s (2013b) work on narrative dynamics 

and better-formed stories is the third and final component attends to these questions.   

Narrative Dynamics and Conflict Transformation: Better-Formed Stories 

Because narratives and their associated storylines are embedded within specific social 

contexts, the power and persuasiveness of a dominant narrative in one context may not 

carry the same influence in a different setting. While every culture will have their own 

variants of common tropes, archetypes, genres, research suggests that as conflict escalates 

and becomes protracted, the associated narratives tend to take on a common set of 

features and reinforce or escalate conflict dynamics. These narrative features and their 

impact on conflict dynamics has been explored in the context of negotiation, where 

researchers have noted the tendency to draw on a finite set of narratives and “rhetorical 

moves” in negotiation-based conflicts (Barret 2004, 218).  

The study of narrative in negotiation contexts helps to elucidate the strategic— 

and dynamic— nature of stories as constituted in the moves and countermoves of 

opposing parties. This research intersects with CMM work in treating narratives as 

discursive acts that are performed as part of an ongoing interaction. One of the earlier 

sections of this chapter focused on narrative power dynamics and suggested that narrative 

is the site of struggle between opposing parties for legitimacy, agency, and boundaries in 

conflict. Existing applications of narrative analysis in negotiation settings helps to 
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elucidate these strategic dynamics, but it goes a step further in revealing the tactical 

patterns that emerge in this interaction.  

Root Narrative Theory provides a framework discerning the moral grammar that 

opposing parties draw on in conflict. However, Sara Cobb’s (2013b) narrative-based 

conflict resolution work brings an additional dimension to this analysis in demonstrating 

that— within their respective moral grammars— parties exhibit distinct patterns in the 

narrative tactics that they draw on as part of the struggle for power in conflict. Cobb, 

Laws, and Sluzki (2014, 1047, 1050-1051) argue that the negotiation process is 

structured by a “relatively limited set of narrative syntactical forms,” which shape the 

trajectory of the interaction to the extent that they encourage “particular speech acts and a 

predilection for certain kinds of episodes. ” Related research suggests that conflict 

narratives share a common set of features that reinforce and perpetuate conflict dynamics 

(Cobb 2013b; Cobb et al. 2016).  

While conflict narratives will always exhibit unique features that are specific to 

that particular context, research shows that conflict narratives across a diverse range of 

contexts often share a standard set of features. Simmons (2020, 215) contends that in 

political conflict, “the stories we tell are both moral and explanatory. They have ethical 

and technical warrants to them that are used to justify our actions.” Barret (2004) offers a 

similar argument:  

When parties are locked in conflict, there are a number of familiar narratives and 

rhetorical moves they tend to employ: they seem themselves as acting virtuously 

to defend a higher good; they describe themselves as locked in opposition to 

another perspective. They are unlikely to articulate the position of the opposition 

in a way that the other side would accept. They often have a large interpretive 

repertoire to describe what is wrong with the other parts. Their vision of 
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resolution of the conflict involves capitulation or elimination of the other group. 

…Conflict narratives have a forward thrust in which parties are often making 

moves that position themselves in the best possible light (Barret 2004, 218). 

 

While the struggle for legitimacy is directly connected to the power dynamics of conflict, 

these efforts are implicitly intertwined with the struggle for agency and boundaries as 

well. The triangulated relationship between opposing parties and their target audiences is 

pivotal to shaping these dynamics because the struggle for legitimacy is centered around 

winning the support of these audiences. Consequently, parties use narrative as strategic 

means to negotiation party boundaries by reifying the boundaries between Us and Them 

(the opposing conflict parties) and working to establish connections (or more literally, to 

diminish the boundaries) between Us and the audience. These dynamics intersection with 

the struggle for agency in that increased legitimacy and public support function to 

increase the agency for a party with respect to the range of actions that are deemed 

appropriate within the moral order of a particular population.  

Problematic Patterns in Conflict Narratives: Simplicity and Coherence 

Cobb’s (2013b) research illustrates how these power dynamics can be discerned in 

specific narrative patterns, and moreover, that the struggle for power along these different 

dimensions inevitably shapes the overall quality of conflict narratives themselves. As 

conflicts become protracted, narratives about the conflict grow increasingly simplified 

along three main dimensions: plot, characters, and moral framework (Cobb 2013b, 81). 

Cobb et al. (2016, 8) contends that at the height of protracted conflict, party narratives 

about the conflict exhibit “thin plotlines,” one-dimensional characterizations that 

emphasize positive attributions of Self and negative attributions of the Other, and that 
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landscape of action within these narratives forces parties to “operate along binary moral 

frameworks demarcating the sacred and profane.”  

Cobb (2013b) provides a detailed explanation of the way that certain storylines 

develop over the course of conflict to generate a “hard-liner narrative” that perpetuates 

the cycle of conflict between opposing parties. The plotline of hard-liner narratives 

enforces a “highly restricted version of ‘reality’” that “forecasts a dire outcome unless 

action is taken to ward off that outcome” (ibid. 81). Smith (2005) makes a similar 

argument in his research on the relationship between genre and conflict, which assessed 

the rhetorical patterns of media narratives and the extent to which these narratives impact 

a state’s decision to go to war. He found that the variation in drama and intensity of 

certain types of genres was visible when comparing the rhetoric associated with different 

conflicts, such that the “low mimesis” genre was typical for the rhetoric of “everyday 

politics,” while the “apocalyptic genre” is highly dramatic and highly polarizing, and 

functions to establish the “narrative foundations of war” (Smith 2005, 24-25, 26).  

Smith (2005, 16-17) argues that there are binary codes embedded in public 

discourse, and these binary classification systems provide a “moral and cognitive frame” 

for judging the qualities of motivations, relationships, and institutions. Consequently, this 

language feeds into both a “discourse of liberty” (all things good) and a “discourse of 

repression” (all things bad), and Smith argues that “stories instigate war by positioning 

themselves” on the side of the former and their enemy within the latter (ibid. 17). His 

research suggests that conflict escalation is intertwined with “narrative inflation” and 

argues that policymakers strategically employ certain narrative devices to legitimize their 
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actions, albeit within the constraints of a specific “cultural logic” (Smith 2005, 21, 10-

11).  

Additionally, Cobb (2013b, 52) notes one key feature of the plots in conflict 

narratives that is distinct from other forms is that “the responsibility for bad outcomes is 

caused by the actions of the Other.” In line with this function, the sequence of events that 

make up the plotline of hard-liner narratives contains a selective version of events to 

highlight developments that support the overall theme of insecurity and threat posed by 

the Other. The simplicity of the hard-liner plotline is further compounded as conflict 

parties are cast in “restricted, flattened” character roles the pit victims against their 

victimizers, which is overlaid with a very clear set of demarcated boundaries and binary 

values (ibid. 81). 

Monk and Winslade (2013, 43) address the extent the which the simplistic plot, 

character, and thematic elements function to create a sense of coherence for parties about 

a particular situation, and they argue that “conflict happens when others do not match our 

expectations.” Additionally, Cobb, Laws, and Sluzki (2014, 1050-1051) describe the 

extent to which this particularly coherent narrative form also “corresponds to a ‘position 

call’ that proposes a particular type of relationship between the Speaker and the Other.” 

These narrative features play a critical role in shaping conflict dynamics, namely in the 

way that they reinforce the coherence and certainty of a party’s own understanding of a 

conflict, which is often incompatible with that of the opposing party. Cobb (2013b, 50) 

suggests that viewing conflict dynamics from a narrative lens attends to the way that 

“parties to the interaction work to destabilize core sites in each other’s narrative. These 
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core sites are core precisely because they are logically critical to the coherence of the 

story.”  

Root Narrative Theory (Simmons 2020) can offer additional insight in the ways 

that conflict narratives become increasingly simplified and coherent by operating within 

the confines of a particular moral grammar. Similarly, Cobb (2013b, 56, 37) highlights 

the contextual specificity of narrative form and argues that the main elements of conflict 

narratives are derived from “the public store of cultural narratives that have ready-made 

victim and victimizer frameworks, [and] ready-made accounts of wrongdoing that 

perpetuate these frameworks.” Additionally, Greenberg (2019b) suggests the extent to 

which the power of conflict narratives is often compounded when parties connect present 

conflict events to historical grievances and injustices. He argues that “the narrative 

perspective of ‘there and then’ shows us cause and effect, a backstory and, at times, an 

ending. The narrative perspective of ‘there and then’ contains crisis within the context of 

its own design” (ibid. 19). 

From a functional perspective, conflict narratives can be used as a strategic tool 

for parties to legitimize their actions in conflict, but they also may operate as a coping 

mechanism in high stakes situations characterized by fear and uncertainty. Intractable 

conflict in the current globalized environment— and particularly large-scale violent 

conflicts related to national security— contribute to heightened insecurity and 

uncertainty, and narratives help to reduce uncertainty and create a coherent understanding 

of a given situation. As conflict situations become increasingly protracted, conflict 

narratives reinforce coherence and “lose complexity” (Cobb et al. 2016, 7). As narratives 
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lose complexity, the become coherent and reinforce certainty. Cobb (2013b, 37-38) 

argues that, “in this process, to shut down the space for deliberation and dialogue. 

Conflict narratives are certainly judgments, but they are determinative, they reproduce 

certainty.”  

These arguments exhibit a logic that is completely counterintuitive to all forms of 

operation within the Intelligence Community. In the context of intelligence and national 

security work, the work of intelligence analysts is becoming increasingly challenged due 

to the high levels of uncertainty associated with the complex conditions of a globalized 

strategic environment. In this context, analysts seek ways to reduce this uncertainty (or 

increase certainty about expectations of future developments). However, Cobb’s (2013b) 

work suggests that, within the narrative domain of conflict, this logic actually perpetuates 

conflict. As conflict narratives become increasing simplified, the meaning of these 

narratives becomes more coherent, which increases party certainty about what is 

happening and what specific course of action is required to address this issue. The next 

section addresses this problem in more detail and explores the extent to which specific 

narrative qualities function to escalate conflict.  

Narrative Closure and Conflict Escalation  

There is a substantial body of research on the role of narrative in shaping conflict 

dynamics. For example, Cobb, Laws, and Sluzki (2014, 1049) use a narrative-based 

framework to study the negotiation process, arguing that the turn-by-turn interaction of 

negotiation is directly shaped a limited set of “narrative syntaxes,” and use a narrative 

modeling technique that demonstrates how “actors account for themselves and the Others 
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with whom they interact in and through narratives.” They contend that “each of these 

[conflict] narratives has its own rules for regulating its meaning, rules which forecast its 

interactional patterns with other narratives, each one can be seen as a narrative syntax” 

(ibid. 1053).  

Cobb, Laws, and Sluzki’s (2014, 1049) study reinforces the connection between 

language and conflict dynamics, illustration the extent to which “a given conflict involves 

the production and elaboration of narratives that account for (and generate) the conflicts 

itself.” To this end, conflict narratives can both generate and reinforce conflict escalation 

through a “pattern of reciprocal delegitimation” that takes place between opposing parties 

and can often lead to violence” (ibid. 1053). This research elucidates the performative 

role of narrative (as a form of communication) in establishing the moral framework, or 

value system, that structures the limitations and available opportunities for action in a 

particular conflict context.  

Pearce and Littlejohn (1997, 73) address the extent to which parties strategically 

harness this connection, noting that the “demonization of the opponent is a particularly 

seductive strategy. Once demonized, any other dirty trick, from simply excluding them 

from polite conversation to wars of extermination seems appropriate.” Similarly, 

Gleeson’s (2014, 82-83) case study of Australia’s official discourse on the GWOT 

highlights the extent to which a simplified, dominant narrative helped encouraged 

polarization and established clear boundary lines between a positive self-image and the 

evil, negative other. She notes the way that this narrative drew simultaneously on emotive 
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language and realist elements to reinforce “notions of threat, danger, and militarism” and 

fuel a discourse of security in response to a “radical,” “subhuman” enemy (ibid. 98, 106).  

To this end, Fry (2019, 76) argues that “all war is a rhetorical conflict, and thus a 

rhetorical event. The enemy has to be made “enemy” by the people, the state, or another 

militarized organization: The enemy has to be designated as hostile.” From this 

perspective, discourse and violence can be understood as two forms of action that play a 

critical role in shaping the dynamics of conflict, and moreover, suggests that discursive 

actions are equally as consequential as their kinetic counterparts.  

Cobb (2013b) outlines how certain narrative features contribute to this escalation 

process and reinforce the cycle of unwanted repetitive patterns that parties become 

“stuck” in as a conflict becomes increasingly protracted. She details the process of 

“narrative compression” that takes place as conflict narratives become increasingly 

simplified (i.e., lose complexity), coherent, and certain in communicating a very specific 

understanding of conflict causes, events, and outcomes (ibid. 51). Cobb (2013b, 51) 

argues that this process enables parties’ understanding of the conflict to become 

stabilized, in that “the narrative is consolidated and less accessible as it grows in density,” 

and this process “creates a cycle, both within and across parties to conflict.” This process 

perpetuates the conflict cycle because the stabilization of narrative meaning— which 

establishes clear “moral frames for evaluating action” and neutralizes any efforts to shift 

or contest the narrative and destabilize or evolve its meaning (Cobb 2013b, 86, 51). 

These dynamics are enacted both within and across parties in conflict. Cobb 

(2013b, 51, 81) argues that internally, the simplistic hardliner narrative “functions... as an 
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‘instruction’ in that it mandates compliance and elaboration,” and moreover, that the 

simplicity and coherence of such narratives allow them to “maintain their closure” and 

effectively resist attempts for “deviation from that narrative, via contestation or 

recontextualization.” Any such attempts, even within one’s own party, would be viewed 

as a “threat” and act of “noncompliance” (ibid. 81; 86), and moreover, that these efforts 

would effectively “constitute the speaker as an Other” (ibid. 85).  

This process is even stronger in resisting contestation efforts from the opposing 

party, and Cobb (2013b, 86) argues that narrative simplification, and the persistent failure 

to successfully contest these conflict narratives directly contributes to conflict escalation. 

She proposes that “conflict escalation can be understood itself as a process of narrative 

simplification; over time, through interaction, parties refute and deny the efforts of Others 

to decontextualize, and in the process, their own narratives become simpler over time,” 

which “‘smooth[s] out’ details that are contrary to a given storyline” and “increases 

[narrative] closure” (Cobb 2013b, 86, 8).  

Cobb’s (2013b) research is especially relevant for understanding the role of 

narrative in national security conflicts. She identifies the process in which narrative 

simplification and narrative closure can produce violence in conflict. Specifically, she 

details five patterns that unfold within the narrative to constitute this process and escalate 

the conflict to the point that violence erupts. First, a dominant narrative becomes 

simplified, and then within that narrative, certain speakers are delegitimized and 

unsuccessfully counter this delegitimation (ibid. 98). Third, “in this struggle for 

legitimacy, speakers on all sides of the conflict externalize responsibility, framing 
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themselves as reacting to, rather than causing, the problem.” Following this step, when 

parties realize they cannot alter the Other’s narrative, they attempt “to cancel it out 

altogether” until, finally, speech “ceases to function” and one or more parties turn to 

violence as a solution to the problem (Cobb 2013b, 98).  

Cobb’s (2013b) description of these narrative dynamics overlaps with the notion 

of unwanted repetitive patterns in CMM and reinforces the understanding of how the 

process of conflict escalation can lead parties to become “stuck” in a destructive pattern 

of interaction. Cobb (2013b) identifies some of the important elements that contribute to 

this perpetuation. She argues that “once these pathways (responses) are created and 

solidified through repetition, each side to the conflict knows it is and will continue to be 

unable to decontextualize events in the Other’s plotlines. As a result, they cease talking 

and cease listening” (ibid. 51). This process leads to the reduction of narrative 

complexity, facilitates narrative closure, and establishes the “spiral of silence” that allows 

violence to emerge as a viable alternative for action (ibid. 51, 85). These dynamics 

establish a direct connection between radicalized narratives and violence in conflict, in 

which the former serves to justify the latter and reinforce boundaries between Self and 

Other (ibid. 166). Cobb (2013b, 116) contends that, as this process “both materializes and 

exacerbates” violence, it simultaneously “reduces the scope of meaning and action that 

people have and thus requires them to participate in radicalized narratives.”  

There is an inherent contradiction between complex character of large-scale 

conflicts such as the GWOT and the simplistic, radicalized narratives that help to sustain 

them. Yet, the internal simplicity and coherence of conflict narratives helps to stabilize 
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and perpetuation certain conflict patterns that persist across local, state, and international 

contexts (Cobb 2013b, 5). In such complex conflicts, the dynamics between two 

opposing parties do not exist in a vacuum, but rather, are intertwined with other events 

and actors beyond the direct relationship between the two parties in focus. While this 

complexity is a fundamental source of uncertainty for the IC and its intelligence 

counterparts around the world, it may also represent a window of opportunity for 

developing creative strategies to begin introducing more complexity into the narratives 

that fuel these conflicts.  

Cobb (2013b, 4) makes a compelling case for the critical role of narratives in 

fueling violence in global conflicts such as the GWOT, noting the extent to which conflict 

narratives not only fuel “the production of violence,” but also the “international policies 

and practices that seek to contain or reduce it.” However, she also adds the nuanced 

caveat that these narratives encourage multiple forms of violence, proposing that the 

radicalized narrative “is equivalently violent in terms of what it constrains— we, in the 

West, are disabled from exploring the Other(s) in all their complexity, doomed, in a very 

tragic sense, to create the enemy we then seek to destroy” (ibid. 4). The extent to which 

narrative closure prohibits and constrain the available avenues for legitimate action in 

conflict leads one to consider the potential of narrative from the standpoint of opportunity 

analysis— to assess “the role of narrative in the construction of what [is] possible” (Cobb 

2013b, 82). Existing narrative research offers critical insight with conflict narratives and 

supporting their evolution in ways that make them more complex. 
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Generating Narrative Complexity: Better-Formed Stories 

Cobb’s (2013b) work on narrative dynamics offers an analytical framework for 

discerning the relationship between specific narrative patterns and changes in conflict 

dynamics. However, her work also carries practical implications, in that she outlines a 

narrative process for de-escalating conflict, which focused on specific tactics for 

destabilizing problematic conflict narratives and introducing narrative complexity into 

the interaction.  

Cobb (2013b, 107) articulates the way that conflict escalation and narrative 

closure are mutually reinforcing processes, noting the way that “narrative coherence and 

closure function to ensure that narratives are not altered.” Additionally, she contends that 

supporting de-escalation does not translate to simply “reversing the escalation” (ibid. 

108); rather, the influence of complexity science is visible in her work to the extent that 

she draws attention to the way that conflict dynamics exhibit certain properties of 

complex systems. Specifically, Cobb (2013b, 108) addresses the interdependent 

relationship between the conflict dynamics and the qualities of conflict narratives, 

arguing that “the emergent nature of conflict dynamics creates feedback loops that 

fundamentally change the narrative system over time, reducing its complexity.”  

Cobb (2013b, 99) argues that the first step in facilitating conflict transformation 

involves finding ways to destabilize that dominant conflict narratives that have acquired 

coherence and closure over the course of conflict escalation. Specifically, she articulates 

that this process involves adding complexity to these conflict narratives, rather than 

“challenging” them (ibid.). Her work is grounded on the idea that narrative evolution can 
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support conflict transformation by creating the narrative conditions that allow parties to 

establish different patterns of interaction (Cobb 2004, 5-6). With this goal in mind, she 

has designed a framework that practitioners can draw to help conflicting parties create 

“better-formed stories” that support conflict transformation (Cobb 2013b, 234). 

Cobb’s (2013b, 206) approach addresses both the details in the content of the 

narrative itself as well as the process of its production. These guidelines allow 

practitioners to assess conflict narratives “by what they create as they are performed, by 

what they tolerate in terms of alteration, [and] by the way they invite uncertainty, rather 

than foreclosure” (Cobb 2004, 11). Specifically, Cobb (2013b) focuses on the plot, 

characters, and value systems of conflict narratives, and offers tangible strategies for 

generating more complexity alone each of these dimensions.  

For example, generating more complexity within the plot can be done by adding 

more events, establishing circular (rather than linear) logic, and creating “temporal 

complexity” through inclusion of past, present, and future events (Cobb 2013b, 222). The 

concept of legitimacy is particularly important in the context of building character 

complexity because a “better-formed story” is one in which all parties are views as 

legitimate agents in conflict (ibid.). This legitimacy coincides with establishing more 

complex character dimensions, as well as creating a more complex value system, that 

moves away from binary distinctions and instead, open up “multiple dimensions for the 

evaluation of Self and Other” (ibid. 225). Table 3.4 outlines some of the key indicators 

that distinguish simplified conflict narratives from their more complex counterparts, 

based on Cobb’s (2013b) work. 
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Table 3.4. Generating Narrative Complexity 
 

Features Simplified Conflict Narratives Complex Conflict Narratives 

Characters Restricted, flattened 

Legitimized Self 

Delegitimized Other 

Multi-dimensional 

All parties have legitimacy  

All parties have flaws 

Plot Thin, selective plotline 

Linear causality 

Assigns blame to Other 

Thick, detailed plotlines 

Circular causality 

Shared responsibility for conflict 

Time Compression Integrates past, present, and future 

Values Polarizing binary values  

Clear distinction of good vs. evil 

Multiple dimensions for all parties 

Genre Apocalyptic 

Melodramatic 

Dire crisis unless action taken 

Ordinary 

Dispassionate 

Conflict without crisis  
 

Source: Adapted from Cobb 2013b  

 

In addition to detailing the characteristics that these elements exhibit as they acquire 

more complexity, Cobb (2013b) also highlights their interconnected relationship in 

demonstrating how attending to the complexity of one narrative element can indirectly 

affect its counterparts. For example, she argues that, if “new episodes are introduced in a 

conflict, …the meaning becomes more complex. As a result, the character roles are 

altered, if only slightly, and the value systems become more complicated” (Cobb 2013b, 

99).  

Additionally, Cobb (2013b) lays out five specific “turning points” that can be 

used to generate complexity across these different elements and support the evolution of 

problematic conflict narratives in becoming better-formed stories. Cobb’s view on the 

role of narrative uncertainty as a key to conflict transformation ties to Jabri’s (1998, 605) 
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notion of “problematizing the self.” Cobb (2004, 15-16) contends that this process runs 

parallel to the “destabilization of the narrative structures that contribute to maintain their 

exclusion of the Other.” Therefore, the first turning point is focused on adding 

complexity to a party’s Self narrative, which Cobb describes as attending to “legitimacy 

and its shadow” (Cobb 2013b, 210). She contends that this process involves “elaboration 

[of a party’s own character] while maintaining coherence” which should help to generate 

more complexity in both the Party’s role in the narrative as well as the party’s value 

system (ibid. 211). 

The second turning point is the inverse of the previous turning point, which aims 

to address the “delegitimacy of the Other and its (legitimate) shadow” (Cobb 2013b, 

211). Cobb (2013b) outlines several processes that can be enacted within this moment to 

add complexity to the plot, characters, and values system of a conflict narrative. 

Specifically, she explains that the increased polarization that accompanies conflict 

escalation is connected to the ways that parties underscore the delegitimacy of Others as a 

way to “anchor their own legitimacy” (ibid. 211). This second turning point focuses on 

addressing this issue by helping parties to begin to acknowledge their own responsibility 

and role in creating the current conditions of the conflict environment, along with 

coinciding recognition that they have the agency to influence the future trajectory of the 

conflict (ibid.).  

The first and second turning points focus on developing character complexity, 

which indirectly influences the complexity of other key narrative elements. Specifically, 

Cobb, Laws, and Sluzki (2014, 1052) contend that shifting the narrative in ways that 
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allow opposing parties to re-position their adversaries in ways that restore their 

legitimacy is vital for “creat[ing] conditions that allow for changes to the stories or the 

development of new narratives.” While the first and second turning points focus on party 

legitimacy, the third and fourth turning points pivot to focus on elaborating the plot and 

corresponding value systems of the conflict narratives. The third turning point is focused 

on revising past events in the narrative plot in a way that acknowledges that “all parties 

contributed to the problem” which inadvertently also helps to create a more complex 

value system (Cobb 2013b, 214). The fourth turning point is focused on ways that parties 

can work to create a new future, and the fifth turning point involves finding ways to 

“anchor” the new, more complex narratives that are generated in this process, which 

helps parties to determine ways “to materialize and enact” these new elements (ibid. 214, 

219).  

Parallel with Cobb’s (2013b) concept of narrative complexity, Simmons (2020) 

discusses the inverse relationship between “moral complexity” and the root narratives 

that fuel political conflict. He argues that “root narratives demonstrate a kind of moral 

clarity, demanding action, while other kinds of stories or accounts demonstrate a kind of 

moral complexity, demanding reflection and recalibration” (Simmons 2020, 217).  

However, Simmons (2020) also implicitly illustrates one key distinction between 

the narrative complexity and moral complexity as relevant terms for analyzing conflict. 

He contends that, in addition to moral complexity, practitioners must also integrate 

“generativity” into their narrative work in conflict contexts (ibid. 221). He argues that 

moral complexity alone is insufficient for conflict transformation because it “does little to 
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point to future probabilities” and thereby fails to address hope, noting that that there is a 

critical “distinction between story types that focus on problems and those that focus on 

possibilities” (ibid. 219). To Simmons’ (2020) point, however, Cobb’s (2013b) work on 

narrative complexity integrates hope for future possibilities by revising the meaning of 

past events, incorporating future events, and establishing a sense of responsibility for past 

and future events that is assumed by all parties involved.  

Aesthetic Ethics and Process Quality: Narrative Braiding 

Cobb’s (2004; 2013b) work on better-formed stories draws from Bleiker (2001) and Jabri 

(1998) in constructing a framework for narrative practice that is informed by aesthetic 

ethics. Her research draws attention to the role of language in shaping our understanding 

of the world, and she argues that aesthetic ethics allows us to deepen our understanding 

of the connection between action and language. According to Cobb (2013b, 234), 

aesthetic ethics “refers to the normative framework for judging the framing”— 

Wittgenstein’s “picture”— with the awareness that “any action in the world is a function 

of how it is described; and reflexively, actions may, or may not, impact (as in transform) 

the discourse in which they are described.” She asserts that this framework is beneficial 

for narrative practice because its attention to the aesthetic qualities of narratives opens up 

the space for recognizing which narratives are “better” than others, and it can  provide 

“insight into ethical practice as it might pertain to the evolution of narrative” (Cobb, 

2013b, 187-188).  

John Milliken (2006) traces aesthetic ethics back to Aristotle, situating the 

concept within his discussion of “virtue ethics” (Aristotle, 2009). Milliken (2006, 321) 
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explains that virtue ethics are distinct from deontological and utilitarian ethics, in that the 

virtuous act is guided by “an ethics of aesthetics as opposed to one of calculation.” He 

argues that virtue theories are uniquely concerned with the motivations that drive an 

agent’s actions, noting Aristotle’s implication that a virtuous action is one in which “the 

agent is not to be motivated by considerations of what benefits he might obtain from 

performing the action, but simply by the desire to do the action for its own sake” (ibid. 

322).  

This focus on motivation is significant in distinguishing virtue ethics from 

deontological and utilitarian ethics, because an individual’s decisions about the “right” 

action are based on the “aesthetic qualities” of the action itself (Milliken 2006, 319), 

rather than on the anticipated outcome that the action will produce (ibid. 322). This 

perspective constitutes a distinct reorientation away from the outcome-driven logic of 

military doctrine in lieu of concern for the quality of an interaction process in and of 

itself, rather than merely a means to an end.  

Aesthetic ethics allows us to question the logic we have long taken for granted 

and move beyond it, to generate innovative approaches that could break the cycle of 

violence connected to the Global War on Terror. Aesthetics opens up the potential for 

creativity because it “attempt[s] to validate the whole register of human perception and 

sensations,” drawing upon faculties that “have been banished or subjugated by the 

prevalence of instrumental rationality” (Bleiker, 2003, 431, 444). 

This emphasis on process quality is consistent with complexity science, in 

attending to the critical role of interaction in shaping system dynamics. By shifting the 
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analytic focus from outcomes to process dynamics, this reorientation provides alternative 

openings for attending to particular stubborn forms of conflict within the national security 

domain. In fact, Cobb (2013a) suggests that the ability to successfully attain a certain 

outcome requires attending to the quality of the process for pursuing that outcome. She 

refers to the extended deliberations between Democratic and Republican congressional 

leaders leading up to the 2013 government shutdown as a classic example of such a 

failure. Cobb (2013a, 8-9) explains that, throughout this process, “senators took the floor 

and blamed the other side for the failure to reach an agreement which would fund the 

government,” to demonstrate that over the course of this process, “there was no one who 

positioned themselves as working to foster the quality of the conversation.” In Cobb’s 

view, “this is an excellent example of the failure of leaders to care for, not just the 

outcome, but for the deliberative process itself” (ibid. 9). 

The previous section focused on Cobb’s theory on narrative complexity and 

generating better-formed stories, and this discussion focused on the quality of different 

narrative components and how they can function to simplify, or add complexity to, the 

overall narrative. However, it is important to emphasize that utility of this framework is 

not in how it allows us to analyze individual narratives in isolation, but how it offers the 

aesthetic guidance for discerning what qualities are “better” than others and support the 

practitioners ability to support parties ability to generate more complex narratives over 

the course of interaction.  

Cobb (2013a) facilitates this understanding through the premise that parties work 

collaboratively to provide better-formed stories through the process of “narrative 
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braiding.” In any conflict, there is bound to be a wide range different stories that parties 

tell about that conflict, and Cobb (2013a) refers to these different stories as “narrative 

strands.” She contends that “within [each] strand, the group will position itself as 

positive, and in the context of a conflict, it will position the other as negative. These 

strands contain the core evaluations that enable people to make sense of existing 

circumstances, evaluating the situation, the others, and self” (Cobb 2013a, 11).  

The concept of narrative strands and their function in conflict dynamics 

correspond with the premises of positioning theory. According to Harré et al. (2009, 10), 

within any form of interaction, “people undertake positioning acts, and as such they are 

or claim to be positioned in certain ways, which endows them with the rights and/or 

duties to assign or ascribe positions.” They argue that these positioning processes 

essentially determine what actions will be accepted as legitimate by other actors within 

that shared context. Positions can be assigned, ascribed, claimed, or assumed by the 

various parties engaging in interaction (ibid. 8). By outlining the positions that are 

adopted, ascribed, and refuted through the storylines, these analyst can better understand 

“how political and moral stances are generated” in political processes, and moreover, 

how this shapes the power dynamics in conflict (Harré 2004, 99; Moghaddam and Harré 

2010, 6).  

The dynamic character of narrative strands can be understood to the extent that 

these different strands constitute acts of positioning and counter positioning as opposing 

parties struggle for legitimacy within the narrative landscape. Indeed, Cobb (2013a, 12) 

contends that “narrative strands are developed in conversation through interaction.” The 
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previous discussion on narrative and conflict dynamics highlighted the extent to which 

this continuous process of Self legitimization and Other delegitimization functions to 

sustain, and even escalate, conflict. Narrative braiding, then, is a strategy that aims to 

disrupt this conflict spiral by breaking the pattern of “reciprocal delegitimation” (Cobb 

2013a, 15). Cobb (2013a, 14) defines narrative braiding as “the process in which 

conversational partners [i.e., conflict parties] … elaborate the terms of legitimacy, 

proposed by a given party, with all parties.”  

If the purpose of better-formed stories is help us discern which narrative qualities 

are “better” than others, then the concept of narrative braiding can be thought of as its 

dynamic counterpart, in providing guidance on the process of generating better-formed 

stories through engagement with opposing conflict parties. Cobb (2013a, 20) explains 

that, “in the course of legitimizing [other conflict parties], a process accomplished in and 

through the development of the narrative strand, a new, better-formed story is created, 

altering the structure of the conflict narratives, as well as the accompanying process of 

interaction.”  

Cobb, Laws, and Sluzki’s (2014, 1054) narrative work in negotiation contexts 

illustrates that parties exhibit patterns in drawing on a finite set of narrative syntaxes as 

part of the struggle for power in conflict. They further contend that when parties employ 

a specific narrative syntax, “the narrative syntax has a path dependency— once in 

motion, it has momentum.” This research reinforces the arguments in previous sections 

that narrative patterns function to exacerbate and escalate conflict. However, Cobb, Laws, 

and Sluzki (2014, 1054) also note that, while narrative syntax often gains momentum in 
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conflict, “narratives can also shift contingent upon the nature of interaction with others.” 

In this sense, the act of narrative braiding itself, constitutes as strategic attempt to alter 

the dynamics of given conflict interaction. Cobb’s research reveals the corresponding 

relationship between quality of conflict narratives and the quality of the interaction 

process itself. Put more simply, enhancing substance serves the interest of enhancing 

process.  

This logic runs counterintuitive to research and decision-making within the 

national security domain, and particularly within the military community, where analysis 

is heavily outcome-oriented, across the strategic, operational, and tactical levels. 

However, the logic of aesthetics ethics— and Cobb’s (2013a) work on narrative braiding 

specifically— does not mean that analysis and decision-making should abandon efforts to 

bring about certain outcomes. Rather, it reorients the focus and alters the logic as to the 

best strategies for realizing these outcomes. Cobb’s (2013a; 2013b) work allows us to 

understand that attending to quality of interaction process in conflict requires generating 

better-formed stories. However, by attending to the quality of conflict narratives and the 

dynamics of the conflict itself, Cobb (2013a, 22) suggests that this “leads to new 

interactional patterns and the development of sustainable agreements and policies.”  

Re-Assessing the Logic of Counternarratives 

The concept of narrative braiding runs counter to the dominant logic USG 

counternarrative work.  While the GWOT represents a conflict system that is inherently 

moral, Cobb (2013b) points out the tendency to draw on “interest-based discourse” to 

explain the violence carried out by terrorist organizations, when in fact these arguments 
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rarely account for, or attempt to, determine how they correspond with the narratives that 

extremists themselves would tell. This failure, she argues, wastes both human and 

monetary resources, and the effectiveness of conflict resolution and CT could be 

enhanced by a greater effort “toward understanding the dynamics of meaning-making 

itself” (Cobb 2013b, 11).  

Research in critical security studies offers overlapping arguments to suggest that 

terrorism is a “discursive construction” that is the product of collective meaning-making 

(Ayotte et al. 2008, 456). Additionally, they argue that “discourse is the essential element 

of terrorism, not some ancillary effort. Terrorism is strategic, not random, most basically 

because it is communicative. It seeks to affect meaning and inspire support of strategic 

opposition” (ibid. 457).  

Contrary to this rational logic, the persuasiveness of jihadist propaganda, broadly, 

connects to the use of literary elements and imagery that taps into the moral grammar of 

target audiences. Efforts to “debunk” and counter jihadist narratives with the “truth” carry 

little weight in comparison to moral force of cohesive extremist narratives and their 

ability to tap into the deepest convictions and values upheld by their target audiences. 

According to Haidt (2013, 59), “If you want to change someone’s mind about a moral or 

political issue, talk to the elephant first. If you as people to believe something that 

violates their intuitions, they will devote their efforts to finding an escape hatch—a 

reason to doubt your argument or conclusion.” 

However, the disconnect between logic and moral reason is not the only issue that 

is visible in existing counternarrative work. The extent to which narratives are studied in 
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isolation, far removed from the context in which they are created, has direct implications 

for the counternarratives that are produced from such analysis. Haidt (2013, 113) 

suggests that this logic is dominant in specific cultures, namely those that are “WEIRD: 

western, educated, industrialized, rich, and democratic.” He contends that, “the WEIRDer 

you are, the more you see a world full of separate objects, rather than relationships” (ibid. 

113).  

This point is further reinforced by Salazar (2017) who suggests that a key 

distinguishing factor between the success of jihadist narratives and the ineffectiveness of 

counternarratives lies in former’s use of a logic of equivalences versus the latter’s use of 

a logic of substitutions. He argues that the logic of de-radicalization is grounded on “a 

substitutive logic of differences” which assumes that problematic beliefs and values can 

be “countered” by providing comparable “substitutions” and “alternatives” (Salazar 2017, 

144). However, he contends that this logic is ineffective because, “the decision [to 

become a jihadist] is the result of a series of equivalences that the recruit constructs 

between his situation and similar situations, creating a chain of equivalences between 

himself and his companions, both real and dreamt” (ibid. 144-145). Narratives are not 

objects that can be swapped out in favor of more amenable versions. The social 

constructionist model of communication helps us to understand how meaning and 

action— discourse and events— and intertwined. Narrative accounts cannot be subbed 

out for alternative options because narratives reflect the meaning that people assign to the 

real events that they experience.  
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From this standpoint, Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011) offer a more useful 

insight of developing more effective counternarratives that are grounded upon the 

meaning associated with the original jihadist master narratives themselves. They propose 

that the use of master narratives by jihadist groups serve three primary functions: to 

“resist” the enemies of the Islamic community, “rebuke” the illegitimate actors in power 

who control the territory where these groups reside, and to “renew” the goal to re-

establish the caliphate (Halverson, Goodall, and Corman 2011, 180). By extension, 

Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011) offer five major recommendations on developing 

more effective counternarratives to counteract these goals. Their five main 

recommendations include avoiding reinforcement, contesting analogies, decompressing 

time, deconstructing binaries, and recasting archetypes (ibid. 196-204).  

The first specific strategy that Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011) 

recommend is to “avoid reinforcement” of master narratives. This strategy applies to 

policymaking and kinetic actions as much as it does to discursive actions. Thus, 

discursive reinforcement would include drawing on key archetypes and themes, such as 

former President Bush’s historical allusion to the GWOT as a “crusade” (Halverson, 

Goodall, and Corman 2011, 197). However, these direct references can also be reinforced 

by policy and kinetic action, as Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011, 197) point out 

the symbolic reinforcement of invasion narratives by “the simple fact that Western forces 

have conducted military operations in Muslim countries for years.” 

The second recommendation on “contesting analogies” focuses on “disrupt[ing] 

analogical reasoning that establishes similarities between the elements of master 
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narratives and contemporary situations” (ibid. 198). Halverson, Goodall, and Corman 

(2011) contend that the “persuasive force” of master narratives resides in their ability to 

influence the audience’s interpretation of current events by establishing strategic 

connections to specific literary allusions. They draw on existing research to outline four 

different tactics for contestation; the practitioner can aim to “dissolve” or “replace” an 

analogy, and both strategies will vary according to whether the particular analogy is 

treated as “valid” or invalid” (ibid. 198).  

Accordingly, efforts to “dissolve an invalid analogy” should focus on highlighting 

inconsistencies in the comparison of a particular analogy and the contemporary element 

that are framed as being parallel, while “dissolving a valid analogy” offers an inverse 

reframing approach by articulating alternative, unexpressed connections between the 

analogy and respective contemporary event to create new meaning about this connection 

(Halverson, Goodall, and Corman 2011, 198). Additionally, practitioners may work to 

“replace an invalid analogy” by introducing an alternative analogy that is “more 

coherent,” and therefore “undermines” the original analogy, or they may “replace a valid 

analogy” by introducing an alternative analogy that shifts the meaning of the current 

event so that it is “incompatible with the original claim” (ibid.).  

The third counter-narrative strategy that Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011, 

200) recommend focuses on “decompressing time.” Master narratives often draw on 

historical references to contextualize current events, and this strategy is not limited to 

master narratives of Islamist extremism. Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011, 200-

201) note that “time can be uncompressed by surfacing ‘inconvenient details’ from 
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history that disrupt the interpretation of the present in terms of selective and favorable 

facts from the past,” explaining that “these sorts of verifiable historical details begin to 

create ‘wedges’ that immediately weaken and disrupt the parallel and compression of the 

narrative.” 

Additionally, they recommend finding opportunities for “deconstructing binaries”; 

Halverson, Goodall, and Corman (2011, 201) identify the function of binary boundaries 

and value systems in conflict as “framing devices through which participants in current 

day conflicts can quickly understand their roles, duties, and goals in straightforward 

ways,” and suggest that practitioners can work to disrupt the persuasive force of these 

binaries by introducing details and characteristics into the discourse that help to create 

added dimensions to these literary components. This strategy overlaps with their final 

recommendation on “recasting archetypes,” which involves looking for opportunities to 

reposition key actors in the conflict in ways that “recast contemporary actors in different 

archetypes roles that are already part of the rhetorical vision” (ibid. 203).  

Several of these strategies overlap with Cobb’s (2013b) research on conflict 

narratives and their role in escalating conflict dynamics. Specifically, Halverson, Goodall, 

and Corman’s (2011) push for decompressing time, deconstructing binaries, and recasting 

archetypes are all strategies that coincide with Cobb’s (2013b) notion of generating 

narrative complexity as a means for transforming the radicalized conflict narratives that 

perpetuate protracted conflict. However, Halverson, Goodall, and Corman’s (2011) work 

digresses significantly from Cobb’s (2013b) with respect to the quality of interaction that 

many of these strategies encourage. Specifically, these strategies are intended to produce 
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more “effective” counternarratives that merely reinforce existing dynamics in sustaining 

the process of mutual delegitimation.  

In fact, Cobb et al. (2016, 12) suggest more broadly that efforts to “counter” a 

particular narrative are likely to backfire, because this approach translates as “a form of 

attack and this actually strengthens the dominant narrative as it immunizes itself against 

these arguments/logics.” Furthermore, they suggest that the focus on “messaging places 

emphasis on the content of the exchange but communication is really about the meaning 

systems that are struggling for dominance” (Cobb et al. 2016, 7). An alternative 

approach, which is exhibited in Cobb’s (2013a, 19) work, involves the “evolution of 

narrative from those that produce and reflect conflict dynamics (accession with denial, 

excuse, and justification, and counteraccusation) to a story structure that creates a new, 

more collaborative dynamics, a ‘better-formed’ story.”  

This alternative paradigm constitutes a complete reorientation of what we 

understand to be appropriate terms of engagement, and how we can most effectively 

pursue our main objectives. Salazar (2017) likewise hints at the need for such a shift in 

the context of the Global War on Terror. He maintains, “jihadists have constructed a 

community of discourse. The fact is incontestable. So, the question we confront is: How 

do we, as a community of discourse ourselves, respond to or interact with the jihadist 

community of discourse?” (ibid. 145). Additional exploration of Cobb’s (2013a; 2013b) 

work on narrative braiding and better-formed stories offers more insight for beginning to 

explore what such a shift might be gone to look like in practice.  
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Exploring an Alternative Approach: Destabilizing Dominant Narratives 

Cobb’s narrative research and overlapping efforts offer more insight into understanding 

counternarrative from a relational standpoint. Cobb (2013b, 87) explains that 

“counternarrative materializes in conversation as it orients to another narrative,” and her 

work connects to Nelson’s (2001, 8) research on the extent to which oppressive master 

narratives strip certain parties of their “moral agency.” Nelson (2001, 8) views the overall 

purpose of counterstories as a means of “resisting and undermining an oppressive master 

narrative” in ways that restore the moral agency of oppressed parties. This reinforces 

Cobb’s (2013b) attention to generating better-formed stories as means of improving the 

quality of interaction.  

Like Cobb (2013b), Nelson (2001) acknowledges that counterstories come to 

fruition by their orientation to master narratives, and she recommends a two-step 

approach to introducing effective counterstories in conflict first step is analytic, in 

explicitly articulating the “problematic and oppressive elements of the master narrative,” 

and Nelson (2001, 7) argues that the purpose of the counterstory is reframe the events of 

the master narrative “in such a way as to make visible the morally relevant details that the 

master narratives surpassed.”  

Additionally, Nelson (2001, 8) seems to agree that generating narrative 

complexity resides in attending to the minor details that are often excluded or 

“underplayed” in master narratives, and she contends that “through augmentation and 

correction, the master narrative is morally reoriented, thus allowing the counterstory 

teller to dissent from the interpretation and the conclusion it invites.” However, Nelson 
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(2011, 177, 179, 182) includes a word of caution on certain problematic qualities of 

counterstories that practitioners should take care to avoid, such as failure to “repair the 

damage” caused by oppressive master narratives, countering oppressive master narratives 

using other oppressive master narratives, and taking care to avoid “dislodg[ing] too many 

understandings” embedded in the original master narrative.  

Cobb’s (2013b) work on narrative transformation coincides with Nelson’s 

perspective on the qualities that give rise to problematic counterstories. In contrast to the 

notion of “countering” narrative, however, she argues that narrative complexity and 

conflict transformation can be supported by “destabilizing” dominant narratives. Cobb 

(2013b, 99) explicitly articulates that destabilization is not “a process of denying or 

challenging the existing components of a conflict narrative.” Alternatively, destabilization 

involves finding creative ways to add complexity to the story events, characters, and 

themes, which, as Cobb explains, helps to “chang[e] the meaning of the story, reducing, 

even temporarily, its coherence and closure” (ibid.).  

Cobb et al. (2016, 12) discuss narrative destabilization as a preferred alternative to 

US countermessaging efforts, noting an important caveat that that runs contrary to current 

counternarrative logic: “‘Destabilization’ refers not to attacking [the narrative], 

denigrating it, challenging its validity, or ‘countering’ it; rather destabilization is a 

strategy that uses the very terms of legitimacy that the dominant narrative provides and 

open up spaces for “thickening” the value system, the plotline, or the characters.” In other 

words, destabilization focuses on specific components of the dominant narrative that can 

be elaborated in ways that add complexity without delegitimizing the opposing party. 
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Additionally, Cobb (2013b) offers a spatial visual for understanding narrative complexity 

as a mechanism for supporting conflict transformation. She explains that generating 

narrative complexity involves “increasing the narrative surface area” and through this 

process, helps to “increase the potential for reconceptualization and decrease [the] 

stability” of dominant conflict narratives (ibid. 100).  

The concept of destabilization in this context, then, is synonymous with the 

attention to elaboration that is part of the narrative braiding process. Cobb (2013a, 21) 

explains that “better-formed stories are themselves a product of narrative braiding which 

include first the elaboration of the narrative strand, and then its legitimation in a web of 

stories about a problem.” Additionally, Cobb et al. (2016) clarify that that this elaboration 

functions to destabilize the dominant narratives that help to sustain unwanted patterns of 

interaction: 

Counterintuitively, dominant narratives are destabilized through the process of 

joining which involves the elaboration of some portion of the narrative, affirming 

it. … the goal of joining is to affirm some portion of the dominant narrative’s 

value system, its characters (traits or intentions) or episodes in the plotline. This 

process signals respect for the Others who speak this story and sets the stage for 

re-organizing the map of the narrative landscape (Cobb et al. 2016, 12).  

 

In addition to destabilizing the dominant narratives, Cobb et al. (2016, 5) contend that it 

is also necessary to find ways to support and anchor the marginalized narratives, because 

“marginalized or suppressed narratives may manifest into the thin narratives that support 

radicalization, violence, and extremism.”  

Haidt (2013) reinforces the logic of abandoning the inclination to “counter” the 

narrative of an opposing party in favor of an alternative approach that “joining” the 
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narrative and finding ways to elaborate in within the context of its own moral grammar. 

He highlights why this shift is more likely to be effective in generating change:  

It’s such an obvious point, yet few of us apply it in moral and political arguments 

because our righteous minds so readily shift into combat mode. The rider and the 

elephant work together to smoothly fend off attacks and lob rhetorical grenades of 

our own. The performance may impress our friends and show allies that we are 

committed members of the team, but no matter how good our logic, it’s not going 

to change the minds of our opponents if they are in combat mode too. If you 

really want to change someone’s mind on a moral or political matter, you’ll need 

to see things from that person’s angle as well was your own. And if you do truly 

see it the other person’s way—deeply and intuitively—you might even find your 

own mind opening in response. Empathy is an antidote to righteousness, although 

it’s very difficult to empathize across a moral divide (Haidt 2013, 58).  

 

While this argument bodes well in the context of conflict between US political parties, 

the idea of engaging with the enemy— of “talking” to terrorists— is much less likely to 

resonate as useful insight within the national security domain. However, Salazar (2017, 

78) contends that “hamstrung as we are by the ideology of salutary dialogue and the 

interference of morality in the use of force, we have lost the ability to adopt a different 

posture.”  

Cobb’s (2013a; 2013b) work on narrative braiding and better-formed stories 

provides the foundations to begin exploring the concept of “narrative-based engagement” 

(Cobb et al. 2016, 2). Cobb (2013a, 23) explains that, “from a narrative perspective, 

participation is a process of being storied by others as legitimate.” By approaching the 

challenge of engagement from a narrative lens, the task of conversing with US enemies 

within the broader GWOT becomes less daunting.  

Cobb et al.’s (2016) work discusses narrative destabilization in the context of 

military operations and offers an example to illustrate how US leaders can elaborate (i.e., 
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destabilize) dominant narratives and change the quality of engagement with the Taliban 

in Afghanistan. They offer the following example as destabilizing narrative action: “The 

Taliban are people who fear change and are working to keep their culture in place,” and 

contend that this narrative functions as  

A description that legitimizes their effort to keep their culture and traditions and 

yet this description does not affirm the violence they perpetrate. Ironically, if [US 

Information Operations] would affirm their narrative it, and they, would not only 

be more open to US, they would be less likely to resort to violence, should this 

affirmation be circulated and elaborated in public settings (Cobb et al. 2016, 12). 

 

Cobb (2013a, 20) builds a strong case to support the premise that “legitimizing 

parties, on their own terms, in the course of building an account of the problem, provides 

a way to build engagement of marginalized groups. The incorporation of the marginalized 

as legitimate definitely upends the existing relational field.” This work on narrative 

destabilization, and Cobb’s overlapping work on narrative braiding and better-formed 

stories helps us to reconceptualize narrative as a feasible form of engagement with 

opposing parties in conflict, and more importantly, suggests that these narrative 

approaches function to change the quality of engagement and can effectively disrupt 

perpetuating patterns of violence in conflict.  

Assessing the Utility of Better-Formed Stories for Anticipatory Intelligence 

Cobb’s (2013b) work on better-formed stories reiterates the logic of complexity science 

with regard to ineffectiveness of linear logic with domain of complex systems. Although 

the national security domain draws heavily on the direct relationship between “ways + 

means= ends” to guide action and decision-making in conflict, the accuracy of this logic 

is significantly diminished when operations take place within a globalized strategic 
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environment. Cobb’s (2013a; 2013b) narrative work provides an alternative form of 

reasoning that runs parallel to the principles of complexity science, by focusing on the 

relationship between the quality of the interaction process and the outcomes that emerge 

from this interaction. 

Her research further reiterates the interdependent relationship of meaning and 

action in conflict by shedding light on the role of narrative dynamics in shaping the 

overall conflict trajectory. This research draws explicit connections between specific 

narrative features and the extent to which the qualities of these features encourage 

escalation and help to sustain cycles of violence. Cobb’s (2013a; 2013b) work on better-

formed stories and narrative braiding offers strategic value in outlining a narrative-based 

approach to disrupting cycles of violence, by way of elaborating dominant conflict 

narratives and making them more complex. While this process does not guarantee to 

bring about a specific outcome, it can effectively change the quality of the interaction and 

reinforce the broader strategic objective of reducing national security threats.  

This strategic value of this research is clear, but the value of this theoretical 

framework is equally valuable from the standpoint of anticipatory intelligence. Cobb et 

al. (2016, 7) assert that “Narrative is the architecture for meaning and action in a given 

operational environment. Meaning is governed by internal structures including the plot, 

characters, and themes. As such, narratives anchor, justify, and forecast behavior (enemy 

and friendly alike).” Likewise, Smith (2005, 22) contends that conflicts “are always 

resolved in particular ways in the course of a telling” and thus, narratives can be “both 

accounts of the past and predictions of the future, not only reporting but also shaping 
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human actions through anticipating outcomes.” Moreover, he argues that the features of 

specific genres function as constraints on action, which impacts future direction of a 

given conflict, explaining that “that path dependence established by prior genre choices 

influence the interpretation of subsequent events” (ibid. 204).  

In other words, conflict narratives have anticipatory value to the extent that they 

exhibit patterns and specific feature that can reveal a future trajectory of action for 

particular party, based on the meaning that is exhibited in a particular narrative at a given 

point in time. Moreover, analysts can track the evolution of a particular party’s conflict 

narratives over time to gain insight on the expected patterns of action that are more likely 

to pursue. Cobb’s (2013a; 2013b) work not only equips us with knowledge to discern 

these narrative patterns and their relationship to action, but it also provides the guidance 

for engaging with these narratives in ways that disrupt undesired trajectories of action.  

Communication, Narrative, and Conflict Resolution: Weaving Theoretical Strands 

The previous chapter explored the newer— and more underdeveloped— concept of 

anticipatory intelligence and the critical role of complexity science in informing the 

development of analytical methods within this domain. Within the scope of complexity-

based methods, however, there appears to be a visible gap in approaches that attend to the 

social dimension of conflict systems. Lemke (1995) highlights the critical role of 

meaning in conflict systems. He argues that “by engaging in physical activities and 

producing material products that have meaning for us, we make it possible for those 

meanings to mediate our future actions. What we physically do depends on value choices 
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and meaning choices” (ibid. 101). A vital part of understanding and addressing conflict 

involves tracing the dynamics of meaning-making that unfold through interaction 

between opposing parties.  

Salazar (2017, 5) drives home this point in the case of the GWOT, arguing that 

“as long as we fail to understand that the values of the Republic no longer have the same 

canonical and categorical force as the formulas of the Mohammedan faith, we will fall 

short in the arsenal of our words. … Still, the only way of combatting a rhetorical model 

is by understanding how it works.” However, it is not enough to study meaning alone, 

which is akin to analyzing narratives in isolation of the context in which they are 

embedded, when in fact it is the context that imbues narratives with meaning. 

Additionally, while meaning plays a critical role in conflict dynamics, it does not exist 

separately from actions; the two are interdependently entwined. Casebeer (2018, 129) 

contends that we live in “a world where kinetic and non-kinetic effects interact to 

produce final outcomes in the national security domain.” Consequently, he emphasizes 

that information operations must account for the fact that “the target audience will 

respond not only to the messaging, but also to the actions that are taken by our military in 

the areas where the messaging is taking place. It will be important to make sure that the 

messages and actions together tell a coherent story” (Casebeer 2018, 135). 

Accordingly, existing anticipatory intelligence efforts would benefit from a 

supplemental analytic method for tracing the dynamics of meaning-making in conflict. 

Attending to the social dimension of conflict requires an analytical lens and 

corresponding set of tools that can be used to elicit and articulate these dynamics in ways 
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that better equip intelligence customers in anticipating and preparing for plausible future 

scenarios. While such an approach would offer strategic utility in its ability to equip the 

intelligence customer with information that supports decision-making, it would also offer 

potential utility as method of foresight.  

The overall objective of this research is to design such a method and test its utility 

in application to a case study on the conflict between the USG and al-Shabaab. The CITE 

Framework is grounded primarily on the three main theoretical works that were discussed 

at length in this chapter: Pearce and Cronen’s (1980) Coordinated Management of 

Meaning (CMM) theory, Simmons’ (2020) Root Narrative Theory (RNT), and Cobb’s 

(2013a; 2013b) work on Better Formed Stories (BFS). Figure 3.4 illustrates the 

intersecting components of these three works, as well as the unique contributions that 

justify the critical need for each specific theory in constituting part of the framework that 

is proposed in this research.  

The CITE Framework is designed to address a visible gap in complexity-based 

anticipatory intelligence methods by attending to social dimension of conflict. Put more 

simply, it offers a lens for tracing the dynamics of meaning-making in conflict.  
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Figure 3.4. Theoretical Foundations of the CITE Framework 

 

The origins of CMM, as method of conversation analysis, provides the concepts and 

heuristics for articulating this relationship and for tracing the dynamics of meaning-

making in discrete episodes of conversational moves. CMM further illuminates the 

structuring function of meaning in generating the rule systems of “socially constructed 

‘oughtness’ that govern behavior and guide meaning-making” (Murray 2012, 154). 

However, Cronen (1995, 223) further elaborates that CMM hold that “the emergent rules 

of human interaction are intrinsically moral in character. That is, they have to do with 

what we can do, must do, or must not do at particular situated moments. They also have 

to do with distinguishing that for which we are and are not responsible.” CMM reveals 

the extent to which parties draw on a particular moral grammar in conflict, and conflict 
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often becomes sustained and escalated when opposing parties draw on incommensurate 

moral grammars (Pearce and Littlejohn 1997).  

Simmons (2020, 25) work explicitly attends to this intractable challenge. He 

contends that, “If conflicting parties do really act and imagine on the basis of 

incommensurate moral grammars, we first need a method through which to characterize 

the structure of the strands, the logic of the outrage, so that the process of interweaving 

[re: Cobb’s work on narrative braiding] can begin.” While CMM provides the structure 

for analyzing the dynamics of meaning-making and action, Simmons’ work gives us tools 

for discerning the particular moral grammars that parties are drawing on in this 

interaction. Root Narrative Theory further supplements CMM by attending to the 

strategic dimension of these dynamics, in drawing attention to the way that large-scale, 

violent conflict is not just a conversation between two parties. Because this conflict 

unfolds within the public sphere, the narratives that parties tell about conflict speak 

simultaneously to the opposing parties and to the target audiences that these parties wish 

to persuade to support their cause.  

Cobb’s (2013b) work on better-formed stories intersects with that of Simmons’ 

(2020) in attending to the relationship between the strategic use of conflict narratives as a 

site of struggle for legitimacy. While Simmons’ (2020) work draws attention to the way 

that parties navigate the narrative landscape within a particular moral grammar, Cobb’s 

(2013b) work allows us to reveal patterns within that moral grammar with respect to the 

particular qualities that narratives tend to exhibit and the extent to which they impact the 

overall conflict trajectory and encourage escalation.  
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We know from complexity theory the emergent macro-level phenomena is 

generated from the micro-level interaction of system elements. Colander and Kupers 

(2014) elaborate on the relationship between micro- and macro- phenomena in nonlinear, 

complex social systems. They contend that “what might appear to be a stable macro 

equilibrium is actually the outcome of an underlying micro disequilibrium of constant 

change. While the micro movements of the systems may be governed by very simple 

local rules, the system’s aggregate behavior and many of its macro patterns are beyond 

deductive comprehension” (ibid. 49).  

However, in social systems— and by extension, in conflict systems— these 

micro-level dynamics are made of up of “specific moments in which real people 

coordinate their actions and make/manage meanings by doing and saying things” (Pearce 

2007, x-xi). In the context of national security conflict, these dynamics can be traced by 

the interdependent enactment of discursive and kinetic actions that are carried out by 

opposing parties. In such contexts, narrative provides a lens for plotting these dynamics 

within the landscape of meaning. This process not only supports identification and 

enactment into critical moments in the present, but also constitutes a method of foresight 

that provides direction regarding the future trajectory of a particular conflict. This 

research draws on the three main theoretical works addressed in this chapter to provide 

the foundation of a method that draws on this logic in an effort to supplement existing 

anticipatory intelligence work. The next chapter will introduce the CITE Framework and 

discuss its specific components in detail, before moving on to the discuss the 

methodology that will be used to test the application of this framework in a case study.  
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CHAPTER FOUR - THE CITE FRAMEWORK 

The Intelligence Community (IC)— and the broader national security community— has 

been tasked with addressing increasingly complex challenges that stem from operating 

within a globalized strategic environment. As analysts and policymakers alike attempt to 

grapple with the heightened uncertainty of this globalized environment, the IC has 

worked to encourage creativity and innovation in finding new ways to adapt to this 

challenge.  

 There is a subset of efforts within the domain of anticipatory intelligence that 

have turned to complexity science for insight into understanding the dynamics of the 

current strategic environment. While these complexity-based initiatives are incredibly 

useful for studying the strategic environment as a complex system, there is one visible 

gap that appears: there seems to be a lack in methods that attend explicitly to the social 

dimension of complex systems. Put more simply, existing anticipatory intelligence efforts 

lack a method for tracing the dynamics of meaning-making in conflict systems.  

At the micro-level, conflict can be understood as a communication process, and 

the relationship between meaning and action can be explicitly traced through the 

discursive and kinetic actions that opposing parties carry out as “moves” and 

“countermoves” in the interaction. The relationship between micro-level communication 

processes and macro-level system behavior ties back to the concept of emergence in 

complexity science, and Pearce (2007) reinforces arguments by Kerbel (2019), Brown 
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(2019a), and others within the IC that system behavior cannot be effectively studied by 

analyzing individual elements in isolation. Pearce (2007, 70-73) affirms the importance 

of studying the “local-level processes” of interaction between system agents in order to 

better understand “global-level” changes to the overall system structure itself; he further 

argues that in order to study this relationship, we need a set of concepts and tools to study 

these process dynamics.  

By focusing on the social dimension of conflict, the analyst prioritizes the role of 

meaning in conflict and treats discursive actions as a critical— rather than peripheral— 

component of conflict interactions. This orientation recognizes the extent to which 

meaning structures action and by extension, acts as an indicator of the future trajectory of 

action that can be expected by a given party. Meaning is generated in the course of 

interaction and manifests empirically in narrative form. Therefore, narratives offer a lens 

for tracking the dynamics of meaning over the course of a particular conflict and gives us 

insight on the course of actions that we can expect a given party to take based on the 

meaning that they assign to the conflict interaction itself.  

The overall objective of this research was to design a supplemental analytic 

method to fill this existing gap. The CITE Framework is grounded primarily on three, 

overlapping theoretical works within the interdisciplinary communication and conflict 

resolution fields: Pearce and Cronen’s (1980) Coordinated Management of Meaning 

(CMM), Simmons’ (2020) Root Narrative Theory, and Cobb’s (2013b) theory on Better-

Formed Stories.  
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The CITE Framework is a four-stage method that allows the analyst to compile 

discrete episodes of interaction between two opposing parties, identify the moral grammar 

that parties draw on within these episodes, and track the narrative dynamics within and 

across these episodes. These three analytical stages have anticipatory value to the extent 

that the moral grammar that parties employ reveals the ideal resolution that they are 

working to achieve (Simmons 2020), and by tracing the evolution of specific qualities in 

parties’ conflict narratives, we can anticipate the future direction that the conflict 

trajectory will take. While the first three stages of the CITE Framework allow the analyst 

to anticipate future actions and outcomes in conflict, the fourth stage identifies 

engagement opportunities to alter anticipated outcomes and support de-escalation.  

The details of these stages, and their specific value for anticipatory intelligence, 

will be the focus of this chapter. However, the next section will lay the groundwork for 

this discussion by outlining the overall logic that informed the framework design, and the 

key concepts from each of the three core theoretical foundations that were fused to 

establish the underlying premises that structure the CITE Framework.  

Analyzing Narrative Conflict Dynamics 

The utility of the Coordinated Management of Meaning (CMM) theory (Pearce and 

Cronen 1980), as a social constructionist communication paradigm, lies in the key 

concepts and heuristics that it provides to enable the analyst to track the interdependent 

relationship of meaning and action in an ongoing conversation between two parties. 

While CMM offers insight into the role of meaning (which manifests in discourse) and 
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action, Root Narrative Theory (RNT) (Simmons 2020) and Cobb’s (2013b) work on 

Better-Formed Stories (BFS) explicitly attend to the relationship between meaning and 

power in conflict dynamics. These narrative-based conflict resolution theories reveal the 

strategic function that narratives play in the struggle for power between conflict parties.  

Root Narrative Theory (Simmons 2020) illustrates the extent to which parties 

draw on different moral grammars in this power struggle and suggests that if we can 

identify these moral grammars, then we can likewise anticipate the ideal resolution that 

each party will seek to pursue based on the logic of this grammar. Similarly, Cobb’s 

(2013a; 2013b) work on Better-Formed Stories (BFS) offers guidance that allows the 

analyst to identify the specific qualities of conflict narratives that function to sustain or 

escalate conflict dynamics, thereby enabling the analyst to anticipate the specific 

trajectory of future interactions based on the qualities that appear in the parties’ conflict 

narratives. This section explores the fusion of these three theoretical strands and the 

resulting logic that emerged from this process, which informed the design of the CITE 

Framework as a supplement anticipatory intelligence method.  

The Serpentine Model: A Heuristic for Analyzing Conflict Dynamics 

The previous chapter discussed the Coordinated Management of Meaning (CMM) theory 

(Pearce and Cronen 1980; Pearce 2007) and its utility for anticipatory intelligence at 

length. The following points summarize the key takeaways from CMM that offer insight 

into attending to the social dimension of conflict systems: 
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• Communication can be understood as an interaction process whereby parties work 

simultaneously to coordinate their actions and manage the meaning that is created 

through this interaction.  

• Meaning manifests in story form (i.e., in the narratives that we tell about what we 

are doing). 

• Conflict can be understood as a form of communication.  

As such, CMM provides the concepts and heuristics for tracing conflict dynamics as a 

communication process, whereby the actions of conflict parties are treated as a series of 

moves and countermoves that unfold as part of an ongoing conversation. The Serpentine 

Model is the CMM heuristic that was designed to facilitate inquiry into the micro-level 

dynamics of interaction, and the figure below illustrates an adapted version of the 

Serpentine model that can be used to trace the turn-by-turn interaction between parties 

within specific episodes of interaction.  

The Serpentine model was originally designed to support analysis of interpersonal 

systems, specifically in the way it “help[s] us step back and see patterns of 

communication in the turn-by-turn flow of conversation” (Marrs 2012, 83). This heuristic 

is typically used to map out the series of moves and countermoves that two parties enact 

within a specific conversation, or “episode” of interaction. In CMM, the concept of 

episodes is used as a means for “punctuating a stream of events into units that have a 

beginning and endpoint with a coherent storyline” (Pearce 2004, 7). In communication 

and interpretive research more broadly, episodes operate as a framing mechanism in 
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being a “process of dividing and organizing interactions into meaningful patterns” 

(Pearce 2007, 138).  

Harré (2004, 211) suggests that “episodes” are a useful starting point for 

modeling and analyzing the “micro-social processes” and the extent to which the 

performance of specific acts within a given episode of interaction function to “create and 

maintain” the social order. This assertion is consistent with CMM as well as complexity 

science in suggesting that studying the patterns of interaction within a selected set of 

conflict episodes may facilitate our understanding of how micro-level dynamics influence 

the emergence of macro-level system changes.  

The primary function of the Serpentine model is to support episode analysis in 

allowing the practitioner to study the micro-level processes and patterns that can be 

discerned in the visual display of the temporal sequence of actions and events that are 

enacted over the course of a particular conversation that takes place within a discrete 

period of time (Rascon and Littlejohn 2017, 33). However, Rascon and Littlejohn (2017, 

34) argue that the serpentine model “can be used to describe actual moves in a real 

conversation or higher-level conversational moves in an ongoing set of interactions that 

are challenging to participants.” In both cases, they suggest that this model supports the 

analyst’s ability to “trace an interaction across time, indicating meanings and rules that 

drive the participants to respond and acts in ways that they do” (ibid.).  

Figure 4.1 shows an adapted version of the Serpentine model, which outlines a 

series of moves and countermoves that unfold within a specific conflict episode between 

Party A and Party B. While the original Serpentine model was designed to analyze 
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straight-forward interpersonal conversations between two specific individuals, the model 

in figure 4.1 has been adapted to trace the simultaneous inaction of both kinetic and 

discursive moves and countermoves that generate the relationship dynamics between two 

parties in large-scale, violent conflict. This revision produces a heuristic that visually 

illustrates the interdependent connections between discursive and kinetic actions into the 

analysis and reorganizes components of the original Serpentine model to better account 

for the way that micro-level dynamics of larger-scale conflicts tend to manifest in more 

“clustered” ways than that cannot be separated out into a single strand of conversational 

turns. 

 

 
 
 

Figure 4.1. Adapted Serpentine Model (Adapted from Cronen 2014, 57) 

 

 

  Whereas the original Serpentine Model exhibits a single layer of turns (or moves) 

that unfold as a singular plotline over the course of an episode, figure 4.1 is adapted to 
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display these dynamics in three layers, to account for the fact that some actions fall 

within the central plotline of the episode while but other actions may take place 

simultaneously with other actions and serve a peripheral function. For example, in the 

ongoing conflict between the U.S. Government (USG) and al-Shabaab, the kinetic actions 

of both parties are often accompanied by— or followed up with— discursive actions.  

Figure 4.1 illustrates the cluster of interconnected actions that are treated together 

as a single “turn” in the interaction. For example, if the main “turn” in the plotline is a 

kinetic action by al-Shabaab, then that action is constituted as a “turn” within the central 

layer of the model. In addition, however, the base layer plots a discursive action by al-

Shabaab that talks about the kinetic action that they carried out, and the top layer shows a 

discursive action by USG about al-Shabaab’s kinetic action as well. In this particular 

example, the Department of Defense often releases a press statement immediately 

following the execution of an airstrike against al-Shabaab. Likewise, al-Shabaab often 

issues a statement to claim responsibility after carrying out a kinetic attack.  

Figure 4.2 displays these clustered actions in more detail, illustrating the extent to 

which the base layer of “turns” in an episode is accompanied by the stories— or 

discursive actions— that parties tell about these turns. It is critical to specify that the 

central layer of “turns” within the Serpentine model is not limited to kinetic actions only. 

Note that in figure 4.1 and figure 4.2, “Turn 3” is constituted as a discursive action by 

Party B. This central plotline may also include discursive actions— such as policy 

changes— that provoke both a discursive response from the opposing party and follow-

up discourse from the original party. 
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Figure 4.2. Detailed Adapted Serpentine Model (Adapted from Cronen 2014, 57) 

 

The series of “turns” that are outlined across the center of the model and the 

corresponding layer of discursive actions that are outlined above and below this central 

layer constitute the episode “plot” or the landscape of action. The decision to adapt and 

re-organize the Serpentine model in this manner was made in order to better 

accommodate the complexities of large-scale violent conflict and enhance the capacity to 

track the simultaneous use of kinetic and discursive actions by opposing conflict parties.  

As a visual heuristic, the Serpentine model facilitates a more holistic approach to 

analyzing the micro-level dynamics of conflict processes. However, it’s most useful 

function, from the standpoint of anticipatory intelligence, is the structural support that it 

offers tracing the dynamics of meaning-making in conflict. Pearce (2004, 7) contends that 

the concept of “episodes” was developed as part of CMM to offer “a way of inquiring 
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about what people think they are doing in specific situations.” Harré (2004) effectively 

captures the anticipatory insight that stems from attending to the role of meaning in 

conflict. He contends, “how actions are interpreted as acts…determines the subsequent 

events that follow from them” (Harré, 2004, 91). Similarly, Pearce and Cronen (1980, 

234) suggest that “explanation and predictive power comes from the configuration of the 

individuals’ rules and applies to the pattern of sequential actions.”  

Narrative Power Dynamics: The Critical Role of the Audience 

Existing studies on narrative within the communication and conflict resolution fields 

offer a diverse range of research to suggest that meaning and narrative play a critical role 

in shaping conflict dynamics (Schwartz-Friesel 2015, 165; Castells 2013, 417). This 

research suggests that war is rhetorically constructed (Fry 2019, 76; Croft 2006, 1) and 

that violent action acquires legitimacy through narrative and discourse (Blain 2012, 17). 

According to Cobb et al. (2016, 7), narratives “construct a logic wherein decisions are 

made based on narrative validity.” Similarly, Greenberg (2019b, 18) suggests that 

narratives embed the logic “through which a rationalization of the kinetic world flows.” 

However, discourse and narrative only functions to legitimize a party’s own actions in 

conflict but also determines how we understand the actions of an adversary as well. Croft 

(2006, 1) argues that discourses “construct the space for our legitimate activity, and the 

space for the behavior we will (and will not) tolerate from ‘them.’” 

The most significant limitation of the Serpentine Model stems from the origins of 

CMM a form of interpersonal conversation analysis. The Serpentine Model offers a 

valuable heuristic for tracing the dynamics of meaning-making over the course of 
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interaction between two conflicting parties, but it fails to account for the fact that the 

opposing party is only one of multiple audiences that are being engaged by the discursive 

actions in a given episode. This is arguably the most significant shortcoming of CMM as 

a lens for studying national security conflicts, and this is also a key void that is addressed 

by both Simmons (2020) and Cobb (2013b) in their narrative-based conflict resolution 

work.  

Recall the argument that was posed in the previous chapter regarding the 

triangulated relationship that manifests between two opposing parties and their target 

audience(s) in conflict, as illustrated in figure 4.3. Whereas the Serpentine model tracks 

the dynamics of meaning that unfold in the conversation between Party A and Party B, it 

fails to account for the way that these discursive and kinetic actions simultaneously 

engage their broader target audiences.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.3 The Discursive Triad 
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The audience plays a critical— and active— role in conflict dynamics because the public 

audience has the capacity to confer or retract legitimacy from a particular conflict party. 

The triangulated relationship between opposing conflict parties and the public audience 

highlights the role of legitimacy as a form of power in conflict and reveals that discourse 

constitutes the site of struggle for legitimacy. Cobb (2013b) and Simmons (2020) address 

the critical relationship between narrative and power, and the extent to which the former 

is used strategically to increase the latter. While Simmons’s (2020) work articulates the 

relationship between power and the use of a particular moral grammar, Cobb (2013b) 

highlights specific qualities of conflict narratives that parties tend to employ in order to 

build power and identifies patterns between these qualities and the conflict dynamics that 

they help to maintain. 

Figure 4.4 shows yet another iteration of the Serpentine model that depicts the 

role of the audience(s) in shaping the conflict dynamics between opposing parties. CMM 

lays the structural groundwork for tracing the dynamics of meaning-making in conflict, 

which manifests empirically in the form of narratives. However, concepts from RNT and 

BFS can be used to build out this structural base by allowing the analyst to attend to the 

strategic dimension of these dynamics, in the strategic use of narrative as part of the 

broader power struggle between conflicting parties.  

 On one level, narratives serve an unconscious function as a sense-making device, 

to the extent that it allows us to make sense of new experiences by drawing on the 

meaning of past experiences. In other words, the process of assigning meaning to our 

experiences serves an unconscious function of reducing uncertainty about these 
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experiences because this meaning operates as an implicit rule system of “oughtness” that 

we use to determine the appropriate course of action that is warranted in particular 

contexts. CMM shows us how this meaning can be discerned in narratives, and moreover, 

how the dynamics of meaning can be traced over the course of a given conflict 

interaction by attending to the stories that opposing parties tell about that conflict over the 

course of their relationship.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.4. Expanded Serpentine Model (Adapted from Cronen 2014, 57) 

 

 While meaning (which manifests empirically in narratives) works implicitly as a 

sensemaking device, it is also used explicitly as a tool by conflicting parties as part of the 

larger struggle for power within a given conflict context. Research on root narratives 

(Simmons 2020) and better-formed stories (Cobb 2013b) attend to the relationship 
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between narrative and power, which stems directly from the triangulated relationship 

between opposing conflict parties and their targeted audiences within the public sphere. 

The Strategic Functions of Conflict Narratives 

Existing narrative-based conflict resolution work offers insight on the strategic dimension 

of conflict narratives as a site of struggle surrounding three interdependent issues: 

legitimacy, agency, and boundaries. The importance of these issues and their relevance to 

power dynamics in conflict was addressed in the previous chapter. However, Cobb’s 

(2013b) work establishes the connection between the narrative dynamics that play out in 

this struggle and the specific qualities that these conflicts tend to exhibit.  

Legitimacy is a form of power in conflict that is controlled by the public sphere. It 

is “the people”— or the “target audience in the above figure” who has the control to 

confer or retract the legitimacy of a particular conflict party. While legitimacy is a social 

construct that is negotiated in interaction, party legitimacy (or lack thereof) functions as a 

constraint for action by limiting or expanding the range of socially acceptable actions that 

may be carried out within a particular context.  

Cobb (2013b, 10) clarifies the struggle for legitimacy from the lens of positioning 

theory and argues that there is a visible pattern in conflict narratives in which one party 

“formulate[s] their legitimacy on the delegitimacy of the other.” Cobb (2013b, 116) 

argues that the less legitimacy a party has, “the more violent they must become in an 

effort to preserve power.” This understanding would link violent action to a group’s 

attempt to preserve or regain legitimacy within the public sphere. This coincides with 

research that views acts of terrorism as part of the broader communication process 
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(Tuman, 2003; Turk, 2004), and illustrates the extent to which kinetic actions have as 

much of a communicative function as discursive actions.  

However, the importance of legitimacy is tied to its relationship to agency. If a 

particular party is regarded as illegitimate within a particular context, then that party, by 

extension, has very little agency to change that perception of legitimacy. The proportional 

relationship between legitimacy and agency also sheds insight into the relationship 

between discursive and kinetic actions in conflict. Jabri (1998, 599, 595) asserts that 

discourse is “the site through which agency emerges,” and that subjectivity is primarily 

constituted through language in the public sphere.  

From a narrative lens, the radical other— the terrorist— has no right to speak 

within the public sphere. The terrorist is mute within the realm of public discourse, and 

Cobb (2013b, 28) argues that “the total absence of their narrative, such as an account of 

their pain, fits their status as objects of the state of exception.” She further asserts that this 

process of silencing the terrorists makes them “victims of narrative violence,” and 

renders them powerless in having the ability to shape their own narratives within the 

public sphere, much less contribute to the narratives imposed by others (ibid.). When 

parties become silenced, they turn to violence as a solution to the problem (Cobb 2013b, 

98).  

However, narratives also serve as a site of negotiation for boundaries, which is 

strategically interconnected to the struggle for legitimacy and agency. Conflict narratives 

are used to reinforce boundaries between opposing parties, but also to establish 

connections between the speaker and the target audience (and by extension, to reify 
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boundaries between the audience and the opposing party). Suleiman (1999, 26) argues 

that “language is an important political resource, a symbol of power and a boundary-

setting device by means of which fission and fusion in a group identification are signaled 

and maintained in a relational manner.” Furthermore, Simmons’ (2020) work intersects 

with Cobb’s (2013b) by illustrating the extent to which parties draw on a particular moral 

grammar in this narrative power struggle. Haidt (2013, 55) confirms that “moral talk 

serves a variety of strategic purposes such as managing your reputation, building 

alliances, and recruiting bystanders to support your side.” 

The strategic use of narrative in the struggle for legitimacy, agency, and 

boundaries can be discerned in the specific patterns in the specific qualities that conflict 

narratives exhibit. Cobb (2013b) argues that these power dynamics reinforce binary 

characteristics and produce narratives that become increasingly simplified over the course 

of a conflict. As discussed in Chapter Three, Cobb (2013b, 86) proposes that “conflict 

escalation can be understood itself as a process of narrative simplification; over time, 

through interaction, parties refute and deny the efforts of Others to gain legitimacy, and 

in the process, their own narratives become simpler over time.” This “‘smooth[s] out’ 

details that are contrary to a given storyline” and “increases [narrative] closure” (ibid. 8, 

86). As narrative closure increases, narrative complexity and uncertainty decreases, and 

unwanted repetitive patterns (URPs) become further sustained because parties’ 

understanding of the conflict becomes stabilized.  

Figure 4.5 illustrates the interdependent relationship between narrative 

complexity (or lack thereof), legitimacy, agency, and boundaries that constitute the 
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strategic dynamics of conflict narratives. At the strategic level, conflict narratives are 

used as a tool to legitimize one’s own party and delegitimize the opposing party, as well 

as increase party agency and decrease the agency of the Other. In correspondence with 

these goals, conflict narratives are used to reinforce boundaries between opposing parties, 

build connections between the speaker’s party and the audience, and reify boundaries 

between the audience and the opposing party. The pursuit of these goals inevitably 

produces conflict narratives are very simple and exhibit binary characteristics. 

 

 

Figure 4.5. Strategic Level Narrative Dynamics 

 

 Cobb (2013b, 116) argues that as conflict narratives become increasingly 

simplified— or radicalized— then this process “reduces the scope of meaning and action 
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that people have and thus requires them to participate in radicalized narratives.” 

Likewise, Bleiker (2003, 430) suggests that the most significant problem that arises from 

the heavy use of binary characterizations in conflict narratives (e.g., a conflict between 

good and evil) is the extent to which this language purports a certainty that “forecloses 

both critical discussion and practical policy options.” 

Narrative simplicity decreases uncertainty and increases the coherence of 

meaning. Letiche, Lissack, and Schultz (2011, 3) explain that “when we experience 

coherence, we have the confidence of feeling grounded, and that certainty promotes a 

willingness to act” and suggest that “the power of a coherent experience lies in the lack of 

questioning.” Cobb (2013b) suggests that as narratives become increasingly simplified 

and coherent, they become closed off to alternative meanings, which can sustain or 

perpetuate conflict dynamics.  

Because narrative closure leaves little room for alternative courses of action, these 

simplified conflict narratives reveal the desired outcome and likely course of action that 

we can anticipate a given party to take. Cobb et al. (2016, 7) assert that “narrative is the 

architecture for meaning and action in a given operational environment. Meaning is 

governed by internal structures including the plot, characters, and themes. As such, 

narratives anchor, justify, and forecast behavior (enemy and friendly alike).” Likewise, 

Smith (2005, 22) contends that conflicts “are always resolved in particular ways in the 

course of a telling” and thus, narratives can be “both accounts of the past and predictions 

of the future, not only reporting but also shaping human actions through anticipating 

outcomes.” This section provided an overview of the overall logic that informed the 
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design of the CITE Framework. The remainder of this chapter reviews the framework 

itself, its specific components, and its intended use as a narrative-based anticipatory 

intelligence method.  

The CITE Framework: An Overview 

The CITE Framework fuses overlapping premises and key concepts from work by Pearce 

and Cronen (1980), Simmons (2020), and Cobb (2013b) to create a four-stage, narrative-

based method for analyzing conflict dynamics that is designed to supplement existing 

anticipatory intelligence efforts. The acronym— CITE— signals the primary focus of 

each of the four stages: Compile, Identify, Track, Engage. The activities associated with 

each different stage are summarized below: 

 

• Compile the Episodes: This stage draws direction on Pearce and Cronen’s (1980) 

theory on the Coordinated Management of Meaning (CMM) to establish a set of 

guidelines that the analyst can use to identify discrete episodes, or conversation 

strands, between two opposing parties over the course of a sustained conflict. This 

stage is focused on discerning specific episodes of interaction so that the analyst 

can trace the evolution of parties’ conflict narratives in the turn-by-turn 

interaction between the two parties.  

 

• Identify the Moral Grammar: The second stage draws on Simmons’ (2020) Root 

Narrative Theory to identify and code the specific moral grammar that opposing 

parties employ in the narratives they tell within the selected episodes that have 
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been compiled. The moral grammar of conflict narratives reveals the desired 

outcome (or resolution) that parties plan to pursue and reveals the extent to which 

parties draw on incommensurate moral grammars in the conversations that unfold.  

 

• Track the Narrative Dynamics: The third analytic stage draws on Cobb’s (2013b) 

work on Better-Formed Stories to discern the patterns in the specific features of 

parties’ conflict narratives, which predict the future trajectory of the conflict 

itself. It guides the analyst in identifying the specific qualities of conflict 

narratives that support escalation, which serve as indicators of future kinetic 

actions.  

 

• Engagement Opportunities: The final stage of the framework merges concepts 

from the three theories that informed the previous stages by supporting the 

analyst’s capacity to identify engagement opportunities within the dynamics of 

selected conflict episodes that constitute openings for decision-makers to 

influence undesirable anticipated outcomes. The analysis of conflict narratives 

offers predictive insight with regard to the expected course of actions that parties 

will take, but they also present low-risk opportunities for engagement as a means 

of encouraging more favorable outcomes.  

 

The next several sections discuss each of these individual stages in more detail, to 

address both the underlying purpose of each stage and the specific components from each 

theory that this framework draws upon. This discussion will outline the overall analytic 
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process and associated steps for each different stage, to illustrate its intended function as 

a structured narrative-based method for anticipatory intelligence.  

Stage One: Compile the Episodes 

The first stage of the CITE Framework draws on CMM’s concepts of episodes and the 

use of the Serpentine model as a corresponding heuristic that facilitates episode analysis. 

We know from CMM that communication can be viewed as an intertwined process of 

managing meaning (to establish coherence) and coordinating action. In the context of 

conflict, we can discern this interdependent relationship as it manifests in the form of 

discursive actions (meaning) and kinetic events (action). The Serpentine model supports 

the micro-level analysis of conflict dynamics to the extent that it “help[s] us step back 

and see patterns of communication in the turn-by-turn flow of conversation” (Marrs 

2012, 83).  

 According to Gaudet and Robert (2018, 53), the use of modeling in qualitative 

research can help to “progressively formalize the research object constructed so far into a 

model with clear characteristics, explicit processes, and predictable consequences.” From 

this standpoint, the adapted Serpentine model brings added rigor to the data analysis 

process by supporting a more systematic, rigorous approach to collecting and compiling 

discrete conversational threads between opposing parties within a given conflict context.  

The Serpentine Model is a particularly useful heuristic for data visualization, and 

Rascon and Littlejohn (2017, 34) identify the Serpentine model as “a heuristic device that 

will guide data collection and analysis.” An earlier section in this chapter discussed the 
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history of this model as a heuristic to support interpersonal conversation analysis and 

proposed several adaptations that helped to make it a more useful heuristic for analyzing 

large-scale conflict. However, these issues are further compounded by another major 

challenge that impedes the analyst’s ability to collect and identify discrete conversational 

threads within an ongoing conflict: in cases of intractable conflict, parties often draw on 

incommensurate moral grammars (Pearce and Littlejohn 1997). How can the analyst 

identify and trace specific conversations if parties are talking about the same thing in 

different ways?  

The first stage of the CITE Framework outlines a systematic, iterative process for 

addressing this challenge. It provides a method for discerning and compiling discrete 

conversation strands— or episodes— by applying four topical, action-oriented filters to 

the data set. This process should allow the analyst to narrow down a selected set of 

conversation threads which can then be analyzed in further detail in the remaining stages. 

Specifically, the analyst applies the following filters to a discursive data set in order to 

begin identifying discrete conversation threads: actions, activities, counter-responses, and 

borrowed words.  

Actions are defined as events— either discursive or kinetic— that occur in a 

specific location at a particular point in time. This filter looks for concrete references to 

singular, finite actions. For example, if a USG official referenced “the Garissa attack,” 

(which is a reference to an attack by al-Shabaab on Garissa University on April 2, 2015), 

then the analyst would assign code this as an action reference. The meaning of “action” is 

defined broadly to include both discursive and kinetic actions, and specifically 
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incorporate policy changes as an important form of discursive action. For example, the 

decision by President Trump to relocate the US Israeli embassy to Jerusalem constitutes 

an action because the announcement of this policy change took place in a specific 

location at a specific moment in time. However, this particular example also illustrates 

the challenge of dealing with incommensurate grammars, in that many jihadist groups 

refer to this particular policy shift as the “Deal of the Century.” This reinforces the utility 

of using concrete actions as a filter for identifying indirect conflict conversations that 

may not be immediately visible in a given data set.  

The second filter that is applied to the data set in the first stage of this framework 

involves coding the discourse for activities, which, in comparison to actions, constitute 

broader patterns of behavior that may be sustained for extended periods but are still 

bounded by time. For example, al-Shabaab makes frequent mention of USG drone strikes 

and claims that they target innocent civilians. In this example, drone strikes would be 

coded as an activity because the reference is to the broader behavior pattern itself, rather 

than a specific instance. This filter enables the analyst to identify conversation strands 

that unfold between opposing parties about broader patterns of behavior that are carried 

out for sustained, but not infinite, periods of time.  

The third filter that should be applied to the data set is focused on counter-

responses, which refers both to refutations (or repositioning attempts) of claims by an 

opposing party as well as statements that justify a party’s actions as being a response to a 

previous action by the opposing party. In the former case, an example of a 

counterresponse would be a press statement by the USG that refutes the allegations of 
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civilian casualties due to their drone strikes. An example of the latter form of counter 

response would be a statement by al-Shabaab asserting that an attack they carried out was 

a response to the US decision to relocate the embassy in Israel. These examples 

demonstrate the potential overlap with other codes, but this actually reinforces the extent 

to which these codes allow the analyst to identify and compile a set of discrete 

conversational episodes.  

The fourth and final filter that is applied in this first stage is focused on borrowed 

words, which refers to instances in which one party directly quotes the opposing party or 

makes claims about specific things that the opposing party has said or done. For example, 

the following statement is an excerpt from a press release issued by al-Shabaab: “‘Either 

you’re with us or you’re with the terrorists.’ That was the unequivocal message of the US 

President George Bush nearly twenty years ago and the modus operandi of Trump’s 

administration today as US drone strikes continue to kill and maim unarmed civilians in 

Somalia” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2020c). This sentence uses a direct quote 

from President Bush’s infamous speech directly following 9/11, serving as an example of 

the way that conflict parties draw directly on the discourse of their opponents in ways 

that alter the original meaning to suit their strategic purposes. This discursive action 

would be coded as a case of “borrowed words.”  

These four codes allow the analyst to filter the discursive data set in a way that 

facilitates her ability to discern specific conversational strands that are taking place over 

the course of an ongoing conflict. These codes allow the analyst to identify and compile 

these conversations even in cases where parties may be talking about the same thing in 
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very different ways, without imposition specific structural or temporal constraints on this 

process. The analyst can use the findings that emerge from this coding process to compile 

a set of episodes that offer insight into the micro-level dynamics of conflict, thus laying 

the groundwork to focus specifically on tracing the dynamics of meaning-making in 

conflict, which is the focus of the next two stages.  

Stage Two: Identify the Moral Grammar 

Once you’ve located and compiled a set of conversation strands, then you can move on to 

a deeper analysis of the dynamics of meaning-making that unfold in these selected 

episodes of interaction between opposing parties. Halverson, Goodall, and Corman 

(2011, 19) argue that conflict narratives exhibit “an identifiable pattern that is born out of 

a desire to resolve a conflict and ends in satisfaction of that original desire.” However, 

Simmons (2020, 25) contends that “if conflicting parties really do act and imagine on the 

basis of incommensurate moral grammars, we… need a method through which to 

characterize the structure of the strands [and] the logic of outrage.” His work on Root 

Narrative Theory emerged as a method for identifying and translating the 

incommensurate moral grammars that opposing parties draw on in intractable conflict.  

Simmons (2020, 1) contends that “our deepest convictions fall into identifiable 

patterns that can be recognized in practice and turned into more positive ends.” However, 

as it was argued earlier in this chapter, this process is inherently strategic and the use of 

moral grammar by conflict parties must be analyzed within the context of the broader 

power struggle in which these parties are engaged. This chapter proposed that the 
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strategic dynamics of this struggle involves the interconnected issues of legitimacy, 

agency, and boundaries, and this power struggle directly impacts the complexity (or lack 

thereof) that these conflict narratives exhibit. Simmons (2020, 24) contends that the 

meaning that parties assign to a particular conflict context is generated through 

“reflective judgments about concrete cases— that is through stories.” He explains that 

“we know who did what and why by matching an antagonist with a source of power and 

a protagonist with a form of injustice produced by it” (ibid.). This logic is used to 

construct the primitive sentence that acts as a template for defining a party’s moral 

grammar: “The antagonist uses abusive power to create injustice for the protagonist” 

(ibid.).  

The third stage of the CITE Framework draws directly on Root Narrative Theory 

in supporting the analyst’s ability to identify the moral grammar that opposing parties 

draw on in selected episodes of interaction. It breaks this process down into three steps:  

1. Identify the primary threatened value 

2. Identify the root narrative:   

3. Identify root narrative undercurrents 

Identify the Primary Threatened Value 

The first step to identifying moral grammar is to identify the primary value that the 

speaker perceives to be threatened by the conflict taking place. These values correspond 

with the four forms of moral imagination that connect to the “big four” root narratives in 

Simmons’ (2020) work. Respectively, the securitarian imagination is concerned with the 

threat to security, or physical safety; the libertarian imagination prioritizes liberty, or 
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political freedom; the egalitarian imagination is focused on equality, or economic 

opportunity; and the dignitarian imagination emphasizes dignity, or cultural respect. 

Simmons (2020) contends that  

Although the empirical origin of the four basic root narratives is a form of social 

power that produces a distinctive form of suffering, it is the nature of the injustice 

that dominates the meaning of the story. … Once you know who the victim/hero 

of the story is, you are able to pick out which of the four basic types of root 

narrative the story conforms to” (Simmons 2020, 31).  

 

Therefore, the primary threatened value can be determined by locating the protagonist 

function of the storyline— or the victim of the conflict and the form of injustice that 

serves as the source of moral indignation in the story. Table 4.1. lists the protagonist 

function for the big four root narratives, as well as the corresponding threatened value 

and form of moral imagination that is associated with each one.  

 

Table 4.1. Identify the Primary Threatened Value 
 

Protagonist Function 

(Source of Moral Indignation) 

 

Threatened Value Moral Imagination 

Physical deprivation in the state Physical safety 

(Security) 

Securitarian 

Political coercion of individuals  Political freedom 

(Liberty) 

Libertarian 

Unfair competition for the people Economic Opportunity 

(Equality) 

Egalitarian 

Cultural disrespect of the Other Cultural respect 

(Dignity) 

Dignitarian 

 

Source: Adapted from Simmons 2020 
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 Table 4.1. outlines the process for identifying the primary threatened value that may 

be visible in a given storyline. This step is a critical prerequisite to linking this respective 

storyline to a specific root narrative. Consider the following example: “Al-Shabaab 

leadership has expressed its primary desire to conduct attacks not just in East Africa, but 

against Americans and US interests across the globe” (US Africa Command Public 

Affairs 2020g). The primary threatened value in this statement is security; al-Shabaab 

poses a threat to the physical safety of the US, East Africa, and the global community.  

While this example is relatively straightforward, many other cases are slightly 

more nuanced. For example, the following statement is an excerpt from an al-Shabaab 

press release: “…America’s hegemonic foreign policy in Somalia goes beyond its 

professed war against Harakat Al-Shabaab Al Mujahideen. It is a war against Islam and 

every Muslim, whether they bear arms or not, is considered a legitimate target by the 

crusaders” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2020c). This statement conveys that 

American forces pose a threat to the physical safety of the Muslim community, but 

security is not the source of moral indignation in this statement.  

The signifying feature of this statement by al-Shabaab is the characterization that 

they assign to conflict, as being a “war against Islam.” Therefore, although the physical 

safety of the Islamic community is threatened, this insecurity stems from an underlying 

issue of cultural disrespect. Dignity is a core value that defines this narrative. By 

identifying the primary threatened value that is visible in the discursive actions within an 

episode, the analyst is able to situate this discourse within a specific moral imagination. 
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Identify the Root Narrative  

Once the moral imagination has been identified, then the analyst can work to identify the 

specific root narrative that is harnessed within that moral imagination. This can be done 

by identifying the antagonist function that visible in the discourse and connecting it to the 

protagonist function that has already been identified. This, in turn, reveals the 

corresponding resolution that is idealized within the grammar of that root narrative. 

Drawing on Simmons’ (2020) work, table 4.2 outlines the process for discerning the 

moral grammar of a particular conflict storyline by identifying the root narrative that 

structures its logic.  

Table 4.1 outlined four main values and the corresponding moral imagination that 

is evoked when one of these values is perceived as threatened. However, Root Narrative 

Theory attends to nuances of conflict storylines that manifest in reality by identifying 

several narrative sub-types, or variations of narrative strands, that are located within each 

form of moral imagination. Simmons (2020) presents three distinct narratives within each 

moral imagination, which can be distinguished from one another by their antagonist 

function.  

Table 4.2 illustrates the process for identifying the root narrative, once the 

primary threatened value has been established. The first column lists the four types of 

threatened values and the corresponding form of moral imagination associated with each 

value. The second column identifies three possible antagonists that may be portrayed in a 

particular storyline, and the third column illustrates the specific root narrative that can be 

identified once the antagonist function is discerned. This two-step process utilizes Root 
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Narrative theory to identify the moral grammar that opposing parties draw on specific 

conflict episodes.  

 

Table 4.2. Identify the Root Narrative 
 

Threatened Value 

(Moral Imagination) 

Antagonist Function Root Narrative 

Physical Safety 

(Securitarian) 

Foreigners use armed violence Defense 

Elites use bargaining power Unity 

Majorities use biased folkways Stability 

Political Freedom 

(Libertarian) 

Governments use force of law Consent 

Majorities use biased folkways Property 

Foreigners use armed violence Merit 

Economic 

Opportunity 

(Egalitarian) 

Elites use bargaining power Reciprocity 

Foreigners use armed violence Nation 

Governments use force of law Accountability 

Cultural Respect 

(Dignitarian) 

Majorities use biased folkways Recognition 

Governments use force of law Liberation 

Elites use bargaining power Inclusion 
 

Source: Adapted from Simmons 2020 

 

To illustrate what this process looks like in practice, consider the following 

excerpt from a US AFRICOM press release: “Al-Shabaab leadership has expressed its 

primary desire to conduct attacks not just in East Africa, but against Americans and US 

interests across the globe” (US Africa Command Public Affairs 2020g).  

The source of moral indignation in this statement is security; al-Shabaab poses a 

threat to the physical safety of the state. This situates this storyline firmly within the 

securitarian imagination. With only that knowledge, the analyst knows that this statement 

will align with one of the following root narratives: defense, unity, or stability. The 

distinction between these three narratives lies in who and what is the source of the threat. 
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In this case, the nature of the threat clearly corresponds with the defense narrative: 

foreigners [terrorists] using armed violence.  

Consider the second example that was discussed in the previous section, for the 

following excerpt from an al-Shabaab press release: “…America’s hegemonic foreign 

policy in Somalia goes beyond its professed war against Harakat Al-Shabaab Al 

Mujahideen. It is a war against Islam and every Muslim, whether they bear arms or not, is 

considered a legitimate target by the crusaders” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 

2020c). Since we’ve already identified the primary source of moral indignation (cultural 

disrespect), we know that this sentence is constructed within the context of the dignitarian 

imagination.  

By identifying the antagonist function, we can determine whether this is a 

recognition narrative, liberation narrative, or inclusion narrative. Since the antagonist in 

this sentence is the American government, it represents a liberation narrative. In fact, this 

conclusion is explicitly reinforced by the sentence that immediately follows this 

storyline: “It is, therefore, necessary that all Muslims, regardless of their differences, 

stand in solidarity with their Muslim brothers in the face of such an aggressive American 

onslaught against Islam and unite in the liberation of Somalia from American 

occupation” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2020c).  

Root narratives reveal the moral grammar that conflict parties draw on in conflict 

and, thus, offers valuable into the dynamics of meaning-making. These narratives reveal 

the embedded layers of meaning which function as the source of constitutive and 

regulative rules that guide parties in determining how to understand and act appropriately 
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within an episode of interaction (Rascon and Littlejohn 2017, 6). Cobb, Laws, and Sluzki 

(2014, 1053) argue that the values embedded in discourse factor into what they call 

“narrative syntax” and they suggest that if we can learn how to discern which particular 

syntaxes are being used by opposing parties, then by extension, we are able “to trace the 

movement from one syntax to another” and more importantly, to “forecast the logic that 

parties will use, from within a given syntax” which reveals the sacred values that these 

parties perceive to be threatened in the interaction. The story templates associated with 

Root Narrative Theory provide a structural framework to facilitate this process.  

Identify the Root Narrative Undercurrents 

The value of Root Narrative Theory as a framework for coding empirical conflict 

discourse lies in its structural features; root narratives are identified by linking a specific 

protagonist function and antagonist function. These structural components provide a 

systematic logic that the analyst can use to determine how and why a particular conflict 

storyline conforms to one type of root narrative over another.  

 The majority of US stories about the terrorist attack on 9/11 exhibit the structural 

features of a classic defense narrative. We know that these stories reside with the 

securitarian imagination because the threatened value in these stories is security— the 

attacks of 9/11 threatened the physical safety of the US. However, there are three possible 

narrative variants within the securitarian imagination: defense, unity, and stability. Most 

US stories about 9/11 are defense stories because the antagonist is an external Other— a 

terrorist group that seeks to instill fear in the hearts of Americans.  
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 While the structural features of this story make this a defense narrative, it is also 

possible— and arguably, even likely— that variations of this defense narrative might also 

exhibit certain undercurrents from other root narratives. In this case of this example, a 

particular storyline about 9/11 may call for increased partnership and cooperation within 

the international community in response to the heightened threat of terrorism.  

 In this case, the call for collaboration and commitment to a shared cause evokes a 

semblance of the ethic that is associated with the traditional unity narrative. In this 

example, it would be appropriate to describe this as a defensive root narrative that 

exhibits unity undercurrents. There are visible features of the story that are common to 

unity narratives, but the structural characteristics of the story do not correspond to those 

of a unity narrative. 

Table 4.3 lists just a few of many different concepts that might evoke 

undercurrents of a particular root narrative. For each of the twelve root narratives, it 

provides examples of characters, plot components, and values that resonate with a 

particular root narrative.  

Note that these concepts should not be regarded as determinants of a specific root 

narrative, but rather evoke a certain image or vision of reality that that corresponds 

strongly to a certain root narrative, even if the story does not meet the structural 

requirements of that root narrative. Additionally, there are certain concepts that 

correspond to more than one root narrative. For example, the call to sacrifice for a 

broader cause is a value that corresponds strongly with both the unity narrative and the 

nation narrative. 
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Table 4.3. Identifying Root Narrative Undercurrents 
 

Root Narrative Characters Plot Components Values 

Defense (Securitarian) Invaders 

Innocent 

civilians 

Evil  

Invasion 

Rules of 

engagement  

Civilian casualties 

Protection 

Strength 

 

Unity (Securitarian) Rebels 

Partners 

Partisans 

Hijra 

Dissent 

International 

Coalition 

Cooperation 

Sacrifice 

Obedience 

Stability (Securitarian) Refugees 

Diplomats 

Foreign fighters 

Rebels 

Failed states 

Intervention 

Radicalization 

Development 

Order 

Resilience 

Empowerment 

 

Consent (Libertarian) Tyrants  

Corrupt 

governments 

Democracy 

Innocent 

civilians 

Political process 

Rule of law 

Tyranny 

Human rights 

abuses 

Respect for law 

Due process 

Property (Libertarian) Citizens 

Government 

Capital 

Contracts 

Free enterprise 

Hard work 

Merit (Libertarian) Minorities 

Governments 

Judgment  

Welfare 

Integrity 

Membership 

Reciprocity (Egalitarian) Slaves 

Oppressor 

Cheating 

Exploitation 

Class equity 

Nation (Egalitarian) Deviants 

Outsiders 

Usury 

Supremacy 

Glory 

Sacrifice 

Accountability 

(Egalitarian) 

Corrupt 

government 

The people 

Oppression 

Corruption 

Legitimacy  

Honesty 

Recognition (Dignitarian) Kuffar 

Democracies 

Humiliation 

Degradation  

Recognition 

Representation 

Liberation (Dignitarian) Crusaders 

Apostates 

 

Occupation 

Oppression 

Atrocities  

Self-

determination 

Inclusion (Dignitarian) Institutions 

Minorities 

Discrimination 

Reintegration  

Reconciliation 

Equity 
 

Source: Adapted from Simmons (2020) 
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Consider the following statement from a US AFRICOM press release about a 

series of airstrikes that were carried out against al-Shabaab: “These precision airstrikes 

targeted al-Shabaab militants responsible for terrorist acts against innocent Somali 

citizens and coordinating with al-Qaeda” (US Africa Command Public Affairs 2019f). 

This is a classic defense narrative: the primary threatened value is security (because 

innocent citizens are being attacked) and the antagonist is the terrorist group that lies 

outside the moral community.  

However, the same press release adds: “We currently assess no civilians were 

injured or killed as a result of these airstrikes. We comply with the principles of the Law 

of Armed Conflict during the course of our operations to ensure the safety of civilians” 

(ibid.). In this statement, security is still the primary threatened value— and the defense 

narrative is maintained in that the USG is carrying out operations against the terrorists to 

address this threat to security. However, this sentence exhibits consent undercurrents in 

emphasizing that these operations abide by international norms. Essentially, it conveys 

the message that the USG is taking the necessary steps to protect the physical safety of 

the people but abides by the standard rules of conduct in doing so. It is a defense 

narrative with consent undercurrents. This example highlights the extent to which the 

analyst may notice certain undercurrents that are distinctive of a particular root narrative 

within a story that exhibits the structural features of a different root narrative. 

The decision to build an explicit step into the analytic process for identifying root 

narrative undercurrents brings no added value in terms of structural insight. However, 

this step is critically important in supporting the engagement work that is the focus of the 
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fourth stage of the CITE Framework, because the identification of narrative undercurrents 

helps to support the process of translating incommensurate moral grammars. Suppose that 

two accounts of a particular conflict pit a stability narrative (with accountability 

undercurrents) up against a liberation narrative (with unity undercurrents). Given that the 

unity narrative and the stability narrative are both securitarian narratives, this is one 

opening that the analyst could explore in supporting the narrative braiding process that is 

advocated by Cobb (2013a) and reinforced by Simmons (2020). 

Stage Three: Track the Narrative Dynamics 

A previous section in this chapter outlined the strategic dynamics of conflict narratives as 

they relate to narrative complexity, legitimacy, agency, and boundaries. Narrative-based 

conflict resolution work reveals that conflict narratives exhibit similar patterns across 

contexts as they relate the struggle for power (re: legitimacy, agency, and boundaries). 

These qualities feed into the simplicity of conflict narratives and offer anticipatory insight 

into the trajectory of the conflict interaction. However, the contextualized details of this 

insight are better discerned by tracking narrative dynamics at the operational level.  

At the strategic level, we know that the struggle for legitimacy, agency, and 

boundaries produces simplified conflict narratives. However, the third stage of the CITE 

Framework tracks these dynamics at the operational level, focusing on the specific 

qualities within these conflict narratives that feed into this simplistic character, and the 

relationship between specific narrative features and corresponding kinetic actions. The 

analysis of narrative dynamics at the operational level is focused on the specific tactics 
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that parties use to further their broader strategic goals and, by extension, feed into the 

simplistic quality of these narratives.  

Cobb (2013b) contends that simplified conflict narratives often exhibit the 

following features: simple plotline, binary value system, flat characters, delegitimation of 

the Other, and externalized responsibility. The third stage of the CITE framework draws 

on Cobb’s (2013b) work on better-formed stories to develop a categorical framework that 

is focused on the narrative qualities that impact conflict dynamics, focusing specifically 

on the qualities that support escalation, which supports the analyst’s ability to track the 

evolution of these narrative dynamics within and across the selected episodes of 

interaction. While conflict narratives are crafted for strategic purposes, as part of the 

larger power struggle between opposing parties, the specific qualities of these narratives 

can be tracked at the operational level.  

The third stage of the CITE Framework offers one approach to support this 

process, by identifying a set of common narrative tactics that often appear in conflict 

narratives. These tactics are organized along three dimensions: time (plot), scope 

(context), and relational positioning (style and tone). Figure 4.6 provides a heuristic that 

acts as a spatial metaphor for visualizing the ways that parties employ narrative tactics 

along each of these dimensions simultaneously, and these tactics can be discerned and 

tracked in the discursive data within the conflict episodes that were selected for analysis.  

 This spatial visualization coincides with Cobb’s notion of the “narrative 

landscape” (Cobb 2013b; Cobb et al. 2016), which also coincides with CMM’s reference 

to the “landscape of meaning” and its role in structuring the “landscape of action” (Pearce 
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2007). Lannamann (2014, 267) suggests that the wide range of CMM concepts and 

heuristics help to generate a “positional” master metaphor because CMM “is focused on 

the idea that communication is a dance-like sequence of coordination in which people 

manage meaning by fitting the emerging action into contextual frames. The idea that 

meanings are hierarchically organized or structured in reflexive loops invites us to think 

in terms of up, down, and across.”   

 Figure 4.6 provides an adapted heuristic that conceptualizes the landscape of 

meaning within a single conflict narrative along three interconnected dimensions: time, 

scope, and space. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.6. Operational Level Narrative Dynamics 
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Time is depicted horizontally along the X-axis and is focused on the temporal elements 

that constitute the plotline of conflict narratives (i.e., the use— or lacking the presence 

of— past, present, and future events). Scope constitutes the vertical dimension along the 

Y-axis and is focused on the hierarchal contexts, or layers of meaning, that manifest in 

conflict narratives. The organization of these two operational categories corresponds to 

Cobb’s (2013b, 50) illustration of “narrative structuration,” which views the linear 

plotline of the narrative as comprising the horizontal structure and describes the vertical 

structure as constituted by the layers of meaning that manifest as “contextualizing 

narratives.”  

However, Figure 4.6 illustrates an adaptation to this visual heuristic by adding a 

third, spatial dimension located diagonally along the Z-axis: relational positioning, which 

manifests as style and tone. The meaning of these concepts in this context corresponds to 

Cobb’s work, and overlapping research, on genre (Cobb 2013b; Cobb, Laws, and Sluzki 

2014; Smith 2005; Hardy 2008), in being focused on the specific literary patterns that are 

visible in conflict narratives.  However, the CITE Framework is focused specifically on 

the tactical use of style and tone in the narrative positioning process. This dimension 

attends explicitly to the triangulated relationship between two opposing parties and their 

target audiences in conflict and is focused on the ways that style and tone operate 

spatially in supporting a specific form of relational positioning between two parties.  

The triangulated relationship between two opposing conflict parties and their 

target audiences is important in this stage because all three parties are involved in the 

positioning process that is carried out in narrative form. The CITE Framework 
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distinguishes style and tone as overlapping literary dimensions, in the sense that they both 

are used for positioning purposes. However, for the purposes of this research, style is 

regarded as a tactic for proximity positioning (i.e., the moral and physical closeness or 

distance between two parties), whereas tone is viewed as a tactic for status positioning 

(i.e., to orient the speaker in relationship to the target audience in a way that legitimizes 

the message that the speaker wants to convey).  

Within each of these categorical dimensions— time, scope, style, and tone— 

there are a variety of different escalation tactics that parties employ in their conflict 

narratives to support their broader strategic goal of increasing their relative power in a 

given conflict context. This section offers a brief overview of these specific tactics, all of 

which contribute in some way to generate more simplistic narratives and, by extension, 

help to sustain and escalate conflict.  

Time 

Cobb’s (2013b) research discusses the way that conflict narratives become increasingly 

simplified in their plot, value system, and characters. Specifically, she addresses the way 

that the plotline exhibits increasing temporal “compression,” which allows “meaning 

within the narrative [to be] consolidated and less accessible as it grows in density” (Cobb 

2013b, 51). Consider the following example from an Al-Shabaab press release: “For 

nearly half a century, the United States of America has been engaged in a brazen total 

war against Islam across the globe” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2020b). In this 

case, the narrative compression functions as a tactic that escalates conflict by conveying 

meaning about this seemingly unending and unjust conflict. This reinforces fear and 
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increases certainty about the dire nature of the situation, which helps to prompt and 

legitimize retaliatory action against the unending crusade against the Muslim population.  

Additionally, parties use strategic punctuation in selecting the beginning and 

endpoints of their conflict narratives, which allows parties to assign blame to the 

opposing party and convey a linear cause and effect story that attributes the suffering of 

the target audience to the ruthless actions of the opposing party or, similarly, is used to 

position the actions of one’s own party as a response to the initiating actions of the 

enemy. As a structuration mechanism, punctuation allows a party to craft their conflict 

stories in a way that places blame on the opposing party (Littlejohn and Domenici 2007, 

136).  

Levinger (2013) highlights the direct connection between episode punctuation and 

conflict causation. He suggests that if Party A and Party B engage in a “hostile” sequence 

of actions, the attributed causality of the episode will be located in the narratives that 

parties tell about the episode and the way that parties punctuate the beginning and end of 

their conflict narratives serves a strategic function in assigning blame to the opposing 

party (ibid. 126). For example, Levinger (2013, 126) explains that Party A’s narrative 

will likely attribute responsibility for the conflict’s outbreak to Party B, while Party B’s 

narrative will be the exact reversal in which Part A is the “aggressor” and Party B is the 

“victim.” He contends that “such patterns of biased punctuation make conflicts difficult 

to resolve because they reinforce each party’s perception that the rival side is intrinsically 

hostile and untrustworthy” (ibid.).  
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The following statement is an excerpt from a US AFRICOM press release: “In 

coordination with the Federal Government of Somalia, US Africa Command conducted a 

series of operations to disrupt al-Shabaab terrorists in various locations in southern 

Somalia, Jan. 23-29” (US Africa Command Public Affairs 2020e). This statement 

illustrates a positioning attempt by the US by justifying their actions as a necessary 

response to “disrupt” the sinister plans of the enemy. Cobb (2013b, 98) argues that parties 

often choose to punctuate their narratives in ways that “externalize responsibility, 

framing themselves as reacting to, rather than causing the problem.” She further suggests 

that “the plot of a conflict narrative is unique because the responsibility for bad outcomes 

is caused by actions of the Other” (Cobb 2013b, 52). Parties draw strategically on 

strategic punctuation as a legitimation tactic, by presenting a linear account of events that 

attribute the present conflict events to the past actions of the opposing party, which in 

turn, helps to sustain the cycle of violence.  

Another temporal tactic that parties may draw on is to identify historical 

equivalents that lead the audience to understand a current situation based on its 

similarities to a past event, regardless of how long ago it took place. Salazar (2017, 144-

145) discusses the frequency with which jihadist groups employ this tactic to support 

their recruitment efforts, explaining that “the decision [to become a jihadist] is the result 

of a series of equivalences that the recruit constructs between his situation and similar 

situations, creating a chain of equivalences between himself and his companions, both 

real and dreamt.”  
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Consider the following example from an al-Shabaab press release: “Similar to the 

Muslims in Medina, during the early days of Islam, Muslims of the Islamic Wilayaat 

have set an illustrious example of patience, steadfastness, and commitment to their faith 

in light of the successive crusader campaigns. By the grace of Allah, their blood and 

sacrifice will not go to waste” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2020c). In their 

research on the master narratives of Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), 

Halverson and Greenberg (2017, 3) discuss the ways that these narratives help to 

“disseminate its ideology to audiences and to defend its actions.” The incorporation of 

culturally embedded historical equivalents in conflict narratives is can help to channel 

moral outrage for the audience and legitimize party actions against the opposing party. 

The use of strategic punctuation and historical equivalents correspond with 

statements of present obligation, which convey that there is only one course of action that 

must be pursued in conflict. These statements may manifest in present tense, but the 

justification and strong force of “oughtness” in these storylines may draw on historical 

equivalents or strategic punctuation to legitimize the present claims for necessary action.  

While historical equivalents harness past events for strategic purposes, conflict 

parties may also draw on future events to further their conflict goals as well. Conflict 

narratives may integrate components that convey details about an imagined future, for 

varying reasons. For example, parties may draw on storylines that paint a picture of a dire 

future for the audience, which can help to legitimize a violent course of action by a 

conflict party in order to prevent these dire circumstances, or parties may draw on 
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storylines that focus on a hopeful future in order to motivate and mobilize a particular 

target audience to action.  

The following sentence is an excerpt from an al-Shabaab press release: “HSM 

vows to continue to escalate its attacks against the international coalition of crusaders 

until they liberate the Muslim lands of Somalia from the transgression of the invading 

crusaders” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2019c). In this particular example, this 

storyline aims to legitimize violent action by al-Shabaab by conveying to the target 

audience that this course of action is necessary to liberate the Muslims of Somalia. This is 

an instance in which the integration of future events can be used to sustain or to escalate 

conflict. These time-related narrative tactics and their function in conflict dynamics are 

summarized in table 4.4.  

 

Table 4.4. Escalation Tactics: Time 
 

Time Tactics Conflict Function 

Compression Meaning consolidated, Narrative simplification 

Strategic Punctuation Assigns blame, Establishes cause and effect 

Historical Equivalents Channels Moral Outrage, Garners audience support 

Present Obligation Justifies action, Obligation for single course of resolution 

Imagined Future Hopeful, apocalyptic, or realized; Necessitates action 

 

Scope 

The second categorical dimension of focus in this stage attends to the way that parties 

navigate the scope— or hierarchical layers of meaning— within conflict narratives. The 

CITE Framework approaches this category by identifying three layers of meaning that 
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can be discerned within a specific narrative: concrete/local storylines, national/regional 

storylines, and global/mythic storylines. By integrating higher-level storylines 

(national/regional; global/mythic), parties reinforce temporal compression and increase 

the certainty and coherence of the conflict narrative.  

 This feeds into escalation because it leads to heightened fear and— particularly at 

the global/mythic level— exhibits characteristics similar to what Smith (2005) describes 

as an apocalyptic narrative. However, the integration of concrete, local storylines is also 

essential to creating this conference because it allows the speaker to situate these higher-

level storylines within the real experiences of the target audience. These layers of 

meaning can be detected within a single discursive action, and the moral force of this 

action is strengthened by integrating multiple layers of meaning.  

For example, a 2020 press release from al-Shabaab references “American 

aggression against the Muslims of Somalia” (this is a national storyline), and at a later 

point in this statement, transforms this national conflict into a global conflict in the 

following storyline:  

As for the Muslims of Somalia and East Africa in general, it is imperative that 

they realize that America’s hegemonic foreign policy in Somalia goes beyond its 

professed war against Harakat Al-Shabaab Al Mujahideen. It is a war against 

Islam and every Muslim, whether they bear arms or not, is considered a legitimate 

target by the crusaders (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2020c).  

 

However, these layers of meaning are grounded by the concrete storylines, such 

as the reference to “the bombing of the city of Jilib [this month] that killed a disabled 

twenty-year-old woman and maimed her eighty-year-old grandmother” (ibid.). Halverson 
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and Greenberg (2017, 12) suggest that the major “appeal” of narrative as a strategic tool 

in conflict resides in “its ability to obscure contradiction and incoherence.”  

The utility of narrative as a tool for obscuring inconsistencies is maximized by 

drawing integrating storylines across multiple layers of meaning. This reinforces 

narrative certainty and contributes to conflict escalation. These scope-related narrative 

tactics and their function in conflict dynamics are summarized in table 4.5.  

 

Table 4.5. Escalation Tactics: Scope 
 

Scope Tactics Conflict Function 

Concrete/Local Level Roots higher-level narratives in real, ground-level 

experiences that resonate with audience members 

National/Regional Level Generates narrative coherence, increases narrative 

certainty, amplifies fear  

Global/Mythic Level Generates narrative coherence, Amplifies fear, 

Apocalyptic war of good vs. evil 

 

Style 

For the purposes of this framework, the categorical dimension of style is focused on 

narrative features that constitute impact acts of proximity positioning between two 

parties. These acts may apply to the relational proximity between the Speaker (Party) and 

the Audience, the relational proximity between the Speaker (Party) and the opposing 

party (Other), or the relational proximity between the opposing party (Other) and the 

audience.  
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 Wittgenstein (1973) explored the grammatical rules of language and the extent to 

which we can transcend the limits of propositional language by infusing speech with 

“style” (Stengel 2004, 616). The meaning of the term as it is used here overlaps with 

existing work on conflict narratives and genre (Cobb 2013b; Cobb, Laws, and Sluzki 

2014; Smith 2005; Hardy 2008) but focuses on the narrative features that serve a 

positioning function that establishes relational proximity (or distance) between two 

parties. This proximity is both spatial and moral.  

This categorical dimension focuses on the extent to which conflict narratives 

establish relational proximity for three types of relationships: Party-Audience, Party-

Other, and Audience-Other. Conflict narratives will often simultaneously work to 

establish spatial proximity and moral distinction between the opposing party and the 

audience.  

Consider the following sample from an al-Shabaab press release: “Under the false 

pretext of fighting al-Shabaab, USAFRICOM has recently embarked on an unbridled 

campaign of carnage in south and central Somalia, terrorizing rural and urban populations 

with indiscriminate aerial bombardments and night raids” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-

Mujahideen 2020c). In this storyline establishes spatial proximity of the threat (US 

AFRICOM is actively targeting innocent civilians in the region) and moral distance (the 

“indiscriminate” violence and “unbridled campaign of carnage” is morally 

apprehensible).  

Together, these tactics effectively contribute to heightened fear and help to 

generate what Smith (2005) refers to as an “apocalyptic genre.” He contends that “the 
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narrative foundations for war lie in the apocalyptic mode of narration. The most powerful 

of all narrative genres enables the cultural constraints on violence to be overcome and for 

support to eventuate for the sacrifice of priceless human lives” (Smith 2005, 26). The 

relational proximity of a particular threat to a target audience— both spatially and 

morally— directly affects the extent to which that audience perceives the situation to be 

dire and is willing to legitimize violent retaliation by the speaker’s party.  

Additionally, conflict narratives exhibit features that work to establish relational 

proximity between the speaker and the audience. Fairclough (2015, 130, 143) suggests 

that the intentional selection of pronouns can be used to establish or maintain boundaries. 

However, other methods for bridging connections with a target audience may include 

emphasizing similarities, such as shared virtues, or sharing messages of hope and 

“positive expectations about the future” that may resonate with the target audience 

(Braddock 2020, 92, 177, 178). However, another means of gaining approval and 

legitimacy from the target audience is by way of delegitimizing the opposing party (Cobb 

2013b, 64).  

Consider the following statement from a US AFRICOM press release: “Al-

Shabaab resorts to lies, coercion, and the exertion of force to bolster their reputation to 

create false headlines… It is important to counter al-Shabaab where they stand to prevent 

the spread of this cancer” (US Africa Command Public Affairs 2020a). This statement 

constitutes an explicit denigration of the opposing party and connects with the target 

audience not on the basis of their own legitimacy, but rather, by way of delegitimizing 
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the other. This indirect approach reinforces escalation mores than that alternative 

legitimization tactics.  

While the relational proximity between the speaker and the audience can also 

indirectly position both parties against the opposing party, conflict narratives may also 

exhibit features that directly establish relational proximity between the two main 

opposing parties in conflict. This type of tactic can reinforce moral distance and/or 

physical proximity and manifests as a direct warning or threat to the opposing party. 

These proximity positioning tactics and their associated stylistic features are summarized 

in table 4.6.  

 

Table 4.6. Escalation Tactics: Style 
 

Relationship Relational Proximity Stylistic Features 

Party/Audience  Moral proximity and/or 

Physical proximity 

Shared values, hope, heroic valor 

Party/Other  Moral distance and/or 

Physical proximity 

Often invoked when referencing kinetic 

actions, Clear moral boundaries  

Audience/Other  Moral distance and/or 

Physical proximity 

Heightened fear, Dire Circumstances, 

Heroic action needed 

 

Tone 

In the context of this framework, style and tone are overlapping concepts, in that they 

both pertain to the narrative features that enact a performative function of relationship 

positioning between two parties. Whereas style focuses on the qualities that establish 

relational proximity between two parties, the notion of tone, as a distinct categorical 
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dimension, is focused on the narrative qualities that establish status positioning (i.e., 

features that orient the speaker in relation to the target audience in a way that legitimizes 

the message that the speaker wants to convey).  

 Put more simply, the use of tone as a narrative tactic allows speakers to define 

their relationship with the target audience and convey their narrative in a manner that is 

suitable for that type of relationship. The CITE Framework offers a list of relational 

metaphors that allude to the type of relationship that exists between the speaker and the 

audience based on the tone that the disclosure exhibits. Each different type of relationship 

can be used in ways that support conflict escalation. This category provides a list— 

which is not exhaustive— of five common relationships (between speaker/audience) that 

may be visible in conflict narratives: hero/victim, hero/villain, leader/disciples, 

teacher/students, and defendant/jury.  

Consider the following statement from an al-Shabaab press release: “We are 

therefore responding to the call of our Muslim brothers; indeed, you cannot just stand by 

and watch a Muslim brother being harmed” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2015b). 

The speaker’s tone in this storyline conveys a hero/victim dynamic with the audience. 

This dynamic may be harnessed to reassure the audience or take on a victorious tone. The 

important characteristic of this relationship is tied to the agency of the hero and passivity 

of the victim. Similarly, Saville-Troike (2003, 256) contends that power and 

powerlessness is “encoded” in active versus passive voice, to the extent that the speaker 

has the power to assume agency and responsibility for his or her actions. The hero/victim 
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dynamic sends a message to the audience that the speaker’s party is working to counter 

the threat and fight for those who cannot fight for themselves.  

However, there are also cases in which the speaker directly addresses the 

opposing party. This establishes a hero/villain dynamic. Consider the following excerpt 

from an al-Shabaab propaganda video: “We are now coming to translate our words into 

action, we are done with talking” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2015b). The 

hero/villain dynamic often manifests as a direct warning or explicit threat to the opposing 

party and signals future escalation.  

A third relational dynamic that can be discerned in the narrative tone is the 

leader/disciples relationship. An alternative to this metaphor that conveys the same 

meaning would be the dynamic between the organizer and a group of protesters. This is 

visible in the following al-Shabaab statement: “It is obligatory upon us to wage Jihad 

against the disbelievers and apostates who have made it a habit of spilling the blood of 

Muslims and allied themselves with the Ethiopian crusaders” (Warsame, 2019). 

Fairclough (2015, 142-143) addresses the importance of modal auxiliaries in discourse 

analysis (e.g., may not, must, ought, should, can’t). These grammatical devices operate as 

micro-level tactics to infuse obligatory meaning, or “oughtness” into a particular course 

of action. The characteristics associated with the dynamic manifest in the use of 

motivating messages as a central feature of conflict storylines, and this dynamic is 

harnessed in an effort to mobilize members of the target audience. It functions as a call to 

arms.  
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Additionally, some conflict discourse may convey a teacher/student dynamic. 

This dynamic is visible when the discourse takes on an instructive tone. The role of the 

teacher is to inform the student about the “facts.” Consider this excerpt from a US 

AFRICOM press release, which was issued in response to reported allegations of civilian 

casualties resulting from a US airstrike: “These allegations are based on al-Shabaab 

propaganda and are false. The terrorist that was killed in the April 10 airstrike was an al-

Shabaab member complicit in the murder of at least six innocent Somalis” (US Africa 

Command Public Affairs 2020k). The tone of this statement is confident, assuring. It 

ensures that the audience knows “the truth.” Cobb (2013b, 82) discusses the way that 

radicalized narratives reinforce narrative closure through the use of certain storylines that 

“mandate compliance and elaboration.” This dynamic may be especially visible in 

storylines that establish a teacher/student dynamic as well as a leader/disciple dynamic.  

The fifth dynamic that may be present in conflict discourse is the defendant/jury 

dynamic. This dynamic may emerge in cases where the speaker is addressing an audience 

that views the actions of the speaker’s party as illegitimate. The tone that accompanies 

this dynamic is one that is defensive but careful. Consider the following example in 

which US AFRICOM addresses reports of civilian casualties from an airstrike in a 

separate incident from the previous example:  

US Africa Command currently assess no civilians were injured or killed as a 

result of this airstrike. US Africa Command is aware of reports alleging civilian 

casualties resulting from the April 6, 2020 airstrike in Jilib, Somalia. As with any 

allegation of civilian casualties, US Africa Command receives and reviews any 

information it has about the incident, including any relevant information provided 

by third parties (US Africa Command Public Affairs 2020j).  
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The tone in this example is drastically different from the tone of the former response. 

This distinction is likely due to the sources of these allegations: the former example 

addressed allegations that were traced back to a media outlet affiliated with al-Shabaab, 

whereas the allegations in this example came from a well-regarded non-profit 

organization, Amnesty International.  

 In the former example, the tone is dismissive and corrective, and the allegations 

are countered with an “accurate” account of events, whereas in this example, the 

language is much more careful. The defendant/jury dynamic is all about doing “damage 

control.” These status positioning tactics and their performative functions in conflict are 

summarized in table 4.7. 

 

Table 4.7. Escalation Tactics: Tone 
 

Status Positioning (Speaker/Audience) Performative Function  

Hero/Victim Reassurance, Handling the threat 

Hero/Villain Issues warning, threat of what is to come 

Leader/Disciples Motivating, Mobilizing, Inspires support 

Teacher/Student Instructive, Informative, Corrective, 

Ensure the audience knows the “truth” 

Defendant/Jury Defensive, Justify actions, Careful 

 

Narrative Dynamics and Moral Grammar: A Critical Intersection 

The specific narrative qualities discussed in this section function to support the strategic 

goals of conflict parties as part of the struggle for power in conflict. However, it is 

important to recognize the intersection between the focus of stage two and that of stage 
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three. While this stage is focused on tracking the narrative dynamics within an episode at 

the operational level, it is important to recognize that these narratives and their 

corresponding tactics are constituted within the domain of a specific moral grammar. 

While stage two draws on Root Narrative to identify the moral grammar of these 

narratives, stage three is focused on the specific qualities or characteristics of these 

narratives that perpetuate conflict.  

Smith (2005, 204) argues that the features of specific genre characteristics 

function as constraints on action, which impacts the future direction of a given conflict, 

explaining that “that path dependence established by prior genre choices influence the 

interpretation of subsequent events.” Similarly, Cobb (2013b, 49) contends that it is the 

structure and dynamics of conflict narratives “that constitute the conflict, forecasting and 

often justifying the violence that accompanies” these narratives. This highlights the 

anticipatory value of tracking these narrative dynamics both within and across these 

selected episodes of interaction.  

Stage Four: Engagement Opportunities (to Alter Anticipated Outcomes) 

Narrative-based conflict work elucidates the connection between conflict dynamics and 

conflict narratives, focusing on the mutually reinforcing relationship between certain 

patterns of interaction and corresponding narrative features. Specifically, the narrative 

work that informs this research demonstrates the various ways that conflict narratives 

adhere to a specific moral grammar and become increasingly simplified as conflict 

persists. These patterns of meaning manifest as storylines embedded within the discursive 
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actions of opposing parties, and the qualities of these storylines forecast the trajectory of 

the conflict as well as the resolutions that each party will work to pursue.  

Cobb (2013b, 15) argues that “narrative provides a ‘plumb line’ for 

understanding, tracking, and altering the meanings that anchor conflict and support its 

resolution. It provides a lens for both planning and assessing the nature of the change that 

is affected.” The first three stages of the CITE Framework offer a structured, narrative-

based method for anticipating the future trajectory of a given conflict as well as the 

courses of resolution that parties will likely pursue. The fourth stage draws on the 

findings from these three stages to order to identify opportunities to try and alter 

anticipated outcomes that may be undesirable.  

However, the logic of this approach is consistent with the principles of 

complexity science. Because the complexity of a system stems from the multiple, 

interdependent interactions of systems agents, the relationship between actions and 

outcomes is not always direct. In other words, system agents lack the capacity to control 

outcomes in isolation from the rest of the system. In this context, that ability to influence 

outcomes resides in changing the quality of the interaction. Indeed, Haidt (2013, 79) 

contends that “the main way we change our minds [or the minds of others] on moral 

issues is by interacting with other people.” Stage Four is designate to guide the analyst in 

identifying low-risk narrative engagement opportunities that work to alter undesirable 

anticipated outcomes by attending to the quality of the conflict interaction process. 
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Critical Moments as Opportunities for Narrative Engagement 

The concept of “critical moments” is synonymous with the idea of “bifurcation points” in 

complexity theory. Pearce (2007, x) explains that “chaos theorists use the term 

‘bifurcation moments’ to name those points in a sequence, when, if ‘this,’ happens, the 

rest of the sequence goes away but if ‘that’ happens, it goes a different way.” In the 

context of conflict, these bifurcation points, or critical moments, represent opportunities 

to alter the anticipated trajectory of a conflict. The concept of critical moments has been 

explored extensively within the negotiation field, and this body of literature provides 

more explicit insight into the tangible manifestation of critical moments in negotiation 

settings and the specific characteristics that distinguish a “critical” moment from other 

points in the negotiation.  

Green and Wheeler (2004, 351-352) liken “critical moments” to “tipping points” 

and “discontinuities” in a negotiation setting, and they specify that the element of interest 

from a practical standpoint is “what happens at that point— or just before it— that 

triggers a break between past and future trends.” This conceptualization is consistent with 

the premise in complexity theory that emergent system behavior can be “triggered by 

apparently small events” (ibid. 352). Donohue’s (2004, 149) take on critical moments 

coincides with the structural premises of CMM in suggesting that these moments 

constitute a distinct “transition or departure” from a certain “set of rules” or “underlying 

logic” that had previously structured the interaction.  

From Winship’s (2004, 304) perspective, a critical moment in an interaction 

arises when there is a “breach” or “a point in the interaction where there is a possibility 
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that the group’s definition or understanding of the situation might change.” This 

conceptualization is particularly useful because it suggests that critical moments present 

themselves at small windows of opportunity for a potential shift in the interaction, but the 

mere presence of a critical moment is not a guarantee that the dynamics will necessarily 

shift. Winship (2004, 297) contends that, when one party creates a breach, the capacity 

for change “depends on whether the breach is ignored, opposed, or legitimized.  

Druckman’s (2004) work on critical moments coincides with Winship’s view that 

critical moments represent windows of opportunity for change but are only successful to 

the extent that the change is accepted by multiple parties. He suggests that a critical 

moment can be regarded as having three components: “precipitants that trigger change; 

departures which are the reaction to the precipitant; and consequences, which refer to the 

direction the negotiation takes as a result of the departure” (ibid. 185; emphasis added). 

This typology offers a useful lens in for thinking about the “precipitant” as the visible 

opening or opportunity that is harnessed by one party in an effort to create change, 

whereas the “departure” can be understood as the response to that shift, coinciding with 

Winship’s discussion on whether the opposing party chooses to legitimize or dismiss the 

“breach” or “precipitant.” Druckman’s (2004) third component— the consequence— 

directs attention to the events that follow and whether or not they indicate a shift in the 

conflict trajectory. This view is consistent with Cobb’s (2013b, 107) take on critical 

moments as well, which she articulates in her distinction between “critical moments” and 

“turning points”: “the former is the construction of a change in the attractor landscape, 

whereas the latter involves its uptake to elaboration by others.” 
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This body of research on critical moments not only helps to establish a more 

substantial understanding of how critical moments manifest in interaction, but it also 

offers an extended set of concepts that allow us to empirically discern critical moments 

and assess their effectiveness within a given context. The tools and heuristics that CMM 

provides help us to discern openings within a specific episode of interaction and act 

strategically into these moments to disrupt persistent patterns of conflict. Druckman’s 

(2004) typology is useful for understanding precipitants as opportunities for generating 

critical moments, while serving as an explicit reminder that these strategies are never a 

guarantee for change. However, this should not prevent us from exploring this alternative 

approach and its potential to support the IC’s national security objectives.   

Narrative Engagement: Identifying Precipitants 

This research draws on Druckman’s (2004) work by treating “precipitants” as visible 

openings within in a specific conflict that function as opportunities for generating critical 

moments within the interaction. Druckman (2004) distinguishes between three different 

types of precipitants that may be visible in a negotiation setting. Substantive precipitants 

constitute “new ideas or concepts introduced by one or more of the parties” and 

procedural precipitants refer to “decisions made to change the structure or format of the 

talks” (ibid. 186). External precipitants are the third form, which Druckman (2004, 186) 

defines as “events that occur outside of the talks, including both policy and leadership 

changes or third-party interventions.”  

The CITE Framework borrows Druckman’s (2004) typology but adapts the 

definitions of these three types of precipitants to better suit the dynamics of large-scale 
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conflicts, since Druckman’s work is designed for negotiation contexts. The CITE 

Framework treats precipitants as visible openings to generate complexity within the 

narrative landscape of the conflict and this concept is grounded on the premise that 

narrative engagement presents a low-risk opportunity to shift the conflict trajectory and 

alter undesirable anticipated outcomes. The fourth stage of the CITE Framework uses an 

adapted version of Druckman’s (2004) typology to outline three different types of 

precipitants— or narrative openings— that present opportunities to generate complexity 

within the narrative dynamics surrounding a particular conflict: 

 

• Substantive precipitants constitute opportunities for a party to generate 

complexity within its own narratives about the conflict. 

• Procedural precipitants are openings that arise in the interaction between 

opposing parties, and manifest as opportunities for one party to generate 

complexity in the narratives of the opposing party 

• External precipitants constitute indirect opportunities for a conflict party to alter 

the quality of the conflict dynamics by encouraging complexity in its narrative 

engagement with target audiences.  

 

Each of these precipitants constitutes an opportunity for narrative engagement, but they 

differ in the type of opening that is presented.  

Substantive precipitants are the most straightforward of the three different types  

because they represent opportunities for party to alter dynamics within the narrative 

landscape by generating more complexity in its own conflict narratives. These 
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opportunities are “substantive” because they involve altering the contents of a party’s 

own narrative to introduce more complex features. This process helps to counteract the 

narrative closure that stems from simplistic conflict narratives, which functions to restrict 

the scope of legitimate actions and responses that a party can draw on in the interaction.  

Procedural precipitants are openings that arise in the interaction between opposing 

parties and constitute opportunities to destabilize the simplistic narratives of the opposing 

parties that likewise produce narrative closure and perpetuate existing patterns of 

interaction. In line with Cobb et al.’s (2016) recommendations, the act of destabilizing 

narratives of the opposing party is actually achieved through a process of elaboration. 

This entails building out these narratives in ways that make them more complex and 

functions to legitimize the opposing party without condoning the actions that pose a 

threat to national security. While the act of legitimizing an enemy party runs counter to 

traditional logic within the national security domain, the study of conflict within a social 

constructionist paradigm highlights the critical connection between a party’s desire for 

legitimacy and their willingness to resort to violence in order to acquire that legitimacy.  

The narrative engagement strategies outlined in this stage of the CITE Framework 

offer guidance on methods for elaboration the narratives of an opposing party in ways 

that legitimize the adversary without compromising national security objectives. On the 

contrary, the act of legitimizing the opposing party supports the capacity to disrupt 

perpetuating cycles of violence and alter the nature of the interaction.  

In contrast to substantive and procedural precipitants, external precipitants are 

tied to the triangulated relationship between two opposing parties and their target 
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audiences. This type of precipitant involves engagement opportunities with one or more 

target audiences in ways that indirectly shape the conflict dynamics with the opposing 

party. McNamee and Gergen (1999) highlight the important role that external actors play 

in conflict between two opposing parties. They suggest,  

Broadly speaking, the actions of participants within a relationship are all 

sanctioned by some standard exterior to the relationship itself. Although an action 

may be scorned by one participant in a relationship, …this action is honored by at 

least one other interlocutor. … Thus, for any action that is blameworthy in a given 

relationship, there are silent interlocutors who look on approvingly (McNamee 

and Gergen 1999, 14).  

 

While external parties may indirectly validate and legitimize certain actions, White 

(2007, 202) contends that external parties may also serve as “outsider witnesses” that 

implicitly “help to reposition parties.”  

Similarly, Pearce and Littlejohn (1997, 79) argue that restructuring the context 

merely involves “looking at the pattern of interaction in a new way.” One specific micro-

tactic that supports this shift involves introducing new audience(s) and/or participant(s), 

and the roles that they play. The role of the media is a particularly important 

consideration for this micro-tactic. Harré et al. (2009, 6) highlight the role of the media in 

shaping conflict narratives, arguing that “acts of war are given meaning in a framework 

of rights and duties by the public media.” External precipitants are engagement 

opportunities that acknowledge the critical role of the audience as a party to conflict.  

However, external precipitants may arise as a result of structural changes that take 

place within the broader conflict system. Williams (2020, 106-107) addresses the 

relationship between structure and agency in social systems in arguing that “social 

structures act as the material precondition for hegemonic projects… [therefore,] 
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transformation is possible with agency, but also possible in the material generatively of 

structures themselves.” Greenberg (2019b, 13) provides an example of such a structural 

change in Egypt and Tunisia and illustrates the significance of structural change on 

internal party dynamics: “The collapse of the old regimes in 2011 enabled an 

unprecedented window for creative and political expression. But it also set in motion a 

new array of ideological alliances.” In such cases, external opportunities for engagement 

may arise in the wake of a specific structural change that occurs within the conflict 

system.  

Narrative Engagement at the Strategic Level 

Winship’s (2004, 297) definition of critical moments alludes to conditions that generate 

heightened uncertainty. He proposes that, in any given interaction, “change is possible 

when a breach has occurred.” Cobb et. al (2014, 1054) explain why these moments of 

uncertainty are conducive for change: “…it is precisely because parties do not know 

which syntax will be deployed that the oscillation emerges between a more 

transformative logic or one that escalates toward violence.” The capacity to do this, 

however, resides in the ability not only to identify critical moments in the course of a 

conflict, but also requires knowledge of strategies for acting in ways that produce more 

constructive conditions and outcomes. The theoretical contributions of Pearce and 

Cronen (1980), Simmons (2020), and Cobb (2013b) provide this strategic guidance.  

Research shows conflict narratives tend to exhibit narrative closure as they 

become increasingly compressed and lose complexity as conflict is sustained over time 

(Cobb 2013b; Cobb et al. 2016). This loss of complexity reinforces the internal coherence 
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of these narratives and reduces uncertainty for parties in conflict (Cobb et al. 2016, 8; 

Letiche, Lissack, and Schultz 2011, 240). Conflict narratives that exhibit narrative 

closure and compression help to sustain and escalate conflict because they enable parties 

to become “trapped in the limited repertoire of alternative decisions” (Cobb, Laws, and 

Sluzki 2014, 1053). These dynamics are often further exacerbated because opposing 

parties often draw on incommensurate moral grammars and simply talk past one another 

(Simmons 2020; Pearce and Littlejohn 1997).  

Pearce (2007, 3) articulates the pragmatic function of CMM in addressing these 

challenges. He argues that by analyzing interaction dynamics at the micro-level—as a 

series of moves and countermoves—we can “enhance our ability to discern those critical 

moments in which, if we act wisely, we can change the trajectory of the conversation and 

thus create a different ‘afterlife.’” He further contends that this process “provide[s] a 

scaffolding that supports the evolution of better patterns of communication” (ibid. 225).  

This argument coincides with Cobb’s (2013b) work on better-formed stories, and 

her underlying argument that narrative complexity can help to disrupt perpetuating 

conflict patterns and support conflict transformation. She contends that parties can 

generate complexity in their own narratives and those of the opposing party by working 

to destabilize dominant narratives through the process of elaborating them. This process 

attends to both the content of the narrative itself as well was the process of its production 

(Cobb 2013b, 206). Cobb (2004, 11) argues that the quality of conflict narratives can be 

assessed “by what they create as they are performed, by what they tolerate in terms of 

alteration, by the way they invite uncertainty, rather than foreclosure.”  
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Cobb (2013a) explains that adding complexity through the process of elaboration 

enables a narrative braiding process to take place, in which the narrative strands of 

opposing parties are woven together in ways that support the quality of interaction in 

conflict without threatening the identity and core values of either party. However, the 

narrative braiding process cannot take place if parties draw on incommensurate moral 

grammars. Simmons’ (2020) work addresses this challenge by providing a mechanism 

that allows analysts to identify and translate these moral grammars. Pearce and Littlejohn 

(1997, 55) contend that in order to effectively respond to moral conflict, “new types of 

abilities are required— not just the ability to act skillfully within the context of one’s own 

grammar but the ability to transcend one’s own grammar, to join the grammar of others, 

and to weave these grammars together.” Root Narrative Theory provides a structural 

framework to support this process. Simmons (2020, 214) argues that at “the diagnostic 

level, [Root Narrative Theory] can be used to help us enter the social imaginary of those 

with whom we disagree, and in doing so to become creative again with respect to our 

most debilitating problems.”  

Together, these three theoretical contributions provide insight on how parties can 

work to introduce complexity into their own conflict narratives and also work to 

destabilize the dominant narratives of the opposing party within the confines of their own 

moral grammar. Stage Four of the CITE Framework draws on the insights that emerge 

from the findings that emerge in the narrative analysis within the previous two stages to 

identify visible precipitants that constitute potential opportunities for narrative 

engagement.  
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However, the identification of precipitants is not sufficient in and of itself because 

the ability to support a shift in a specific direction requires knowledge of the strategies 

that are most likely to result in more desired conditions and outcomes. Earlier in the 

chapter, figure 4.5 illustrated the core elements that constitute the core issues surrounding 

the narrative dynamics of conflict at the strategic level. This illustrating reinforced the 

argument that, at the strategic level, conflict narratives constitute the site of struggle for 

three interconnected issues: boundaries, agency, and legitimacy, and Cobb’s (2013b) 

research on better-formed stories demonstrates the process in which conflict narratives 

become increasingly simplistic over time as a result of this struggle. Therefore, the 

process of generating narrative complexity in a party’s own narratives, and the 

complementary process of elaborating the narratives of the opposing party, necessitates 

an approach to narrative engagement that runs contrary to the natural logic of conflict 

dynamics. At the strategic level, narrative complexity corresponds with legitimizing the 

opposing party, supporting the agency of marginalized parties, and using language that 

reflects more flexible boundaries.  

Importantly, however, this process of generating complexity is also not enough, 

alone, because if parties are drawing on incommensurate moral grammars, then effective 

narrative engagement entails generating complexity in a way that translates across these 

incommensurate grammars. Together, Stages Two and Three of the CITE Framework 

equip the analyst with the data that is needed to support this process. The identifying of 

root narratives and undercurrents in Stage Two elicits the moral grammar that opposing 

parties draw in the selected conversation strands, and Stage Three identifies the specific 
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narrative tactics within these conversations that help to sustain the cycle of violence 

between these parties. This stage outlines a set of “counter-tactics” that offer tangible 

strategies that help to generate narrative complexity. Ideally, these strategies, in 

combination with findings of the previous two stages, allow the analyst to support the 

customer in offering insight into the role of narrative in conflict dynamics and the 

anticipated trajectory of these dynamics, but more importantly, to supplement these 

findings with actionable intelligence in identifying critical moments and corresponding 

strategies that constitute opportunities to alter certain anticipated outcomes. 

Horizontal Engagement Tactics: Time 

Time is one of the key operational dimensions that parties can draw on to generate 

complexity in conflict narratives. Cobb (2013b) discusses the tendency for conflict 

narratives to exhibit compressed time. Likewise, Putnam (2014) describes this process 

and the extent to which parties choose to punctuate their conflict stories by excluding key 

events and actions. She explains that: 

In conflict situations, parties often co-develop their bracketing and punctuation of 

events in opposite ways. Moreover, bracketing, by definition, leaves out an array 

of events from the ongoing streams of experience; these omissions, in turn, lead to 

anchoring the conflict in particular episodes characterized by discrete beginnings 

and endings that ignore other segments of interaction” (Putnam 2014, 205).  

 

Cobb (2013b, 222) highlights the importance of increasing generating “thicker” plotlines 

that incorporate past, present, and future events as one aspect of infusing complexity into 

conflict narratives. Additionally, Frank (2012, 107) suggests looking for “omitted details” 

that are missing from storylines as an opening for generating narrative complexity.  
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The process of decompressing time in conflict narratives coincides with shifting 

the punctuation of conflict narratives in ways that generate more complexity. Episode 

punctuation is closely connected to persisting patterns conflict because each party tends 

to associate the “beginning” of an episode (and the broader conflict in general) with an 

act of aggression by the opposing party. This punctuation serves to assign causal blame to 

the opposing party and helps to sustain the cycle of violence. However, Cobb (2013b, 

222) argues that complex narratives establish circular— rather than linear— causality. 

That is, they present “history to which each party (side) of the conflict has contributed” 

(ibid. 251). This means that narratives must include a sequence of events that allows all 

parties to assume some responsibility for the situation in which they currently find 

themselves.  

Pearce (2007, 139) asserts that “if we take responsibility for the way we punctuate 

episodes, we can create opportunities for unusually productive discussions.” Similarly, 

Littlejohn and Domenici (2007, 138) argue that, “if we can get out of rigid punctuations 

and explore interaction sequences more creatively, we will begin to find new ways to 

respond to one another in conflict situations.” In order to facilitate these conceptual 

shifts, Barge (2014, 153) encourages finding ways to “play” with punctuation. Pearce 

(2007, 163) cites the features of the Serpentine model that can support this process. Not 

only can parties visually explore the sequence of turns in a particular episode, but they 

can also elicit the conflict stories within this episode and explore the possible ways that 

certain types of punctuation have perpetuated the conflict. Barge (2014, 147) suggests 

that this process can be further supported by inquiring into the different conflict stories 
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that are visible in an episode and noting their relationship to one another, specifically 

towards those which are “foreground[ed], background[ed], or challeng[ed].” These 

changes function to increase the agency— and by extension, the legitimacy— of all 

parties involved.  

One particular strategy that supports temporal compression in conflict narratives 

is the use of historical equivalents that draw on the deep-rooted cultural narratives of a 

particular audience to channel moral outrage and escalate conflict. Halverson, Goodall, 

and Corman (2011, 198) address the use of analogies as a common tactic of jihadist 

groups, and they propose that in some contexts, it is possible to introduce contesting 

analogies that convey a different meaning about the same situation. However, Simmons’ 

(2020) work on Root Narrative Theory illustrates that these attempts have limited utility 

unless they reflect the moral grammar of the opposing parties and align with the core 

values that structure their understanding of the conflict.  

Additionally, Root Narrative Theory builds on Cobb’s (2013b) work by 

highlighting the importance of incorporating future events into the plotline of conflict 

narratives. Simmons (2020, 219) argues that “moral complexity is not enough… [if] it 

does little to point to future probabilities.” Likewise, Monk and Winslade (2013, 47-48) 

highlight the importance of building counterstories that “elicit hope.” Simmons (2020, 

219) suggests that while conflict stories can be characterized by their simplicity of 

complexity, we can also distinguish between “story types that focus on problems and 

those that focus on possibilities, between those that develop a critical awareness of 
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abusive powers, and those that project a future whose powers have been overcome or 

redeemed.”  

These distinction separates “critical” stories from “generative” stories, and 

Simmons (2020) further suggests that a story that exhibits both generative and complex 

qualities is a “redemptive” story. These stories have the “capacity for hope over 

pessimism; they interpellate, creating a better version of themselves as they narrate” 

(ibid. 219, 220). Pearce and Littlejohn (1997, 81) offer a similar suggestion in finding 

ways to reorient the storyline by “focusing on what one wants to create rather than 

responding to what other people have done.” However, this shift alone is not sufficient in 

cases where “what one wants” is, in fact, to eliminate the opposing party. Root Narrative 

Theory helps to address this challenge because identifying the moral grammar of the 

opposing party then enables the practitioner to generate a future-oriented storyline that 

imagines a lower-cost alternative for achieving the ideal resolution that corresponds with 

a particular party’s value system.  

Vertical Engagement Tactics: Scope 

Cobb (2013b) argues that narrative complexity requires generating “thicker,” more 

complex plotlines. This requires attending to both the horizontal and vertical dimensions 

of conflict narratives. Cobb et al. (2016, 12) propose that “‘destabilization’ refers not to 

attacking [the dominant narrative], denigrating it, challenging its validity, or ‘countering’ 

it; rather destabilization is a strategy that uses the very terms of legitimacy that the 

dominant narrative provides and opens up spaces for ’thickening’ the value system, the 

plotline, or the characters.” More specifically, they contend that “dominant narratives are 
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destabilized through the process of joining which involves the elaboration of some 

portion of the narrative, affirming it” in some way (ibid.).  

The process of destabilizing dominant narratives involves finding plot 

components that can feasibly be elaborated and affirmed (Cobb et al. 2016, 12). Monk 

and Winslade (2013, 77) suggest that one approach to this might include looking for a 

“unique outcome,” or “an instance (an event, an utterance, a desire or an intention) of 

something that lies outside of the conflict story.” Similarly, Pearce and Littlejohn (1997, 

202) discuss the utility of systemic questioning in looking for “surprising or unusual 

characterizations” that are visible in dominant narratives, as openings for elaboration.  

However, Root Narrative Theory demonstrates that these narrative elaboration efforts 

will be futile if they do not join the moral grammar of the opposing party. Simmons 

(2020, 219) contends that Root Narrative Theory offers a critical tool to support this 

process, by providing a way to introduce moral complexity into the narrative ecology of 

the conflict by elaborating the vital truth of each party to the other side.” 

It is also helpful to assess the relationship between individual storylines that feed 

into the dominant narratives within a given conflict context. From this standpoint, there 

may be “inconsistencies and tensions” that appear (Nelson 2001, 165). In her narrative 

research, Nelson’s (2001, 157, 165) argues that dominant narratives will exhibit 

“strongpoints” as well as “weak points” that constitute “tensions, fissures, and gaps” that 

appear within the narrative logic. Monk and Winslade (2013, 46) recommend “double 

listening” as a strategy for identifying these weak points; they propose that this involves 

“listening at the same time for expressions of the conflict story and for elements of other 
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stories, particular for those elements that might become part of a possible counter-story.” 

They further argue that “bifurcation points” arise in visible instances of “contradicting 

actions” and points “where different stories part company” (ibid. 46-47). Some of these 

distinctions can be discerned in specific grammatical cues. For example, they argue that 

increased complexity is visible in sentences containing “but” and not that the word 

“regularly serves as a hinge around which two stories can swing” (ibid. 49-50).  

In addition to destabilizing dominant storylines, Cobb et al. (2016, 11) contend 

that it is also important to engage and elaborate marginalized storylines. They offer two 

reasons why this is a critical part of the process: First, because these storylines are 

marginalized— or suppressed— they constitute potential sites for radicalization. 

Additionally, because they are marginalized, they “are not able to contribute to the 

complexity of the narrative landscape” (ibid.). Pearce (2007, 212, 50) offers similar 

advice on inquiring about unheard or untold storylines and looking for specific 

“categories” that appear to be excluded in dominant storylines. 

The previous section outlined three different layers of meaning that are tracked 

along the vertical dimension of the narrative landscape, focusing on local, national, and 

global storylines. Simmons (2020) argues that scope is one of the many different 

characteristics which distinguishes narratives that exhibit moral clarity and those that 

exhibit moral complexity. While he characterizes the scope of the former as “cosmic,” 

the latter falls on the opposing end of the spectrum in being “mundane” (ibid. 218). This 

suggests that the process of generating complexity should move away from the global, 
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mythic storylines that support escalation and focus on elaborating the local, concrete 

storylines instead.  

Relational Engagement Tactics: Positioning Via Style and Tone 

The CITE Framework focuses specifically on the positioning function of style and tone 

within the narrative landscape. Specifically, it looks at the use of style in establishing 

relational proximity between parties, and the use of tone for establishing the relational 

orientation (the nature of the relationship) between parties. Engaging narrative 

complexity along the spatial dimension involves moving away from binaries and 

obligatory language. Cobb (2013b, 225) argues that narrative complexity requires a shift 

in the story’s “moral order” from a binary to a multimodal framework that opens up 

“multiple dimensions for the evaluation of self and Other.” Pearce and Littlejohn (1997, 

200) highlight the utility of appreciative inquiry in supporting this process, by 

encouraging parties to acknowledge “skillful action and resources” of an opposing party. 

This process involves reframing characterizations of the opposing party in ways that 

acknowledge the conflict within delegitimizing the other party.  

While Cobb (2013b, 220, 270) makes a case for exercising “moral agency” in 

recognizing the complexity and humanity of all parties involved in conflict, she is careful 

to acknowledge that “the humanization of perpetrators in the public sphere does not 

excuse or deny their behavior; These questions construct the perpetrator as having a 

morality.” This process of complicating and humanizing the perpetrator falls within the 

realm of a practice she refers to as “witnessing” and Cobb argues that it provides an 
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alternative method for the constitution of subjectivity, rather than building it “on the 

exclusion of the Other” (ibid. 190).  

Additionally, Cobb et al. (2016, 12) describe this process, from a destabilization 

perspective, as finding ways to “join” the characters of the narrative that we are working 

to destabilize. This idea corresponds to Cobb’s (2013b) emphasis on increasing 

complexity by legitimizing the Other. The issue of legitimacy is closely connected with 

the idea of facework in the communication field, because parties will likely be reluctant 

to increase the legitimacy of the opposing parties unless this process can be navigated in 

ways that do so without damaging Self face for that party. However, the practices 

outlined in this section play a critical role in successfully disrupting problematic conflict 

patterns, because, as Cobb et al. (2016, 12) point out, “this process signals respect for the 

Others who’s peak this story and sets the stage for re-organizing the map of the narrative 

landscape.”  

Littlejohn (2014, 190) refers to this process as “commonplacing” or “the creative 

act of finding joining places.” He argues that “stakeholders in a conflict must somehow 

manage complexity through control, which is confounding when focusing solely on the 

issues at hand” (ibid.). However, he suggests that by shifting the focus of control from the 

issue to the relationship, parties redefine the issue in a way that allows them to transcend 

their otherwise incompatible grammars of action (ibid.). Furthermore, by increasing the 

agency and legitimacy of the opposing party, this process works to decrease the potential 

for the opposing party to perceive violence as a necessary course of action.   
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The triangulated relationship between conflict parties and their target audience(s) 

factors into the ability to elaborate the narratives of the opposing party. In the context of 

the Global War on Terror, and more specifically, the US government conflict with al-

Shabaab, the political dimension of this relationship stems from the visibility of the 

conflict to the rest of the world. This elevates the challenge of navigating the delicate 

balance of increasing narrative complexity without directly contesting or challenging the 

core values and identity of conflicting parties.  

Appreciative inquiry is a useful form of inquiry that can support this process, as a 

line of questioning that encourages curiosity and “open up conversation,” which, 

according to Pearce (2007, 63) can “support a system’s capacity to apprehend, anticipate, 

and heighten positive potential.” Additionally, Root Narrative Theory offers additional 

guidance into managing this delicate balance. Simmons (2020, 217) argues that the 

characteristics of root narratives are inherently EVIL: emotional, vivid, intense, and 

literary. By introducing moral complexity, we are “lowering the volume, draining the 

EVIL from our words and images, and presenting stories to our audience that decrease 

the probability of triggering events” (ibid. 218). This heuristic can effectively be applied 

to assess the style and tone of a particular storyline and identify the shifts that will 

encourage elaboration.  

The Strategic Utility of Narrative Engagement  

In the context of complex systems, we may not have full control over the outcomes that 

result in a conflict, but we do have some capacity to affect the quality of anticipated 

outcome by attending to the quality of the process by way of narrative engagement. 
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Critical moments, in the context of conflict interaction, constitute “pivotal moments in a 

conversation where wise action can prevent the occurrence of undesirable futures and 

increase the likelihood of inviting more desirable futures” (Barge 2014, 147).  

The CITE Framework equips the analyst with the necessary tools to identify the 

anticipated conflict trajectory and courses of resolution that parties will attempt to pursue. 

However, this framework not only allows the analyst to predict these conflicts, but also 

supports the capacity to identify opportunities to alter the potential for undesirable 

outcomes through a process of narrative engagement that is focused on destabilizing 

dominant narratives and generating “better” quality narratives that support more desirable 

outcomes.  

The CITE Framework: Reorienting the Problem Space 

The CITE Framework is designed to supplement existing anticipatory intelligence efforts 

by providing a structured methodology for tracing the dynamics of meaning-making in 

conflict. It offers a mechanism that allows the analyst to compile specific episodes of 

interaction, identify the moral grammar of opposing parties, and track the narrative 

dynamics within and across selected episodes to discern the anticipated resolution and 

corresponding course of action that specific parties are likely to pursue. The fourth stage 

of the CITE Framework supplements the first three analytical stages by identifying 

engagement opportunities to alter anticipated outcomes that are undesirable.  

The CITE Framework is grounded on three overlapping theoretical foundations 

within the communication and conflict resolution fields: Pearce and Cronen’s (1980) 
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Coordinated Management of Meaning theory, Simmons’ (2020) Root Narrative Theory, 

and Cobb’s (2013b) theory on Better-Formed Stories. However, the underlying premises 

of this research coined with the fundamental logic of complexity science, which helps to 

reorient the analyst’s focus in three major ways: it engages a shift from emphasis on 

actors (and motivations) to interaction (and dynamics); from objective events to the 

meaning that we assign to those events; and from instrumental outcomes to process 

quality. 

From Motivations to Interactions 

This framework reorients the analyst away from the focus on actor motivations in conflict 

and focuses instead, on the dynamics of interaction that unfold within a given conflict 

context. Complexity science offers valuable insight into operationalizing a holistic 

approach to anticipatory intelligence analysis, one that focuses on the dynamic interaction 

that unfolds between the US government (USG) and its adversaries in conflict, rather 

than limiting the scope of analysis to the study of individual target agents in isolation 

from the rest of the system.  

 By reframing the problem from a holistic perspective, not only do we gain more 

understanding of system dynamics, but this new paradigm also imbues us with agency as 

a system stakeholder to make strategic attempts to shift and influence the trajectory of 

those dynamics. Bergendorff (2009, 54) argues that one of the unique features of social 

systems is that “humans have the capacity to choose and change their ways of life. 

Humans create their own bifurcations by setting up political alternatives and following 

one strategy instead of another.”  
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Likewise, Kerbel (2019) argues that “not only has the intelligence community 

tended to carve issues up into discrete and narrow organizational units, but it has also 

tended to block out or event ignores the influence of the United States (“Blue”) on the 

larger system (which is ironic, if the Intelligence Community truly believes the United 

States is a consequential actor.)” The IC’s ability to effectively identify and weigh the 

range of potential strategies available in a given situation requires integrating the USG 

into the scope of analysis. The CITE framework supports inquiry into the dynamics of 

interaction between the USG and its adversaries within a conflict system in order to 

enhance our understanding of how USG discourse factors into the patterns of conflict. 

This model should not be regarded as a replacement for any existing analytic methods 

within the IC, nor as a standalone method for understanding national security issues. 

Rather, it represents an effort to help USG officials engage in “critical praxis,” which 

Lemke (1995, 131) defines as “a shorthand way of saying that we need to examine 

ourselves, examine our own actions, beliefs and values to see how they connect up to the 

larger patterns and process of the system of which we are a part, to understand how we 

are part of the problem in order to have any hope of becoming part of the solution.” Cobb 

(2013b, 225) further reinforces this point in contending that “narratives do not emerge 

from individuals but are constructed in interaction.” 

Cook and Lounsberry’s (2017) research on conflict dynamics offers additional 

support for the utility of this conceptual shift. They maintain the importance of treating 

the actions of adversaries as moves that are operating in an ongoing conversation with 

one another. Specifically, they argue that “tactical decisions and the impact subsequent 
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actions have on patterns of violence in a conflict are important in understanding their 

progression,” emphasizing that “these actions and reactions are the facts that influence 

the direction that a conflict will take and how long it will ultimately endure” (Cook and 

Lounsberry 2017, 12-13). By asking critical questions about conflict dynamics, we 

inevitably “transfer the focus from finding a solution that resides within individuals, to 

one that focuses on the conditions within the relational space,” thereby opening up the 

possibility for “new patterns of interaction” to emerge (Cobb 2004, 5-6).  

From Objective Events to the Meaning We Assign to Those Events 

The CITE framework reorients the analyst’s focus away from objective events and 

focuses, instead, on the meaning that conflict parties assign to those events. Put more 

simply, it attends to the social dimension of conflict systems. CMM (Pearce and Cronen 

1980) offers insight on the interdependent relationship between meaning and action, in 

that meaning provides an implicit rule system that establishes a sense of “oughtness” for 

determining how to act in specific situations. Thomson (2018, 18) argues that Joint Force 

operations would be enhanced by attending to “information as the interpretive lens 

through which others see the world,” further adding that “the reason that information is 

such an important consideration is that people behave based upon the information they 

observe in their environment.”  

Similarly, Pearce and Cronen (1980, 61) emphasize that communication is “a 

form of social action that can best be studied as a process of creating and managing social 

reality rather than as a technique for describing objective reality.” The value of analyzing 

conflict as a communication process lies in the potential to identify visible patterns of 
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interaction and the extent to which these patterns reinforce or impede the ability to 

achieve favorable outcomes in a particular context. Indeed, Watzlawick, Borelas, and 

Jackson (2011, 18) contend that “the search for pattern is the basis of all scientific 

investigation. Where there is a pattern there is significance— this epistemological maxim 

also holds for the study of human interaction.”  

Littlejohn and Domenici (2001, 18) reinforce the view of conflict as a form of 

communication, arguing that “any version of what is happening is only one version.” 

However, they further contend that by understanding conflict as a complex system, we 

realize that “change results from interacting, not prescribing” and likewise, that “systems 

have many pathways for accomplishing goals (ibid. 18). When one pathway is blocked, 

others open up” (ibid. 127). The shift in focus from objective events to the meaning that 

parties assign to those events effectively attends to the social dimension of conflict 

systems, which is a visible and necessary gap that remains to be filled in anticipatory 

intelligence.  

From Outcomes to Process Quality  

Traditional analytic methods within IC— and the broader national security community— 

are grounded on linear reasoning and focused on identifying and affecting direct cause 

and effect relationships. This linear logic translates directly to decision-making processes 

as well. Thompson (2018, 18) addresses this point as it relates to decision-making by 

Joint Force leadership, arguing that “leaders are taught to think of strategy primarily 

through an ends-way-means construct.” He argues that a major drawback to this logic is 
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the way it “tends to steer the ‘ends’ away from the fact that strategic success or failure is 

almost exclusively defined by what people are doing—in other words, behavior” (ibid.).  

However, the validity of the “ends-ways-means construct” is further challenged 

by the globalized character of the strategic environment, which exhibits behaviors more 

akin to complex systems. While Thomson (2018) draws attention to the importance of 

behavior in determining the success or failure of achieving outcomes, complexity science 

demonstrates the pitfalls of assuming that we can predict and control specific outcomes. 

The central role of interaction in generating complex system behavior means that we— as 

one agent within the system— cannot plan and account for the infinite array of possible 

effects that could result from the multiple, interdependent interactions within the system.  

This doesn’t mean that we should abandon the notions of prediction and strategy 

altogether, but rather that we reorient our focus and adapt our logic in ways that are 

consistent with the premises of complexity science. The CITE Framework supports this 

reorientation by focusing on the quality of interaction dynamics as both a predictor and 

method of influencing specific outcomes in conflict contexts.  

Jones (2018, 10) advocates for a similar reorientation in the context of US 

stability operations overseas, proposing that the effectiveness of these initiatives would 

be enhanced by shifting the focus “from symptoms (threats) to problems (governance); 

and from the effectiveness of how government performs, to the goodness of how 

governance is perceived.” The shift in focus from threats to governance arguably 

translates as a reorientation away from threat actors to processes and attending to 
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goodness of this process runs parallel to the notion of improving the quality of the 

process.  

This translation is reinforced by Jones’ (2018) elaboration of his argument, in 

reference to US efforts to influence the opinions of target populations abroad. He 

contends, “Too often we think of influence as a verb, in the context of how we can get 

others to think in ways we wish them to think. Increasingly we must think of influence as 

a noun, in the context of how we can improve how others think of us, our partners, and 

our allies” (ibid. 15).  

The social dimension of conflict systems holds significant value for anticipatory 

intelligence because conflict narratives reveal the meaning that parties assign to the 

interaction, and by extension allow the analyst to predict the future course of action that 

we can expect parties to pursue. While the moral grammar of these narratives tells us 

what parties perceive to be the ideal resolution to a given conflict, the qualities of conflict 

narratives correspond to the type of strategies that we can expect parties to pursue in an 

effort to achieve that resolution. Cobb (2013b, 13) reinforces the need to “focus not on 

the outcome but the journey,” which, from a narrative perspective, entails “track[ing] the 

trajectory of the evolution” of the narrative and attending to the “quality of the change.”  

In navigating the dynamics of the narrative landscape, the analyst will quickly 

realize that quality matters. Simplistic conflict narratives may provide a temporary means 

to “one-up” the opponent, but also encourage escalation and help to sustain long-term 

cycles of violence. Put more simply, they diminish the quality of engagement. While 

these narrative qualities allow the analyst to anticipate the future direction of a particular 
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conflict trajectory, they also constitute engagement opportunities to alter the direction of 

undesirable outcomes by way of producing “better” quality narratives. 

Editing the Playbook: Narrative Engagement in the National Security Domain 

The IC, and the national security community more broadly, recognizes the increasing 

complexity of analytic and strategic challenges that result from operating within a 

globalized strategic environment. Jones (2018) highlights one of the major shortcomings 

within the defense community in their efforts to deal with this dynamic environment. He 

contends that “we [the Joint Force] have built a powerful strategic assessment enterprise 

dedicated to the pursuit of precision. However, we have not—though we know we are 

operating in a rapidly evolving strategic environment—put equal effort into updating our 

understanding of the problems we seek to measure” (Jones 2018, 10). Likewise, 

Thompson (2018, 18) points to the tendency for national security officials to associate 

“power” with “lethality,” arguing that it is more useful to broaden the conceptualization 

of power as “the ability to achieve one’s strategy.”  

Similarly, Fry (2019) calls for a similar shift in logic within the Intelligence 

Community, specifically. He contends that the fluid, uncertain conditions of this 

globalized strategic environment warrant a “‘high grade’ intelligence [that] needs to be 

seen as an ambition and means to avert and resolve conflict rather than as a more 

effective instrument to direct violence to a target” (ibid. 273). Fry (2019, 275) argues that 

the heightened uncertainty of globalized conflict brings with it, a “greater demand for 

intelligence” but explicitly highlights the need for strategic intelligence that is focused on 
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acquiring the context-specific knowledge, “the import of this knowledge being primarily 

about finding a dialogical point of entry to ‘face’ the Other to create a reconfigured 

proximity and condition of exchange, with the ambition of reducing the level of hostility 

or stopping it.”  

The very concept of constructive engagement— particularly in the context of the 

Global War on Terror— is taboo within the national security sphere. We don’t talk to 

terrorists. However, Jones (2018, 16) suggests that our strategies should evolve with the 

dynamic conditions of the globalized strategic environment, arguing that, “…power has 

shifted, and the game has changed. We need a new playbook.” In the context of the 

Global War on Terror, Salazar (2017) indicates that the advanced strategic 

communications efforts of jihadist groups have forced our hand, in that non-engagement 

is no longer an option. He argues, “Jihadists have constructed a community of discourse. 

The fact is incontestable. So, the question we confront is: How do we, as a community of 

discourse ourselves, respond to or interact with the jihadist community of discourse?” 

(ibid 145).  

Existing research within the communication and conflict resolution fields offers 

insight into both the predictive utility of narratives and the strategic value of narrative as 

a form of engagement. Pearce and Cronen’s (1980) work offers a lens for tracing the role 

of meaning in conflict interactions, and sheds light on the extent to which this meaning— 

which manifests empirically in narrative form— constitutes an implicit rule system that 

guides parties’ actions within a given context.  
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Simmons’ (2020) work overlaps with this communication research by offering a 

theoretical framework that allows the analyst to code the specific moral grammar that 

opposing parties draw on in these interactions. Discerning the moral grammar that parties 

employ tells the analyst what type of resolution that we can anticipate that a particular 

party will pursue, and also establishes the value streams and corresponding vocabulary 

that should be used in order to engage effectively with a particular party.  

Cobb’s (2013b) work intersects with Simmons’ (2020) by highlighting the 

relationship between certain narrative qualities and conflict dynamics. Her work offers 

anticipatory insight for the analyst in the ability to predict changes in conflict dynamics 

based on the qualities of parties’ conflict narratives, but moreover, demonstrates that we 

have the capacity to alter undesirable outcomes by attending to the qualities of our own 

conflict narratives and those of our adversaries.  

Bleiker (2003) contends that the binary values of our conflict narratives generate 

implicit restrictions on the acceptable range of strategies that we can pursue in addressing 

these conflicts. She highlights the extent to which this binary language, and the depiction 

of terrorist Other as “evil,” effectively positions the opposing party within “domain of 

irrationality,” and therefore rules out the possibility for engagement, consequently 

leaving us with only one remaining strategy to pursue “militaristic forms of dissuasion 

and retaliation” (ibid. 437). To clarify, it is not the defense against the threat of terrorism 

that Bleiker (2003, 436) is questioning; it is about “whether or not the rhetoric of good 

versus evil is helpful to this task.”  
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In the context of complex systems, we may not have full control over influencing 

outcomes in conflict, but we do have some capacity to support the emergence of more 

desirable outcomes by attending to the quality of the conflict process. Narratives have 

anticipatory value to the extent that they forecast the behavior of conflict parties, but they 

also constitute an opportunity for shifting an anticipated trajectory by attending to the 

quality of conflict narratives as a form of engagement. The CITE Framework draws on 

the intersecting theories highlighted above to create a four-stage narrative-based 

framework that can be used to predict future developments in a given conflict and 

identify corresponding opportunities to encourage more desirable outcomes.  
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CHAPTER FIVE - CASE STUDY METHODOLOGY 

Globalization has played a significant role in creating a strategic environment that is 

characterized by heightened complexity and global interconnectivity. One of the main 

factors that has accompanied this shift is the increasingly important role of non-state 

actors, which Tan (2009, 14) attributes to “the emergence of a global interlinked 

economy and the free flow of technology and resources.” The dynamics of conflict 

between state and non-state actors can exhibit added dimensions of complexity in several 

ways that are distinct from traditional inter-state conflicts. While Tan (2009, 14) suggests 

that non-state actors pose a particularly significant threat to global security because of 

their transnational presence and activities, this transnational engagement likewise 

suggests that these conflicts are also characterized by heightened uncertainty that directly 

results from blurry and overlapping boundaries that disregard state borders.  

The rules of war become even murkier in conflicts where non-state actors are 

labeled as terrorist organizations, and as previously discussed, this label is imbued with 

meaning that has both moral and strategic implications, in clarifying the moral battle 

between “good” and “evil” that is at stake, which by extension, provides the warrant and 

necessity for “extraordinary measures” in the context of this epic battle.  

In any context, the act of labeling an adversary as a terrorist is an inherently moral 

one. While Kraft and Marks (2012, 3) argue that the term is “politically and emotionally 

charged,” I propose that the performative meaning of the word is better understood 
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through a moral lens, in the way it defines the boundaries for action and counteraction in 

conflict. Goerzig (2010) addresses this significance of the label in his research, and offers 

the following response to critics who took issue with his decision to use the term above 

other, less politicized alternatives:  

The concept of terror strongly fulfills this purpose of demonization— be it 

referring to terror by the state or the non-state. I was often asked during 

conference presentations and in fact criticized for choosing the terrorism label. 

But, if we keep terming our research as investigations of solving conflicts with 

non-state actors, rebel groups, etc., we will never connect with the political 

discourse. Policy-makers can then easily ignore this research by pointing out that 

they might negotiate with rebel groups, but never with terrorists. The term 

“terrorism” is hence chosen in order not to ghettoize the research at hand and 

instead engage with the political discourse. All groups investigated in this book 

have been on official lists of terrorist organizations (Goerzig 2010, xi). 

 

Within the context of the GWOT, the moral implications of engaging in conflict 

with a designated terrorist organization are further augmented when the terrorist label is 

accompanied by an “Islamist” descriptor. There are a variety of labels that have been 

used to refer to the key adversaries in the GWOT, such as “jihadists” (Crenshaw and 

LaFree 2017) or sometimes a narrower reference to “Salafi jihadists” (Byman 2015). The 

term “Islamist terrorism” (Dalacoura 2011) is a more generic umbrella term that that has 

been used to subsume all terrorist organizations that declare a religious affiliation to 

Islam— whether Shi‘i or Sunni, local or transnational— under the same broad category. 

On all sides, the conflict has been waged in moral terms, pitting “Us” versus “Them” and 

“good” versus “evil.”  

The moral dimension of this language has material consequences in establishing 

the boundaries for permissible action in conflict. Therefore, this research draws on a 
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similar logic to that which Goerzig (2010) offers for his decision to use the term 

“terrorism,” in choosing to draw on and engage with the grammar that conflicting parties 

employ, rather than using alternative language.  

In conflict contexts, the use of such umbrella labels reinforces narrative simplicity 

about who we are fighting and what is at stake, which in turn, contributes to narrative 

closure (Cobb 2013b) and enhances certainty for parties as to the singular path of action 

forward. In the context of the Global War on Terror (GWOT), this is clearly visible on 

both sides. There is no shortage of rhetoric by the US and its allies about the battle 

against Islamist terrorists, radical Islamic extremism, jihadism, and the like, while 

rhetoric on the opposing side draws on similarly generic labels in waging war against the 

global crusaders and apostate governments. This generic language falls squarely into the 

domain of “master narratives” and glazes over the peculiarities and nuances of this 

conflict as it plays out in specific locales on the ground.  

Whereas the notion of countering the enemy’s master narratives attempts to out-

persuade its counterpart at the same high-level, abstract dimension, the notion of 

destabilizing master narratives connotes an act of breaking out of this high-level plane 

within the narrative landscape by foregrounding storylines that elaborate these 

peculiarities and nuances. Practically speaking, this involves exploring the intersection of 

the global and local dimensions of a given conflict. Therefore, to do this in the context of 

the Global War on Terror, it requires scaling down the scope to focus on specific 

threads— or in systems terminology— to conduct a detailed analysis of a specific sub-

system or a relationship between two specific system elements.  
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Case Study Selection and Justification 

The case study for this research will focus specifically on the ongoing conflict between 

the United States Government (USG) and the Somalia-based designated terrorist 

organization, Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen (HSM), or more commonly known as 

al-Shabaab. The USG designated al-Shabaab as a foreign terrorist organization in 2010 

and began offering direct support to Somalia and regional forces in the fight against al-

Shabaab in 2011, as part of the broader GWOT. There are several contributing factors 

that influenced the decision to focus on the dynamics of this specific relationship.  

The nature of interaction— both discursively and kinetically— between the USG 

and HSM has been extremely dynamic over the last decade, which makes this conflict an 

ideal case study for testing the CITE framework. While the US began offering air support 

to regional forces in 2011, direct kinetic actions by the USG were minimal from 2011-

2015. By 2016, there was a sharp increase in kinetic actions between the USG and HSM, 

and these dynamics reached a new phase of escalation under the Trump administration 

(Maruf and Joseph 2018, 274-275). In 2019, the relationship dynamics were further 

altered by a strategic shift by al-Shabaab in a campaign that designated the US as a 

primary target. Whereas al-Shabaab was previously a secondary national security concern 

for the USG, the dynamics have dramatically shifted within the last year and the 

discursive and kinetic actions of both parties suggest that the specific conflict between 

these two adversaries has become a higher priority on both sides. This distinct escalation 

in dynamics over the course of the ongoing conflict reinforces the decision to focus on 

this particular case study.  
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Additionally, as an organization, al-Shabaab constitutes an exemplary blend of 

global and local dynamics. While the organization officially declared allegiance to al-

Qaeda in 2012, it has always had informal ties with al-Qaeda, even before al-Shabaab 

became a formal organization itself (Hansen 2016, 6). Yet, the organization has local 

interests and objectives that are distinct from those of al-Qaeda Central Command 

(Mendelsohn 2016, 141). These similarities and distinctions are visible to an extent in al-

Shabaab’s discourse, which provides an interesting data set to test an analytical 

framework that is focused on narrative dynamics. 

There are also several feasibility factors about this conflict that further justify this 

conflict as an appropriate case study selection. First, because the kinetic interactions 

between the USG and al-Shabaab are largely confined to the Horn of Africa (primarily 

Somalia and Kenya), the spatial dimensions of the kinetic dynamics are more feasible in 

scope than other sub-conflicts within the GWOT.  

Additionally, al-Shabaab’s official media arm, Al-Kataib Media Foundation, is 

known for its professional and effective rhetoric, and publishes content in Arabic, 

English, Somali, and Swahili (Hansen 2016, 60-61). One journalist, who is known for her 

reporting and interaction on the ground with affiliates of the organization, describes the 

way that “members of [al-Shabaab’s] communications team will call relentlessly, and text 

or email press releases written in good English, which are largely accurate and have 

correct datelines, catchy titles, and numbered paragraphs” (Harper 2018, 373).  The 

amount of available English-language discourse released by Al-Kataib offers a 

substantial, but feasible amount of discursive data that can be used for analysis.  
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Research Purpose 

The CITE Framework fuses the theoretical components of Pearce and Cronen’s (1980) 

Coordinated Management of Meaning theory, Simmons’ (2020) Root Narrative Theory, 

and Cobb’s (2013b) theory on Better-Formed Stories to generate a four-stage process for 

tracking the narrative dynamics of conflict and tracing the interaction between specific 

narrative qualities and kinetic actions over the course of a sustained conflict period.  

 The selected case study of conflict between the U.S. government and al-Shabaab 

will serve as the pilot project to test the utility of the CITE Framework as a method for 

analyzing the narrative dynamics of conflict and assess the extent to which these findings 

are useful for anticipatory intelligence. This purpose is outlined in the following research 

questions:  

1)   How do conflict narratives offer anticipatory insight into the future direction of 

conflict dynamics? 

2)   How do conflict narratives provide engagement opportunities to alter anticipated 

outcomes?  

Units of Analysis  

This research is designed to support the analysis of micro-level dynamics between 

opposing parties in conflict, which manifest as a combination of kinetic and discursive 

actions that can be traced as a series of “turns” or “moves” in an ongoing interaction. 

While it is beyond the scope of the study to analyze the dynamics of the conflict in its 
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entirety, it is possible to trace these dynamics within a series of discrete periods of the 

conflict. Using the CITE Framework, this approach focuses on three primary units of 

analysis: discursive actions, kinetic actions, and episodes.  

Conflict Episodes  

In CMM, episodes function as a means for “punctuating a stream of events into units that 

have a beginning and end point with a coherent storyline” (Pearce 2004, 7). In 

communication and interpretive research more broadly, episodes operate as a framing 

mechanism in being a “process of dividing and organizing interactions into meaningful 

patterns” (Pearce 2007, 138).  

Harré (2004, 211) suggests that “episodes” are a useful starting point for 

modeling and analyzing the “micro social processes” and the extent to which the 

performance of specific acts within a given episode of interaction function to “create and 

maintain” the social order. This assertion is consistent with CMM as well as complexity 

science in suggesting that studying the patterns of interaction within a selected set of 

conflict episodes may facilitate our understanding of how micro-level dynamics influence 

the emergence of macro-level system changes.  

According to Pearce and Cronen (1980, 134, 136), “episodes include a temporally 

extensive pattern as well as an abstract meaning,” and, “to the extent that an observer can 

know what episodes are known by the various actors in a group— and the extent to which 

they are tied to those episodes— s/he possesses a specifiable amount of descriptive and 

predictive power.” This connects to the function of episodes as a heuristic that facilitates 
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analysis in CMM, because it offers “a way of inquiring about what people think they are 

doing in specific situations” (Pearce 2004, 7).   

Episodes are the largest of three primary units of analysis in this research, 

comprising discrete periods of interaction in which the analyst can trace the dynamics 

over a sustained, but discrete series of turn-by-turn moves by the USG and HSM. 

Discursive and Kinetic Actions 

These moves and countermoves within an episode are constituted as discursive and 

kinetic actions. In their research on conflict dynamics, Cook and Lounsberry (2017) 

maintain the importance of treating the actions of adversaries as moves that are operating 

in an ongoing conversation with one another. They argue that “tactical decisions and the 

impact subsequent actions have on patterns of violence in a conflict are important in 

understanding their progression,” emphasizing that “these actions and reactions are the 

facts that influence the direction that a conflict will take and how long it will ultimately 

endure” (Cook and Lounsberry 2017, 12-13). The focus on tactical decisions, however, 

should not be limited to kinetic actions. The role of discursive tactics by opposing parties 

is also critical to consider and treated as interdependent with the kinetic dynamics of 

conflict.  

This assertion abides follows the theoretical logic of CMM. Pearce and Cronen’s 

(1980, 210) use the terms “resources” and “practices,” to illustrate the interdependence of 

meaning and action in communication, which are always in constant tension with one 

another. Littlejohn (2014, 187) builds on this assertion in noting that the interdependent 

relationship of resources and practices (action and meaning) generates feedback loops in 
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social system behavior, “such that resources shape practices, and practices further define, 

reconstruct, or change resources.” Similarly, Habermas (1988, 72) contends that that “the 

boundaries of action are drawn by the boundaries of language,” and Harré (2004, 213) 

reinforces this assertion in suggesting that “finding out what people are doing” involves 

“identifying the social meaning of what is done, i.e., what social act has been performed, 

and may involve the discovery of the rules governing the structuring of the component 

actions by which the act is performed.”  

From this perspective, language has a performative function, which means that 

discourse constitutes a form of action that is of no lesser importance than physical acts in 

conflict. Moreover, while the performative function of discourse necessitates treating 

language as action, so too, does kinetic act constitute a form of communication, in 

shaping the meaning of the interaction for both parties.  

For the purposes of this research, kinetic actions are defined as physical acts of 

lethal force that are commonly employed in warfare. This includes direct combat, remote 

violence (e.g., airstrikes and drone strikes), but also military-based strategic moves such 

as the physical mobilization of troops. Discourse is defined broadly as “language in use” 

(Gee 2011, 1), and refers to public rhetoric by the opposing parties in various forms, such 

as press releases, videos, and speeches. All forms of policy changes or strategic shifts 

will be classified as discursive actions, since they manifest as rhetorical proclamations or 

announcements.   
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Data Collection 

This research draws completely on open-source data that is publicly accessible online. 

The data collection process involved one major primary phase of collecting primary 

source material before I could begin analysis, and then involved a more interactive 

process of collecting additional data at each different stage of analysis. 

Because the CITE Framework is focused on analyzing conflict dynamics— it 

requires a data set that includes discrete periods of discursive interaction between the 

primary conflict parties. In order to facilitate episode selection, the primary data 

collection phase involved generating a comprehensive data set of direct interaction— 

both discursive and kinetic— between the US government and al-Shabaab over a 

sustained period of time, in order to identify a select number of discrete episodes within 

this data set to analyze in greater detail. The specific details, parameters, and sources for 

collection of this primary source material are outlined in the following sub-sections. 

Time Parameters 

The temporal scope for the initial data collection phase was limited to discursive and 

kinetic actions that occurred between January 2015 and May 2020. The primary reason 

for imposing these time parameters is tied to data availability. The USG designated al-

Shabaab as a foreign terrorist organization in 2008 (US Department of State 2018) and 

officially declared allegiance to al Qaeda in 2012 (Byman 2015, 145). According to the 

Armed Conflict Location and Event Data (ACLED) Project (Raleigh, Linke, Hegre, and 

Karlsen, 2010), the USG began assisting regional forces in conducing direct airstrikes 
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against al-Shabaab in April 2011. However, the USG conducted minimal operations 

against HSM between 2011-2014, carrying out a total of 22 operations over the course of 

four years (10 in 2011, 5 in 2012, 4 in 2013, 3 in 2014).  

These numbers started to rise in 2015, with the USG carrying out 11 airstrikes 

that year, and these numbers further spiked in 2016, with a total of 28 airstrikes, 

signifying a distinct escalation in direct operations against the organization. The 

designated time parameters were chosen in order to limit the scope of data collection to a 

period with increased levels of interaction between the two parties. Additionally, the 

decision to select an extended time frame for data collection over a six-year period was 

also made to ensure that that the time parameters were extended over the course of two 

different US presidential administrations, in order to see if there were distinct changes in 

interaction patterns visible across the two different administrations. Ultimately, these 

time parameters were selected to ensure that there is sufficient data available to construct 

a rich and detailed picture of the selected episodes of interaction.  

The first stage of the CITE Framework involves coding and selecting the discrete 

episodes of interaction that will be analyzed in greater detail in later phases of the 

framework. However, in order to identify these episodes, the analyst must have a 

comprehensives data set of direct discursive and kinetic actions that parties have carried 

out as part of their ongoing conflict relationship. Therefore, the preliminary data 

collection phase involved generating a comprehensive data set of all kinetic actions 

between the USG and HSM, and all English-language discourse from each party that 
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directly references the opposing party. The specific details and parameters of this process 

are outlined in the next several sub-sections.  

Al-Shabaab Discourse 

All al-Shabaab material was acquired from Jihadology.net, which is an online archival 

resource maintained by Aaron Zelin, which operates as “a clearinghouse for jihadi 

primary source material, original analysis, and translation services” maintained for 

academic purposes (Zelin, n/d). Of the various types of data being collected for this 

research, al-Shabaab discourse was the category with the most limited amount of 

material, due to the active international efforts to remove terrorist propaganda from 

online. Consequently, Jihadology is one of a very limited set of resources that allows 

researchers to access this content for academic purposes, and of the few available 

resources, it is unique in being the only archive that can be accessed free of cost. While 

organizations such as the SITE Intelligence Group offers an option for individuals to 

subscribe for access to content, an individual subscription gives access to others’ analyses 

of primary source material. The ability to filter through the organization’s primary source 

archive can only be done with an organizational subscription. Given these access-related 

limitations, all primary source material for al-Shabaab was acquired from the Jihadology 

archive, which is currently the most comprehensive accessible source for jihadist primary 

source material.  

Data collection for al-Shabaab discourse was limited to English-language content 

(including videos with English subtitles) in order to focus on discourse that is intended 

for a Western audience. Al-Shabaab’s media center, Al-Kataib, produces a variety of 

http://jihadology.net/
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content in Arabic, English, Somali, and Swahili. The various forms of discourse released 

by Al-Kataib include press releases, video messages, and issues of its magazine 

publication, Gaidi Mtaani.  

The initial phase of data collection for al-Shabaab discourse involved filtering 

through the Jihadology archives within the established time parameters— from January 

2015 through May 2020. This search produced a total of 285 discursive actions, 92 of 

which included full or partial English content (including English subtitles). Those results 

were further narrowed down to include English-language discourse that includes an 

explicit reference to the US. However, this definition was applied broadly to include 

references to specific American individuals, US agencies, locations within the US.  

Additionally, these criteria included images as a form of reference. For example, 

if a video showed an image of President Trump shaking hands with the president of 

Somalia, this would be counted as an explicit US reference. There were 40 total English-

language discursive actions that included US references within the specified time frame. 

While it is highly likely that there are additional discursive actions that satisfy these 

criteria but have been removed online, these are the forty samples of primary source 

material that were accessible for academic research purposes. Of the forty samples, 26 

were videos, 12 were press releases, and 2 were magazine issues. Prior to beginning data 

analysis, all of the videos were transcribed so that the textual documents could be 

imported into the qualitative software program being used for coding.  
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U.S. Government Discourse 

Due to the accessibility challenges of collecting al-Shabaab discourse, there was no need 

to impose additional filters in order to reduce the amount of data down to a feasible 

scope. However, additional filters were required for the collection of USG discourse, 

both as a countermeasure to help diminish the imbalance of available USG in comparison 

to al-Shabaab, and in order to reduce the data set to a more feasible scope for analysis.  

Parallel to the conditions imposed for al-Shabaab data collection, USG discursive 

actions were limited to cases that made explicit reference to al-Shabaab. However, an 

additional filter was imposed to further limit the data set to include only discursive 

actions by the White House administration, the State Department, and the Department of 

Defense (DOD). These three government components were selected based on their 

likelihood to engage in discourse that is directly relevant to the conflict with al-Shabaab.  

The decision to factor in all three of these components rather than limit analysis to 

just one was based on the potential to identify any visible similarities or inconsistencies 

in the discursive actions across these three components, and moreover, to determine 

whether the actions of these components seem to elicit different responses from al-

Shabaab. Additionally, within the State Department, discursive actions were limited to 

the Secretary of State, Office of the Spokesperson, Bureau of African Affairs, and Bureau 

of Counterterrorism.  

Discursive actions for the USG included speech transcripts, press releases (media 

notes), press statements, executive orders, articles, and images. In cases where a 

publication lacked a publication or release dates— for example, the State Department’s 
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annual Country Report on Terrorism— these samples were excluded since the lack of a 

specified date prevents treating the sample as a turn in an ongoing interaction. The 

majority of USG discursive actions were obtained from the respective official websites: 

whitehouse.gov, state.gov, dod.defense.gov, and africom.mil, which is DOD’s website 

specifically for the United States Africa Command (AFRICOM). The White House and 

State Department websites from the Obama administration have been archived but are 

still accessible, and so all discursive actions from January 2015 through January 2017 

were located within these archives. Additionally, the American Presidency Project 

Archives were accessed as a follow-up measure to verify that the data collected from the 

government websites was comprehensive.  

The preliminary data collection process produced a total of 324 discursive actions 

that referenced al-Shabaab within the designated time frame. Of these 324 discursive 

actions, 58 were from the White House (39 from the Obama administration and 19 from 

the Trump administration), 121 were from the State Department (86 from the Obama 

administration and 35 from the Trump administration), and 145 were from the 

Department of Defense (10 from main DOD website and 135 from the AFRICOM 

website).  

Kinetic Actions 

The primary data source for kinetic actions between the US government and al-Shabaab 

(HSM) was the comprehensive public database maintained as part of the Armed Conflict 

Location and Event Data (ACLED) Project (Raleigh et al. 2010). There were three 

distinct stages of data collection that took place in order to generate a comprehensive data 

http://whitehouse.gov/
http://state.gov/
http://dod.defense.gov/
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set of the kinetic interactions that took place between the USG and HSM within the 

specified time parameters for the study.  

The initial search for ACLED data narrowed filtered for actions by the US 

government (including US special forces) Kenya and Somalia between January 1, 2015, 

and May 31, 2020. The specified action types for this search were limited to battles, 

explosions/remote violence, and strategic violence, and excluded the action category of 

violence against civilians since the focus was on interaction between the two conflict 

parties. These results were then further narrowed to eliminate all cases of USG 

engagement against parties other than al-Shabaab, which were predominantly actions 

against the Islamic State. The remaining results were then imported into an excel file that 

specifies the following details for each individual kinetic action: date occurred, attack 

type, city, province, country, total fatalities, data source, database case ID, and database 

summary of the event. 

Within the ACLED database, the information pertaining to parties involved in a 

specific event are grouped as Actor 1, Associated Actor 1, Actor 2, and Associated Actor 

2. However, if a researcher lists a specific party in the search parameters for the database, 

the results will include all events in which that party is listed as Actor 1 or Actor 2 but 

does not include cases where the specified party is listed as an associated actor. This 

means that any cases where the USG is classified as an associated actor are excluded 

from the search results. An example of a case where the USG would be listed as a 

secondary actor would an event in which al-Shabaab launched an offensive against the 
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Military Forces of Somalia and US forces stepped in to assist Somali forces in a counter-

response.  

In order to address this limitation, a second ACLED search was conducted using 

the same parameters as the initial search, with the exception of the selected party, which 

was changed from the USG to al-Shabaab. Because al-Shabaab’s kinetic activities extend 

far beyond its engagement against the USG, this second search provided a much larger 

data set that included HSM engagement against AMISOM forces, Somali forces, Kenyan 

forces, and specific clan militias in Somalia. However, unlike the initial search, this data 

set also included events in which the USG was an associated actor, albeit only those cases 

in which Al-Shabaab was also a direct actor. These additional cases were extracted from 

the second data set and added to an Excel list of kinetic interaction between the USG and 

HSM. This process yielded a total of 353 specific events.  

The comprehensiveness of this data set was then cross-checked by consulting a 

different open-source database. The Global Terrorism Database (GTD) is managed by the 

National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START) at 

the University of Maryland, College Park, and includes documentation of worldwide 

terrorist incidents that have occurred within the last fifty years. Because the GTD is a 

completely different data set that uses a different set of codes, it is a useful source for 

determining whether there might be additional events that are relevant for this research 

but may have been excluded in the ACLED findings due to the specific codes that are 

used in that database. The biggest limitation with the Global Terrorism Database, 
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however, is that the public can only access data through 2018. Researchers cannot access 

later data without an organizational subscription.  

Using the Advanced Search function, the following parameters were applied in 

order to narrow down the list of incidents to those which are relevant for this case study: 

results were limited to incidents that occurred between January 1, 2015, and December 

31, 2018 (since data beyond 2018 is not accessible), were located in Somalia or Kenya, 

and were perpetrated by al-Shabaab. Additionally, the search was limited to incidents in 

which the target type was military, since the kinetic data for the case study is limited to 

interactions between the USG and HSM. Unlike the ACLED database, however, the 

GTD does not provide any options to further narrow the search by using more specific 

sub-filters (i.e., searching for incidents that target the US military, versus military writ-

large). Consequently, this search produced just under 1,100 incidents.  

This list was then manually refined by extracting only the incidents that made 

explicit reference to US/American targets in the incident summary. There were sixteen 

al-Shabaab attacks that targeted US military forces and/or resulted in American 

casualties. Of these sixteen cases, three of these incidents overlapped with ACLED 

findings. The thirteen remaining GTD incidents were extracted and added to the existing 

Excel list of 353 kinetic interactions between the USG and al-Shabaab, thereby 

generating a master file of 366 kinetic events that are factored into this case study.  

Data Collection as an Iterative Process 

It must be emphasized that the data collection process for this research should be 

regarded as iterative because the data set for this case study will be revisited and refined 
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throughout the course of the analysis phase. Because this research is exploratory in 

nature, and focused specifically on tracing micro-level conflict dynamics, the ability to 

piece together and analyze the sequence of turns within a discrete episode of interaction 

requires multiple phases of data collection that take place during the analysis, as visible 

gaps emerge and missing pieces of the interaction must be located.  

This process is further complicated by the challenges that stem from the nature of 

the data being collected, specifically pertaining to limited access to al-Shabaab discourse 

online. The ongoing worldwide efforts to track and remove online terrorist propaganda 

means that there is a high probability that there is relevant content that has been released 

by al-Shabaab online at one point but has since been removed and, therefore, remains 

unaccounted for in the series of interactions that are documented in each episode.  

By extension, this limitation also prevents the study from accounting for al-

Shabaab’s discourse on Twitter. Twitter consistently monitors and suspends any user 

accounts that violate its rules and policies, which include posts that display graphic 

violence, unlawful use, or abusive behavior (“The Twitter Rules” n/d). Consequently, the 

official accounts of terrorist organizations such as al-Shabaab are often suspended, which 

leads to the launch of new accounts, which thereby are suspended, and so forth, so that it 

becomes exceedingly challenging to keep track of an organization’s communications 

within even a single social media channel.  

This limitation creates the possibility that there are significant discursive actions 

that occur within the selected episodes that may be overlooked or inaccessible. However, 

there are some measures that can assist with mitigating this challenge. In cases where 
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primary source material has been removed or cannot be located, media reports and other 

relevant forms of secondary sources can be used to fill in missing pieces of contextual 

data. These are the sources that will be located and integrated at multiple points 

throughout the analysis process.  

Data Analysis 

The previous chapter introduced the CITE framework and outlined a set of arguments to 

make a case for its value as a supplemental anticipatory intelligence method. This 

discussion included an extensive explanation of the overall purpose of the framework and 

a detailed overview of each specific phase and its corresponding components. A standard 

methodology chapter typically addresses not just the logic of the analysis process itself 

(i.e., the specific procedures, codes, and steps that the researcher employs), but also the 

purpose for this process (i.e., what the research hopes to find by using these procedures, 

what specific types of findings that the researcher will look for, and why these findings 

matter). The latter elements were the subject of discussion in Chapter Four. Therefore, to 

avoid redundancy, the data analysis portion of this chapter will focus specifically on 

outlining the logistical details for the data analysis process.  

The CITE Framework is used to structure the data analysis process for this case 

study. This section will address the coding logistics for the three analytic stages of the 

framework, to identify and define the specific codes that were applied to 1) compile and 

select a specific set of episodes (or conversation strands) between opposing parties, 2) 

code the moral grammar that these parties employ in the discursive actions within these 
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episodes, and 3) track the narrative dynamics that are visible in these discursive actions, 

both within and across the selected episodes.  

Qualitative Coding Software 

Qualitative data software offers a variety of tools that help to add rigor to analysis, 

particularly in facilitating the detailed, thorough analysis of textual data as well as 

identifying relevant patterns and relationships within a large body of data. This research 

uses NVivo for the coding of discursive data within the selected conflict episodes. 

Because NVivo is designed to support analysis of a diverse range of data forms, it is 

compatible with multiple forms of text documents such as PDF and HTML, but also 

supports video formats and images as well. Additionally, the extensive features that 

support data management, coding, analysis, and visualization make this software an 

invaluable tool for discerning discursive patterns within and across the selected conflict 

episodes being analyzed. 

In order to ensure that the coding process is thorough and systematic, all 

discursive actions that were collected in the primary data collection phase were imported 

into NVivo. Each individual file was named according to the specific date the action took 

place and the conflict party that constitutes the speaker. The following form was used: 

YY.MM.DD_Party. NVivo provides two primary mechanisms that support the 

exploration and analysis of qualitative data: cases and nodes. Case codes are used to 

classify units of analysis. This research works with three major units of analysis: 

discursive actions, kinetic actions, and episodes, or discrete conversational strands 

between opposing conflict parties.  
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All discursive actions are coded in NVivo as cases. Since all discursive actions 

are imported into NVivo in separate files, each individual file is coded as a separate case 

and classified as a “discursive action.” By treating discursive actions as cases, they can be 

assigned specific attributes and values. For this study, the speaking party is identified as a 

case attribute, which allows the researcher to cross-tabulate thematic codes by case 

attributes, to identify party-specific discursive patterns. Additionally, “episodes” 

constitute a more macro-level unit of analysis since they are comprised of a set of 

discursive actions. Consequently, the selected episodes for the case study are coded as 

“sets” in NVivo, rather than cases. This designation allows the analyst to group the 

specific set of discursive and actions that make up a given episode, thereby facilitating 

the ability to discern temporal patterns within and across the designated episode “sets.” 

In addition to case classifications, NVivo enables the researcher to assign 

thematic codes— or “nodes”— to the imported data. The use of nodes for data analysis is 

critical because this is the function that allows the researcher to identify important 

characteristics and patterns in the various storylines that are embedded within the 

discursive data. The primary use of analysis for coding with nodes is the quasi-sentence, 

which constitutes a single statement or message (Werner, Lacewell, and Volkens 2011). 

Quasi-statements may manifest as a single sentence, part of a sentence, or as a cluster of 

multiple sentences. For the purposes of this research, the coding is focused on statements 

that constitute a conflict storyline, in offering an account of what the conflict is about, 

who is involved, and what is going on. The bulk of analysis for this research is focused 

on coding the visible storylines within the selected set of discursive actions. However, the 
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case codes discussed will serve an important function once the coding process has been 

completed. This will be discussed in more detail in a later section. The following 

subsections outline and define the specific nodes that are used to code the storylines. The 

coding process involves three distinct phases, which correspond with the function of the 

first three analytic stages of the CITE Framework: Compile the episodes, Identify the 

moral grammar, and Track the narrative dynamics.  

Coding for Episodes 

This research utilizes a purposive sampling approach for selecting a set of discrete 

conflict episodes to be analyzed in more detail. In CMM research, episodes function as “a 

way of punctuating a stream of events into units that have a beginning and ending point 

with a coherent storyline” (Pearce 2004, 7). Pearce (2004, 7) explains that episodes are a 

useful heuristic that offers “a way of inquiring about what people think they are doing in 

specific situations.” In the context of this case study, episodes constitute a discrete 

“conversation” of moves and countermoves between the USG and al-Shabaab. In line 

with the use of the term in CMM, these conversation episodes have a discrete starting and 

ending point, and are tied together by a common theme, which enables the analyst to 

piece together a set of discursive actions into a coherent conversation thread.  

If this were a quantitative study, it would be more appropriate to establish a 

universal set of standards for defining the boundaries for each of the selected episodes. 

However, in CMM research, this approach is more likely to diminish, rather than 

enhance, the methodological rigor of the study. Instead of establishing a set of standard 

guidelines for defining episode boundaries (e.g., analyzing the all data ranging from one-
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week prior, to one-week following, a specific escalatory action), this research used a 

more iterative approach to maintain consistency with the meaning (and function) of the 

episodes in CMM.  

The process of compiling and selecting the subset of episodes to be analyzed 

involves three different coding steps. The first stage of the CITE Framework identifies 

four exploratory codes that should be applied to identify and compile a set of conflict 

episodes: actions, activities, counter-responses, and borrowed words. Each of these codes 

serves a distinct, albeit overlapping, function in allowing the analyst to begin identifying 

thematic elements that can be used to discern coherent conversation strands between 

opposing parties. Table 5.1 lists the operational definitions for these four codes, as well 

as multiple examples of content that satisfy these criteria.  

 While coding for actions allows the analyst to identify conversation strands 

around concrete references, the activities code serves a similar function, albeit at a more 

abstract level of meaning. The counter-responses code allows the analyst to piece 

conversational snippets together by connecting the direct responses and counter-

responses that are visible in the discursive data. Similarly, the borrowed words code is 

useful for transcending temporal boundaries in identifying the discursive actions by one 

party that appear to garner the most attention from the opposing party. These connections 

would easily be overlooked by imposing a standard, arbitrary set of temporal boundaries 

in lieu of this iterative process.  

 

Table 5.1. Exploratory Episode Codes 
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Node Coding Criteria: Examples 

Action A singular act that occurred at a 

discrete point in time at a specific 

location. 

A specific, observable behavior 

(discursive of kinetic). 

Includes events and policies that meet 

the above criteria. 

The Garissa attack [Kinetic action] 

“Deal of the Century” [Policy, 

Discursive action] 

“Consultative Forum Representing 

the Jihad in East Africa” [Event] 

Activity Patterns of actions that occur over a 

sustained period of time. 

Observable behaviors (discursive or 

kinetic). 

More abstract than “actions” but still 

temporally bounded. 

Drone strikes 

False propaganda 

Hotel attacks 

Counter 

Response 

Direct responses by one conflict party 

to an action (discursive or kinetic) by 

the opposing party. 

May manifest as a refutation 

(repositioning attempt) of a discursive 

act or as a justification for a kinetic 

action (constructed as a “response” to 

an action by the opposing party). 

“One of the two outlets falsely 

reporting civilian casualties is al-

Shabaab associated news affiliate 

SomaliMemo” [Refutation] 

“It is a response to the witless 

remarks of US president, Donald 

Trump, and his declaration of Al-

Quds (Jerusalem) as the capital of 

Israel” [Justification] 

Borrowed 

Words 

Instances when one party uses direct 

quotes or specific terminology of the 

opposing party. 

Functions as a delegitimation tactic 

against the opposing party. 

Includes visual imagery of specific 

members or symbols of the opposing 

party.  

“Their narrative is caliphate, we’ve 

taken territory, we’re the future of 

true Islam, and on you go.” 

[image of President Trump 

shaking hands with Prime Minister 

Netanyahu] 

 

 

Although this means that each episode will have a unique set of boundaries, 

which may vary greatly in their temporal parameters, the selected codes are useful 

because they are grounded on empirical data. In other words, the conversational strands 

that emerge from this coding process are based on observable behavior— on specific 

things that people have said and done— rather than ascribed motivations and goals. For 
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example, if the US government made a statement about al-Shabaab’s efforts to radicalize 

individuals from the West, this statement would not be coded because radicalization is 

interpreted here as an ascribed goal and does not satisfy the definition of either an action 

or activity. However, if this statement were to list specific activities that that al-Shabaab 

is carrying out in attempt to achieve this goal, then this statement could be coded as an 

activity.  

For the purposes of this case study, the coding process for all USG discourse is 

limited broadly to content that is related in some way to the Global War on Terror 

(GWOT). There are multiple discursive actions— particularly from the White House and 

State Department— that contain a diverse amount of content, such as press conferences. 

In such cases, the topics addressed may vary widely depending on the questions that are 

posed by the audience. This approach allows the analyst to exclude irrelevant content but 

provides a broader filter beyond the specific conflict relationship between the USG and 

Al-Shabaab, so that the coding process may potentially reveal references by either party 

outside of their specific relationship but within the broader conflict system itself.  

The overall process for compiling a set of conflict episodes includes three 

different steps. The first step in that process involves applying the four exploratory 

episode codes discussed above. These four codes constitute “parent nodes” in NVivo, so 

the next step in the episode compilation process involves reviewing the content 

associated with each of these nodes and building out this data by assigning more specific 

“child nodes” within each of these categories. This step is comparable to a grounded 
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theory approach because the labels for these child nodes are derived directly from the 

data itself.  

For example, a reference to the Garissa attack would be coded as an action (the 

parent node), but in the second step of reviewing all the content within the “action” node, 

this content would be coded specifically as “Garissa attack.” Similarly, a reference to 

USG drone strikes would be coded as an activity (a parent node), but when reviewing all 

the content that was assigned an activity code, it would be coded specifically as “USG 

drone strikes” (as a child node within the “activity” parent node). This process allows the 

analyst to identify the specific conversation strands that are visible within the broader 

data set because NVivo provides a summary of all files that were coded to a given node. 

For example, if there were 8 different files that were coded for a reference to the Garissa 

attack, then the “Summary” view in NVivo will display a list of those eight files. Since 

all of the discursive actions are labeled by date and party, this summary essentially 

outlines the turn-by-turn conversational strand about the Garissa attack that unfolded 

between parties within a discrete period of time. 

Once these conversational strands have been identified, the third and final step 

involves selecting the specific set of episodes that will be analyzed in greater detail. This 

is done through a process of elimination. In order to identify a diverse, robust set of 

episodes, all episodes that fall within one or more of the following three categories can be 

eliminated: conversational strands that only include discursive actions by one party (and 

hence, do not constitute an actual conversation); strands that demonstrate minimal 

interaction (in that they include only 1-2 references by each party, therefore providing a 
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limited amount of data to work with); and strands that exhibit a very imbalanced 

conversation, which has limited utility for the purposes of analyzing discursive dynamics 

(for example, a child code that includes 18 references by one party and 2 by the opposing 

party). Together, these three steps allow the analyst to identify, compile, and select a 

specific set of episodes to be analyzed in greater detail, drawing on the guidance provided 

by Stages Two and Three of the CITE Framework.  

Coding Moral Grammar 

Once you’ve located and compiled a set of conversational strands, then you can move on 

to a deeper analysis of the dynamics of meaning-making that unfold in these selected 

episodes of interaction between opposing parties. The third stage of the CITE Framework 

draws directly on Root Narrative Theory (Simmons 2020) to identify the moral grammar 

that opposing parties draw on in selected episodes of interaction. Simmons (2020, 24) 

contends that the meaning that parties assign to a particular conflict context is generated 

through “reflective judgments about concrete cases— that is through stories.” By 

identifying the moral grammar that is visible in conflict narratives, the analyst obtains 

insight into both the value system that structures the logic of action for a specific party, 

and the ideal resolution that this party desires for the future.  

 Once the selected set of episodes have been identified and compiled, all of the 

discursive actions within these selected episodes can be coded for their moral grammar. 

Simmons (2020, 15) defines a root narrative as “a way to imagine resistance against a 

form of social power that has been put to purportedly unjust uses.” His work provides a 

structural template for coding the moral grammar of conflict discourse based on the 
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specific components that are visible in the variety of storylines that can be found within a 

single discursive action. This research treats storylines as individual sentences or clusters 

of sentences that offer insight into the meaning that parties assign to the conflict. These 

storylines may have a plotline and exhibit a subject-verb-object form, or they may serve a 

descriptive function in assigning attributes to a specific party or event. 

Simmons (2020, 24) explains that Root Narrative Theory constitutes a mechanism 

for discerning the meaning within the storylines about “who did what and why by 

matching an antagonist with a source of power and a protagonist with a form of injustice 

produced by it.” This logic is used to generate a “primitive sentence” that acts as a 

template for identifying the narrative details that allow the analyst to assess the moral 

grammar that these narratives draw on: “The antagonist uses abusive power to create 

injustice for the protagonist” (ibid.). This sentence includes an antagonist function (which 

consists of an antagonist character and antagonist plot element) and a protagonist 

function (which includes a protagonist character and a protagonist plot element). These 

specific components can be used not only to identify the core values that inform the 

moral grammar of a particular conflict narrative, but also allows the analyst to identify 

the perceived source of injustice that ignites these values.  

Indeed, Simmons (2020, 16) argues that “our values are only well defined when 

we have some form of structural injustice to confront with them.” In line with this 

argument, Root Narrative theory identifies four forms of “moral imagination” that have 

emerged in resistance to the abuse of a particular form of institutional power. Each moral 

imagination is rooted in a core set of values and constitutes a particular vision of peace 
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that is defined on the basis of the injustice experienced by the opposing form of power. 

Simmons (2020, 13) explains that “our interpretations of the workings of these 

institutions [and their abusive powers] provide us with the moral tools through which to 

imagine a more just society.” Root Narrative Theory offers a lens for discerning the ways 

that a party’s moral grammar— that is, the normative rule systems of meaning— 

structures the grammar of action with regard to the legitimate acorns and responses that 

party may take within a specific context. By focusing on the relationship between a 

specific form of abusive social power and the source of moral authority that arises in 

opposition to the resulting injustice, Root Narrative Theory “does not just examine the 

stories we tell about how power leads to suffering, it reveals how justice depends on the 

ways in which we confront and overcome it” (Simmons 2020, 4).  

This research follows the three-step approach for coding the moral grammar of all 

discursive actions within the selected set of episodes that were outlined as part of the 

CITE Framework in the previous chapter. The first step focuses on identifying the 

primary threatened value of a conflict storyline based on the protagonist character and 

plot element that are visible in a given storyline. Root Narrative Theory identifies four 

possible protagonist plot elements, each of which is connected to a core value that is 

rooted in one of four forms of imagination. Root Narrative Theory presents four forms of 

moral imagination that arise from threats to a party’s physical safety (which leads to a 

desire for security), political freedom (which leads to a desire for liberty), economic 

opportunity (which leads to a desire for economic equality), or cultural respect (which 

leads to a desire for dignity).  
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While this first step allows the analyst to identify the primary threatened value is 

visible in a particular storyline, the second step is focused on connecting this respective 

storyline to a specific root narrative within that particular moral imagination. In order to 

do this, the analyst must identify the antagonist function in that storyline. This process 

was discussed in detail in the previous chapter and outlined in table 4.2.  

The third and final step in coding the moral grammar of conflict narratives is to 

identify any visible root narrative undercurrents in a given storyline. In other words, the 

story may include specific language that is commonly associated with a particular type of 

root narrative but lacks the structural components that constitute that narrative. This 

process was explained in detail and outlined in table 4.3 in the previous chapter.  

Table 5.1 outlines the set of parent and child nodes that are used to carry out these 

three steps as part of the coding process. The parent nodes serve a grouping function and 

the child nodes are the actual codes that are assigned to the discursive data as part of the 

analysis phase. 

The “threatened value” parent node corresponds with the first step to identify the 

primary threatened value of a particular storyline. The next four parent nodes group the 

set of three root narratives that corresponds with each form of moral imagination that 

connects to the four threatened values. The final parent node— narrative undercurrents— 

includes twelve child nodes to correspond with the full set of twelve root narratives, 

which are used to code storylines that exhibit some characteristics of a particular root 

narrative but digress from the structural components of that narrative.  
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Table 5.2. Coding the Moral Grammar of Conflict Storylines 
 

Parent Nodes Child Nodes 

Threatened Value 

 

 

 

Physical Safety (Security) 

Political Freedom (Liberty) 

Economic Opportunity (Equality) 

Cultural Respect (Dignity) 

Securitarian Narratives Defense 

Unity 

Stability 

Libertarian Narratives Consent 

Property 

Merit 

Egalitarian Narratives Reciprocity 

Nation 

Accountability 

Dignitarian Narratives Recognition 

Liberation 

Inclusion 

Narrative 

Undercurrents 

Defense 

Unity 

Stability 

Consent 

Property 

Merit 

Reciprocity 

Nation 

Accountability 

Recognition 

Liberation 

Inclusion 

 

Because Root Narrative Theory provides a flexible structuration mechanism to 

guide analysis, a single conflict party may take on multiple antagonist forms dependent 

on the components of the storyline. For example, in the context of the U.S. involvement 

in Somalia, the US could potentially be portrayed either as a foreign invader using armed 

violence or just as easily as a government using force of law. This determination— 
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regarding specific character attributes— is determined by how the opposing party 

understands the conflict with regard to the specific form of abusive power that is play and 

the resulting form of injustice that is experienced. This is the underlying logic that is used 

for coding the moral grammar of conflict discourse for this case study. The next step after 

coding the moral grammar is to move onto coding the narrative dynamics that are visible 

in the discursive actions within the selected episodes.  

Coding Narrative Dynamics 

The process for coding the narrative dynamics in this case study draws on the guidance 

that is outlined in Stage Three of the CITE Framework. The previous chapter discussed 

the insight of Cobb’s (2013b) research in identifying a common set of features that 

conflict narratives tend to exhibit, which help to sustain and escalate conflict dynamics. 

These features combine to generate very simplistic conflict narratives and offer a 

mechanism for tracking the narrative dynamics of conflict at the operational level, by 

coding the specific escalation tactics that manifest in the discursive actions of conflicting 

parties.  

The third stage involves coding the specific narrative tactics that are employed 

along four categorical dimensions: time, scope, style, and tone. Time refers to the 

horizontal dimension of meaning, focusing on the strategic use of past, present, and/or 

future events within conflict storylines. Scope refers to the vertical dimension of meaning 

and attends to the contextual layers of meaning that manifest in conflict storylines. Style 

and tone are coded here in reference to their spatial function as a form of relational 

positioning. Specifically, this research examines the use of style as a narrative tactic for 
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proximity positioning between two parties, which could be Party-Audience, Party-Other, 

or Other-Audience. In the context of this research, tone is analyzed as a narrative tactic 

that functions as a status positioning mechanism between the speaker and the audience, in 

defining the nature of their relationship.  

These four categories of tactics shape meaning within the narrative landscape in 

different ways. These tactics are the focus of Stage Three in the CITE Framework. Table 

5.2 lists these four categories (as parent nodes) and identifies the specific tactics (child 

nodes) within each category that will be coded in the data set.  

 

Table 5.3. Coding the Narrative Dynamics of Conflict Storylines 
 

Parent Nodes Child Nodes 

Time Compression 

Punctuation (Causality) 

Historical Equivalents 

Present Obligation 

Imagined Future 

Scope Local/Concrete 

National/Regional 

Global/Mythic 

Style  

(Proximity Positioning) 

Party-Audience 

Other-Audience 

Party-Other 

Tone  

(Status Positioning) 

Hero-Victim 

Hero-Villain 

Leader-Disciples 

Teacher-Student 

Defendant-Jury 
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Narrative Patterns, Anticipated Outcomes, and Engagement Opportunities 

The previous three sections addressed the methodological logistics associated for coding 

the visible storylines embedded within the discursive actions of selected conflict 

episodes. Each of the three coding stages serves a distinct function in allowing the analyst 

to identify a set of conversational episodes that take place between opposing parties, and 

code both the moral grammar and narrative dynamics of the accounts that both parties 

offer about the nature of the conflict.  

Each of these coding stages plays a critical role in the ability to answer the 

research questions and assess the utility of the CITE Framework as a supplement 

anticipatory intelligence method. Specifically, the moral grammar of conflict narratives 

reveals the meaning that parties assign to the conflict and the ideal resolution that the 

analyst can expect each party to pursue. The anticipatory insight that stems from moral 

grammar is reinforced by tracking the narrative dynamics within and across the selected 

episodes, which forecasts the future trajectory of the interaction between opposing 

parties.  

This insight, however, is not garnered from the coding process itself, but rather, 

depends on the analyst’s capacity to discern important patterns in the coded storylines 

and explore the relationship between these conflict stories and the kinetic interaction 

between opposing parties. NVivo offers multiple tools to support this process. There are 

multiple types of inquiries that the analyst can run in order to explore the coded data and 

elicit important patterns. These queries can be applied to both cases (which are comprised 

of discursive and kinetic actions) and nodes (which are comprised of specific storylines 
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within the discursive data). The query function supports text searches for keywords and 

phrases, word frequency searches, and comparisons between multiple codes. 

Additionally, it supports matrix coding, which can be used to identify intersections 

between specific codes, and cross-tabulation, which can be used to determine how 

specific codes are distributed across certain cases. NVivo also offers several data 

visualization tools that allow the analyst to illustrate key patterns and trends using a 

variety of different charts and diagrams.   

It is important to reiterate that the goal of this analysis is to discern patterns within 

the data— not causes— to generate a deeper understanding of the interdependent 

relationship between meaning and action and determine whether this process brings 

added value to exiting anticipate intelligence methods. The coding stages outlined in this 

chapter correspond to the first three stages of the CITE Framework, which offer a 

structured mechanism for compiling conflict episodes, identifying the moral grammar of 

conflict narratives, and tracking the narrative dynamics within and across these episodes.  

The final stage of the CITE Framework involves working with the data that stems 

from the previous analytic stages. While the patterns and findings that are discerned in 

the data analysis process offer insight into the future direction and outcomes of a 

particular conflict, these patterns also reveal opportunities, or openings, to alter 

undesirable anticipated outcomes by drawing on low-risk strategies for narrative 

engagement. The previous chapter discussed the final framework stage in detail, to 

outline the logic of narrative engagement as a means of destabilizing dominant conflict 

narratives through the process of elaborating these narratives in ways that make them 
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more complex. In this sense, the first three stages of CITE Framework constitute the 

“analytic” stages, and the final “engagement” stage is designed to support the analyst in 

addressing the implications that stem from findings that emerge from this process, based 

on the guidelines that were presented in the previous chapter.  

Ethics, Validity, and Trustworthiness 

There are several strengths and limitations that this research methodology poses. This 

section addresses important ethical considerations for this research and identifies the 

explicit measures that will be taken to enhance the validity and trustworthiness of the 

research design. Addressing researcher reflexivity is an integral part of each of these 

tasks.  

Ethical Considerations 

This data collection process for this research was limited to unobtrusive measures 

(Robson 2011, 345) by restricting data to open-source, previously existing online data. 

Since this study does not involve direct contact with any human subjects and no sensitive 

data that requires protection, there was no need to obtain approval from the Institutional 

Review Board. 

However, because the data for this research includes terrorist discourse, I took 

extra precautions to ensure that I would not get flagged by the US government during the 

data collection process. Prior to beginning any data collection, I spoke with a colleague 

who works at the National Counterterrorism Center to verify that I could proceed without 
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issue. She connected me with an FBI official, and as a precautionary measure, I provided 

a list of my online social identifiers and a summary of my research to the FBI and was 

told that it was fine to continue as planned with my research.  

Additionally, because this research is grounded on CMM and narrative work, 

actively practicing reflexivity throughout the research process is not only important for 

enhancing research validity and trustworthiness, but also an ethical practice. According to 

Elliot (2005, 153), practicing reflexivity involves taking explicit measures to “critically 

examine and analytically to reflect upon the nature of research and the role of the 

researcher in carrying out and writing up empirical work.”  

Rascon and Littlejohn (2017, 21) highlight the ethical nature of reflexivity in 

CMM work in suggesting that, “from a systemic social construction perspective, the 

researcher knows from the outset that he or she is part of a larger system of relationships 

that constantly affect and are affected by one another.” Pearce and Cronen (1980) provide 

further guidance for exercising reflexivity in communication. They argue that “the 

assumption of a reciprocal relation between communication and social reality builds 

recursiveness into contemporary society and places an unprecedented set of demands for 

normal performance: persons must deal with the trickiness of recursively by assuming 

responsibility for their own meanings” (Pearce and Cronen 1980, 20).  

Drawing from these arguments, reflexivity is an ethical practice to the extent that 

the researcher explicitly works to maintain awareness of the ways that both the research 

design and interpretation of the data is shaped by the meanings that the researcher brings 

into the context. By extension the researcher not only should assume responsibility for his 
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or her role in the production of meaning, but more importantly, maintain an openness 

to— or even seek out— alternative interpretations, and exercise awareness of how the 

meanings of the reported findings feed back into the system. Oliver (2014) explains why 

these efforts are particularly important in CMM research: 

The commitment of CMM to bring into patterns of communication that enhance 

our social worlds, means that we need a vocabulary for communication logics and 

patterns that encompass human complexity. We can then treat such patterns as the 

site where transformation can occur through the moment-by-moment critical 

discernments that we make about our interpretive and communicative acts. The 

development of our frameworks for affect, meaning, and action, in these terms, is 

an ethical act in that they constrain and liberate our abilities and those of others, 

to participate in communication patterns (Oliver 2014, 287; emphasis added). 

 

From this standpoint, reflexivity in CMM work is an inherently ethical — and 

necessary— practice to ensure that active reflection on the potential research implications 

is integrated into all stages of the research process. 

Research Strengths 

One of the primary strengths of this research is that draws completely on empirical data 

that manifests in the form of discursive and kinetic actions. This approach is only 

interested in observable actions— the “intent” behind these actions and the perceived 

credibility of specific statements are irrelevant for the purposes of this research. This runs 

contrary to standard practices within the IC. A significant part of intelligence analysis 

involves assessing the credibility of the information that is required as well as the 

trustworthiness of the sources that provide this information. Because this research is 

focused on the observable actions and how they fit into the ongoing interaction in 
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conflict, these traditional concerns are irrelevant for a process-oriented analysis of 

conflict dynamics.  

Within this context, “data is always interactional, always capturing a process 

occurring between and among participants” (Rascon & Littlejohn, 2017, 15). Pearce 

(2007) explains why “intentions” and “trustworthiness” are irrelevant concerns for CMM 

research. He explains that “we pose questions and look for answers in the flow of actions 

themselves. That is, we understand what people say and do as taking ‘turns’ in patterns of 

communication, not as ‘signs’ pointing to something else” (Pearce 2007, 89).  

The orientation towards observable interaction directly supports the exploratory 

goal of this research. A major strength of this research is that it does not seek to establish 

causality but rather, to study the process of interaction process and identify patterns that 

help to enhance our understanding of conflict dynamics within a specific context. Jervis 

(1997) highlights the limited ability to determine causality and measure outcomes in 

complex systems. He contends that in such contexts, “it may not be possible to judge 

progress or the success of a policy by using a fixed yardstick. We can, however, try to 

trace the ramifications of an action and detect the operations of the system’s dynamics” 

(Jervis 1997, 74). Similarly, Pearce and Cronen (1980, 98) suggest that a correlation is a 

more useful concept than causation in systems contexts, noting that “descriptions of 

correlated events are useful as marker variables, tracing the presence and action of these 

entities.”  

The exploratory nature of this research and emphasis on empirical data reflect the 

methodological influence of CMM research and provides a complete reorientation to 
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traditional problem-solving approaches. Pearce (2007) offers an example of how this shift 

manifests in practice, presenting a scenario issue in which an individual is engaging in 

self-destructive behavior (such as substance abuse or remaining in an abusive 

relationship). Pearce suggests that a common strategy that an observer might take to 

better understand the situation would be to inquire about the psychological characteristics 

of the individual. However, a reoriented approach from a CMM perspective “would look 

to see how that behavior fits into ongoing patterns of interaction with other people” 

(Pearce 2007, 89). The methodological approach for this research is designed to support 

this type of shift in exploring the patterns of interaction that are visible in an ongoing 

conflict.  

Methodological Challenges 

There are several methodological challenges for this research concerns the iterative task 

of testing the utility of certain theoretical concepts in a different type of context than 

those in which they were originally designed. Specifically, CMM was developed as an 

interpersonal communication theory. In such contexts, the Serpentine model is an 

effective tool for analyzing the turn-by-turn interaction of a conversation between two 

individuals. This research uses an adapted version of the Serpentine model to analyze the 

dynamics of the large-scale, violent conflict between the USG and al-Shabaab. By 

attempting to translate the use of this tool to a very different type of context, I expect that 

the utility and nature of findings that stem from the use of this model will vary from those 

that emerge in an interpersonal context.  
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For example, the role of the speaker will vary in both importance and function in 

this large-scale conflict because there will be numerous discursive samples where the 

speaker is unknown. For example, there is never an individual author that is credited for 

press releases issued by the Department of Defense, and likewise, al-Shabaab’s media 

center frequently puts out statements on behalf of the group without identifying a specific 

author. These inevitable distinctions that stem from testing these concepts and heuristics 

in a new context also have practical implications. For example, when the Serpentine 

model is overlaid with the Hierarchy model to identify the dominant contexts and 

storylines within the interaction, the “life script” meaning level cannot be explored or 

engaged within cases where the speaker is unknown.  

However, the challenges that come directly from translating these concepts to new 

contexts are also accompanied by opportunities that come from this shift. For example, 

the fact that any particular conflict episode will necessarily involve multiple speakers can 

provide potential windows of opportunity for shifting the dynamics to the extent that 

different speakers are afforded various flexibility and constraints in their capacity to act 

in certain ways.  

Additionally, traditional CMM work takes place in contexts where parties are 

engaging in direct conversation with one another. These settings may vary from 

interpersonal conversations to community settings where the conversation is facilitated 

by a third-party. In these situations, the researcher typically has direct access to these 

parties and the ability to support their engagement in shifting the trajectory of interaction 

is heightened by the researcher’s ability to tease out and explore the details of the 
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interaction through follow-up conversations with one or both parties. For example, 

Murray (2012) draws on the Serpentine model to outline the dynamics of a problematic 

conversation between a college professor and one of his students. The final version of the 

model identifies each specific turn in the interaction, as well as the logical forces that 

appear to be propelling these actions, and the constitutive and regulative rules that are 

visibly shaping these dynamics. In his analysis, however, Murray (2012) specifies that he 

created this model based on data from interviews that he conducted with both parties 

directly following the problematic interaction.  

Direct interaction with conflicting parties in this research context is not possible. 

Not only are these parties inaccessible, but the analysis is confined to use open-source 

data, and the process for compiling data to construct discrete episodes of interaction is 

distinct from traditional CMM work in that the conversations taking place are indirectly 

unfolding within the public sphere. While critics might argue that analyzing these 

“indirect” conversations is less effective, Cobb (2013b) offers a counterargument that 

suggests otherwise. She contends that, 

… narrative dynamics, enacted in conversations, reflect the tremendous 

complexity of conversations at the intersection of global, local, interpersonal, and 

interpersonal narratives. These ‘conversations’ can be thought of as interactions 

between speakers, exchanges that may not be face-to-face or exchanges in which 

only one interlocutor participates imagining their Other, ‘conversing’ via the 

media, in clogs, or in art, as well as in all manner of public forums (Cobb 2013b, 

7).  

 

This logic is particularly applicable in contexts that involve designated terrorist 

organizations. Because the USG holds the official stance that it does not negotiate with 

terrorists, direct contact between opposing parties is largely limited to kinetic interaction, 
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at least within the public sphere. In such cases, it is especially critical to look for the 

alternative means of communication between opposing parties and trace the lines of 

responses and counter-responses that are visible in the rhetorical statements of opposing 

sides. Cobb’s (2013b) argument highlights the value of conceptualizing “conversations” 

beyond the traditional notion of face-to-face exchange, which suggests that the potential 

value of this research is not invalidated by the limited access to direct exchanges.  

Research Limitations 

There are also several limitations to this research approach, and a set of corresponding 

strategies that will be taken to mitigate these limitations as much as possible. Many of the 

methodological limitations for this research are related to the nature of the data that is 

being collected.  

The scope of this research is limited from only having access to open-source data. 

However, due to the active efforts to remove online content that promotes violent 

extremism, it is safe to assume that there is discursive data related by al-Shabaab that has 

since been removed and is no longer accessible. These monitoring efforts present an 

additional challenge in being able to obtain primary discursive data. For example, al-

Shabaab’s official activity is difficult to track because of the frequent turnover in creating 

new accounts when exiting accounts are suspended.  

The Jihadology digital archive is the primary resource that is used to overcome 

this challenge, but additional steps to mitigate this limitation will involve searching 

media databases for references and direct quotes to discursive data that has been 

overlooked within the parameters of the selected conflict episodes.  
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However, this strategy comes with its own limitations in that collecting data from 

third-party sources poses the risk of integrating altered content. In order to mitigate this 

issue, I will try to establish triangulation of data sources whenever possible and make 

explicit notation of the corresponding degree of confidence on the authenticity of 

individual samples that are collected. For example, if the data on a kinetic event reports 

that al-Shabaab claimed responsibility for the action and I am unable to locate primary 

discursive data to corroborate this claim, then I will take additional measures to locate 

multiple media sources that include direct references or quotes from the primary 

discursive source.  

In addition to these strategies, the validity of this research can be further enhanced 

by explicitly acknowledging that the conflict episodes that are compiled with the 

collected data will neither be comprehensive nor treated as such. The analysis will be 

conducted with the recognition of the high probability that there are missing pieces of the 

interaction that are not being taken into account.  

An additional limitation related to the data collection involves the different types 

of discursive data that are being collected and the amount of time and resources that are 

involved in the production of different types of discourse. Specifically, the amount of 

time and planning that goes into the release of al-Shabaab’s magazine issues as well as 

videos is unknown, and therefore, poses a challenge to identifying sequential or 

temporally based patterns within a specific conflict episode. The Serpentine model is 

particularly useful for examining the interactional nature of the moves and countermoves 

that unfold between opposing parties. In other words, each discursive and kinetic action 
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is regarded as one turn in the interaction, and the significance of that turn is determined in 

the context of the actions that constitute the turns that precede and follow that specific 

action. However, it is also important to note that this is only a minor limitation because 

this research is exploratory and aims to identify patterns rather than establish causality. 

Consequently, when discussing temporal or sequential patterns within a specific conflict 

episode, I will make sure to explicitly acknowledge the unknown variable of production 

times in cases that involve long-form discursive actions.  

One additional area that may be subject to criticism is the decision to limit 

discursive data to English-language content, based on the assumption that this data is 

more likely targeted for Western audiences and therefore, functions as a direct message to 

the US and its allies. However, by excluding non-English content, it is possible that there 

are important dynamics that may be overlooked. However, integrating this content is 

beyond the scope of this research and therefore, presents an additional angle of the 

conflict that could be explored in future research.  

Validity and Trustworthiness 

There are several explicit measures that will be taken to enhance the validity and 

trustworthiness of the methodological design for this research. In addition to being an 

ethical practice, exercising researcher reflexivity is equally important for enhancing the 

validity and trustworthiness of qualitative research methods (Yin 2016, 339; Schwartz-

Shea and Yanow 2012, 100) 

In the context of CMM and narrative research, this involves exercising an active 

awareness of the implicit meanings that I bring into the research and how these meanings 
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structure my research design, process, and interpretation of findings. Schwartz-Shea and 

Yanow (2012, 100) contend that practicing reflexivity involves “active consideration of 

and engagement with the ways in which [her] own sense-making and the particular 

circumstances that might have affected it, throughout all phases of the research process, 

relate to the knowledge claims [she] ultimately advances in written form.”  

In the context of this case study, my asymmetric relationship to main conflict 

parties is an important variable to acknowledge and mitigate to the best of my ability. As 

an American citizen, my contextual knowledge of the USG is much more extensive than 

that of al-Shabaab. Furthermore, I am not a historian, religious scholar, or linguist, and 

this research will not attempt to provide a comprehensive history of the relationship 

between conflicting parties and all of the variables that are involved in this conflict. The 

goal of my research is to apply a communication-based analytical framework to this case 

study and assess its utility for understanding and addressing conflict dynamics. The intent 

is not to establish causality or identify key “conflict drivers,” but rather to trace the 

micro-level patterns of interaction that shape the conflict trajectory and develop a deeper 

understanding of the grammars of action that are visible in this process.   

To the extent that that reflexivity includes acknowledging specific researcher 

biases or weaknesses, it also entails the efforts that are made to mitigate these explicit 

factors. Over the course of the research process, during both the data collection and 

analysis phases, I will build in explicit time that will be dedicated to relevant contextual 

research related to the conflict, to deepen my knowledge of the relationship between 

opposing parties and to acquire a more balanced historical knowledge of these parties. 
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Additionally, at various points throughout the process, I will leverage my professional 

network to connect with subject matter experts on topics where my knowledge is weaker 

and solicit feedback on specific questions or perceived issues as an informal form of 

member checking.  

According to Yin (2016, 86), the validity of qualitative research is enhanced by 

establishing “trustworthiness in methods,” which involves “explicitly and 

methodologically reporting how you went about making… selections, the challenges you 

encountered, and how you overcame these challenges.” The previous sections in this 

chapter detailed the explicit protocol and parameters that have been established for the 

data collection process (Yin 2016, 86), and the next chapter will provide a detailed 

outline of the specific coding procedures and corresponding stages of analysis that will be 

carried out as part of the analytical framework design. Additionally, I will keep detailed 

memos over the course of the process to document reflections that emerge over the 

course of the research and make particular note of any visible issues or inconsistencies 

that arise at any point in time (Creswell 2013, 202).  

Schwartz-Shea and Yanow (2012, 101) contend that “reflexivity strengthens [the 

researcher’s] personal responsibility for the research and its outcomes.” They further 

suggest that “the practice of reflexivity involves the self-conscious ‘testing’ of… 

emerging explanations and patterns, including of what seems clear and what seems 

muddy at particular times in the field” (ibid.). To enhance the validity of this research, I 

will periodically review and revisit the data to actively look for “discrepant information” 
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that is inconsistent with the findings that emerge from my analysis (Creswell 2013, 202; 

Marshall & Rossman 2015, 46).  

In the final stages of my research, I will take additional measures towards 

“checking for negative cases… or for ‘tensions’ in the emerging explanation[s]” by 

seeking feedback from subject matter experts on specific variables that may be 

overlooked or underemphasized  (Schwartz-Shea and Yanow 2012, 105). For example, in 

a recent discussion with a member of the IC who has done work related to the USG 

conflict with al-Shabaab, he strongly advised that the al-Shabaab’s financial capabilities 

would be a critical component of the conflict that must be taken into account. I will work 

strategically to maximize the collection of feedback until I begin receiving duplicate 

feedback from different sources and ensure that this feedback is integrated into the 

discussion on my research findings and their significance.   

Schwartz-Shea and Yanow (2012, 105) discuss the extent to which the search for 

disconfirming findings is an extension of reflexivity to the extent that “the researcher 

consciously searches for evidence that will force a self-challenging reexamination of 

initial impressions, pet theories, or favored explanations.” However, this practice is 

particularly valuable for enhancing the validity of interpretive research. Phillips and 

Hardy (2002, 85) argue that the validity of discursive-based methods is enhanced by 

incorporating measures into analysis that will “engender multiple meanings and alternate 

representations.” Similarly, Schwartz-Shea and Yanow (2012, 108) contend that this 

practice upholds the overall purpose of interpretive research, which is to enhance “the 
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understanding of human meaning-making in context,” in which case, “the goal is not to 

erase ambiguities, but to understand their sources.”  

Conclusion 

The previous chapter introduced the CITE Framework as an analytic tool for 

understanding conflict dynamics, and this chapter addressed the methodological logistics 

for the case study in which the CITE Framework will be applied to study the ongoing 

conflict between the US government and al-Shabaab. The findings from this case study 

will be discussed over the next two chapters.  

Specifically, Chapter Six opens with a description of the case study and discusses 

the findings associated with the first stage of the CITE Framework, which yielded the 

specific episodes that were identified for further analysis. Chapter Seven discusses the 

findings within the selected episodes that emerged as part of stages two and three of the 

framework, addresses relevant cross-episode patterns that emerged in this process, and 

discusses engagement strategies corresponding with the fourth and final framework stage. 
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CHAPTER SIX - CASE STUDY (PART I):  

BACKGROUND CONTEXT & EPISODE SELECTION 

The previous methodology chapter discussed the justification for selecting the ongoing 

conflict between the US government and Al-Shabaab as an appropriate case study to pilot 

the use of the CITE Framework but offered limited discussion on the history of al-

Shabaab as an organization or on the broader conditions surrounding the relationship 

between the US government and al-Shabaab. The context surrounding the emergence of 

al-Shabaab is both global and local, as are the internal dynamics of the organization. 

Likewise, the history of conflict between the US government and al-Shabaab is largely 

related to the organization’s ties to al-Qaeda, and the dynamics of this relationship have 

escalated dramatically in the last five years. 

The historical narrative offered here is in no way comprehensive, but rather, is 

meant to highlight some of the key contextual details that are relevant to the focus of this 

case study, and which will give meaning to the discursive data that will be analyzed in 

research. The next three sections will provide a brief overview on the following aspects: 

the history and conditions in Somalia that coincided with the emergence of Al-Shabaab in 

2005; the internal dynamics and organizational evolution of Al-Shabaab over the last 

fifteen years; and the relationship history and changing dynamics of the conflict between 

the US government and al-Shabaab.  
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Power and Politics in Somalia: A Turbulent History  

The role of colonization as a key factor in intra-state conflict has been well-established 

for quite some time. While Somalia was certainly no exception to this phenomenon, it is 

distinct from many other African countries in its largely homogenous population (Elmi 

2010, 17). Solomon (2015, 40) asserts that “practically all Somalis belong to the Hamitic 

ethnic group, ethnically and culturally.” The homogenous character of the country’s 

population likewise extends to language and religion. According to the Pew Research 

Center (n.d.), 99.7 percent of the country’s population is Muslim, and the majority of this 

population is Sunni Muslim (Sandstrom 2013, 53). Despite its homogenous character, 

Somalia has experienced a post-colonial history of political turmoil and violence. In this 

context of heightened insecurity, Somalis have relied strongly on clanship as a source of 

collective security.  

Clan Dynamics 

In an enduring context of insecurity, Somalis looked to familial clans— which are 

defined by patriarchal lineage— for a source of collective security (Solomon 2015, 41). 

The complexity of clan dynamics is a topic that warrants a separate research project, and 

the discussion on the subject here constitutes only a brief snapshot of these dynamics. For 

the purposes of this research, the most important takeaway is that clan identity is both 

complex and fluid. In his research on the subject, Solomon (2015, 42) rejects the 

traditional “static primordialist perspective” of clanship in lieu of a constructionist 

perspective which views identities as “overlapping” and complex, in that one person has 
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many identities. He argues that “identities can and are often shaped and reshaped by 

socio-economic conditions, elite manipulation or state policies” (ibid.). 

 Clan identity in Somali is anything but straightforward. This complexity is 

structurally visible in the divisions of sub-clans and even sub-sub-clans within each clan. 

Additionally, the fluidity of clan identity in Somalia is visible even at the macro-level. 

There are varying opinions within the academic community on the number of “clan 

umbrellas” that constitute the highest organizational level of clan identity in Somalia. 

Some scholars argue that there are six major clans: the Dir, Isaac, Darod, Hawiye, Digil, 

and Rahanwyn (Atwan 2012, 110). Additionally, Atwan contends that there are sixty-six 

sub-clans that exist across these six umbrella clan groups (ibid.). However, Elmi (2010, 

29) explains that some scholars view the Isaaq clan as being a sub-clan of Dir clan group. 

This research takes no position on the matter. Rather, the purpose of highlighting these 

discrepancies is to reinforce the fluidity of identity as a social construct that acquires 

meaning through context and experience, rather than constituting objective “facts.” 

While the internal dynamics of clan groups are structurally complex, Solomon 

(2015, 41) highlights the complexities that arise in dynamics between these broad clan 

umbrella groups. He contends, “Not all clans are equal, however. The Darod, Dir, 

Hawiye and Isaq are overwhelmingly nomadic pastoralists and are therefore regarded as 

bills or noble. The Digil and Rahanweyn (collectively known as Digil-Mirifle), 

meanwhile, who are mostly cultivators and agro-pastoralists, hold a subordinate position 

within Somali society” (ibid.). Solomon makes particular note of the extent to which the 

Rahanweyn clan group has a long history of being politically marginalized, but despite— 
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or perhaps due to— this experience, they are “historically a weapons-carrying clan and 

have established the largest and most powerful of the clan militia forces in the country” 

(ibid).  

While these broader clan umbrella groups constitute the macro-level categories of 

clan identity in Somalia, the divisions of sub-clans and sub-sub-clans hold more practical 

significance for the Somali population. Generally speaking, the diya group is one of the 

most important identities for Somalis for the purposes of collective security. Solomon 

(2015, 42) details the extent to which the diya group constitutes a mechanism of physical 

and economic security for its members. He contends that “members are obligated to help 

each other in times of hardship through traditional wealth-sharing mechanisms,” and 

serves an important function in society because it dissolves “the concept of individuality” 

(ibid.). Likewise, Sandstrom (2013, 51) argues that the diya group “represents immediate 

protection and insurance,” in that individual members are responsible for maintaining 

collective security. He further reinforces— and explains— why localized identities and 

agendas tend to take precedence in Somali communities: 

In a context of decades of war and destruction, trust is in short supply, peace is 

fragile, and the sizes of sustainable social identity— and solidarity— come in 

“small” only. Interest group formations are focused mainly on a local level 

pursuing local agendas in a narrowly defined context dominated by, though not 

exclusively, subjectively defined survival and security needs (Sandstrom 2013, 

51). 

 

 These conditions of insecurity and instability played a critical role in the 

emergence of al-Shabaab, and in many ways, the sustained presence of the 

organization— in a context that is largely structured by clan identity dynamics— is quite 
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remarkable. The role of clanship within the organization will be addressed in a later 

section.  

Democracy, Dictatorship, and Religion: The Islamic Courts Union  

For the purposes of this research, the brief narrative of Somalia’s political history begins 

when Somalia gained independence in July 1960 (Solomon 2015, 40). Somalia was 

governed as a democratic state for the first nine years following its independence, but the 

system was plagued with issues and in 1969, there was a military coup in which Said 

Barre came to power and Somalia became a socialist state (Elmi 2010, 17). While Barre’s 

regime made institutional and infrastructure improvements, control was maintained 

through repressive tactics and the sustained conditions of political, economic, and 

physical insecurity experienced by the Somali people sparked rebellion and strengthened 

clan and sub-clan identities. A civil war ensued throughout the country from 1979 until 

Barre’s regime was defeated in 1991. Over the course of this period, the country’s 

existing institutions were destroyed, and Somalis lived in a constant state of heightened 

insecurity (Elmi 2010, 18). 

After Barre was defeated, however, the population continued to live in a state of 

anarchy, because the fall of the regime had created a “power vacuum” that remained 

because the clan-based militias that had waged war against the regime lacked “the power 

to dominate other groups militarily” (Elmi 2010, 18). For the next decade, Somalis lived 

in a failed state that was plagued with fighting between clan-based warlords vying for 

power. In some areas, certain clan-based groups had established “ad hoc” shari‘a courts 

as a justice system in their communities and, in the early 2000s, a coalition of these 
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courts came together to establish the Islamic Courts Union (ICU), with the goal of 

“unify[ing] the country under Islam, rather than clan allegiance” (Jones, Liepman, and 

Chandler 2016, 11).  

Importantly, clan dynamics remained an important factor, despite the ICU’s goal 

of unity. According to Jones (2016, 11), ten out of the eleven shari‘a courts that made up 

the ICU were dominated by the Hawiye clan. Consequently, some warlords opposed the 

ICU, and some of these warlords received US backing to support their opposition efforts, 

which united as “the Alliance for the Restoration of Peace and Counterterrorism” (Jones, 

Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 13). However, Sandstrom (2013, 52) highlights the 

important role that the business community played in this process, as in the Somali 

society broadly. He argues that the business community has a unique “capacity for 

temporarily cross-cutting alliances to influence the political or security situation,” and 

points to occasions where this has happened in both north and south Somalia (ibid.). 

According to Sandstrom (2013, 52), “in 1999, leading Mogadishu businessmen decided 

to stop paying taxes to warlords and to support the ICU for increased stability.” From this 

point on, the ICU began expanding control over parts of Somalia, until it controlled most 

of the country in 2006. Sandstrom (2013, 52) describes the extent to which the ICU 

garnered popular support “largely because of their ability to create an element of 

security.”  

Hansen (2016) aptly summarizes the turbulent political history of Somali, the 

sustained chaos and insecurity that was endured by Somalis as a result of this history, and 

the extent to which Islam emerged as the natural solution in light of this experience:  
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In one sense, Somali society followed a pattern similar to that of the Middle East 

and Iran, where rival ideologies to Islamism, such as Marxism, Nasserism, and 

Liberal Democracy, became discredited by the fall of the Soviet Union, Nasser’s 

defeat in the 1967 war, and Western support for local dictators, respectively. A 

confusing and anarchic democracy (1960-1969) had been tried, discredited, and 

abolished by an initially very popular military coup. The replacement regime was 

a military dictatorship inspired by Marxist/Fascist nationalism (1969-91), which 

proved to be predatory and corrupt and dissolved into clannism. The clan-based 

warlords that followed, and gained power from 1991 onwards, were at the start 

seen by many as genuine representatives, but in the end the warlords’ failure to 

protect their own clans delegitimized them. So democracy, nationalism, Marxism, 

and clannism had been tried out and had yielded little for the Somalis. In the end 

religion, employed as political ideology, had only weak rivals to contend with, 

although clannism in different forms remained important (Hansen 2016, 4).  

 

It is within this context, and this series of challenges experienced by the Somali 

population, in which al-Shabaab emerged.  

The Emergence of Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen (2005-2006) 

The origins of Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen (HSM)— more commonly known as 

al-Shabaab— are both global and local. The first-generation leaders of HSM were 

predominantly Somali jihadists who had gone to Afghanistan to support the “defensive 

jihad” during the Soviet invasion (Hansen 2016, 19-20). In 2005, HSM had not yet been 

established as a formal organization, but rather, comprised a small but strong informal 

network of approximately thirty individuals that included Afghanistan veterans, the last 

remaining members of what had been Al-Qaeda in East Africa, and former members of 

the since-dissolved militant Islamist group, al-Itihaad al-Islamiya (AIAI) (Hansen 2016, 

20; ibid. 29; Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 12).   

 This loose network of individuals initially worked in “close cooperation” with the 

Islamic Courts Union (ICU) as the courts became more structured and expanded control 
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in Somalia (Hansen 2016, 35). This relationship gave al-Shabaab access to ICU financial 

resources, and by the summer of 2006, al-Shabaab took on formal military 

responsibilities and acquired formal power within the ICU (ibid. 36). According to 

Hansen (2016, 36), members of the organization view August 2006 as the period that 

marked a turning point for Al-Shabaab in becoming a formal organization, rather than a 

close, informal network. 

The ICU managed to expand its control despite the violent opposition from the 

US-backed coalition of warlords that made up the Alliance for the Restoration of Peace 

and Counterterrorism. However, in December 2006, the tides began to turn with a US-

backed Ethiopian invasion and the return of the previously exiled Transitional Federal 

Government (TFG) (Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 14). The intervention targeted 

the Islamic Courts Union, along with Al-Shabaab and other affiliates. The circumstances 

that ensued following this intervention would eventually result in the downfall of the 

ICU, and lead al-Shabaab to sever ties with the courts (Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 

2016, 15).  

However, this period of religious governance marked a critical turning point in 

Somalia’s history and enabled al-Shabaab to become the organization that it is today. 

Hansen aptly articulates the importance of these circumstances in giving way to HSM’s 

emergence:  

The strengthening of religion as a political discourse created a field for Al-

Shabaab to grow. Religious rhetoric was always part of its vocabulary. A religious 

discursive game defined al-Shabaab’s repertoire of symbols, gave impetus to its 

speeches and also ensured it a certain level of support in a society where religious 

symbols had become more common since the collapse of the Somali state. … In 

Somalia insecurity had been on the increase since the outbreak of the civil war, 
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and religion became a beacon of hope, a thing to turn to. Islam has certain 

commandments that deal with the weak and poor in society, and religious leaders 

understandably became more popular because of this. The use of religious 

symbols increased drastically. Al-Shabaab benefitted from the “Somali” 

resurgence of religion; it was able, at least initially, to project an image of pious 

and law-abiding individuals, and legal justice based on Islam was a major element 

in its propaganda, while religious institutions aided the Somalis when no aid was 

forthcoming from other sources (Hansen 2016, 3-4; emphasis added).  

 

While the political legitimacy of religion in Somalia during this period would prove to be 

essential to al-Shabaab’s initial efforts to win the “hearts and minds” of local 

communities, the group’s religious discourse would also, in fact, become an important 

part of their ability to attract international support as well. The next section will provide a 

brief overview of the organizational qualities of HSM at its outset and discuss some of 

the more significant internal shifts that have taken place over the last fifteen years.  

A Story of Resilience: Internal Dynamics and Organizational Evolution 

The story of al-Shabaab—from the outset of its emergence to its present-day state— is 

one of resilience. In its earliest stages, al-Shabaab exhibited the characteristics of an 

insurgency, waging war against foreign invaders, but within the span of just a few years, 

a series of battlefield victories would allow the group to acquire expansive territory 

control in parts of Somalia. This period would eventually come to be known as the 

“Golden Age” for Al-Shabaab (Hansen 2016), but a series of factors— both internal and 

external— would bring an end to that period with heavy losses in both territory and 

casualties. However, the dynamics of the organization, as of May 2020, suggest that the 

organization has become revitalized and rebounded from heavy losses and issues that it 
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was faced with just a few years ago. This section only offers a brief history of al-

Shabaab’s organizational development over the last fifteen years, but it attempts to 

contextualize the evolution of the organization’s character and tactics in relation to 

external conditions, internal dynamics, and perceived threats.   

The Insurgency Era (2007-2009) 

The two-year period from 2007 to 2009 marked the insurgency era of al-Shabaab, in 

which the group was focused predominantly on battling the Ethiopian and TFG forces 

following their invasion in December 2006 (Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 14). By 

January 2007, invading forces had already made substantial progress in gaining control of 

Kismayo, and additionally, the African Union sent AMISOM peacekeeping forces to 

Somalia around this time as well (ibid.).  

According to Fergusson (2013, 1), the experience of al-Shabaab’s Afghanistan 

veterans played a significant role in the organization, in that “Al-Shabaab explicitly 

modeled themselves on the Taliban.” As al-Shabaab members were engaged in fighting 

Ethiopian and TFG forces, they also faced the threat of remote violence by US bombs 

that targeted al-Shabaab and remaining al Qaeda in East Africa affiliates (Hansen 2016, 

50). As the conflict persisted, Hansen (2016) describes the shift in which al-Shabaab 

began to fight to gain territorial control in their battles. He contends that “al-Shabaab 

adopted a guerilla strategy using military and political resources to mobilize the Somali 

population, conduct hit-and-run attacks, and undermine the government’s will to fight” 

(ibid. 50). Al-Shabaab also added suicide attacks to its list of battle tactics, marking the 

first time in Somalia’s history to experience this particular form of violence (Hansen 
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2016, 44). In the fall of 2007, al-Shabaab severed ties with the ICU and in December of 

that year, Ahmed Abdi Godane— an Afghanistan veteran from a sub-clan of the Isaaq 

clan group— assumed leadership of HSM (Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 15-16).  

What had formally been a very small, loose network of Afghanistan veterans had 

evolved into a cohesive, powerful organization that proved successful at recruiting both 

locally and internationally. Hansen (2016, 60) notes that during its insurgency phase, al-

Shabaab lacked “control [of] any traditional media outlets, because it did not control any 

territory, and so the internet was a good alternative for disseminating propaganda.” He 

argues that their efforts were initially geared towards three main audiences: international 

recruits, Somali diaspora, and al-Qaeda leadership.  

Consequently, HSM discourse included storylines that framed the Somalia 

conflict “as part of the wider clash of civilizations” (as an appeal to international 

recruits), and storylines that portrayed the Somalia conflict as an occupation by Ethiopian 

crusaders (as an appeal to Somali diaspora) (Hansen 2016, 60). Additionally, this 

discourse was designed to resonate with al-Qaeda’s ideological and strategic goals, so 

that the latter organization would issue a call for support from its own platform, the 

Global Islamic Media Front (GIMF) (ibid.).  

Notably, al-Shabaab experienced a substantial amount of local support, for several 

reasons. According to Jones, Liepman, and Chandler (2016, 14-15), one major reason for 

this support was a result of the “widespread opposition to Ethiopian forces and 

increasingly illegitimate TFG, whose police forces were widely viewed as predatory.” 

Additionally, al-Shabaab had a unique quality that set them apart from other fighting 
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factions in that its membership included individuals from many different clans and sub-

clans (Hansen 2016, 45). Consequently, Jones, Liepman, and Chandler (2016, 16) 

suggest that the HSM experienced increased local support due to “the group’s perceived 

ability to enact justice and resolve clan differences.”  

While the al-Shabaab leadership shared many ideological views— albeit to 

varying degrees— Hansen (2016, 45) argues that “the rank and file of Al-Shabaab 

consisted of unemployed Somali youths, with some nebulous ideas about the global 

oppression of Islam, but with more important and largely correct ideas about the Sharia 

Courts and Islam bringing an end to warlords, injustice, and terror.” Ironically, this 

particular recruitment demographic would prove to challenge al-Shabaab’s ability to 

upstage clan dynamics because, although the experience of HSM leadership was defined 

by their time in Afghanistan, the experience for this younger demographic was defined by 

experience growing up in the midst of anarchy and clan wars, which made this younger 

generation more prone to drawing on clan ties as a source of security (Hansen 2106, 46).  

While the recruitment of local youth was a key to al-Shabaab’s organizational 

growth, it also demonstrated success even from the offset in its online recruitment 

capabilities, which seemed to resonate with Somali diaspora overseas (Jones, Liepman, 

and Chandler 2016, 14). According to Daniels (2012, 61), al-Shabaab’s international 

recruiting success became more apparent when the perpetrator of a suicide attack in 

October 2008 was revealed to be a Somali American. The international appeal of al-

Shabaab is one of many global aspects of the group, and foreign fighters have proven to 

play an important internal role within the organization. Hansen (2016, 46) argues that “al-
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Shabaab did not escape the clan realities of Somalia, but it was exceptionally good at 

transcending them.” The foreign fighters of HSM would prove to play a critical factor in 

HSM’s success with this particular challenge.   

The “Golden Age” (2009-2011) 

In just a few years, a very small, loose network of Afghanistan veterans grew into a 

formal, cohesive organization that was unified under central leadership (Hansen 2016, 

72). As al-Shabaab waged war against Ethiopian, TFG, and AMISOM forces, they 

introduced new tactics that had not otherwise been used in Somalia, most notably the use 

of improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and suicide bombings (Daniels 2012, 61). 

Hansen (2016, 64) points to research that suggests al-Shabaab used suicide attacks as a 

tactic to gain attention and often times, to deflect from losses on the battlefield.   

In January 2009, moderate elements of the Islamic Courts Union and opposing 

forces united under the Djibouti agreements, which led Ethiopian forces to withdraw 

from Somali, a development that enabled al-Shabaab to begin an expansive campaign for 

territorial control in various parts of Somalia (Hansen 2016, 73). These developments led 

the HSM into “uncharted territory,” as al-Shabaab worked to “establish local governance 

structures” (ibid.). According to Hansen (2016, 83), al-Shabaab acquired control of most 

of southern Somalia by mid-2009, and al-Shabaab leadership managed to establish a 

centralized governing structure of ministries, most notably the Amniyat, which functioned 

as an internal security mechanism and acquired “an almost mythical reputation” that was 

feared by members of the organization.  
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Additionally, al-Shabaab established regionally-based Islamic governates— or 

Wilayaat— which provided a centralized structure for maintaining law and order in 

society, as well as offering a variety of social services, as well as education and 

development efforts (Hansen 2016, 89). By extension, taxation became a primary source 

of funding for the organization (Hansen 2016, 92), and its military expansion efforts 

included the establishment of training camps that provided both ideological and military 

training to new recruits (ibid. 93). As part of these expansion efforts, HSM established an 

official media wing, Al-Kataib, and a designated spokesperson who was responsible for 

issuing official press statements to the public (ibid. 100).  

The services that al-Shabaab provided to the communities living under its 

governance juxtaposed its use of violent tactics, which were not limited to opposing 

military forces. Hansen (2016, 78) addresses the extent to which the organization targeted 

human rights organizations working in Somalia and led many non-governmental 

organizations to pull out of the region. According to Daniels (2012, 59-60), one of the 

most noteworthy cases became known as the “Valentine’s Day beheading”; in February 

2009, an aid worker was publicly beheaded in a village controlled by al-Shabaab, and the 

act of violence was filmed and used in a propaganda video. In spite of these brutal tactics, 

Hansen (2016, 78) reports that “locals claimed that [al-Shabaab] was providing better 

justice than the TFG, and rapes, killings, and robberies declined.”   

Additionally, July 2010 marked a turning point for HSM when they carried out 

their first attack outside of Somalia (Hansen 2016, 96). Prior to the attack, al-Shabaab 

issued a statement calling on jihadists outside of Somalia to attack the African countries 
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who were participants in the AMISOM mission inside Somalia. It was just a matter of 

days following this press release that al-Shabaab suicide bombers carried out an attack in 

Kampala, Uganda, killing 76 civilians (Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 20). This 

unprecedented attack was likely a deciding factor that led the African Union to change 

the mandate of AMISOM from being a peacekeeping mission to a peace enforcement 

mission; this decision came just weeks after the Kampala attack, and was significant 

because it enabled AMISOM forces to “engage al-Shabaab directly” (ibid.). 

Another major turning point for HSM took place on August 23, 2010, when the 

organization carried out its infamous “Ramadan offensive,” carrying out a sustained wave 

of suicide attacks that targeted government leaders in Mogadishu (Jones, Liepman, and 

Chandler 2016, 20). In retrospect, this initiative would mark the “beginning of the end for 

al-Shabaab’s “Golden Era.” Over the course of the month following the Ramadan 

offensive, HSM “suffered a series of defeats…and suffered heavy losses, including top 

leadership” (Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 20). As it would turn out, the failure of 

the Ramadan offensive would exacerbate internal tensions within the organization and 

threaten the perceived cohesion of the organization.  

Internal Strife and Territory Losses (2011-2016) 

The failed Ramadan offensive marked a turning point for al-Shabaab, and in the coming 

years, the HSM would be challenged by internal fissures and substantial battlefield 

defeats that resulted in major territorial losses. These challenges were further 

compounded by the need to find alternative revenue sources, recruitment issues, and 

declining support from local populations (Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 26). There 
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were a variety of variables that contributed to these organizational challenges, some of 

which were beyond the al-Shabaab’s control. For example, the region experienced a 

significant period of drought beginning in the summer of 2011, and al-Shabaab was not 

exempt from the impact of this environmental issue (Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 

22). Additionally, al-Shabaab experienced a decline in their recruitment of foreign 

fighters around this same period as a result of the Arab Spring (Hansen 2016, 113).  

With regard to intra-party dynamics, the failure of the Ramadan offensive helped 

to bring latent internal issues within the organization to the surface. According to Jones, 

Liepman, and Chandler (2016, 21), al-Shabaab’s leader, Godane, faced substantial 

internal criticism “for shifting away from hit-and-run attacks and to more conventional 

operations.” Notably, Jones, Liepman, and Chandler (ibid.) also report that Osama bin 

Laden, among others, “criticized al-Shabaab and Godane for causing civilian casualties 

and unnecessarily killing Muslims.” As internal conflict within the organization 

escalated, al-Shabaab experienced fissures across multiple lines. While foreign fighters 

had played a critical role in the organization— in both a recruitment and governing 

capacity— these dynamics began to shift from 2011 on.  

One of HSM’s most infamous American foreign fighters, Omar Hammami, was 

one of the most vocal internal critics of Godane, and spoke out against his “military 

strategy, marginalization of foreign fighters, sharia implementation, and al-Shabaab’s 

general mistreatment of other Muslims” (Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 24). This 

criticism ultimately led to Hammami’s death (ibid.). Additionally, there were major 

fractures within the organization between fighters who were loyal to Godane and forces 
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who sided with Godane’s predecessor, Mukhtar Robow (AKA Abu Mansour), from the 

Rahanweyn clan (Atwan 2012, 120). By 2013, these internal conflicts escalated into 

“unprecedented interfactional violence” (Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 26).  

Following the Ramadan offensive, al-Shabaab shifted its military strategy and 

reverted from the use of conventional military warfare toward “towards a deadly, 

Taliban-style guerrilla campaign” (Fergusson 2013, 5). From 2011 on, the organization 

significantly increased its use of IEDs, suicide attacks, assassinations, and “small hit-and-

run ambushes” (Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 22). Between 2012 and 2014, HSM 

experienced an increasing number of battlefield and territorial losses, and by extension, 

this also resulted in “substantial defections” (Hansen 2015, 151). Despite these losses, al-

Shabaab continued to carry out targeted attacks, and one leading expert on the group 

contends that al-Shabaab has “traditionally used terror… to deflect attention from 

battlefield losses” (Hansen 2016, 150).  

Additionally, although al-Shabaab had previously conducted cross-border attacks 

within the region (Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 18), the frequency and severity of 

these attacks escalated significantly in 2012, particularly in Kenya. This shift is 

undoubtedly related to a series of turning points in 2011 that led the Kenyan government 

to carry out “Operation Linda Nchi” (or “Save the Nation”), which sent Kenyan troops to 

Somalia to fight al-Shabaab, and only months later, Kenyan officials decided to join the 

AMISOM mission as well (Daniels 2012, 94). Subsequently following these moves, al-

Shabaab issued a public statement to confirm its resolve to carry out operations in Kenya, 

as a consequence of the country’s decision to send military forces to Somalia (Jones, 
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Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 23). Al-Shabaab carried through with this declaration, with 

two of its most high-profile operations being the Westgate mall attack in Nairobi Kenya 

in September 2013 (Hansen 2016, 145-147), as well as an attack on Garissa University in 

Kenya in April 2015 (Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 27). While al-Shabaab 

expanded its operations outside Somali borders, it also launched adopted a sustained 

strategy of attacking AMISOM bases, following its substantial territorial losses (Jones, 

Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 31). In addition to internal issues and military losses, the 

rise in civilian casualties resulting from HSM attacks led to a loss in support from both 

diaspora and local populations (Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 31; Hansen 2016, 

143).  

Revitalization (2017—) 

There is a much more limited amount of published research on the organizational 

dynamics of al-Shabaab from 2017 onward. However, one of the most credible experts 

on the al-Shabaab has argued that external speculation on the organization’s capacity for 

survival has been prone to underestimating the group’s resilience (Hansen 2016), and the 

available research on HSM within the last three years suggests that this assessment still 

holds up.  

Another leading expert on al-Shabaab, Christopher Anzalone, offers the following 

evaluation: 

The election of Somali President Mohamed Abdullahi Mohamed “Farmajo” in 

February 2017 was greeted with hopes that he would be able to bring about real 

political change and improvements in national security. He vowed to defeat the 

al-Shabaab insurgency and secure the country in two years and called on the 

insurgents to surrender, offering them amnesty. Despite his promise and signs of 
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some political headway between the Somali federal and Somali regional state 

governments, together with a notable increase in direct US military involvement 

on the ground since the start of the Trump administration, the situation in Somalia 

remains unsettled and al-Shabaab today is arguably in the strongest and most 

stable organizational and territorial state that it has been since the group’s “golden 

age” between 2009 and early 2011 (Anzalone 2018, 12).  

 

According to Anzalone (2018, 13), al-Shabaab has continued to use many of its standard 

kinetic tactics, including suicide attacks, shelling, ambushes, assassinations, and IEDs, 

vehicle bombings, and military base raids.  

Likewise, Al-Shabaab has continued to demonstrate a sustained capacity to carry 

out large-scale, highly coordinated attacks, and has managed to regain substantial control 

of territory in south and central Somalia, as well as Puntland (Anzalone 2018, 13, 16). 

The role that the organization plays in these different areas varies to some degree. 

Anzalone (2018, 16) explains that “it overtly governs some areas, maintains an open and 

regular presence in others, and runs clandestine cells to carry out military and terrorist 

attacks in even the most secure areas.” Internally, the group appears to have established 

“relative cohesion” in spite of the intra-party turmoil from previous years, and despite the 

newer threat to membership that stems from the established presence of the Islamic State 

(IS) in Somalia (ibid.). However, Anzalone (2018, 16) contends that, despite its newer 

presence in the country, the Islamic State “continues to play second fiddle in the 

insurgency field,” when compared to al-Shabaab. 

In addition to these kinetic capabilities, Anzalone (2918, 15) confirms that the 

organization’s media capabilities likewise “remain robust.” The Al Kataib Media 

Foundation is al-Shabaab’s main media arm (Kataib means “brigade” in Arabic), which 

issues press releases, videos, and audio messages in a number of languages, most notably 
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Arabic, Somali, English, and Swahili (Hansen 2016). Additionally, there are several news 

sites affiliated with HSM, including SomaliMemo and Shahada News, and the 

organization has also disseminated content via underground media organizations, such as 

Al Furqan and the Global Islamic Media Front (Matos 2019). These activities, coupled 

HSM’s additional engagement across multiple social media platforms, leads Anzalone 

(2018) to conclude that:  

Al-Shabaab’s ability to coordinate and produce a targeted messaging campaign 

while also continuing to produce a number of other print, audio, audiovisual, and 

visual propaganda products in multiple languages for multiple audiences has 

demonstrated that the group remains not only a formidable on-the-ground 

insurgency but also prolific in terms of its media capabilities (Anzalone 2018, 15).  

 

This research speaks to the remarkable resilience of al-Shabaab as an organization, and 

by extension, seems to promise that, notwithstanding an unexpected turn of events, al-

Shabaab will continue to have a sustained, dominant presence in the region for the 

foreseeable future.  

Relationship Dynamics: Al-Shabaab, Al-Qaeda, and the US Government 

The US government’s (USG) interest in Somalia and the threat assessment of al-Shabaab 

cannot be explored separately from US interest in al-Qaeda, because US concerns 

towards al-Shabaab have been linked to the organization’s ties to al-Qaeda from the start, 

even prior to the emergence of HSM as a formal organization. In other words, the 

relationship history between the USG and HSM can only be understood within the 

context of the USG relationship with al-Qaeda. While the events of September 11, 2001 

marked a turning point in this relationship that inevitably turned the US conflict with al-
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Qaeda into a worldwide endeavor, the relevant elements of this relationship with regards 

to al-Shabaab predate the start of the Global War on Terror.  

While the general American public views 9/11 as unprovoked assault on the US, 

the history of this relationship dates further back for intelligence officials and terrorism 

scholars. Among the wide range of al-Qaeda discourse that predates 9/11, one of the 

more prominent grievances that was cited against the US was resentment of the American 

military presence in Muslim lands, including Saudi Arabia and Somalia (Byman 2015, 

15).  

US Presence in Somalia before the Global War on Terror 

The tumultuous political history of Somalia was discussed earlier in the chapter, but this 

section provides a brief overview of the role that the US played at a particular point in 

history. Following the defeat of Siad Barre’s regime in 1991, the conditions in Somalia 

became anarchic as clan-based warlords competed for power. The conditions of this civil 

war were further exacerbated by a drought in the region, and in 1992, the United States 

led a United Nations Mission in Somalia (UNISOM) to provide humanitarian aid for the 

country’s population (Elmi 2010, 74). Although this intervention was generally supported 

within the country and provided critical aid for a starving population, the presence of 

foreign military forces was opposed by some warlords, most notably the leader of the 

Habr Gedir clan, General Mohamed Farah Aideed (Elmi 2010, 74; Atwan 2012, 110-

111).  

On October 3, 1993, US intelligence sources indicated that senior officials 

working under Aideed would be convening for a meeting in Mogadishu, and Task Force 
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Ranger launched an operation to detain these officials (Atwan 2012, 1110-111; Fergusson 

2013, 28). However, during the execution of this plan, militia forces shot down two Black 

Hawk helicopters, “leading US forces to delay their withdrawal as they worked to rescue 

the downed crew” (Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 38). Over the course of the 

night, a battle ensued that resulted in the deaths of eighteen US troops and approximately 

700 Somalis, many of whom were civilians (Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 38; 

Atwan 2012, 11). Ferguson (2013, 28) details the historical aftermath of the battle, when 

the bodies of several of the fallen US troops “were dragged by enraged mobs through 

Mogadishu’s streets, a spectacle that was also televised,” and which ultimately led 

President Clinton to order the US withdrawal from the country.  

It was later determined that al-Qaeda had provided at least indirect support to the 

anti-US militia (Atwan 2012, 112), and Bin Laden seized the opportunity of US 

withdrawal to declare a victory against the United States (Atwan 2012, 11; Fergusson 

2013, 29). Likewise, this critical moment is one that al-Shabaab has drawn on repeatedly 

over the years in their public discourse. Their allusions to this historical event have been 

both rhetorical and visual; the organization has integrated old video clips of the post-

battle footage into several of its propaganda videos over the years.  

Relationship Dynamics Between Al-Qaeda and Al-Shabaab 

According to Byman (2015, 15), Bin Laden began planning the 1998 East Africa 

embassy bombings approximately around the period of the US intervention in Somalia, 

which would prove to be al-Qaeda’s most significant attack leading up to the 9/11 

attacks. Additionally, in the years directly following 9/11, Hansen (2016, 26) explains 
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that the US was engaged in the “Shadow War of Mogadishu” between 2002 and 2005, 

prior to al-Shabaab’s existence as a formal organization. Although the primary US 

interest there at the time was tied to tracking down the remaining members of al-Qaeda’s 

East Africa branch, Hansen contends that these interests ultimately intersected with other 

strands of conflict that were unfolding at the time. Of particular importance, he notes that:  

There was an element of opportunism as warlords tried to convince the Americans 

to support them financially, “since they were in the frontline against al-Qaeda,” 

and Somali militias attempted to sell innocent Arabs living in Mogadishu to 

Western intelligence services in return for money. Somali Afghanistan veterans 

were targeted. According to al-Shabaab itself this was one of the reasons why it 

came into being and defectors support this view (Hansen 2016, 26).   

 

In many respects, al-Shabaab is considered to be “a child of the War on Terror,” 

reflecting a familiar pattern of resentment and retaliation against a foreign military 

presence (Hansen 2015, 5). However, this narrative in and of itself paints an overly 

simplistic picture that fails to capture the complexities of experience on the ground. The 

birth of the organization that would become al-Shabaab is best understood through the 

intersection of both global and local conditions.  

While the previous sections focused predominantly on some of these local 

conditions, the organization’s ties with al-Qaeda is arguably one of the most critical 

elements within the realm of global conditions that shaped the character of the 

organization. The influence of al-Qaeda on HSM traces back long before the official 

merger of the two organizations. Hansen (2016, 5) argues that “the export of al-Qaeda’s 

ideology into Somalia” can be traced back before the birth of HSM as a formal 

organization, to the time when the group more closely resembled a very small, loose 

network of Afghanistan veterans.  
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While the implicit ties between the two organizations have always existed, al-

Shabaab open began to openly praise al-Qaeda in 2007 after severing ties with the 

Islamic Courts Union (Hansen 2016, 59-60). On March 18, 2008, the US State 

Department officially designated al-Shabaab as a foreign terrorist organization (Bureau of 

Counterterrorism, n.d.), and in March 2009, Bin Laden publicly referenced the plight of 

Somali people and issued a call of support the jihad being waged by al-Shabaab (Maruf 

and Joseph 2018, 109). In February 2010, Godane attempted to advance the relationship a 

step further by issuing a public declaration of allegiance to Bin Laden (Hansen 2016, 95). 

Interestingly, however, Maruf and Joseph (2018, 196) describe the extent to which “the al 

Qaeda chief stopped short of approving [the desired merger]. If anything, Bin Laden 

seemed interested in constructing what US politicos call ‘plausible deniability.’”  

Ultimately, the official merger between the two organizations did not take place 

until after Bin Laden’s death. In February 2012, al-Shabaab pledged allegiance to al-

Zawahiri and the merger was announced in a video released by al-Qaeda’s media arm, 

As-Sahab (Mendelsohn 2016, 140; Byman 2015, 146). Mendelsohn (2016, 143) argues 

that al-Qaeda’s leadership change was vital in allowing the merger to take place because, 

in contrast to Bin Laden, al-Zawahiri “set a lower bar for mergers with other jihadi 

groups and was more receptive to branches’ pursuit of local agendas.”  

In order to effectively counter al-Shabaab, both kinetically and discursively, 

decision makers will benefit most from research and reports that are reflect the contextual 

complexities of al-Shabaab as an organization, and as one of multiple actors engaged in 

multiple intersecting strands of conflict. Most importantly, Hansen (2016) emphasizes the 
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critical need to recognize that al-Shabaab is both a local and global actor. He contends, 

“Outside observers have tended either to “localize” or “globalize” Harakat Al-Shabaab. 

Both views are erroneous. Al-Shabaab has several dimensions, of which one is global. 

Al-Shabaab had international connections and was close to Al-Qaeda, or at least its East 

African group, from its inception” (Hansen 2016, 139). Additionally, Hansen (2016, 141) 

highlights the importance of foreign fighters as one of the “global” elements of al-

Shabaab, noting that at certain stages in the organization’s history, foreign fighters 

constituted both “a force for peacemaking within the organization, and ironically, as a 

force for moderation in the phase of Sharia implementation.”  

In many ways, the globalized interests of foreign fighters and clan-based interests 

of local Somali members have merged to create a unique dynamic within the organization 

in which “global and local agendas are fused; the ideological differences are blurred and 

many members only have a weak awareness of these differences” (Hansen 2016, 136). 

However, Hansen speculates further, in noting that:  

The most interesting issue is of course how far Al-Shabaab recruits joining for 

other reasons, such as clan loyalties, can accept the global views propagated by 

the organization; the irony is that both nationalism and claims can be combined 

with a loose diet of a struggle of a global Islamic ummah against attacks 

especially from the West; the latter is a concept so remote that it can be combined 

with a more local identity, and can be acted upon even though the local identity 

dominates (Hansen 2016, 141).  

 

Notably, the US may have unintentionally helped smooth over previously visible 

distinctions in the different conflict paradigms. A growing US presence in Somalia and 

dramatic escalation in targeted attacks over the last several years has undoubtedly 
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contributed to further blurring the lines between global and local ambitions for al-

Shabaab fighters.  

US Counterterrorism and Remote Violence in Somalia 

Al-Shabaab’s propaganda has also included global themes, even before its merger with 

al-Qaeda (Mendelson 145-146; Hansen 2016, 108). However, Mendelson (2016, 141) 

argues that “even while paying tribute to the dream of a pan-Islamic caliphate, al-

Shabaab’s actual objectives were essentially local, diverging from al-Qaeda’s global 

agenda. …Even the occasional US drone strike targeting al-Shabaab and al-Qaeda 

commanders did no lead al-Shabaab to go beyond threats and aim at Western targets.”  

This claim arguably held up for several years but has since been called into 

question due to al-Shabaab’s successful execution of multiple high-profile attacks that 

specifically targeted US troops in East Africa. Most notably, al-Shabaab carried out an 

attack on the Baledogle military base in Somalia, where US troops are stationed, in 

September 2019 (US Africa Command Public Affairs 2019c), and targeted American 

forces again in January 2020 in an attack on the Manda Bay base in Kenya (US Africa 

Command Public Affairs 2020a). 

This strategic shift is undoubtedly connected, at least in part, to the significant 

increase of the overall US presence in the region and more specifically, related to the 

substantial escalation in frequent of US airstrikes conducted against al-Shabaab. Based on 

data from the Armed Conflict Location and Event Data (ACLED) Project (Raleigh et al. 

2010), the USG began assisting regional forces in conducting direct airstrikes against al-

Shabaab in April 2011. However, the USG conducted minimal operations against HSM 
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between 2011 and 2014, carrying out a total of 22 operations over the course of four 

years (10 in 2011, 5 in 2012, 4 in 2013, 3 in 2014) (Raleigh et al. 2010). Jones, Liepman, 

and Chandler (2016, 49) contend that, “while the number of strikes [during this period] 

was relatively low… [these] strikes were precise and effective, killing several key senior 

al-Shabaab leaders.” Most notably, Godane was killed by a US airstrike in September 

2014 (ibid.), and Ahmed Umar (aka Abu Ubaidah) stepped in as his replacement. 

Additionally, ACLED data from 2015 indicates that the US conducted 

approximately 11 airstrikes, provided one battle assist, and responded to one hostage-

taking incident by al-Shabaab (Raleigh et al. 2010). One of the more high-profile targets 

eliminated that year was the individual suspected to be the organizer of the Westgate 

attack in Kenya (Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 2016, 49). A comparison of data from 

2015 to 2016 suggests an increased US presence from the previous year. According to 

ACLED data, in 2016, the US conducted approximately 27 airstrikes, engaged in 16 

battles against HSM, and was affected by one armed assault and one explosion conducted 

by al-Shabaab (Raleigh et al. 2010).  

One of the larger US victories in 2016 was an airstrike on one of al-Shabaab’s 

training camp, which killed an estimated 170 jihadists (Jones, Liepman, and Chandler 

2016, 50). Despite the visible increase in kinetic actions between 2015 and 2016, the 

statistics from 2017 are markedly higher. Based on ACLED data, the US engaged in 

approximately 10 battles against al-Shabaab, responded to approximately 10 cases of 

explosions/bombings/armed assaults executed by the organization, and most notably, 

carried out approximately 53 airstrikes against the organization (Raleigh et al. 2010). 
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This new phase of escalation occurred under the Trump administration and is tied 

to a formal authorization issued by President Trump in March 2019 that allowed US 

military leadership to expand their presence and increase the use of force as part of US 

counterterrorism efforts in the region (Maruf and Joseph 2018, 274-275). According to 

Anzalone (2018, 17), “increased US military involvement in Somalia, which has included 

a significant jump in the number of airstrikes on al-Shabaab and Islamic State-Somalia 

targets, has reportedly forced al-Shabaab to change tactics in order to better protect its 

forces.” This distinct shift in relationship dynamics within the last few years marks a new 

phase of conflict between these two particular adversaries, and the discursive and kinetic 

actions of both parties suggest that this particular conflict relationship has become an 

increasingly higher priority for both parties.  

At the same time, however, this recent increase in interaction presents an 

opportunity to explore these relationship dynamics in more detail, and perhaps, by 

extension, offers the potential to uncover opportunities for de-escalation and non-kinetic 

methods of engagement. While this brief synopsis of al-Shabaab’s organizational 

dynamics and US involvement in Somalia is in no way comprehensive, it provides an 

essential contextual foundation for the reader because, the interaction dynamics that 

occupy the focus of this research ultimately derive their meaning from the social context 

in which they are embedded.  
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Stage One: Compiling and Selecting Conflict Episodes 

The purpose of this case study was to analyze the narrative dynamics of the ongoing 

conflict between the US government (USG) and al-Shabaab (HSM), and to assess the 

extent to which these findings are useful for anticipatory intelligence. Chapter Four 

introduced the CITE framework as a structured approach for analyzing narrative 

dynamics. This framework outlines four stages that are involved in this analytic process. 

Following an initial data collection phase, the first stage of the CITE framework is 

designed to guide the analyst in compiling a selected set of episodes, or conversational 

strands, between the two main opposing parties.  

The previous chapter discussed the logistics involved in the data collection 

process for this case study. The initial phase of data collection involved a comprehensive 

search for USG and HSM discourse between January 1, 2015 and May 30, 2020, and 

only included samples in which the speaking party makes reference to the opposing party. 

This initial collection phase yielded a total of 324 USG discursive actions that referenced 

al-Shabaab and 40 HSM discursive actions that referenced the US, culminating in a total 

of 364 discursive samples.  

Of the 324 USG samples, 58 were from the White House (39 from the Obama 

administration and 19 from the Trump administration), 121 were from the State 

Department (86 from the Obama administration and 35 from the Trump administration), 

and 145 were from the Department of Defense (10 from main DOD website and 135 

from the AFRICOM website). The 40 HSM samples included 26 were videos, 12 were 

press releases, and 2 were magazine issues. All HSM samples in this initial phase were 
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obtained from a secondary source, Jihadology.net, which is an online archive of jihadist 

discourse. These collected samples constituted the initial data set that was used in the first 

stage of analysis. After the primary phase of data collection was completed, this initial 

data set was further refined in the first stage of the CITE framework, which is focused on 

compiling the conversational strands that appear within the initial data set. 

The process of identifying and compiled a selected of conversation episodes 

involved three different coding steps. The CITE Framework outlines four exploratory 

codes are designed to facilitate this process: actions, activities, counter-responses, and 

borrowed words. Each of these codes serves a distinct, albeit overlapping, function in 

allowing the analyst to begin identifying thematic elements that can be used to discern 

coherent conversation strands between opposing parties. These four codes were set up as 

“parent nodes” in NVivo, and the first step in the episode coding process involved using 

these nodes to code the contents of all 364 discursive samples that were collected. 

Eliciting Critical Conversations 

The next part of this process involved building out these codes by reviewing the coded 

content and assigning more specific “child nodes” to that data within each of the four 

categorical “parent nodes” that were used in the first round of episode coding. This step is 

comparable to a grounded theory approach because the labels for these child nodes are 

derived directly from the data itself. This process was iterative and facilitated the ability 

to elicit the conversation strands that were demonstrably critical to the parties themselves, 

rather than imposing external speculation on the significance of individual samples.  

http://jihadology.net/
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NVivo has a function that allows you view all contents that have been assigned to 

an individual code (or node), across multiple files. The second step of the episode stage 

involved reviewing the contents that were coded under each of the four main exploratory 

parent nodes (actions, activities, borrowed words, and counter-responses), and re-coding 

this data using more specific, thematic child nodes.  

For example, the following statement is from an April 2015 press release issued 

by the Site House Office of the Press Secretary: “The United States condemns in the 

strongest terms today’s terrorist attack against the innocent men and women of Garissa 

University College in eastern Kenya” (Earnest 2015b). During the exploratory coding 

phase, this excerpt was coded as an “action,” but coded more specifically as “Garissa 

attack” during the second round of episode coding. Likewise, since the majority of HSM 

samples were videos, descriptions of the images were integrated into the transcripts so 

that they could be coded as part of the conversation. For example, in an April 2016 video 

entitled, “The Raid of Sheikh Abu Yahya al-Libi: Storming the Base of the Crusader 

Kenyan Army,” the contents included images from the USS Cole bombing and shortly 

after that, featured images from 9/11 (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2016b). Both of 

these descriptions were coded as “actions” during the exploratory coding phase, but in the 

second round of coding, they were labeled more specifically as “USS Cole bombing” and 

“9/11.” 

This approach was likewise applied to the material that was coded under the 

“activities” node. Since the internal coding parameters within individual discursive 

samples was defined broadly to include all contents that are relevant to the broader 
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Global War on Terror, the following excerpt from a State Department press conference 

was coded under the “activities” node. In response to a question about the distinction 

between al-Qaeda (AQ) and the Islamic State (IS) as a threat to US national security, the 

State Department official offered the following response: 

I think that’s a little bit simplistic way of looking [at] it. They are both very 

significant threats. As I said AQAP [Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula] is the 

most dangerous affiliate that’s affiliated with AQ core, particularly when it comes 

to external attacks and looking at Western Europe of the United States. We’ve 

seen them attempt terrorist attacks on the U.S. with the Christmas day bombing, 

the cargo plot, and others. AQ core also clearly remains a threat, as we’ve talked 

about; ISIS is a different kind of threat, as we’ve also talked bout, which is why 

we’re going after them in Iraq and Syria” (Harf 2015).  

 

While this statement was coded as an “activity” in the first round of coding, it was re-

coded more specifically as “AQ attacks in the US” in this second round of episode 

coding. As an additional example, the following quote was included in a US AFRICOM 

press release from January 2019:  

“We are partnered with the Federal Government of Somalia, and other 

international partners, to protect the people of Somalia,” said Marine Corps Maj. 

gen. Gregg Olson, US Africa Command director of operations. “Precision 

airstrikes are part of our strategy. Strikes continue to help our partners make 

progress in their fight against the transnational terrorists who oppose peace in 

Somalia and in the region.” (US Africa Command Public Affairs 2019a).  

 

This excerpt was coded as an “activity” in the exploratory coding phase, and then 

recoded as “US airstrikes against HSM” to designate a specific type of activity during the 

second round of coding.  

The “borrowed words” code was used to identify cases in which one party quoted 

or drew on the specific language of the opposing party. For example, in a 2015 issue of 

Gaidi Mtaani, al-Shabaab’s magazine publication, the following sentence is found in an 
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article entitled, “Perplexed Propaganda: Meticulous Precision in Designed Kafkaesque 

Propaganda”: “Immediately after 9/11, George Bush adamantly decreed that ‘you are 

either with us (imperialists) or with the terrorists” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 

2015a, 47). This statement was coded under “borrowed words” during the exploratory 

episode coding phase and then re-coded specifically as “George Bush.” Notably, 

however, in the exploratory phase, the notion of “parties” was applied loosely in order to 

extract any unusual or surprising references that might emerge. For example, in the same 

Gaidi Mtaani article cited above, there is a passage that quotes George Orwell: 

As the 21st century neo-colonialism takes root, where Political language is the 

deceiving tool of the imperialist, just like the gospel of the missionaries was used 

to slumber the indigenous inhabitants with pacifism, where the missionaries’ 

foreign army invaded and colonized. Muslims all over the world continue to 

experience firsthand real devastating hocus-pocus from politicians and diplomats 

who, in all media outlets, use political language, that is always deceiving, to 

distort genuine armed resistance to occupation and neo-colonialism. George 

Orwell once said: “Political language… is designed to make lies sound truthful 

and murder respectable, and to give an appearance of solidarity to pure wind” 

(Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2015a, 48).  

 

The last sentence of this excerpt was initially coded as “borrowed words” and then re-

coded to designate the specific party that is cited, which in this case, is George Orwell.  

This same process was applied to the contents of the “counter-response” code. In 

addition to coding direct responses in which one party explicitly reacts to a specific 

action or pattern of behavior associated with the opposing party, the “counter-response” 

code also incorporated more implicit or indirect reactions to the adversary. For example, 

in a different article from the same issue of Gaidi Mtaani, the following excerpt is 

included as part of a personal narrative: 
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I couldn’t help but laugh when I remembered the time I actually use [sic] to 

believe that the Mujahideen would receive a Noble [sic] Peace Prize for their 

accomplishments. My logic at the time was that if people like Barack Obama— 

who is responsible for the murder of thousands— can be nominated for the award 

then the Mujahideen of Somalia who restored order after 20 years of bloodshed 

should be more than deserving (Maryam 2015, 11). 

 

This excerpt was coded as an implicit “counter-response” during the exploratory episode 

coding phase, because it cites an achievement of a US president in winning an award that 

is universally respected and reframes this event in a way that de-legitimizes Obama and, 

by extension, legitimizes al-Shabaab. During the second round of coding, however, this 

excerpt was recoded as a more specific topic: “Obama- Nobel Peace Prize.” 

Clearly, the second round of episode coding was a much more tedious process, 

and the specificity of the child nodes that were generated yielded approximately 90 child 

nodes. However, this step was critical in order to begin compiling a specific set of 

episodes, because NVivo includes a summary feature that allows you to view a list of all 

the files that were coded under a specific node. In other words, this function provides a 

visual map that reveals the specific conversational strands on a particular topic within the 

broader data set. For example, the summary view of the “USS Cole” node discussed 

above showed that there were three files that have content that was coded under this 

particular node. Additionally, the labeling system that was used to name the imported 

files is named by date and speaking party [YY.MM.DD_Party] so the summary view of 

any given node provides both a temporal outline of the conversation and indicates the 

frequency, or in some cases, lack of participation by each opposing party.  
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Compiling and Selecting Final Episodes 

The process of re-coding all of the contents within the four initial exploratory codes 

produced approximately 90 child nodes. These nodes, in turn, reveal a variety of different 

conversation strands that become visible within the initial data set, because NVivo 

provides a summary feature that lists all files that included coded content within a 

specific node. Having identified a diverse set of conversations strands through this 

second coding step, the third and final part of the episode stage involved compiling and 

selecting the specific set of episodes that will be analyzed in greater detail.  

This was done through a process of elimination. In order to identify a diverse, 

robust set of episodes, all episodes that fell within one or more of the following three 

categories were eliminated:  

• Conversation strands that only included discursive actions by one party (and 

hence, did not constitute an actual conversation) 

• Conversation strands that demonstrated minimal interaction (i.e., included only a 

few references by each party, and therefore provided a very limited amount of 

data to work with) 

• Conversation strands that were substantially imbalanced (because these cases 

have limited utility for the purposes of analyzing discursive dynamics between 

parties (for example, a child code that includes 18 references by one party and 1-2 

references by the opposing party).  
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However, over the course of this process, there certain overlapping codes that could be 

merged together to produce “thicker” conversation strands or grouped together as slightly 

broader categorical codes. For example, two child nodes that emerged in the second 

round of coding included a specific node for references to the death of AQAP leader, 

Anwar al-Awlaki, and a separate child node designated for references to the death of 

Osama bin Laden. Since the conversation strands associated with each node were 

minimal (2 references to al-Awlaki’s death and 4 references to Bin Laden’s death), these 

two nodes were merged under a broader categorical node on “AQ leader deaths.”  

  After all possible merging opportunities had been identified, the process of 

elimination yielded seven episodes to be considered for further analysis. Applying the 

guidelines specified above, 15 codes that were eliminated due to limited content, 41 

codes were eliminated because they only included references by one party, and 4 codes 

were eliminated because the data was too imbalanced to use for the purposes of analyzing 

interaction dynamics. The list of specific codes that were eliminated in this stage are 

listed in table 6.1.  

  It should be noted, however, this table may misconstrue the reader’s 

understanding of the elimination process leading one to equate the exclusion of 

conversations with the exclusion of discursive samples. This distinction warrants further 

clarification. While the contents of table 6.1 list the episodes that were eliminated for 

further analysis, this does not mean that all discursive samples associated with that 

episode were also eliminated. 
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Table 6.1. Eliminated Episode Codes 
 

Eliminated due to limited content 

Al-Aqsa mosque 

AQ leader deaths 

Charlie Hebdo attack 

COVID 

East Africa elections 

 

2016 El-Adde battle 

Mombasa attack 

Syrian Civil War 

US intervention in Yemen 

US Afghanistan invasion 

Guantanamo Bay 

Hotel attacks 

HSM governance 

US Embassy attacks 

1992 US intervention 

Eliminated due to lack of interaction 

2010 Kampala attack 

2016 US elections 

2019 UN attack 

American hostages 

AMISOM allegations 

AMISOM offensives 

AQ attacks in the US 

AQ-IS relationship 

Bancroft raid 

Bariire occupation 

Boko Haram 

Bosnian intervention 

Colonization 

USS Cole bombing 

 

Death of HSM leaders 

Discrimination in Kenya 

Economic exploitation 

Establishing a caliphate 

Ethiopia invasion 

Feb 2016 plane explosion 

HSM tactics 

IS attacks in the West 

IS tactics 

IS-Yezidis conflict 

2017 Kulbiyow battle 

July 2016 AMISOM attack 

Kenyan invasion 

US race relations 

Kenyan TJRC 

Lone wolf terrorism 

Mall of America threat 

Media bias 

Muslim Brotherhood 

Obama- Nobel Peace Prize 

US visits to East Africa 

Ramadan offensive 

Targeted KDF plane 

Toratorow city battle 

Tribal issues 

US action in Libya 

US Embassy in Somalia 

Eliminated due to extremely imbalanced conversation 

2014 Mpeketoni attack 

US intervention in 

Syria 

 

US invasion of Iraq US presence in East Africa 

 

  Each individual discursive action that was collected during the initial phase of 

data collection was assigned multiple episode codes based on the contents within each 

sample. While the table below lists the episodes that were ruled out for further analysis, 

many of the discursive actions associated with those episodes will be further analyzed 

based on their association with the episode codes that were selected for further analysis.  
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  For example, the “USS Cole” episode code included three discursive actions, all 

by al-Shabaab, so that code was eliminated because there was not enough data associated 

with it to justify further analysis. However, each of those three discursive actions was 

associated with one or more of the remaining codes that were selected, meaning that, 

while the “USS Cole” was eliminated as a conversation topic, the discursive actions that 

were part of that conversation were not eliminated.  

  Upon completion of this elimination process, there were seven remaining episode 

nodes, and five of those were selected to be analyzed in more detail. There were two 

additional episodes that were ultimately eliminated, despite satisfying of having both 

sufficient quantity and balance of discursive actions by both conflict parties. The two 

remaining conversational strands were associated with the 2013 Westgate attack and the 

2015 Garissa attack. The decision to exclude these episodes was related to the substance 

of the discursive samples associated with these two codes. For both of these nodes, the 

“conversation” about the attack included multiple discursive actions that make a one-off 

reference to that specific event but the majority of content within that file has little-to-no 

relevance to the topic of the attack.  

  This was most notably an issue in certain types of USG discourse, such as 

transcripts of press conferences that address a diverse array of topics that vary based on 

the questions that are posed by the media. In these cases, there were a sufficient amount 

of references to the attack to warrant consideration, but ultimately, the quality and scope 

of content within the identified discursive samples suggested that these two episodes 

would be less than ideal for tracing the narrative dynamics of interaction. 
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Selected Episodes 

Of the five episodes that were selected, the justification for selection varied slightly in 

each case, because each of these five conversational strands exhibited a unique set of 

characteristics that invited further investigation. The specific characteristics and logic of 

justification for each individual episode will be discussed in more detail in this section. 

However, the common thread that connects these selected conversation strands is that 

they all present some combination of features that invite further inquiry into the dynamics 

of meaning-making in conflict.  

  For the purposes of this research, each of the five selected episodes was labeled 

based on the topical theme which establishes that particular conversation strand. The 

following labels will be used throughout the remainder of this research to facilitate 

discussion of content both within and across episodes: 

 

• Episode One: 9/11 

• Episode Two: Minnesota Martyrs (Foreign Fighters) 

• Episode Three: Civilian Casualties  

• Episode Four: Jerusalem Declaration 

• Episode Five: US Becomes a Priority Target 

 

The grounded theory-like approach that was used to compile the selected episodes 

maintains consistency with the social constructionist approach to communication in 

allowing the analyst to elicit specific conversational strands that may or may not be 

taking place simultaneously across different layers of meaning.  Because this stage of 
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analysis is highly elicitive, in discerning connection based on the empirical data itself, it 

is highly likely that the time frame of each episode will vary substantially, but also just as 

likely that certain discursive actions within the data set will be analyzed as part of 

multiple episodes. In other words, a single discursive action may be engaging in multiple 

“conversations” at once.  

  For example, the conversation surrounding 9/11 is more abstract than the 

conversation about civilian casualties associated with US airstrikes in Somalia, and it is 

reasonable to anticipate that the 9/11 conversation is more likely to be continued over a 

longer time frame and the conversation about civilian casualties may be confined to a 

more discrete phase of the conflict. At the same time, however, it is likely that there will 

be several discursive actions that are part of both conversations, which helps to facilitate 

the analysis of cross-episode patterns. The details of each specific episode and its 

significance will be addressed in the remaining sections of this chapter.  

Episode One: 9/11 

The conversation strand surrounding 9/11 was undoubtedly the most abstract of all the 

selected episodes as well as the longest time frame. In addition to providing a sufficient 

amount and distribution of data to warrant further analysis, this particular episode was 

selected because it constitutes a classic example of moral conflict, illustrating the way in 

which opposing parties draw on incommensurate moral grammars in conversation with 

one another. This conversation between the US government and al-Shabaab demonstrates 

the way that parties often assign different meaning to a single event, and in this particular 

conversation, punctuation is a central factor that shapes this meaning for both parties.  
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 This distinction in meaning was generally visible even in the initial stage of 

episode coding, prior to engaging in the micro-level analysis of identifying root 

narratives and narrative dynamics. The divergence in meaning between opposing parties 

with respect to 9/11 was apparent from the outset: the US— and the West, more 

broadly— views the events of 9/11 as an unprecedented by a malicious terrorist 

organization that wants to annihilate the free world. The events of that day left the US 

and its allies with no choice but to wage a Global War on Terror in order to eradicate this 

threat to society. The jihadist narrative surrounding 9/11 is a much different account of 

events. While the US views the attacks as the start of a war, al-Qaeda and its affiliates 

view the attacks on 9/11 as retaliation for a history of oppression that the Muslim world 

has faced at the hands of the Western world. In the US narrative, 9/11 was an unprovoked 

attack, an offensive move, which required defense. In the jihadist narrative, the attacks on 

9/11 was, in fact, defensive; it was a response to their experience of US occupation in 

foreign lands.  

  The dissonance in these overacting narratives is visible without any further micro-

level analysis, and the different punctuation of these narratives is likewise visible prior to 

deeper inquiry. This clear juxtaposition from the outset is, in fact, the grounds for 

justification that this conversation strand warrants further analysis. This episode was 

selected in order to conduct a more in-depth analysis of the narrative patterns that emerge 

in this conversation and whether they these discursive dynamics offer insight in the 

kinetic interactions that are dispersed throughout this conversation. An overview of the 

discursive samples that are analyzed as part of this episode is provided in table 6.2 below.  
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Table 6.2. Episode One: 9/11 
 

Case Date Party Form Speaker 

15.02.16_US 02/16/15 USG (WH) Conference Call Senior WH Officials 

15.02.18_US 02/18/15 USG (WH) Op-Ed President Obama 

15.02.27_AS 02/20/15 HSM Magazine Issue Multiple speakers 

15.05.05_US-3 05/05/15 USG (SD) Remarks Secretary Kerry 

15.05.06_US-2 05/06/15 USG (SD) Remarks Secretary Kerry 

15.07.22_US 07/22/15 USG (WH) Press Briefing WH Press Secretary 

15.09.11_US 09/11/15 USG (WH) Remarks President Obama 

15.12.07_US 12/07/15 USG (WH) Press Briefing WH Press Secretary  

16.01.01_AS 01/01/16 HSM Video Anonymous 

16.04.09_AS 04/09/16 HSM Video Ahmed Umar 

16.04.27_US 04/27/16 USG (SD) Remarks Secretary Kerry 

16.10.26_US-1 10/26/16 USG (SD) Remarks Secretary Kerry 

16.10.26_US-2 10/26/16 USG (SD) Remarks Secretary Kerry 

16.11.22_US 11/22/16 USG (SD) Remarks Sarah Sewall 

16.11.29_US 11/29/16 USG (SD) Remarks Secretary Kerry 

16.12.06_US 12/06/16 USG (WH) Remarks President Obama 

17.01.05_US-2 01/05/17 USG (SD) Remarks Secretary Kerry 

17.02.10_AS 02/10/17 HSM Magazine Issue Multiple speakers 

17.02.18_US 02/18/17 USG (WH) Remarks Vice President Pence 

17.05.30_AS 05/30/17 HSM Video Anonymous  

17.09.07_US 09/07/17 USG (SD) Remarks CT Coordinator Sales 

17.10.04_AQ 09/12/29 AQSL Video Ayman al-Zawahiri 

18.02.28_US 02/28/18 USG (SD) Press Briefing CT Coordinator Sales 

18.09.12_AQ 09/12/18 AQSL Video Ayman al-Zawahiri 

19.09.11_AQ 09/11/19 AQSL Message Ayman al-Zawahiri 

19.09.12_US 09/12/19 USG (SD) Remarks CT Coordinator Sales 

19.11.05_AS 11/05/19 HSM Video Ahmed Umar 

20.01.08_AS-1 01/08/20 HSM Video Ali Mohamed Rage 

 

   

  There were 28 total discursive samples that were analyzed as part of this episode. 

Of those 27 samples, 7 were discursive actions (DAs) from al-Shabaab (HSM), and 18 

were US government (USG) DAs. Of the 18 USG DAs, 7 of those were from the White 
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House (6 from the Obama administration and 1 from the Trump administration), and 11 

DAs were from the State Department (8 from the Obama administration and 3 from the 

Trump administration). Additionally, 3 DAs from al-Qaeda were added during a second 

phase of data collection and incorporated into the episode, in order to identify any visible 

similarities or distinctions between the narratives of al-Shabaab and al-Qaeda’s Senior 

Leadership (AQSL).  

  The table above illustrates the extended time frame— and rather sporadic 

nature— of the conversation. The discursive actions collected as part of the 9/11 episode 

span from February 2015 through January 2020. The dispersion of DAs across this time 

frame also varies significantly, including 8 DAs in 2015, 8 DAs in 2016, 6 DAs in 2017, 

and then decreasing to only 2 DAs in both 2018 and 2019, and decreasing further to only 

one DA in 2020 (keeping in mind that that the time parameters for data collection only 

extended through May 2020).  

Episode Two: Minnesota Martyrs (Foreign Fighters) 

While the 9/11 episode constitutes a conversation where opposing parties have divergent 

narratives about the same event, the second selected episode is a case where parties draw 

on completely different language (and by extension, have different narratives) about a 

particular issue. Because the second stage of episode coding involved generating nodes 

using language directly from the data, this process helped those distinctions to emerge.  

  One of the growing concerns for USG within the broader context of the Global 

War on Terror has been the threat posed by foreign fighters, specifically with regards to 

diaspora living in Western countries who travel overseas to take part in jihad. These 
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individuals are viewed as posing a domestic threat because of concerns that they will 

return to their home countries and carry out attacks in the West. While the threat of 

foreign fighters is commonly associated with the two major transnational terrorist 

organizations— al-Qaeda and the Islamic State— al-Shabaab stands out from other 

regional terrorist organizations as being uniquely successful in attracting Western 

recruits. The Minneapolis area has one of the highest populations of Somali diaspora 

within the US (Atwan 2012, 119) and, according to Jones, Liepman, and Chandler (2016, 

15), approximately 40 Americans were estimated to have gone to Somalia to support al-

Shabaab between 2007 and 2010, “making the United States a primary exporter of 

Western fighters to Somalia.” Additionally, an FBI investigation around that time 

determined that approximately 20 of those individuals were from the Minneapolis area, 

some of whom eventually came back to the US to support recruitment efforts for HSM 

(Daniels 2012, 61).  

  In January 2016, al-Shabaab released a video entitled “The Path to Paradise: From 

Twin Cities to the Land of the Two Migrations” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 

2016a). The video presented the narratives of seven American individuals who had 

traveled to Somalia and were killed in battle between March 2009 and May 2011. Within 

the organization, this group became known as the “Minnesota martyrs,” and they were 

referenced in several other discursive actions by al-Shabaab, as part of a broader 

conversation urging individuals in the West to “make hijra” and come to Somalia to fight 

with al-Shabaab.  
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  This specific episode was compiled by merging the DAs associated with three 

different episode codes: Minnesota martyrs, foreign fighters, and hijra. These codes 

demonstrated the way that opposing parties draw on different language and assign 

different meaning to the same topic. For al-Shabaab, the conversation is focused broadly 

on recruitment, directly addressing the target population in calling on them to make hijra, 

and the Minnesota martyrs are used as an example to demonstrate the aspirations that 

these recruits should seek to fulfill. On the opposing side, USG discourse is focused on 

foreign fighters as a domestic threat, and the conversation surrounding the response to 

this threat centers on de-radicalization and countering violent extremism (CVE) 

initiatives. While al-Shabaab references the Minnesota martyrs as a positive example for 

potential recruits, Minnesota is identified in USG DAs as one of a select number of 

locations that have been targeted as a pilot city for CVE projects.  

  The visible distinctions between the labels and language of opposing parties with 

regard to these phenomena were the primary reason that this conversation strand was 

selected for further analysis. Like the 9/11 episode, the conversation about foreign 

fighters presents an obvious case where opposing parties assign different meaning to this 

particular element of the conflict. Additionally, this particular conversation strand offers 

a unique opportunity to study an interaction that spans across multiple layers of meaning, 

because the discussion of the Minnesota martyrs constitutes a concrete, local-level 

storyline that is one that both parties draw on to reinforce their higher-level storylines 

about the radicalization of foreign fighters and the call to make hijra and take part in 

jihad, respectively. This episode was selected in order to study these narrative dynamics 
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in more detail and assess their relationship to the kinetic interaction between opposing 

parties.  

  There were 25 total DAs that were compiled as part of this Minnesota martyrs 

episode, and there were several overlapping DAs that were also part of the 9/11 episode. 

A summary of the DAs for Episode Two is provided in table 6.3 below.  

 

Table 6.3. Episode Two: Minnesota Martyrs (Foreign Fighters) 
 
 

Case Date Party Form Speaker 

15.02.06_US 02/06/15 USG (SD) Press Briefing  Dep. Spokesperson Harf 

15.02.11_US 02/11/15 USG (SD) Press Briefing Spokesperson Psaki 

15.02.16_US 02/16/15 USG (WH) Conf. Call Senior WH Officials 

15.02.18_US 02/18/15 USG (WH) Op-Ed President Obama 

15.02.20_US-1 02/20/15 USG (SD) Statement Spokesperson Psaki 

15.02.23_US-2 02/23/15 USG (SD) Press Briefing Spokesperson Psaki 

15.02.26_US 02/26/15 USG (WH) Press Briefing WH Press Secretary 

15.03.27_US 03/27/15 USG (SD) Press Briefing Dep. Spokesperson Rathke 

15.04.03_US-2 04/03/15 USG (SD) Press Briefing Spokesperson Harf 

15.05.04_US-1 05/04/15 USG (SD) Press Briefing Senior SD Official 

15.05.05_US-2 05/05/15 USG (WH) Press Briefing WH Press Secretary 

15.05.09_AS 05/09/15 HSM Video Salman al-Muhajir  

15.06.02_US 06/02/15 USG (SD) Testimony Dep. CT Coord. Siberell 

15.08.07_AS 08/07/15 HSM Video Ahmad Iman Ali 

15.09.27_US 09/27/15 USG (SD) Remarks Secretary Kerry 

15.11.01_AS 11/01/15 HSM Video Anonymous 

15.12.07_US 12/07/15 USG (WH) Press Briefing WH Press Secretary 

16.01.01_AS 01/01/16 HSM Video Anonymous  

16.01.28_AS 01/28/16 HSM Video Anonymous 

16.02.03_US 02/03/16 USG (SD) Remarks CT Coord. Kaidanow 

16.02.25_AS 02/25/16 HSM Video Mahad Ali Dhore 

17.02.10_AS 02/10/17 HSM Magazine Multiple speakers 

17.07.18_AS 07/18/17 HSM Video Daktari Khalid 

19.08.01_US 08/01/19 USG (SD) Press Briefing CT Coordinator Sales 

20.06.29_AQ 06/29/20 AQSL Statement AQ Sr. Leadership 
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Out of these 25 DAs, 8 were from al-Shabaab and 16 were from the USG, including 11 

DAs from the State Department and 5 DAs from the White House. All of the White 

House DAs were from the Obama administration and all but of the State Department DAs 

were from the Obama administration as well. The time frame for this conversation 

spanned from February 2015 through August 2019, but the majority of the DAs within 

the episode were from 2015.  

  Additionally, however, a statement from al-Qaeda’s General Command was 

added to this episode during the secondary data collection phase. In the 2015 Al-Kataib 

video about the Minnesota martyrs, the initial segment of the video addresses the issue of 

racism in the US, including an image of Michael Brown and featuring video footage of 

Black Lives Matter protests.  

  In June 2020, al-Qaeda released a statement in wake of the nation-wide protests 

that followed the death of George Floyd. While this discursive action is not actually part 

of the conversation about foreign fighters, the similarities between this 2020 press release 

and the initial segment in al-Shabaab’s video in 2015 are striking and provided a valuable 

opportunity to compare the rhetoric of the two organizations. Since the ability to identify 

important distinctions as well as similarities in the discourse of both parties is 

unquestionably relevant to intelligence analysis, this justified the decision to incorporate 

this particular DA by al-Qaeda even though it was not directly part of this episode.  

Episode Three: Civilian Casualties 

The third episode that was selected for further analysis was the ongoing conversation 

surrounding allegations of civilian casualties as a result of USG kinetic actions in 
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Somalia. The primary justification for selecting this episode to be analyzed more 

extensively was based on its particular utility for studying the interdependent relationship 

between discursive and kinetic actions. A summary of the discursive actions compiled as 

part of this episode is provided in table 6.4. below.  

  Based on this summary alone, it is clear that the conversation about civilian 

casualties correlates with the directive issued by President Trump in March 2019 that 

allowed US military leadership to expand their presence and increase the use of force as 

part of US counterterrorism efforts in the region (Maruf and Joseph 2018, 274-275). 

While there are 54 total DAs that are analyzed as part of this conversation, only four of 

these DAs occurred prior to the March 2017 authorization. A New York Times article 

confirms the significance of this directive in “eas[ing] combat rules in Somalia intended 

to protect civilians,” and explains that this authorization “gives commanders… greater 

latitude to carry out offensive airstrikes and raids by ground troops against militants” 

(Savage and Schmitt 2017).  

  Additionally, data from the New America Foundation further demonstrates that 

there is a strong correlation between the increase in US kinetic actions (KAs) in Somalia 

and the increase in DAs on the topic of civilian casualties. The website provides live 

statistics on the war in Somalia and confirms that there were a total of 12 airstrikes 

carried out under the Bush administration, 48 total airstrikes carried out under the Obama 

administration, and 251 airstrikes carried out under the Trump administration, with the 

most recent airstrike having been on August 25, 2020 at the time that this was written 

(“The War in Somalia: Live Statistics” 2020).  
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  These discursive actions associated with this episode present an invaluable 

opportunity, from an intelligence standpoint, to look for potential patterns that may 

coincide between discursive and kinetic actions in this particular conflict. For example, 

one especially significant KA associated with this episode took place on August 25, 

2017, when US and Somali forces carried out a “joint” raid in Bariire and multiple 

sources reported that there were 10 civilian casualties that resulted from the incident, 

including three children (Anzalone 2018, 17). That same day, US AFRICOM issued a 

press release stating that they were aware of the allegations and were following up with 

an investigation (US Africa Command Public Affairs 2017a ), which was followed up 

with a brief statement on November 29, 2017 that further investigation had confirmed 

that there were no civilian causalities from the incident (US Africa Command Public 

Affairs 2017b). However, this statement contradicts reports by multiple news sources that 

reported on protests that erupted in the community and an eventual admission of 

responsibility by a Somali military official (Omar and Sheikh 2017; Al Jazeera 2017).  

  Additionally, one of the kinetic actions collected from the Global Terrorism Data 

was an attack on September 29, 2017 carried out by al-Shabaab against Somali and US 

forces stationed at the military base in Bariire (National Consortium for the Study of 

Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism [START], 2019). While there were no direct 

discursive actions by al-Shabaab that were located about the attack, an Agence France-

Presse article (2017) quotes an audio message by al-Shabaab’s official spokesperson, Ali 

Mohamed Rage, citing the attack as a retaliation for the civilian deaths that resulted from 

August 25 raid in Bariire. This is just one of several examples in which the links between 
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KAs and DAs became clearly visible in the course of compiling data for this particular 

episode and served as the primary grounds for justification in terms of the potential value 

that might be discerned from analyzing this conversation in more detail. The table below 

provides a summary of the 54 DAs that were compiled as part of the conversation about 

civilian casualties.  

 

Table 6.4. Episode Three: Civilian Casualties 
 

Case Date Party Form Speaker 

16.02.13_AS 02/13/16 HSM Press Release HSM Press Office 

16.03.07_US-1 03/07/16 USG (WH) Press Briefing  WH Press Secretary 

16.10.05_US 10/05/16 USG (SD) Press Briefing  Dep. Spokesperson Toner 

16.12.06_US 12/06/16 USG (WH) Remarks  President Obama 

17.03.24_US 03/24/17 USG (DOD) Press Briefing  Gen. Waldhauser 

17.03.30_US 03/30/17 USG (DOD) Press Release Capt. Jeff Davis 

17.04.23_US 04/23/17 USG (DOD) Press Conf. Mattis & Waldhauser 

17.05.30_AS 05/30/17 HSM Video Anonymous 

17.07.31_US-1 07/31/17 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

17.08.10_US 08/10/17 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

17.08.17_US 08/17/17 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

17.08.25_US 08/25/17 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

17.09.01_AS 09/01/17 HSM Video Ahmed Umar 

17.09.11_TP 09/29/17 TP (HSM qt.) News Article Agence France-Presse 

17.09.13_US 09/13/17 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

17.11.12_US 11/12/17 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

17.11.29_US 11/29/17 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

17.12.28_US 12/28/17 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

18.04.02_US 04/02/18 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

18.10.13_US 10/13/18 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

18.10.16_US 10/16/18 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

18.11.28_US 11/28/18 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

19.02.24_US 02/24/19 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

19.03.19_US-1 03/19/19 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

19.03.19_US-2 03/19/19 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

19.04.10_US-1 04/10/19 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

19.04.12_US 04/12/19 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

19.04.20_US 04/20/19 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 
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19.05.12_AS 05/12/19 HSM Video AA Mahad Warsame 

19.05.30_US 05/30/19 USG (SD) Press Briefing  AFRICOM Officials 

19.09.19_AS 09/19/19 HSM Video Ahmed Umar 

19.11.05_AS 11/05/19 HSM Video Ahmed Umar 

19.12.29_US 12/29/19 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

19.12.30_TP 12/20/19 TP (HSM aff) News Article Liibaan Jeexoow 

19.12.31_AS 12/31/19 HSM Press Release HSM Press Office 

20.01.08_AS-1 01/08/20 HSM Video Ali Mohamud Rage 

20.01.29_TP 01/29/20 TP (HSM aff) News Article Liibaan Jeexoow 

20.02.10_US-2 02/10/20 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

20.02.10_US-3 02/10/20 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

20.02.13_US 02/13/20 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

20.02.23_US-1 02/23/20 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

20.02.24_US 02/24/20 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

20.02.29_AS 02/29/20 HSM Press Release HSM Press Office 

20.03.11_TP 03/11/20 TP (HSM aff) News Article Liibaan Jeexoow 

20.03.31_TP 03/31/20 TP (HSM aff) News Article Liibaan Jeexoow 

20.04.03_US-1 04/03/20 USG (DOD) Press Release US AFRICOM 

20.04.07_US-1 04/07/20 USG (DOD) Press Release US AFRICOM 

20.04.07_US-2 04/07/20 USG (DOD) Press Release US AFRICOM 

20.04.09_TP 04/09/20 TP (HSM aff) News article Liibaan Jeexoow 

20.04.11_TP 04/11/20 TP (HSM aff) News Article Liibaan Jeexoow 

20.04.15_US 04/15/20 USG (DOD) Press Release US AFRICOM 

20.05.09_TP 05/09/20 TP (HSM aff) News Article Liibaan Jeexoow 

20.05.18_TP 05/18/20 TP (HSM aff) News Article Liibaan Jeexoow 

20.05.18_US 05/17/20 USG (DOD) Press Release US AFRICOM 

 

 

The parameters for this conversation range from February 2016 through February 2020. 

However, all but four of these DAs occurred from March 2017 onward. Out of all 54 

DAs in this episode, 35 are from the USG. However, this only includes 2 White House 

DAs (both from the Obama administration) and 1 State Department DA (from the Trump 

administration); the remaining 35 DAs are from the DOD (specifically, US AFRICOM). 

There are 9 total DAs from al-Shabaab that are included in this episode.  
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  Additionally, table 6.4 shows that there are 9 additional “Third-Party” DAs (listed 

as “TP” under the “Party” heading in the table). One of these samples is the Agence 

France-Presse article mentioned above. This was included because, although the original 

audio message by al-Shabaab could not be located, this article includes a direct quote 

from the original message, so it was integrated as part of the conversation. The remaining 

8 third-party DAs are articles from SomaliMemo, one of the news outlets affiliated with 

HSM. These samples all constitute allegations of civilian casualties resulting from US 

airstrikes, and on one occasion, US AFRICOM issued a press release in direct response to 

the release of one of these articles (US Africa Command Public Affairs 2020k). The 

direct nature of engagement between opposing parties within this episode further 

reinforces its value as a conversation to be analyzed in greater detail.  

Episode Four: Jerusalem Declaration 

The fourth episode that was selected for further analysis was the conversation 

surrounding Jerusalem as the capital of Israel, and more specifically, the proclamation 

issued by President Trump which formally recognized Jerusalem as the capital of Israel 

(Trump, 2017). The primary grounds for selected this episode to explore in more detail 

lies in the culmination of discursive and kinetic responses by al-Shabaab to this event, as 

well as the extent to which this episode facilitates exploration of the extent to which al-

Shabaab’s relationship with al-Qaeda factors into the dynamics of this particular 

conversation.  

  While the proclamation by Trump took place on December 6, 2017, al-Qaeda’s 

Central Command issued a response within 24 hours of the event (Al-Qaeda General 
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Command 2017), and al-Shabaab’s General Command followed suit with their own 

response just two days later (Al-Shabaab General Command 2017). The plight of the 

Palestinians is a universal cause that is championed by jihadist organizations, but Byman 

(2015, 133) contends that, contrary to regionally-specific groups— namely, Hezbollah 

and Hamas— al-Qaeda’s central leadership “does not consider Israel a priority. Instead, 

al-Qaeda has merely tried to paint Israel as a part of its fight against America.” He further 

suggests that “Israel is most useful to al Qaeda as a propaganda tool” (ibid.).  

  At face value, the discursive and kinetic data that was compiled for this fourth 

episode appears to substantiate this claim. The US Embassy in Jerusalem officially 

opened on May 14, 2018 (White House Office of the Press Secretary 2018) and a day 

before this event, Ayman al-Zawahiri, al-Qaeda’s leader, released a video entitled “Tel 

Aviv is Also the Land of Muslims” (Al-Zawahiri 2018b), which called on the Muslim 

community to focus on Western targets in their efforts to liberate Palestine. In January 

2019, al-Shabaab carried out a significant attack on a business complex in Nairobi, 

Kenya that houses multiple international companies, and cited the attack as part of a 

broader operation which was codenamed Operation “Al-Qudsu Lan Tuhawwad” or 

“Jerusalem will never be Judaized,” citing Trump’s decision to relocate the US embassy 

in their statement about the attack (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2019a).  

  Matos (2019) argues that this move was likely inspired by al-Zawahiri’s message 

from May of the previous year because another affiliate, Jama’at Nusrat al-Islam wal-

Muslimin (JNIM) carried out an attack in Mali around that same time and alleges that 

there were similarities in the rationale that both groups provided as justification for the 
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attacks. In contrast, Ward (2019) contends that, despite the claims by al-Shabaab in citing 

the attack as retaliation for Trump’s actions regarding Jerusalem, “It’s more likely that 

the strike is really the latest catastrophe in a decade-plus struggle between Kenya and al-

Shabaab.” These conflicting views merely reinforce the grounds for selecting this 

particular episode to analyze in more detail.  

  Table 6.5. provides a summary of the discursive actions that were compiled as 

part of the conversation on the Jerusalem declaration. There are 44 total DAs that are 

included in this episode: 31 DAs are from the USG, 6 DAs are from al-Shabaab, and 7 

DAs are from AQSL. Out of the 31 USG DAs, 8 DAs are from the State Department (2 

DAs from the Obama administration and 6 from the Trump administration) and 23 are 

from the White House (all 23 DAs are from the Trump administration).  

 

Table 6.5. Episode Four: Jerusalem Declaration 
 

Case Date Party Form Speaker 

15.04.08_US-3 04/08/15 USG (SD) Remarks Secretary Kerry 

17.01.10_US 01/10/17 USG (SD) Interview Secretary Kerry 

17.10.04_AQ 10/04/17 AQSL Video Ayman al-Zawahiri 

17.12.06_US-1 12/06/17 USG (WH) Press Release WH Press Office 

17.12.06_US-2 12/06/17 USG (WH) Proclamation President Trump 

17.12.06_US-3 12/06/17 USG (WH) Press Statement President Trump 

17.12.06_US-4 12/06/17 USG (SD) Press Statement Secretary Tillerson 

17.12.07_AQ 12/07/17 AQSL Release AQ Sr. Leadership 

17.12.07_US 12/07/17 USG (WH) Press Release WH Press Office 

17.12.07_US  12/07/17 USG (SD) Press Briefing Asst. Sec. Satterfield 

17.12.09_AS 12/09/17 HSM Press Release HSM Gen. Command 

18.01.20_US 01/20/18 USG (WH) Remarks Vice President Pence 

18.01.21_US 01/21/18 USG (WH) Remarks Vice President Pence 

18.01.22_US 01/22/18 USG (WH) Remarks Vice President Pence 

18.01.23_US 01/23/18 USG (WH) Remarks Vice President Pence 

18.01.25_US 01/25/18 USG (WH) Remarks President Trump 
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18.03.05_US-1 03/05/18 USG (WH) Remarks President Trump 

18.03.05_US-2 03/05/18 USG (WH) Remarks Vice President Pence 

18.03.31_AQ 03/31/18 AQSL Video Hamza Usa. bin Laden 

18.05.10_US 05/10/18 USG (WH) Op-Ed John Bolton 

18.05.13_AQ 05/13/18 AQSL Video Ayman al-Zawahiri 

18.05.14_US-1 05/14/18 USG (WH) Fact Sheet WH Press Office 

18.05.14_US-2 05/14/18 USG (WH) Remarks Vice President Pence 

18.05.15_US 05/15/18 USG (WH) Press Release WH Press Office 

18.05.17_US 05/17/18 USG (WH) Press Release WH Press Office 

18.05.22_US 05/22/18 USG (WH) Press Release WH Press Office 

18.09.12_AQ 09/12/18 AQSL Video Ayman al-Zawahiri 

18.12.07_US 12/07/18 USG (WH) Remarks President Trump 

19.01.16_AS 01/16/19 HSM Press Release HSM Press Office 

19.03.21_US 03/21/19 USG (SD) Article Antiterror. Dir. Bernado 

19.03.26_US-1 03/26/19 USG (WH) Remarks President Trump 

19.05.08_US 05/08/19 USG (SD) Press Statement Secretary Pompeo 

19.05.12_AS 05/12/19 HSM Video A. A. Mahad Warsame 

19.07.10_US 07/10/19 USG (SD) Remarks CT Coordinator Sales 

19.09.11_AQ 09/11/19 AQSL Message Ayman al-Zawahiri 

19.09.12_US 09/12/19 USG (SD) Remarks CT Coordinator Sales 

19.11.05_AS 11/05/19 HSM Video Ahmed Umar 

19.12.07_US 12/07/19 USG (WH) Remarks President Trump 

20.01.05_AS 01/05/20 HSM Press Release HSM Press Office 

20.01.08_AS-1 01/08/20 HSM Video Ali Mohamud Rage 

20.01.20_AQ 01/20/20 AQSL Statement AQ Sr. Leadership 

20.01.23_US 01/23/20 USG (WH) Remarks Vice President Pence 

20.01.28_US-1 01/28/20 USG (WH) Fact Sheet WH Press Office 

20.01.28_US-2 01/28/20 USG (WH) Remarks President Trump 

 

 

The data set for this episode is distinct from the other four selected episodes in that most 

of it collected during the secondary phase of data collection. Since the preliminary round 

of data collection only included DAs that referenced the opposing party, the majority of 

USG DAs about Jerusalem were not included in that process. However, because the 

references by al-Shabaab to this event were coded during the episode section stage, this 

process helped to elicit parts of the conversation, and the second phase of data collection 
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allowed the additional gaps to be filled in. In the case of this particular episode, most of 

the USG DAs as well as the AQ DAs were incorporated during the second round of data 

collection.  

Episode Five: US Becomes a Priority Target 

The fifth and final selected episode is the conversation surrounding the extent to which 

al-Shabaab poses a direct threat to the US. While discursive threats to the US have long 

been a part of al-Shabaab’s propaganda, the organization appears to have made a strategic 

shift in the last several years in prioritizing US forces as a target in their kinetic attacks. 

Two of the most significant kinetic events that factor into this conversation include an 

attack on the Baledogle Military Airfield in Somalia in September 2019 (US Africa 

Command Public Affairs 2019c) and a January 2020 attack at the Manda Bay Airfield in 

Kenya (US Africa Command Public Affairs 2020a).  

  There is some overlap between this episode and the conversation surrounding the 

Jerusalem declaration, in that some of the kinetic actions against the US are cited as part 

of Operation “Jerusalem Will Never Be Judaized” (which will be referenced from now on 

simply as Operation Al-Quds). This overlap is likewise visible in the number of DAs that 

are shared across these two episodes. There are 44 total DAs included as part of this 

episode which is summarized in table 6.6 below.  

 

Table 6.6. Episode Five: US Becomes a Priority Target 
 

Case Date Party Form Speaker 

17.05.05_US 05/05/17 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 
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17.07.05_US 07/05/17 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

17.08.17_US 08/17/17 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

17.09.06_US 09/06/17 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

17.09.08_US 09/08/17 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

17.09.13_US 09/13/17 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

17.11.09_US 11/09/17 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

17.11.12_US 11/12/17 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

17.11.15_US 11/15/17 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

17.11.21_US 11/21/17 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

18.09.12_AQ 09/12/18 AQSL Video Ayman al-Zawahiri 

18.09.12_US 09/12/18 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

18.09.22_US 09/22/18 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

18.12.05_US 12/05/18 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

18.12.20_US 12/20/18 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

19.05.12_AS 05/12/19 HSM Video A. A. Mahad Warsame 

19.08.12_AS 08/12/19 HSM Video Multiple 

19.09.30_AS 09/30/19 HSM Press Release HSM Press Office 

19.09.30_US 09/30/19 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

19.10.01_US 10/01/19 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

19.10.02_AS 10/02/19 HSM Press Release HSM Press Office 

19.10.15_AS 10/15/19 HSM Press Release HSM Press Office 

19.10.16_AQ 10/16/19 AQSL Statement AQ Sr. Leadership 

19.11.05_AS 11/05/19 HSM Video Ahmed Umar 

19.11.19_US 11/19/19 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

20.01.05_AS 01/05/20 HSM Press Release HSM Press Office 

20.01.05_US-1 01/05/20 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

20.01.05_US-2 01/05/20 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

20.01.06_US 01/06/20 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

20.01.08_AS-1 01/08/20 HSM Video Ali Mohamud Rage 

20.01.08_AS-2 01/08/20 HSM Press Release HSM Press Office 

20.01.20_AQ 01/20/20 AQSL Statement AQ Sr. Leadership 

20.01.27_US 01/27/20 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

20.02.02_US 02/02/20 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

20.02.10_US-1 02/10/20 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

20.02.10_US-4 02/10/20 USG (SD) Media Note Off. of the Spokesperson 

20.02.19_US-1 02/19/20 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

20.02.23_US-2 02/23/20 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

20.02.24_US 02/24/20 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

20.02.25_US 02/25/20 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

20.02.29_AS 02/29/20 HSM Press Release HSM Press Office 

20.03.02_US 03/02/20 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

20.03.06_US 03/06/20 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 
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20.04.04_US 04/04/20 USG (DOD) Press Release AFRICOM Public Affairs 

  

Out of these 44 DAs, 10 are from al-Shabaab, 3 are from al-Qaeda Central Command, 

and 31 are from the USG. Of the 31 USG DAs, only one is from the State Department 

(under the Trump administration) and the remaining 30 DAs are from the DOD (US 

AFRICOM). 

  The overlap in conversations about the Jerusalem Declaration and al-Shabaab’s 

kinetic shift towards US targets is particularly visible in the discursive data by al-

Shabaab. However, the decision to treat these conversations as distinct from one another 

was determined based on the divergence in USG discourse between the two samples. 

Specifically, the USG discourse regarding the Jerusalem Declaration episode is 

predominantly by the White House and includes a few discursive samples from the State 

Department, but there is no engagement by the DOD in this conversation.  

  In contrast, the DOD completely dominates the conversation surrounding this 

shift in al-Shabaab’s kinetic strategy. Because there are several overlapping DAs by al-

Shabaab across these two episodes, these dynamics create a valuable opportunity to study 

the extent to which one conflict party (al-Shabaab) engages simultaneously with multiple 

components of the opposing party (the White House, Department of Defense, and State 

Department). Additionally, there is also substantial overlap between this particular 

conversation and the parallel conversation about civilian casualties. These different 

intersections, in addition to the clear interdependence between discursive and kinetic 
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actions in shaping the conversation dynamics, reinforce the logic for selecting this 

episode to be analyzed in more detail.  

Identifying Root Narratives and Tracking Narrative Dynamics 

This chapter addressed some of the major contextual details that are critical to 

understanding the ongoing conflict between the US government and al-Shabaab and 

detailed the process of compiling and selecting episodes according to the procedures 

associated with Stage One of the CITE Framework. This process led to the selection of 

five episodes to be analyzed more extensively based on the procedures in the second and 

third stages of the CITE Framework. The next chapter will discuss the findings and 

implications that emerged within each episode with regard to the root narratives and 

narrative dynamics that were discerned in these conversations.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN - CASE STUDY (PART II): 

NARRATIVE ANALYSIS AND ENGAGEMENT 

The selected episodes that were discussed in the previous chapter constitute five distinct, 

but overlapping, conversation strands between the US government (USG) and al-Shabaab 

(HSM). In total, there were 168 discursive actions (DAs) across these five episodes, and 

these samples were re-analyzed in a second and third round of coding, using the 

procedures outlined in the second and third stages of the CITE Framework.  

 The second round of coding (as part of Stage Two of the CITE Framework) 

focused on identifying the root narratives and narrative undercurrents that were visible in 

each discursive sample, and the third round of coding (as part of Stage Three of the CITE 

Framework) involved tracking the narrative dynamics that emerged within these DAs 

based on the specific tactics that parties drew on in an effort to legitimate their cause. 

This chapter discusses the findings and relevant patterns that emerged from this process 

within the context of each specific episode, as well as in the overall interaction, and 

explores the implications of these findings with regard to potential engagement 

opportunities that became visible through this analysis.  

Episode One: 9/11 

There were 28 DAs associated with the 9/11 episode. Of these 27 DAs, 5 DAs 

overlapped with the Minnesota martyrs episode, 5 DAs overlapped with the civilian 
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casualties episode, 6 DAs overlapped with the Jerusalem Declaration episode, and 3 DAs 

overlapped with the episode surrounding the US becoming a priority target for HSM.  

USG Root Narratives 

Within the conversation about 9/11, the USG drew predominantly on a defense narrative 

while HSM framed the conversation through the lens of a liberation narrative. The US 

defense narrative about 9/11 is unsurprising, because the concept of a “terrorist attack” is 

staunchly grounded in the securitarian imagination. Classic references to the “horrific 

attacks,” “pain,” and “mass casualties” associated with the events of 9/11 clearly adhere 

to the structure of the defense narrative, whereby the outsider— the terrorist— poses a 

threat to the physical safety of the state. When the physical safety of the state is 

threatened, the corresponding resolution involves developing an appropriate means of 

defense, “in order to keep America safe and free” (Obama 2015b).  

The underlying logic of the defense narrative in USG discourse is visible not only 

in recollections about the attacks, but also used to reinforce the message that terrorists 

continue to threaten our national security, which logically necessitates the continued need 

for military action and defensive measures. This logic is explicitly illustrated in a 2016 

speech by Secretary Kerry at the Chicago Council on Global Affairs, in which he 

contends that the threat of violent extremism “is a danger that has evolved steadily since 

9/11 and we work constantly to defend it, both here and at home” (Kerry 2016a). In USG 

DAs across both presidential administrations, the conversation about 9/11 was often 

integrated as part of a broader conversation about the Global War on Terror (GWOT) and 
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specifically focused on the defensive efforts against the two major transnational terrorist 

organizations: al-Qaeda (AQ) and the Islamic State (IS).  

The language of the defense narrative about 9/11 easily translates to the fight 

against these two organizations, and in some cases, demonstrates a clear escalation in the 

use of defense language that perpetuates conflict. For example, in a 2015 op-ed, President 

Obama writes: “In Syria and Iraq, the terrorist group we call ISIL has slaughtered 

innocent civilians and murdered hostages, including Americans, and has spread its 

barbarism to Libya with the murder of Egyptian Christians” (Obama 2015a). The 

activities and descriptors in this statement present a classic case of a defense narrative: 

the US is battling the threat of barbarian outsiders who are slaughtering innocent 

civilians. The escalating language in this statement is obvious, in the extent to which the 

enemy is portrayed as immoral and by extension, excluded and positioning outside the 

boundaries of civil society. This narrative demonstrates simplified features and functions 

to de-legitimize the opposing party.  

While the USG drew predominantly on a defense narrative to talk about 9/11 and 

the GWOT, this defense narrative was not always reinforced when other allies were party 

to the conversation. For example, in a 2015 press conference with Secretary Kerry and 

the Foreign Minister of Djibouti, Secretary Kerry uses 9/11 as the launching point for his 

defense narrative about the Global War on Terror. He explains that  

…extremism and violence and terrorism… reached an altogether unfathomable, 

incomprehensible level of depravity and nihilism with the attacks that took place 

in 2001 in September in New York, and then subsequently in various other parts 

of the world…” “Most recently with the rise of Daesh and al-Shabaab, al-Nusrah, 

al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula and various other entities, people have 

regrettably found a way to exploit a great religion and to present it in a completely 
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false manner. And they have taken advantage of young people, particularly, and 

particularly those who don’t have jobs, don’t have opportunities, people who are 

poor, and twist their minds, indoctrinate them, and send them on missions of 

death and terror to literally destroy— not to build, not to provide a future (Kerry 

and Youssouf 2015).  

 

While the mention of targeted recruits who are economically marginalized suggests some 

possible stability undercurrents, the dominant root narrative in this statement is a clear-

cut defense narrative, because the antagonists are the terrorists and they pose a threat to 

not only the physical security of our nation, but also around the world. The second 

portion of his statement offers an additional storyline that reinforces the dominant 

defense narrative by the description of the manipulative tactics that the terrorist 

antagonists use to exploit and “indoctrinate” marginalized youth. In this particular 

example, this secondary storyline maintains the structure of a defense narrative because 

the antagonist remains the same and they continue to pose a threat to our physical 

security by sending these recruits “on missions of death and terror to literally destroy— 

not to build, not provide a future” (Kerry and Youssouf 2015). 

Following his concluding remarks, however, Foreign Minister Youssouf opens 

with the following statement:  

…we must state loud and clear that religions themselves are not the source of 

terrorism, whichever religion. I’m not talking about only Islam. The source of 

terrorism, its expansion, its escalation come from the fact that there are states that 

have weak institutions or there are states that have failed to ensure security on 

their national territory. In Afghanistan, when the state failed, we saw what 

happened in terms of terrorists acts in New York— 9/11— which was mentioned 

by the Secretary. In Somalia, when you had a failed state, we saw what the 

Shabaab were capable of doing (Kerry and Youssouf 2015).   

 

Foreign Minister Youssouf emphasizes that religion is not the cause of terrorism, but 

rather, that attacks like the one that took place on 9/11 are caused by the insecurity that 
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stems from failed states. This statement pivots away from Kerry’s defense narrative and 

discusses terrorism through the lens of a stability narrative. While this narrative is also 

located within the securitarian imagination, the nature of the threat in this stability 

narrative is different from that of Kerry’s defense narrative. In Kerry’s narrative, 

terrorism poses the threat of violent death, so resolution necessitates a means of defense. 

In Youssouf’s narrative, terrorism stems from the threat of economic insecurity and 

wellbeing, which necessitates a means of stability to restore the conditions that are 

necessary to the wellbeing of the people. This matters from a policy standpoint because it 

reorients the focus away from military defensive efforts against an outside party in favor 

of stabilization efforts by way of development and the restoration of law and order.  

The USG defense narrative in the broader conversation surrounding 9/11 has 

remained consistent, if not arguably grown stronger in the use of defense language by the 

Trump administration. The following excerpt is from the remarks delivered by Vice 

President Pence at the Munich Security Conference in February 2017:  

If the past century has taught us anything, it’s that peace and prosperity in Europe 

and the North Atlantic can never be regarded as achieved; it must be continually 

maintained through shared sacrifice and shared commitment. Peace only comes 

through strength. President Trump believes we must be strong in our military 

might, able to confront any and all who would threaten our freedom and our way 

of life. …As we speak, the United States is developing plans for significant 

increases in military spending to ensure that the strongest military in the world is 

stronger still (Pence 2017).  

 

While the focus on building military strength makes this a clear defense narrative, 

Pence’s statement also includes both unity and nation undercurrents. His assertion that 

peace requires “shared sacrifice and shared commitment” corresponds with common 

features of a unity narrative in the idea that our allies must all make sacrifices for a bigger 
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cause. The nation undercurrents emerge in the assertion that there are parties around the 

world who threaten “our way of life.” While the main threat of this excerpt is physical 

security, this particular reference suggests that these external Others pose a threat to the 

values of the moral community.  

However, shortly following the excerpt above, Pence reaffirms that “our shared 

goal of peace and prosperity can only be achieved through superiority and strength” 

(ibid.). This statement reasserts the definitive defense narrative that seems to be 

maintained quite consistently over the long-term, albeit somewhat sporadic— 

conversation strand about 9/11.  

HSM Root Narratives 

The dominant narrative used by al-Shabaab in this episode was overwhelmingly a 

liberation narrative. The organization’s ties to al-Qaeda are especially visible in this 

conversation in reinforcing the narrative that the Muslim community is the victim of a 

“global war on Islam”, and America is the leader of the hegemonic forces that are waging 

this war. This is a liberation narrative because the antagonist is the global coalition of 

governments (led by the US) and the protagonist is a minority community, the Muslim 

ummah. Simmons (2020, 27) uses the following primitive sentence to outline the basic 

structure of the liberation narrative: “Governments use force of law to create cultural 

disrespect of the Other.” While the threatened value in this narrative is cultural respect, 

the liberation narrative varies from its dignitarian counterparts in that the issue of cultural 

disrespect manifests in the form of physical violence and subjugation that the minority 

group experiences at the hands of a government that represents the majority group.  
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A 2017 video produced by Al-Kataib titled, “They Are Not Welcome, They Shall 

Burn in the Fire” demonstrates a clear use of a liberation narrative. This is one of several 

videos that is narrated in English by a masked media operative with a British accent. One 

segment of the video features footage of a village in the aftermath of an airstrike, with a 

caption stating that the village is outside Aleppo and the destruction we see is the result 

of an American airstrike. As the audience views this footage, the British narrator 

explains, “Death, destruction, and the violation of sanctities. This is the harsh reality 

which the Muslims of the world have to endure today. Their lands are occupied, their 

honor is violated, and like gushing rivers, their blood flows at the hands of the global 

coalition of disbelievers” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2017a). This particular 

example demonstrates the power of using imagery to reinforce conflict narratives.  

While the narrator does not explicitly state that the US is at the forefront of the 

coalition he describes, the caption that accompanies the video footage informs the 

audience that Americans are leading this global crusade. At the same time, imagery 

provides a concrete, local storyline that reinforces the global, mythic narrative that is 

verbally delivered while the footage is playing. This tactic feeds into conflict escalation 

because it demonstrates to the audience that the threat is both local and global— it 

positions the audience in close proximity to the threat, which generates heightened fear, 

and at the same time, conveys that this threat is everywhere— it cannot be escaped.  

This global, mythic storyline is further reinforced in another segment when the 

narrator explains, “This relentless crusade against Islam and Muslims is not merely 

confined to a specific geographical region, but rather the disbelievers-- despite their 
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ideological differences and contrasting political objectives are all united in their 

extermination and subjugation of Muslims, wherever they are. Because after all, disbelief 

is a unified creed” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2017a). Once again, al-Shabaab 

makes use of imagery to strengthen this narrative. As the narrator delivers this speech, a 

series of images appear one after another: an image of President Trump shaking hands 

with President Putin, an image of President Putin shaking hands with President Assad, 

and an image of Prime Minister Netanyahu shaking hands with President Uhuru Kenyatta 

of Kenya. Again, this visual imagery serves to elaborate the main storyline in offering 

multiple examples to corroborate the claim that traditional enemies are united by a shared 

goal: “extermination and subjugation of Muslims” across the globe.   

Al-Shabaab’s relationship with al-Qaeda and reinforcement of AQ’s global 

themes and objectives are explicit in multiple discursive actions within this episode. The 

same video discussed above features an audio clip of Osama bin Laden. While the screen 

displays images of destroyed buildings and graphic footage of dead bodies, Bin Laden 

explains that the “Global Alliance of disbelievers have incited and gathered against the 

Muslims. What we are witnessing today is bombing, the destruction of bridges and 

homes, the violation of honor and the spilling of blood” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-

Mujahideen 2017a). As the audio clip ends, the graphic footage continues, and the screen 

features a series of images of dead children, with the English caption: “Yemen: The 

Martyrs of America’s Massacre in the region of Qayfa, Yemen.” As the images flash 

across the screen, the British narrator concludes, “And thus, the blood of the Muslims is 

mercilessly spilled, their honor violated, their children orphaned, and their land invaded. 
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For what we are witnessing today is a total war against Islam, spearheaded by none other 

than the Satan of our time, the United States of America” (ibid.).  

Over the course of this 55-minute video, al-Shabaab consistently reinforces and 

elaborates a globalized liberation narrative about “total war” that is being waged against 

the Muslim community. While the global nature of this war supports conflict escalation, 

so does the asymmetric power imbalance that is implicit in this narrative. The victim of 

the story is the Muslim minority and they are subjected to the violence and subjugation of 

not just the US, but the entire community of “disbelievers.” This storyline constitutes an 

implicit positioning act that functions to generate heightened fear in the Muslim 

community, which in turn, may lead audience members to feel that dire action is needed, 

thus providing support for al-Shabaab in their efforts to retaliate against this “global 

crusade.” 

Al-Shabaab’s relationship with al-Qaeda is undoubtedly a critical factor in 

shaping the global liberation narrative that appears so frequently in the former’s English 

discourse. Some elements of this influence are explicit: the organization’s propaganda 

videos often feature video and audio clips of Osama bin Laden and Ayman al-Zawahiri, 

as well as other influential figures, such as the Yemeni-American, Anwar al-Awlaki. 

However, the implicit influences of this relationship are equally visible in the clear 

similarities in the language and narrative tactics that both parties employ in this global 

liberation narrative. For example, in a speech on September 12, 2018 to commemorate 

the anniversary of the 9/11 attacks, al-Zawahiri’s central message focused on “How to 

confront America” as a necessary issue to address, due to the “comprehensive and global 
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nature of the war with America,” who is “the leader of the war against Islam” (Al-

Zawahiri 2018b).  

The power of dominant conflict narratives is reinforced by the use of 

complementary storylines that offer extensions or parallel plotlines that function to 

strengthen the persuasiveness of messages that are designed for a target audience. These 

dynamics are always visible in the narratives used by opposing parties, and al-Shabaab is 

no exception. On the contrary, the content of their media publications suggests that the 

organization is quite advanced in utilizing this technique.  

In “They are not Welcome, They Shall Burn in the Fire,” the British narrator 

explains that the threat to the Muslim community is not only in the countries where US 

forces are present but is also a reality that experienced by Muslims living in the US. He 

contends, “Fourteen years after 9/11, Muslims in the US still remain under siege. Every 

Muslim in the US remains guilty by association. Mosques in the US are often designated 

as terrorist enterprises” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2017a). The dominant 

liberation narrative regarding the global war on Islam is further amplified by storylines 

which demonstrate that the media is also complicit in this global battle. There are 

multiple occasions in al-Shabaab’s discourse where the media is criticized for 

“inaccurate” reporting, which adds clarity to the reality that “the kuffars are in a war with 

Islam in different forms, and the media is not an exception” (Adam 2015, 13).  

Escalation Tactics 

While the USG drew predominantly on a defense narrative and HSM maintained a 

consistent liberation narrative throughout this particular conversation strand, both parties 
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also drew heavily on escalation tactics in the conversation. One of the major elements 

that stood out in this episode was the contradictory punctuation of the opposing conflict 

narratives surrounding the 9/11 and the Global War on Terror (or in al-Shabaab’s 

narrative, the Global war on Islam).  

In US narratives about 9/11, the attacks that took place on that day were 

unprovoked, but the immediate threat that posed to the American public necessitated a 

quick and comprehensive response, which quickly took the form of the ongoing Global 

War on Terror. In his speech at the International Institute for Counterterrorism World 

Summit in Israel, the State Department’s Counterterrorism Coordinator stated: “The 

barbaric attacks of September 11, 2001, provoked a justified and effective response from 

the United States and our partners. We decimated the group’s leadership in Afghanistan 

and Pakistan. We foiled their attacks. We denied them sanctuary. We delivered justice to 

Osama bin Laden” (Sales 2019). The cause-and-effect relationship in this statement is 

clear: the US was the victim of a “barbaric attack,” and so US officials did was needed in 

order to defend the nation against this terrorist group (note the clear-cut “defense” 

language that is maintained in this storyline).  

This punctuation juxtaposes the punctuation of the dominant liberation narrative 

that is sustained by al-Shabaab and al-Qaeda. In the same video discussed in the previous 

section, there is a segment that features an audio clip of Osama bin Laden, which is 

followed by this statement from the British narrator and reinforced with visual images of 

the events that he references:  

And despite the heart-wrenching circumstances that engulfed the entire Muslim 

Ummah, it was at the mercy of Allah, that the sons of the Ummah rose to their 
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feet, in defense of their religion, honoring sanctities. And so, the Mujahideen 

attacked the patrons of disbelief, the United States of America, in Nairobi, 

Darussalam, and Aden. Following these attacks came the blessed raids of 9/11 

(Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2017a). 

 

While 9/11 is portrayed as the “cause” of the conflict in USG narratives, it is in fact, the 

“effect” in the narratives of opposing parties. The example above frames the 9/11 attacks, 

in addition to the East Africa embassy bombings and the USS Cole bombing as a series 

of defensive acts against the US occupation of Muslim lands. It should be noted here that 

despite the explicit reference to “defense,” this is still a liberation narrative, because the 

victim is a minority population and the narrator species that the acts are “dense of their 

religion, honoring sanctities,” which suggests that the primary source of moral 

indignation here is a dignitarian issue.  

In a 2016 propaganda video, al-Shabaab makes use of imagery and sequencing to 

reinforce this punctuation of 9/11 as a response to occupation and oppression. This 

particular example also illustrates the extent to which parties can draw simultaneously on 

multiple different escalation tactics to strengthen a particular narrative. In this case, they 

use imagery to employs strategic punctuation and transition from a global storyline to a 

regional storyline, as a symbolic gesture to show that that battles in East Africa are part 

of the global jihad in response to the war that is being waged on the Muslim community.  

The 32-minute video, entitled, The Raid of Sheikh Abu Yahya al-Libi: Storming 

the Base of the Crusader Kenyan Army” features audio and video clips of al-Zawahiri, 

Aboud Rogo (a deceased Kenyan cleric who had suspected ties to al-Qaeda and al-

Shabaab), HSM spokesperson Ali Mohamed Rage, and HSM leader, Ahmed Umar. Most 

of the video is focused on events in Kenya and Somalia, but in the final 30 seconds of the 
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video, an audio clip of Malcolm X is played, while a series of video clips flash quickly 

across the screen. The screen displays two images at one time— one on the left and one 

on the right— and each side of the screen rotates quickly through a different set of 

images and video clips.  

The organization of the images implies causation, in that the left side features 

images of opposing parties (e.g., a picture of President Trump shaking hands with Prime 

Minister Netanyahu and a picture of President Kenyatta standing with Prime Minister 

Netanyahu) as well as images that are intended to represent acts that these opposing 

parties have perpetrated against the Muslim community (e.g., a picture of Israeli police 

detaining a child who appears to be approximately 10-12 years old, and a picture of 

several children’s dirty bodies lying in a morgue, possibly meant to be Yemen or Syria). 

On the right side, the screen quickly filters through several quick video clips from the 

USS Cole bombing as well as multiple clips from 9/11, including one clip that shows a 

plane flying into the first tower. The symbolic arrangement of these images implies 

causation: on the left side, we see a series of images that illustrate the alliances and acts 

that are perpetrated by enemy parties, and on the right, we see the acts of retaliation— the 

“effects”— that resulted from these wrongdoings. This visual narrative is accompanied 

by the voice of Malcolm X: “An eye for an eye. And a tooth for a tooth. And a head for a 

head. And a life for a life. And then anybody— no one— resents that kind of religion 

being taught but a wolf who intends to make you his meal” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-

Mujahideen 2016b).  
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The conversation between the images and “counter-images” described above 

generates helps to elaborate the globalized, mythic storyline about the global war on 

Islam, but after several rounds of these images, there is a clear transition to a more 

regionally based storyline. The left image of a dirty, injured boy wearing an oxygen mask 

(who looks like he might be Arab, which leads the viewer to think the image is intended 

to appear as if it is from Syria or Yemen) is replaced by an image of a man being beaten 

by Kenyan police. On the right side, a video clip of a plane flying into one of the twin 

towers is replaced by an image of a group of mujahideen preparing for battle in a field. 

This transition functions to connect the jihad in East Africa to the broader global 

defensive jihad, and at the same time, it establishes a clear cause and effect relationship 

with regards to the plotline of the overarching liberation narrative. It sends the message to 

opposing parties that “we do things because of what you are doing to us,” which helps to 

sustain or escalate patterns of violence. 

 It should also be noted that the genuineness of some of these images is 

questionable. In some cases where the location or identities in featured images and videos 

was unknown, a reverse image search was conducted using TinEye.com. This process 

yielded mixed findings— there were some settings and individuals that were easily 

identified, and other cases that produced no results. However, there were also a select few 

instances when the reverse image search revealed that al-Shabaab had used a stock 

Adobe image, which proved to be the case in two of the images described in this 

particular video clip. However, to the average viewer, the genuineness of specific images 

does not detract from the powerful combination of root narratives and escalation tactics.  

http://tineye.com/
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Despite the contradictory punctuation of opposing party narratives about 9/11, 

both sides explicitly recognized that 9/11 was a turning point in their conflict narrative. 

For example, at the University of Chicago, Secretary Kerry remarked: 

I think that we live in a world that is, ever since 9/11, just very different, defined 

differently. The threats are real and we ignore them at our peril. We weren’t 

exactly at war with al-Qaeda on the day of September 11, 2001 when they drove 

those airplanes into our buildings and changed the life of America in the ways 

they did. It happened because we were seen as the enemy for a lot of different 

reasons (Kerry 2016b).  

 

President Obama echoed this sentiment when addressed troops at MacDill Air Force 

Base: “As you know all too well, your mission— and the course of history— was 

changed after the 9/11 attacks” (Obama 2016). While the distinct punctuation of the US 

narrative appears in Kerry’s statement, both excerpts acknowledge the extent to which 

9/11 was a turning point in US history. 

Likewise, one article in the February 2017 issue of Gaidi Mtaani reads: “and then 

came 9/11… and most of you don’t need to be told how the world changed” (Al Muhajir 

2017, 14). Al-Qaeda’s leader, al-Zawahiri reaffirms this view, but does so in a way that 

conveys a different sentiment. He states, “America and its allies exerted every possible 

effort to stop this wave of Jihad. …In spite of this, this wave of Jihad is expanding, and 

the Jihadi awakening in the Muslim Ummah is spreading; an awakening in which 9/11 

attacks were a watershed” (Al-Zawahiri 2017). In the Gaidi Mtaani article, this 

significance of 9/11 marked a turning point in which the victimization of the Muslim 

community in the West reached an unprecedented level, but al-Zawahiri’s statement is 

defiant, and demonstrates a leader/disciples dynamic as a motivating message of hope. 
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For al-Zawahiri, 9/11 was the start of an “awakening” that the opposing party has failed 

to suppress.  

The intractable nature of this extended conflict was visible in the heavy use of 

global, mythic storylines by both parties. However, both parties demonstrated the 

effectiveness in drawing on multiple national storylines in order to implicitly convey the 

global-wide nature of the threat posed by the opposing party. In the opening paragraph of 

a 2015 op-ed, President Obama writes:  

The United States has made significant gains against terrorism. We’ve decimated 

the core al Qaeda leadership, strengthened homeland security, and worked to 

prevent another large-scale attack like 9/11. At the same time, the threat has 

evolved. The al Qaeda affiliate in Yemen actively plots against us. Since 9/11, 

terrorists have murdered U.S. citizens overseas, including in the attack in 

Benghazi, Libya. Here in the United States, Americans have been killed at Fort 

Hood and during the Boston Marathon (Obama 2015a).  

 

The first sentence of this paragraph demonstrates a hero/victim dynamic— it conveys a 

reassuring tone that the threat is under control. However, then he moves on to describe 

the threat of AQAP in Yemen, references the embassy attack in Libya, and provides 

multiple examples to reiterate the domestic threat that al-Qaeda and its affiliates continue 

to pose. The latter part of this excerpt constitutes an act of proximity positioning— the 

threat is both overseas and at home— which can reinforce escalation by generating 

heightened fear. The use of proximity positioning in this particular case is physical 

because the fear that is generated by this statement stems from the physical proximity 

between the audience and the terrorist Other.  

However, the use of positioning tactics can be moral as well as physical. The 

previous section on USG root narratives included an excerpt of Secretary Kerry’s press 
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conference with the Djiboutian Foreign Minister, in which the describes the 9/11 attacks 

as constituting an “unfathomable, incomprehensible level of depravity and nihilism” 

(Kerry and Youssouf 2015). This statement also constitutes an act of proximity position, 

but in this case, the heightened fear stems from the moral distance between the audience 

and the terrorist Other. Kerry’s statement generates fear of an enemy who lacks morals of 

any kind, which situates the enemy outside the bounds of humanity.  

While both parties drew heavily on a wide variety of escalation tactics, one of the 

more distinct differences that appeared in the dynamics of this particular episode 

involved the heavier use of local, personal storylines by al-Shabaab. There was one 

occasion where Obama offered a personal account of where he was and what he was 

doing when he heard the news about 9/11 (Obama 2015b), but overall, al-Shabaab 

demonstrated a more extensive use of local, personalized storylines to reinforce the 

organization’s higher-level conflict narratives. For example, the 2010 issue of Gaidi 

Mtaani included an article titled “Sheikh Anwar al-Awlaki and me,” in which the narrator 

provides a history of his personal interactions with Anwar al-Awlaki as a Muslim youth 

growing up in San Diego.  

The article recounts his experiences playing paintball with al-Awlaki and listening 

to his sermons, leading up to al-Awlaki’s death “10 years after the beginning of the 

current open war on Islam” (Al Muhajir 2017, 18). The article also goes on to say that al-

Awlaki’s teenage son was killed 2 weeks later by drones “firing Paradise missiles” 

(ibid.). While the use of local, concrete storylines and personal narratives do not support 

escalation in and of themselves, they play an important role in reinforcing the credibility 
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and urgency of higher-level narratives, which can implicitly function to perpetuate 

escalating spirals of interaction.  

Interaction Dynamics  

Because the conversation surrounding 9/11 is the most abstract of the selected episodes, 

the visible interaction dynamics between the US government and al-Shabaab are more 

indirect in nature than the dynamics of the other episodes. Nonetheless, there were 

discursive samples from both parties that constituted some form of counter-response to 

one or more storylines of the opposing party.  

Most notably, on the USG side, the Obama administration consistently worked to 

explicitly counter the narrative that the US is at war with Islam. While it is likely that this 

message is a response to al-Qaeda’s propaganda more so than al-Shabaab, it nonetheless 

signals an acknowledgement of this opposing narrative and attempts to counter it. In the 

2015 op-ed referenced in a previous section, Obama writes: “Finally— with al-Qaeda and 

ISIL peddling the lie that the United States is at war with Islam— all of us have a role to 

play by upholding pluralistic values that define us as Americans” (Obama 2015a). The 

op-ed was published within a week of the Chapel Hill, North Carolina shooting that 

received national media coverage and resulted in the deaths of three Muslim American 

college students. Obama references the event and reinforces his refutation of al-Qaeda’s 

narrative in asserting that “Americans of all faiths and backgrounds must continue to 

stand united with a community in mourning and insist that no one should ever be targeted 

because of who they are, what they look like, or how they worship” (ibid.). 
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In this op-ed, Obama draws on a unity narrative with inclusion undercurrents to 

counter al-Qaeda’s liberation narrative. This structure of this root narrative is less 

straightforward than the defense narratives that dominate most of the USG DAs in this 

episode because the terrorists are still the primary antagonist in this narrative, but they 

take on a different form in the unity narrative that is different from their characteristics in 

the defense narrative.  

The defense and unity narratives share the same protagonist function— in both 

cases, the primary threat is the physical security of the state (the American public). 

However, the antagonist plot element has shifted in this example. In the defense 

narrative, the terrorists use physical violence to threaten the state. In this unity narrative, 

they are “peddling lies” to create discord and dissent within the state, and the excerpt 

above implicitly suggests that this false propaganda is to blame for that internal violence 

against minorities. The inclusion undercurrents of this narrative are tied to the dignitarian 

references in the second part of his statement, which asserts that all forms of 

discrimination are contradictory to the shared values of the moral community. However, 

this is ultimately a unity narrative because it issues a call for the nation to stand together 

against the forces that are trying to sow division within the community.  

The same unity narrative with inclusion undercurrents is reiterated in another DA 

within this episode by the White House Press Secretary, in a press conference that took 

place the day after the San Bernardino attack. In the excerpt provided below, White 

House Press Secretary, Josh Earnest, responds to a question from a reporter about an 

address that President delivered the previous day about the attack. The question alluded 
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to Republican criticism of Obama’s unwillingness to use the term “radical Islamic 

terrorism.” The passage below includes Earnest’s response to this question, and in 

addition to the follow-up question and response that was issued.   

MR. EARNEST: The president made clear, as his predecessor did, that it would 

only serve ISIL’s interest to leave people with the impression that somehow the 

West or the United States or the entire war is at war with Islam. That’s a fantasy 

That is not true. There are millions of patriotic Muslims in America right now that 

are outstanding members of their community, that are serving in the United States 

military, that are teachers, that are coworkers, that are neighbors, that are friends.  

 

And I think that the President was quite direct about the role that those Muslim 

Americans can play in defeating ISIL, both in terms of the responsibility that the 

Muslim community has to stand up and speak out against those extremist voices 

inside their community. At the same time, the broader American community has a 

responsibility to make clear that we’re going to work with Muslim Americans to 

protect our country and to protect those in their community that are at risk of 

being radicalized.  

 

Q: Calling it an individual act of terror, an act of radical Islamic terror, that would 

indicate that we’re at war with all of Islam? 

 

MR. EARNEST: Well, it certainly would advance ISIL’s narrative that somehow 

they were acting on behalf of Islam, when in fact, as the President noted 

yesterday, that the ideology that they are seeking to advance is a gross perversion 

of that religion (Earnest 2015c).   

 

In this sample, Earnest reinforces the same narrative logic used by Obama in the previous 

example. His response to the reporter’s question demonstrates a strong unity narrative 

with inclusion undercurrents. However, a slight variation appears here in the explicit 

reference to the specific responsibility that Muslim Americans have in countering 

terrorist efforts to sow division within the nation. Earnest’s response to the follow-up 

question reasserts a firm refutation of the global liberation narrative of al-Qaeda and its 

affiliates, and this particular response also reflects a teacher/student positioning dynamic 

in the instructive, corrective tone that is reflected in this statement.  
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These two samples illustrate a consistent effort by the Obama administration to 

refute al-Qaeda’s global liberation narrative about America’s war on Islam. However, 

discursive samples from the opposing party in this episode demonstrate al-Shabaab’s 

capacity to “play” with meaning by drawing on the US government’s own language to 

undermine the credibility of its narratives about the GWOT. The following excerpt is 

from an article in the February 2015 issue of Gaidi Mtaani: 

Immediately after 9/11, George Bush adamantly decreed that “you are either with 

us (imperialists) or with the terrorists.” All the sermons about democracy by 

America was proved to be just crap in a nine word sentence… There was no 

middle point, there was no give and take, no democracy, no negotiations, no room 

for opinion, no neutral ground and most shocking there was no one advocating for 

peace talks. Yes! Peace talks! The likes that have been on-going endlessly for 

more than half a century in Palestine, when they get terrorized, massacred, 

obliterated in hundreds of thousands by Israel, America’s Ally (Harakat al-

Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2015a, 47).  

 

The first half of this excerpt functions to counter the inclusion undercurrents of the 

counternarrative that is maintained by the Obama administration. Additionally, 

demonstrates consent undercurrents in asserting that the US emphasis on democratic 

values is inconsistent with its actual policies and actions. The use of these undercurrents 

as counter-responses is then used to pivot back to the dominant liberation narrative that is 

used in this conversation. The use of borrowed words to undermine US counternarratives 

is a consistent theme across HSM discourse. In the same magazine issue, another article 

features the following quote attributed to Osama bin Laden: “If the freedom of your 

speech has no boundaries, then let your hearts be welcoming to the freedom of our 

actions” (HSM Leadership 2015, 39). This statement pits a consent narrative against a 
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liberation narrative and constitutes a hero/villain dynamic in issuing an explicit, albeit 

ambiguous, warning to the opposing party.  

While the narratives of the Obama administration represent an attempt to counter 

the narrative of opposing parties, the narratives used by the Trump administration in this 

episode reinforced the opposing narratives and drew heavily on a wide range of 

escalation tactics. Unlike the previous administration, the Trump administration makes 

heavy use of reference to the “global war against radical Islamic terrorists” (Pence 2017).  

In one discursive sample within this episode, Vice President Pence reference the 

9/11 attacks and includes an extended storyline to broaden the scope of the threat that the 

US faces: “Rogue nations developing nuclear weapons now jeopardize the safety of the 

entire world. Radical Islamic terrorism has fixated on the destruction of Western 

civilization. In the early days of this new century, that enemy struck ruthlessly at our 

nation’s capital and our greatest city” (Pence 2017). This statement supports escalation in 

heightening the threat that is posed by an ambiguous enemy: Radical Islamic terrorism. 

Moreover, the sequencing in these excerpt lumps the threat of “rogue nations” (Iran) with 

the ambiguous terrorist threat, reinforcing the mythic qualities of this conflict narrative.  

Notably, in this same speech, Pence reiterates a specific quote from President 

Trump’s Inaugural address. He contends, “it’s important to know: ‘We do not seek to 

impose our way of life on anyone, but rather let it shine as an example for everyone to 

follow’” (Pence 2017). This implicit signaling reinforces the dignitiarian cause of the 

liberation narrative used by al-Qaeda and al-Shabaab, because it conveys an exclusive 

message that “everyone should be like us.” Additionally, Pence’s elaboration of the 
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dominant defense narrative in this speech uses language that generates heightened fear 

through proximity positioning:  

Throughout the Middle East, radical Islamic terrorists have found safe havens and 

secured vast resources that have allowed them to launch attacks here in Europe 

and inspire attacks in the United States. Driven by evil, they target their own 

communities, their fellow Muslims, indiscriminately killing or enslaving those 

who reject their apocalyptic mania. …As President Trump has made clear, the 

United States will fight tirelessly to crush these enemies— especially ISIS and its 

so-called caliphate— to consign them to the ash heap of history, where they 

belong (Pence 2017). 

 

This storyline constitutes both moral and physical positioning between the audience and 

the opposing party. The security threat— radical Islamic terrorists— are positioning as 

physically proximate (they can attack Europe and the US) and morally distant (they are 

so evil and immoral that they indiscriminately kill within their own community and their 

actions can only be explained as “apocalyptic mania”). The last sentence constitutes an 

act of Party/Other proximity positioning in asserting that the US will “crush” this security 

threat and “consign them to the ash heap of history.” This language is highly escalatory 

because it functions to restrict the scope of legitimate actions that the USG may take (i.e., 

the only solution to this conflict is to eliminate the enemy) and it likewise reinforces the 

dominant narrative of the opposing party that the US wants to eradicate the Muslim 

community. 

Episode Two: Minnesota Martyrs (Foreign Fighters) 

There were 25 DAs associated with the Minnesota Martyrs conversation, and 5 of these 

DAs overlapped with the 9/11 episode. The “Minnesota Martyrs” label comes from al-
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Shabaab discourse, and alludes to a group of young recruits from the Minneapolis area 

who left the US in the late 2000s to join the ranks of the mujahideen in Somalia. 

According to Daniels (2012, 62), in an FBI investigation into these cases, officials 

learned more about the training camps that al-Shabaab has set up for its Western recruit, 

which provide “both technological and ideological training for fighters.” He explains: 

The ideology taught in the camps is that the United States is the enemy of Islam 

and that the United States, along with other Western nations, is on a mission to 

eradicate pure Muslims. They use US support of Israel and plight of the 

Palestinian people as an example of systematic oppression of Muslims. The 

fighters are taught how to use automatic rifles, RPG launchers, and military-style 

tactics. Recruits use pictures of US president Barack Obama and Somali president 

Sheikh Sharif Ahmed for target practice and have declared them as their enemies 

(Daniels 2012, 62).  

 

The storyline surrounding these individuals is part of the broader USG discourse about 

the recruitment of foreign fighters and, on the opposing side, is woven into the al-

Shabaab’s broader recruitment efforts, in urging Western Muslims to make hijra 

(migration) to join the jihad in Somalia. While the 9/11 episode was the most abstract of 

the selected conversations, the “Minnesota Martyrs” episode turned out to be the 

conversation in which parties not only drew on completely different language, but also 

talked past one another.     

USG Root Narratives 

In this episode, the USG remained consistent in using a defense narrative in the broader 

conversation about foreign fighters. For example, in a February 2015 press conference, 

White House Press Secretary, Josh Earnest, addressed the challenge of how to “mitigate 

the threat” of US foreign fighters. He explains: “One of the ways is to do our best to 
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monitor the movements of individuals that may have traveled to the region and may be 

seeking to use their Western passport to travel back (Earnest 2015a). The implied 

antagonist plot element makes this a defense narrative. The implicit threat of returning 

foreign fighters stems from their potential to carry out attacks within the US. The 

physical security of the state is threatened by armed violence.  

However, as an extension of this conversation, most of the USG references to 

foreign fighters were usually accompanied by language about violent extremism and the 

issue of radicalization. These terms appeared to coincide with the discussion about 

countering violent extremism (CVE) initiatives and created a pivot towards a stability 

narrative. This shift is visible in the following excerpt from a congressional testimony by 

Principal Deputy Coordinator for Counterterrorism, Justin Siberell.  

Siberell references the State Department’s efforts to work with partners “who can 

help counter the spread of violent extremist recruitment and address the conditions that 

make communities susceptible to violent extremism. We must do more to address the 

cycle of violent extremism and transform the very environment from which these terrorist 

movements emerge” (Siberell, June 2, 2015). This particular storyline exhibits the 

structural components of a stability narrative because it is focused on addressing socio-

economic conditions that make certain populations more “vulnerable” to radicalization. 

Similarly, CVE-related references to addressing “root causes” or “underlying drivers” of 

violent extremism are indicators that the speaker is drawing on a stability narrative.  

There were several USG DAs that integrated the Minnesota martyrs storyline into 

the broader CVE conversation, and these cases likewise reflected the use of a stability 
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narrative with inclusion undercurrents. In his remarks at the Global Counterterrorism 

Forum Ministerial, Secretary Kerry uses the Minnesota storyline in his discussion of 

efforts in the prevention of violent extremism:  

The goal is to provide vulnerable governments with the tools and the knowledge 

that they need to prevent radicalization in the first place and to disengage 

individuals who have become radicalized so they might be reintegrated into their 

communities. As an example, in the state of Minnesota, which has a number of 

immigrants from Somalia, and recently some Somali Americans have been caught 

trying to leave the country with the intention of trying to join Daesh or al-

Shabaab, local officials refused to accept that. So they created mentoring 

programs, they offered help in securing jobs, they strengthened their community 

organizations, and these initiatives are being paid for not just by the government 

but also by local corporations that have invested in this. And a member of the 

Minneapolis city council who is of Somali descent said, “We are the solution. It 

has to come from us” (Kerry and Sinirlioglu 2015).  

 

The same type of stability narrative with inclusion undercurrents is visible in a 

Minnesota reference by a senior White House official in a briefing about the White 

House Summit on Countering Violent Extremism. The official cites Minneapolis as one 

of three cities selected for a CVE pilot program focused on the prevention of 

radicalization, and reiterates the storyline in which “something like 20 Somali-Americans 

actually traveled, really radicalized by al-Shabaab,” and contends that “this is really a 

moment to rededicate ourselves to efforts that really reach out to communities, and build 

that confidence that they need to have so that they feel comfortable working with 

authorities, both to prevent radicalization and also, when necessary, to intervene” (Price 

2015).  

The USG storylines that serve as justification for CVE initiatives reflect the logic 

of a stability narrative in addressing the underlying conditions that make individuals 

susceptible to radicalization, but the inclusion undercurrents here are also clear in the 
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strong emphasis on working directly with the “at-risk” minority communities and 

supporting them in taking ownership of certain projects.  

HSM Root Narratives 

While USG DAs demonstrate some variation in using a mixture of defense and stability 

narratives, the HSM DAs within this episode continue to reinforce and elaborate the same 

dominant liberation narrative that was visible in the previous episode. In one particular 

instance, the dignitarian root of this liberation narrative becomes exceedingly clear. In the 

video, “And Rouse the Believers #5,” the speaker explains: “Do not be fooled into 

believing that America and the other disbelieving nations are strong and powerful. They 

are insignificant and they are nothing more than just lowly kuffar. When you think that 

America is a superpower, then you have fooled yourself. By the will of Allah, we will see 

the Americans kneeling in humiliation in front of the mujahideen” (Harakat al-Shabaab 

al-Mujahideen 2017b). In this storyline, violence is merely a means to an end. The 

conflict here is about dignity, not eradication of the Other.  

In HSM discourse, the storyline about the Minnesota martyrs is used to support 

the broader recruitment efforts of the organization, incorporated into its messages that 

urge supporters to make hijra and come join the jihad in Somalia. While this broader 

message adheres to the structure of a liberation narrative, there are also clear unity 

undercurrents that are visible in this conversation. In a video that details the experiences 

of the Minnesota martyrs, one of al-Shabaab’s Canadian foreign fighters, Ali Dhor, 

explains: “The brothers in Minnesota have set an example for all Muslims in the West. 

They have left everything behind and made hijra for the sake of Allah” (Harakat al-
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Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2016a). This specific excerpt is part of a broader liberation 

narrative that is reiterated throughout the video, but the unity undercurrents appear in this 

particular statement because it conveys the importance of individual sacrifice for a higher 

cause.  

The majority of the video demonstrates the use of concrete, local storylines to 

reinforce higher-level conflict narratives by recounting the personal narratives of seven 

young men from Minnesota, tracing their lives from the point where each one of them 

decided to travel to Somalia, through their experience in al-Shabaab’s training camps, 

and concluded with the final battle experience in which each one of these men was 

“martyred” for the cause of jihad. The masked, British media operative provides the 

background context and narrates the personal experiences of each separate individual. He 

explains: 

Among the many Muslims who could no longer call the United States their home, 

were the Minnesota Martyrs. In the face of the global crusade against Islam, these 

young men could not afford to just sit and watch as the American crusaders 

perpetrated the most hideous atrocities against their Muslim brothers. They 

understood that Islam was a complete way of life and thus lived accordingly 

(Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2016a).  

 

This statement primes the audience for the contents of the remaining portion of 

the video, in which the narrator provides a personal narrative for seven individuals from 

Minnesota, detailing their personal journey to Somalia and the details surrounding each 

one’s heroic act of martyrdom. The following excerpt from one of these narratives 

demonstrates the basic plotline that is consistent across each of these narratives:  

Farah M. Beledi, also known as Asadullah was unique among the 

mujahideen. His was a life characterized by a faith that knew no compromise. 

And courage that knew no bounds. A fearless heart, an aggressive spirit, and a 
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sharp mind. Asadullah was an embodiment of the word bravery. He was lion-

hearted-- hence the name, Asadullah-- lion of Allah. Calm and composed in the 

face of danger, he was never gripped by fear or anxiety. And such is the condition 

of the heart when it drinks from the fountain of faith and is irrigated by the pool 

of certainty.  

 

Like many of the disenfranchised youth in the crime-ridden cities across the 

United States, Asadullah was often behind bars. In 2008, however, after some 

serious soul searching, and passionate prayers behind the prison walls, Allah 

guided this lion back to the true teachings of Islam, diverting his heart away from 

this world, and opening for him the doors of repentance. Soon the study circles 

strengthened his faith, the knowledge reformed his character, and the newfound 

sense of awareness changed his perspective of the world forever (Harakat al-

Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2016a). 

 

Salazar’s (2017) research on the aesthetic of Islamic State discourse is particularly useful 

for understanding the significance of several specific features that appear in this excerpt 

and the parallel storylines of the other Minnesota martyrs. He explains that the 

“renaming” of mujahideen is a common symbolic practice, and the new identities of 

foreign fighters often designate the territory from which they have migrated (Salazar 

2017, 36). While this trend is not maintained for the individuals featured in this video, 

this has been a practice within al-Shabaab, as was the case with one of al-Shabaab’s most 

notorious American foreign fighters, Omar Hammami, who was renamed “Abu Manor 

Al-Amriki” [al-Amriki means “American”] (Hansen 2016, 13).  

The strong unity undercurrents are visible in this particular excerpt, and likewise 

reflected throughout the segment focused on the personal stories of these individuals. The 

excerpt above praises Beledi’s commitment to a higher cause, and the story of martyrdom 

is plays directly into a unity narrative, as the ultimate form of self-sacrifice for this higher 

cause. The notion of repentance in the excerpt above reinforces these unity undercurrents, 

and Salazar (2017, 34) confirms that “the return to the sacred land of Islam is a 
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repentance and a return to God, a favorite theme of the Caliphate’s publications.” This is 

a particularly interesting dynamic because it coincides with Simmons (2020, 220) 

argument about “generative” narratives; the narrator gives testimony of Beledi’s 

repentance, and conveys an implicit message of forgiveness, as he was welcomed back 

into the community; there is an underlying theme of redemption in this storyline.  

Additionally, Salazar (2017, 111) suggests that the common trend in featuring the 

personal narratives of foreign fighters, such as those of the Minnesota martyrs, functions 

to send a signal to coalition forces. He explains that: 

 …because they symbolize and materialize conversion or a return to faith and the 

assembling of God’s people, [these foreign fighters] show themselves, recount 

their journeys, and narrate their battles. Even partisans barely bother erasing their 

trail: Against the rules of a secret war, they advance, their faces virtually 

uncovered. If intelligence agencies identify them rapidly after the engagement, it 

is precisely because they are offering themselves up as “open sources.” …We are 

confronted with an ethics of virility in action (Salazar 2017, 111). 

 

This implicit signaling constitutes a more abstract level of engagement that the USG does 

not visibly acknowledge in its public discourse. 

Escalation Tactics 

While al-Shabaab demonstrated a consistent use of the leader/disciples positioning 

dynamic across most of the selected episode, the organization demonstrated an especially 

heavy use of this tactic in its messaging targeted at potential recruits and Somali 

mujahideen [fighters for Islam]. For example, the speaker in one video delivers the 

following message: “Dear brothers, let us fight so that the rule of the Qur’an and Sunnah 

[path of Mohammed] can be implemented on Earth. Do not be content with living a lowly 

life under the kuffar [disbelievers]. By the will of Allah, we will reach the lands of the 
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kuffar and when we do, the only language we will speak to them with is the language of 

the weapon” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2017b). This is a clear liberation 

narrative about the oppression of a community of faith, but it also constitutes a 

leader/disciples positioning dynamic between the speaker and the audience in the visible 

effort to inspire and mobilize support for al-Shabaab’s cause.  

There were also a high number of proximity positioning codes in al-Shabaab’s 

discourse within this episode. The following example demonstrates an effort towards 

Party/Audience positioning: 

British Narrator: At the forefront of the greatest nation are its valiant protectors 

and courageous knights, the mujahideen. They are the bastions of faith, upon 

whose courage and steadfastness, the forces of tyranny are annihilated. Allah has 

honored the mujahideen and chosen them to be the bearers of this standard and to 

uplift the banner of tawhid [belief in the oneness of God], calling people to the 

submission of Allah alone and the implementation of His shari‘a [Islamic law]. 

Nothing can retract from their nobility and honor, no enemy, however brutal, can 

deprive them from the dignity that has been bestowed upon them by Allah 

(Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2015c).  

 

This storyline constitutes an act of positioning in which the narrator works to establish 

moral proximity between the mujahideen and the target audience. It highlights the 

positive characteristics of the men who are fighting for a shared cause, and shared values, 

drawing attention to their sacrifice and determination.  

In addition to a high prevalence of these two positioning tactics, there were also 

several cases in which HSM discourse generated a hero/villain dynamic in sending an 

explicit message to the opposing party. One of the most prominent threats that appeared 

within this conversation was included in the al-Shabaab video about the Minnesota 

martyrs. One of the closing segments featured a video clip of Asadullah, the Minneapolis 
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migrant whose story was featured in the previous section. The caption accompanying the 

video clip reads: “May 2011: On the Martyrdom of Sheikh Osama bin Ladin” and 

Assadulah addresses the camera in English, with the following message: 

I want to talk to you, Obama. Yes, I’m talking to you. You are happy today 

because you said you killed Sheikh Osama. But let me tell you something. …We 

love death more than you love life. We seek martyrdom. Sheikh Osama was 

seeking martyrdom all his life, since he was in Jihad. He was hoping to get killed. 

That’s what he wanted. So, he was happy that he got killed.  

 

So, let me tell you man, what you don’t know. There’s [sic] hundreds of Osamas 

still living today. They’re in Somalia, in Afghanistan, in Iraq, in [inaudible] 

Islam-- in every place where the Jihad is going on. And they all are planning to 

destroy you, and how we’re going to destroy you-- our bodies, with our brains, 

with everything we have. We will come and use it against you. Jihad will come to 

your land. September 11th. That was nothing compared to what’s coming for you 

guys. There’s something bigger coming and it’s coming very soon. Understand? 

And you, Obama, you will be slaughtered. [drags his finger across his neck]. 

You’ll be slaughtered. Inshallah [If God wills] (Harakat al-Shabaab al-

Mujahideen 2016a).  

 

The explicit threat to the opposing party is very straightforward here: in addressing the 

President of the United States, this American mujahid issues a clear warning to the US 

that 9/11 was only the start of what is to come. However, perhaps the more interesting 

dynamic in this statement is the direct refutation of the dominant USG defense narrative 

that celebrates the act of justice that symbolized the death of Bin Laden. The first section 

of Asadullah’s statement counters this narrative in arguing that Bin Laden aspired to be 

martyred, and the USG fulfilled this aspiration for him. This act of positioning 

demonstrates a common pattern of engagement that appears across several episodes in 

which opposing parties simply go back and forth in refuting the narrative of the opposing 

party, which helps to sustain destructive conflict patterns.  
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In USG DAs within this episode, the coded content demonstrated a strong use of 

morally based proximity positioning, both in establishing moral proximity between 

Party/Audience and moral distance between Audience/Other. Although al-Shabaab’s 

successful recruitment efforts in the Minneapolis area were one of the dominant examples 

cited in discussions about CVE initiatives, the broader USG discourse surrounding 

foreign fighters and radicalization issues focused more heavily on al-Qaeda and the 

Islamic State.  

For example, in one State Department press conference, Counterterrorism 

Coordinator, Ambassador Nathan Sales, contends that “we need to collectively refute the 

hateful, intolerant, and supremacist messaging that helped give rise to ISIS in the first 

place” (Jeffrey and Sales 2019). This statement establishes a triangulated relationship 

between the USG, the Islamic State and similar terrorist groups, and the target audience. 

By referencing the “hateful, intolerant, supremacist messaging” of the opposing party, 

Sales establishes moral distance between the Audience/Other, but his contention that 

“we” must counter these radicalized messages plays into boundary dynamics because it 

unifies Party/Audience as one collective unit that stands in opposition to the Other. 

Together, these elements have a triangulating function: we are united because we are not 

like them.  

Interaction Dynamics 

This statement by Ambassador Sales is part of one of the most significant patterns of 

interparty dynamics that appeared within this particular episode. The dominant USG 

stability narrative that stood out in this episode appeared most commonly in discussions 
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about CVE initiatives, and coincided with language about targeted vulnerable, 

marginalized populations and addressing root causes of radicalization. However, as the 

statement by Sales demonstrates, these broader stability narratives often included a 

specific storyline about the role of hatred and ideology as a driver of violent extremism.  

This storyline is visible in the example above and likewise illustrated in a press 

conference following the San Bernardino attacks in which White House Press Secretary, 

Josh Earnest references the “hateful, radicalizing messages that we see from extremist 

organizations” and the need to counter this “radicalizing ideology” (Earnest 2015c). In 

the wake of this domestic attack, Earnest addresses the extent to which the Islamic State 

and other terrorist organizations “have an effective strategy propagating their hateful 

ideology in a way that seeks to inspire people to carry out acts of violence” (ibid.). This 

storyline identifies ideology as a “root cause” or “driver” of violent extremism, and while 

it does not structurally adhere to a nation narrative, it has clear nation undercurrents, in 

the suggestion that the terrorist Others use violence against us— our moral community— 

because of their hatred for our values.  

This storyline is not unique to USG discourse and appears in the discourse of 

other Western allies, and this narrative is explicitly countered by al-Shabaab in an article 

from a 2017 issue of Gaidi Mtaani. The article is entitled, “Adebolajo Muslim of the 

Year 2013” and it focuses on the personal narrative of a British Muslim convert who 

killed an off-duty, British military officer in the streets of Woolwich, London. The Gaidi 

Mtaani article quotes part of a video that the attacker reportedly released following the 

attack: 
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Knowing that the British Government only understands the language of violence, 

instead of writing his letter on paper, Adebolajo decided to write his letter on the 

streets of Southeast London using the blood of a British soldier. “The only reason 

we have killed this man today is because Muslims are dying daily at the hands of 

British soldiers,” proclaimed Mujahid as he spoke to the camera.” (Maryam 2017, 

8). 

 

This statement is a clear liberation narrative, in justifying the attack as an act of defense 

against the death and oppression that is being faced by a minority group.  

However, the article provides additional elaboration about the attacker’s motives 

that directly undermine the dominant Western narrative about the ideological drivers of 

violent extremism. The article explains that the media portrayed Adebolajo as a 

“psychopathic slayer” and proceeds to counter this narrative in the following excerpt, 

explaining that the video which the attacker released 

…clearly expressed the political motives behind the killings and disproves the 

fallacy that the attack was a haphazard intent to randomly slay Britons. It’s quite 

ignorant and presumptuous of non-Muslims and Muslims alike to think that the 

driving force of Mujahid’s actions were field by an inherent disdain for British 

culture or values. In the eyes of Adebolajo however, it had nothing to do with 

Britons and everything to do with Muslims. … The actions of Mujahid Adebolajo 

further emphasized that death and destruction are not the initial motives of the 

Mujahideen, for if it were, Adebolajo had ample opportunity to attack the women 

pushing the carriages in front of him while he was addressing the camera. Their 

message couldn’t be any simpler: “We swear by Allah the All-Mighty we will 

never stop fighting until you leave us alone” (Maryam 2017, 8-10).  

 

The liberation narrative continues to be reinforced in this statement, but in this particular 

instance, the liberation narrative constitutes a refutation to the Western storyline 

surrounding ideological drivers of violent extremism. It maintains that the use of violence 

is unrelated to British culture or values-- it has nothing to do with the morals or identity 

of the West. Rather, the use of violence is about the oppression of the Muslim 

community. The powerful liberation narrative in the closing sentence functions 
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simultaneously to send a clear warning but also positions the Woolwich attack as a 

defensive response to the majority group: “we will never stop fighting until you leave us 

alone” (Maryam 2017, 10).  

Although the narrative in this article is primarily targeted towards a British 

audience, the refutation of the Western “radicalized ideology” narrative arguably 

constitutes an indirect conversational dynamic, since this narrative appears so 

consistently within USG discourse.  

A more direct example of HSM engagement within this specific episode is most 

prominently visible in the opening section of the Al-Kataib video about the “Minnesota 

martyrs.” The opening features audio clips of Malcolm X and video clips of Anwar al-

Awlaki. The first several minutes rotates back and forth between clips of these two 

speakers, as illustrated below: 

[Audio clip of Malcolm X]: The black people in this country have been the victims 

of violence at the hands of the white man for 400 years. And following the 

ignorant Negro preachers, we have thought that it was God-like to turn the other 

cheek to the brute that was brutalizing us.  

 

[Video clip of Anwar al-Awlaki]: Yesterday, America was the land of slavery, 

segregation, lynching, and Klu Klux Klan. And tomorrow it will be a land of 

religious discrimination and concentration camps. The West will eventually turn 

against its Muslim citizens (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2016a).  

  

After several iterations of this back-and-forth dynamic, the masked, British narrator 

appears on the screen, and the story he tells is a liberation narrative, but in this particular 

case, the protagonist victim is the black minority in the US. He contends:  

Despite the widespread myth of the United States being the land of freedom, 

liberty, and lasting hope, it is in fact the land of intolerance, injustice, and 

institutionalized racism. For the African American community in particular, the 

United States has always been a land of historical injustices and a society founded 
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upon racial bigotry. The black codes and the Jim Crow laws that justified racial 

discrimination in the 19th and 20th Century, still exist today in more subtle forms, 

giving rise to consistent policies of discrimination where black people are racially 

stigmatized and often suffer a wide range of social injustices.  

 

Black people are often disproportionately targeted by law enforcement agencies, 

and are subject to racial profiling and police brutality, the consequences of which 

have had a devastating impact on the African American community and hindered 

their progress (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2016a).  

 

This excerpt demonstrates the use of temporal compression and draws on historical 

equivalents to channel moral outrage against the circumstances surrounding the current 

experiences of Black Americans in the United States.  

This narrative is reinforced by an image of Michael Brown and features video 

footage from Black Lives Matter protests, as well as interviews with protestors. This 

imagery provides visual reinforcement to the narrative being told. At one point, a series 

of statistics on incarceration demographics flashes across the screen. The use of data 

points to reinforce the moral grammar of this narrative coincides with what Simmons 

(2020) refers to as the “technical warrant.” He contends that: 

the stories we tell are both moral and explanatory. They have ethical and technical 

warrants to them that are used to justify our actions. Some parties may place the 

accent on the moral side, stressing values, while others may place the accent on 

the technical side, stressing mechanism, evidence, policies, and solutions, but all 

of us are trapped in a narrative universe in which we tell the best stories we can 

about what is to be done (Simmons 2020, 215).  

 

In this particular DA, the use of both technical and moral warrants are effectively 

combined to present a narrative about the US oppression of the Black minority that 

generates moral outrage and appears to provide the data to reinforce the validity of that 

narrative.  
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 The strategic use of the liberation narrative in this specific instance— featuring 

black Americans as the protagonist victim— is presented in order to facilitate a strategic 

pivot towards an inclusion narrative as part of al-Shabaab’s recruitment efforts. As the 

screen features more protest footage and an image of a “White Pride” flag, the narrator 

demonstrates the use of an “imagined future” tactic in a bleak message to black 

Americans:    

With racism deeply entrenched in every part of the society, the highly celebrated 

notion of the American dream has become, for many African Americans, just that: 

a dream that will never materialize. For as long as you're black, you will always 

be considered subhuman, as your forefathers were, and thus inferior to the white 

man, who's determined to maintain a system of white supremacy (Harakat al-

Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2016a). 

 

This statement is used to facilitate the pivot to an inclusion narrative, which is reinforced 

with a Malcolm X quote about Islam: “We invite you to a religion that guarantees you 

your rights. A religion under whose shari‘a all are equal. And neither the white has 

precedence over the black, nor the black over the white, except by virtue of faith. For 

Islamic shari‘a is not based upon a racist ideology, nor does it endorse a social hierarchy 

based upon biological differences” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2016a). 

This entire segment demonstrates the savviness of al-Shabaab’s strategic 

communications, in establishing parallel liberation narratives that feature two different 

protagonist minorities who are oppressed by the same antagonist. This parallel is then 

used to pivot to an inclusion narrative in which one minority group extends an invitation 

to the other minority group to join their moral community. Of the 40 al-Shabaab DAs that 

were analyzed as part of this case study, the initial segment of this video presents one of 

the most compelling appeals to potential Western recruits, and yet there is no 
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acknowledgment or response to this narrative that appeared in any of the USG discursive 

samples that were analyzed. This video segment demonstrates the extent to which al-

Shabaab tracks domestic current events within the US and draws directly on these events 

in their strategic communications, and yet there was no visible acknowledgment by the 

USG of this strategy, or any demonstrated efforts to counter these narratives.  

 Notably, al-Shabaab is not unique in tuning into US domestic affairs. A more 

recent press release from Al Qaeda General Command was issued in the wake of the 

nation-wide protests following George Floyd’s death, and the title of press releases is “A 

Message for the Oppressed Masses in the West” (Al-Qaeda General Command 2020b). 

There are clearly similarities between this statement and the opening segment of al-

Shabaab’s video from 2016, as demonstrated in the following excerpt:  

From the al-Qaeda Organization to the oppressed masses who have risen up in 

revolt in America and the rest of the Western World: May peace be upon those 

who follow the Guidance. We, like the rest of the world, witnessed the horrendous 

torture and suffering that George Floyd experienced at the hands of his arrogant 

killers before he breathed his last. … With your brave protests against the racist 

supremacists occupying the White House, you, the masses in the Western World, 

have defiantly responded to #George_Floyd’s last pleas of help: “I cannot 

breathe”. It is a matter of great satisfaction for us that the oppressed in your part 

of the world have risen in revolt to emphatically reject injustice and racial 

discrimination (Al-Qaeda General Command 2020b). 

 

This statement resonates strongly with al-Shabaab’s liberation narrative about the 

oppression of African Americans in the US.  

However, one notable distinction between the two discursive samples is that they 

target slightly different audiences. Whereas al-Shabaab’s DA was targeted towards 

African Americans, al-Qaeda’s press release appears to target Christians in the West. In a 

similar manner to al-Shabaab, al-Qaeda opens with a liberation narrative and pivots to an 
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inclusion narrative. The release states: “Our noble religion aims to liberate man from the 

slavery of man and make him a servant and worshipper of God alone. … Breaking the 

shackles of slavery and liberating the oppressed is indeed the path of the Prophets and the 

Messengers,” and after alluding to the prophets Moses, Jesus, and Muhammed, it goes on 

to explain that “Much like the Roman empire before it, the United States today boasts of 

being the icon of freedom and civilization, all the while subjugating and killing poor, 

impoverished Christians, the helpers of Jesus” (Al-Qaeda General Command 2020b). 

There are both economic and religious elements in this statement, but ultimately, it 

establishes a surprising liberation narrative in suggesting that that the US government, the 

“imperial capitalist,” is oppressing Christians.  

The release then goes on to draw a parallel between the domestic oppression of 

Christians within the US and the interactional oppression of Muslims that the USG 

carries out on a global scale. After citing several bible verses, al-Qaeda makes an 

identical pivot to that of al-Shabaab in inviting Christians to join Islam, which 

“guarantees man a life of freedom and dignity” and affirms that “our fight against 

America is aimed at bringing an end to injustice and oppression” (Al-Qaeda General 

Command 2020b). While there are several key similarities between these two DAs by al-

Shabaab and al-Qaeda, the narrative logic used by the latter— in connecting racially-

based protests to the idea that Christians are a minority group in the US, is much less 

compelling than the former’s strategic use of similar protests in 2015-2016. A smaller 

detail that warrants mention as well is that the degree of professionalism in al-Shabaab’s 
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video was notably better than this particular release by al-Qaeda, which quoted the “Bible 

of Mathews” and made reference to reading the “Scriptures” (ibid.).  

Despite the lesser degree of professionalism that was displayed in this DA, this 

more recent citation of current events further suggests that al-Shabaab is not the only 

terrorist organization that is tuning into US domestic affairs and drawing on these events 

to drive support for their cause. These cases are included in the discussion on interaction 

dynamics because it is notable that there was no interaction whatsoever, at least within 

the public discourse of the USG.   

Episode Three: Civilian Casualties 

There were 54 DAs included in the conversation about civilian casualties resulting from 

US airstrikes. Of these 54 DAs, 4 DAs overlapped with the 9/11 episode, 3 DAs 

overlapped with the Jerusalem Declaration episode, and 7 DAs overlapped with the 

episode about the US becoming a priority target for HSM.  

USG Root Narratives 

This episode included DAs from all three USG components: the DOD, the White House, 

and the State Department, but the DOD was clearly the leading speaker on the topic of 

civilian casualties resulting from USG kinetic actions. The dominant USG root narrative 

in this conversation was a defense narrative, but there were visible elements in some 

cases that demonstrated consent and accountability undercurrents. 
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With the exception of four DAs in 2016, all other DAs in this episode 

subsequently followed President Trump’s authorization in March 2017 giving US 

AFRICOM officials expanded capabilities and flexibility in their counterterrorism efforts 

in Somalia. The public statement issued by DOD immediately following this decision 

offers a straightforward example of the language that consistently appeared in USG 

defense narratives within this conversation. The statement, issued by Pentagon 

Spokesperson, Captain Jeff Davis, states that:   

The President has approved a Department of Defense proposal to provide 

additional precision fires in support of African Union Mission in Somalia 

(AMISOM) and Somali security forces operations to defeat al-Shabaab in 

Somalia. …The additional support provided by this authority will help deny al-

Shabaab safe havens from which it could attack US citizens or US interests in the 

region (Davis 2017) 

 

The logic of this narrative aligns neatly with the structure of a defense root narrative, in 

justifying the need for “additional precision fires” in order to “defeat” the al-Shabaab— 

the terrorist Other— that poses a threat to the security of the state. This logic is reinforced 

in the second portion of the statement, in highlighting the need to “deny al-Shabaab safe 

havens” in order to “deny” them the ability to “attack US citizens.” The performative 

function of this defense narrative is that it takes an offensive strategy— the authorization 

of additional precision fires— and reframes it in the context of being a proactive 

defensive strategy.  

While the defense narrative was undoubtedly the dominant USG root narrative in 

this episode, there were subtle variations that appeared in specific DAs. One of the most 

notable variations that appeared was the tendency for these defense narratives to reflect 

different combinations of consent and accountability undercurrents in cases where the 
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USG— and primarily the DOD—was responding to external allegations about civilian 

casualties resulting from these airstrikes. For example, the following excerpt is from a 

DOD press release in March 2019: 

Amnesty International released a report today alleging that eight AFRICOM 

airstrikes in 2017 and 2018 resulted in civilian casualties. We appreciate Amnesty 

International’s efforts to allow us to contribute to the report prior to its 

publication, although we believe the report does not accurately reflect 

AFRICOM’s record in mitigating civilian casualties. In fact, AFRICOM goes to 

extraordinary lengths to reduce the likelihood of civilian casualties, exercising 

restraint as a matter of policy.  

 

In its report, Amnesty International outlines its methodology for investigating 

civilian casualties, stating security concerns and access restrictions prevented 

Amnesty International from conducting on-site investigations and severely limited 

the organization’s ability to freely gather testimonial and physical evidence (US 

Africa Command Public Affairs 2019b; emphasis added).  

 

While the language of the full press release aligns with the structural components of a 

defense narrative, the italicized statement above illustrates visible undercurrents of a 

consent narrative in its constructive form. That is, it demonstrates that the primary 

threatened value associated with the consent narrative is not an issue here, because US 

AFRICOM prioritizes restraint and “goes to extraordinary lengths” to avoid harming 

civilians in the exercise of defensive measures against al-Shabaab. Additionally, in 

another section of this same DA, the press release states:  

Since June 2017, AFRICOM conducted 110 airstrikes in Somalia, eliminating 

more than 800 terrorists. AFRICOM airstrikes are primarily conducted in 

secluded, low populated areas. AFRICOM complies with the law of armed 

conflict and takes all feasible precautions to minimize civilian casualties and other 

collateral damage. We have processes in place to ensure the safety and protection 

of the local population remains a top priority. These procedures, combined with 

precision strike capabilities, safeguard civilians and infrastructure (US Africa 

Command Public Affairs 2019b). 
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In addition, the use of constructive consent undercurrents, this excerpt reflects thematic 

components of a constructive accountability narrative, in reference to US AFRICOM’s 

compliance with the law of armed conflict and the reassurance that US AFRICOM has 

instituted explicit processes and procedures to protect the local population. These 

elements demonstrate an explicit effort to demonstrate government transparency, which 

reflects constructive juxtaposition to the accountability theme about government 

corruption.  

HSM Root Narratives 

The dominant use of the liberation narrative by al-Shabaab was unsurprising, in the 

context of a conversation focused on civilian casualties from US airstrikes. The following 

excerpt is the opening statement from a February 2020 press release entitled “US 

Campaign of Carnage in Somalia”: 

“Either you’re with us or you’re with the terrorists.” That was the unequivocal 

message of US President George Bush nearly twenty years ago and the modus 

operandi of Trump’s administration today as US drone strikes continue to kill and 

maim unarmed civilians in Somalia. Under the false pretext of fighting Al-

Shabaab, USAFRICOM has recently embarked on an unbridled campaign of 

carnage in south and central Somalia, terrorising the rural and urban population 

with indiscriminate aerial bombardments and night raids (Harakat al-Shabaab al-

Mujahideen 2020c).  

 

The graphic language alleging the extent to which the USG continues to “kill and maim 

unarmed civilians” in their “unbridled campaign of carnage” and “indiscriminate ariel 

bombardments” conveys the abusive power of the USG antagonist. While there is no 

explicit indicator in this excerpt that indicates that the moral indignation surrounding this 

violence is dignitarian, the statement later describes the “American aggression against the 
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Muslims of Somalia” (ibid.), which confirms that this is a liberation narrative, since the 

protagonist victim is a minority group.  

In the excerpt above, the use of the liberation narrative is also reinforced by 

multiple escalation tactics. By referencing Bush’s statement and the start of the GWOT 

twenty years ago and connecting that event to descriptions of ongoing US violence, this 

speaker establishes temporal compression which generates fear and conveys the need for 

dire action. Additionally, the graphic imagery of the USG violence against civilians 

generates proximity positioning between the Audience/Other, to reinforce this heightened 

fear by demonstrating the physical proximity and moral distance of the enemy party.  

Additionally, the same press release explicitly references US AFRICOM’s 

discursive actions that respond to civilian casualties:  

Although American aggression against the Muslims of Somalia comes as no 

surprise, what is astonishing is the level of dishonesty and hypocrisy displayed by 

USAFRICOM as it arrogantly persists on portraying civilian casualties as 

‘legitimate military targets’ Since its occupation of Somalia in the early 90s, the 

US military has embarrassingly resorted to blatant deception and incoherent press 

releases that have, in turn, shattered its legitimacy as a source of reliable 

information.  

 

In spite of the overwhelming evidence and independent reports that verify 

America’s war crimes in Somalia over the past several years, the crusaders 

continue to shamelessly lie about their atrocities in Somalia, bringing to light their 

level of weakness and lack of moral conduct and integrity. Whenever civilian 

casualties are reported, USAFRICOM crusaders responds with a ready-made 

press release denying any civilian casualties and promising to carry out 

investigations. To date, however, no single investigation has been carried out and 

the crusaders continue raining down missiles upon the Muslim population of 

Somalia, thereby belittling the blood of the Muslim victims (Harakat al-Shabaab 

al-Mujahideen 2020c).  

 

While there are certainly some accountability undercurrents that are visible in this 

excerpt, in the implicit references to USG corruption and lack of transparency, the final 
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sentence in this statement reinforces the liberation narrative and confirms that the primary 

source of moral indignation here is dignitarian. The reference to the US intervention in 

the 1990s presents another example of temporal compression and delegitimizing 

language in this excerpt functions to reinforce moral distance between the enemy party 

and the audience.  

Escalation Tactics 

While the prominent use of temporal compression and Other/Audience proximity 

positioning is visible in the HSM samples from the previous section, other popular 

escalation tactics within this episode included a visible leader/disciples positioning 

dynamic in cases where the speaker encouraged the Mujahideen to attack the enemy but 

cautioned them to take care to avoid killing their fellow Muslims (Warsame 2019). This 

escalation tactic was also used frequently in combination with Party/Other proximity 

positioning in implicitly urging the Mujahideen to establish physical proximity in 

pursuing the enemy (ibid.)  

Additionally, al-Shabaab frequently drew on scope-based escalation tactics by 

combining local, concrete storylines with national, regional, and global storylines. The 

following section comes from the same press released discussed in the previous section 

about the “US Campaign of Carnage” in Somalia: 

As for the reality on the ground, America’s onslaught in Somalia has been 

unrelenting. Its list of offenses are innumerable and include the kidnapping of 

young school children, the bombing of hospitals, the massacre of entire families, 

the merciless killing of mothers and their toddlers as well as tribal elders in 

Somalia.  
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According to HSM Statistics Office, more than 82.7% of American military 

operations in the last 34 months have targeted unarmed civilians with absolutely 

no affiliation with Harakat Al-Shabaab Al Mujahideen. The vast majority of these 

victims were farmers who accounted for approximately (37%) of the casualties, 

followed by women and children (24.3%) and nomad (21.4). American drone 

strikes have not even spared the mentally disabled or the elderly, as was evident 

early this month in the bombing of the city of Jilib that killed a disabled twenty-

year-old woman and maimed her eighty-year-old grandmother. The drone strikes 

have wrought immense carnage upon the Muslim population, causing destruction 

of houses and livestock in the targeted areas (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 

2020c). 

 

By citing concrete examples of US transgressions, such as the bombing in Jilib “that 

killed a disabled twenty-year-old woman and maimed her eighty-year-old grandmother,” 

these use of these local storylines— regardless of their accuracy— function to reinforce 

the proximity and fear of the enemy. These local storylines help to legitimize the higher-

level storylines about “America’s onslaught in Somalia” and the heightened threat of the 

national “campaign of carnage” that is taking place. Additionally, the use of statistics— 

however inaccurate— constitutes another example of what Simmons (2020) would 

describe as the technical warrant to reinforce the dominant liberation narrative.  

In the USG DAs within this conversation, there was heavy use of “present 

obligation” as an escalation tactic, in providing explicit justification to reinforce the 

necessity for specific airstrikes. The tactics that appear in the following example reflect a 

pattern that was visible in many of the US AFRICOM press releases about kinetic actions 

within this episode: 

In coordination with the Federal Government of Somalia, U.S. Africa Command 

conducted three (3) airstrikes in two (2) locations targeting al-Shabaab militants 

in the vicinity of Qunyo Barrow and Caliyoow Barrow, Somalia, respectively, 

Dec. 29.  
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“Since al-Shabaab's first external attack in 2010, the group has ruthlessly killed 

hundreds,” said U.S. Army Maj. Gen. William Gayler, director of operations, U.S. 

Africa Command. “They have attacked and killed African partners, allies, and 

fellow Americans. They are a global menace and their sights are set on exporting 

violence regionally and eventually attacking the U.S. homeland” (US Africa 

Command Public Affairs 2019f).  

 

While the first statement in this example provides a straightforward statement about the 

location, time, and intended target of a specific set of operations, the included quote by 

Army Major General William Gayler provides the moral justification that serves as 

evidence as to why these operations were necessary. The “ruthless” behavior of this 

“global menace” creates the image of a dangerous threat that leaves us no choice but to 

pursue kinetic action to contain that threat.  

Additionally, the specific DAs from US AFRICOM that addressed allegations of 

civilian casualties demonstrated variation between a tone that established a 

defendant/jury dynamic and one that coincided more with a teacher/student dynamic. The 

response to Amnesty International discussed in a previous section illustrated a 

defendant/jury dynamic because the tone of the press release was slightly defensive and 

the language demonstrated a careful effort to justify their conclusion that no wrongdoing 

had taken place. However, the tone in this excerpt is drastically different:  

It is in the interest of the terrorist group al-Shabaab to untruthfully claim civilian 

casualties. It is also in the interest of al-Shabaab to coerce community members to 

make untrue claims. Al-Shabaab and ISIS-Somalia have a history of placing their 

forces and facilities in and around civilian locations to conceal and shield their 

activities. Therefore, AFRICOM rigorously assess potential targets to ensure only 

legitimate al-Shabaab and IS militants are targeted (US Africa Command Public 

Affairs 2019b).  
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There is a distinct shift in tone here to a teacher/student dynamic. The language in this 

press release is dismissive and corrective. It de-legitimizes the credibility of the claims by 

attributing the allegations to the opposing party, and then issues a corrective statement to 

ensure the audience knows the “truth” about the extensive measures that US AFRICOM 

takes to avoid civilian casualties, despite al-Shabaab’s efforts to put them in situations 

where there is a higher potential for this outcome (which illustrates the use of 

punctuation). The tone in this example is quite distinct from the response to the Amnesty 

International report. While the former case demonstrates a more defensive attempt to 

counter the original narrative, this example constitutes a refutation of the original 

narrative as being completely illegitimate.  

Interaction Dynamics 

The interaction dynamics in this episode were distinct from the first and second episodes 

because they demonstrated a much more visible relationship between discursive and 

kinetic interactions between opposing parties. In one case, the initial discovery of this 

visible interaction emerged from data obtained from the Global Terrorism Database 

(GTD), regarding three separate attacks carried out by al-Shabaab on September 29, 

2017, targeting a military base in Barire in the Lower Shebelle province of Somalia 

(National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START), 

University of Maryland 2019).  

 The details surrounding these attacks included mention that al-Shabaab 

communicated that this attack was an act of retaliation against an airstrike by US and 

Somali forces on August 25, 2017. However, based on data from the Armed Conflict 
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Location and Event Data Project (ACLED), there were six additional US airstrikes 

carried out against al-Shabaab between the cited strike on August 25 and leading up to 

the retaliatory attack on the military base on September 29 (Raleigh et al. 2010).  

While there was no mention of the September 29 attack in any of the HSM 

samples that were analyzed, the GTD provides a list of sources that are used for each of 

the documented conflict events, and one of these sources included a media article that 

directly quoted an al-Shabaab official. An Agence France-Presse (2017) article reports 

on the two separate suicide attacks carried out on the base, followed by an armed assault 

by gunmen. Additionally, however, the article references an audio message by al-

Shabaab’s spokesperson, Ali Mohamed Rage, and explains that the messages specified 

that “the attack was in retaliation for the deaths of 11 farmers in a night raid by Somali 

commandos who were receiving US military assistance” (Agence France-Presse 2017). 

The AFP article also includes the following direct quote by Rage: “This attack was a 

message to the US and the Somali government and anyone who violate, transgresses the 

Muslim society whose blood will not be forgotten” (ibid.). This article was incorporated 

as a “third-party” discursive action in the episode, since it includes direct quotes from an 

al-Shabaab official.  

The initially unsuccessful search for HSM discourse about these two related 

kinetic actions likewise applied to the search for USG references to these kinetic actions 

within the set of discursive samples that were collected during the primary data collection 

phase. After additional follow-up research, a screenshot of a DOD press release about the 

US strike on August 25 was located on Twitter, but the direct link to the press release on 
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the US AFRICOM website no longer functions and appears to have been deleted. The 

brief release illustrates a defendant/jury positioning and exhibits a range of root narrative 

undercurrents, including unity, defense, accountability, and consent: 

We are aware of the civilian casualty allegations near Bariire, Somalia. We take 

any allegations of civilian causalities seriously, and per standard, we are 

conducting an assessment into the situation to determine facts on the ground. We 

can confirm that the Somali National Army was conducting an operation in the 

area with US forces in a supporting role. US forces are in Somalia at the request 

of the Federal Government of Somalia and are committed to helping Somali 

forces neutralize al-Shabaab and bring stability to the region (US Africa 

Command Public Affairs 2017a).  

 

While the details surrounding the events of August 25 received substantial media 

coverage from local as well as international media outlets, this appears to be explicit 

USG discourse about the event, up until the release of a follow-up statement on 

November 29. The US AFRICOM statement provides a brief summary about the findings 

of its investigation into the allegations of civilian casualties related to the strike on 

August 25: 

After a thorough assessment of the Somali National Army-led operation near 

Bariire, Somalia, on Aug. 25, 2017 and the associated allegations of civilian 

casualties, U.S. Special Operations Command Africa (SOCAF) has concluded 

that the only casualties were those of armed enemy combatants.  

 

Before conducting operations with partner forces, SOCAF conducts detailed 

planning and coordination to reduce the likelihood of civilian casualties and to 

ensure compliance with the Law of Armed Conflict. U.S. Africa Command and 

the Department of Defense take allegations of civilian casualties very seriously 

(US Africa Command Public Affairs 2017b).  

 

When compared to the August 25 release, there is a visible shift in the tone of this later 

release, which appears to have moved away from a defendant/jury dynamic and taken on 
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a teacher/student dynamic. This later press release exhibits a corrective tone; it functions 

to inform the public about the “truth” in finding these allegations were not substantiated.  

While this tone is one that appears quite frequently in DOD discourse across 

several of the selected episodes, this particular instance stands out as distinct from similar 

samples because, in this instance, al-Shabaab is not the only party that contradicts the 

conclusions that are provided in the press release. The allegations of civilian casualties 

are also corroborated by media reports on the response by the Somali military to even, in 

initially denying these allegations and but later confirming that the operation did, in fact, 

result in several civilian casualties (Omar and Sheikh 2017). This conclusion is further 

supported by al-Shabaab expert, Christopher Anzalone. In a 2018 article, he writes: 

Increased US military strikes in the country also run the risk of inflaming local 

tensions and have increased the chances that Somali civilians will be negatively 

impacted and even killed, as happened in a joint Somali government and US raid 

in Bariire in August 2017 that killed 10 civilians including children and inflamed 

tensions between the Somali government and the large and influential Habar 

Gidir/Hawiye clan” (Anzalone 2018, 17).  

 

The discursive qualities of the US AFRICOM press releases associated with this 

particular exchange are notably distinct from the language in responding to less 

corroborated allegations of civilian casualties, as this example from April 2020 

demonstrates:  

U.S Africa Command is aware of two news affiliates alleging an innocent civilian 

was killed as a result of the command’s precision airstrike in the vicinity of 

Jamaame, Somalia, on Apr. 10, 2020.  

 

 These allegations are based on al-Shabaab propaganda and are false.  

 

The terrorist that was killed in the Apr. 10 airstrike was an al-Shabaab member 

complicit in the murder of at least six innocent Somalis.  
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… One of the two outlets falsely reporting civilian casualties is al-Shabaab 

associated news affiliate SomaliMemo.  

 

Weakened by sustained military operations led by the SNA and AMISOM forces, 

al-Shabaab is increasingly relying on lies and propaganda, including releasing 

gruesome pictures of unverified civilian casualties, in an effort to grab media 

attention, as well as deceive the Somali public (US Africa Command Public 

Affairs 2020k).  

 

This example differs from the previous samples most notably in adhering to a strong 

defense narrative, which, while visible in the previous samples, is not nearly as prominent 

as it is in this particular case. Additionally, the teacher/student tone is much stronger in 

this example— it constitutes a hierarchal positioning between the speaker and the 

audience in issuing a corrective instruction to ensure that the audience knows the “truth” 

about the events that took place. It is clear in these contrasting examples that the strength 

of both the tone and narrative logic in DOD discourse varies with the severity of 

allegations being faced.  

Episode Four: Jerusalem Declaration 

There were 44 DAs included in the Jerusalem Declaration episode. Of these 44 DAs, 6 

DAs overlapped with the 9/11 episode, 3 DAs overlapped with the civilian casualties 

episode, and 6 DAs overlapped with the episode about the US becoming a priority target 

for HSM.  

USG Root Narratives 

The USG discourse in this episode is distinct from the other selected episodes because the 

defense narrative is one of the dominant narratives in all other conversations but this one. 
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This conversation is focused on President Trump’s proclamation in December 2017 that 

recognized Jerusalem as the official capital of the state of Israel.  

It should come as no surprise that the dominant USG narrative in this 

conversation was a recognition narrative. The following statement is taken from the 

official proclamation that was issued by President Trump: “The foreign policy of the 

United States is grounded in principled realism, which begins with an honest 

acknowledgment of plain facts. With respect to the State of Israel, that requires officially 

recognizing Jerusalem as its capital and relocating the United States Embassy to Israel to 

Jerusalem as soon as practicable” (Trump 2017).  

Outside of the explicit use of the term “recognition,” the larger narrative 

surrounding this proclamation demonstrates the structural components that are associated 

with the recognition narrative. According to Simmons (2020, 181), “The primitive 

dignitarian story defines the majority of accepted culture and its ideals as a form of power 

that is often weaponized and put to use against minorities and outgroups: Majorities use 

biased folkways to create cultural disrespect of the Other.” In this USG narrative, the 

Israeli is the protagonist minority and Trump’s proclamation is a symbolic act of respect 

in recognizing the capital that the Israeli state has determined for itself. This recognition 

is reaffirmed and elaborated by both Secretary Tillerson and Vice President Pence as 

well.  

While the dignitarian issue is quite clear in this narrative, the analysis of other 

USG DAs within this conversation confirmed that the structural components of this 

narrative align with the recognition ethic more so than liberation or inclusion. The 
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following excerpts are from a State Department press briefing with Acting Assistant 

Secretary, David Satterfield:  

QUESTION: Hi, Assistant Secretary. Could I just put a finer point on it? The 

President said and you just said that Jerusalem is the capital of Israel. But he also 

said that the borders are yet – that there’s no change in the —  

  

 AMBASSADOR SATTERFIELD: The boundaries of sovereignty.  

  

 QUESTION: The boundaries of sovereignty.  

  

 AMBASSADOR SATTERFIELD: Border questions have not been addressed.  

  

QUESTION: So what he’s – so you’re essentially saying that Jerusalem is the 

capital of Israel, but you’re not saying that the entire municipality of Jerusalem 

falls into that capital?  

 

AMBASSADOR SATTERFIELD: I will restate what the President said, which is 

we recognize Jerusalem as the capital of the state of Israel. We are not changing 

or taking a position on the boundaries of sovereignty in Jerusalem —  

 

 QUESTION: Well, could you explain what that —  

 

AMBASSADOR SATTERFIELD: — including geographic boundaries. And I 

will not elaborate beyond that —  

  

 …. 

 

AMBASSADOR SATTERFIELD: I think the way the President presented it 

yesterday in his remarks and in the proclamation does a pretty good job of that, 

which is to say we’re acknowledging a reality, something practical; Jerusalem is 

currently, historically, capital of Israel. That’s the decision he announced. With 

respect to boundaries of sovereignty, borders, geography, those are matters for 

final status negotiations between the party, and we’re not going to touch on those 

at this time. And I think that speaks for itself. And I’ll use —  

  

 …  

 

QUESTION: My name is Said Arikat. I just want to follow up on East Jerusalem 

because it is really – it’s not clear at all. Not in my mind. So what happens to the 

Palestinian population of East Jerusalem? Do they now become automatically 

Israeli citizens, would have full rights, and so on? What happens to 300,000 

Palestinians?  
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AMBASSADOR SATTERFIELD: Said, the President’s proclamation yesterday, 

his decision, have no impact on those issues. He is recognizing a practical reality. 

Jerusalem is the capital of Israel. And all of the other aspects – boundaries of 

sovereignty – we’re not taking a position. It’s for the sides to resolve (Satterfield 

2017).  

 

The dynamics of this exchange confirm that the US recognition of Jerusalem as the 

capital of Israel adheres to the structure of a recognition narrative because the act of 

recognition carries symbolic meaning without practical changes.  

Simmons (2020, 182-183) explains that “the political implications of dignitarian 

thinking are easier for outsiders to recognize in what I call its Inclusion and Liberation 

forms because of their typical calls for concrete institutional reforms like desegregation 

and political independence,” while the recognition narrative represents “the spirit of the 

ethic in its purest form, the demand for social status.” The exchanges in the excerpt above 

confirm that the proclamation has no impact on “the boundaries of sovereignty,” 

geographical borders, or citizenship. The implications of this proclamation are symbolic. 

This is a recognition story. Additionally, the visible defendant/jury dynamic that is 

established in this illustrates the public pushback to this recognition narrative.   

HSM Root Narratives 

Al-Qaeda was actively involved in the conversation about Trump’s proclamation, and 

both AQ and HSM issued separate responses within just days of the official 

announcement. As in the other episodes, both organizations demonstrated the consistent 

use of liberation stories to talk about the conflict. 
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The formal proclamation by President Trump was issued on December 6, 2017, 

and AQ General Command issued a response the following day. This liberation elements 

are clear in the language about this event: 

I swear by Allah, America and those who live in America shall never even dream 

of peace until we experience it as a reality in Palestine. …The recognition of al-

Quds (Jerusalem) as the capital of the Zionist entity is a blatant aggression by the 

Crusader Trump against the sanctities of Muslims— a high-voltage shock for the 

Muslim Ummah, which may perhaps awaken it from its slumber. If we fail to 

act— today rather than tomorrow— this aggression will be followed by further 

resolutions, conferences, agreements threatening our very existence as a Muslim 

Ummah… (Al-Qaeda General Command 2017).  

 

Additionally, the release called on the Muslim community to wage jihad against the 

“Zionist-Crusader alliance” and specifically to target “the Pharaoh of the age— America” 

(Al-Qaeda General Command 2017). The liberation logic is further reinforced by the 

justification that is cited for the need to wage jihad: “This is a simple equation; just as 

you kill us, you shall be killed; just as you bomb us, you too shall be bombed, as the one 

who initiatives hostilities shoulders the blame” (ibid.).  

The juxtaposition between this liberation narrative and the dominant US 

recognition narrative presents an especially challenging dynamic due to differing 

character roles that are assigned to Israel. While Israel is the protagonist minority group 

in the US narrative, Israel is portrayed as the oppressive antagonist majority-based 

government in al-Qaeda’s liberation narrative, pitting two types of dignitarian issues 

against one another. Furthermore, the final statement in the example above illustrates the 

use of punctuation as an escalation tactic to justify violence as an act of retaliation against 

the antagonist duo in this narrative: the US and Israel.  
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Al-Qaeda’s liberation story about this event was further reinforced by a statement 

from al-Shabaab’s General Command three days following Trump’s proclamation. The 

release is titled, “The meeting place is Beit al-Maqdis: Statement from the General 

Command Regarding the US Administration Declaration of al-Quds as the Capital of the 

Jewish Invasion,” and offers a direct response to Trump’s proclamation:  

We were not surprised by the speech of the idiot of the Black House, Trump, and 

his announcement of Muslim Jerusalem as the capital of the state of the sons of 

Zion, nor were we amazed by the conspiring of the Arab tyrants, the henchmen of 

the infidel West, by passing this cheap and lowly deal, as this is their habit and 

their way in humiliating the Muslim peoples and insulting their holy sites.  

 

Sadly, Beit al-Maqdis now groans beneath the steps of the aggression and 

occupation, besmirched every day by the feet of those impure from the Jews. The 

shouts of the oppressed rise with nothing to deter or stop them except for a knife 

that shines with dignity, and a vehicle strike that radiates with passion every now 

and then, highlighting the time of defeat and weakness. Long years have passed 

and nothing has changed and the grief has yet to awaken the Muslim Ummah. 

Truly, it remained shackled by the chains of the labyrinths of thought and 

analysis, which consumes all its energies without gaining anything other than loss 

and confusion (Al-Shabaab General Command 2017).  

 

The strong dignitarian language is visible in this excerpt, in references to humiliation and 

insults experience by the Muslim population. The libertarian components of this narrative 

manifest in references to the aggression, occupation, and oppression of the Muslim 

community, and the statement parallels that of al-Qaeda in using punctuation as a tactic 

to justify violence as an act of retribution in reference to the “knife that shines with 

dignity” and “vehicle strike that radiates with passion.”  

However, one visible variation that distinguishes al-Shabaab’s statement from the 

one made by al-Qaeda is the clear presence of accountability undercurrents that appear in 

the first part of the sample above. The symbolic use of color (in referring to “the idiot of 
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the Black House”) and language about this “cheap and lowly deal” coincides with the 

issue of government corruption and economic exploitation that are associated with the 

accountability narrative.  

Escalation Tactics 

One of the more curious tactics that appeared in multiple USG DAs within this 

conversation was the use of punctuation to implicitly establish a cause-and-effect 

relationship between Trump’s proclamation and the increased potential for an Israeli-

Palestinian peace deal. This logic is visible in a January 2018 speech by President Trump 

“So I will say that the hardest subject they had to talk about was Jerusalem. We took 

Jerusalem off the table, so we don’t have to talk about it anymore. They never got past 

Jerusalem. We took it off the table. We don’t have to talk about it anymore” (Trump and 

Netanyahu 2018a). This same logic is reiterated two months later by President Trump in 

press briefing:  

 Q: And what about your peace deal? When will you present your peace deal?  

 

PRESIDENT TRUMP: We’re going to see. We’re working on it very hard, and 

we’d like to — look, it would be a great achievement, and even from a 

humanitarian standpoint, what better if we could make peace between Israel and 

the Palestinians? And I can tell you, we’re working very hard on doing that. And I 

think we have a very good chance.  

 

And the biggest difficulty that anybody has had — you look over 25 years — 

nobody could get past, number one, Jerusalem. They couldn’t get past it. We’ve 

taken it off the table. So this gives us a real opportunity to peace. We’ll see how it 

works out. The Palestinians, I think, are wanting to come back to the table very 

badly (Trump and Netanyahu 2018b).  
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Both of these examples demonstrate a cause-and-effect logic that functions to justify 

Trump’s proclamation as a strategy that has increased the chances for a successful Israel-

Palestinian peace deal.  

While this punctuation, in and of itself, is rather curious, the credibility of this 

logic is further called into question by partisan rhetoric that accompanies this logic, in 

positioning the US as standing in solidarity with Israel and, by extension, positioning 

Palestinians as an “Other.” There are visible nation undercurrents that are infused in this 

positioning as well, as illustrated in the following excerpt from the same January 2018 

speech discussed above:   

And when they [Palestinians] disrespected us a week ago by not allowing our 

great Vice President to see them — and we give them hundreds of millions of 

dollars in aid and support — tremendous numbers; numbers that nobody 

understands. That money is on the table, and that money is not going to them 

unless they sit down and negotiate peace. Because I can tell you that Israel does 

want to make peace. And they’re going to have to want to make peace too, or 

we’re going to have nothing to do with it any longer. This was never brought up 

by other negotiators, but it’s brought up by me.  

 

…But they have to respect the process also, and they have to respect the fact that 

the U.S. has given tremendous support to them over the years, in terms of 

monetary support and other support.  

  

So we’ll see what happens with the peace process, but respect has to be shown to 

the U.S. or we’re just not going any further. Thank you all very much (Trump and 

Netanyahu 2018a).  

 

The explicit demand that calls for Palestinians to “show respect” to the US demonstrates 

strong nation root narrative undercurrents in converting the sentiment that we, the moral 

community, are being cheated out of the respect that we deserve. This illustrates a 

particularly compelling demonstration of the incommensurate moral grammars of the US 

and al-Shabaab within this particular conversation. 
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The al-Shabaab samples discussed in the previous section demonstrated a heavy 

use of hero/villain status positioning, in sending explicit warnings to the US and Israel. 

However, HSM demonstrated the use of temporal compression and historical equivalents 

as escalation tactics within this episode as well. The following sample illustrates the 

simultaneous use of both of these tactics: 

For nearly half a century, the United States of America has been engaged in a 

brazen total war against Islam across the globe. The world has witnessed 

successive American administrations destroying, covertly and overtly, the lives, 

wealth and dreams of millions of Muslims in a relentless self-declared crusade 

against Islam. The U.S. involvement in the Lebanese War in 1982, its sanctions 

against Iraq in 1991 its intervention in Somalia in 1992, its invasion of Iraq and 

Afghanistan, its illegal detention of Muslims in Bagram and Guantanamo Bay, its 

unlimited support for the apartheid Zionist regime and its merciless aerial 

bombardment of innocent Muslims in Yemen, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Syria and 

Somalia all stand as a testament to heinous U.S war crimes in the Muslim world. 

Allah, the Exalted says: “And it is the disbelievers who are the wrong-doers.” [Al-

Baqarah, 254] (Rage 2020).  

 

The opening statement of this excerpt demonstrates temporal compression that simplifies 

the history of the conflict through the suggestion that the US has sustained its “brazen 

total war against Islam” consistently over the last 50 years, and on a global scale. The 

citation of historical examples both reinforce the opening claim and help the audience to 

draw comparisons between their current experience of oppression and the experiences 

associated with each of the plot elements that are listed. These tactics contribute to 

escalation by generating heightened fear and, by extension, make the public more 

inclined to feel that dire action is needed in order to put an end to this ongoing struggle.  
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Interaction Dynamics 

Out of the five selected episodes, the triangulated relationship between the USG, al-

Shabaab, and al-Qaeda was most visible in the interaction dynamics within the 

conversation surrounding President Trump’s Jerusalem declaration. While the previous 

section highlighted the direct responses of both al-Qaeda and al-Shabaab immediately 

following President Trump’s proclamation to recognize Jerusalem as the capital of Israel, 

there was additional engagement by both terrorist organizations following the opening of 

the US Embassy in Jerusalem in May 2018.  

The following excerpt is from a speech by Vice President Pence in Jerusalem on 

the day of the embassy opening:  

It was just over five months ago, on December 6, our President officially 

recognized Jerusalem as Israel’s capital. And it was my honor to stand with him 

on the day that he made that announcement to the world. Today, that recognition 

became concrete reality.  

 

From King David’s time to our own, President Trump has now etched his name 

into the ineffaceable story of Jerusalem. And as the President said just this 

morning, today is nothing less than a great day for Israel (Pence 2018c).  

 

The dominant USG recognition narrative is reinforced in this example, and reference to 

King David functions to heighten the significance of the event through temporal 

compression that implies that this action constitutes a historical turning point for the US 

and Israel.  

A day before the embassy opening, al-Zawahiri released a video message titled, 

“Tel Aviv is the Land of Muslims,” which designated the US as the primary enemy of the 

Muslims ummah (community) and called on followers to liberate Palestine:  
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My Muslim brothers: Trump was clear and frank, and revealed the true face of the 

modern Crusade, which does not deal with retreat and reconciliation, and only 

da'wah [the call to Islam] and jihad can resist it.  

 

… This fact was realized by the pioneers of jihad, and Sheikh Usamah – may 

Allah have mercy on him – announced that America is the Hubal [a pagan god 

who was worshipped in the Arabian Peninsula before the emergence of Islam] of 

the era, and the first enemy of the Muslims, and he swore that American would 

not dream of security until we actually live it in Palestine, and until all the 

disbelieving armies depart from the land of Muhammad, may Allah's prayer and 

peace be upon him.  

 

…So this is the way to liberate Palestine and all abodes of Islam and establish 

Shariah [Islamic law] and established the Caliphate, verily it is a path of da'wah to 

rule by Shariah, and unity around the word of tawhid [belief in the oneness of 

God], and jihad for the sake of Allah (Al-Zawahiri 2018a).  

 

The opening statement demonstrates the use of “present obligation” as an escalation 

tactic, because it implies that jihad is the only way to resist the oppressive crusaders, 

since Trump’s action demonstrated that the US “does not deal with retreat and 

reconciliation.” While the primary antagonist is the US, the protagonist victim in this 

liberation narrative is the oppressed Palestinian population.  

The narrative logic and call to action (da‘wa) in al-Zawahiri’s message is cited by 

al-Shabaab eight months later in a statement that was released immediately following an 

attack on the Riverside Drive business complex in Nairobi, Kenya, which is home to 

multiple international corporations:  

The Mujahideen carried out this operation – codenamed Operation “Al-Qudsu Lan 

Tuhawwad (Jerusalem will never be Judaized)” - in accordance with the 

guidelines of Sheikh Ayman Adh-Dhawahiri [al-Zawahiri] (may Allah protect 

him) in targeting western and Zionist interests worldwide and in support of our 

Muslim families in Palestine, for we are Muslims bound by faith and brotherhood 

of Islam.  

 

It is a response to the witless remarks of US president, Donald Trump, and his 

declaration of Al-Quds (Jerusalem) as the capital of Israel. In an attempt to confer 
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legitimacy upon the illegitimate Zionist regime, Trump and his cohorts granted 

the Zionist Jews the approval to desecrate the sanctity of one of Islam’s holiest 

sites with their filth and vile policies of ethnic cleansing, without considering the 

suffering of the millions of Muslims languishing under the throes of Zionist 

occupation for decades.  

 

Operation ‘Al-Quds (Jerusalem) will never be Judaized’ is a response to the 

systematic Zionist persecution of Muslims in Palestine which has resulted in the 

deaths of thousands of Muslims and left millions destitute and an affirmation of 

the Mujahideen’s continued commitment to avenging the blood of Muslims by 

targeting American and Zionist interests worldwide. Retribution against the 

oppressor is a prerogative right of the oppressed (Harakat al-Shabaab al-

Mujahideen 2019a).  

 

This liberation narrative draws heavily on punctuation as an escalation tactic, in outlining 

the linear cause-and-effect relationship that is used to justify the attack. By claiming the 

Riverside Drive attack to be a response to Trump’s Jerusalem proclamation and a 

“response to the systematic Zionist persecution of Muslims in Palestine,” al-Shabaab 

effectively merges the antagonists in two parallel liberation narratives. This reinforces the 

organization’s strategic relationship with al-Qaeda in framing the attack as retribution 

against al-Qaeda’s greatest enemy (America), but works to generate support from the 

broader Muslim community by linking the US with the primary antagonist responsible 

for the oppression of the Palestinian people (Israel).  

The legitimacy of al-Shabaab’s claims surrounding the reason for the Riverside 

Drive attack has been called into question by some researchers, who suggest that the 

delayed time frame between al-Zawahiri’s initial video and the execution of al-Shabaab’s 

attack make it unlikely that their claims of retribution against the US and Israel explain 

the “real” motivations behind this attack (Ward 2020). However, this is not the first time 

that al-Shabaab’s kinetic actions have been cited as related to the plight of the Palestinian 
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people. According to Atwan (2012, 115), “the group displayed their engagement with the 

global jihadis’ central cause” in November 2009 in the midst of conflict surrounding al-

Aqsa mosque, in “announc[ing] that it had formed an ‘al-Quds (Jerusalem) Brigade’ 

which would target Israeli interests in Africa.” However, this explicit support for 

Palestinians is not just about solidifying its ties with al-Qaeda; it is more likely that these 

efforts are also part of a broader strategy to garner support from local populations. 

Hansen (2016, 141) contends that, while al-Shabaab is a regional organization, 

“international issues still hold importance for many ordinary Somalis” and cautions that 

“further problems in the Israel-Palestine conflict, or interventions in Pakistan, will harden 

al-Shabaab.” 

The reaffirmed commitment to the Palestinian cause appears again approximately 

one year later, in a statement issued by al-Shabaab immediately following an attack 

against US and Kenyan forces on a military base in Manda Bay, Kenya. The discourse 

surrounding both the Manda Bay attack, as well as an attack against US and Somali 

forces on the Baledogle airbase in Somalia that took place three months prior, are 

discussed in more detail as part of the conversation surrounding the visible strategic shift 

by HSM in targeting US forces in the region. However, in one of several HSM statements 

that were released about the Manda Bay attack, one specific DA cited the Manda Bay 

attack as being part of its operations in response to Trump’s Jerusalem proclamation. The 

statement explains: 

This blessed attack, which is part of “Al-Quds (Jerusalem) Will Never be 

Judaized” military campaign, is a follow-up to the “Ballidoogle Airbase Raid” 

that occurred three months ago. Since acknowledging Al-Quds (Jerusalem) as the 
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capital of the Zionist Jewish state, the Trump Administration has persisted on its 

path of hostility and blatant oppression against our families in occupied Palestine.  

 

The U.S. has recognized the annexation of the Golan Heights by the Zionists, 

supported the illegal Jewish settlements in occupied Palestine and remains 

committed to providing over $3 billion dollars in military assistance annually to 

the Zionist invaders so as to maintain the relentless oppression and bombardment 

of Muslims in Palestine.  

 

It is in this light and in accordance with the Islamic principles of aiding the 

oppressed, repelling the transgressor and defending the sanctities of Islam that 

Harakat Al-Shabaab Al Mujahideen carried out Sunday’s attack against U.S. 

soldiers at Manda Bay, Kenya (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2020b).  

 

This excerpt demonstrates the same tactic of fusing two different liberation 

antagonists as was illustrated in the HSM statement about the Riverside Drive attack. By 

treating the American and Zionist crusaders as a unified enemy, al-Shabaab is able to 

accomplish multiple tasks simultaneously with a single narrative, in appealing both to the 

al-Qaeda leadership (in seeking retribution against the US) and the local Muslim 

population (in framing the attack as retaliation against the continued oppression of 

Palestinian Muslims). 

However, this press release also draws heavily on the use of punctuation as an 

escalation tactic, which is visible in the following assertion:  

This blessed operation against American troops at “Manda Bay” is a confutation 

to Trump’s naïve claims that the outcome of U.S. support for the Zionist regime 

will amount to nothing more than mere demonstrations, boycotts and posts on 

social media. For indeed, we, the Muslim Ummah reject oppression, do not accept 

humiliation and will always seek vengeance against those who attack our religion 

and our sanctities (Al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2020b). 

 

There are fragments of the narrative that they claim to be refuting which appear in a 

speech by Trump just one month prior to the Manda Bay attack:  
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And it was a big deal, and it was great. And a day went by, and a second day went 

by, and there was no violence. I heard there was going to be massive violence. 

They showed violence—because about 20 people were violent in the front row, 

but there was nobody behind them. So CNN had the cameras very low, pointing 

to the sky. It's true. [Laughter] It's true.  

 

They said: "Massive crowds have gathered. Massive crowds." And I looked, I 

said, "That's a strange angle. I've never seen that angle." [Laughter] It was like—

you had a cameraman sitting on the floor pointing up. But every once in a while, 

you'd say:  

 

"There's nobody behind the people in the front row. What's going on?" [Laughter] 

And it was a con. It was fake news as usual (Trump 2019).  

 

This storyline functions to delegitimize both the protesters and the media outlets covering 

the protests, and the language of al-Shabaab’s discursive refutation of the storyline 

clearly demonstrates that Trump’s language was reinforced the dignitarian issues that 

ground the narrative logic of the opposing party. The discursive message that 

accompanies al-Shabaab’s kinetic attack uses punctuation as an escalatory tactic in 

framing the attack as a refutation to Trump’s narrative and displays a Hero/Villain 

positioning dynamic in the warning that that— the Muslim ummah— refuse to succumb 

to humiliation and will “always seek vengeance” against threats to the dignity of the 

Muslim community.  

Episode Five: US Becomes a Priority Target 

There were 44 DAs included in the conversation focused on al-Shabaab’s shift in making 

US forces a priority target in their attacks. Of these 44 DAs, 3 DAs overlapped with the 

9/11 episode, 7 DAs overlapped with the civilian casualties episode, and 6 DAs 

overlapped with the Jerusalem Declaration episode.  
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USG Root Narratives 

The DOD was the dominant USG component involved in this conversation, and the 

significant number of US AFRICOM press releases that were incorporated into this 

conversation maintained a consistent defense narrative throughout most of these DAs. 

The following excerpt offers an example of the type of language that is included in many 

of the US AFRICOM press releases that notify the public about a given operation that has 

been carried out: 

“This airstrike targeted al-Shabaab fighters who posed a direct, immediate, and 

significant threat to our partner forces,” said Maj. Gen. William Gayler, director 

of operations, U.S. Africa Command. “Al-Shabaab consists of terrorists and 

criminals who seek to export hate and violence more broadly. We remain 

committed to supporting our Somali partners and the security progress together 

we are building in the region” (US Africa Command Public Affairs 2020c).  

 

[NOTE: The cited date of this press release (February 2, 2020) reflects the 

recorded data that was gathered during the primary data collection phase on 

6/11/2020. As of 10/12/2020, the existing version of the press release is dated US 

AFRICOM has since been updated to reflect the date of January 20, 2020.]  

 

This example demonstrates the moral logic of a defense narrative, in reinforcing the need 

to counter the physical threat that is posed by the “terrorists and criminals” that are being 

targeted by US kinetic actions.  

Another iteration of this narrative appears in this second example from a different 

press release about US kinetic operations:  

“Airstrikes are one way we help prevent al-Shabaab from building a safe haven to 

plan deadly attacks against the U.S. homeland and East African partners,” said 

U.S. Marine Corps Brig. Gen. Bradford Gering, deputy director of operations, 

U.S. Africa Command.  

 

Al-Shabaab is the most kinetically active al-Qaida affiliate worldwide. Al-

Shabaab’s network indiscriminately commits acts of violence and is responsible 
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for the deaths of innocent Africans, Western allies, and American citizens (US 

Africa Command 2020f).  

 

There was a visible escalation in the language surrounding these press releases following 

the two separate attacks by al-Shabaab on military bases housing US forces. The 

description of al-Shabaab as “the most kinetically-active al-Qaida affiliate worldwide” 

coincides with the increase in stronger language and positioned al-Shabaab as posing a 

heightened threat in light of the September 30, 2019 attack on the Baledogle base in 

Somalia and the January 5, 2020 attack on the Manda Bay base in Kenya.   

However, while the USG DAs within this episode maintained a consistent defense 

narrative, there were some inconsistencies that appeared in the variations of the degree of 

threat that al-Shabaab posed to the US specifically. In contrast to the heightened threat 

that is conveyed by the language in the previous example, this statement below comes 

from a press release issued only five days after the one described above:  

Al-Shabaab leadership has expressed its primary desire is to conduct attacks not 

just in East Africa, but against Americans and U.S. interests across the globe. 

Currently, our command assesses the al-Qaeda-aligned group lacks the capability 

to strike the U.S. homeland due to the persistent pressure placed on the group led 

by our African partners (US Africa Command 2020h).  

 

Unlike the previous example, this statement performs a delegitimizing function in 

conferring that al-Shabaab lacks the capability to follow through with its threats of 

carrying out attacks within the US. However, this act of delegitimization simultaneously 

functions to legitimize the USG and employs a punctuation tactic in suggesting that US 

AFRICOM operations with its African partners are the reason why the organization lacks 

these capabilities.  
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HSM Root Narratives 

As is the case with the other four selected episodes, Al-Shabaab discourse in this 

conversation does not deviate from its standard liberation narrative. The organization’s 

most compelling elaboration of this narrative that is directed specifically to the US as its 

target audience appears in a November 2019 video message from HSM leader, Ahmad 

Umar.  

The liberation narrative is maintained throughout this 53-minute video and 

outlines the moral logic that coincides with the organization’s shift towards targeting US 

forces in the region: “The American invasion against the Muslim Ummah has indeed 

intensified, especially in the lands of East Africa. Consequently, the level of oppression, 

brazen occupation and humiliation perpetrated by the Americans against our Ummah and 

the Muslims of Somalia has also increased” (Ubaidah [Umar] 2019). Additionally, one 

unique aspect of this particular DA is that it includes a segment that is directed explicitly 

to the American people as its target audience. The following English captions appear on 

the screen, accompanied by images from 9/11 of the World Trade Center and an image of 

President Bush standing with Donald Rumsfeld in front of the damaged section of the 

Pentagon: 

 My Message to the American People: 

 

Have you ever asked yourselves about AFRICOM’s role in Somalia and the 

crimes it has committed against our people? 

 

Did you ever re-evaluate your foreign policy toward Muslims and examine the 

reasons that led to the attacks that dented your pride on 11 September 2001? Why 

did the Mujahideen target the Pentagon—the symbol of your military might? Why 

did they destroy the twin towers—the symbol of your economic development; an 
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economy that is based on usury and capitalism. Wasn’t it because of your 

oppression? (Ubaidah [Umar] 2019). 

 

Umar reinforces these rhetorical questions with a series of local storylines to 

illustrate the oppressive actions of the US against Muslim Somalis and ties these 

storylines to a broader global narrative of US aggression against the Muslim ummah. As 

a series of graphic images flash across the screen, Umar issues the following warning to 

the American people:  

Despite such tyranny, injustice and oppression, it seems that you, the American 

public, are willing participants to such crimes since you are the ones who elected 

these governments. It is your tax money that is being used to occupy and kill our 

people.  

 

Know that you will be held accountable for the thousands of Muslims whom your 

soldiers have killed, the millions who face starvation because of your military’s 

blockade, the vulnerable ones they have slaughtered, the mothers they have made 

bereaved, the elders they have burnt alive, and the thousands who are injured and 

still bleeding and weeping.  

 

These atrocities will one day catch up with you, therefore, be prepared to endure 

the consequences. (Ubaidah [Umar] 2019). 

 

Additionally, Umar follows this warning up by issuing an ultimatum. He outlines a series 

of demands that reinforce the same liberation narrative that is maintained throughout the 

video, in calling the US to withdraw all troops from Muslim lands, discontinue their 

“indiscriminate aerial bombardment,” close down secret prions, and a number of 

additional demands that further elaboration the array of storylines that are used to 

reinforce the broader liberation narrative in the video.  

Upon reviewing this list of demands, Umar reiterates his direct warning to the 

American people: “If you fail to comply with our demands, then know that the promise of 

Allah will surely manifest itself. You will be defeated, your wealth will be destroyed, the 
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Muslims will liberate themselves from your occupation and we vow that you will be our 

primary targets” (Ubaidah [Umar] 2019). This video was released approximately two 

months after the Baledogle attack and two months prior to the Manda Bay attack, which 

suggests that the timing of its release was strategic, in both reinforcing the threats 

accompanied by the Baledogle attack and as an act of foreshadowing of the additional 

attacks to come. The explicit warning that Umar issues at another point in the video 

further reinforces this conclusion: “Our battle has just begun. Ballidoogle was just a 

message; we hope that you receive it from us. We will continue to fight you, putting our 

trust in Allah, for He is our Protector whilst you have none to protect you (Ubaidah 

[Umar] 2019).  

Escalation Tactics 

The USG drew on proximity positioning as a key escalation tactic within this episode, 

specifically in using language that presented al-Shabaab as a heightened threat to US 

citizens and interests. The following example illustrates the use of this tactic in 

generating both moral distance and physical proximity between Other/Audience.  

This excerpt is from a US AFRICOM press release regarding an operation 

conducted by US forces: 

“Al-Shabaab, an al-Qaeda affiliate, is an evil and remorseless enemy of peace, 

stability, and freedom in East Africa and threatens the very way of life of people 

there, as well as Americans and U.S. interest in the region and abroad,” said 

Townsend.  

 

Al-Shabaab is the largest and most kinetically active al-Qaeda network in the 

world. In November 2019, after a series of complex attacks targeting Somali 

bases hosting U.S. forces, al-Shabaab’s leadership publicly identified Americans 

and U.S. interests worldwide as priority targets. The message mirrored Usama bin 
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Laden’s declaration of war on the U.S. in 1996 (US Africa Command Public 

Affairs 2020i).  

 

The quote initial quote in this press release functions to establish moral distance between 

the audience and the opposing party through the character attributions that frame al-

Shabaab as an “evil and remorseless enemy of peace.” However, the second portion of 

this excerpt supports escalation in generating heightened fear of al-Shabaab as a threat to 

the US, in drawing a comparison between Umar’s message discussed in the previous 

section and Bin Laden’s past “declaration of war on the US.” 

On the opposing side, al-Shabaab demonstrated an interesting use of punctuation 

in the same video message discussed above. As part of his message to the American 

people, Umar presented the following argument:  

Know that oppression is one of the reasons that hastens God’s punishment on 

earth. It is because of your oppression why hurricanes continue to pound your 

country day and night, and why floods submerge your cities, forcing you to flee 

your homes. It is because of your oppression why many parts of your country are 

engulfed by wildfires and repeatedly hit by spells of heat waves and snowstorms. 

 

Is it not hypocritical of you to annually commemorate George Washington and 

the war of independence that your forefathers fought against the British, whilst 

you are today colonizing us in the same manner and calling us terrorists for 

simply defending ourselves against your aggression? (Ubaidah [Umar] 2019). 

 

Umar’s assertion is accompanied by images of the devastation from Hurricane Katrina 

and firefighters battling a wildfire. This statement demonstrates the use of punctuation 

and reinforces the dominant liberation narrative by establishing a cause-and-effect 

relationship between the oppression wrought by the US government and a variety of 

natural disasters that have devastated populations within the US.  
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Additionally, while the US drew heavily on the Audience/Other proximity 

positioning, al-Shabaab, in contrast, was more inclined to draw on Party/Other proximity 

positioning. For example, as part of his message to the American public, Umar asserts: 

You are known to cover up the losses of your military, but if only the families of 

your dead soldiers were to be interviewed about the grief they are experiencing 

today. Recall the history of your military’s defeat in Somalia in 1993 when your 

troops were killed in Mogadishu. Recall how their corpses were dragged in the 

streets and how their white skin was flayed by the sand (Ubaidah [Umar] 2019). 

 

This statement is reinforced by graphic video footage from this event, which shows the 

limp, muddied body of a US soldier being dragged through the streets of Mogadishu. 

This imagery constitutes a symbolic act of positioning, in establishing proximity between 

the Party/Other.  

Salazar (2017, 114) discusses the use of “remote violence” by coalition forces in 

the GWOT and the extent to which this kinetic strategy coincides with the use of 

management language (e.g., talk about “minimizing costs”). He further contends that this 

language is countered by jihadists “with a return to warring virility and the cult of 

contact” (ibid.). Salazar (2017, 115) argues that “our concept of war… is hygienic: long-

distance weapons, as few victims on our side as possible, as many on the other side as 

possible.” For the US and its allies, “the number of civilian victims is terrifying, but it is 

not a number that concerns us, as it takes place, once again, ‘at a distance’, whereas it is a 

personal reality on the ground for the victims” (ibid.). In contrast, “the Caliphate 

reestablishes a true personalization of war, changes the notion of risk, muddies the map 

of moral superiority… and forces us to look war in the face. …It restores true proximity 
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to it. The Caliphate takes the personalization of war to its logical end” (Salazar 2017, 

115-116).  

While this imagery constitutes an act of proximity, it also symbolizes an act of 

canceling out the opposing party. The manipulation of the human body is a political act, 

and its desecration constitutes functions to cancel out the existence of the Other (Salazar 

2017, 128-130).  

Interaction Dynamics 

The direct interaction dynamics that were most prominent in this episode appeared in the 

back-and-forth statements and refutations by both opposing parties following the 

Baledogle and Manda Bay attacks, with the majority of these dynamics being associated 

with the Manda Bay attack.  

Al-Shabab’s attack on the Manda Bay military base took place on January 5, 

2020. On the day of the attack, al-Shabaab issued one press release and US AFRICOM 

issued two press releases. The HSM press release from the day of the attack reports that: 

“By the blessing of Allah, the Exalted, The Mujahideen fighters covertly entered enemy 

lines, successfully stormed the heavily fortified military base and have now taken 

effective control of a part of the base, inflicting severe casualties on both American and 

Kenyan troops stationed there” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2020a).  

In the first of two US AFRICOM statements from that day, the USG directly 

refutes these claims:  

Al-Shabaab has put out multiple press releases exaggerating the security situation 

on the ground. This practice has proven common place for this terror 

organization. “Al-Shabaab resorts to lies, coercion, and the exertion of force to 
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bolster their reputation to create false headlines,” said U.S. Army Maj. Gen. 

William Gayler, U.S. Africa Command director of operations. “It is important to 

counter al-Shabaab where they stand to prevent the spread of this cancer” (US 

Africa Command Public Affairs 2020a).   

 

The second US AFRICOM release further delegitimizes al-Shabaab in suggesting that, 

despite the organization’s demonstrated abilities and its threats of targeting the US, that 

US AFRICOM operations with its partner forces in the region have prevented those 

threats from becoming a reality: “Historically, al-Shabaab has been willing to engage 

large forces, often using surprise and asymmetric tactics. The terrorist group has 

expressed the intent to attack the United States homeland and target Americans, but U.S. 

persistent pressure placed on them constrains their ability to carry out those desires (US 

Africa Command Public Affairs 2020b).  

Two days following the attack, al-Shabaab issued two more press releases, one of 

which was a message to the Kenyan public regarding the Manda Bay raid and titled 

“Manda Bay Raid: Kenya Must Take Heed” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2020b). 

The second release was discussed as part of the previous episode, entitled “Statement 

from the Leadership: Manda Bay Raid: Storming the US Naval Base in Kenya” and was 

cited as “Part of “Al-Quds (Jerusalem) Will Never Be Judaized” (Rage 2020).  

Anzalone’s (2018) offers the following analysis of al-Shabaab’s discourse 

surrounding the Manda Bay attack:  

Al-Shabaab pursued several lines of messaging regarding the Manda Bay attack. 

First, it took aim at the U.S. government and military, engaging in a war of words 

to control the narrative of the attack. Second, al-Shabaab sought to solidify its 

place as one of al-Qa`ida’s most enduringly dangerous and resilient regional 

affiliates in naming the attack as being part of an ongoing campaign by al-Qa`ida 

and its regional affiliates to “avenge” the U.S. government’s decision to recognize 

the contested city of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital. Third, al-Shabaab used the 
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attack to take aim at members of the Kenyan military, security forces, and civilian 

electorate, warning them not only of further attacks but also noting the weakness 

of their military and security forces as well as their national border (Anzalone 

2018, 31-32). 

 

His argument outlines the extent to which the organization effectively employed a multi-

pronged communications strategy in using a single kinetic action to send a message to the 

three different audiences. In addition to the visible response that this kinetic and 

discursive combination elicited from the USG, al-Qaeda’s media arm, As-Sahab, released 

a statement from al-Zawahiri in the weeks following the attack, entitled “Salutations for 

the brave mujahid of Somalia on their Invaluable Role in the Series of Operations 

‘Jerusalem Shall Not be Judaized’” (Al-Qaeda Central Command 2020a).  

Another notable dynamic that became visible in this particular conversation is a— 

presumably unintended— side effect of the attack. Al-Shabaab’s discursive actions 

surrounding the Manda Bay attack reinforced a cause-and-effect punctuation of the 

events to suggest that the organization was following through with its threats of 

retribution from continued US oppression of the Muslims in Somalia. However, the 

following excerpt is from a US AFRICOM press release issued approximately a month 

after the attack:  

… “The attack at Manda Bay demonstrates that al-Shabaab remains a dangerous 

and capable enemy,” said U.S. Army Gen. Stephen Townsend, U.S. Africa 

Command commander. “They are a menace to the people of East Africa and U.S. 

national interests there and their sights are set on eventually attacking the U.S. 

homeland. It is important that we continue to pursue al-Shabaab and prevent their 

vision from becoming a reality” (US Africa Command Public Affairs 2020d).   

 

The language in this statement suggests that Manda Bay attack was successful in shaping 

USG perceptions of the organization’s capabilities and the threat the pose to the US. 
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However, by extension, this heightened threat appears to have necessitated the need to 

“dig our heels in deeper” and expand our presence in the region in order to deter this 

growing threat.  

Cross-Episode Patterns 

The discursive dynamics within each of the five selected episodes revealed visible 

patterns in the dominant root narratives that were drawn on by opposing parties, as well 

as the common types of escalation tactics that were used most frequently in each 

conversation. Additionally, NVivo includes a query tool that supports cross-tabulation 

searches, which was used to identify visible narrative patterns across these five selected 

episodes. The tables in this section illustrate the findings from three cross-tabulation 

searches that were used to identify specific coding intersections across the full set of 170 

discursive actions that were coded as part of one or more of the five selected episodes. 

Incommensurate Moral Grammars 

 Table 7.1 displays the breakdown of root narrative coding references by party. The 

findings below separate USG codes for each of the three components that were included 

in the case study: The Department of Defense (DOD), State Department (SD), and the 

White House (WH). In addition, the USG and HSM codes, the table below includes the 

coding references from the al-Qaeda DAs that were incorporated into the selected 

episodes.  
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 The findings in table 7.1 coincide with the dominant root narratives that were 

discussed within each of the selected episodes. All three USG components drew 

predominantly on a defense narrative: there were 168 defense codes in DOD DAs, 168 

defense codes in State Department DAs, and 176 defense codes in White House DAs. 

However, the State Department almost an equal split in the use of defense and stability 

narratives, and findings in Episode Two demonstrate that the stability narrative coincided 

with the discussion on countering violent extremism (in contrast to the defense narrative 

associated with counterterrorism).  

 

Table 7.1. Cross-Tabulation: Root Narrative Codes by Party 
 

 USG 

(DOD) 

USG  

(SD) 

USG 

(WH) 

HSM AQ Total 

Defense 168 168 176 11 0 523 

Unity 6 21 87 30 22 156 

Stability 23 163 72 12 0 270 

Consent 1 69 26 9 0 105 

Property 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Merit 0 0 0 0 0 3 

Reciprocity 0 2 0 0 0 2 

Nation 2 5 30 21 0 58 

Accountability 1 19 6 5 0 31 

Recognition 0 21 86 54 3 164 

Liberation 0 34 36 409 49 528 

Inclusion 0 26 16 11 4 57 

Total Codes 201 528 538 552 78 1897 

 

Additionally, table 7.1 shows that there was a much higher use of recognition narratives 

by the White House than the DOD and State Department, which corresponds to the 
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findings in Episode Four in the dominant USG narrative in recognizing Jerusalem as the 

capital of Israel.  

Notably, however, the figures in this table reflect the summary of coded content in 

the broader conversation on the Global War on Terror. In some cases, the use of certain 

root narratives was not included in the discussion of episode findings when the coded 

material was not directly related to the specific conversation in focus. For example, a 

speech by Secretary Kerry was one of the State Department’s discursive actions that was 

included as part of Episode One about 9/11. The specific content about 9/11 was coded as 

a defense narrative, and his reference to al-Shabaab as part of the threat that has evolved 

since 9/11 further reinforced this defense narrative.  

However, he pivots to a liberation narrative to talk about the Islamic State, in 

recount the US “rescue” mission to free the Yazidis being held prisoner on Mount Sinjar, 

and the US campaign to “free” Mosul from the imposed caliphate and bring an end to the 

“genocide” that IS is carrying out (Kerry 2016a). Interestingly, this liberation narrative 

unintentionally reinforces the Islamic State’s own narrative about establishing a caliphate. 

According to Simmons (2020, 1919), “in a liberation story, the ingroup abuses the very 

powers of the state to discipline the bodies of the outgroup, to the extreme of torture, 

imprisonment, and genocide.” In asserting that ISIS is responsible for genocide, Kerry 

implicitly legitimizes the Islamic State’s own claims of living under a self-governed 

caliphate. Kerry reiterates this same liberation narrative in multiple other DAs that were 

analyzed.  
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Similarly, table 7.1 shows that there were 69 consent codes in the State 

Department DAs and 26 consent codes in the White House DAs that were coded as part 

of the broader conversation about the GWOT but were not directly related to the 

conversation between the USG and HSM. The most common use of the consent narrative 

within the analyzed DAs coincided with the discussion of the violence committed by the 

Assad regime in Syria against its citizens.   

The total number al-Shabaab (HSM) codes reaffirm the consistent use of 

liberation narratives across all five episodes, with a total of 409 liberation codes and only 

54 recognition codes as the second most frequent root narrative that was used. Al-Qaeda 

also drew predominantly on liberation narratives, with 49 total liberation codes, but the 

22 unity codes indicate that this was also an important narrative in the organization’s 

discourse.  

These cross-episode patterns demonstrate that the USG and al-Shabaab 

consistently draw on incommensurate moral grammars in their narratives about conflict 

with the opposing party. The source of moral indignation for the USG is ultimately 

securitarian, based on the heavy reliance on defense and stability narratives that appears 

in the selected conflict episodes. The core concern for the US in its narratives is the threat 

to the physical safety of the state. The source of this threat is straightforward across the 

array of defense storylines that appear across the selected conversations: the security of 

the state is jeopardized by the terrorist outsiders, who use armed violence to inflict harm 

upon the people.  
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The findings from this study also demonstrate that some USG components also 

pivot to a stability narrative in conversations about radicalization and countering violent 

extremism. These narratives maintain the securitarian foundation of the defense narrative 

but reframe the nature of the threat that needs to be addressed. While the terrorist Others 

is still regarded as the primary threat to the state, these stability narratives shift away 

from the focus on the threat of armed violence, in lieu of concern for the ideological 

motivators and socio-economic factors that encourage marginalized populations within 

the state to become radicalized and take up the cause of jihad.  

Despite their shared securitarian root, the distinctive qualities associated with the 

antagonist function alters the structure of the narrative, which means that the defense and 

stability narratives necessitate different forms of resolution. In the defense narrative, the 

antagonist threatens the state with physical violence. The specific type of threat being 

faced demands a specific course of resolution. When the state is threatened by physical 

violence from an outside group, the state must use its military power to eradicate the 

threat. However, the dominant stability narrative in this case study is focused on the “root 

causes”— the ideological, social, and economic conditions— that put specific segments 

of the population within the state at risk of becoming radicalized. The necessary form of 

resolution that is called for in the stability narrative requires a combined use of military 

and political power by the state: the use of military power is needed in surveillance and 

vetting measures to identify radicalized individuals and deter potential attacks, but the 

stability narrative requires a supplemental use of political power to address the 
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underlying conditions that are believed to foster the environmental conditions that 

increase the likelihood for this radicalization to occur. 

 In contrast, the primary source of moral indignation for al-Shabaab is dignitarian. 

The protagonist minority group experiences discrimination as a result of the majority’s 

hatred for who they are. This discrimination— this deprivation of cultural respect— 

manifests in many forms. In al-Shabaab’s case, however, the antagonist is almost always 

the majority-dominated governments, who use their political power to discriminate 

against the Muslim minority. This is a liberation narrative. While the specific government 

antagonist varies across its different storylines, in deviating between Western and 

regional governments as the dominant perpetrator (crusaders vs. apostates), these 

storylines consistently emphasize the physical deprivation that is experienced by the 

Muslim minority at the hands of both of these types of government antagonists. However, 

the structure of this narrative is different from the focus on physical violence in USG 

defense narratives because, in the liberation narrative, this physical violence is 

understood to be driven by an underlying hatred for the minority group.  

According to Simmons (2020, 191), the liberation narrative overlaps with its 

dignitarian counterparts, the inclusion and recognition narratives, in being rooted in “the 

core principle of respect for difference.” However, he contends that its distinction from 

these counterparts is visible in the extent to which the liberation narrative is “a rebellion 

against perceived cultural persecution at the level of the state itself,” and explains that 

“liberation stories do not always end with a call for self-government or independence, but 

they do always involve some criticism of state power, the criminal justice system, or 
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political oppression that is based on cultural biases” (ibid.). Consequently, in a liberation 

narrative, the termination of violence is not, in and of itself, a sufficient resolution. The 

hatred that drives this violence against minorities must also be addressed.  

These narrative patterns— both within and across the selected episodes— confirm 

that the two main conflict parties in this case study draw on incommensurate moral 

grammar in the conflict narratives that they draw on to justify their actions and responses 

to the opposing party. However, the use of incommensurate moral grammar was also 

visible in the language that parties used to refute the narratives of the opposing party.  

Table 7.2 shows the results of cross-tabulation query to identify the coding 

intersections between root narrative undercurrents and the three dominant root narratives 

that parties draw on in the selected episodes. 

 

Table 7.2. Cross-Tabulation: Root Narratives and Undercurrents 
 

 Root Narratives 

Defense Stability Liberation 

R
o
o
t 

N
a
rr

a
ti

v
e 

U
n

d
er

cu
rr

en
ts

 Defense N/A 1 8 

Unity 94 16 31 

Stability 16 N/A 2 

Consent 40 19 9 

Property 0 0 0 

Merit 1 0 0 

Reciprocity 0 1 0 

Nation 14 0 14 

Accountability 5 7 3 

Recognition 2 0 3 

Liberation 1 1 N/A 

Inclusion 4 21 2 
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In their most basic form, root narratives are about the abuse of power by an antagonist 

party and the form of injustice that is experienced by the protagonist victim. The meaning 

that is assigned to each of the structural components combines to produce the logical type 

of resolution that the protagonist hero must pursue. In reality, however, the narrative that 

parties draw on in conflict may reflect variations and different iterations of this basic 

structure, and in many cases, certain structure components may be implied but are not 

explicit in the discourse of a particular party.  

Likewise, while the basic structure of a root narrative constitutes a critique of a 

specific form of abusive power, sometimes parties use inverted iterations of root 

narratives to legitimize their actions through a narrative logic that demonstrates a party’s 

responsibility and respect for exercising power within the boundaries that are deemed 

acceptable by target audiences. For example, in the conversation about civilian casualties, 

the DOD drew heavily on a defense narrative with consent undercurrents. The defense 

root narrative is used to justify the use of kinetic action to counter the enemy threat, al-

Shabaab.  

However, the consent undercurrents reflect the use of inverted components: the 

use of technical language about the extensive procedures and processes that US 

AFRICOM takes in order to ensure that civilians are not impacted by its kinetic 

operations demonstrates the inverted use of consent components because it provides 

assurance that the abusive power and injustice tied to the consent narrative (which 

involves government use of the force of law to create political coercion of the individual) 

is not an issue here. It sends the message that the USG respects the boundaries of political 
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power and goes to extensive measures to ensure that civilians are not harmed in these 

operations.  

These consent undercurrents in the conversation about civilian casualties function 

as a refutation to al-Shabaab’s narrative allegations (as well as other third parties). 

However, al-Shabaab’s reference to civilian casualties is ultimately part of a liberation 

storyline— the language associated with these allegations explicitly identifies these 

victims as part of a minority group. Because this is a liberation storyline, it the underlying 

discrimination behind this violence that al-Shabaab sees as the primary threat, which is a 

moral issue that the USG consent undercurrents do not address. Examples like this 

demonstrate that the use of incommensurate moral grammar is not just an issue regarding 

the dominant narratives used by opposing parties; even in cases when parties try to refute 

and counter the narratives of opposing parties, they do so by drawing on a different moral 

grammar than the one that is used in the original narrative.  

Escalation Tactics 

Table 7.3. displays the distribution of coding references for escalation tactics by conflict 

parties across all five of the selected conflict episodes. Out of the full set of discursive 

actions that were coded as part of one or more of the selected episodes, there 58 total 

DAs by the DOD (most of which were by US AFRICOM), 32 DAs by the State 

Department, 33 DAs by the White House, 32 DAs by al-Shabaab, and 9 DAs by al-

Qaeda.  

 The most notable patterns that appear in this table are related to the lower amount 

of escalation tactics used by the DOD, relative to the number of discursive actions that 
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were analyzed (DOD had the highest number of DAs, in comparison to all other parties 

and components) and the high number of escalation tactics associated with HSM DAs, 

relative to the total number of DAs that were analyzed.  

 

Table 7.3. Cross-Tabulation: Escalation Tactics by Party 
 

 USG  

(DOD) 

USG  

(SD) 

USG 

(WH) 

HSM AQ Total 

T
im

e
 

Compression 1 10 40 41 21 113 

Punctuation 70 31 45 61 27 234 

Historical Equiv. 0 11 30 32 16 89 

Present Oblig. 44 29 42 72 21 208 

Imagined Future 5 23 33 50 9 120 

S
co

p
e Concrete/Local 3 13 9 59 12 96 

Nation/Regional 6 17 11 11 0 45 

Global/Mythic 31 47 38 55 29 200 

S
ty

le
 Party/Audience 19 32 87 70 3 211 

Party/Other 30 33 15 50 13 141 

Audience/Other 32 21 14 93 6 166 

T
o
n

e 

Hero/Victim 9 35 35 19 2 100 

Hero/Villain 6 19 26 77 8 136 

Leader/Disciples 0 2 6 141 24 173 

Teacher/Student 29 47 88 68 41 273 

Defendant/Jury 10 55 7 0 0 72 

Total Codes: 295 425 526 899 232 2377 

 

While DOD discursive actions constituted the highest number of DAs within the 

data set for this case study, these DAs only included 295 codes for escalation tactics, in 

contrast to 425 codes included in State Department DAs and 526 codes in the White 

House DAs. However, in comparison to its counterparts, the DOD drew more heavily on 

punctuation and present obligation as two of its most common escalation tactics, which 
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makes sense given the extent to which DOD discourse is focused on justification specific 

operations and kinetic actions.  

Additionally, the discursive samples from the State Department had a higher 

number of national and regional storylines, compared to its counterparts, which coincides 

with the discussion of specific national or regional initiatives undertaken but a particular 

bureau or office within the State Department. Interestingly, however, the State 

Department also had the highest number of defendant/jury codes, which were most 

prominent in the transcripts from press briefings. While the State Department samples 

included 55 defendant/jury codes, DOD samples only included 10 and the White House 

only included 7 codes. 

In comparison to the DOD and State Department, the White House samples 

demonstrated a more frequent use of compression and historical equivalent tactics. The 

frequency of these two codes is likely associated with the higher number of White House 

DAs about the Jerusalem Proclamation, regarding the history of the state of Israel. 

Additionally, the White House included more “imagined future” codes than its other USG 

counterparts, as well as a significantly higher amount of Party/Audience positioning 

codes that attempt to connect to a particular target audience by emphasizing shared 

values.  

Table 7.3 shows that there were 87 Party/Audience codes in White House DAs, 

but only 32 Party/Audience codes in the State Department DAs and only 19 codes for 

DOD DAs. This high number is also likely related to the higher amount of White House 

DAs about Jerusalem, because a significant amount of this discourse drew on a unity 
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narrative (with regard to the US-Israeli partnership), which coincides strongly with the 

tactic of emphasizing shared values and common causes. Another notable observation in 

table 7.3 is the heavier reliance on a teacher/student dynamic than its counterparts, in 

drawing on an instructive, corrective tone.  

In contrast, the escalation tactic that was used the most in al-Shabaab’s DAs was 

the leader/disciples dynamic, which was used very little by the USG. Table 7.3 shows a 

total of 141 leader/disciples codes by HSM, in contrast to 0, 2, and 6 codes by the DOD, 

SD, and WH, respectively. This is not surprising, since the leader/disciples dynamic is 

focused on motivating and mobilizing support from a target audience.  

While this was the escalation tactic that HSM appeared to use the most in the DAs 

that were analyzed for this case study, the findings in the table show that al-Shabaab 

demonstrated a heavier use of almost all of the escalation tactics that were coded in 

comparison to all three USG components. The organization seemed to consistently 

employ all three forms of proximity positioning, which was apparent in the 70 

Party/Audience codes, 50 Party/Other codes, and 93 Audience/Other codes. Additionally, 

there were 72 total present obligation codes in HSM DAs, compared to only 44 codes in 

DOD DAs, 29 codes in SD DAs, and 42 present obligation codes in WH DAs. Likewise, 

HSM DAs included 50 “imagined future” codes, in comparison to only 5 imagined future 

codes used by the DOD, 23 with the State Department, and 33 with the White House.  

The cross-tabulation analysis of escalation tactics used by specific parties and 

party components is expanded further in table 7.4, which identifies the frequencies of 

coding intersections of root narratives and escalation tactics. This table identifies how 
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often each specific escalation tactic was coded in conjunction with each of the 12 root 

narrative codes. Since we know that the USG drew predominantly on defense and 

stability narratives and HSM drew almost exclusively on liberation narratives, the higher 

frequency of escalation codes associated with the liberation narrative in comparison to 

the defense and stability narratives reinforces the cross-tabulation comparison in table 

7.3.   

 

Table 7.4. Cross-Tabulation: Root Narratives and Escalation Tactics 
 

 

 Securitarian Libertarian Egalitarian Dignitarian 
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T
im

e
 

Compression 17 6 3 2 0 0 0 5 1 10 44 2 
Punctuation 78 7 24 3 0 1 0 3 2 14 56 2 
Hist. Equiv. 8 2 4 2 0 0 0 3 0 19 22 3 
Present Oblig. 61 9 28 3 0 1 0 2 2 9 57 1 
Imag. Future 13 4 19 7 0 0 0 2 4 4 42 4 

S
co

p
e Concrete/Local 9 1 7 11 0 0 0 2 0 3 45 0 

Nation/Regional 18 8 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 
Global/Mythic 80 8 20 0 0 0 0 5 0 3 62 0 

S
ty

le
 Party/Audience 34 22 41 11 0 0 0 6 5 16 45 11 

Party/Other 49 5 16 7 0 3 0 2 0 10 43 0 
Audience/Other 53 6 5 12 0 0 0 6 5 16 45 11 

T
o
n

e 

Hero/Victim 45 3 16 2 0 0 0 3 1 4 15 3 
Hero/Villain 16 5 2 9 0 1 0 1 0 9 61 0 
Leader/Disciples 1 18 2 0 0 0 0 4 0 8 74 1 
Teacher/Student 51 15 22 22 0 1 0 8 4 43 74 3 
Defendant/Jury 13 0 14 24 0 0 0 0 4 13 6 4 

TOTAL 546 117 232 116 0 7 0 52 28 185 701 45 
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Local, Concrete Storylines 

One of the most surprising— and significant— distinctions that became visible in the 

cross-episode analysis was the lack of concrete, local storylines that appeared in USG 

DAs, in contrast to the substantial use of these lower-level storylines by al-Shabaab. Both 

parties drew heavily on global, mythic storylines to reinforce the heightened fear of the 

enemy and generate a sense of urgency for dire action in order to counter that threat. 

Table 7.3 shows 55 global/mythic codes for al-Shabaab, 31 for the DOD, 47 for the State 

Department, and 38 for the White House. However, there were only 3 local/concrete 

codes for the DOD, 13 for the State Department, and 9 for the White House, in 

comparison to 59 local/concrete codes for al-Shabaab. 

While the use of local-level storylines is not, in and of itself, an escalation tactic, 

these low-level layers of meaning play a critical role in legitimizing the heightened fear 

associated with higher-level storylines because they function as concrete examples that 

illustrate the proximity of the threat that manifests in these higher-level storylines. Al-

Shabaab’s press release on the “US Campaign of Carnage in Somalia” provides a very 

clear example of how the organization draws on storylines across multiple layers of 

meaning to escalate conflict dynamics. The national storyline details that the “crusaders 

continue raining down missiles upon the Muslim population of Somalia,” but this 

storyline is reinforced with a more concrete storyline about a US airstrike in Jilib “that 

killed a disabled twenty-year-old woman and maimed her eighty-year-old grandmother” 

(Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2020c). Al-Shabaab effectively demonstrates an 

understanding of the critical role that local-level storylines play in winning the “hearts 
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and minds” of their target audiences. As such, they consistently provide concrete 

examples of the suffering and subjugation that is experienced by specific individuals in 

order to amplify the fear of the global enemy. 

These local-level storylines are not visible in USG discourse. Despite the fact that 

the majority of US AFRICOM’s discursive actions in this case study are about specific 

operations that were carried out, these samples lacked the type of content that could be 

coded as a storyline. For example, the following excerpt is from a May 2020 press 

release: “In coordination with the Federal Government of Somalia, US Africa Command 

conducted an airstrike targeting al-Shabaab terrorists in vicinity of Qunyo Barrow, 

Somalia, May 17. … The command’s initial assessment concluded the airstrike killed two 

(2) terrorists” (US Africa Command Public Affairs 2020l). While this statement includes 

local details, the heavily technical language renders the basic plotline void in having any 

type of performative impact in reinforcing or escalating conflict dynamics. In its basic 

form, it informs the audience that a USG airstrike killed X number of terrorists in Y 

location on X date.  

This very technical statement coincides with Salazar’s (2017, 114) argument 

about the use of “self-absorbed management language by strategists and for state 

organizations, language that the Caliphate explodes with a return to warring virility and 

the cult of contact.” Salazar (2017, 13) further contends that “with this management 

rhetoric of a long-distance war, it is we who anesthetize ourselves in the face of the 

violence that is perpetrated.” While the example press release does offer locally based 

information about an operation, it is not coded as a local storyline because it lacks the 
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implicit moral judgment that is used to reinforce and validate higher-level storylines. This 

management-based language is so prominent that the use of the term “terrorist”— a 

morally-loaded term— is naturalized and stripped of its local meaning. The “terrorists” 

that were killed in the airstrike remain abstract, distant entities. The local-level storylines 

are overly focused on the tactical details without the moral dimension.  

To be clear, the press release is not totally devoid of escalating storylines. In this 

particular example, the release incorporates a quote from the US AFRICOM director of 

public affairs, Col. Christopher Karns, who states: “US Africa Command affords our 

partners over-watch and added precision capabilities. …This enemy has no regard for the 

lives of innocent Somalis and the group presents a threat to the Somali people, the US, 

and interests abroad” (US Africa Command Public Affairs 2020l). However, this is a 

national (and to some extent, global) storyline. There are no concrete details provided at 

the local-level. The press release offers no elaboration about the threatening activities that 

these two terrorists had previously carried out; there are no concrete details about the 

local villages that were affected by al-Shabaab’s violent activities or a specific unit from 

partners forces that was threatened by the two individuals that were targeted.  

The direct comparison between these specific US AFRICOM press releases and 

those of al-Shabaab provides empirical evidence to suggest that al-Shabaab has a much 

clearer understanding of the symbolic significance of spatially based proximity 

positioning. Moreover, the fact that Salazar (2017) highlights similar distinctions in the 

conflict with the Islamic State suggests that the recognition of the critical importance of 

these local-level storylines extends to other jihadist organizations beyond al-Shabaab. Al-
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Shabaab’s consistently incorporates concrete, local storylines to reinforce their higher-

level storylines about the threat that both crusader and apostate governments pose to the 

Muslim community. While these higher-level storylines establish moral distance between 

Audience/Other, lower-level storylines support escalation in demonstrating the spatial 

proximity of this threat, which by extension, illustrates an exigent need for action. These 

contrasting examples demonstrate that concrete, local storylines are an integral part of al-

Shabaab’s strategy for winning hearts and minds.  

Valence, Villains, and Imagined Futures 

Another notable pattern that became visible through cross-episode analysis was the 

relationship between valence, imagined futures, and villain/victim/hero dynamics. 

Unsurprisingly, both parties generated negative storylines about the current suffering of 

victims and juxtaposed these current experiences with a positive imagined future to 

justify Party actions. Likewise, conflict storylines about Party actions had a positive 

valence in highlighting the effectiveness of its forces and commitment to pursuing a 

better future for the target audience. However, there were more visible distinctions in the 

discursive patterns of opposing parties in the qualities of storylines that addressed both 

imagined futures and attributions of the villain.  

Broadly, HSM discourse demonstrated a commitment to alleviate the suffering of 

the Muslim community at any cost. This goal is often cited as justification in the call for 

violence, but in multiple cases, this assertion is backed by the explanation that violence is 

the only means that provokes a response by the enemy. However, on multiple occasions, 

al-Shabaab’s discourse provides an explicit use of punctuation in justifying violence as a 
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means to liberate the oppressed Muslim community. These micro-level details in this 

discourse reveal one critical opening: that violence against the enemy is a means for 

achieving a goal, and not an end in and of itself. This logic is visible in Ahmed Umar’s 

2019 video message to the American public, a video which US AFRICOM equated to Bin 

Laden’s infamous declaration of war against the US in 1996 (US Africa Command Public 

Affairs 2020i).  

The message outlines a “list of demands” that must be met in order to prevent al-

Shabaab from targeted the American population. These demands include a call for US 

troops to withdraw from Muslim lands and cease the “indiscriminate ariel bombardment” 

against innocent Muslims; it calls on the USG to cease its support for the Somali 

government and other regional “apostate” governments and calls on the USG to “stop 

plundering” Somali resources. After reviewing these demands, Umar concludes: “If you 

fail to comply with our demands, then know that the promise of Allah will surely 

manifest itself. You will be defeated, your wealth will be destroyed, the Muslims will 

liberate themselves from your occupation and we vow that you will be our primary 

targets.” (Ubaidah [Umar] 2019).  

While this direct message to the American public is unquestionably an explicit 

threat, the Umar’s language is important here because it suggests that the goal of the 

message is part of al-Shabaab’s strategy to attain a future in which the Muslim 

community is liberated from the state of oppression they perceive in regarding the current 

experience of Somali Muslims. The significance of this detail becomes clearer in several 

juxtaposing USG examples. The following sample is part of a bigger excerpt in the 
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discussion of the first episode about 9/11. In a press conference with the Djiboutian 

Foreign Minister, Secretary Kerry described the 9/11 attacks as representing an 

“unfathomable, incomprehensible level of depravity and nihilism” (Kerry and Youssouf 

2015). Kerry’s language here coincides with the following statement from Vice President 

Pence:  

Throughout the Middle East, radical Islamic terrorists have found safe havens and 

secured vast resources that have allowed them to launch attacks here in Europe 

and inspire attacks in the United States. Driven by evil, they target their own 

communities, their fellow Muslims, indiscriminately killing or enslaving those 

who reject their apocalyptic mania. …As President Trump has made clear, the 

United States will fight tirelessly to crush these enemies— especially ISIS and its 

so-called caliphate— to consign them to the ash heap of history, where they 

belong (ibid.) (Pence 2017).  

 

There is a notable distinction between these USG samples and the excerpt from 

Umar’s video message to the American public. The polarizing language used by both 

Kerry and Pence is much stronger than that of Umar. More importantly, these examples 

also differ in terms of the valence associated with the speaker’s imagined future. In 

Umar’s narrative, violence is necessary in order to liberate the Muslim community, so 

they can live a life of dignity. This imagined future is focused on attaining a positive 

outcome for the victims in the story. In contrast, the language used by both Kerry and 

Pence conveys a negative valence and is focused on the villain: their imagined future 

involves eradicating the threat of an evil Other who lives outside the boundaries of 

humanity. When the enemy is characterized by nihilism and depravity, the only solution is 

to completely eradicate this threat.  

This language successfully shuts down all other possible forms of engagement 

that might legitimately be pursued in this conflict. Perhaps more importantly, the frequent 
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USG references to the “hateful ideology” of terrorists reinforce the dominant liberation 

narrative of al-Shabaab and other jihadist groups in reinforcing their message to the 

Muslim community that the USG war on terror is driven by hatred for who they are. This 

language does “double duty” in escalating conflict and coincides with Cobb’s (2013b) 

concept of radicalized narratives as well as Simmons’ (2020) overlapping notion of 

“representations of EVIL” that are often visible in root narratives: they include 

emotional, vivid, intense, and literary aspects.  

However, it would be irresponsible to make this argument without also addressing 

any contradicting evidence that may be visible. The following excerpt is from a 2015 

video message from Ahmad Iman Ali, the former leader of al-Shabaab in Kenya: “We as 

Muslims have been assigned the task of making sure that the only religion that governs 

the world is the Deen of Islam. We have to force the kuffar to be under the rule of Islam” 

(Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2015b). Ali’s message suggests that the liberation of 

Muslims is not enough. Rather, it includes a retributive component in asserting the need 

for disbelievers to live under the rule of Islam.  

Similarly, a 2017 video message by al-Shabaab includes the following audio clip 

by al-Qaeda’s al-Zawahiri: “By the grace of Allah, we are a nation that never accepts 

oppression, nor do we forget to seek our vengeance. Therefore, whoever fights us we will 

fight them. And whoever kills us we will kill them. And whoever bombs us we will bomb 

them and the oppressor will eventually meet his deserving fate” (Harakat al-Shabaab al-

Mujahideen 2017a). The message here runs parallel to Ali’s in implying that violence is 

not just a means for liberation, but also for retribution.  
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These contrary examples do not completely cancel the opening illustrated in 

Umar’s message, but rather, speaks to the importance of nuanced analysis in discerning 

the goals across organizations and within organizations. There may be more flexibility for 

alternative forms of engagement with al-Shabaab than there with al-Qaeda’s Central 

Command. Likewise, these distinctions apply to individuals within al-Shabaab, and 

highlights the importance of tuning into the variations that may appear in al-Shabaab’s 

narratives depending on the speaker.  

Al-Shabaab Propaganda Themes 

There were several notable qualities that appeared in al-Shabaab’s DAs which appear to 

be consistent with certain strategies that have been used by al-Qaeda (AQ), but also the 

Islamic State (IS). Greenberg’s (2020) research on IS war documentaries revealed several 

characteristics in IS propaganda that were also consistently present in HSM propaganda. 

For example, he notes that the Islamic State draws heavily on two suras (chapters) in the 

Qur’an: Al-Anfal (Spoils of War) and At-Taubah (Repentance) (Greenberg 2020, 1808), 

and highlights certain characteristics of IS propaganda that mimic al-Qaeda’s strategies in 

“using recycled footage, news clips, and narrative overlay” (ibid., 1811). Both of these 

arguments likewise apply to al-Shabaab’s video messaging strategies.  

While Greenberg’s (2020) analysis draws on Arabic-language IS content, Bunker 

and Bunker (2019) conducted an extensive analysis of the Islamic State’s English-

language magazine, Rumiyah (Rome). Of their findings, there were two Rumiyah themes 

that appeared to overlap with al-Shabaab discourse: one being references and promotion 

of “tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs)— embodied by means of low technology 
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“Just Terror” tactics (e.g., knives and vehicles)—in order to conduct such terrorist 

attacks” (Bunker and Bunker 2019, 2), in addition to content that explicitly catered 

potential Western recruits (ibid.). However, Bunker and Bunker (2019, 2) also identify 

the following major theme that appeared in Rumiyah issues: “the polarization of the 

Sunni denomination of Islam with Christianity... while at the same time polarizing the 

Sunni Shia denominations of Islam.” While there was no shortage of polarizing language 

about the unrelenting oppression of Muslims by Western crusaders, there was not a single 

instance within the samples analyzed in this case study to suggest an effort to sow 

denominational divisions within the Muslim population. While speculation surrounding 

this key distinction is better left to regional experts, it would seem that fueling 

denominational divisions would run counter to al-Shabaab’s strategic efforts against the 

Somali government. Additionally, it is likely that the prominent role of clan dynamics in 

Somalia is another relevant contextual factor to account for the lack of divisive intra-

party rhetoric.  

Another notable distinction in al-Shabaab’s discourse stands out in contrast to 

Braddock’s research on strategic persuasion and the use of emotion and affect by terrorist 

groups to further their cause. Braddock (2020, 165) contends that many terrorist 

propaganda videos “don’t contain overt appeals to audiences. There are no ISIS members 

explaining why they feel the group deserves a caliphate. There are no narrators describing 

the facts surrounding their campaign. In short, much of the group’s propaganda abandons 

logical argument as a strategic persuasive weapon.”  
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While this argument may hold up in other contexts, it is certainly not the case for 

al-Shabaab. The following excerpt from a press release on the “US Campaign of Carnage 

in Somalia” illustrates an example in which al-Shabaab lays out a clear— and arguably 

compelling— logic to support their cause against US forces: 

As for the reality on the ground, America’s onslaught in Somalia has been 

unrelenting. Its list of offenses are innumerable and include the kidnapping of 

young school children, the bombing of hospitals, the massacre of entire families, 

and the merciless killing of mothers and their toddlers as well as tribal elders in 

Somalia. According to HSM Statistics Office, more than 82.7% of American 

military operations in the last 34 months have targeted unarmed civilians with 

absolutely no affiliation with Harakat al-Shabaab al Mujahideen. The vast 

majority of these victims were farmers who accounted for approximately (37%) 

of the casualties, followed by women and children (24.3%), and nomad (21.4%) 

(Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2020c).  

 

While there is a very clear emotional appeal being made in this example, there is an 

equally coherent logic that has been established in providing a statistical breakdown to 

justify the claims being made. The use of statistics here coincides with what Simmons 

(2020, 82) describes as the “technical warrant” and he contends that “even the most 

technical accounts are only intelligible and interesting because they participate in the 

context of moral conversation.” This simultaneous appeal to both emotion and reason 

allows the organization to engage multiple target audiences, and the strategy 

demonstrated here is just one of several cases in which HSM uses this dual approach to 

persuasion.  

Because al-Shabaab is an al-Qaeda affiliate and has strong ties with the AQ that 

predate al-Shabaab’s existing as a formal organization, the vast similarities in themes and 

language in messaging by both parties was unsurprising. In his research on al-Qaeda, 

Byman (2015) outlines several prominent themes that appear frequently in AQ 
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propaganda. These themes include “the heroism of the mujahidin, the satanic nature of 

the foe, the glorification of martyrdom, and the requirement of jihad as a fulfillment of 

religious duties” (Byman 2015, 85). Additionally, Byman (2015, 87) highlights the extent 

to which al-Qaeda directs its messaging to multiple target audiences., which includes 

issuing direct threats to the enemy in addition to targeting potential recruits, including 

Muslims in the Western countries. These are all qualities that are equally visible in al-

Shabaab’s strategic communications.  

Halverson and Greenberg’s (2017) research on another affiliate— al-Qaeda in the 

Islamic Magrib (AQIM)— suggests the characteristics described above are just some of 

the strategic elements in AQ discourse that many of its affiliates incorporate into their 

own messaging strategies. Halverson and Greenberg (2017, 4) analyzed AQIM’s 

messaging content “as part of its efforts to recruit new fighters, justify behavior, and 

generate support.” They found that “AQIM relies heavily on the language of martyrdom 

and emphasizes the need to combat the ‘satanic media’ that spreads the lies of tyrants 

about the ‘noble’ mujahidin” (ibid., 11). This finding was also true in al-Shabaab’s case. 

There were numerous references to the “falsehoods” told by the media in support of the 

“tyrants” and “crusaders.”  

Additionally, Halverson and Greenberg (2017, 11) found that AQIM drew heavily 

on the crusader narrative, which was used to refer to Western governments as “masters of 

(or power behind) the ‘apostate regimes’ (meaning the authoritarian governments of Arab 

or Muslim states).” They argue that heavy use of this master narrative may be related to 

the rhetorical obligations that stem from being a formal affiliate of al-Qaeda, in 
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reinforcing the globalized rhetoric of AQ Central Command (ibid. 11), pointing out that 

“as an al-Qaeda franchise, AQIM was required to pay more attention to the broader 

‘Zionist-crusader alliance’ led by the United States” (ibid. 12). The prominent use of this 

crusader narrative is equally-- if not more— visible in al-Shabaab’s discourse. However, 

while this langue certainly functions to reinforce the global cause of al-Qaeda, al-

Shaabab’s frequent references to US crusaders is undoubtedly influenced by the heavy 

US presence in the region, as well as the US escalation of kinetic measures against the 

organization in recent years.  

In contrast to its heavy use of the crusader master narrative, however, Halverson 

and Greenberg (2017, 10) found that AQIM discourse included very limited references to 

the plight of Palestinian Muslims that is prominent in the discourse by al-Qaeda 

leadership. They contend, that “this… indicates the regional or localized concerns of the 

time” whereas “Palestine, as an international grievance, is indicative of the international 

nature of al-Qaeda as a global jihadist organization with regional branches or franchises” 

(ibid.). This is a central difference between the discourse of AQIM and al-Shabaab, given 

the heavy emphasis on Jerusalem and Palestine that appeared in al-Shabaab’s discourse 

following Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as the capital of Israel. Additionally, al-

Shabaab’s reference to this action in justifying a kinetic attack is especially noteworthy in 

affirming its support for Palestine. While this was certainly done as a strategic appeal to 

al-Qaeda, it is also possible that the strong vocation and action in support of the 

Palestinian plight is also partially an appeal to the Muslim Somalis, who are uniquely 

tuned into both local and international events. Harper (2019, 374) asserts that “Somalis 
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are arguably one of the most media literate populations in Africa, having and enduring 

oral culture, a profound and active relationship with broadcasters, including BBC, whose 

Somali service was 60 years old in 2017, and a life-or-death necessity to knowing what is 

happening around them.” 

The media literacy of the Somali population helps to contextualize al-Shabaab’s 

very successful replication of another major quality that Byman (2015) highlights in Al-

Qaeda’s strategic communications efforts. In his discussion of al-Qaeda’s English-

language magazine, Inspire, Byman (2015, 86) calls attention to the professional quality 

of the publication, noting that “even more frightening, perhaps, was the realization of just 

how closely they were watching everything that was happening in the West, and 

especially the United States.” He reports that every issue of Inspire includes a column 

titled “Hear the Word,” which “features a list of quotes from ‘friend and foe’,” including, 

but not limited to “quotes from prominent Western politicians, intelligence and law 

enforcement officials, and terrorist scholars talking about Al Qaeda and related issues” 

(ibid.). 

Al-Shabaab demonstrates a high level of attunement into US domestic issues, and 

likewise demonstrates that it follows the technical discourse of US leaders and 

policymakers. In “Then Fight the Leaders of Disbelief, Part 2,” incorporates direct quotes 

from a report released by the Combatting Terrorist Center at West point entitled, 

“Targeted Terror: The Suicide Bombers of al-Shabaab” to reinforce certain arguments 

that are made in the video (Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2019b). The same video 

also features a video clip of an interview with David Kilcullen, who is identified as a “US 
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State Department Counter Terrorism Strategist” (ibid.). The high-quality nature of al-

Shabaab’s media content demonstrates a level of professionalism that is comparable, if 

not arguably more effective, than the strategic communications of al-Qaeda Central 

Command.  

This argument is more suggestive, rather than definitive, because the data in this 

case study included a very small sample set of al-Qaeda discourse. However, the 

discussion in episode two of the two parallels DAs by these organizations about 

systematic racism in the US, al-Shabaab’s superiority in both translation capabilities as 

well as underlying argument logic, at least in this particular case. While there were a 

small number of minor grammatical errors that appeared in certain DAs by al-Shabaab, 

none were as glaringly obvious as the reference to the “Bible of Matthews” that appeared 

in al-Qaeda’s statement about the death of George Floyd (Al-Qaeda General Command 

2020b).  

The vast distinction between the underlying logic of al-Shabaab’s 2015 video 

message to African Americans and al-Qaeda’s message to Christian Americans is perhaps 

even more significant than the previously mentioned translation errors that appear in AQ 

discourse. In these parallel messages, al-Shabaab highlights the issues of systematic 

racism in America and pivots to an inclusion narrative that sends a message to black 

Americans— a persecuted minority group— that Islam welcomes all peoples without 

discrimination. In contrast, al-Qaeda cites the protests by the “oppressed masses” in the 

wake of George Floyd’s death, and pivots to an inclusion narrative that frames Christian 

Americans— not African Americans— as the persecuted minority in the US.  
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In this particular case, the translation capabilities and the logical argument of al-

Shabaab’s strategic communications appear to be superior to those of al-Qaeda’s central 

leadership. The professional quality of al-Shabaab’s communications is reinforced by 

Harper (2019, 371), who contends that, “despite, and perhaps because of, its military 

setbacks, al-Shabaab continues to run a relatively slick, efficient and nimble information 

department. Its communications are often more compelling and relevant to its multiple 

audiences than those of its opponents.”  She further contends that: 

Despite the significant resources poured into counter-messaging, Al-Shabaab 

remains ahead of the game in the communications war. It is possible that, the 

weaker it gets, the more committed the group will become to investing time and 

resources into its media operations. In this way, it is able to project an image of 

power and success. Even though this is only in the visual world, many inside and 

outside Somalia are likely to perceive the group as bigger and stronger than it 

really is, and therefore to respond as such (Harper 2019, 375-376).  

 

Drawing on her extensive reporting experience in the region, and direct 

interaction with members of the organization, Harper (2019) offers several 

recommendations on how to improve government responses to the al-Shabaab’s strategic 

communications. This stresses the importance of: 

Learn[ing] to live with al-Shabaab propaganda and to challenge it more 

effectively. The more effort is put into closing it down, the more it pops up and 

the more people become excited about trying to find the ‘forbidden fruit.’ Let the 

propaganda emerge, even interview members of Al-Shabaab in a robust, 

intelligent manner, as is likely this will expose their weakness and 

inconsistencies” (Harper 2019, 379).  

 

This recommendation offers useful guidance to support USG in finding openings to 

explore alternative strategies for engagement with the organization.  
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Discursive and Kinetic Interaction: Implications 

In his detailed analysis of Islamic State discourse, Salazar (2017) effectively illustrates 

that terrorism is distinct from other forms of violence because the discourse that 

accompanies kinetic action is no less important than the act of violence itself. The 

findings from this case study not only reinforce Salazar’s argument, but also suggest that, 

despite having made some kinetic advancements against al-Shabaab, USG discursive 

efforts are less advanced than the organization it seeks to counter. As we work to enhance 

our discursive strategies, it is important that we navigate this process carefully to ensure 

that our strategies work to open up more avenues for engagement, rather than shut them 

down.  

Michaels (2013) acknowledges this challenge in his analysis of USG discourse in 

the GWOT and highlights several common “discourse traps” that he observed in his 

research. He argues that policymakers experience blowback when they incorporate 

certain language for strategic or instrumental purposes, but that language is, in turn, used 

by the opposing party to undermine its original purpose (Michaels 2019, 9-10). 

Additionally, he highlights the issue of marginalization that takes place when a dominant 

line of discourse becomes so powerful that it excludes alternative discourses from the 

debate altogether. This poses a challenge for decision makers because it constrains the 

scope of possible conflict responses to those that fall within this dominant line of 

discourse, because “policy options that fall outside either are ruled out as being 

unacceptable or face an uphill struggle to be recognized as legitimate” (ibid., 11). These 

issues have and do appear in the ongoing conflict with al-Shabaab, and the findings from 
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this case study elicit some of the ways that USG discourse functions to escalation conflict 

as well as close off alternative possibilities for engagement beyond kinetic interaction. 

Additionally, the findings from this case study reflect the conditions associated 

with operating in a globalized strategic environment. Put more simply, it reaffirms that 

causality in conflict is not linear. The CITE Framework provides a mechanism for tracing 

distinct conversation strands that are threaded into the broader discourse surrounding the 

conflict. However, the micro-level findings that emerged from this process not only 

highlighted the critical interdependence of meaning and action in conflict, but moreover, 

provided clarity on the interdependence of the conversation strands themselves. The 

interaction sequences that appeared to exhibit cause-and-effect dynamics within a single 

conversation took on other forms of meaning and more nuanced significance when 

reexamined in the context of cross-episode analysis. In this particular case study, these 

conversations confirmed Hansen’s (2016) argument that al-Shabaab’s actions— both 

kinetic and discursive— have both local and global significance, and any attempt to 

separate these interests would not only be misguided, but potentially dangerous.  

For example, a single kinetic action— al-Shabaab’s January 5, 2020 attack against 

US and Kenyan forces on the Manda Bay naval base— can be understood as part of three 

of the five selected episodes that were analyzed. Three days after the attack, al-Shabaab 

leadership released a video message that cited the attack as “Part of ‘Al-Quds (Jerusalem) 

Will Never Be Judaized’ Operations,” and reiterated the same list of demands that Umar 

issued in his November 2019 video message announcing a strategic shift in prioritizing 

US targets in their kinetic attacks (Rage 2020). The conversation about this strategic shift 
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and the conversation about civilian casualties help us understand how the Manda Bay 

attack was motivated by local factors, but the conversation involving Trump’s Jerusalem 

proclamation offers context about the global circumstances that intersect with these local 

factors. This direct retaliation against US forces is unquestionably connected to the 

substantial uptick in US kinetic strikes following Trump’s authorization of expanded 

powers for US AFRICOM in March 2017. Anzalone (2018, 17) reports that increased US 

airstrikes have “forced al-Shabaab to change tactics in order to better protect its forces.” 

Some analysts might argue that the Manda Bay attack was a strategic response to 

this increasing pressure, and all accompanying discourse by the organization about 

civilian casualties and Palestine is propaganda and nothing more. However, it would also 

be irresponsible to dismiss the discursive justifications that accompany these kinetic 

actions because— regardless of whether they are “genuine” or not— these issues matter 

for their target audiences, and we need to develop a better sense of awareness of how 

certain discursive and kinetic actions create unintentionally openings that reinforce 

conflict escalation.  

More importantly, these strategy-focused explanations coincide with traditional 

logic of rational choice theory that dominants the international relations field and 

undergirds analyses of inter-state conflicts. Atran and Axelrod (2008, 228) argue that, 

during the Cold War era, “these [rational choice] models were arguably useful in 

anticipating a wide array of challenges and formulating policies to prevent nuclear war. 

Now, however, we are witnessing the rise of ‘devoted actors,’ such as suicide terrorists, 

who are willing to make extreme sacrifices that are independent of, or seem all out of 
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proportion to, likely prospects of success.” They contend that these in cases where parties 

engage in “extreme behaviors” are indicative that these parties perceive that one or more 

of their core values are threatened by the opposing party, and draw on the following case 

to reinforce this argument: 

Consider, for example, the view of martyrdom as a sacred duty expressed to us by 

Sheikh Hamed Al Betawi, a judge of the Shari’a Court of Palestine and a former 

preacher at Al Aqsa’ Mosque (the Jerusalem mosque that represents the third-

holiest site in Islam): “A martyr fights and dies for dignity, nation, religion, and Al 

‘Aqsa.’ In the Koran, the book of Al-Tauba, verse 111, tells us that Allah brings 

souls to Paradise killing the enemy and getting killed—that is the sacred principle 

of jihad” (Atran and Axelrod 2008, 222).  

 

Indeed, in his discussion on Islamic State war documentaries, Greenberg (2020, 1808) 

discusses the importance of Surat Al-Taubah (Repentance) for jihadist organizations, and 

notes that the specific verse referenced in the above example was had symbolic meaning 

for al-Qaeda in selecting the date for the 9/11 attacks: 9/11/01 coincides Chapter 9, Verse 

111.  

Additionally, Atran and Axelrod (2008, 227) are critical of the common tendency 

for researchers to reframe “irrationality” in rational terms, such as the arguments that 

attempt to rationalize suicide attacks as a “long-term calculation” of “‘holding out’ for 

greater benefits, such as eternal glory over worldly greed.” However, they argue that 

“such interpretations only obscure the issue by giving pos hoc interpretations of any 

seemingly irrational behavior (in the sense of immunity to material trade-offs) so as to fit 

a rational actor model. No explanatory or predictive power is thereby gained” (ibid.).  

The discursive actions that accompanied al-Shabaab’s Manda Bay attack 

demonstrate the organization’s sophisticated ability to employ a multi-pronged 
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communications strategy in generating multiple lines of discursive justification to 

accompany a singular kinetic attack. This strategy draws on both local and global 

openings, and in each case, positions the sacred values of the in-group against Other’s 

demonstrated discursive and kinetic disregard for those values. While al-Shabaab’s 

discursive focus on sacred values is likely to be dismissed by many analysts, in lieu of 

increased concern and focus on the anticipating and preventing kinetic attacks, Atran and 

Axelrod (2008, 228) argue that “the seeming intractability of certain political conflicts 

and the reality of violence associated with these conflicts, such as suicide bombings, 

compels negotiation scholars and researchers to pay greater attention to the nature and 

depth of people’s commitment to sacred values.” In order to give serious consideration to 

these issues, the analyst must abandon the inclination to judge the sincerity of conflict 

discourse and focus instead on how the discursive interaction in the conflict functions to 

open up or constrain the boundaries of legitimate action that a given party may take.  

Tirado and Gálvez (2008, 243) discuss the moral positioning process that unfolds 

in conflict discourse, highlighting the way that one actor positions himself as an advocate 

for a particular cause and “recriminating judge” of others, creating “a lattice of rights and 

obligations” in which he “evaluate[s] what his companions do and should do.” The ability 

to navigate these dynamics in a way that creates space for alternative forms of 

engagement requires attending to the visible nuances that appear in the micro-level 

analysis of discursive actions.  

Harré (2004, 101) cautions against fusing the “overt moral system preached in a 

culture and actual practice,” explaining the possibility of two storylines in use, “one 
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expressing a cultural ideal and the other shaping actual conduct.” He illustrates this point 

with the example that, even though most citizens in the United States believe in obeying 

the law, the majority of people exceed the speed limit on a frequent basis. These nuances 

are visible in the discursive sample from this case study, and the CITE Framework 

provides the structural guidance for identifying and navigating the openings that these 

micro-level nuances present for disrupting the cycle of escalation.  

Engagement Opportunities  

 In cases of moral conflict, Atran and Axelrod (2008) argue that “understanding and 

acknowledging other people’s values may help to avoid or resolve even long-standing 

and deep-seated conflicts” (230). Furthermore, their research suggests that, 

Counterintuitively, understanding an opponent’s sacred values, we believe, offers 

surprising opportunities for breakthroughs to peace. Because of people’s 

unwillingness to negotiate sacred values, conventional wisdom suggests that 

negotiators should either leave sacred values for last in political negotiations or 

should try to bypass them with sufficient material incentives. Our empirical 

findings and historical analysis suggest that conventional wisdom is wrong. In 

fact, offering to provide material benefits in exchange for giving up a sacred value 

actually makes settlement more difficult because people see the offering as an 

insult rather than a compromise. And leaving issues related to sacred values for 

last only blocks compromise on otherwise mundane and material matters (Atran 

and Axelrod 2008, 231).  

 

Among the numerous studies that they have conducted on this issue, they discovered in 

interviews with Israelis and Palestinians that offers for “material concessions” often had 

the opposite of their intended effect if these offers were dissonant with the sacred values 

of that party. In contrast, their research also showed that “symbolic concessions of no 

apparent material benefit might open the way to resolving seemingly irresolvable 
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conflict,” while adding caution that the capacity of any party in making symbolic gestures 

that acknowledge the moral values of the opposing party is only possible “if doing so 

does not entail compromising one’s own core values” (Atran and Axelrod 2008, 231).  

The narrative-based conflict theories that the CITE Framework builds on provide 

the guidance on how to navigate this process using discursive strategies that legitimize 

the grievances of an opposing party without comprising a party’s own moral values or 

strategic objectives. The fourth stage of the CITE Framework attends to the 

interdependent relationship of meaning and action in conflict to identify discursive 

engagement opportunities that help to disrupt escalating cycles of violence. Lemke (1995, 

20) argues that “the role of discourse in society is active; it not only reconfirms and re-

enacts social relationships and patterns of behavior, it also renegotiates social 

relationships and introduces new meanings and new behaviors.” The narrative-based 

conflict research by Pearce and Cronen (1980), Simmons (2020), and Cobb (2013b) 

provide the resources that allow parties to strategically harness this discursive power in 

ways that open up the potential for alternative forms of engagement outside of the cycle 

of kinetic interaction that becomes sustained in conflicts such as that between the USG 

and al-Shabaab.  

If we want to alter the kinetic trajectory of a particular conflict, we must first open 

up the discursive space to legitimize alternative forms of engagement. Put another way, in 

order to change our kinetic tactics, we must first address our discursive engagement 

tactics. This requires finding ways to legitimize the sacred values that al-Shabaab 

professes to uphold in its discourse, without undermining our national security interests 
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or compromising our own values. There are ways to legitimize the opposing party 

without legitimizing their violent tactics, and Cobb’s (2013b; Cobb et al. 2016) work on 

better-formed stories lays the groundwork on how this can be done.  

Cobb (2013b) articulates the direct consequences that simplistic, radicalized 

narratives can have in sustaining violent conflict dynamics with terrorist groups like Al-

Shabaab:  

…their [Al-Shabaab’s] desire to impose their (religious) will on others is the 

narrative that is generally used by speakers to account for al-Shabaab. I am not 

suggesting that this is inaccurate, but I am suggesting that this narrative truncates 

exploration, exchanges, or interaction between al-Shabaab and leaders either 

within or beyond Somalia. Absent a more complex narrative, the world not only 

refuses but outlaws interaction with this group (and others like them, such as Al 

Qaeda). Although I am not arguing that the world should normalize relations with 

terrorist groups, I am pointing out that the discourse of power in use prevents the 

development of the narrative and ensures that relationships do not evolve, for, 

indeed, increasing the complexity of the collective story about al- Shabaab would 

evolve the relationship (Cobb 2013b, 163). 

 

In order to generate the type of narrative complexity that helps to create the space 

for such a shift, we must first locate the conversations (discursive and kinetic) taking 

place, identify the moral grammar of the opposing parties, and track the narrative 

trajectory of this interaction. The first three stages of the CITE Framework support this 

process. However, Cobb et al. (2016, 10) contend that, “once the [narrative landscape] is 

mapped, it becomes possible to engage it, to interact with it.” The fourth stage of the 

CITE Framework draws on the findings that emerge from the culminating analysis of the 

previous three stages to identify opportunities for narrative engagement within the 

selected episodes that were studied.  
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Precipitants and Engagement Tactics 

The final stage of the framework merges concepts from the three theories that informed 

the previous stages by supporting the analyst’s capacity to identify engagement 

opportunities within the dynamics of selected conflict episodes that constitute openings 

for decision-makers to influence undesirable anticipated outcomes. The analysis of 

conflict narratives offers predictive insight with regard to the expected course of actions 

that parties will take, but it also offers the potential to identify low-risk opportunities for 

engagement as a means of encouraging more favorable outcomes. 

Existing narrative work offers insight on the strategic dimension of conflict 

narratives as a site of struggle surrounding three interdependent issues: legitimacy, 

agency, and boundaries. The importance of these issues and their relevance to power 

dynamics in conflict was addressed extensively in Chapter Four. At the strategic level, 

conflict narratives are used as a tool to legitimize one’s own party and delegitimize the 

opposing party, as well as increase party agency and decrease the agency of the Other. In 

correspondence with these goals, conflict narratives are used to reinforce boundaries 

between opposing parties, build connections between the speaker’s party and the 

audience, and reify boundaries between the audience and the opposing party. The pursuit 

of these goals inevitably produces conflict narratives are very simple and exhibit binary 

characteristics. These characteristics encourage narrative closure and leave little room for 

exploring alternative forms of engagement outside of the singular course of action is 

mandated by radicalized conflict narratives.   
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The process of generating narrative complexity in a party’s own narratives, and 

the complementary process of elaborating the narratives of the opposing party, 

necessitates an approach to narrative engagement that runs contrary to the natural logic of 

conflict dynamics. At the strategic level, narrative complexity corresponds with 

legitimizing the opposing party, supporting the agency of marginalized parties, and using 

language that reflects more flexible boundaries.  

Importantly, however, this process of generating complexity is also not enough, 

alone, because if parties are drawing on incommensurate moral grammar, then effective 

narrative engagement entails generating complexity in a way that translates across these 

incommensurate grammars. Together, Stages Two and Three of the CITE Framework 

equip the analyst with the data that is needed to support this process. The identification of 

root narratives and undercurrents in Stage Two elicits the moral grammar that opposing 

parties draw in the selected conversation strands, and Stage Three identifies the specific 

narrative tactics within these conversations that help to sustain the cycle of violence 

between these parties. 

Chapter Four discussed a set of engagement tactics that help to generate narrative 

complexity and constitute alternatives to the typical escalation tactics that were tracked as 

part of the analysis for this case study. These tactics are summarized in table 7.5 below. 

Ideally, these strategies, in combination with findings of the previous two stages, allow 

the analyst to support the customer in offering insight into the role of narrative in conflict 

dynamics and the anticipated trajectory of these dynamics, but more importantly, to 

supplement these findings with actionable intelligence in identifying critical moments 
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and corresponding strategies that constitute opportunities to alter certain anticipated 

outcomes. 

 

Table 7.5. Engagement Tactics 
 

DIMENSION TACTIC DEFINITION/FUNCTION: 

 

Time 

Circular plotline Changes punctuation; Shared responsibility 

Decompression Thicker plotline: past, present, and future events 

Imagined Future Emphasize possibilities, positive valence 

 

Scope 

Thicker plotlines Finding components to elaborate, affirm 

Unique Outcomes Event utterances, intentions outside the story 

Elaboration Legitimizes Marginalized or omitted storylines  

Concrete/local Move away from global/mythic storylines  

 

Relational 

Positioning 

(Style & 

Tone) 

Moral Complexity Move away from binary language 

Moral Inclusion Acknowledge moral agency w/o excusing 

behavior  

Appreciative 

Inquiry 

Acknowledge skillful action/resources of Other 

Drain the EVIL Lower the volume, less obligatory, dire 

language 

Validate 

experience 

Move away from language about singular 

“truths” 

 

Sources: Adapted from Cobb 2013b; Cobb et al. 2016; Simmons 2020 

 

Additionally, Chapter Four discussed the concept of critical moments and 

reviewed Druckman’s (2004) negotiation research on precipitants as opportunities to 

generate critical moments in a negotiation setting. The CITE Framework treats 

precipitants as visible openings to generate complexity within the narrative landscape of 

the conflict and is grounded on the premise that narrative engagement presents a low-risk 

opportunity to shift the conflict trajectory and alter undesirable anticipated outcomes. The 
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fourth stage of this framework uses an adapted version of Druckman’s (2004) typology to 

outline three different types of precipitants— or narrative openings— that present 

opportunities to generate complexity within the narrative dynamics surrounding a 

particular conflict: 

 

• Substantive precipitants constitute opportunities for a party to generate 

complexity within its own narratives about the conflict. 

• Procedural precipitants are openings that arise in the interaction between 

opposing parties, and manifest as opportunities for one party to generate 

complexity in the narratives of the opposing party 

• External precipitants constitute indirect opportunities for a conflict party to alter 

the quality of the conflict dynamics by encouraging complexity in their narrative 

engagement with target audiences.  

 

While these precipitants offer guidance on identifying openings for engagement within 

the selected episodes in this case study, the engagement tactics in the table above are 

meant to be a “toolbox” of strategies that support the analyst in identifying interaction 

strategies that help to generate complexity within these critical moments.  

However, these strategies are all useless if they are employed in ways that fail to 

join the grammar of the opposing party. Pearce and Littlejohn (1997, 122, 125) contend 

that the goal for transcending moral grammars “is not to preserve or change stories but to 

coordinate them,” suggesting further that “in practical terms, this means that someone is 

always making ana attempt to see the conflict in a new way, to make new connections 
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and comparisons, to create dialogue and rapprochement, to remain constructively critical, 

and to reconstruct the context of the conflict.”  

The fourth stage of CITE Framework fuses concepts from all three of the core 

theoretical foundations that provided guidance in the previous three stages to establish 

structural guidance for the type of process that Pearce and Littlejohn describe above. The 

remainder of this section draws on the findings from the case study to identify specific 

precipitants that appeared within the interaction between the USG and al-Shabaab, and 

context-specific engagement tactics that support narrative complexity and help to open 

the space for alternative forms of engagement.  

Substantive Precipitants 

There were three notable substantive precipitants that were visible across multiple DAs 

within the selected episodes in this case study. The three “opportunities” listed below are 

three types of shifts that hold the potential to support de-escalation with the context of the 

episodes that were analyzed in this case study:  

 

• Expressing solidarity with ally without de-legitimizing opposing parties 

• Avoiding characterizations that reinforce the narratives of opposing parties 

• Reframing US security objectives to focus on security rather than “eradication” 

 

One substantive precipitant within USG discourse in the conversation about Jerusalem 

involves the common patterns that appeared as a part of nation narrative united the US 

and Israel as a moral community. Consider the following statement by Vice President 

Pence: 
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During his historic visit to Jerusalem, President Trump declared that the bond 

between our peoples are, quote, in his words, “woven together in the hearts of 

both nations,” and so it is.   

 

We stand with Israel because that’s what the American people have always done. 

The people of the United States have always had a special affection and 

admiration for the people of the Book. We stand with Israel because her cause is 

our cause, her values are our values, and her fight is our fight. We stand with 

Israel because we believe in right over wrong, in good over evil, in liberty over 

tyranny (Pence 2018b). 

 

This statement reinforces escalation because it functions to unify these two 

nations as a moral community by defining themselves against their immoral enemies. It 

explicitly claims that “we”— the US and Israel— stand up for liberty, and all that is right 

and good, which means that, by extension, any enemy of these nations is ascribed as 

wrong, evil, and tyrannic. Policymakers would decrease their chances of supporting 

unintended escalation by expressing solidarity with allies in ways that do not implicitly 

delegitimize the opposing parties of that ally. This requires moving away from the binary 

value system that is exemplified in Pence’s statement.  

Another substantive precipitant that is relevant to USG DAs in multiple episodes 

involves attending the standard approaches to characterizing the threat of the opposing 

party. There are several different patterns that appear in the selected episodes which may 

unintentionally exacerbate conflict dynamics with the opposing party. One small— but 

significant— detail is the common tendency to clump all jihadist organizations under one 

big umbrella.  

This pattern is visible in the discursive actions of the Trump administration’s 

popular use of the term “radical Islamic extremism” to describe the global threat that we 

are facing in our ongoing war against terrorism. However, this “clumping” tactic is also 
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visible— albeit perhaps not quite as prominently— in the discourse of the Obama 

administration as well. For example, in a press conference with the Algerian Foreign 

Minister, Secretary Kerry states that “…security cooperation is a cornerstone of the US-

Algeria relationship. And as we were reminded tragically in Kenya last week, terrorist 

groups such as Daesh, al-Qaeda, al-Shabaab, Boko Haram all pose a serious challenge to 

every single one of us” (Kerry and Lamamra 2015). In this statement, Kerry uses al-

Shabaab’s attack on Garissa University as an opportunity to highlight the dangers posed 

by al-Qaeda Central and al-Shabaab, as an al-Qaeda affiliate, but further expands this 

characterization to include the Islamic State and Boko Haram, as an affiliate of the 

Islamic State. 

This “clumping” technique is widespread in USG discourse about 

counterterrorism, and there were multiple DAs that were identified during the primary 

data collection phase they included a reference to al-Shabaab but were later excluded 

because the reference was just a one-off mention of a list of jihadist organizations that 

were named to contribute to the notion of a globalized umbrella of jihadist threats. The 

problem with this characterization is that it completely overlooks the local nuances of the 

regional affiliates that are cited only as justification to support the globalized threat of 

jihadism. The previous section discussed the extent to which al-Shabaab’s discourse 

reinforces the importance of acknowledging the intersection of global and local issues 

that shape the organization’s identity, values, and goals, but the local dimensions and 

interests of group present the most valuable potential to explore for engagement 

openings. However, we shut the capacity to explore these openings if overemphasize the 
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global aspects of al-Shabaab treat them only as an extension of al-Qaeda, rather than as a 

unique organization with close ties to al-Qaeda.  

Additionally, the findings from the case study revealed that al-Shabaab draws 

almost exclusively on liberation storylines to describe the nature of the conflict with the 

USG and the partner forces in the region. In contrast to the discursive dynamics in 

Episode Two about the Minnesota martyrs (foreign fighters) demonstrated that the US 

draws on stability narrative when the conversation is about countering violent extremism 

(vs. counterterrorism). On the topic of foreign fighters and radicalization challenges, 

USG discourse consistently reiterated a particular storyline about countering the “hateful 

ideology” of these terrorist groups as a causal driver of violence. While the overall pivot 

from a defense to a stability narrative theoretically should support certain openings for 

alternative forms of engagement, the specific language about ideology may actually help 

to reinforce al-Shabaab’s broader liberation narrative in asserting that the physical 

suffering and oppression that is experienced by Muslim minorities is driven by the West’s 

hatred for who they are and what they believe in.  

This issue likewise applies to the nation narrative that appeared in USG discourse 

in Episode Four surrounding Trump’s Jerusalem declaration. In his remarks at the 

International Institute for Counterterrorism World Summit in Israel, the State 

Department’s Coordinator for Counterterrorism, Nathan Sales, offered the following 

explanation about Iran’s support to al-Qaeda: 

On the face of it, a relationship between Iran and al-Qaeda might seem odd. Why 

would a militant Shia regime provide refuge to a fanatical Sunni group that’s bent 

on destroying Shias? The reason is both sides find this marriage of convenience 
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useful because their stated objectives converge—they both loathe the West and 

especially detest Israel (Sales 2019).  

 

The same speech also includes two separate references to countering al-Qaeda’s “toxic 

ideology” and al-Shabaab is named as one of the multiple affiliates that the USG is 

actively working to defeat. In this particular instance, the nation narrative utilizes the 

underlying plot components of a liberation narrative but flip-flops the antagonist and 

protagonist characters. Al-Shabaab’s liberation narrative asserts that the crusaders and 

apostate governments (who act on behalf of the majority) carry out violence (using force 

of law) against the Muslim minority because of hatred for who they are. In the nation 

narrative above, Iran and al-Qaeda (the foreign minority) carry out violence (using 

physical force) against the majority moral community (the West and Israel) because of 

hatred for who we are.  

This inverted narrative reinforces intractability in the clear use of incommensurate 

moral grammar by the opposing parties. Moreover, the underlying message that 

accompanies this narrative is that we must counter the “toxic ideology” of these enemy 

forces because it threatens the values of the moral community. The implied exclusivity of 

this logic unintentionally reinforces the liberation narratives that appear in the discursive 

samples of both al-Shabaab and al-Qaeda within this case study and legitimizes the 

dignitarian threat that grounds these narratives. Atran and Axelrod (2008) contend that:  

Political leaders often appeal to sacred values as a way of mobilizing their 

constituents to action and as a least-cost method of enforcing policy goals. 

Political leaders also invoke sacred values as a least-cost method of discrediting 

adversaries, for example when US politicians accuse one another of disregard for 

‘the sanctity of marriage’ or of usurping ‘God’s gift of life’ (Atran and Axelrod 

2008, 227). 
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The example above constitutes a clear example of the use of scared values as a method 

for discrediting the opposing party, but further illustrates the extent to which this tactic 

results in blowback by reinforcing the narrative logic of the opposing side. 

This issue of reinforcement also extends to the prevalent use of dehumanizing 

language in USG discourse to characterize al-Shabaab. Consider the following excerpt 

from a US AFRICOM press release about an airstrike operation that was conducted in 

Somalia: “‘Al-Shabaab resorts to lies, coercion, and the exertion of force to bolster their 

reputation to create false headlines,’ said U.S. Army Maj. Gen. William Gayler, U.S. 

Africa Command director of operations. ‘It is important to counter al-Shabaab where they 

stand to prevent the spread of this cancer’” (US Africa Command Public Affairs 2020a). 

Similar to the notion of their “toxic ideology,” this medical analogy functions to reduce, 

rather than expand, the scope of legitimate options for engagement with the opposing 

party, because it positions al-Shabaab outside the boundaries of humanity. While this 

language further reinforces the organization’s liberation narrative, it also functions to 

silence the opposing party. This only serves to escalate the kinetic interaction because this 

discourse has effectively canceled al-Shabaab’s right to speak.  

In order to proactively address the escalating effect, the US needs to develop 

language that condemns the acts of violence that al-Shabaab carries out against civilians, 

rather than attacking or delegitimizing its character. Additionally, Atran and Axelrod 

(2008, 240) contend that one strategy to “demonstrate respect for the ‘who we are’ aspect 

of a sacred value is to use the other side’s preferred name.” This recommendation holds 

more relevance for the delegitimizing label of “Daesh” that was used by Western 
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governments for a period of time in reference to the Islamic State but nonetheless 

reinforces the importance of focusing on condemning violent actions rather than 

delegitimizing character attributes in references to the opposing party.  

A third major substantive precipitant that was visible in analysis of this case study 

involves the visible opportunity to alter a common trend that emerged in USG 

descriptions of its broader goals and objectives in the conflict against al-Shabaab and 

even in broader disclosure about the Global War on Terror. Consider the following three 

examples. In January 2018, Vice Present Pence asserted, “As President Trump made clear 

in Saudi Arabia, we will continue to stand with our allies and stand up to our enemies. We 

will work with all of our partners to starve, in his words, ‘terrorists of their territory, their 

funding, and the false allure of their craven ideology’” (Pence 2018a; emphasis added). 

Similarly, in a May 2018 speech, he asserted “The United States and Israel have long 

stood together to confront the evil scourge of radical Islamic terrorism. And today, we 

renew our pledge to stand shoulder to shoulder as we drive that menace from the face of 

this Earth” (Pence 2018c); emphasis added). Finally, the following conclusion was part 

of Ambassador Sales’ speech discussed previously: “Our goal is to destroy al-Qa’ida’s 

global networks—just as we have decimated its core leadership in South Asia” (Sales 

2019; emphasis added).  

The italicized components of each of these examples exhibit language to reinforce 

an overarching goal to eradicate the enemy— exemplifying the epitome of a radicalized 

narrative. This language is highly escalatory because it both reinforces the liberation 

narrative of the opposing party and, more importantly, shuts down any and all possible 
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courses of action that the USG may pursue in addressing the conflict. Kinetic action is 

obligatory when the goal is eradication.  

However, in reframing the goal to focus on ensuring the safety and security of the 

American people and interests, this language of “security” opens up space for alternative 

forms of action in comparison to the singular, obligatory path that is mandated when the 

goal is eradication of the enemy. In line with this assertion, Murray (2012, 168) notes in 

his CMM work that one important factor that can sustain unwanted repetitive patterns is 

the speaker’s “perception of a narrow range of alternative acts that could be taken in the 

context of the URP episode.” These contrasting goals differ in that one demonstrates 

negative valence and is focused on the destruction of the enemy, while the other takes on 

a positive valence and focuses on protection of the Party. While this shift is not enough 

alone to support the ability of opposing parties to pursue alternative forms of 

engagement, it does begin to open up the space for such possibilities to emerge.  

Procedural Precipitants 

There were three significant procedural precipitants that stood out within the selected 

episodes in this case study. These precipitants constituted three possible openings within 

al-Shabaab’s discourse that could potentially be elaborated by certain USG components:  

 

 • Refuting falsehoods without creating additional ambiguity 

 • Locating core values within the discourse that can be elaborated 

 • Recognizing unique qualities or strengths in the opposing party 
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There was a notable dynamic within Episode Three in which the USG and HSM 

exchanged back-and-forth allegations and refutations about claims of civilian casualties 

that resulted from US airstrike operations. One direct exchange revolved around an 

airstrike that was carried out just outside of Jamaame, in the Lower Juba province. 

According to ACLED data, the operation killed the sultan of a clan group on his 

motorbike (Raleigh et al. 2010). The following day, the al-Shabaab-affiliated media site, 

SomaliMemo, released an article stating that “The sultan of the Jarerweyne clan in the 

Juba regions was buried yesterday by US drone strikes” (Jeexoow, April 11, 2020). The 

article described the individual’s efforts in adding “the poor and destitute” in the area and 

cited the outrage and calls for revenge by members of the clan (ibid.). Four days later, US 

AFRICOM issued a press release stating: 

US Africa Command is aware of two news affiliates alleging an innocent civilian 

was killed as a result of the command’s precision airstrike in the vicinity of 

Jamaame, Somalia, on Apr. 10, 2020.  

 

 These allegations are based on al-Shabaab propaganda and are false.  

 

The terrorist that was killed in the Apr. 10 airstrike was an al-Shabaab member 

complicit in the murder of at least six innocent Somalis. Immediately prior to the 

airstrike, this al-Shabaab terrorist displayed the murdered bodies of Somali 

National Army (SNA) soldiers in a village. Following this act of coercion and 

intimidation, the al-Shabaab terrorist departed the village. Once isolated in a remote 

and secluded area, the terrorist was killed by an airstrike executed by the command 

in coordination with the Federal Government of Somalia.  

 

…Weakened by sustained military operations led by the SNA and AMISOM forces, 

al-Shabaab is increasingly relying on lies and propaganda, including releasing 

gruesome pictures of unverified civilian casualties, in an effort to grab media 

attention, as well as deceive the Somali public (US Africa Command Public Affairs 

2020k).  
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While this release constitutes an explicit refutation of falsehoods, the follow-up storyline 

that is used to reinforce this assertion only creates added ambiguity and fuels the 

problematic reliance on binary categories that feeds into escalation. Notably, the 

AFRICOM press release alleges that these media reports claim that “an innocent civilian” 

was killed by the airstrike, and the release cites SomaliMemo as one of the two media 

outlets that issued this report. However, the SomaliMemo article about the sultan’s death 

makes no explicit reference to this individual as being an “innocent civilian.”  

 The article addresses the good he did for the community and the outrage of clan 

members, but AFRICOM allegations about this report are technically moot because, 

while the SomaliMemo article certainly did not offer any indication that the sultan was 

affiliated with al-Shabaab, it also never made the explicit claim that he was an innocent 

civilian.  

The refutation by US AFRICOM reinforces false binaries in treating these 

categories as mutually exclusive and attempts to portray the US narrative about the 

conflict as a “singular truth,” when it is possible that the victim was both a sultan and had 

ties to al-Shabaab. While this release focuses on reinforcing a clear innocent/terrorist 

binary, the narrative elaboration that is provided to support this strategic effort 

demonstrates a contrasting ambiguity in the civilian/military distinction. The excerpt 

above specifies that the targeted “terrorist” was responsible for the “murder of at least six 

innocent Somalis”— the term “innocent” here generates an image of civilians. However, 

the statement then goes on to say that the “terrorist” “displayed the murdered bodies” of 

Somali soldiers in the village. It is unclear as to whether these statements refer to two 
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separate acts of violence or if the “innocent Somalis” and “murdered soldiers” are one 

and the same. If the latter holds true, then the allegations of “murder” reinforce escalation 

because they help to blur the boundaries of war between two military forces.  

McEvoy and McConnachie (2012, 500) argue that “people claim the label of 

victim for power reasons,” and in this particular case, USG efforts to engage this strategy 

to garner local support actually backfires. Additionally, Harper (2019, 274) argues that 

the phenomenon of “fake news” is rampant in Somalia. Even outside of affiliations with 

al-Shabaab, she argues that “much of Somali broadcast, print, and digital media is also 

unreliable and trustworthy. Members of the diaspora and local outlets often serve the 

interests of a particular region, clan, religious, or political group.” However, she further 

contends that, “equally unrealistic are the sanitized, airbrushed images created for 

counternarrative projects supported by Western states. …These are even more evil and 

unfair than Al-Shabaab’s propaganda. They make Somalia look like a place where 

everybody spends their time on the beach, playing football, and eating ice cream and 

lobster…” (ibid.).  

In a media environment that is characterized by falsehoods and driven by partisan 

interests, it is worth considering whether US efforts in “refuting” these narratives might 

be more effective in reframing the issues in focus, rather than trying to issue a direct 

counternarrative. McNamee and Gergen (1999, 10-11) make a compelling case for 

“developing discursive resources that shift attention away from individual sources of 

action to the sphere of the relationship.” In the particular interaction described above, 

they could more effectively engage with “false” narratives by removing the language 
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which reinforces stark binary identity characterizations (e.g., innocent vs. terrorists; 

murder vs. combat) and focus instead on elaborating the complexities that reflect the 

reality of the situation on the ground. In this particular case, this might involve 

acknowledging that that victim was both a sultan and a dangerous affiliate of al-Shabaab 

and adopt alternative terminology to describe the violence committed against Somali 

forces that is more consistent with a combat setting, rather than the language describing 

the “murder of innocent Somalis.” 

 Another procedural precipitant that the USG might pursue is to locate the specific 

discursive actions by al-Shabaab that present a core value that can be legitimized and 

elaborated. Cobb (2013b, 32, 182) describes this process as “witnessing” and argues that 

it constitutes an “act of recognition” through “the process of elaborating stories of 

suffering in ways that open up to a new aesthetic, one that leads to the emancipation of 

the teller and the witness,” and thereby “pushing narratives toward the edge where 

meaning is born.” The sacredness of a particular value can be detected in a party’s 

discourse by the emotions that are visible in the specific language being used. When high 

emotion becomes visible in the language, this is an indicator that the source of moral 

indignation is closely tied to a core value.  

Cobb et al. (2016, 12) provide an example of how the USG can “join” the 

grammar of the opposing party in a way that legitimizes the Other without condoning the 

violence of that party or comprising national security. Their narrative research is focused 

on the US involvement in Afghanistan and they offer the following example as an 

opening to elaborate a storyline of the opposing party: “The Taliban are people who fear 
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change and are working to keep their culture in place.” Cobb et. al (2-16, 12) argue that 

this storyline “is a description that legitimizes their effort to keep their culture and 

traditions and yet this description does not affirm the violence they perpetrate. Ironically 

and tragically, if [Information Operations] would affirm their narrative, it and they, would 

not only be more open to the US, they would be less likely to resort to violence, should 

this affirmation be circulated, and elaborated in public settings.” The content of al-

Shabaab’s discursive actions within the selected episodes presents multiple openings for 

elaboration using this type of storyline.  

In addition to identifying values that can be elaborated, another opportunity for 

legitimizing al-Shabaab involves recognizing unique qualities or strengths of the 

opposing party. According to Anzalone (2018),  

When interviewed about why they continue to seek adjudication from al-Shabaab’s 

sharia courts, local residents said that it was because they, unlike government 

courts, were not marked by rampant corruption and nepotism. Locals also said that 

while many government forces continued to loot and extort money at will, al-

Shabaab, at least, more strictly regulates its own forces and punishes members for 

infractions against its edicts including against the local population (Anzalone 2018, 

17-18). 

 

However, he cautions: “This is not to say that al-Shabaab does not also perpetrate 

numerous abuses against local civilians; it has and continues to do so. But it does 

underline the importance of perception in the campaign to roll back the group” (ibid. 18). 

Similarly, Hansen (2016, 1) contends that there are “two faces” of al-Shabaab, with 

respect to “how it can contribute to stability through justice, but at the same time be 

feared and promote a sense of cosmic war between Islam and the West; a ‘Clash of 
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Civilizations,’ so to speak. The two faces should not be forgotten, and al-Shabaab today 

still has both.” 

The arguments by both of these regional experts reflect the complexities of 

conflict on the ground, and the possibility for exploring alternative strategies for 

engagement would be better supported by narratives that reflect these complexities. 

Acknowledging the al-Shabaab’s abilities to implement justice systems in specific locales 

is a storyline that would require a nuanced and careful approach, in order to avoid 

delegitimizing the Somali government, but there is nonetheless an opening that warrants 

further exploration.  

External Precipitants 

While substantive and procedural precipitants constitute openings for critical moments in 

the direct relationship between the USG and al-Shabaab, external precipitants constitute a 

form of indirect openings for critical moments that are harnessed through engagement 

with one or more target audiences. There were examples of three external precipitants 

that appeared in this case study, and are focused on engagement between US AFRICOM 

forces and the local Somali population: 

• Accepting responsibility when warranted 

• Elaborating local, concrete storylines 

• Increasing media engagement 

 

Anzalone (2018) argues that:  
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Increased US military strikes in the country also run the risk of inflaming local 

tensions and have increased the chances that Somali civilians will be negatively 

impacted and even killed, as happened in a joint Somali government and US raid 

in Bariire in August 2017 that killed 10 civilians including children and inflamed 

tensions between the Somali government and the large and influential Habar 

Gidir/Hawiye clan (Anzalone 2018, 17) 

 

This kinetic action was discussed as part of the episode about civilian casualties, and in 

this particular instance, the continued refutation of this outcome— in light of 

confirmation that was provided by the Somali government and multiple media sources— 

constitutes an example in which US AFRICOM’s discursive and kinetic inconsistency 

creates an opening for escalation.  

The continued denial of civilian casualties in this particular instance, when both 

third-party sources and partner forces have confirmed otherwise, only helps to legitimize 

al-Shabaab’s claims about US AFRICOM’s “lack of moral conduct and integrity” in 

issuing “ready-made press release[s] denying any civilian casualties” (Harakat al-

Shabaab al-Mujahideen 2020c) and decreases the credibly of the USG in the eyes of the 

local population. Atran and Axelrod (2008, 222) argue that in some cases, sincere 

apologies can help to create openings for engagement. However, they caution this 

potential opening can backfire if the apology is perceived as “half-hearted” or “insincere” 

(ibid. 233). They contend that “likewise, a qualified apology can be seen as worse than 

none at all. We have seen this in the case of the abuse of detainees at Abu Ghraib. When 

the United States apologized only for the acts of a few wayward soldiers, the result was 

angry dismissal by many in the Arab and Muslim world. Without acceptance of 

responsibility, apologies may not work” (ibid. 240).  
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In order to avoid such unintentional escalation, Atran and Axelrod (2008, 240) 

recommend that “an apology should be consistent with one’s own core values while 

simultaneously demonstrating sensitivity to the values of others.” In this particular 

instance, in light of all the evidence to the contrary of the claims by US AFRICOM, the 

relationship dynamics between US forces and local Somalis would be better served by 

issuing a public, sincere apology to the families of the victims, and identify what specific 

measure and actions are being taken to ensure that this mistake is avoided in the future.  

 Fry (2019, 63) argues that “while the explanatory power of the overarching 

narratives by which war is presented and discussed are deficient so too are those that 

present specific events of aggression.” One of the major findings that emerged in the 

cross-episode analysis of discursive interactions between the USG and al-Shabaab was 

the very limited use of local, concrete storylines by the USG. Despite the fact that the 

majority of US AFRICOM’s discursive actions in this case study are about specific 

operations that were carried out, the technical focus of these samples lacked the type of 

content that could be coded as a storyline. Salazar (2017, 13) contends that “with this 

management rhetoric of a long-distance war, it is we who anesthetize ourselves in the 

face of the violence that is perpetrated.”  

However, the local-level focus of US AFRICOM press releases presents an 

opportunity to introduce more local-level storylines that highlight concrete efforts by the 

US and partner forces to support stability and development in the region. The symbolic 

significance of spatial and moral proximity has been highlighted throughout this case 

study, and AFRICOM press releases present an opportunity to engage more closely with 
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communities on the ground by introducing storylines that have a positive valence about 

imagined futures. Simmons (2020, 2020) argues that, in addition to moral complexity, 

conflict storylines must also have generative qualities. He suggests that there is “a 

distinction between story types that focus on problems and those that focus on 

possibilities, between those that develop critical awareness of abusive powers and those 

that project a future when those powers have been overcome or redeemed” (ibid. 219), 

and the latter form tends to “point to a hopeful future” (ibid. 220).  

In their current form, US AFRICOM press releases do little to win the “hearts and 

minds” of the communities that have the closest proximity to the operations taking place 

on the ground. AFRICOM public affairs could work to improve relations with these 

communities by integrating local-level storylines into their public statement which 

exhibit both complex and generative features. However, this recommendation comes with 

the added caveat that “the more that one side perceives another’s initiatives to be strongly 

motivated by self-interest, the less likely it is that those initiatives will succeed in gaining 

trust in highly charged cultural conflicts” (Atran and Axelrod 2008, 226). The following 

example is used by Atran and Axelrod (2008) to reinforce this cautionary point:  

 …following the massive earthquake in Azad Kashmir on October 5, 2005, the 

United States began providing humanitarian aid to victims. When we interviewed 

villagers again about this aid in May 2006, however, many pointed to Apache 

helicopters that parachuted in supplies and ubiquitous USAID signs as evidence 

that the United States was trying to buy their support without engaging them 

personally. In contrast, Kashmiris praised the many hundreds of Cuban doctors 

who tended patients in remote villages for their “selfless” devotion to others, 

noting that the Cubans came and left with no self-promoting speeches or signs 

(Atran and Axelrod 2008, 226). 
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While this example is intended to illustrate the potential backfire that may come 

from gestures that appear to prioritize self-interest, it also implicitly reinforces the 

symbolic significance of spatial proximity in shaping conflict dynamics. In this particular 

instance, the proximity of Cuban aid lies in stark contrast to the “remote” distribution 

tactics employed by the US. This example reinforces the findings from the case study: 

Proximity carries symbolic meaning for both opposing parties and third parties in 

conflict, and the US could begin to engage more effectively with the communities most 

affected by their operations by introducing and elaborating more local, complex 

storylines.  

A third and final type of external precipitant that could support increased 

engagement efforts with local populations is working more directly with respected media 

outlets covering the ongoing conflict in Somalia. One well-known BBC journalist who 

has been covering events in the region for years now offers the following insight on al-

Shabaab’s active strategies for engaging directly with Western media outlets: 

The group has a highly effective public relations department which targets 

specific well-placed journalists in the local, regional, and international media, 

including this author. No other groups or individual connected with Somalia 

engages with the author as directly, reliably, and efficiently as al-Shabaab. As far 

as the author is aware, the group does not claim attacks for which it is not 

responsible, although it has been known to exaggerate the numbers of dead and 

wounded, and the quantities of vehicles, arms, and ammunition seized. Members 

of its communications team will call relentlessly, send texts or email press 

releases written in good English, which are largely accurate and have correct 

datelines, catchy titles, and numbered paragraphs. If the press officer does not 

know the answer to a journalist’s questions, he will say so, do his best to find out 

the information required, and call back once he has an answer. Al-Shabaab 

monitors media output and contacts journalists if they make mistakes in their 

reporting. This contrasts with the more hands-off approach of the Somali 

Government, AMISOM, the UN, and others involved with Somalia, who tend to 

send generic press releases which are often deleted unread from journalists’ 
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overcrowded inboxes. Some communications specialists offer sophisticated 

training and advice to Al-Shabaab’s many opponents, but in the author’s 

experience, this has not been heeded effectively (Harper 2019, 373). 

 

This stark contrast between al-Shabaab’s media engagement strategies and those of US 

and AMISOM forces suggests that engaging more proactively with these media outlets is 

a fairly straightforward shift that could help to improve public perception and increase 

the transparency of US operations in the region.  

Prospects for Backchannel Conversations 

While the CITE Framework is focused on tracing the discursive interaction that takes 

place within the public sphere, it is worth noting that not all conflict conversations take 

place within this space. Anzalone (2018, 17) reports that “The Somali government, with 

the support of US military officials, is attempting to lure defectors away from al-Shabaab 

in an attempt to both weaken the group and, they hope, force its leadership to accept a 

politically negotiated settlement.” 

However, research by Atran and Axelrod (2008, 240) suggests that the willingness 

of both rank-and-file members and higher-level leadership to take the risk of entertaining 

these prospects could possibly be enhanced through “an offsetting symbolic gesture from 

the other side.” In their interviews with Israeli and Palestinian leaders, Atran and Axelrod 

(2008, 224) found that “violent opposition to compromise over issues that people 

consider sacred actually increases when material incentives to compromise are offered. 

Support for violence decreases, however, when an adversary makes symbolic gestures 

that show recognition of the other’s core values. Symbolic gestures may then allow and 

facilitate political negotiations that also involve material trade-offs.”  
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While these gestures are more likely to be effective coming from the Somali 

government, US intelligence analysts could help to support this process in identifying 

discursive openings that are indicative of specific leaders whose narratives suggest they 

may be more open to exploring alternative forms of engagement. For example, the cross-

episode discussion highlighted the severe important differences that appeared in a 2015 

video message by the former leader of al-Shabab in Kenya (now deceased) and the 

infamous message from al-Shabaab’s amir (commander), Ahmed Umar, to the American 

public in November 2019. In these specific DAs, Ali’s message about violence was 

focused on liberating the oppression of the Muslim population but also indicated a desire 

for retribution against the enemy, whereas Umar’s threat of violence— which was 

nonetheless, a threat of violence— was made in light of a list of demands that focused on 

liberating the Muslim community from the oppression. Such discursive nuances— 

however small— could provide useful indicators to support decision makers in 

identifying specific leaders within the organization that may be more amenable for 

exploring other forms of engagement outside of the ongoing kinetic interaction that, 

presently, continues to be sustained.  

Narrative as a Site for Engagement 

According to Atran and Axelrod (2008, 233), “Symbolic gestures do not always stand 

alone, unhinged from all material considerations. Rather, they often help to recast a moral 

frame that determines the scope and limits of possible material transactions and 

negotiations.” They further suggest that: 
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What often makes values incompatible is the way they are applied to the here and 

now. While values can be held firmly, their application depends a good deal on 

how they are understood, and what they are taken to imply, and these 

interpretations and applications of sacred values are not always fixed and 

inflexible. Indeed, sacred values that seem incompatible within certain frames 

may actually become compatible when reframed (Atran and Axelrod 2008, 235).  

 

In cases of moral conflict— where the sacred values of one or more parties are at stake— 

narrative acts as a site for engagement in ways that support parties’ capacity to reframe 

the issues and positions that help to sustain and escalate cycles of violence between 

opposing parties.  

In his discussion of complexity and political dynamics, Williams (2020, 58) 

argues that “the human perceptual system did not evolve to perceive dynamics, and as 

such we require a highly abstracted but still essentially spatial or geometric way of 

thinking dynamics and potentially— phase space” or “the space of the possible.” This is 

the goal that the engagement stage is designed to support. While narrative complexity is 

unlikely to ever be sufficient alone in transforming long-term violent conflicts like the 

one between the USG and al-Shabaab, narrative engagement does help to open up the 

space to support parties’ capacity to consider alternative forms of interaction.   

Cobb et al. (2016, 9) contend that “this sort of engagement, via elaboration, 

legitimizes the very people who anchor marginalized stories and increases positive 

relations with them” Similarly, Simmons (2020, 216) confirms that this process supports 

“thoughtful elaboration of story structures that open the moral space of conflict.” In a 

globalized strategic environment that is dominated by long-term, high-stakes moral wars, 

the potential of this alternative engagement strategy should not go unexplored.  
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CHAPTER EIGHT – CONCLUSION: 

ASSESSING THE UTILITY OF THE CITE FRAMEWORK 

Conflict narratives reveal the meaning that parties assign to a given situation, and this 

meaning plays a critical role in shaping conflict dynamics because it shapes how parties 

choose to respond in any given moment. The CITE Framework offers an approach for 

assessing the turn-by-turn interactions between conflicting parties in order to track the 

narrative dynamics of conflict. The narratives that parties tell about a particular conflict 

reveal the meaning that they assign to what is going, and the meaning that parties assign 

to a specific situation, in turn, is used to determine the appropriate course of action that 

they should take.  

This four-stage model fuses elements of Pearce and Cronen’s (1980) CMM 

theory, Simmons’ (2020) Root Narrative Theory, and Cobb’s (2013b) theory on Better-

Formed Stories to provide a systematic process for tracing the dynamics of meaning-

making in conflict, which manifest in narrative form. Narratives have anticipatory value 

in revealing the meaning that parties assign to conflict, which indicates the future 

trajectory of action that parties may take. The CITE Framework bridges a critical 

intersection between the intelligence and conflict resolution fields by advancing a 

structured method for analyzing narrative conflict dynamics in order to anticipate and 

disrupt patterns of interaction that sustain and escalate violence.   
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Research Strengths 

One of the most important strengths of this research was the episodes section process that 

was used to structure the overall data collection and analysis process. Harré (2004, 211) 

contends that the analysis of social episodes constitutes a useful approach to modeling 

micro-social processes. The application of this concept maintains consistency with its 

original use in as part of the Coordinated Management of Meaning theory (Pearce and 

Cronen 1980), by using thematic-based topics as a mechanism for identifying and tracing 

discrete conversation stands throughout the interaction between opposing parties. Most 

importantly, the iterative nature of this approach allowed these connections to naturally 

emerge without imposing artificial temporal constraints on these interactions. To this 

same end, this approach allowed the analyst to track overlapping or simultaneous 

conversations that took place within the broader conflict interaction, without being forced 

to prioritize one conversation over another.  

While this process is less straightforward than using a more linear-based approach 

that tracks a single conversation that begins only after the previous conversation ends, it 

is more useful for capturing the realities of complex conflict, and the visible intersections 

that were identified across the selected episodes helped to elicit important interaction 

patterns and corresponding openings for engagement. Additionally, while this structured 

approach was inspired by Pearce and Cronen’s (1980) Serpentine model, the CITE 

Framework offers a slight variation to this heuristic by accounting for the triangulated 

relationship between the main opposing conflict parties and their targeted audiences 

within the public sphere. Smith (2005, 11) addresses the critical role of the audience in 
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shaping conflict dynamics between two opposing parties in that, “by conferring or 

withdrawing legitimacy, public discourse operates to make the option of war more or less 

attractive for administrations.”  

Another strength in this research coincides with the focus on root narratives and 

escalation tactics, which constitutes a shift away from the preoccupation with master 

narratives in the counterterrorism and CVE work. In their research on master narratives 

used by al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghrib (AQIM), Halverson and Greenberg (2017) 

assert that  

…focusing on “myth” or “master narrative” does not capture the tone or subtle 

stylistic nuances of the texts— this is a separate task. Nor does it elucidate the 

personal histories of the storytellers… themselves. This method of analysis also 

privileges the “master” and “mythic” to the detriment of the local and personal. 

These potential shortcomings do not discrete the method, but rather preserve a 

place for other analytical methods to exist in concert with it (Halverson and 

Greenberg 2017, 13).  

 

In moving away from the use of master narrative as an explicit category, the CITE 

framework offers a more suitable approach for attending to the “stylistic nuances” that 

Halverson and Greenberg (2017) suggest are often overlooked in the analysis of master 

narratives. Instead, the use of Root Narrative Theory (Simmons 2020) allows the analyst 

to track the moral grammar that opposing parties draw on in interaction, and the 

escalation tactics allow the analyst to track the visible changes in narrative features along 

the dimensions of time, scope, style, and tone, both over the course of time and across 

different speakers.  

While the analysis of master narratives is undoubtedly a valuable lens for 

understanding the role of meaning in conflict dynamics, it is an approach that has been 
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extensively explored and applied in multiple types of conflict settings. In contrast, by 

exploring the intersection of root narrative and escalation tactics, this analytic approach 

opens the door for a more nuanced exploration of the ways that speakers work to engage 

the horizontal, vertical, and relational dimensions of the narrative landscape. This process 

was particularly valuable in eliciting the critical ways that al-Shabaab uses a multi-

pronged communications strategy to engage simultaneously with both global and local 

issues, something that would’ve been easily overlooked if the scope of analysis had been 

limited only to macro-level master narratives.  

The assertion that discursive tactics play a role in affecting conflict presents a 

valuable opening for changing the nature of engagement in conflict. Discourse is an 

observable form of behavior, which allows us to identify specific tactics and patterns that 

contribute to conflict escalation. By drawing on existing discursive and narrative data 

surrounding conflict, we can enhance our understanding of how it shapes conflict and 

open up the space for engaging with discursive shifts that change the nature of the 

relationship between adversaries. The set of escalation tactics that are identified in the 

CITE Framework is not intended to be a comprehensive list.  

Rather, it draws on existing research to provide a set of concepts that other 

researchers and practitioners have identified as commonly used narrative practices that 

have been used to escalate conflict in various types of contexts by reinforcing 

simplification and supporting narrative closure (Cobb 2013b). The CITE Framework 

offers a structured approach for studying the relationship between discursive and kinetic 

action in conflict, and the basic components within each stage of the framework can 
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easily be adapted and applied to other conflict contexts besides the one that was analyzed 

in this case study.  

Research Limitations 

While there were several visible strengths that appeared in this research, there were also 

some limitations. The issue of access is a limitation that was discussed in the 

methodology chapter, and these accessibility challenges became clearer during the data 

collection process. Due to the nature of the data being studied— namely, al-Shabaab 

propaganda videos— accessibility was an issue that placed significant constraints on the 

ability to track certain conversations between the USG and al-Shabaab. For example, 

during the primary phase of data collection, one of the USG discursive samples made 

reference to a propaganda video released by al-Shabaab which called on Muslims in the 

West to attack heavily populated areas such as malls, citing the Mall of America as a 

specific target for these attacks. However, this conversation could not be analyzed and 

was ultimately excluded as a potential episode because this specific video message by al-

Shabaab could not be located.  

In addition to accessibility, the researcher’s lack of language skills also proved to 

be another limitation. While there was a sufficient amount of English-language data to be 

analyzed, there were also certain cases where it would have been useful to incorporate 

discursive samples by al-Shabaab in other languages. For example, within the scope of 

data that was collected for this study, al-Shabaab had no English-language discursive 

samples that included US references at any point in 2018. Additional language skills 
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would have proven useful for exploring whether there were US references in al-

Shabaab’s Arabic, Somali, and Swahili propaganda, or if the lack of US references during 

this time period was consistent throughout all of the organization’s propaganda. 

In addition to these case study limitations, there were also certain limitations in 

the CITE Framework itself that become more visible after testing its application in this 

case study. While the adapted version of the Serpentine model (Pearce and Cronen 1980) 

reorganized the interaction between opposing parties to account for the triangulated role 

of the target audiences in shaping these dynamics.  

However, the utility of this framework would be enhanced by introducing an 

additional adaptation to account for the role of other parties in shaping the conflict 

dynamics as well. In its most comprehensive form, this would entail factoring in the role 

of the other parties engaged in the kinetic dynamics, but also incorporate the role of non-

kinetic parties such as the media. These adaptations were considered but ultimately ruled 

out for this research project in order to maintain a feasible scope for data collection and 

analysis. However, these changes would be useful to incorporate as part of future 

research endeavors.  

Additionally, the process of developing and piloting the codes for root narratives 

and escalation tactics proved to be a challenging endeavor and, in hindsight, the rigor of 

this case study would have benefited from having multiple coders in order to establish 

intercoder reliability in this process. The biggest challenge in the root narrative doing was 

identifying visible root narrative undercurrents based on prominent themes that emerged 

in the discursive data. The process of coding the root narrative themselves was more 
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straightforward because Simmons (2020) outlines the structural components to which it 

must adhere, but the process of distinguishing undercurrents was more ambitious and left 

more room for questioning and second-guessing coding choices.  

The process of coding escalation tactics posed a similar challenge. These 

categories are not only more ambiguous, but also are often used simultaneously with 

other escalation tactics. The purpose of the framework is not meant to be exhaustive in 

identifying every visible case of each different escalation tactic. Rather, it is designed to 

support the analyst in identifying the tactics that stand out most strongly as escalating 

factors within each individual discursive sample. Even still, the findings from this coding 

process would have been more rigorous by using multiple coders and conduction 

intercoder reliability checks.  

The use of CMM concepts in conflict resolution settings are typically employed 

by a third-party facilitator that is brought in the mediate a given conflict. In these 

situations, Pearce and Littlejohn (1997, 47) clarify that “like any other participant, the 

intervener cannot unilaterally change things. Rather, he or she enters the system of the 

dispute and becomes one factor among many.” While this case study is not quite different 

from the type of situation that Pearce and Littlejohn describe, the point on the limited 

power of the facilitator likewise applies the extent to which both USG and al-Shabaab 

have limited capacity to shift the nature of the interaction if the opposing party chooses 

not to reinforce this shift. The communication perspective treats conflict as stemming 

from problematic patterns of interaction. To this end, the capacity to produce “better” 
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patterns of communication “require[s] coordinating with other [parties]” (Pearce 2007, 

37). 

Additionally, Pearce and Littlejohn (1997, 110) raise an important consideration 

that often leads a party to resist or avoid opportunities to disrupt problematic patterns of 

interaction in conflict. They note that “our orientation to other people is also affected by 

whether we are willing to put our stories at risk.” They contend that “when stories are 

challenged, boundaries change, and old enemies become new allies,” but in cases of 

intractable conflict, parties often work to closet their stories off from such challenges, and 

in the process, “categories can get hardened, and protective measures can become 

extreme” (ibid. 110, 113).  

Parrish-Sprowl (2014) addresses this concern as well but does so from the 

standpoint of a third-party facilitator. He argues that “when engaging in a transformation 

and change project, it is important to consider just how we are putting peoples’ resources 

at risk. How the risk process unfolds can either facilitate or obstruct the effort to develop 

the desired change” (ibid. 298). Parrish-Sprowl (2014, 298) suggests that there are 

several different risks that may come into play but contends that “each type of risk 

requires a different form of conversational management if change is to be successful and 

endure.”  

While the discussion on engagement strategies in the previous chapter highlighted 

certain caveats and cautionary advice on some of the ways that these strategies could 

unintentionally backfire, it did not provide a comprehensive review of all the ways that 

these strategies could potentially put certain stories at risk because it is not always 
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possible to anticipate all the ways that this could happen. While the engagement tactics in 

Stage Four of the CITE Framework provide a basic foundation for exploring possible 

openings in conflict, these strategies are not always appropriate, and the potential risks 

should always be considered in conjunction with the possible benefits that could stem 

from the use of any of these strategies.  

Future Improvements 

The processing of testing out the CITE Framework elicited additional ideas on 

improvements and changes that might be added to improve the functionality of certain 

stages. Future iterations of the root narrative stage could incorporate codes that 

distinguish between the critical and constructive forms to enhance precision in 

identifying the specific ways that moral grammars are used in ways that make them 

incommensurate. Additionally, the escalation tactics in Stage Three would benefit from 

continued revision and incorporate additional components that stand out to the analyst as 

being significant, such as the common use of medical metaphors that appeared in USG 

discourse within this case study (e.g., referencing to countering toxic ideologies and 

preventing the spread of this [terrorist] cancer).  

In his work on complexity science, Clemens Jr. (2013, 30) notes that “agents exist 

in and depend on systems, but systems are built and changed by agents…[however], “not 

all agents have the same clout. Also, their relative weight can change.” Additionally, the 

future use of this methodology would benefit greatly from identifying distinctions 

between speakers within each of the opposing parties. While the case study addressed 
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differences across the three USG components (the DOD, State Department, and White 

House), it would be more useful in future approaches to address visible similarities and 

distinctions between individual speakers within both the opposing parties. Additionally, 

future applications of the approach might also consider incorporating a code to identify 

any surprising instances where speakers draw on narratives that exhibit some form of 

complexity. These features would present a natural opening for further elaboration.   

Assessing the Utility of the CITE Framework 

The CITE Framework constitutes a new analytic tool for analyzing conflict dynamics, 

and the purpose of this case study was to pilot the use of this framework and assess the 

potential utility of this tool for anticipatory intelligence. The response to this inquiry, 

however, depends on how one chooses to define anticipatory intelligence. In his research 

on al-Qaeda, Byman (2015) discusses the growing importance of signals intelligence— 

or SIGINT— in an incredibly globalized strategic environment. He argues,   

SIGINT, of course, can be maddeningly incomplete or imprecise. Before 9/11, US 

intelligence picked up a surge in “chatter” and in late 2000, one Al Qaeda 

operative told another of a planned “Hiroshima” against the United States. In 

hindsight, the intelligence community was criticized for ignoring these 

harbingers. However, the reality is that such activity merely told officials what 

they already knew—that Bin Laden’s organization was actively planning 

strikes—but did not tell them where, when, or how the attack would be carried out 

(Byman 2015, 208).  

 

If the scope of anticipatory intelligence is defined narrowly as based on the ability to 

predict the precise timing and location of future attacks by the adversary, then we can 

safely conclude that the CITE Framework has limited utility within this arena.  
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However, if we define anticipatory intelligence as more broadly akin to the 

concept of foresight that involves “imagining how a broad set of possible conditions 

(trends, actors, developments, behaviors, etc.) might interact and generate emergent 

outcomes” (Kerbel 2019), then there is evidence to suggest that the CITE Framework 

does, in fact, bring added value to this domain.  

The findings from this case study demonstrate how the CITE Framework 

harnesses the anticipatory potential of conflict narratives. It offers a structured process for 

collecting and assembling discrete conversational strands that unfold between opposing 

parties over a sustained period of time and guides the analyst in tracking the dynamics of 

meaning-making over the course of these interactions, which manifest in narrative form. 

Conflict narratives have anticipatory value in revealing the meaning that parties assign to 

conflict which, in turn, functions as an indicator of the future trajectory of action that is 

expected to follow. By tracking multiple conversations over a sustained period of time, 

the analyst acquires deeper contextual knowledge and familiarity with the interaction 

dynamics within a given conflict. Additionally, by tracking these dynamics over time, we 

can begin to recognize interaction patterns and anticipate the plausible outcomes that may 

follow from these patterns.  

While this framework does not give the analyst the capacity to anticipate when 

and where specific kinetic actions will take place, it does support the analyst’s ability to 

recognize shifts in sustained interaction patterns and corresponding indicators that speak 

to the potential for future attacks that may plausibly follow from certain patterns of 

interaction. These indicators do not provide the logistical details that would be needed for 
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kinetic preventative efforts against a future attack. However, these interaction patterns 

and corresponding indicators do provide the necessary contextual information to support 

engagement in discursive preventative efforts against a future attack that seek to alter the 

dynamics of the interaction in order to alter the anticipated outcome of the interaction. As 

an analytic tool, the CITE Framework not only yields indicators into anticipated 

outcomes that follow from specific patterns of interaction, but also offers insight for 

locating engagement opportunities that help to disrupt these patterns and, by extension, 

the undesirable anticipated outcomes that are expected to follow from certain patterns of 

interaction.  

Additionally, the findings from this case study reinforce the premise that causality 

is not linear in conflict dynamics. The CITE Framework provides a mechanism for 

tracing distinct conversation strands that are threaded throughout various phases of the 

conflict relationship between the USG and al-Shabaab. The analysis of these selected 

episodes not only helped to illuminate the interdependence of meaning and action, but 

also the interdependence of the various conversation strands themselves. What appears to 

be a cause-and-effect dynamic within a single conversation is better understood in 

consideration of cross-episode dynamics. In this particular conflict, cross-episode 

analysis revealed the extent to which al-Shabaab uses a multi-pronged communications 

strategy to engage simultaneously with both global and local issues.  

The CITE Framework provides an analytic structure that is more conducive to 

analyzing these complex dynamics because it provides the guidance for identifying and 

tracking conversation strands as episodes, rather than bounding this analysis by space and 
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time. This approach is more conducive for studying the dynamics of asymmetric 

conflicts, where the fluidity of ongoing conversations between opposing parties may 

fluctuate as other issues take precedent or diminish at various points in time.  

The episode-based analytic structure of this framework is particularly useful for 

examining the intersection of kinetic and discursive interactions taking place between 

opposing parties, due to the unpredictable, wide-ranging time frames that coinciding with 

a particular kinetic action and a follow-up video message by al-Shabaab about that given 

event. For example, the infamous “Battle of El-Adde” between al-Shabaab and Kenyan 

forces took place on January 15, 2016 and released a video message about the event 

approximately two months later, on April 9, 2016.  

In contrast, al-Shabaab’s attack on the Manda Bay base in Kenya occurred on 

January 5, 2020 and the organization released an extensive video message about the event 

just three days later, on January 8, 2020. In stark contrast to both of these examples, al-

Shabaab’s video message about the Minnesota martyrs was released on January 1, 2016, 

but the storylines in the video put the deaths of these individuals as taking place between 

March 2009 and May 2011. By orienting the analysis towards episodes, the CITE 

Framework, this approach is better equipped to identify connections between discursive 

and kinetic actions because it is not bounded by space and time.  

The underlying premises of the CITE Framework maintain consistency with the 

logic of existing anticipatory intelligence methods that are grounded on complexity 

science but bring added value to these existing methods by focusing specifically on 

attending the social dimension of complex systems. Williams (2020, 60) argues that 
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“complex systems analysis might enable us to discover which options likely lie ahead, 

but not which precise ones will occur. It is only through human agency, conceived as a 

key perturbatory force at times of phase transition, that these options are decided upon.” 

This CITE framework maintains consistency with this premise in offering an approach to 

analyzing conflict dynamics that shifts from first-order logic to second-order logic. 

Behavior in conflict systems defies the traditional capacity to isolate variables and 

identify linear cause-and-effect relationships, because the interdependent, dynamic 

interaction of system actors creates direct changes in some parts of the system and 

indirect changes in others (Jervis 1997, 21). Therefore, the CITE Framework moves away 

from the focus on intentions and outcomes, and instead, focuses on conflict as a process, 

working on the underlying premise that, by improving the quality of the process, this, in 

turn, will positively impact the outcomes (Pearce and Littlejohn 1997, 105). From this 

perspective, the CITE Framework serves a procedural function: to track the trajectory of 

conflict dynamics and identify opportunities to disrupt perpetuating conflict patterns that 

reinforce the likelihood of undesirable outcomes.  

Intelligence and Conflict Resolution 

Although the CITE Framework was ultimately designed to supplement existing US 

anticipatory intelligence efforts, the strategic implications of this approach also warrant 

addressing. While the Intelligence Community prides itself on objectivity, research 

suggests that policymakers are also more inclined to prefer “analytic products that 

highlight courses of action [and] flag potential pitfalls (Kerbel and Olcott 2010, 16). This 
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framework focuses specifically on tracing the dynamics of meaning-making in conflict 

and is designed to support inquiry into the micro-level patterns of interaction that unfolds 

between opposing parties and the anticipated conflict trajectory that these patterns 

reinforce.  

The study of meaning dynamics, however, is inherently pragmatic. Lemke (1995) 

contends that: 

Making meaning is a practice, a process, an activity. …Our objective in inquiry is 

to add to and change the patterns of our actions in such a way that we can analyze 

and critique the way things are done now and create new, different patterns in 

place of the automatic ones we are limited by. Our real goal then is not to make a 

theory of how things are, but to develop a praxis, a critical way of analyzing, 

doing, creating (Lemke 1995, 157).  

 

The CITE framework is designed to support the analyst’s ability to acquire a deeper 

understanding of the micro-level dynamics of conflict, and by extension, to explore how 

specific kinds of shifts in these dynamics might connect to changes in the overall conflict 

trajectory. Specifically, this process helps the analyst to envision a range of plausible 

alternative futures and support decision makers in exploring the role of USG actions in 

shaping the dynamics of each of these scenarios.  

In the context of a globalized strategic environment that is characterized by 

heightened uncertainty, this type of approach becomes increasingly valuable. Fry (2019, 

273) argues that this heightened uncertainty of global conflict necessitates a “‘high grade’ 

intelligence” that is “seen as an ambition and means to avert and resolve conflict rather 

than as a more effective instrument to direct violence to a target.” He further emphasizes 

the need for more context-specific intelligence that is focused on “finding a dialogical 
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point of entry to ‘face’ the Other to create a reconfigured proximity and condition of 

exchange, with the ambition of reducing the level of hostility or stopping it” (ibid. 275).  

The CITE Framework uses conflict analysis and resolution as a new domain in 

intelligence. It provides a structured method for analyzing conflict dynamics in order to 

identify and disrupt patterns of interaction that sustain and escalate violence. While the 

CITE Framework supports the ability to anticipate a future conflict trajectory, this 

anticipatory value is also inherently strategic; It offers a mechanism for learning to 

recognize patterns of interaction and discern specific moves and countermoves that 

reinforce or exacerbate conflict. By extension, however, this understanding supports the 

exploration of engagement strategies that can help to break these patterns and shift the 

quality of the interaction. 

The conditions for engagement in the current strategic environment are radically 

different than the conditions of conflict from previous periods. While the Cold War era 

was defined by competing interests of dominant state powers, the conflicts that 

preoccupy the Intelligence Community today are rooted in moral differences. Likewise, 

conflict resolution work during the Cold War era focused on addressing the underlying 

structural conditions that drive conflict on the basis of unmet basic human needs (Burton 

1987), but Pearce and Littlejohn (1997) highlight a critical shortfall in this logic: 

Burton implies that if certain basic structural conditions are eliminated, we will 

live in peace. That, too, is an oversimplification. Indeed, certain underlying 

conditions should be addressed, but moral differences should not, and cannot, be 

eliminated. The problem with conflict is not only that it exists but that we often do 

not handle our differences humanely. One part of the new sophistication about 

conflict is that management of difference itself is placed in the foreground (Pearce 

and Littlejohn 1997, 41).  
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Fry (2019, 272) reinforces the importance of moral values in characterizing the 

current conditions of conflict have become “borderless” and “conceptually, as well as 

spatially, normative.” In the context of conflict that is rooted in moral disagreement, 

discourse and narrative must be treated as a central and necessary component of national 

security strategy, rather than a peripheral afterthought. More importantly, as Simmons 

(2020, 215) contends, “conditions of radical disagreement demand the application of 

radical curiosity”; it demands that we “look at stories in a new way.” As the IC is tasked 

with addressing increasingly complex national security challenges, analysts, 

policymakers, and academics, alike, are forced to rethink traditional approaches to 

conflict engagement.  

In order to begin thinking about how to engage with the parties who were 

previously off-limits, we first have to identify the moral grammar as well as our own 

moral grammar that characterizes the stories we tell about conflict. We must learn how to 

effectively translate these incommensurate moral grammars and engage in ways that open 

up the space to explore additional forms of interaction, rather than shut them down. Cobb 

et al. (2016, 11) argue that “increas[ing] the complexity of the [narrative landscape] … 

inevitably opens up alternatives, increases flexibility for US forces, and builds the 

foundation for security.” The CITE Framework provides an analytic tool for 

understanding conflict dynamics that supports the analyst’s ability to navigate this 

narrative terrain, in order to support efforts to anticipate and disrupt, rather than sustain, 

escalating cycles of violence.  
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